






Frontispiece

Advanced Lunar Base

In this panorama of an advanced lunar

base, the main habitation modules in the

background to the right are shown being

covered by lunar soil for radiation

protection. The modules on the far right

are reactors in which lunar soil is being

processed to provide oxygen. Each

reactor is heated by a solar mirror. The

vehicle near them is collecting liquid

oxygen from the reactor complex and will

transport it to the launch pad in the

background, where a tanker is just lifting

off. The mining pits are shown just behind

the foreground figure on the left. The

geologists in the foreground are looking

for richer ores to mine.

Artist Dennis Davidson
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Preface

Space resources must be used to

support life on the Moon and

exploration of Mars. Just as the

pioneers applied the tools they

brought with them to resources they

found along the way rather than

trying to haul all their needs over

a long supply line, so too must

space travelers apply their high

technology tools to local resources.

The pioneers refilled their water

barrels at each river they forded;

moonbase inhabitants may use
chemical reactors to combine

hydrogen brought from Earth with

oxygen found in lunar soil to make

their water. The pioneers sought

temporary shelter under trees or in
the lee of a cliff and built sod
houses as their first homes on the

new land; settlers of the Moon may
seek out lava tubes for their shelter

or cover space station modules

with lunar regolith for radiation

protection. The pioneers moved
further west from their first

settlements, using wagons they
had built from local wood

and pack animals they had raised;

space explorers may use propellant
made at a lunar base to take them

on to Mars.

The concept for this report was

developed at a NASA-sponsored

summer study in 1984. The

program was held on the Scripps

campus of the University of

California at San Diego (UCSD),
under the auspices of the American

Society for Engineering Education

(ASEE). It was jointly managed

by the California Space Institute

and the Lyndon B. Johnson Space

Center, under the direction of
the Office of Aeronautics and

Space Technology (OAST) at

NASA Headquarters. The study

participants (listed in the

addendum) included a group of

18 university teachers and

researchers (faculty fellows)

who were present for the entire

10-week period and a larger

group of attendees from

universities, Government, and

industry who came for a series of

four 1-week workshops.

The organization of this report

follows that of the summer study.

Space Resources consists of a
brief overview and four detailed

technical volumes: (1) Scenarios;

(2) Energy, Power, and Transport;

(3) Materials; (4) Social Concerns.

Although many of the included

papers got their impetus from
workshop discussions, most have
been written since then, thus

allowing the authors to base new

applications on established

information and tested technology.
All these papers have been

updated to include the authors'
current work.

This overview, drafted by faculty

fellow Jim Burke, describes the

findings of the summer study,

as participants explored the use

of space resources in the
development of future space

activities and defined the necessary

research and development that



mustprecedethepractical
utilizationof theseresources.
Spaceresourcesconsidered
includedlunarsoil,oxygenderived
fromlunarsoil,materialretrieved
fromnear-Earthasteroids,
abundantsunlight,lowgravity,
andhighvacuum.Thestudy
participantsanalyzedthedirectuse
of theseresources,thepotential
demandfor productsfromthem,
thetechniquesforretrievingand
processingspaceresources,the
necessaryinfrastructure,andthe
economictradeoffs.

Thisis certainlynotthefirstreport
to urgetheutilizationof space
resourcesin thedevelopmentof
spaceactivities.Infact,Space

Resources may be seen as the

third of a trilogy of NASA Special

Publications reporting such ideas

arising from similar studies. It has

been preceded by Space
Settlements: A Design Study

(NASA SP-413) and Space

Resources and Space Settlements

(NASA SP-428).

And other, contemporaneous
reports have responded to the same
themes. The National Commission

on Space, led by Thomas Paine, in

Pioneering the Space Frontier,

and the NASA task force led by

astronaut Sally Ride, in Leadership
and America's Future in Space,

also emphasize expansion of the

space infrastructure; more detailed

exploration of the Moon, Mars,

and asteroids; an early start

on the development of the

technology necessary for using

space resources; and systematic

development of the skills necessary

for long-term human presence

in space.

Our report does not represent any
Government-authorized view or

official NASA policy. NASA's
official response to these

challenging opportunities must be

found _n the reports of its Office of

Exploration, which was established

in 1987. That office's report,

released in November 1989, of a

90-day study of possible plans for

human exploration of the Moon

and Mars is NASA's response to

the new initiative proposed by

President Bush on July 20, 1989,

the 20th anniversary of the

Apollo 11 landing on the Moon:

"First, for the coming decade, for

the 1990s, Space Station Freedom,

our critical next step in all our

space endeavors. And next, for the

new century, back to the Moon,
back to the future, and this time,

back to stay. And then a journey

into tomorrow, a journey to another
planet, a manned mission to Mars."

This report, Space Resources,
offers substantiation for NASA's bid

to carry out that new initiative.



Introduction

Future space activities may benefit
from the use of natural resources

found in space: energy from the
Sun, certain properties of space

environments and orbits, and
materials of the Moon and

near-Earth asteroids. To assess

this prospect and to define

preparations that could lead to

realizing it, a study group convened
for 10 weeks in the summer of

1984 at the California Space
Institute at the University of

California at San Diego. Papers

written by this study group were

edited and then recycled through
most of the contributors for revision

and updating to reflect current

thinking and new data on these

topics. This is a summary report of

the group's findings.

The sponsors of the study--NASA

and the California Space Institute-

charged the study group with the

task of defining possible space
program objectives and scenarios

up tO the year 2010 and describing

needed technologies and other

precursor actions that could lead to

the large-scale use of nonterrestrial

resources. We examined program

goals and options to see where,

how, and when space resources
could be of most use. We did not

evaluate the long-range program

options and do not recommend any

of them in preference to others.
Rather, we concentrated on those

near-term actions that would enable

intelligent choices among realistic

program options in the future.
Our central conclusion is that

near-Earth resources can indeed

foster the growth of human

activities in space. Most uses of

the resources are within the space

program, the net product being
capabilities and information useful
to our nation both on and off the

Earth.

The idea of using the energy,

environments, and materials of

space to support complex activities

in space has been implicit in many
proposals and actions both before

and during the age of space flight.

As illustrated in figure 1, the deep

gravity well of the Earth makes it

difficult and expensive to haul all

material supplies, fuel, and energy
sources into space from the

surface of the Earth; it is clearly
more efficient to make maximum

use of space resources. Up to

now, however, our ability to employ
these resources has been limited

by both technology and policy.
Studies and laboratory work have

failed to bring the subject much

beyond the stage of speculations

and proposals, primarily because
until now there has been no serious
intent to establish human

communities in space.

With progress in the Soviet

program of long-duration manned

operations in Earth orbit and with

the coming of an American space

station initiative, the picture

appears to be changing. The

present study is one step in a

process laying groundwork for the

time when living off Earth, making



Figure 1

large-scale use of nonterrestrial
resources, will be both

technologically feasible and

socially supported.

Findings of the Summer
Study

The 18 faculty fellows who
participated in the summer study

organized themselves into four
groups. The focus of each group
corresponded with that of a 1-week

workshop held in conjunction with

the summer study and attended by
10 to 20 experts in the target field.

The first working group generated
the three scenarios that formed

The Gravity Well of the Earth

The Earth sits _n a deep gravity well and

considerable rocket energy is necessary

to hft material from that well and put _t into

space. The rocket velocity change (A V)

shown here is an indication of the 15 -

minimum fuel needed to travel to low Earth

orbit and to other places, including the

lunar surface and De_mos. Not shown on -_
the diagram but also important _s the fact E
that it takes less AV to reach some Earth- -_v

crossing asteroids than it does to reach o10-
the lunar surface, about 10 percent less c-

for asteroid 1982 DB, for example. This _-

diagram is not a potenbal energy diagram, >,

as the/iV depends on the path taken as "_

well as the potential energy difference, o

However, it is a good _nd_cat_on of the >
*$ 5-

relattve fuel requirements of transportation v

from one place to another. The dmgram oo
also does not take _nto account travel rr

times corresponding to minimum/i V

tralectories. One-way travel bmes range

from less than an hour to low Earth orblt to

3 days for lunar orbit to months to a year 0

or more for Mars and Earth-crosstng

asteroids.

the basis of the subsequent
discussions. The other three

groups focused on these areas

of inquiry:

• Working group 2-Energy,

power, and transport

• Working group 3-Materials and

processing
• Working group 4-Human and

social concerns

In what follows, our findings are
presented in the order of these

topics, but they are offered as

findings of the summer study as a

whole. Integrated =nthese findings

are the views of the faculty fellows

and the workshop attendees.
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Future Space Activities

Before we could evaluate the

benefits and opportunities

associated with the use of space
resources, we had to consider what

might be going on in space in the

future. The target date defined for

this study, 2010, is beyond the

projection of present American

space initiatives but not too far in
the future for reasonable

technological forecasting. The U.S.

space program is now set on a

course that can carry it to the end
of this century, with increasing

capabilities in low Earth orbit (LEO)
and geosynchronous Earth orbit

(GEO) and modest extensions into

deeper space. At the present rate

of progress, there would not be

much new opportunity to exploit
nonterrestrial resources before the

year 2000.

A typical plan for space activities is

illustrated in figure 2, which shows
a sequence of milestones leading

to human enterprises in LEO, in
GEO, and on the Moon, plus

automated probing of some
near-Earth asteroids and of Mars.

In this plan, most of the space

activity before 2010 is concentrated

in low Earth orbit, where the basic

space station is expanded into a
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Figure 2

Baseline Scenario

If NASA continues its business as usual

w_thout a major tncrease _n ItS budget and

without using nonterrestnal resources

as it expands into space, thts ts the

development that mtght be expected _n

the next 25 to 50 years. The plan shows

an orderly progression/n manned missions

from the imtlal space station tn low Earth

orbit (LEO) expected in the 1990s, through

an outpost and an eventual space stabon

m geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO)

(from 2004 to 2012), to a small lunar base _n

2016, and eventually to a Mars landing m

2024. Unmanned precursor misstons

would include an experiment platform in

GEO, lunar mapping and exploration by

robot, a Mars sample return, and an

automated slte survey on Mars. Th_s plan

can be used as a baseline scenario

against which other, more ambittous plans

can be compared.



Figure3

Scenario for Space Resource

Utilization

Space resource utlhzatton, a feature

lacking in the baseline plan, ts emphasized

/n this plan for space acttv/bes _n the same

1990-2035 fimeframe. As _n the basehne

scenario, a space stabon /n low Earth orbit

(LEO) ls established m the early 1990s.

Th_s space stabon plays a malor role m

staging advanced m_ss_ons to the Moon,

begmmng about 2005, and in exploring

near-Earth asteroids, begmmng about the

same #me These explorabon acbwbes

lead to the estabhshment of a lunar camp

and base which produce oxygen and

possibly hydrogen for rocket propellant.

Automated m_ss_ons to near-Earth

asteroids begin mmmg these bodies by

about 2015, producing water and metals

which are returned to geosynchronous

Earth orbit (GEO), LEO, lunar orbit, and

the lunar surface. Oxygen, hydrogen, and

metals derived from the Moon and the

near-Earth asteroids are then used to fuel

space operattons _n Earth-Moon space

and to butld addttional space platforms

and stattons and lunar base facd_ties

These space resources are also used as

fuel and matenals for manned Mars

m_sstons begmmng m 2021. Thts scenano

might imbally cost more than the basehne

scenano because/t takes large

investments to put together the facd_ties

necessary to extract and rehne space

resources. However, thts plan has the

potential to s_gmf_cantly lower the cost of

space operabons _n the long run by

prowdmg from space much of the mass

needed for space operabons.

larger complex over a period of

20 years. In geosynchronous Earth

orbit, an experimental platform is

replaced in 2004 by an outpost to

support manned visits leading to a

permanently manned station by

2012. Until the year 2010 only
unmanned missions are sent to

the Moon. In that year, nearly

20 years after the establishment of

the space stahon, a small lunar

camp is established to support

short visits by people. In this plan,

the only American missions to Mars

in the next 40 years are two

unmanned visits: a sample return

mission and a roving surveyor.

It is clear that, if the plan in

figure 2 is followed, natural
resources from the Moon, Mars,

or other planetary bodies will not
be used until at least 2016.

If we consider the plan in figure 2

to be our baseline, then figure 3

illustrates an alternative departing
from that baseline in the direction

of more and earlier use of

nonterrestrial resources. In this

plan, a growing lunar base has
become a major goal after the

space station. Lunar and
asteroidal resources would

be sought and exploited in
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support of this goal rather

than for any external purpose.
The establishment of a lunar

camp is moved up 5 years to 2005
and an advanced lunar base is in

place by 2015. In this plan, lunar

resources are used to support the

construction and operation of this

base and lunar-derived oxygen is

used to support transportation to
and from the base. Asteroidal

material from automated mining
missions would also contribute to

supporting these space operations
after 2015.

Figure 4 shows a different
departure from the baseline. Here,

the objectives are balanced among
living off Earth, developing

near-Earth resources for a variety

of purposes, and further exploring

the solar system with an eventual

human landing on Mars. In this

alternative scenario, a LEO space

station, a small manned GEO

outpost, and a small manned lunar

station are all in operation by 2005,
with a manned Mars visit and

establishment of a camp by 2010,

some 12 to 14 years earlier than in
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Scenario for Balanced Infrastructure

Buildup

In this scenario, each location in space
recewes attention in a balanced
approach and none is emphastzed to the
exclusion of others. The scenarlo begins
with the establishment of the initial space
station about 1992. Thls _sfollowed by
the establishment of a manned outpost in
geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) in
2001, an experimental station on the
Moon in 2006, and a manned Mars camp
in 2010. In parallel w_ththese manned
activities, many automated missions are
flown, including a lunar geochemical
orbiter and a lunar rover, mulbple surveys
of near-Earth asteroids and rendezvous
with them, and a martian rover and a
Mars sample return. Automated mimng of
near-Earth asteroids beginmng _n2010 _s
also part of th_sscenario.



the previous plans. Automated

asteroid mining and return starts

by 2010. The focus of this

program is longer term than that

of the program diagramed in

figure 3. By building up a balanced
infrastructure at various locations,
it invests more effort in activities

whose benefits occur late in the

next century and less in shorter

range goals such as maximizing

human presence on the Moon.

These three scenarios, the baseline

and two alternates, have served as
a basis for our discussion of the

uses of nonterrestrial resources.

None is a program recommended

by the study group, since that

was not our charter. They are

merely illustrative examples of

programs that, we believe, might
materialize over the next two

decades as a result of national or

international trends in space. The
two alternate scenarios assume

some acceleration and focusing of

American efforts in space, as

happened during the Apollo era,
while the baseline scenario

assumes a straightforward
extrapolation of our present

program, with only modest budget
growth and no particular
concentration on the use of

nonterrestrial resources.

Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle

An unmanned heavy hft launch vehrcle

derived from the Space Shuttle to lower

the cost of transporting mater_al to Earth

orbtt would make tt feasible to transport

to orbit elements of a lunar base or a

manned spacecraft destined for Mars

Its hrst stage would be powered by two

sohd rocket boosters, shown here after

separation. Its second stage would be

powered by an engine cluster at the aft

end of the fuel tank that forms the central

port_on of the vehicle. All th_s pushes the

payload module located at the forward

end This payload module can carry

payloads up to 30 feet (9.1 meters) _n

diameter and 60 feet (18.3 meters) in

length and up to 5 times as heavy as

those camed by the Shuttle orbiter.

Arttst" Dennis Dawdson





Energy, Power, and Transport

We became convinced that a

space program large enough to

need, and to benefit significantly
from, nonterrestrial resources

would require a great expansion of
energy, power, and transport

beyond the capabilities of today.

Sunlight is already in use as a

primary energy source in space,

and nuclear energy has been used
on a small scale. Photovoltaic

panels, together with chemical or

nuclear energy sources brought

from Earth, have been sufficient up
to now. In the future, more

advanced and much larger solar

and nuclear energy systems may
be built; but, even then, energy

supply may limit our rate of

progress. For example, a program
is under way to develop the SP-100,

a space nuclear power plant

intended to produce 100 kilowatts

of electricity with possible extension

to a megawatt. But even a small
lunar base would consume several

megawatts.

Harnessing sunlight on a large
scale and at low cost thus

remains a priority research and

development goal, as does the

creation of high-capacity systems

for converting and storing solar and

nuclear energy in space. Many
studies have described the

candidate techniques, including

solar furnaces, solar-powered

steam engines, solar-pumped

lasers, and nuclear thermal power

plants.

Although solar energy is ubiquitous
and abundant, and compact nuclear

energy sources can be brought up
from Earth, it is still necessary to

have machinery in space for

capturing, storing, converting,

and using the energy. Perhaps
nonterrestrial resources can be

used in the creation of some of this

machinery. For example, as has

often been proposed, lunar silicon

could be used for photovoltaics;

lunar glass, for mirrors.

A more important energy initiative

might be the development of new

storage and management concepts,
such as the establishment of water,

oxygen, and hydrogen caches
cryogenically stored in the lunar

polar cold traps. Fluidized-bed heat

storage, molten metal cooling

fountains, and storage by hoisting

weights are other examples of

energy storage and management

benefiting from attributes of the

lunar environment; namely, a large
supply of raw materials, vacuum,

and gravity. Consideration should

also be given to the siting of solar

and nuclear power plants on the

Moon. For example, a solar plant

located at one of the lunar poles

would be capable of nearly

continuous operation, in contrast

to a plant at an equatorial location
which would be in darkness

14 days out of 28 (figs. 5 and 6).

We found that transport costs

would be dominant in any program

8
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Lunar Polar Illumination

The Moon's dturnal cycle of 14 Earth days

of sunlight followed by 14 Earth days of

darkness could be a problem for slbng a

lunar base dependent on solar energy or

cryogemc storage. A s_te that m_ght

obwate this problem would be at one of

the lunar poles. At a pole, high points,

such as mountain tops or crater rims, are

almost always _n the sunlight and low

areas, such as valleys or crater floors,

are almost always _n the shade. The Sun

as seen by an observer at the pole would

not set but s_mply move slowly around the

horlzon. Thus, a lunar base at a polar

Iocabon could obtain solar energy

continuously by using mirrors or collectors

that slowly rotated to follow the Sun And

cryogens, such as hqutd oxygen, could be

stored _n shaded areas wtth their constant

cold temperatures

Figure 6

Polar Lunar Base Module

LJght could be provided to a lunar base

module located at the north (or south)

pole by means of rotating mirrors

mounted on top of light wells. As the

mirrors tracked the Sun, they would reflect

sunhght down the hght wells into the hwng

quarters, workshops, and agricultural

areas. M_rrors at the bottom of the hght

wells could be used to redirect the

sunhght or turn _t off.



large enough to make significant
use of nonterrestrial resources.

We recommend conhnued pursuit

of technologies offering the

prospect of large reductions in
Earth-to-LEO transport cost. A

preliminary economic model of the
effect of lunar resource utilization

on the cost of transportation in

space was developed by the study.
This model, developed in more

detad, shows that delivery of

lunar-derived oxygen to LEO for
use as propellant in space

operations would be significantly

cheaper than delivery of the same
payload by the Space Shuttle,

assuming a demand for about

300 metric tons of oxygen delivered
to LEO. If Earth-to-LEO costs

could be reduced using unmanned

cargo rockets-- Shuttle-derived

launch vehicles or heavy lift launch

vehicles, the cost of lunar-derived

oxygen would also be reduced. At

this demand level, if Earth-to-LEO
costs were lowered to about

2/3 their present value, it would be

cheaper to bnng all oxygen up from

Earth. But, if demand for liquid

oxygen as propellant in LEO were

to grow by a factor of 2 or more,

then lunar-derived oxygen would

be competitive with Earth-derived

oxygen using any currently

contemplated launch vehicle. This

model points out that considerable
reduction tn unit cost for lunar-

derived oxygen delivered to LEO
can be achieved as the volume and

scale of operations increase. The

model assumes that all hydrogen is

transported from Earth. If lunar-

derived hydrogen were available,

the cost of providing lunar-derived

oxygen would be considerably
reduced at all production rates.

While enhancing Earth-to-orbit

capacity, we should be prepanng

to expand our range. For example,

an orbital transfer vehicle (OTV)
Js needed for traffic to and from

GEO. Extending the space-based

OTV concept to meet the needs

of a lunar base transport system
should be considered from the

outset of OTV development. The

development of an efficient OTV

capable of LEO-to-Moon

transportation was identified by

the economic model just

summarized as the single most

important factor in the cost of

supplying lunar-derived oxygen to

space operations.

10



Also,we support the findings of
other studies, such as NASA's

1979 report Space Resources and

Space Settlements, to the effect

that it may be practical and

desirable to transport lunar material

using means other than the
O'l-V-derived vehicles that will be

carrying humans to and from the
Moon. The lunar environment

encourages consideration and

development of electromagnetic
launchers and other unconventional

transport devices.

We recognize a need for transport

of both equipment and personnel
from place to place on the lunar

surface and probably also a need

for at least short-range transport

of raw and processed lunar
materials. Much of this transport

would logically be provided

by teleoperated vehicles.

Teleoperated systems, robotics,

and automation developed for

the space station may have direct

application in lunar operations.

Such systems would be absolutely

required by any program to mine
and utilize material from near-Earth

asteroids.

Finally, we recommend that

alternative advanced propulsion

technologies be developed to

permit comparison and selection of
systems for transport beyond Earth

orbit. Examples include solar

thermal propulsion, solar electric

ion thrusters, nuclear electric

propulsion, laser-powered systems,

and light-pressure sailing.
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Locations, Environments,
and Orbits

Another natural resource is

afforded by orbits and places

in the solar system. The

geosynchronous orbit, used for
communications and observation,
is a resource that has led to the

largest commercial development

in space and offers an even greater
payoff in the future. The combined

gravity fields of the Sun and
planets offer a resource that has

already been used for modifying

and controlling spacecraft

trajectories through swingby

maneuvers. Aeromaneuvering in

planetary atmospheres and

momentum exchanges using
tethers offer additional means of

trajectory control.

In future space activities, unique

space environments may become

important resources. Examples

include the Moon's far side, which
is shielded from the radio noise

of Earth and would thus be an

excellent location for a deep-space
radio telescope. Lunar orbit or the

gravitationally stable Lagrangian

points in the Earth-Moon-Sun

system may be good locations for

space platforms. As has already

been pointed out, the lunar poles

have the potential of providing

constant sunlight to power a lunar

base. And aerobraking in the

Earth's upper atmosphere may

make it possible to bring both lunar
and asteroidal material into low

Earth orbit for use in space
activities.

We found that any future program

intending to make major use of

nonterrestrial resources, especially

the materials of the Moon, must
include a substantial human

presence beyond Earth orbit.

This finding leads to the conclusion
that some form of extended human

living in deep space, such as a

lunar base, is a necessity (fig. 7).

The space station is the obvious

place to conduct the proving

experiments that will enable

confident progress toward

productive lunar living, including
use of local resources. While this

summer study group did not

attempt to lay out an entire plan of

events leading up to establishment

of a lunar base, we recognized

some of the steps that are logical

and likely to be considered
essential. One of these is a suite

of experiments, in the space

station, demonstrating the
soundness of methods and

processes to be used at the lunar
base.

Since a number of these methods

and processes are gravity-

dependent, it is necessary to
demonstrate them at simulated

lunar gravity, 1/6 g, and this cannot
be done on Earth. We therefore

recommend that space station

facilities include a 1/6 g centrifuge
in which lunar base experiments
and confirmation tests can be

carried out.

Lunar Orbit Space Station

Proximity to lunar-derived propellant and
materials would make a space station in
orbit around the Moon an important
transportabon node. It could serve as
a turnaround station for lunar landing
vehicles which could ferry up liquid
oxygen and other matermls from the
lunar surface. An orbital transfer vehicle
could then take the containers of liquld
oxygen (and possibly lunar hydrogen) to
geosynchronous or low Earth orbit for use
in many kinds of space actiwties. A lunar
orbit space station m_ghtalso serve as a
staging point for malor expedlttons to
other parts of the solar system, including
Mars.

Artist: M_chael Carroll
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F_gure 7

Advanced Lunar Base

In this artist's conception of a lunar base,

a processing plant m the foreground is

producing oxygen and fused glass brtcks

from lunar rocks and soil The rocks and

soil are fed into the system on the/eft s_de

from a robot-controlled cart. Solar energy

concentrated by the mirror system is used

to heat, fuse, and partially vaporize the

lunar material The oxygen-depleted

fused soil is cast into bricks, which are

used as but/dmg blocks, paving stones,

and radiation shielding. Oxygen

extracted from the vapor ts p_ped to an

underground cryogenic plant, where it is

hquefied and put into the round containers

shown under the shed. The rocket in the

background will carry these containers

into space, where the oxygen w_ll be used

as rocket propellant. The lunar base liwng

quarters are underground m the area on

the left. The solar lighting system and the

alrlock entry are vistble. As th_s lunar

base expands, additional useful products

such as iron, aluminum, and sd_con could

be extracted from the lunar rocks and sod.

Polar Solar Power System

At a base near a lunar pole, a solar

reflector (the large tower in the

background) directs sunlight to a heat

collector, where it heats a working fluid

whtch is used to run a turbme generator

buried beneath the surface. At such a

Iocabon the solar power tower can track

the Sun simply by rotating around its

vertical axts. Power is thus prowded

continuously without the 2-week mghttime

period which _s characteristic of nonpolar

locations. The triangle m the background

is the mming pit. In the foreground,

two scientists collect rock samples for

analysts at the base.

Artist: Maralyn Vicary
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Materials and Processing

Figure 8

Solar Furnace Processing of Lunar Soil

To Produce Oxygen

A device like this could utilize solar energy

to extract oxygen from lunar soil. Lunar

soil is fed into the reactor through the

pipe on the left. Concentrated solar rays

heat the soil in the furnace. Hydrogen gas

piped into the device reacts with ilmenite

in the soil, extracting oxygen from this

mineral and forming water vapor. Ilmenite,

an iron-titanium oxide, is common in lunar

mare basalts. When this mineral is

exposed to hydrogen at elevated

temperatures (around 900°C), the

following reaction takes place:

FeTi03 + H2"-"Fe (metaO + TiO, + H20

In the device illustrated, the water vapor is

removed by the unit on the right and

electrolyzed to yield oxygen gas and

hydrogen gas. The hydrogen gas is

cycled back into the reactor. The oxygen

gas is cooled and turned into fiquid

oxygen. Metallic iron is a useful

byproduct of this reaction. The

production of liquid oxygen for life

support and propellant use, both on the

Moon and in Earth-Moon space, is such

an important economic factor that it could

enable a lunar base to pay for itself.

Any material that is already in

space has enormous potential
value relative to the same material

that needs to be brought up from

Earth, simply because of the high

cost of lifting anything out of the
Earth's deep gravity well. On an

energy basis, it is more than

10 times as easy to bring an object
into low Earth orbit from the

surface of the Moon as from the

surface of the Earth (see figure 1).

Residual propellants and tanks or
other hardware left in orbit can

constitute a resource simply

because of the energy previously
invested in them.

These facts of nature underlie

many proposals for the use of
nonterrestrial materials. For

example, as discussed in the

transportation section, there could

be a payoff if lunar oxygen,
abundant in the silicates and oxides

of the Moon and extractable by

processes conceptually known,
were to be used in large quantities

for propulsion and life support in

space operations. A sketch of a

concept for extracting oxygen
from lunar materials is shown in

figure 8. Byproducts of this

process might include useful
metals.

The materials of near-Earth

asteroids may complement the
materials of the Moon. On the

basis of evidence gained to date,

the Moon is lacking in water and

carbon compounds-important
substances that are abundant in

certain classes of meteorites and

thus may be found among the
small asteroids that orbit the Sun

near us. Water from asteroids

could provide hydrogen for use as

rocket fuel in space operations.

On an energy basis, many of the
near-Earth asteroids are even

easier to reach than the Moon.

And there are more energy

advantages in a payload return
from an asteroid because of their

very low gravity. This same low

gravity may require novel

techniques for mining asteroids

(figs. 9 and 10). Low-energy transit

times to asteroids are relatively

long (months or years, in

comparison to days for the Moon),

so the voyages to obtain these

asteroid materials will probably be
automated rather than manned.

Our first finding with regard to

materials and processing is obvious

but still needs to be stated explicitly
because it is so important.
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TheUnitedStateswillhaveno
accessto nonterrestrialmaterials
unlessthereisa substantialchange
in thenationalspaceprogram.
Becauseof recentbudgetlimits
andaconcentrationonapplications
inLEOandGEO,wehaveno
capabilityto sendhumansto the
Moon.Theoptionof anentirely
automated lunar materials recovery

operation, while it might be

technically feasible, appears to us

unlikely to gain approval. With

regard to asteroidal resources,
automated return to Earth orbit

is mandated by trip times, but the
processing would still require

human supervision. These findings
have two consequences: first, that
the utilization of nonterrestrial

materials awaits the creation of

some new system for high-capacity

transport beyond LEO; and,

second, that large-scale utilization

awaits the creation of a lunar base

or an asteroid mining and recovery
scenario.

Our other findings regarding lunar,

asteroidal, and martian materials

presume that the nation has found

some way to get over the hurdles

just described. With the required

transport and habitat infrastructure

in place, the question reduces to

one of considering possible ways to

process and use the materials.

Figure 9

Tethered Asteroid

In this drawing, a small asteroid is being

mined for raw materials from which water

and metals can be extracted. A landing

craft is shown on the surface near the top

of the asteroid. Robotic devices from this

craft have attached a large cone-shaped

shroud with tethers which go completely

around the asteroid. A small mining

vehicle (see next figure), also held to the

surface with tethers, uses paddle wheels

to throw loose asteroid regolith up from

the surface. The regolith is caught by the

shroud. When full, the shroud can be

propelled by attached engines or towed

by another vehicle to a processing plant
in Earth orbit.

Figure 10

Asteroid Mining Vehicle

Because of asteroids' extremely low

gravity, normal mining methods (scoops,

etc.) may not be practical and unusual

methods may be required. This innovative

asteroid mining vehicle is designed to

be used w_th the shroud shown in the

previous figure. As the robotic vehicle

moves across the asteroid, _t is he/c/to

the surface by tethers. The vehicle has

rotating paddle wheels that dig into the

regolith and throw loose material out from

the asteroid to be caught by the shroud.

Other techniques might also be tried,

such as using a tethered or anchored rig

tO drill or melt big holes. Tradeoff studies

must be made to determine whether it is

more efficient to process the raw material

into useful products on or near the

asteroid or to bnng back only raw

material to a processing plant near Earth.

Because of very long transportation times

(up to several years for round trips), It is

probably not practical to have asteroid

mining missions run by human crews.

Automated, robotic, and teleoperated

missions seem more practical. However,

the complexity of such a mission is likely

to be high.
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Lunaroxygen,rawlunarsoil,
lunar"concretes,"lunarand
asteroidalmetals,andasteroidal
carbonaceousandvolatile
substancesmayallplaya partin
thespaceeconomyofthefuture.

Becauseoxygentypically
constitutesmorethanthree-
quartersof thetotalmasslaunched
fromEarth,aneconomicallunar
oxygensourcewouldgreatly
reduceEarth-basedliftdemands.
Sincetransportto LEOaccounts
fora majorportionof thetotal
programcost,useof nonterrestrial
propellantsmaypermitfaster
growthof anyprogramata given
budgetlevel.

Anotherpotentialuseof
nonterrestrialresourcesis in
construction,rangingfromthe
simpleuseof rawlunarsoilas
shieldingto thecreationof refined
industrialproductsforbuilding
largestructuresinspace.

Attheoutset,webehevethat
lunarmaterialwillbeusedrather
crudely;for example,bypilingit on
topof habitatstructuresbrought
fromEarth. Eventhatconceptually
s_mpleuseimpliesasign#_cant
dirt-movingcapacityontheMoon.
Inanyevent,theuseof local
materialfor radiationandthermal
shieldingisprobablyessential
becauseof theprohibitivecostof
bringingupanequivalentmass
fromEarth.

Goingbeyondjust rawsod,it is
reasonableto askwhetheror nota
structuralmaterialequivalentto
concretecouldbecreatedon the
Moon.Studiesbyexpertsin the
cementindustrysuggestthatlunar
concreteisa possibility,especially
if largeamountsof energyand
somewaterareavailable(figs.11
and12). Evenwithoutwater,it
maybepossibleto processlunar
soilintoformshavingcompressive
andshearstrength,henceusable

Figure 11

Slag Cement Production Facility

It seems possible to make a usable

cement on the lunar surface by relabvely

s_mple means. Feedstock separated from

lunar so/I would be melted in a solar

furnace and then quenched in shadow to

form a reacbve glassy product. When

th_s product is mixed with water and

aggregate and allowed to react and dry, it

should make a coherent concrete suitable

for many structures at a lunar base.

I
Separator

Raw

feed

furna(

Waste
Shadow
for quench Slag cement
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in structures.Examplesinclude
sinteredsoilbricks,castglass
products,andfiberglass.

Metalsarealsoavailableon the
Moonandasteroids.Metallic
iron-nickelisa majorcomponent
of mostmeteoritesandprobably
mostasteroids.Meteoriticiron,
extractedmagneticallyfromlunar
soils,canbemeltedandused
directly.Ultrapureiron,which
couldbeproducedin theMoon's
vacuumandwhichwouldnotrust
evenin themoistoxygenatedair
of a lunarhabitat,mayproveto be

avaluablestructuralmaterial.
Othermetals,includingtitanium
andaluminum,areabundanton
theMoonbutareboundinoxides
andsilicatessothattheirextraction
is moredifficult.

Inanearlylunarbase,theair,
water,andfoodto supporthuman
lifewillhaveto besuppliedfrom
Earth.Asexperienceisgained,
bothina LEOspacestationand
ontheMoon,recyclingwill
becomemorepractical,allowing
partialclosureof the lifesupport
systemandgreatlyreducing

Figure 12

Lunar Base Control Room Made of

Lunar Concrete

One use for concrete made primarily
from lunar resources _s seen m this

cutaway sketch of a control room at a

lunar base. Together with a blanket of

lunar regolith, concrete would provide

excellent shielding from the cosmic rays

and solar flares that would be a serious

hazard at a lunar base designed for long-

term habitation. Such shielding could

also be used to protect facilities in LEO

or GEO.
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resupplyneeds.At somepoint,
localrawmaterialscanbe
introducedintothecycle. This
maybeoneofthefirstusesof
lunaroxygenandof hydrogen
implantedin lunarsodbythesolar
wind. Then,ona largerscale,
lunarmaterialsmaybeusedasa
substrateandnutrientsourcefor
agriculture.Asteroidscansupply
substances,suchascarbon
compoundsandwater,inwhich
theMoonisdeficient.Asteroidal
watermaybeparticularlyvaluable,
if noice isdiscoveredontheMoon
andif thehydrogentrappedin
lunarsoilprovesto beimpractical
to utilize.

A morecompleteunderstanding
of lunarandasteroidalresources
willrequireadditionalexploration.
Suchexplorationcanbedone
withoutmakinganydecision
to committo utilizationof
nonterrestrialresourcesandwill
provideimportantnewdatawhich
willhelpinmakingsuchdecisions.
Wethereforerecommendthat
NASA'sOfficeof SpaceScience
andApplications(OSSA)and
Officeof SpaceFlight(OSF)jointly
sponsorandconductthestudy,
analysis,andadvocacyof two
automatedflightmissions:a lunar
polargeochemicalorbiteranda
near-Earthasteroidrendezvous,
eachhavinga combinationof
scientificandresource-exploration
objectives.Bothmissionscould
usespacecraftsimilarto theMars
Observernowplannedforlaunch
in theearly1990s.Also,to

evaluatetheresourcepotentialof
Marsanditsmoons,Phobosand
Deimos,werecommendthatthe
MarsObserverdataanalysisbe
plannedto includeresource
aspects,suchasthepotentialfor
insitupropellantproduction.

Lunarresourceexplorationmight
proceedinoneof threeways:

• A straight return by a human
crew to a site on the Moon
where features have been

explored and sampled (such

as that of Apollo 15, 16, or

17), with the intent of starting

base buildup and resource
utilization at that site; or

• Establishment of a prebase

camp at some other site on
the Moon, with the intent that

humans would evaluate the

local resources; or

• Conduct of an automated,
mobile lunar surface

exploration mission as a

precursor to base siting.

Since strategy can be a function
of the discoveries of a remote-

sensing mission, we offer no

recommendation regarding the

choice among these options. We

do, however, recommend that early

lunar base plans allow for the

possibility that any of the options

might prove best.

Once serious planning for the use

of a particular body of lunar

material begins, it will be necessary
to determine the extent of the
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potentialminein threedimensions.
Newinstrumentsforprobingto
modestdepthsbeneaththelunar
surfacemaybe required.We
thereforerecommendthatlimited-
depthmappingbe includedamong
theobjectivesofanylunarsurface
explorationmission.

Asteroidalexplorationmight
proceedbysendinganautomated
landerandsamplereturnmissionto
themostfavorablenear-Earth
asteroid.Theasteroidrendezvous
wouldhaveto beprecededbyan
Earth-basedsearchfortheright
asteroid.Thesearchfornear-Earth
asteroids,andtheircharacterization
byremotesensingusingground-
basedtelescopes,is agood
exampleof a scientificactivitywith
strongimplicationsfortheuseof
nonterrestrialresources.Thiswork
isnowgoingonwithamixtureof
privateandpublicsupportand
couldreadilybeacceleratedatlow
cost.

Laboratoryresearch,ona relatively
smallscale,usinglunarsimulants
couldyieldfundamentalknowledge
importantinchoosingwhich
technologyto developforthe
extractionof lunaroxygen,
hydrogen,andmetals.At similar
levels,usefulresearchcouldbe
doneusingmeteoritesto assess
thetechnologyneededto process
asteroidalmaterialsfor water,
carbon,nitrogen,andother
volatiles.Werecommendthat
NASAencouragesuchmaterials
research.

It is afindingof thepresentstudy
thattheprocessingof nonterrestrial
materials,thoughconceptually
understood,hasyetto bereduced
to practicedespitenumerouspast
studies,recommendations,and
evensomelaboratorywork. In
viewof the longleadtimes
characteristicof projectsbringing
newrawmaterialssourcesinto
production,webelievethatmore
activepreparationswillsoonbe
needed.

Thoughlaboratoryresearchin
thisarea,asoutlinedabove,is
necessary,therearesome
processesthatarereadyfor
technologydevelopmentand
competitiveevaluationatpilot-plant
scalebothonEarthandinspace.
A logicalnextstepwouldbe
processingdemonstrationsat
reducedgravityin thespace
stationandultimatelyontheMoon.
Anexampleoftheneeded
technologywouldbea solar
furnacedesignedto extractoxygen
andstructuralmaterialsfromlunar
soilon thesurfaceoftheMoon
(seefigure8).
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Figure 13

Bacterial Processing of Metal Ores

Although most concepts of processing
lunar and asterotdal resources involve
chemical reactors and techmques based
on industrial chemical processing, it is
also possible that innovative techmques
m_ght be used to process such
resources. Shown here are rod-shaped
bacteria leaching metals from ore-
bearing rocks through their metabohc
activities. Bacteria are already used on
Earth to help process copper ores.
Advances in genetic engineering may
make it possible to design bacteria
specifically tailored to a_din the recovery
of iron, titanium, magnesium, and
aluminum from lunar so_l or astero_dal

regolith. Biological processing promotes
the efficacy of the chemical processes in
ore beneficlation (a synergistic effect).

So much remains unknown about

the behavior of the living systems

(humans, microorganisms, plants,
and animals) that will occupy the

space habitats of the future that this
is a research field w_th a very likely

payoff. As in the case of inorganic

materials, some aspects of this

problem have already come past

the research stage and are ready

for technology development and
evaluation. We recommend that

NASA's Office of Aeronautics and

Space Technology (OAST) support

biotechnology work in two areas:

(1) plant life support and intensive
agriculture under simulated lunar

conditions, leading to experimental

demonstrations on a 1/6 g
centrifuge in the space station,

and (2) biological processing of

natural raw materials, lunar and

meteoritic, to concentrate useful

substances (fig. 13). Some such

techniques are already in use on a

large scale in the mining industry
on Earth.

Products derived from the

processing of space resources will

be used mainly or entirely in the

space program itself, at least up to
our reference date of 2010. Plans

and methods should be developed
with this in mind. We do not

find any early application of

nonterrestrial materials or products
made from them on the surface of

the Earth. Rather, these materials

can accelerate progress at any

given annual budget level and thus

increase the space program's

output of new information, which

continues to be its main product.

We found that, while Mars and its

moons (fig. 14) almost surely

prowde a large resource and

thus offer the best prospects for
sustained human habitation, the

most likely use of martian
resources would be local; that is,

in support of martian exploration
and settlement rather than for

purposes elsewhere.
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Figure 74

Phobos

One of the two moons of Mars, Phobos is

slightly ellipsoidal, measuring about 25 km

by 21 kin. The surface of this moon is

heavily cratered and grooved. The

grooves may be the surface expressions

of giant fractures in Phobos caused by an

impact that nearly tore it apart and formed

the large crater Stickney. The reflectivity

of Phobos is similar to that of a type of

asteroids that are thought by some to

be made of carbonaceous chondrite

material. If Phobos is indeed made of this

material, it is likely to be rich in water and

other volatiles. The loose, fine-grained

regolith on the surface appears to be

several hundred meters thick in places•

This regolith might be relatively easy to

mine and process for propellants such as

oxygen and hydrogen. Metals might also

be extracted from it. Similar techniques

might be used to mine near-Earth

asteroids for propellants or metals. These

small bodies are of interest because less

rocket energy is required to reach and

return from some of them than is required

to travel to the Moon and back.
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Human and Social Concerns

Of all the natural resources in

space, the most important in the

long run will be the humans living

there. Once working settlements

(as distinct from expeditions) are
established off the Earth, there will

be opportunities for qualitative
changes in human culture--in the

space settlements and in the

supporting communities on Earth.

Technologies must be developed to

help people get into space, explore
it, and live in it. And the use of
nonterrestrial resources will affect

the development of these technical

changes. Agriculture is a clear

example: until food production is
achieved off Earth, human

settlements will remain only

outposts utterly dependent on

resupply. Thus, the conversion of
nonterrestrial materials into

substrates for plant growth and the

development of food plants usable

off Earth will be primary needs.

More important, these technical

changes can lead to cultural

changes that will improve the

quality of life for all space
inhabitants. The United States and

the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics are now taking the first

steps toward permanent habitation

of space. If this trend continues, it
can divert some of both nations'

high technology resources into
efforts that are no threat to the

people of Earth, and it can lead to

the development of human

courage, self-reliance, disciplined

thinking, and new skills, on a scale

otherwise known only in war.
These human attributes can be the

ultimate product of a program using
what nature has provided off the
Earth.

It appears likely that future
projects will have large capital

demands at the outset, large-scale

management problems, and high
risk both to capital and to national

prestige. However, they may offer

big economic rewards and many
possible nonfinancial rewards,

including extension of the human

presence in space, development
of new culture, and ultimately

perhaps even favorable changes

in the human species. We can
expect scientific advances

leading to greater technological
excellence; the transfer of new

ideas, knowledge, and technology

to the Earth; new entrepreneurial

horizons; the discovery of

unpredicted resources; as well
as unprecedented explorations

and novel human experiences;

opportunities for international
cooperation; and the enhancement

of American prestige and

leadership.

Our central finding in this area is

that, as the space program
advances to a state where

nonterrestrial resources can be

used, its human aspects will

become more and more important.
The use of Earth's resources, both

on land and on and under the sea,

provides a clear example and

suggests that many of these

Crisis at the Lunar Base

A projectile has penetrated the roof of

one of the lunar base modules and the

air is rapidly escaping. Three workers

are trying to get into an emergency safe

room, which can be independently

pressurized with air. Two people in an

adloming room prepare to rescue their

fellow workers. The remains of the

projectile can be seen on the floor of the

room. This prolectde is probably a lunar

rock elected by a meteorite impact
several kalometers from the base A

primary meteorite would likely be

completely melted or vaporized by its

high-velocity _mpact into the module, but a

secondary lunar prolectde would hkely be

going slowly enough that some of it would

remain intact after penetrating the roof.

Detailed safety studies are necessary to

determine whether such a meteorite strike

(or hardware failure or human error) is

hkely to create a loss-of-pressure

emergency that must be allowed for _n

lunar base design. The presence of

small safety chambers like this one would

perhaps be useful as reassurance to

lunar base occupants even though they
were never actually used.

Artist. Pamela Lee
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humanproblems--legal,political,
environmental--willprovedifficult
andthuswilldemandearly
attention.Evenif theseproblems
aresolved,therewillremain
substantialhumanproblemswithin
theprogram.Notonlylifesupport
butalsoopportunitiesforthe
creativeexerciseof humantalent
offEarthmustbeprovidedif we
are to reach a state where the use

of nonterrestrial resources begins
to yield a net gain to civilization.

We recommend that NASA

encourage (and where possible

sponsor) laboratory-scale research

on the fundamentals of living

systems, with the aim of improving
the basis for choices in larger scale
efforts such as the controlled

ecological life support systems
(CELSS) program and space

station life support development.
Habitat concepts should be studied,

including resource substitutions and

self-sufficiency to reduce resupply

demand. In the specific context of

this study, we recommend that this

work consider the prospect of using

lunar resources (both materials and

environments) and asteroidal raw

materials to support living systems

on the Moon. Design studies

should be made of generic

human-machine systems adaptable

to multiple locations off Earth and
able to use local resources to the

greatest extent feasible.

Robotics, automation, information,

and communications-subjects

already important in OAST's

programs--will clearly be

technologies both driven by and

enabling the use of space
resources. We recommend that

OAST examine, and modify as

appropriate, the ongoing NASA
robotics, automation, information,

and communications technology

program in respect to those

aspects affecting, or affected by,
the use of nonterrestrial resources.

An example could be the

technology of lunar-surface-based
teleoperators for m_ning and

material transport.

Once people are established in low

Earth orbit, a whole new field of

engineering will begin to grow:
operations centered off Earth.

Experience with manned and
automated operations controlled
from centers on Earth shows that

the operattons discipline is a

demanding and expensive one,

often rivaling the hardware and

other cost elements of a flight

project and typically involving

hundreds of skilled people acting in

a carefully orchestrated manner.

Technology can do much to reduce

operations costs, but, even with

Earth basing, realizing this potential

has proved to be difficult. Advance

simulations of space-based

operations will probably pay
dividends.

We recommend that OAST

examine cost sources in present-

day operations and investigate

ways to reduce costs of space-

based operations including
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missioncontrol,maintenanceand
repair,refueling,andlogisticsand
storage,usingnonterrestrial
resourceswhereappropriate.

Basicresearchinsupportof the
managementof space-based
operationsshouldbecarriedout in
biosocialsystems,including
generallivingsystemsresearch
(seefigure15)andconsiderationof
cognitivepsychology,management
science,thehumanmigration
process,andmodesof human
cooperationinspace.

Fundingforlifesupportand
generallivingsystemsresearch
couldbefoundat NASA'sOfficeof
AeronauticsandSpaceTechnology
(OAST),theNationalScience
Foundation,theNationalInstitutes
of Health,theEnvironmental
ProtectionAgency,andtheOffice

of NavalResearch.Ergonomics
or humanfactorsresearchcould
befundedbyNASAOAST,the
NationalScienceFoundation,
theNationalInstitutesof Health,
theNavy,AirForce,orArmy,or
theDepartmentof Transportation.
Spacelawandpolicystudiescould
befundedbytheLawandSocial
SciencesDivisionoftheNational
ScienceFoundationor the
Officeof CommercialSpace
Transportationof theDepartment
of Transportation.Ourpointis that
researchonextendedhuman
presenceinspacerequires
expandedpublicandprivate
support.Nationally,forexample,
otherGovernmentagenciesbeyond
NASAshouldbe investinginspace
R&D,aswellascorporationsand
foundationsoutsidetheaerospace
industry.Internationalinvestment
insuchresearchisalsoinorder.
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Figure 15

Lunar Outpost Map

General living systems theory and analysis

constitutes a rational way to begin to

understand the human factors which

should guide all planning of space

missions. Th_s theory ts a conceptual

integration of biological and social

approaches to the study of liwng systems.

Living systems are open systems that

input, process, and output matter and

energy, as well as informabon which

guides and controls all their parts. In

human organizations,/n add/tton to matter

and energy flows, there are flows of

personnel, which revolve both matter and

energy but also include information stored

in each person's memory. There are two

types of information flows in organizations:

human and machme communications and

money or money equwalents. Twenty

subsystem processes dealing wlth these

flows are essential for survival of systems

at all levels.

General living systems theory has been

applied in studying such organizations as

corporations, m_litary umts, hospitals, and

universities. It can similarly be apphed in

studying human settlements in space. The

general procedure for analyzing such

systems is to map them in two- or three-

dimensional space. This map of a lunar

outpost indicates tts subsystems and the

major flows within it. When these flows

have been identified, gauges or sensors

can be placed at various locations

throughout the system to measure the rate

of flow and provide information to each of

the inhabitants and to others about the

processes of the total system, so that its

management can be improved

(management information system) and its

activities made not only more cost-

effective but also more satisfying to the

humans who five in _t.

Such an analysis would take into account

the primary needs of human systems--

foraging for food and other necessary

forms of matter and energy; feeding;

fighting against enwronmental threats and

stresses; fleeing from environmental

dangers; and, in organizations which

provide a comfortable, long-term habitat,

perhaps reproducing the species. This

study would analyze the effects on human

social and indiwdual behavior of such

factors as weightlessness or I/6 grawty;

limited oxygen and water supplies;

extreme temperatures; available light,

heat, and power; varying patterns of light

and dark; and so forth. A data bank or

handbook could be developed of the

values of multiple variables _n each of the

20 subsystems of such a social system.
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Economic, legal, political,
international, and environmental

aspects of a large and diverse

space program using nonterrestrial

resources require careful
consideration.

The costs and benefits (both

economic and nonfinancial) of

programs utilizing nonterrestrial

materials in space must be

carefully analyzed. Detailed

parametric models are needed
which can be periodically updated
as new data become available.

Innovative means for financing

such programs need to be found.

Perhaps legislative initiatives should

be taken to strengthen NASA's

autonomy and enable the agency to

enter into joint ventures with the

private sector both here and

abroad. We recommend continued

exploration of new means for

increasing nongovernmental

participation in the space program,

both to spread risks and costs and

to broaden the advocacy base for

a large space program benefiting
from the use of resources off the

Earth. Insurance for risk

management and investment

strategies for up-front capitalization
should be examined.

We recommend exploration of

ways to serve American national

interests through either cooperative

or competitive activities involving

other nations in space. The

relationship of the use of space
resources to existing space

treaties should be carefully
examined.
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Conclusion

It is our consensus that, after the

space station becomes operational,

any of several driving forces will
result in an American initiative

beyond LEO and GEO. That

initiative might take any of several

forms, but every scenario that we
considered involves some

combination of automated and

human activities on the Moon. If a

manned return to the Moon is

chosen as a goal, then the

prospect (and even the necessity)
of using local resources arises. In

this study we have examined some

of the prospects for doing that, and
we have recommended advance

preparations toward the goal.

These advance preparations are, in
our judgment, practical and

rewarding in proportion to their

cost. We have identified places in

existing Government organizations

and programs where they could be
carried out.

Because the Moon is believed to

be deficient in some of the needed

resources while meteorites are

known to contain them, we have

also recommended expansion and

exploration of the known population
of near-Earth asteroids, so that the

role of this natural resource in

space programs of the future can

be properly evaluated. Also, we
have noted the evidence that Mars

and its satellites can provide local
resources for missions there. We

have not tried to predict just which

objectives future Governments may

aim toward. Instead, we have
endeavored to define the nearer

term technology measures that will

be needed in any case and the

nearer term flight projects which, if
carried out, would broaden our

understanding of the natural

resources available in space.

Recommendations

Our main recommendations

(unranked) are as follows:

• Include growth provisions in

current space station and orbital

transfer vehicle systems to
enable them to evolve into a

cislunar infrastructure.

Conduct laboratory research and

development on a variety of
ways to process lunar and
meteoritic materials and make

useful products from them.

Support planetary observer

missions with objectives of

gathering scientific information

and exploring resources. Such

missions might include

• Lunar polar geochemical
orbiter

• Mars (and martian satellite)
observer

• Multiple near-Earth asteroid
rendezvous

• Discover and characterize more

near-Earth asteroids by

Earth-based telescopic
observations.

• Develop advanced propulsion

technology to permit comparison

and selection of systems for

transport beyond Earth orbit.
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• Continueclosed-ecosystem
researchanddevelopmentwith
theaimof reducingresupply
transportdemand.

• Expandresearchonthe
challengesof livingoffEarth,
includinghabitatdesign,space
ecology,human/machine
interactions,human-ratingof
equipment,andhumanbehavior
in remotesites-physiological,
psychological,andsocial.

• Emphasizephysicalexperiments
andhardwaredevelopmentin
preferenceto morepaper
studies.

NotonlyshouldNASAincrease
fundingin theseareas,butalso
otherfundingsources,bothpublic
andprivate,shouldbeexplored
forpossiblesupportof the
recommendedresearch.University
andindustrialfoundations,private
institutionssuchastheSpace
StudiesInstituteandthePlanetary
Society,andnewentitiessuchas
spacebusinessenterprisesallhave
sponsoredsmallresearchefforts
relatedto theirinterestsand
mightdosoin thiscase--if,and
onlyif, thefutureimportanceof
nonterrestrialresourcesis made
credible.

Wehave,webelieve,sketcheda
coherentprogramof activities,
engagingthetalentsof
Government,industry,andthe
researchcommunity,withaneasily
supportableinitialfundinglevel,
thatcouldgatheressential
knowledgeandbuildadvocacyfor
thedaywhenAmericanswillonce
morebravelyandconfidentlyset
outonvoyagesof discoveryand
settlement--thistimeto theMoon
andbeyond.
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Frontispiece

Advanced Lunar Base

In this panorama of an advanced lunar
base, the main habitation modules in the

background to the right are shown being
covered by lunar soil for radiation
protection. The modules on the far right
are reactors in which lunar sod is being
processed to provide oxygen. Each
reactor _sheated by a solar mtrror. The
vehicle near them is collecbng liquid
oxygen from the reactor complex and w_ll
transport it to the launch pad m the
background, where a tanker is lust lifting
off. The mining pits are shown just behtnd
the foreground figure on the left. The
geologists in the foreground are looking
for richer ores to mine.

Artist: Denms Davidson
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Preface

Space resources must be used to

support life on the Moon and
exploration of Mars. Just as the

pioneers applied the tools they

brought with them to resources they

found along the way rather than

trying to haul all their needs over

a long supply line, so too must

space travelers apply their high

technology tools to local resources.

The pioneers refilled their water

barrels at each river they forded;

moonbase inhabitants may use
chemical reactors to combine

hydrogen brought from Earth with

oxygen found in lunar soil to make

their water. The pioneers sought

temporary shelter under trees or in
the lee of a cliff and built sod

houses as their first homes on the

new land; settlers of the Moon may
seek out lava tubes for their shelter

or cover space station modules
with lunar regolith for radiation

protection. The pioneers moved
further west from their first

settlements, using wagons they
had built from local wood

and pack animals they had raised;

space explorers may use propellant
made at a lunar base to take them
on to Mars.

The concept for this report was

developed at a NASA-sponsored

summer study in 1984. The

program was held on the Scripps

campus of the University of

California at San Diego (UCSD),

under the auspices of the American

Society for Engineering Education

(ASEE). It was jointly managed

by the California Space Institute

and the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center, under the direction of
the Office of Aeronautics and

Space Technology (OAST) at

NASA Headquarters. The study

participants (listed in the

addendum) included a group of

18 university teachers and

researchers (faculty fellows)

who were present for the entire

10-week period and a larger

group of attendees from
universities, Government, and

industry who came for a series of

four 1-week workshops.

The organization of this report

follows that of the summer study.

Space Resources consists of a
brief overview and four detailed

technical volumes: (1) Scenarios;
(2) Energy, Power, and Transport;

(3) Materials; (4) Social Concerns.

Although many of the included
papers got their impetus from
workshop discussions, most have

been written since then, thus

allowing the authors to base new
applications on established

information and tested technology.

All these papers have been

updated to include the authors'
current work.

In this Scenarios volume, a number

of possible future paths for space

exploration and development are

presented. The paths set the scene
fOr the more detailed discussion in

the remaining volumes of the

issues of power and transport,



nonterrestrialmaterials,andhuman
considerations.

Thisiscertainlynotthefirstreport
to urgetheutilizationof space
resourcesinthedevelopmentof
spaceactivities.Infact,Space
Resources may be seen as the

third of a trilogy of NASA Special

Publications reporting such ideas
arising from similar studies. It has

been preceded by Space
Settlements: A Design Study

(NASA SP-413) and Space

Resources and Space Settlements
(NASA SP-428).

And other, contemporaneous

reports have responded to the same
themes. The National Commission

on Space, led by Thomas Paine, in

Pioneering the Space Frontier,

and the NASA task force led by

astronaut Sally Ride, in Leadership

and America's Future in Space,

also emphasize expansion of the

space infrastructure; more detailed

exploration of the Moon, Mars,

and asteroids; an early start

on the development of the

technology necessary for using

space resources; and systematic

development of the skills necessary

for long-term human presence

in space.

Our report does not represent any
Government-authorized view or

official NASA policy. NASA's

official response to these

challenging opportunities must be
found in the reports of its Office of

Exploration, which was established

in 1987. That office's report,
released in November 1989, of a

90-day study of possible plans for

human exploration of the Moon

and Mars is NASA's response to

the new initiative proposed by

President Bush on July 20, 1989,

the 20th anniversary of the

Apollo 11 landing on the Moon:

"F_rst, for the coming decade, for

the 1990s, Space Station Freedom,

our critical next step in all our

space endeavors. And next, for the

new century, back to the Moon,

back to the future, and this time,

back to stay. And then a journey

into tomorrow, a journey to another

planet, a manned mission to Mars."

This report, Space Resources,
offers substantiation for NASA's bid

to carry out that new initiative.
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Introduction

James D. Burke and Barney B. Roberts

A major objective of this workshop

was to develop scenarios for
NASA's advanced missions. The

first scenario, business as usual,
we labeled the "NASA baseline

plan." It shows the expected
development of NASA programs

under existing budget trends. We

developed two, more aggressive

scenarios that would require

funding above the steady-state

budget projection. These
scenarios were built on the

assumption that significant
nonterrestrial resources would be

available. The workshop then

sought to identify additional

technologies that would support the
alternative scenarios.

In proposing alternative scenarios,

we debated what goals were most

promising or would have the most

public support. It was apparent

that limiting the concept of space
resources to tangible materials from
the Moon or asteroids could fail to

support many popular space

initiatives, such as a manned Mars

mission, significant commercial

applications in low Earth orbit

(LEO) or geosynchronous Earth

orbit (GEO), and tourism. Thus,

although the general thrust of the
alternative scenarios was toward

the utilization of nonterrestrial

resources, one scenario

emphasized the Moon ("space

resource utilization") and the other

was more general ("balanced

infrastructure buildup").

To avoid being short-sighted on the

subject of space resources, the

workshop expanded its list to
include such items as vacuum, low

gravity, and Iocation/v_ew. We also

note that our more complete list

might not exhaust the possibilities.

Once these points were agreed

upon, the workshop divided the

analysis and reporting tasks among
its members. The contributed

sections discuss the baseline

scenario, generic alternatives,
potential sociopolitical conditions,
the common or nodal technologies

required to support the alternative
scenarios, and issues for further

study.



Baseline Program

Barney B. Roberts and Jesco yon Puttkamer

Assumptions

The workshop agreed to use a

proposed NASA plan as the

baseline program. This assumed

program has been developed from
several sources of information

and is extrapolated over future

decades using a set of reasonable

assumptions based on incremental

growth. The principal source of

basic data was a presentation given

to the workshop by Jesco von

Puttkamer, representing NASA's

advanced planning activities. This

work shows the space program

planning efforts divided into four

domains (fig. 1). Future activities

are planned with balanced

emphasis among these four
domains.

It was considered reasonable to

assume that the level of activity
would remain constant in order to

stabilize the use of public
resources. This assumption

resulted in a sequence of programs

with waxing and waning budget

requirements. As one program
decreases in construction and

development costs and becomes

operational, public resources are
made available for the next

program. This approach levels the

impact on facilities and capital
investments and maintains a skilled

and experienced work force.

As for budget estimates, only

low to moderate growth after

adjustment for inflation was

assumed. A key principle

underlying the proposed program
is that maximum benefits will be

obtained from commonality and

subsystem evolution. Technologies

and program elements will be

synergistic and integrated to allow

one project to use capabilities

developed by another. In addition,

the NASA planners tried to make

realistic and practical estimates

of the technology developments

required to support each phase of

design and construction. Using

this information and previous

history on the programmatics

involved in the development of

space hardware, NASA constructed

a phased, evolutionary set of
scenarios that we consider

reasonable.

To summarize, the assumptions for
the NASA baseline program are as
follows:

• Balanced emphasis in four
domains

• Constant level of activity

• Low to moderate real budget

growth

• Maximum use of commonality

• Realistic and practical

technology development



Figure 1

NASA's Advanced Planning

NASA is planning a balanced program,

with roughly equal emphasis given to
each of four domains. The first domain

is low Earth orbit (LEO). Activities there

are concentrated on the space stabon

but extend on one side to Earth-pointing

sensors from unmanned platforms and

on the other to the launch and staging

of unmanned solar system exploration
missions. The second domain is

geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) and

cislunar space. Activities there Include

all GEO missions and operations, both
unmanned and manned, and all

transport of materials and crews

between LEO and the vicinity of the
Moon. The third domain is the Moon

itself. Lunar activities are to include

both orbiting and landing mlsslons; the

landings may be either unmanned or
manned. The last domain is Mars.

Missions to Mars will inlbally be

unmanned but they will eventually be
manned.

(1) LEO Space Station

Although the Soviets have had cosmonauts

contmuously occupwng their Mtr spacecraft

for some bme, the U.S. space station will

be the hrst permanently occupied space

outpost in the American space program.

The space station will be the location for a

variety of Earth observations and for many

scientific and englneermg experiments in

mlcrogravlty. It will also be a transportabon

node and servicing center for satellites and

space vehicles.

(2) GEO Platform

Location in geosynchronous orbit is
requtrecl for most types of communication

satellites. Because this orbit is h/hng up. a

trend may develop to cluster multiple users

on a single platform. The large platform

shown in this drawing contains about a

dozen separate antennas, each of which
can be aimed at a different user. To be

cost-effective, such large platforms must

be able to be serviced and repaired. For

service and repalr, either the enbre platform

must be returned to the space station by

orbital transfer vehicle or astronauts must

travel to geosynchronous orbit for onslte

maintenance

(3) Spartan Lunar Base

The early lunar base may consist of several
modules similar to habltabon and laboratory

modules for the space station, which can

be transported to the lunar surface and

covered with lunar regolith for radlabon

protection. In some scenarios, the early

lunar base would be totally dependent on

transport from Earth for all supplies and
consumables. In other scenarios, a small

plant would be emplaced, which would allow

the production of oxygen for life support.

(4) Closeup of the Surface of Mars From

the Unmanned Viking Lander

While Viking provided spectacular pictures

of the surface of Mars and some chemistry

data for the two lander sites, an mdepth

understanding of martian samples and the

detailed data necessary to describe the

evolution of Mars (age dating, m_neralogy,

possible fossils) can be gained only from

actual samples of rocks and soil returned

to Earth for detailed analysis using

sophisticated laboratory instruments.



American Station at the South Pole

The statton consists of several buildings

within a large-diameter (approximately
100-meter) geodesic dome. The

buildings include laboratories, service
areas, and habltatton modules. Thls

station _s probably the closest thing we

have to a base on another planet The

South Pole statton is continuously

occupied, but crewmembers arrtve or

depart only during the summer season

While the occupants can venture outslde

w_th protective clothing ("space suits")

during the w_nter, they are mostly

dependent on the shelter provided by the

geodesic dome and the buildings within

the dome, much as they would be at a

Moon or Mars base Most of the supplies

must be brought in by atr, but some use
_s made of local resources. Local ice is

used for water, and, of course, local

oxygen is used for breathing and as an

oxtdizer for combusbon, including

operation of internal combusbon engines.

Photo. Michael E. Zolensky

Program Elements and
Descriptions

The first domain shown in figure 1

(LEO) emphasizes the space station
and includes the recommended

program of the Solar System

Exploration Committee (SSEC),

Earth observation satellites,

manufacturing in low Earth orbit,
and other commercial ventures

such as tourism. The second

domain (GEO) emphasizes
commercial activities in

geosynchronous orbit-mostly
communication satellites or

platforms. Other GEO facilities

would include an experimental

platform and later a manned

"shack" to support and maintain
the GEO facilities.

The third domain (the Moon)
consists of the establishment of a

temporarily manned science and

research camp, similar to an

Antarctic outpost. The lunar base

would be totally dependent on

Earth-supplied consumables and

transportation. The fourth domain

(Mars) includes an unmanned

sample return mission.

Folding these four domains into a

baseline program in accordance

with the above assumptions results

in the plan depicted in figure 2.



Critiques of the NASA
Baseline

The workshop participants offered
some critiques of the baseline plan,
which are documented in this
subsection in order to use them in
the next section on alternative
scenarios.

1. Critique: Devote more emphasis
to asteroids as a source of
nonterrestrial resources.

Rebuttal: Resources on the

Moon may be more limited than
those of asteroids; however, the
high leverage items such as

,

oxygen for transportation and
mass for shielding are available
there, and the Moon has many
other advantages to science and
human presence that asteroids
may be lacking.

Resolution: Seriously consider
asteroids as a viable source of

resources in conjunction with
other potential sources.

Critique: The baseline program
demonstrates a lack of vision

which is a result of conservative
budget requests (or vice versa).

Rebuttal: NASA is aggressive in
its budget submittals and is

F_gure 2

Baseline Scenario

If NASA continues #ts business as usual

without a malor mcrease m its budget and

wtthout usmg nonterrestrial resources

as #t expands into space, th#s _s the

development that m_ght be expected in

the next 25 to 50 years. The plan shows

an orderly progression #n manned missions

from the initial space station m low Earth

orbit (LEO) expected #n the 1990s, through

an outpost and an eventual space statlon

m geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO)

(from 2004 to 2012), to a small lunar base/n

2016, and eventually to a Mars landing m
2024. Unmanned precursor mtss#ons

would include an experiment platform in

GEO, lunar mapping and exploration by

robot, a Mars sample return, and an

automated s_te survey on Mars. This plan
can be used as a baseline scenario

against wh#ch other, more ambtttous plans

can be compared.
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demonstrably second only to

the Department of Defense

(DOD) in budget growth.
However, the fact remains that

policy guidelines established

by the Administration and
Congress do not permit much

more than the proposed
baseline.

Resolution: A small portion of

the planning exercise should
not constrain itself within

budget limitations but direct

its attention to truly visionary

space objectives in order to have

an impact on our near-term

technology developments and

thereby contribute constructively

to future budget drafts. NASA
needs to make a better effort

to "sell" its proposed programs

to Congress and to the public.

. Critique: The NASA baseline
plan should be compressed in
time to allow an earlier start on

some selected programs.

Rebuttal: An unlimited budget

cannot resolve all problems

involving the factor of time.

Technology developments

require significant time for
resolution even when

adequately funded. In addition,

the technology developed for

each new program feeds on or

evolves from the technology

developed for a precursor

program.

Resolution: Identify key

technologies for early

development and, where

possible and practical,

compress schedules.



Alternative Scenarios Utilizing
Nonterrestrial Resources

Charles H. Eldred and Barney B. Roberts

Figure 3

Lunar Materials Processing

This schematic drawing shows three mare
classes of products (volatiles, metals, bulk
construction material) which can be made
from lunar raw matenal. Lunar regohth ts

carried by a conveyor belt into a reactor,
where _tts heated by concentrated solar
energy. S_mple heating w#l cause zt to
release trapped solar wind volables,
including hydrogen and rare gases. If/t is
heated m an atmosphere rich m hydrogen
or another reductant, chemical reduchon

will take place, causing the lunar material
to release oxygen from oxides and
silicates. When sufficient oxygen _s
released, some of the reduced metals

formed by the process can be rehned
and formed into ingots or cast into useful
shapes. The remaining material can be
wtthdrawn as slag, which can be used for
constructzon of buildings and roads or as
radiation shielding.

This section of the report provtdes

a collection of alternative scenanos

that are enabled or substantially

enhanced by the utilization of

nonterrestrial resources. Here we

take a generalized approach to

scenario building so that our report

will have value in the context of

whatever goals are eventually

chosen.

One significant finding of this

workshop is that to discuss only

tangible materials from asteroids or
the lunar surface is probably too

limiting an assumption to permit

consideration of all viable

scenarios. Thus, although we

decided to discuss the following

space resources, we reahze that

this list is nonexhaustive.

• Tangible materials
• Lunar

• Asteroidal

• Martian

• Vacuum

• Energy

• Low to negligible gravity

• Physical location/view

The following paragraphs will

discuss, in varying detad, each of

these resources.

Space Resources

Tangible Materials

Lunar materia/s: The foremost

lunar resource we Jdent#ied was

lunar oxygen for rocket propulsion

(see fig. 3). The Moon can also

lat_les

Refined
material



be a source of metals (iron,

aluminum, magnesium, titanium)

and nonmetals (glass, ceramics,

concrete), which may find use as

structural or shielding materials on
and off the Moon. The Moon is

relatively deficient in some of the

more volatile elements-hydrogen,

carbon, and nitrogen.

Asteroidal matenals: Earth-

approaching asteroids are rocky

bodies that can provide useful

materials, including some elements
not found in abundance on the

Moon. Some asteroids contain

substantial quantities of water and

carbonaceous material; others have

abundant metal, including iron,

nickel, cobalt, and the platinum

group (see fig. 4). Some asteroids

are energetically more accessible
than the lunar surface; however,

trip times are generally long and

low-energy opportunities limited.
For this reason, these asteroids

don't offer convenient staging

points.

Mar#an materials: The utilization of

martian resources, particularly to

produce propellants, is a probable

aspect of an intensive Mars

exploration program. Propellants
could be extracted from Mars'

atmosphere or from materials on
the surface of Mars, Phobos, or

Deimos (see fig. 5). These
satellites have characteristics of

carbonaceous asteroids and for

many purposes, including access,

may be considered as asteroids.

Vacuum

Vacuum, used in many scientific

experiments and manufacturing

processes, is expensive to create
and limited _n volume on Earth.

Workshop participants were not

convinced that going into space to
utilize the vacuum would lead to

Figure 4

Mining an Asteroid

Mmmg asteroids will be a major

technological challenge. Here _s one

concept in which a robot mining vehicle

w_th paddle wheels moves around the

surface of the asteroid and throws out

material, which is caught in the cone-

shaped catcher attached to the asteroid

with cables. When it is full, attached

thrusters will propel the catcher back to

near-Earth space, where the astero_dal

ore can be processed for water,

carbonaceous materials, and metals.



F_gure5

Phobos

Phobos, one of the two moons of Mars,
Is a hkely target for any future martian
mtssions. Phobos ts 27 by 19km and has
a relatively low density of 19 gm/cm 3.
The escape velocity from Phobos is only
11 m/sec. The optical properties of
Phobos are simdar to those of a type of
asteroids that are thought by many to be
of carbonaceous chondrzte composzbon.
Phobos has a well-developed groove
structure, whtch may reflect malor internal
fracturing originating from large tmpacts.
Phobos is reside the Roche limit for Mars

and is being pulled even closer by tidal
forces. W_thmabout 50 mdlion years,
Phobos will be completely torn apart by
these t_dalforces and wlfl become a ring
around Mars.

economic benefits, considering the

high cost of space transportation

today. However, the potential of the
limitless vacuum available in space

kept it on the list as a viable
resource. The unlimited vacuum

could enable new analytical or

testing procedures that depend on

the surface properties of materials
or the transmission of molecular

beams. The vacuum of space could

enable accelerators with no need, or
a substantially reduced need, for
containment devices. Such vacuum

might permit new uses of the metals
sodium and potassium, which are
difficult to handle in the Earth's

atmosphere. And it could allow

the high-temperature vacuum

processing of glasses, metals, and
cement.

Energy

Energy from space has been of

practical use for many years. The

primary energy source is of course

the Sun. The most prominent

application is solar photovoltaic

power for satellites now in orbit.

In the state-of-the-art process, solar
cells directly convert incident solar

energy into electrical energy. The

advantages of collecting solar
energy in space rather than on

Earth arise principally from two

facts: The first is that one can get

more solar energy by choosing an

orbit that has more "daylight"
hours, and the second is that one
can avoid interference from the

atmosphere.

Energy from space may be utilized

in space to power facilities

(including those on the surfaces

of planetary bodies) or can be
returned to Earth for conversion to

electrical energy. Alternatively, the

Sun's energy may be used d_rectly.

The propulsive power of solar

photons may be used to drive a
solar sail. Dtrect use of thermal

energy to provide process heat

may be important _n space. The

Sun's light could be reflected,

selectively, to the Earth to hght

c_tles, agricultural areas, or arctic

night operations (see fig. 6).

Large space facilities, such as the

space station or a lunar base, will

10



Figure 6

Reflected Sunlight Illuminates

the Earth

In a slmple example of how solar energy

from space m_ght be useful, large-

d_ameter mirrors prowde dlum_nabon

where needed on Earth. In this concept,

a mirror, 300 meters _n d_ameter, made of

thin Mylar him and supported by a ring

and glrder structure, is being set up m

geosynchronous orbit. Such m_rrors

would provide mghttlme illumination

equivalent to full moonlight for any area

about 300 km in diameter. A number of

mtrrors could be pointed at the same

area to provide much brighter

illumination. This _llummabon m_ght be

useful for lighting cities, agricultural

areas, or arctic night operations Other

potential uses are to hght up a disaster

area or an area undergomg a power

blackout.

Figure 7

Construction of a Large Solar

Power Station

In the future, large structures built in

space may include solar power stabons

that wdl collect solar power using

photovolta_c arrays. This power could be

used/n advanced space stations or

beamed to a lunar base by microwave. In

this view, a framework for such a stabon ts

being constructed. The station includes a

service and equipment bay, _n which

subcomponents can be assembled,

tested, and repaired.

Artist: John J. Olson
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require significant power (see fig. 7).
The power requirements for the

current space station configuration

are so large that the structural
design and control system

requirements will be driven by the

solar panels if photovoltaic devices

are used. A competing design

concept being considered is solar

dynamic (see fig. 8). This approach

would use an energy-focusing mirror

and a heat engine to drive a
generator. Another approach would

use electrodynamic tethers to

exchange orbital energy for

electrical energy. This very efficient

process may be useful in low Earth

orbit for energy storage but could

not produce the high power levels

needed for the primary supply

system.

Several NASA and privately funded
efforts have been undertaken to

define ways in which space-

supplied energy might be used to

replace energy from nonrenewable
Earth-based resources. One of

these was the solar power satellite

(SPS) system, which would ring the

Earth in geosynchronous orbit
with 5- by 20-kilometer solar-

powered satellites designed to

microwave the energy to the Earth.

Another proposal for supplying

power from space to the Earth

Figure 8

Solar Dynamic Power for the
Space Station

In this artist's concepbon, a solar dynamic
power generabon system uses
concentrated light from the Sun to heat a
fluid, which turns a generator to prowde
electrical power for the space station.
Solar dynamic power generation may have
some advantages over solar photovoltatc:
potentially h_gher efficiency per umt area
of reflector and possibly lower cost for
large power capaclly. A solar dynamic
system may also be eas_er to maintain.
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useslarge areas on the Moon for

relatively low-efficiency photovoltaic

devices utilizing indigenous lunar
material, such as silicon. The lunar

power station would also transmit

energy to Earth by microwave.

The Sun's energy is a perpetual

source of clean, nonpolluting

power, and major technological

advances in photoconversion and

energy transmission could

substantially alter any space
scenario.

Low to Negligible Gravity

Many manufacturing processes

may be enabled or improved

by the utilization of the low to

negligible gravity of space. An

electrophoresis process for

separating cells having small

differential charges is being

developed by private industry. In

the absence of gravity, an electrical
field can cause the desired cells to

migrate toward a collector. The

great selectivity of this process and

the purity of its products may lead

to drugs effective in the treatment
of cancer, diabetes, and other

diseases (see fig. 9). Other

processes may produce new alloys,

high strength glasses, and more
efficient semiconductors. The

more space transportation costs

are reduced, the wider the range of

economical microgravity processing
will be. This is an area of

potentially significant commercial
investment.

Figure 9

Electrophoresis in Space

Manufacturing or matenals processing in
the micrograwty of space may prove to be
a major actiwty. Here, astronaut Jack
Lousma is handling an electrophorests
column used for human cell separabon on
the STS-3 flight. Space manufactunng
and processing of biological and
pharmaceutical materials may prove cost-
effective because of the potenbally very
high value of these substances per umt
mass.

13



Physical Location/View

Physical location in space and the
view from off the Earth have shown

themselves to be a resource of

great benefit to the public (see

figs. 10 and 11). The particular
characteristics of the

geosynchronous orbit, both from

the standpoint of view (weather

satellites) and from the standpoint

of stability (communication
satellites), have been heavily

exploited and have provided
substantial benefits in revenue and

in public safety. S_gnificant public

and private (as well as joint venture)

technology developments are

under way to further utilize th_s

unique space resource for

communication, navigation, search

and rescue, and other purposes.
The location of astronomical

facilities _n space has been
demonstrated to be of fundamental

scientific importance (see fig. 12).

Another potential utilization of
location/view would be for

recreation in low Earth orbit.

Studies have shown that a market

does exist for the public to use

space as a recreational area, if

transportation costs can be made
affordable.

Figure 10

The "Big Blue Marble"

Location m space must be considered a

resource m the sense that _t enables

some very valuable activities. In th_s whole

Earth wew taken by the crew of Apollo 17,

_t _s apparent that large-scale weather

patterns can be photographed, that the

geology and vegetabon of large land

masses can be observed by remote

sensing, and that many points on the

Earth can be reached by a single

data transponder for enhanced

commumcation Most of the economic

payback from space actwities has so far

been m these three areas, all of whtch

take advantage of Iocatlon m space.
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Figure 11

Space Shuttle and Horizon as Seen

From the Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS)

This is a satellite view of the Orbiter taken

on the STS-7 mission The Orbiter had

prewously launched two communicabon

satelhtes (Telesat Amk C2 and Palapa O),

and the protecbve cradles for these

satelhtes can sbll be seen _n the cargo

bay. The Space Shuttle has been used

heavily as a launching vehicle for

communication satellites. Much of

this task may now be taken over by

expendable launch vehicles. The location

_n space of commumcat_on satellites gtves

them such h_gh value that the enormous

expense of building and launching them

can be paid back by revenues in a

reasonable length of bme.

F_gure 12

The Hubble Space Telescope

Another priceless advantage of a Iocabon

in space _s illustrated by this arbst's

concept of the Hubble Space Telescope.

This telescope will be above the Earth's

atmosphere, which greatly interferes with

the optical clarity of an Earth-based

telescope and which also absorbs

important parts of the light spectrum. The

Hubble telescope can be serviced _n

space and can even be returned to Earth

by a Space Shuttle misston for extenswe

maintenance or overhaul, if needed.

Eventually, telescopes on the Moon may

also be feasible and desirable. Radio

telescopes located on the far side of the

Moon will avoid the ever-increasing

electromagnettc noise from the Earth.
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Otherpotentialdevelopmentsin
theculturalandsocietalarenaare
certainto appearbutdifficultto
quantify.Historicalevidence
suggeststhathumankindalways
modifiesitscultureandsocietal
normsto adaptto majoralterations
of its sphereof influence.It is
conceivablethatartisticand
sportingactivitiescouldfinda role
inspaceandmaybemarketable.

Bywayofconcludingthissection
onspaceresources,we,the
membersoftheworkshop,want
to stressthatthe listof space
resourcesis notlimitedto thosewe
havementioned.Otherusable
resourcesmightbeisolation(for
nuclearwastedisposalorvery
hazardousresearchprojects)and
extremetemperaturegradients(for
heatengines).

Generic Scenarios for

Utilization of Nonterrestrial

Resources

In order to suitably characterize the
future utilization of nonterrestrial

resources, we should assess

scenarios broad enough to bring to

the surface all or most of the key

technology issues. The exploitation
of nonterrestrial resources

encompasses a very broad range

of potential products, benefits,

resources, supporting systems, and

technology requirements. The

evolution of space activities

into the 21 st century also holds

the potential for a much changed
mix of space users, with increased

levels of commercial, international,

and military space activities. The

objective of this section of the

report is to view the broad range

of mission alternatives that may
use space resources and to select

a few examples that _llustrate a mix
of missIon characteristics.

Mission Characteristics and

Options

Table 1 illustrates the variety of
options that are possible for future
missions. Most m_ssions can be

described by one or more of the

options related to each item.

Therefore, a specific mfssion can

be characterized by a total set of

option choices.

Mission goals: Four broad goal

options are shown. The

identification of relevant goals is

Jmperatwe to advocacy of the

overall program and its technology

requirements. Each of the goals

represents a valid component of

the total space program. Although

some goal from the leadership/

human spirit class may be the only

goal of a specific mission, most

space missions have been

dominated by a strong set of

scientific or applications goals.

Such human goals can often be

attained with only marginal costs
when added to more concrete

goals.
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TABLE1. Options for Aspects of Mission Development

Item Options *

1. Goals: Leadership Pubhc apphcat_ons Commercial

Explorataon

Human sprat

Security

Mtlitary

2. Participants:

Type: Government Government/commercial Commercial

Countnes: National International

3. Purpose: Science/research Enhanced m_ss_on Valuable product Prestige/power

4. Space resource: Matenals Vacuum Energy Grawty Location/view

5. Resource location: LEO GEO LEO/c_slunar Lunar Astero_dal Planetary
(debns/expendables) (Mars & moons)

6. Product: Matenals Information/data Energy Pleasure

Volatdes

Low value solids

H_gh value sohds

Processing:

Location: In s_tu LEO Other

Type: None Automated Manned

Transportation:

Resource site I
Processing s_te

Use s_te

Mode:

Same In s_tu processing/ IntermedIate sIte
used elsewhere

Chemical rocket Aerobrake Other

At use s_te

9. Infrastructure: Earth-to-orb=t LEO space station Observat=on instruments
transportation

Orbital transfer
vehicles

Planetary bases or
outposts

q'he columns _n th=s table do not represent related categories but are used simply to enumerate options for each _tem.

Participants: The mix of
participants in space activities

is rapidly changing from the
historical dominance of the

U.S.A.'s civilian space agency

and the more military space effort
of the U.S.S.R. In the United

States, military funding of space
activities now exceeds that of

NASA. The U.S. program

is encouraging commercial

participation. And most of the

advanced countries and many

developing countries are pursuing
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Overcrowding in Space

Thisartist's concept shows a wide variety
of exzstmg and future satelhtes. In wew are
satelhtes for surveying Earth resources and
mapping them, communication satellites,
orbibng platforms, various types of space
stations, solar power satellites,
astronomical observatories, and
manufacturing facihties. Geosynchronous
orbit is already becoming crowded and
satelhte densities m other orbits must also
be consldered. This view also hints at the
potential hazards of having large numbers
of sateflites in space; namely, the
possibilities for collision and generation of
orbital debris. The tssue of orbztal debris
must be more carefully considered as
space becomes more crowded.

Courtesy of Grumman Aerospace Corp.

space capabilities to increase their

military options, to advance

technology, and to gain prestige.

These developments may

drastically change the way in which

space activities are pursued in the

21st century. It will be necessary
for the nations of the world to

agree on policies for the utilization

of space resources because they

are limited. Already at issue are

the filling of geosynchronous Earth
orbit and the problem of orbital
debris.

Purpose: Use of space resources

spans a range of purposes from

pure science (planetary

observations) through mission

enhancement (such as in situ

propellant production) to the

production of products with value

to a third party. National prestige

and the development of new

technology have been strong

motivators of national space

programs.

Space resource: The detads of

indigenous space resources have
been discussed earlier in this

section. We consider materials

placed in space for one purpose

and then recycled for another to

be a special category of space
resources.

Resource location: The location

of the resource has tremendous

implications for the transportation

requirements of the mission and for

the possibility of human participation.

One early exploitation of space

material resources may be the

scavenging of Space Shuttle

cryogenic propellants and external

tank materials, which are potentially
available in low Earth orbit. The

development of resources on

planetary bodies (Moon, Mars) is
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consideredessentialtoanylong-
termactivitiesthere.

Product: Products of value

include not only materials but

also energy, information (as

with communication satellites),

and possibly pleasure and

entertainment (as represented

by tourism and national parks).

Processing: The process for

converting a raw resource into a

valuable product, the location for

this process, and whether or not

humans are directly involved in the

process are key considerations.

Transportation: Transportation

between key locations, which

include the operations base, the

resource site, the processing site,
and the use site, is one of the

major factors in feasibility and

achieving favorable economics.

The transportation strategy, the
transportation system, and the

transportation technology level

are key issues in this set of
tradeoffs.

Infrastructure: The activities of

each chosen mission will require
that a set of facilities be established

in space. These facilities will be

a subset of this general set:

(1) some form of transportation
from Earth to orbit, (2) a service

and operations station in low

Earth orbit, (3) observation

instruments, (4) a means of getting

from LEO to higher orbits (orbital

transfer vehicles), (5) bases or

outposts, manned or otherwise,

on various planetary bodies.

Selected Mission Examples

Four mission examples are shown

to illustrate the variety of options in
the various areas listed in the

previous subsection. These four
missions are not intended to be all

encompassing; readers are

encouraged to use table 1 to
create and characterize other

missions of interest.

Mission 1 - lunar or asteroidal

propellant extraction: Table 2 and

figures 13 and 14 illustrate the
characterization of these missions,
which were combined because of

the high degree of similarity. Such

a mission has many attractive
features. It has a combination of

goals, including elements of both

exploration and commercialization,
with a probable evolution from
exploration to commercialization.

Participants could combine

government and private

investment. The product could
be used to enhance the basic

m_ssion _n the early phases and

provide a valuable output in the

later phases of the program.

Development of the processing

systems and transportation

systems are key technology

challenges. The infrastructure

supports growth to exploitation
of solid materials and can

complement military technology

requirements.
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TABLE 2. Lunar or Asteroldal Propellant Extraction

Item Options

1. Goals: ExploratJon Pubhc apphcatJons Commercial

2. Participants:

Type: Government Government/commercial Commercial
Countnes: National International

3. Purpose: Science/research Enhanced m_ssJon Valuable product

4. Space resource: Materials

5. Resource location: Lunar Astero_dal Moons of Mars

6. Product: Mater_ats

Volat_les

7. Processing:
Location- In s_tu LEO Other

Type: None Automated Manned

8. Transportation:

Resource sMte I

Processing s_te Same In s_tu processing/ Intermediate s_te At use site
Use s_te used elsewhere

Mode. Chemical rocket Aerobrake Other

9. Infrastructure: Earth-to-orbit LEO space station Observation _nstruments Lunar base
transportation _nLEO & GEO Asteroid outpost

Orbital transfer Mars base

vehicles Phobos outpost

Mission 2 - climate modification

for agricultural productivity: Table 3

illustrates th_s mission, which

focuses on cntical world population

needs for food. This program

would be a cooperative

_nternational government project

and would exploit the energy

resources of space. Opttons exist

for utilizing nonterrestnal materials

to construct space energy facdities.

Requirements for transportation
to GEQ would be increased under

this plan. The potential for direct

benefits to major portions of the

world's population could motivate a

large-scale effort of th_s type.

Misslon 3- information or

entertainment: Table 4 and figure 15

dlustrate this mission area, which

focuses on the development of

commercial opportunities in space

that affect the individual person.

This effect _s illustrated in two ways:

(1) bringing world information and

communication to the individual

(i.e., complexity inversion) and
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Figure 13

A Propellant Tank Farm on the Lunar

Surface

Here, robots are moving tanks of liquid

oxygen into position for transport into

space. Uquid oxygen is produced m the

reactor umts shown _n the background.

These reactors are heated by solar

radiabon, whtch _s reflected into them by

Sun-tracking mirrors. Other possible

export products include hydrogen, bulk

materials for shielding, and metals for

space construction.

Figure 14

Asteroid Mining

Asteroids also have resource potenttal,

notably the potenbal for prowdmg water,

whtch can be decomposed into hydrogen

and oxygen for propellant use. Asteroids

may have rough cratered surfaces, as

dlustrated Jn th_s pambng. If they are

water-rich, they are likely to be s_m_lar to

carbonaceous chondritic meteorltes,

which are very black, w_th extremely low

albedos. Such asteroids may be rather

soft and friable and thus easdy m_ned.

Arttst: Denms Dawdson
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TABLE 3. Climate Modification for Agricultural Productivity

Options

1. Goals: Human spent Public apphcatlons

2. Partlctpants:

Type: Government

Countries: International

3. Purpose: Valuable product

4. Space resource: Energy

5. Resourcelocation: GEO Lunar

6. Product: Energy

7. Processing:

Location: In s;tu LEO Other

Type: None Automated Manned

8. Transportat;on:

Resource s=te I
Processing s_te Same In situ processing/ Intermediate s_te

Use site used elsewhere

Mode: Chemical rocket Aerobrake Other

At use s_te

9. Infrastructure: Earth-to-orbit LEO space statton Observatton anstruments
transportation in LEO & GEO

Orbital transfer
vehicles

Lunar base

(2) enabling tourist-type access

to space. If the much lower

transportation costs necessary
to enable tourism could be

achieved, then the expansion of
the market to the individual would

enable tremendous business and

economic opportunities.

Mission 4 - Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI): Table 5 illustrates

a mission to support the strategic
defense initiative. SDI systems

could benefit from large amounts

of low-grade shielding materials

for systems in low Earth orbit.

Although there are some areas

of technology commonality with

mission 1, the goals, participants,
and products of interest are

substantially different from those

of the other missions. Also, critical

tradeoffs would be decided on the

basis of much different assessment
criteria.
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TABLE 4. Information or Entertainment

Item I Opbons

1. Goals: Commercial

2. Part_ctpants:

Type: Commercial
Countnes: National International

3. Purpose: Valuable product

4. Space resource: Locat_on/wew

5. Resource location: LEO GEO Lunar

6. Product: Information Pleasure

7. Processing:
Location:

Type: None

8. Transportation:

Resource s_te _
Processing s_te _ Same

I

Use s_te
Mode: Chemical rocket Aerobrake Other

9. Infrastructure: Earth-to-orbit LEO space station Observation instruments Lunar base
transportation _n LEO & GEO

OrbLtal transfer
vehicles

Ftgure 15

Tourism

Tourism may eventually be an important
activity in space or even on the Moon.
This drawing shows a hotel module at a
lunar base. The hotel has recreation

facilities, wewmg ports, and TV monitors
for viewing activities at remote locations.
Excursions onto the lunar surface are
made on the small monorail train. While

tourism will not be possible very early in
the development of a lunar base, it m_ght
be a logical intermediate step between a

utilitanan base and a self-supporting lunar
colony.
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TABLE 5. Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)

Item [ Options

1. Goals: Secunty

Mdltary

2. Participants:

Type: Government

Countnes: N at_onal

3. Purpose: Prestige/power

4. Space resource: Matenals Locat_on/wew

5. Resource location: LEO GEO LEO/cfslunar Lunar Asterolda_

6. Product: Materials Information/data Energy

Low value solids

7. Processing:

Location: In s_tu LEO Other

Type: None Automated Manned

8. Transportation:

Resource s_te }
Processing s_te

Use s_te

Mode:

Same In s_tu processing/ IntermedMate s_te At use sate

used elsewhere

Chemical rocket Aerobrake Other

9. Infrastructure: Earth-to-orbit LEO space station Observation _nstruments Lunar base

transportation _n LEO & GEO Asteroid outpost

Orbftal transfer Phobos outpost
vehicles

Summary: Space Resource
Mission Alternatives

The mission options of table 1

present the basis for the

assessment of a broad range of

space resource scenarios. The four

example missions were selected to

illustrate the variety of possible

options. Issues, systems, and

technologies with common threads
in these missions should be of

particular interest to long-range

planners.

To clarify the technology issues

associated with this broad range

of possible goals, we developed

in greater detail two variants of

the first goal, lunar or asteroidal

propellant extraction. We chose

to develop these two scenarios

because they are driven by the

utilization of space resources

rather than merely augmented by

the availability of such resources.
Because of the focus of these

scenarios, we expected their

technological requirements to be
clearer.

The first alternate scenario (fig. 16)
emphasizes lunar and asteroidal

resource extraction, with manned

Mars missions as a long-term
objective. The second alternate

scenario (fig. 17) follows a broader

developmental strategy that places
less emphasis on lunar and

asteroidal propellants and more

emphasis on exploration and

scientific study of the solar system.
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The Moon

The Moon has a wide variety of terrains, rock

types, and regolith types. While much has
been learned from analysis of the American
Apollo samples and of the Soviet Luna
samples, most of the Moon has neither been

sampled nor been mapped by orbital chemistry
mappers. Consequently, the potentially useful
resources are not well understood; addtbonal
exploration may bring some surprises.

Date 1990 1995

Mars

sample

return

Mars --o

2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030
t t I t I t t

S=te survey Manned Camp

(rover) landings

Near-Earth
asteroids

MOOD

GEO

LEO

Earth

Mapper •

(orbit) :

Explorer

$

Explorer Camp

Experimental

Mine

: platform : Outpost

: _e

Space _o

station _o Growth space stat=on

I _ Shuttle-based orbital transfer vehicle

: Manned orbital transfer vehicle

: Shuttle-derived launch vehicle

Phobos

The resource potential of asteroids and the
satellites of Mars (Phobos shown here) is even
less weft understood than that of the Moon. It

may be that many asteroids as well as the
satellites of Mars have abundant useful

resources, including water and hydrocarbons.
Additional exploration is clearly needed before
the resource potential of these oblects can be
evaluated.

Figure 16

Scenario for Space Resource
Utilization

Space resource ufihzatlon, a feature
lackJng m the basehne plan, _s emphasized
in this plan for space actlwt_es m the same
1990-2035 timeframe. As m the basehne

scenario, a space stabon m low Earth orbit
(LEO) is established in the early 1990s
This space stabon plays a malor role m
staging advanced missions to the Moon,
beginning about 2005, and sn explonng
near-Earth asteroids, begmmng about the
same time. These explorabon actw_t_es
lead to the establishment of a lunar camp
and base which produce oxygen and
possibly hydrogen for rocket propellant.
Automated missions to near-Earth

asterosds begin mining these bodies by
about 2015, producing water and metals
which are returned to geosynchronous
Earth orbit (GEO), LEO, lunar orbit, and

the lunar surface. Oxygen, hydrogen, and
metals derived from the Moon and the
near-Earth asteroids are then used to fuel

space operations in Earth-Moon space
and to build additional space platforms
and stations and lunar base facilities.
These space resources are also used as
fuel and materials for manned Mars

missions beginning in 2021. Th_s scenario
might initially cost more than the baseline
scenario because/t takes large
investments to put together the facilities

necessary to extract and refine space
resources. However, th_s plan has the

potential to significantly lower the cost of
space operations in the long run by
providing from space much of the mass
needed for space operations.
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Figure 17

Scenario for Balanced Infrastructure

Buildup

In thts scenario, each Iocatton m space

receives attenbon in a balanced

approach and none is emphaslzed to the

exclusion of others. The scenario begms

w_th the estabhshment of the m_bal space

station about 1992. This is followed by

the establishment of a manned outpost m

geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) m

2001, an expenmental station on the

Moon m 2006, and a manned Mars camp

m 2010. In parallel with these manned

acttvities, many automated missions are

flown, including a lunar geochemical

orbiter and a lunar rover, mulbple surveys

of near-Earth asteroids and rendezvous

with them, and a martian rover and a

Mars sample return. Automated mmmg of

near-Earth asterotds beginning in 2010 ts

also part of this scenario.

Date 1990
----

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

t t t t I t

Mars

sample

Rover return Camp

A
Mars

Near-Earth

asteroids

Moon

GEO

LEO

Multiple Multiple

surveys rendezvous Automated material return

A

orbiter Rover Experimental stahon Base

-O- --" . "

Experimental

platform Outpost
:: mi

Lunar

geochemical

Space

stahon Growth space stahon

Earth 1 I I

Orbital

: transfer vehicle

-II .- I
Shuttle-derived

launch vehicle

Mars Lander

Here an unmanned lander is descending

to the martian surface. A vanety of

unmanned sclentihc mtsslons have been

proposed for Mars, including the most

ambitious and potentially most useful:

sample collection and return. Such

missions would be useful precursors to

piloted Mars expeditions, but they may not

be absolutely necessary before people go

to Mars.
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Impacts of Sociopolitical Conditions

Ben R. Finney

To what extent will scenarios of

space development, and the choice

of technologies to carry these out,

hinge upon future social, economic,

and political factors outside the

range of currently discussed
scientific and commercial rationales

for venturing into space? Outside

factors have greatly influenced the

course of space development in

the past-as witness the initial drive

to develop large rockets and the

subsequent race for the Moon.

Although space technology has
now reached a level where it has

demonstrable scientific and

commercial utility, there is no
reason to assume that this utihty

must exclusively or even largely

determine the course of space

development.

We should be prepared to consider

how changing conditions, outside of

space development per se, may

impact that development. For
example, an emphasis on space

weaponry, and defense against

that weaponry, might lead to a
significant requirement for lunar or

asteroidal materials for shielding.

Alternatively, superpower rivalry

might once again be expressed in

peaceful competition in space,

where the goal of setting up the
first Moon or Mars base could

override the logic of orderly,

evolutionary development. Or a

global environmental crisis might

stimulate an effort to magnify

remote sensing capabilities and
lead to the revival of the solar

power satellite concept.
Geopolitical developments might

lead to major international

cooperation in space-such as
between the United States, Europe,

and Japan or between the capitalist
and socialist blocs or between

F_rst World and Third World nations

or some combination of these.

Finally, a major cultural upheaval-

such as might be occasioned by

the discovery, through NASA's
Search for Extraterrestrial

Intelligence (SETI) program, of

intelligence in some other star

system-could dramatically impact

our conception of the human role in

space.

It is, of course, impossible to

predict the future. However, any
scenario of space development,

and the technology requirements

engendered, in effect assumes a

future vision-not only of that

development but also of outside

forces and events. Space

development scenarios are

inherently part of larger scenarios

of human development.
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Common Technologies

Terry Triffet

Common to the basehne and

alternative scenarios presented

above are a number of intersecting

or nodal technologies. That is,

regardless of whatever divergent

paths such developments may

take, they will intersect at these

points and cannot move beyond

them until certain problems specific

to these technologies have been

solved. Thus, in a sense, these
nodes are the invariants of the

system, and concentrating attention
on them should be the most

efficient way to proceed. It is a

primary purpose of th_s study to

point to these pivotal technologies

and highlight their barrier
difficulties.

Transportation

Surely the most fundamental nodal

technology, because of its high

leverage on the entire evolution

of space development, is

transportation. The cost of delivery
into low Earth orbit, which had

been moving downward as a result

of Space Shuttle efficiency, is now,

as a result of the Challenger
accident, estimated to be over

$3000 per pound and the

extrapolated cost for delivery to the

Moon over $20 000 per pound.

Technologies that have been

proposed to cut delivery costs to

low Earth orbit and beyond fall into

three categories: (1) improvements

to the performance of earthlift

vehicles, (2) development of space-
based orbital transfer vehicles and

associated propulsion technologies,

and (3) production of propellants

using nonterrestrial resources.

Complex system tradeoffs are

required to determine which

approach will be optimal in a given

scenario. For example, reducing

the cost of Earth-to-orbit (ETO)

transportation will reduce by a

similar proportion the cost of
Earth-to-Moon transportation and
will thus reduce the cost of

obtaining propellants from the
Moon. However, if the ETO costs

are reduced enough, the expense

of establishing a lunar facility to

produce propellant to reduce

transportation costs may not be

merited. Aspects other than

transportation costs may need

to be considered. For example,

at some level of activity,
modification of the Earth's

environment due to high launch

rates may become intolerable.

The first objective in all scenarios is

to reduce the cost of ETO options.

The general approach is well

understood, and several options are

discussed later in this report.

Expected costs for various options

are given in table 6. Shuttle-derived
launch vehicles are a class of

vehicles in which the manned

elements of the Space Shuttle are

replaced by cargo-carrying capacity

(see fig. 18). Heavy lift vehicles

apply Space Shuttle propulsion
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F_gure 18

Consort

Since the Challenger accident, _t has

become _ncreasmgly clear that
unmanned launch vehicles must be

developed to transport large

cargoes into space at relatively low

costs. In the concept shown here,

the liquid-fueled Consort vehicle is

launched into space with fwe Space

Shuttle main engines. At the staging

point in the ascent, four of these

engines are jettisoned, returned to

Earth by remote-controlled

parachutes, recovered dry by a

ship with arresting gear, and

reused. The e_ght strap-on oxygen

and hydrogen tanks are also

lett_soned and allowed to fall _nto

the ocean. The second stage

delivers its cargo housed _n a

Titan IV fairing. This second stage,

which includes one Space Shuttle

mare engine, internal fuel tanks, and

support equipment, might then

become the basis of an orbital

transfer vehicle.

Courtesy of Daws Aerospace

Company

TABLE 6. Potential Earthfift Options

1. Space Shuttle $3300/Ib

2. Shuttle-denved launch vehicle $500-1000/Ib

3. Heavy hft vehicle $300-500/Ib

4. Hybrid electromagnetic launches and rockets < $300/Ib
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F_gure 19

"Fat Albert"

Another approach to the launch of heavy

cargoes _s a masswe single-stage-to-orbit

booster, such as "Fat Albert," from a

1976 design study. Thts booster has

48 engines, half of which burn hquid

hydrogen and half of which burn rocket

propeflant type 1 (RP-1). After putting its

cargo into low Earth orbit, the booster

makes a deorb_t burn, reenters the

atmosphere, and then uses some of _ts

engines to decelerate to near-zero

velocity before touchdown m water, where

_t is recovered. Tradeoffs between

boosters that are completely reusable

and boosters that are totally expendable

include complexity, design and

manufacture costs, operabon costs, and

recovery and refurbishment costs. It is

not always obwous whtch concept w_fl

ulbmately be more cost-effecbve.

Figure 20

Lunar Orbit Space Station

Proximity to lunar-derwed propellant and

matermls would make a space stabon

/n orbit around the Moon an tmportant

transportabon node. It could serve as a

turnaround statton for lunar landing

vehicles which could ferry up liquid

oxygen and other matermls from the

lunar surface. An orbital transfer vehicle

could then take the containers of hquid

oxygen (and possibly lunar hydrogen) to

geosynchronous or low Earth orbit for use

in many lands of space activities. A lunar

orbit space station might also serve as a

staging point for major expeditions to

other parts of the solar system, including

Mars.

Arttst: MIchael Carroll

technology to a new class of large

rockets (see fig. 19). Hybrid

systems, air-breathing rockets, and

electromagnetic propulsion

technologies have also been
studied.

Development and improvement

of the performance of space-
based orbital transfer vehicles

involves propulsion technology,

aerobraking technology, and

lightweight structures. Aerobraking

is a technology that replaces the

propulsion system for deceleration

upon return to Earth w_th an

aerodynamic deceleration device.

The task is to budd an aerodynamic

braking system that is lighter than

the propulsive braking system.

Lightweight structures improve

performance by exchanging

vehicle weight for payload weight.

The payoff is almost always greater

than 1 pound of payload for each

pound of structure, because
structure must be carried

throughout all the vehicle's velocity
changes whereas the payload is

usually dropped off somewhere

along the way.

Propulsion technology for

orbit-to-orbit transportation

revolves a wider variety of options

because low-thrust systems are

usable and the spacecraft do not

have to travel through a planetary
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atmosphere.Thelistof optionsin
table7 is mostlikelyincomplete.

Usingpropellantproducedinspace
fororbitaltransferandlift-offfrom
planetarysurfacesis of interest
becausetheenergyrequiredto
achievelowEarthorbitfromeither
asteroidsor a lunarbaseismuch
lowerthanthatrequiredto fight
thegravitywellof Earth.(See
figure20.) Fora systemto be
viable,thecostof developingand
operatingthenonterrestrialfacility
mustbelessthanthecostof

deliveringpropellantfromEarth.
Thus,ingeneral,thelargeror
moreremotefromEarththe
usage,themorecompetitivethe
nonterrestrialresourcewillbe.

Beforecostscanbeassigned
to theproducts,extensive
developmentof processconcepts
andoperationaltechniquesis
required.However,table8 lists
potentialsourcesandtypesof
propellants,which will be the focus

for technology development.

TABLE 7. Propulsion Technology Options for Orbital Transfer Vehicles

1. Chemical - high performanceO2/H2

2. Thermal - nuclear, solar, laser

3. Electric - ion accelerators, mass accelerators

4. Light - solar sails

5. Tethers - momentumstorage andexchange, plasma dynamic thrusting and power
production

TABLE 8. Nonterrestrial Propellant Options

1. Asteroids - water for liquid 02 and liquid H2

2. Moon - oxygen-hydrogen (Earth-suppliedhydrogen), oxygan-silane (Earth hydrogen for
silane), oxygen-aluminum (Earth-supplied binder)

3. Shuttle external tanks in orbit - aluminum and lunar or Earthoxygen

4. Electric propulsion - solar energy and nonterrestrial mass (lunar oxygen), electromagnetic
accelerators and solid reaction mass, nuclear thermal energy and nonterrestrial mass,

hybrid electromagnetic launchers and rockets
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Energy

Equal in importance to

transportation as a nodal

technology is the development of

energy sources in space. Space

operations are impossible without
appropriate power supplies; and

any projects involving extended
human activities in this hostile

environment will necessarily be

energy-intensive. Energy

technology can be divided into two
general classes: energy sources

transported from Earth (chemical,

nuclear) and those using in situ
resources. Both classes will be

utilized in the development
scenarios consadered.

Solar energy is usable as far out as

Mars (and possibly Jupiter, us=ng

high concentrator systems).

Beyond Jupiter, solar energy is too

diffuse to be gathered in useful
amounts. From there out, other

sources, such as chemical and
nuclear, are required.

The photovoltaic system with

electrochemical storage has been

the mainstay of space power to this
time and will remain a serious

contender for future space

applications. This passive system

is relatively maintenance-free and

thus offers low life-cycle costs.

Advanced photovoltaic systems,
such as radiation-resistant indium

phosphide cells and high-efficiency

point-contact cells, promise greatly

improved performance. Their

potential is further increased when

they are coupled with storage

systems with high energy densities,

such as advanced regenerative fuel

cells and innovative bipolar
batteries.

Solar concentrators with dynamic

systems (Stirling-, Brayton-,

or Rankine-cycle thermal

engines) offer an alternative to

photovoltaic arrays. This technology

becomes increasingly attractive as

power demand goes up. The

compactness of a solar thermal

dynamic system is an advantage for

missions subject to aerodynamic

drag; its smaller cross section may

significantly reduce the demand for

orbit maintenance propellants. The

ability of such a system to produce

h_gh point-source temperatures

(several thousand versus one or

two hundred degrees) make it a

candidate for an _ntegrated thermal

electric distribution system; in such

a system, the waste heat from the
thermal engsne could be p_ped in

and used directly for onboard

processes.

On the other hand, solar dynamic

technology is less advanced than

photovoltaic technology, and thus a

greater development effort would

be needed. Experience has been
accumulated in solar Rankine

systems, Brayton rotating

machinery, and a Stirling free-

piston engine. But problems

remain =n heat receiver design,

materials compatibility, concentrator
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design,andheatrejectionand
thermalcontrolsystems.
Nevertheless,becauseitspower
characteristicsmoreclosely
resemblethoseof conventional
sources,thisalternativeshouldbe
vigorouslypursued.

Nuclearreactorenergysources
deservespecialmention(see
fig.21). Thoughposingformidable
transportproblemsbecauseof
theirmass,theyofferhighpower
levels,hightemperatures,and
longunattendedoperatingtimes.
Incaseswheresolarenergyis not
continuouslyavailable(e.g.,
shadowedbyEarth;onmostof
thelunarsurface),a nuclear
systemmayevenhavea mass
advantagebecausea solarsystem
wouldrequireanenergystorage
subsystemduringshadowed
periods.Theshieldingrequired
to protectpeoplefromthe
radioactiveenergysourcecould,
inplanetaryinstallations,be
providedusinglocalmaterials.

Thetechnologyunderlyingnuclear
poweris wellunderstood,a large
amountof Earth-operating
experiencehasbeenaccumulated,
andminiaturizationeffortsarewell
advanced.Becausethisenergy
resourcecouldtakethegreatest
advantageof existingpower
technology,it, too,shouldbe
pursuedwithhighpriority.It could
probablybereadyfor safe,reliable,

andversatileusebeforeanyofthe
others.

Technologiesfortransmissionand
deliveryof powerinspacealso
requiredevelopment.Useat or
nearthepointof collectioninspace
orontheMoonoffersminimal
technologicchallenge.Beamed
transmission(laser,microwave)is
consideredapplicableon theMoon
or fromplaceto placeinspace.
Rectennadevelopmentis under
way. Transmissionfromspaceto
Earthfacesadditionalproblems
butmayalsobea viableconcept.

A varietyof othertechnologies
bearonourabilityto collect,
condition,store,andutilizeenergy
inspace.Conversionof solaror
nuclearenergythroughchemical
processingto producepropellants
isoneofthese. Theuseof
tethersto transfermomentum
isanother.Storageofenergyfor
usein peakperiodsandforsolar
energysystemswithintermittent
illumination(likethelunarsurface)
isespeciallyimportant.These
technologiesandothersmayhave
significantrolesina maturespace
operationssystem.

Withtheadventof high-temperature
superconductivity(nowin the
rangeof liquidnitrogen),many
additionaladvancesinspacepower
systemsareon thehorizon.An
exampleissuperconducting
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magneticenergystorage.Its
advantagesincludehighcharge-
dischargeefficiency,lessmass
(becauselessrefrigerationis
required),andincreasedoperating
flexibility.If superconductor
temperaturescanbebroughtup
to O°C,thesystem,buriedabout
1meterbelowthesurface,could
operatewithoutanyrefrigeration
throughthelunarday/nightcycle.

Thermoelectromagnetwc pump

_ower conversion

Fixed radiator
panels

Reactor.

Other advances could improve

future space power system

applications. System control and

monitoring by means of artificial

intelligence could enhance

autonomous power system

operation. Advanced heat rejection

systems such as the liquid droplet

radiator could greatly reduce power

system mass.

31oyable radiator panels

Separation boom

127m

Figure 21

SP, I O0

The "SP-IO0" (not an acronym) _s a nuclear

power reactor for space apphcabons It

has a nominal design power of 100 kW and

uses a closed-cycle working fluid heated

by the small reactor, thermocouples both to

convert thermal energy to electric power

and to operate the pump mowng the

working fluid, and both fixed and

deployable radiators to relect the waste

heat. Most of the cone-shaped structure _n

the fllustrabon Is radiator surface. Nuclear

reactors are currently used tn space to

power some Soviet _ntelhgence satellites.

And radioisotope generators have been

used in space for many years, including
use on the Apollo lunar surface

experiments package (ALSEP)and the
Voyager spacecraft.
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Computing Technology

Computing technology, or more

specifically the development of

software for knowledge-based

information and control systems,
is a critical area. In the case of

manned operations, greatly

improved systems are needed to
reduce the number of humans

required, complement their

capability, and relieve them of
hazardous and routine tasks. The

natural first step should be to

expand the capabilities of the

computing system already central

to every operation in space. This

step would involve further reducing

processing time and increasing

main memory, while adding a more
versatile communications interface

and continuing to reduce the

system's weight and physical

dimensions. Ideally, in addition
to its data collection and

"housekeeping" management
functions, this machine should offer

access to an extensive body of

mission-specific information, and

each person present should have

an open channel to it at all times.

Moreover, this system should be

capable of self-contained operation,
in case communications with Earth

are interrupted.

To accomplish all these

improvements is well within the

range of contemporary computing

technology. Also within that range

is the possibility of incorporating

appropriate expert system

programs which may make rapid,

error-free decisions and, if required,

explain their reasoning. Together
with instant access to a self-

contained and specialized data

base, this capability is essential to

the success of even the simpler
kinds of missions discussed above

in the scenarios section. For the

more complex missions, such as
asteroid or lunar resource

acquisition and processing,

"intelligent" robotic assistance will
be needed.

Given the present state of

computing technology, it is entirely

practical to target development of

operational expert systems that
incorporate strategic models and

natural laws, weighted decision-

making algorithms, and complex
data frames, in addition to

elementary inference engines,

algorithms, and data bases of

single facts. Such systems (see

fig. 22) would possess the potential

not only of assisting humans to
make accurate, informed decisions

under pressure but also of

expanding the breadth and depth of

human thought on this new frontier.

For extensive LEO, GEO,

asteroidal, low lunar orbit, or lunar

base operations, the economic

advantages of using automated

systems are plainly evident. These

systems would be capable of

supporting humans by making

simple instant decisions, such as

course- and handling-corrections

based on sensor input, and of

carrying out involved tasks under
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remotecontrol.Nolifesupport
systemorprotectiveenvironment
wouldbeneeded,exposureto
hazardousconditionswouldbeno
problem,andboredom,nofactor.
Wemuststressthatthe
recommendedtechnology
objectivesareto developmore
intelligentrobots,notto eliminate
humansfromoperationsinspace.
Bothareneeded.Robotor
automatedsystemsareenvisioned
to besynergisticwithhumans(see
fig.23). Structuringtheobjectives
in thiswaywouldgreatlyimprove
thechancesof creatingthese
sophisticatedautomaticsystems
withinthetimeavailable.

Materials Processing

Materials processing technology is

required to transpose to the space
environment familiar terrestrial

processes, such as mining, ore
concentration, extraction of useful

materials, and manufacturing (see

fig. 24). Even though the specific

processes to be developed are

mission-dependent, materials

processing in general must be

regarded as fundamental, because

it changes the nature of the space

enterprise from dependence on the

Earth for all materials to the degree

of independence afforded .by the

use of indigenous materials. Some

Figure 22

Expert System

"Expert system" is a term used to refer
to an integrated computer and physical
system tn which very comprehensive
software manages the system, handles a
large variety of states and conditions, and
even reacts to unexpected sttuabons.
Here _sa prototype for an expert system
that controls the removal of CO2 from a
space station habitation module This
system continuously monitors the C02
levels, gwes instant readouts of
enwronmental conditions from any
terminal, provides feedback to reduce the
levels as needed, and offers a variety of
controls, checks, balances, and alarms
on the condition of the environmental
habitat atmosphere As computer
technology improves, such systems
become more practical and less
expenswe.
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Figure 23

Robot Rescuing an Astronaut on the

Lunar Surface

Completely automated robots are a logical

extension of comprehensive expert

systems. Here, a robot with a contained

expert system is rescuing a worker who

has become ill whde malqng a geological

survey on the lunar surface Although such

robots could also be teleoperated from a

control room, a completely automated

verston wtth a self-contained expert system

might be the eventual goal As the

technology improves, teleoperated and

expert system robots w/ll become more

and more useful for hazardous space

actwlt_es, including lunar surface

operations. Ulttmately, many of the routine

surface operabons at a lunar base may be

performed by such robots, leaving for

humans the actiwttes, such as scientific

exploration, requ_rtng very nonroutme

observations and decistons.

F_gure 24

Three.Drum Slusher

Th_s lunar mining system is called a "three-

drum slusher." It is similar to a s_mple two-

drum dragline, in which a bucket is pulled

by cables to scrape up surface material

and dump it into a wa_tmg truck. The third

drum allows the bucket to be moved from

s_de to side to enlarge the mmmg p_t.

Surface mlmng of unconsolidated lunar

regohth, using versions of draghnes or

front-end loaders, will probably be done at

a lunar base _mtlally, although deeper

"bedrock" mining is also a posslbdlty and

underground mining may even be attractive

_f appropriate resources are located
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missionswouldplaceheavy
emphasisontheprocessingof
mineraloresinspaceto recover
usefulmetals,whileotherswould
placeapremiumonprocessing
techniquesaimedattherecovery
of oxygenandhydrogen.
Technologiesinmining,materials
handling,chemicalextraction,
storage,andmanufacturingare
applicabletovariousresources.
Earlydevelopmentofthese
commontechnologiescan
improvetheperformanceofthe
transportation,energy,andother
systems.

Communications

Communications technology has

already proven its worth and is

at a relatively advanced stage

of development. But further

technological advances

are possible in coupling
communications equipment to

computers, in developing large

communication platforms in space,

and in increasing the power and
defining the focus of transmissions

from space.

The economic, social, and political

potential for worldwide applications

of communications technology,

particularly in Third World

countries, is very great and should
not be overlooked. Incremental

advances in existing technologies
should be sufficient to handle the

communication and computing

aspects, but the sociopolitical

problems involved in creating an

enhanced global communications
network are of a different order and

beyond the scope of the present

report.

New Technologies

We can take for granted that new
methods and machines will be

needed to adapt known techniques
to operations in space. This almost

amounts to a general principle:

Old technologies will require new

technologies in order to be applied

in space (see fig. 25). What these

needs may be cannot be known in
advance, but allowances should

be made to provide for them.
Otherwise, time and cost overruns

will inevitably result.

In this same vein, we should

recognize that the development of

entirely new technologies, such as
those needed to effect weather/

climate control, atmospheric

cleanup, or purging of the

ionosphere, may prove to be
desirable. These are massive

undertakings and yet they cannot

be disregarded. Like nearly

continuous remote sensing of and
almost instant communication with

any point on Earth, these climate-

control technologies are of

enormous potential benefit to

humankind. In the end, the

successful accomplishment of any

one of them could justify the entire

space program.
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Figure 25

Lunar Prospector?

One approach to the lunar environment

is to simply modify old technologies

somewhat to fit the new condltions. Here,

that approach is taken to the extreme in

this lunar resource prospecting system.

The other extreme is to develop totally

new technology, such as a completely

automated expert system for lunar

prospecbng. The most workable

approach is probably a compromise

between old technology and new

technology, using the best of both. What

elements of this "old technology" are

likely to be found at a lunar base in 2010 _

I I
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Issues for Further Study

Hubert Davis

Overview

The mind-expanding nature of our

future activities beyond Earth leads

to a plentiful flow of new ideas and

major improvements on earlier

concepts. The recent discovery of

numerous Earth-crossing asteroids,

for example, adds greatly to the

magnitude and diversity of the

material resources in space of

which we are aware. However, a

serious question arises. Does

there exist any orderly process

for gaining general awareness of

these new ideas or for evaluating

their importance to society?

Membership in a specific academic,

government, or industrial group,

coupled with persistence and

eloquence, are today's means of

hearing and being heard. These

mechanisms may not, however, be

the optimal means for flushing out

and eventually implementing the
best new ideas.

One small step toward achieving

the goal of preserving for use the

best of the suggested new

concepts is the "systems study"
approach. In this approach,
a set of future needs and a

straightforward means of satisfying
these needs are described in

quantitative terms as a "scenario."
This scenario is then set forth as a

benchmark case for testing the

relative merit of new, alternative

means of meeting one or more

of these needs. This systems

approach should be used to assess

the merits of new concepts and to

identify the most important

advancements in technology
needed to establish or enhance the

merit of the concept. (The map of

a lunar outpost illustrates the

application of another kind of

systematic study, known as

"general living systems" theory

and analysis.)

Ideally, as needs change and new

concepts and data become
available, the "baseline" scenario

should be revised to incorporate
some of the new ideas. When

that occurs, the technology

development of the newly

incorporated approaches should

actively begin to remove residual
uncertainties. But the effort

should, in most cases, stop short

of "prototyping."

It is very important to remain as

generic or flexible as practical in

order to be ready to adapt the
scenarios and associated

technologies to changes in the

social norms, political climate, and
economic health of the nation.

To further complicate matters,
once a new "baseline" scenario is

accepted for testing of new

concepts, earlier conclusions must
also be reexamined since former

"new" ideas that were earlier

rejected may be found to be highly

desirable given the new scenario.

Some formalized means should be

found for establishing, testing and

refining, utilizing and maintaining
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Lunar Outpost Map

General living systems theory is a

conceptual integration of biological and

social approaches to the study of living

systems. Living systems are open

systems that _nput, process, and output

matter and energy, as well as _nformation

which guides and controls all their parts.

In human organizations, in addition to

matter and energy flows, there are flows

of personnel, which _nvolve both matter

and energy but also include information

stored in each person's memory. There

are two types of information flows _n

orgamzattons: human and machtne

communications and money or money

equwalents. Twenty subsystem

processes dealing wtth these flows are

essential for survival of systems at all

levels.

The general procedure for analyzing such

systems is to map them _n two- or three-

dimensional space. This map of a lunar

outpost indicates its subsystems and the

major flows within it. Such an analysis

would take into account the primary

needs of human systems-foraging for

food and other necessary forms of matter

and energy; feeding; fighting against

environmental threats and stresses;

fleeing from enwronmental dangers; and,

in organizations which provide a

comfortable, long-term habitat, perhaps

reproducing the species. This study

would analyze the effects on human

social and individual behavior of such

factors as weightlessness or 1/6 grawty;

limited oxygen and water supphes;

extreme temperatures; available light,

heat, and power; varying patterns of hght

and dark; and so forth. A data bank or

handbook could be developed of the

values of multiple variables in each of the

20 subsystems of such a social system.
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Figure 26

Lunokhod 1 and Apollo 17 Rover

a. Automated vehicles rowng over another
planetary body were hrst used in the early
1970s by the Sowets on thelr Lunokhod
missions. These lunokhods were capable
of travehng tens of I_lometers at speeds
up to 2 km/hr. They were run from a
Sowet control center by a crew of five-
commander, driver, nawgator, operator,
and onboard-systems engtneer. The crew
used television images and systems
readouts to drive and operate the
vehicles. The lunokhods camed several
sctentlftc tnstruments, including an x-ray
fluorescence spectrometer for
determlmng the chemical composition of
lunar regohth. Lunokhod 1 traveled about
10 km and Lunokhod 2 traveled 37 km,
each over a period of months.

a baseline scenario of long-range

space activities and of supporting,

refereeing, and reviewing the

application of this scenario in

system studies of new concepts.

This process was begun by
NASA's Office of Aeronautics and

Space Technology (OAST)in the

mid-1970s, but _t was abandoned
in the late 1970s because of

budgetary constraints and the

press of nearer term needs, as
perceived by NASA management.

Total cost to NASA of restoring

and enhancing these efforts would

be only 0.01-0.02 percent of

NASA's yearly budget.*

Since th_sreport was drafted, s_gn_ficant
long-term planning act_wt_eshave been
undertaken, _net_atedby the work of the
National Commission on Space. The
commission's report, P_oneermg the
Space Fronber, _savailable from Bantam
Press.

Lunar Resource Utilization

Resource Prospecting

Early priority should be given to an

automated lunar polar spacecraft to

perform a global survey of the

Moon with instruments appropriate

to detect the presence, location,
and concentration of useful

materials. This mission may have

to be repeated or extended to

follow up on areas of particular
scientific and economic interest.

Lunar Assay

Automated surface rovers, with

the capabilities of coring, assaying

materials, and poss=bly returning

samples to Earth, should be sent

out to gather data. This activity

should be completed several years
before final commitment is made to
the location of the _n=tial lunar

base. (See figure 26.)
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Lunar Mining

Mining the Moon will present new

challenges. Surface mining will

probably be the norm, although
subsurface mining may be

necessary in some cases. The
movement of large amounts of

material will degrade the scientific

utility of the mining site, alter its

appearance, and release gases into
the tenuous lunar atmosphere.

Thus, the effect of lunar mining on
the environment will have to be

carefully evaluated before mining

begins.

Process Development

Ideas for getting oxygen from lunar

materials have been generated
since the 1960s and '70s.* Now,

preliminary design studies and

process engineering should

* See, for example,

Rosenberg, S. D.; G. A. Guter; and F. E. M_ller. 1964. The On-S_te Manufacture of Propellant

Oxygen Ut_hz_ng Lunar Resources. Chem. Eng. Prog. 62"228-234.

Rosenberg, S. D.; G. A. Guter; and F. E. Miller. 1965. Manufacture of Oxygen from Lunar

Materials. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sc_. 123:1106-1122.

McKay, David S., and R_chard J. Wdhams. 1979. A Geologic Assessment of Potential Lunar

Ores. In Space Resources and Space Settlements, NASA SP-428, pp. 243-255.

Rao, D. Bhogeswara; U. V. Choudary; T. E. Erstfetd; R. J. W_lhams; and Y. A. Chang. 1979.

Extraction Processes for the Production of Aluminum, T_tan_um, Iron, Magnesium, and Oxygen

from Nonterrestnal Sources. In Space Resources and Space Settlements, NASA SP-428,

pp. 257-274.

b. The Rover was used on Apollo

mtsstons 15, 76, and 17. Here, the

Apollo 17 Rover ts seen near the

Lunar Module. Whtle not Intended for

automated operattons, the baste rover

systems (motors, power, commumcabon,

TV, steering and control) could easdy be

adapted to unmanned exploration

traverses. Experience gained in the

design and operatton of the Apollo Rover,

combined with the Sowet Lunokhod

experience, will provide a basis for future

lunar and martian rover designs.
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beperformedto derivea
comprehensiveplaninvolving
laboratoryexperimentation,
benchtesting,andpilotplant
developmentforthepurposeof
testing,developing,andrefining
thebeneficiationandfeedstock
conversionstepsnecessaryto
produceusefulproductsfrom
lunarregolithmaterial.(See
figure27.) Thisplanshould
permitexaminationand
quantificationof theoptimal
conversionpressure,temperature,
andconcentration,conversion
efficiency,energyrequirements,
heatrejection,catalysts,carrier
fluidconsumption,andthe
scaleeffectssoasto allow

confidentdesignofanoperational
chemicalplant.

Ancillary Equipment

Development

Equipment for automated mobility;

solid material conveyance;
feedstock material insertion and

extraction (into and from the

converter); water vapor

condensation; electrolysis;

gaseous oxygen and hydrogen
refinement, movement, and

storage; oxygen liquefaction; liquid

oxygen storage and transport;

and other purposes must be

conceptualized, designed, tested,

and developed for the minimum

Figure 27

Oxygen From Lunar Ilmenite

In th_sconcept for a lunar oxygen plant,
flmemte (FeTi03) is concentrated from
lunar regolith and then fed into a three-
stage flu_dized bed. In the upper stage,
the ilmenite concentrate is preheated by
hot hydrogen passing through the
powdered ilmenite. The hot ilmenite then
goes into the second stage, which _sthe
main reactor bed. Here, even hotter
hydrogen reacts with the flmenite,
extracting one oxygen atom from each
ilmenite molecule, forming H20, metallic
iron (Fe), and TiO2. The H20 and excess
hydrogen are extracted and c_rculated
through an electrolyzer, which breaks
down the H20. The released oxygen _s
then cooled, compressed, and stored as
hquefied oxygen. The spent feedstock
enters the third stage, where heat _s
extracted by hydrogen gas before the
spent material is dumped from the
reactor.
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of human intervention. (See

figure 28.)

A virtue of these activities is that
each of these elements is

individually a rather straightforward

application of advanced automatic

or teleoperative technology. And

with the appropriate mix of this

technology and the human element,
the optimal manufacturing capacity

can be placed on the Moon.

Development of Space

Transportation Equipment

Large, automated orbital transfer

vehicles and lunar landing vehicles
must be better defined before we

can quantify performance, life, and

cost factors. Numerous technology

developments will be needed before

we can confidently begin full-scale

development. The key technologies

of these vehicles appear to be the

following.

High performance oxygen/

hydrogen rocket engine: A new-
generation rocket engine will be

needed early. It should generate

higher specific impulse than current

engines (480-490 sec, as compared

to 446 sec for the RL-10), produce

a thrust of approximately 7500 Ibf,
provide moderate throttling

capability, and be designed for long

life with maintenance in space.

Figure 28

Ancillary Equipment at a Lunar Base

This lunar base sketch illustrates some of
the ancillary systems that are necessary
for a productive lunar base. The sketch
includes a mining system, a processing
plant, a construction-block-making umt, a
solar power generator, a buried habitat
and agricultural unit with solar lighting
reflector, automated materials handling
equipment, cryogemc storage tanks,
surface transportation vehicles,
communication antennas, and a rocket
system for transportatlon to lunar orbit.
All of these systems require technology
development.
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Owingto theserequirements,an
advancedspaceenginewillhave
to bedesignedfora veryhigh
chamberpressure(1500-2000psia)
anda highexpansionratio
(2000:1).(Seefigure29.)

Cryogenic propellant handling and

preservation: The ability to store,
transfer, measure, and condition

cryogenic fluids (including liquid

oxygen, hydrogen, and argon)
with zero loss requires extensive
development and testing. (See

figure 30.)

Aerobraking technology: Although

theoretically very attractive for

returning payloads to LEO,

many uncertainties, including

aerobraking equipment mass, must

be resolved before aerobraking is

practiced. (See figure 31.)

Advanced concepts in guidance,

navigation, and control will need

investigation, particularly for uses

that involve higher velocity return to

Earth orbat. Early Shuttle-launched
test missions should be considered.

Advanced composite structures:
Overall spacecraft systems design

using advanced composite

structures requires data on

micrometeoroid impact effects,

cryogenic fluid compatibility,

equipment attachment, inspection

and repair, and other aspects.

Figure 29

Advanced Engine

New, high performance engines for
orbital transfer vehicles must be

developed. Here is an oxygen-hydrogen
engine concept developed by Aerojet
TechSystems Company specifically for
use in a reusable orbital transfer vehicle
designed to shuttle between low Earth
orbit and either geosynchronous Earth
orbit or lunar orbtt.

Oxygen
i pump

Combustor

Hydrogen pum-pi
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Figure 30

Cryogenics

Technology must be developed and

tested for complex space operations.

Here _s a sketch of a proposed cryogenic

fluid management experiment, which will

test on the Shuttle orbiter some of the

necessary equipment to transport,

transfer, measure, and store cryogenic

fluids _n space. This technology is

needed to make reusable orbital transfer

vehicles and lunar landers pracbcal.

Cryogenic handhng technology is also

critical to future space operabons that

make use of lunar-provided rocket

propellant.

Figure 31

Aerobraking Technology

Aerobrakmg technology must be

developed before efficient transfer can

be made from lunar or geosynchronous

orbit to low Earth orbit. Aerobraking is

also necessary for any Mars return

mtssion, whether manned or unmanned.

Without aerobraking, considerable rocket

propellant must be used to slow down a

spacecraft coming toward the Earth.

Here ts an aerobrake on an orbital

transfer vehicle returning from lunar orbit.

The aerobrake uses fricbon w_th the

Earth's uppermost atmosphere to slow

down the vehicle and divert _t to a low

Earth orbit. This procedure requires a

combination of very heat resistant brake

surfaces, precisely known aerodynamic

properties, and very careful trajectory

and attitude control.

Artist: Pat Rawhngs
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Operations technology: The infant

art and science of maintaining,

servicing, storing, and checking

out complex space vehicles (both

manned and automated) whose

entire service hfe is spent in the

space environment requires

nurturing. (See figure 32.) Many

facets of this problem require
both hardware and software

development. A design goal of

operations technology must be

efficiency. Current operation

procedures for the Space Shuttle

are so costly that, if applied

directly to reusable orbital transfer

vehicles, they could invalidate the

cost-savings potential of these

vehicles over expendable vehicles.

Debris control, collection, and

recychng: Our future operations Jn
space must not litter. Active

measures are needed to prevent

littenng. A plan of action is
needed to remove discarded

objects from valuable space "real

estate." (See figure 33.) And the

technology for recycling waste

materials in space needs to be

developed. The Shuttle external

tank represents a resource in

space which can be employed--
perhaps early in the space station

Figure 32

Space Servicing

As the hardware for complex space

operations is developed, the technology

for maintaining complex hardware in

space must also be developed. Here is a

General Dynamlcs concept for a space

hangar and maintenance facility

assoctated w_th the space station. This

facility can be used to refuel, serwce, and

repair the orbital transfer vehicle shown in

the foreground.
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Figure 33

Orbital Debris

Orbital debris is a growing problem•

which wtll require more and more

attention as space operations increase _n

volume• Above _s a map showing all the

oblects larger than 10 cm (baseball size)

that were found m low Earth orbit by the

U S. Space Command on May 30, 1987

(The stze of the obtects _s, of course, not

to scale on th_s map, _f _t were, they could

not be seen.) Most of these objects are

spent rocket stages, dead satelhtes, and

fragments from the breakup of old

spacecraft The map emphasizes the

need to mm_mtze new sources of orbital

debris and even to clean up existing

debris usmg "debris sweepers." A

satellite designed to capture large p_eces

of orbital debris _s shown below the map.

Artist. Ray Bruneau
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program.Thirtytonsof aluminum
structureavailableat negligiblecost
inLEOis simplytoovaluableto be
discarded.

Asteroid Resource
Utilization

The first step in asteroid utilization

is making an inventory. Advanced
Earth-based observation

techniques and equipment can
be economically fielded to gain

quantum improvements in our

knowledge of the number, orbits,

size, composition, and physical

properties of the Earth-crossing

asteroids (see table 9). A subset
of those asteroids inventoried

might be further examined by

spaceborne instruments with

capabilities similar to those of the

proposed Mars geochemical

mapper (see fig. 34). A smaller

subset might be identified as
candidates for surface exploration

and pilot plant operation.

In parallel, advanced space

propulsion and mission design

techniques should be applied to

come to understand the logistics

for exploiting this potential space
resource.

Space Energy Utilization

The petroleum crisis of the 1970s

was not an anomalous, s_ngular

event. Even in the face of very

effective energy conservation and

increased petroleum exploration, the

problem will return in the near future.

The nearly infinite furnace of the Sun

must eventually be used to provide

the dominant portion of human

beings' energy needs. Space _s the

best place to harvest and convert

sunlight into more concentrated,
continuous, and useful forms.

Studies on the solar power satellite,
a network of solar reflectors, and

other means of enhancing the

utility of sunlight on Earth should
continue. However, the studies

should be expanded to include use

of such systems to provide energy

from space in space.

Space "Real Estate"
Utilization

If material and energy resources
were both abundant and accessible

to people, numerous human

endeavors exploiting the attributes

of space (nearly perfect vacuum,

microgravity, and vantage point)

would begin and greatly expand.
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Mt. Palomar's 200-_nch Hale Telescope, pointing to the

zemth, as seen from the east side.

TABLE 9. Physical Parameters of 17 Near-Earth Asteroids*

Name Diameter, km Semlmalor axis of tts orbit, Orbital Inclination of its orbtt,

astronomtcal umts eccentricity degrees from the plane of the ecliptic

433 Eros 39.3 x 16.1 a 1.458 0.219 10.77

887 Ahnda 3.6 b 2.50 .55 9.19

1036 Ganymed 2.66 .54 26.45

1566 Icarus 1.04 d 1.08 .83 22.91

1580 Betuha 6.3 f 2.19 .49 52.04

1620 Geographos 2.4g 1.24 .34 13.33
1627 Ivar 6.2 h 1.86 .40 8.44

1685 Toro 5.6 _ 1.36 .44 9.37

1862 Apollo 1.2-1.5 + 0.1 j 1.47 .56 6.26

1865 Cerberus 1.08 .47 16.09

1915 Quetzalcoatl 0.14 h 2.53 .58 20.5

1943 Anteros 2.0 k 1.43 .26 8.7

2100 Ra-Shalom > 1.41 0.83 .44 15.7

2201 Oljato 2.18 .71 2.5

1979 VA 2.5 .61 2.7

1980 AA 1.86 .43 4.1

1981 QA 2.35 .49 8 95

a Lebofsky and Rleke (1979).

b Zellner and Gradie (1976).

d Gehrels et al. (1970).

f Tedesco et al. (1978).

g Dunlap (1974).

h G. J. Veeder (personal communication).

Dunlap et al. (1973).

J Lebofsky et al. (1981).

k Revised from Veeder et al. (1981 ; personal communication).

t Lebofsky (personal communication).

* After Lucy A. McFadden, Michael J. Gaffey, and Thomas B. McCord, 1984, Mineralogical-Petrological Charactenzatlon of
Near-Earth Asteroids, Icarus 59:25-40.
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The communication relay function

from GEO is only the first of an
infinite series of useful and

economically valuable activities

in space. The ability to observe

activities on Earth and, if

necessary, to intervene in events

may prove to be the means by

which nuclear technology is
reconfigured to benefit
humankind rather than to

threaten our existence.

Space as a place to go to and later

as a place to live and work in will

become of increasing importance in
the decades to come. It is not too

early to consider growth from

NASA's 8- to 12-person space
station to communities 2 or

3 orders of magnitude larger (see

fig. 35). Life support technology

will need to progress from merely

preserving respiratory functions

with some small degree of mobility

for a handful of exceptional, highly

trained people to providing
comfortable and even luxurious

accommodations for ordinary
human beings at work, at school,

or at leisure. (See figure 36.)

The potential of personally working

and residing in space is perhaps

Figure 34

An Artist's Conception of an Unmanned
Spacecraft Mission to an Asteroid

An unmanned spacecraft could make
detailed photos of an asteroid and
chemically map it in preparation for later
automated mlmng m_ssions.
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Figure 35

Architectural Model of a Moon Base

This model is the product of a recent

study by a group at the University of
Houston's College of Architecture, The
lunar base, designed for 28 people,
includes both inflatable domes and
hardened modules. The three functional

areas of the base are for habitation,
laboratory use, and agriculture.
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Figure 36

Advanced Lunar Bases

Eventually lunar bases will grow m both the

number of people hving there and the

complexity and diversW of their actw_ties.

In the top illustration, a lunar base capable

of supporting several hundred people

stretches out across the lunar landscape.

This control center can be used to momtor

various exploration and transportation

act_wt/es. Residents may not be satisfied

with wdeo #mages or periscope wews of

their lunar surroundings and may, hke the#r

Mercury astronaut predecessors, ms, st on

windows. Windows could be made thick

and dense enough to provide protection

from normal radiation, and lead shutters

could be used dunng a solar flare

In an even more advanced lunar base

(bottom), large-scale networks of

interconnected domes may house large

farms, factories, and hvmg areas These

domes may have Earth-hke atmospheres

Currently, radiation hazards from solar flares

and cosmic rays would seem to make th_s

l_nd of planetary engmeermg for human

habitation impractical, but technolog#es to

deflect this radiation or to make humans

less susceptible to _t may eventually be

developed to enable humans to hve _n large

domes on the lunar surface (or on the

surface of Mars).
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the strongest single motivation for

young people to excel. And it is
important to the development of

productive future generations--

motivated and trained to prove

totally incorrect the gloomy

"fixed sum game" scenarios for
humankind's future. Needed are

effective and serious technical

and sociological studies, artistic

representation of space
architectures at both small and

large scale, and use of the media

to portray people's future in space

more realistically as productive

and peaceful rather than universally
warlike and destructive.

In viewing works like Star Trek
and Star Wars, we must wonder

what precursor society and

organization built the wonderful

artifacts so wantonly destroyed in
an hour or two. Some of us would

be much more interested in the

character and adventures of the
builders than we are in those of

the desperate defenders and

destroyers. We think many

young people might share our

preferences.

One final thought: A Space

Academy patterned after the

military academies might be a very
worthwhile national investment

(see fig. 37). This academy might

best be a 4- to 6-year institution
which took in new students who

had successfully completed 2 years

of undergraduate work. The last

2 or 3 years might send some of

the semifinished products into

distinguished universities to gain
their Ph.D.s under noted scholars,

scientists, and engineers who had
contributed to the state of the art

in space.

Congressional appointments,

paid tuition and salary, assured

career entry, and other attributes
of the service academies should be

characteristics of this institution.

A generation of fully prepared

people is much more important
than hardware or brick and mortar.

Figure 37

Space Academy

A space academy may be an effective

way to prepare Americans for hwng and

workJng /n space. Here are wews of the

Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs

and the graduating Air Force cadets.

Graduates of a space academy would

have the required technical training, the

organizational training, and the mobvation

to be the leaders m future major space

projects, including lunar base

development, space infrastructure

growth, and eventually Mars settlements
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Sightseeing

Other opttmlstic wsions of the future of
space actiwttes might include extensive
tourism. Here, from a scemc lookout pomt
on Mars, is a tourist's view of the Valles
Marinerts, the longest, deepest, and most
spectacular canyon in the solar system.
The idea that much of the solar system
might eventually be available for anyone to
wsit is clearly a wslonary one, but one that
is not beyond the reach of projected
advances in technology.
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Frontispiece

Advanced Lunar Base

In this panorama of an advanced lunar
base, the main habitation modules in the

background to the right are shown being
covered by lunar soil for radiation
protection. The modules on the far right

are reactors in which lunar soil is being
processed to provide oxygen. Each
reactor is heated by a solar mirror. The
vehicle near them is collecting liquid
oxygen from the reactor complex and will
transport it to the launch pad in the

background, where a tanker is just lifting
off. The mining pits are shown.just behind
the foreground figure on the left. The
geologists in the foreground are looking
for richer ores to mine.

Artist: Dennis Davidson
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Preface

Space resources must be used to

support life on the Moon and

exploration of Mars. Just as the

pioneers applied the tools they
brought with them to resources they

found along the way rather than

trying to haul all their needs over

a long supply line, so too must

space travelers apply their high

technology tools to local resources.

The pioneers refilled their water

barrels at each river they forded;
moonbase inhabitants may use
chemical reactors to combine

hydrogen brought from Earth with

oxygen found in lunar soil to make

their water. The pioneers sought

temporary shelter under trees or in
the lee of a cliff and built sod

houses as their first homes on the

new land; settlers of the Moon may
seek out lava tubes for their shelter

or cover space station modules

with lunar regolith for radiation

protection. The pioneers moved
further west from their first

settlements, using wagons they
had built from local wood

and pack animals they had raised;

space explorers may use propellant
made at a lunar base to take them

on to Mars.

The concept for this report was

developed at a NASA-sponsored

summer study in 1984. The

program was held on the Scripps

campus of the University of

California at San Diego (UCSD),

under the auspices of the American

Society for Engineering Education

(ASEE). It was jointly managed

by the California Space Institute

and the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center, under the direction of
the Office of Aeronautics and

Space Technology (OAST) at

NASA Headquarters. The study
participants (listed in the

addendum) included a group of

18 university teachers and

researchers (faculty fellows)

who were present for the entire

10-week period and a larger

group of attendees from
universities, Government, and

industry who came for a series of

four 1-week workshops.

The organization of this report

follows that of the summer study.

Space Resources consists of a
brief overview and four detailed

technical volumes: (1) Scenarios;

(2) Energy, Power, and Transport;

(3) Materials; (4) Social Concerns.

Although many of the included

papers got their impetus from
workshop discussions, most have

been written since then, thus

allowing the authors to base new

applications on established

information and tested technology.

All these papers have been

updated to include the authors'
current work.

Th_s volume--Energy, Power, and

Transport--covers a number of

technical and policy issues

concerning the energy and power

to carry out advanced space
missions and the means of

transportation to get to the sites of
those missions. D_scussed in the



firsthalfof thisvolumearethe
technologieswhichmightbeused
to providepowerandavarietyof
waysto convertpowerfromone
formto another,storeit,moveit
whereverit isneeded,anduseit.
Inthesecondhalfof thisvolume
arediscussedvariouskindsof
transportationincludingboth
interplanetarysystemsandsurface
systems.

Thisiscertainlynotthefirstreport
tOurgetheutilizationof space
resourcesinthedevelopmentof
spaceactivities.Infact,Space

Resources may be seen as the
third of a trilogy of NASA Special

Publications reporting such ideas

arising from similar studies. It has

been preceded by Space

Settlements: A Design Study

(NASA SP-413) and Space

Resources and Space Settlements
(NASA SP-428).

And other, contemporaneous

reports have responded to the same
themes. The National Commission

on Space, led by Thomas Paine, in

Pioneering the Space Frontier,
and the NASA task force led by

astronaut Sally Ride, in Leadership

and America's Future in Space,

also emphasize expansion of the

space infrastructure; more detailed

exploration of the Moon, Mars,

and asteroids; an early start

on the development of the

technology necessary for using

space resources; and systematic

development of the skills necessary
for long-term human presence

in space.

Our report does not represent any
Government-authorized view or

official NASA policy. NASA's

official response to these

challenging opportunities must be
found in the reports of its Office of

Exploration, which was established

in 1987. That office's report,

released in November 1989, of a

90-day study of possible plans for

human exploration of the Moon

and Mars is NASA's response to

the new initiative proposed by

President Bush on July 20, 1989,

the 20th anniversary of the

Apollo 11 landing on the Moon:

"First, for the coming decade, for

the 1990s, Space Station Freedom,

our cntical next step in all our

space endeavors. And next, for the

new century, back to the Moon,

back to the future, and this time,

back to stay. And then a journey
into tomorrow, a journey to another

planet, a manned mission to Mars."

This report, Space Resources,
offers substantiation for NASA's bid

to carry out that new initiative.
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ENERGY AND POWER:

Rocco Fazzolare

Introduction

This workshop was directed to

identify the energy and power

needed to support activities in

space, beyond the NASA Space

Station Program, up to 2010.

Solar and nuclear heat sources are

the basis of the production of

energy _n space. In this section we

address stationary systems on a
space platform and on the surface

of a planetary body. Energy

sources, conversion technology,
heat rejection, and the delivery of

power to the user--important
elements that must be considered

in system design--may vary

according to system use.

In this report we define the power

and energy requirements of future

space activity with and without the
utilization of resources from space,

examine existing technologies for

delivering the power, and arrive at

some general conclusions as to

the technology research and

development needed to make

possible the programs envisaged.

The first scenario, shown in

figure 1, assumes the development
of a space network with all

materials and resources shipped
from the Earth. A balanced

development is assumed, with

slight increases over the current
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Figure 1

Baseline Scenario

If NASA continues its bus_ness as usual

withouta malor _ncrease sn_tsbudget and
wtthout using nonterrestr_al resources

as tt expands into space, thts ts the
development that m_ght be expected tn

the next 25 to 50 years. The plan shows

an orderly progression _n manned missions

from the initial space stabon in low Earth

orbit (LEO) expected in the 1990s, through

an outpost and an eventual space station

_n geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO)

(from 2004 to 2012), to a small lunar base _n

2016, and eventually to a Mars landing in

2024 Unmanned precursor misstons

would _nclude an experiment platform _n

GEO. lunar mapping and exploration by

robot, a Mars sample return, and an

automated s_te survey on Mars, Thts plan

can be used as a basehne scenario

against which other, more ambtbous plans

can be compared.



Figure 2

Scenario for Space Resource

Utilization

Space resource utihzation, a feature

lacldng m the basehne plan, is emphasized

in this plan for space actw_ttes m the same

1990-2035 timeframe. As in the baseline

scenario, a space stabon _n low Earth orbit

(LEO) is established in the early 1990s.

Th_s space station plays a malor role _n

staging advanced mtss_ons to the Moon,

beglnmng about 2005, and in exploring

near-Earth asteroids, begmmng about the

same time. These exploration acbwties

lead to the establishment of a lunar camp

and base which produce oxygen and

posstbly hydrogen for rocket propellant.

Automated missions to near-Earth

asterotds begin mimng these bodies by

about 2015, producing water and metals

wh/ch are returned to geosynchronous

Earth orbit (GEO), LEO. lunar orbit, and

the lunar surface. Oxygen, hydrogen, and

metals derwed from the Moon and the

near-Earth asteroids are then used to fuel

space operations m Earth-Moon space

and to budd addttional space platforms

and stations and lunar base facilities.

These space resources are also used as

fuel and materials for manned Mars

m_ss_ons beginning in 2021. Th_s scenario

m_ght imttally cost more than the basehne

scenano because it takes large

investments to put together the facilities

necessary to extract and refine space

resources. However, thts plan has the

potenbal to sigmficantly lower the cost of

space operations in the long run by

providing from space much of the mass

needed for space operabons.

budget. The space station, which

is already programmed, is used

to support development in

geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO),

manned exploration of the Moon,

and unmanned exploration of the

solar system. Eventually, beyond
2010, a lunar base and manned

exploration of Mars are undertaken.

In the second scenario (fig. 2),
nonterrestrial resource utilization is

assumed to be a goal. The paths

are s_mdar to those shown in the

baseline scenario, but there _s a

heavier emphasis on movement
to the Moon and establishment

of a manned base there. Lunar

materials are processed to

get oxygen to support the

transportation system in low

Earth orbit (LEO). Selective

mining of near-Earth asteroids is
considered feasible. The lunar

base and the production there
enhance the move toward manned

Mars exploration.
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This section of the report includes

two subsections describing "Power

System Requirements" in space

and the "Technologies" needed to

fulfill these requirements. In the

first paper, Ed Conway estimates

the requirements for power to

support the two scenarios,

focusing on the requirements for
activities at these nodes: low Earth

orbit, geosynchronous Earth orbit,
the Moon, Mars, and asteroids.

He identifies the appropriate

technologies for each actiwty.

Henry Brandhorst then describes the

solar-energy-related technologies

that may be applicable, focusing on

photovoltaics and solar dynamics.

Dave Buden explores the

development of nuclear power

supplies for space applications.

Abe Hertzberg addresses the

problem of thermal management

in space and describes a liquid

droplet radiator. Conway discusses

laser transmission of power, which

if developed can influence the

evolution of larger, more centralized,

space power-generation stations.

Finally, Brandhorst discusses

the implications of space power

development for the missions to
be carried out w_thin the two

broad scenarios; he advances the

recommendations of the workshop
in this area.



Power System Requirements

Edmund J. Conway

We estimated the electrical power

required for each mission in the

baseline model (fig. 1) and in the

alternative model (fig. 2), according

to the specific energy-using

activities and operations shown.

We then identified appropriate

technologies to meet these power
requirements, using such criteria

as, Can the technology fully meet

the requirement? and, Can the

technology be ready at least
5 years before the mission? In

some cases, there were competing

technologies for the same mission.

Low Earth Orbit (LEO)

The initial space station, scheduled
for the mid-1990s, will have

75-300 kW (electric) of continuous

bus power. Mid- to late 1980s'

solar photovoltaic technology is the

only proven power-generating
option available. However, solar

photovoltaic systems require large

arrays and consequently produce

substantial drag. To provide power
above the 75-kW level, two

technologies could compete: solar

dynamic (solar thermal with

Stirhng-, Brayton- or Rankine-cycle

conversion) and nuclear thermal

(with thermoelectric, thermionic,

or dynamic conversion). Both

technologies are now in

developmental phases.

A second-generation space station
appears in the baseline model at
2008. It would be needed for

large-scale space processing of
terrestrial materials. Space

Station 2 would require from one

to tens of megawatts. Such a

mission would provide a major

pull on the power-generating

technologies. The current choice

would appear to be some type of

nuclear power system.

For power requirements above

1 megawatt, serious technology
issues also arise in electrical power

management (high voltage and
current) and thermal management

(how to dispose of 1 MW of low-

temperature heat). Electrical power

management would require both a

new philosophy and some new

technology. Thermal management

would require such new technology

as a large liquid droplet radiator.



Geosynchronous Earth

Orbit (GEO)

By the late 1990s, a

geosynchronous experimental

science platform would require up

to 10 kW. This requirement could

be met by solar photovoltaic

power. Advanced lightweight

power generation and storage

systems might be required if the

present limitations on payload
mass to GEO have not been eased

significantly. Such systems,

including those with gallium

arsenide solar cells and high

specific-power chemical storage,

are in the research stage now.

By 2004, a GEO shack or

temporarily inhabited repair shop

on the platform will allow for

human-tended and interchangeable

experiments. To operate in the

repair shop, the human tenders

would need additional power, on

the order of 10 kW. This power

could be supplied by the visiting

spacecraft. Solar photovoltaic

technology, similar to that already

mentioned for the platform, coulcl
be used.

A manned GEO station could be

required beyond 2010. The power

level anticipated and the enabling

technology are similar to those of

the LEO growth space station.

Thus, geosynchronous Earth orbit

provides no new power challenges.



Moon

An orbital lunar mapper in the mid-

to late 1990s has only small power

requirements, which can be met by

1980s' technology. An unmanned

surface explorer (compare fig. 3),

beginning in 2004, would require

only a few (2-5) kilowatts

continuously, for movement,

surface coring, analysis, and

telemetry. A radioisotope

generator (compare fig. 4) with

dynamic conversion Js the

technology of choice.

Figure 3

Lunar Rover Used on the Apollo 17

Mission

An automated unmanned version of th_s

rover might be useful on future lunar

missions. While seemingly s_mple, this

Apollo Rover contained many of the

elements necessary for a completely

unmanned rover- a sophisticated

redundant power system, power steering,

automatic thermal control, a dust control

system, and a self-contained navtgat_on

system which kept track of the Iocabon of

the Rover at all times

The Apollo 17 Rover, using two 36-volt

sliver-zinc batteries rated at 121 amp-

hours each, traveled a maximum dtstance

from the Lunar Module (LM) of 7.6 km. For

long unmanned traverses, battery power

would probably not be pracbcal because

of the relatively low energy dens_y of

battertes.

A completely automated rover w_th an

art_hcml _ntelligence (AI) system or a

teleoperated rover are two possible

versions for future apphcations.



Figure4

a. Radioisotope Thermoelectric

Generator

This radioisotope thermoelectric

generator (RTG) was the power source

for the Apollo lunar surface experiments

package (ALSEP) on the Apollo 16

m/ss_on. This power generator contains

fins for radmting away excess heat. On

this m_sston it powered an acbve seismic

experiment (see accompanying fig.), a

passwe selsmlc experiment, a surface

magnetometer, a heat flow experiment,

and the central control and

commumcabons station.

b. Mortar Firing Assembly for the Active

Seismic Experiment

This assembly in the ALSEP was designed

to fire four grenades out to a maximum

distance of 1.5 km. The grenades were

designed to explode on impact, generating

a seismic signal which would be picked up

by a string of three geophones. On the

actual m_sslon, only three of the grenades

were used and the maximum distance

traveled was about 900 m. Th_s experiment

determined the thickness and seismic

velocity of the near-surface structure at

the Apollo 16 site.



By 2010, a lunar camp, to be
inhabited only during the 2 weeks

of lunar day, would initially require

25 kW, supplied by a solar

photovoltaic system. This initial

power level could be augmented

during future visits using similar or

improved photovoltaic technology.

Or the lunar camp's power system

could grow, in the same manner as

that of the space station, to include

solar dynamic or nuclear supplies.
The initial power level is suitable for

crew life support, lunar science,

and light work, but it does not

provide the storable energy for

heat and life support during the

lunar night. For full-time habitation,

the camp and later the base would

rely on nuclear power supplying a

few hundred kilowatts. (See the

analogy in figure 5.) High power

requirements away from the base

for transportation or mining could

be supplied by a separate source

or by transmission. Point-to-point
beamed transmission along the
surface or between surface and

space is possible.

Figure 5

a. Spartan Lunar Base

The early lunar base may consist of
several modules similar to habitation and
laboratory modules for the space station,
whlch can be transported to the lunar
surface and covered with lunar regohth
for radiation protection. In many ways this
early base would be like the American
Station at the South Pole, whlch is
probably the closest thing we have to a
base on another planet.



b. South Pole Station

The South Pole station is continuously

occupted, but crewmembers arrive or

depart only during the summer season

While the occupants can venture outstde

with protective clothing ("space suits")

dunng the winter, they are mostly

dependent on the shelter prowded by the

geodesic dome and the buildings within

the dome, much as they would be at a

Moon or Mars base.

Analogous to the Antarcbc winter is the

lunar night. More power would be

required for heating and hghtmg in both

cases. Even more important on the

Moon, solar power would not be available

at ntght unless massive storage was

provided. Continuous occupation of a

lunar base would probably rely on

nuclear power.

Photo: M_chael E. Zolensky



Figure6

UnmannedMarsLander
Inoneconcept (above), an unmanned

Mars lander is brtngmg _n a sctenbfic

package and ascent system while a

small rover ts parachuted to the surface

_n the distance The rover could then

travel to the lander _n the foreground,

collecting samples along the way The

rover would deliver the samples to the

ascent system, whtch would take them

_nto martian orbit and start them on

their way back to Earth.

Much of the basic technology for such a

m_sslon was developed and successfully

tested by the Viking lander (r_ght). The

Sowet Luna m_ssions successfully

returned lunar samples to Earth/n

the early 1970s. Electrtcal power

requtrements for such missions are

quite small compared to those for any

manned mlss_on.

Mars

The baseline and alternative
scenarios identify only one mission
to Mars by 2010, the Mars sample
return. This mission would require
only very limited power, which
could be provided by current
technology--a radioisotope
thermoelectric generator. The later
Mars site survey rover would have
power requirements similar to the
lunar surface explorer (2-5 kW)
and, like it, would rely on a
radioisotope generator with a
dynamic converter. (See figure 6.)
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Asteroids

The alternative model (fig. 2)

includes unmanned exploration of

an asteroid beginning in 2005.

Th_s involves activities and power

requirements similar to those for

the earlier lunar surface explorer

and could be handled by a similar

system.

Mining (not included in the

scenario) would require power on
the order of 10 MW. A nuclear

reactor power system developed

for general application to industrial

processing in space would be
utilized. See figure 7 for a

medium-range application on one
of the asteroid-like moons of Mars.

Ftgure 7

Phobos Deimos Hot Drill

The Phobos/De_mos (PhD) "hot drill" _s
designed to melt its way into the regohth
of one or the other of these satelhtes,
hberatmg volables (mainly water) as tt
goes. Water could be trapped and
electrolyzed into hydrogen and oxygen for
use as propellants to refuel the martian
lander or the Earth-Mars vehicle.

Artist Pat Rawhngs

11



Technologies

Henry W. Brandhorst, Jr.

Photovoltaic Technology

Solar cells have been the
workhorse of the space program
for nearly all missions lasting
longer than a few weeks. Several
components are needed for reliable
power production from solar cells.
Solar cells must be interconnected

to provide the requtsite voltage and
current levels. This matrix must be
supported on a substrate such as
aluminum honeycomb or a plastic
like Kapton. The individual cells
also must be covered to provide
protection against the electrons
and protons found in the Earth's
radiation belt and in ejecta from
the Sun. Finally, some sort of
deployment or erection mechanism
must be supplied to extend the
solar array from the spacecraft.
The mass of the system is made
up of these components, along
with the power management and
distribution system and the storage
system needed to provide power
during the dark phase.

Currently silicon solar cells are the
prime power source for satellite
use. Maximum individual efficiency
is about 14 percent in volume

production of 200-1000 kW. Cell
size ranges from 2 by 4 cm to 8 by
8 cm, and the cells cost about
$100 per watt. When these cells
are mounted in an array, the
overall power produced is about
100 W/m2. The largest solar array
built to date was that for Skylab
and the Apollo Telescope Mount
(ATM), with a total power of
roughly 20 kW (fig. 8). In low
Earth orbit, this array should have
produced a bus power of 7.5 kW.
(Charging efficiency and the cycle
of a 60-minute day followed by a
40-minute night reduces the
average power.) Because one-
fourth of the array was lost durtng
launch, the total power on orbtt
was reduced accordingly. The
specific power (watts of electricity
produced per kilogram of array
mass) of these rigid panels was
10-15 W/kg. When combined
w=th the ntckel-cadmium

electrochemical energy storage
system, the total solar power
system had a specific power of
approximately 6 W/kg. Silicon
arrays also powered the first Apollo
lunar surface experiments package
(ALSEP) on the Moon.

12



Figure 8

Skylab Solar Power

Th_s photo shows the Skylab space
station cluster with its large solar arrays.
Th_s is the largest solar power system yet
put in space. These panels had a power
production capacity of 10-15 W/kg and a

total maximum power rating of about
20 kW, but loss of the left array during
launch reduced the total power by about
one fourth.

13



Present rigid solar arrays,

typified by the Tracking and

Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) in

geosynchronous orbit, have a

specific power of 25 W/kg and
a cost of about $750AN. Total

power is 2.7 kW, which is typical
of a communications satellite

(see fig. 9). A lightweight silicon

solar array with a Kapton substrate
was tested on the Shuttle in 1984.

This array had a specific power of
66 W/kg and was sized to produce

12 kW of power, although only

enough cells to produce about

200 W were actually put in place.

This array was 102 feet long and
13 feet wide.

Advances expected in the near

future include the lightweight,
50-micrometer-thick silicon solar

cell blanket. These cells are

one-fourth the thickness of

conventional cells. The specific

power goal for these lightweight

arrays is 300 W/kg. These

cells and arrays are aimed at
apphcations where mass is critical,

such as uses in geosynchronous

orbit and exploration of the Moon
and the solar system. These
cells are also more resistant to

the damaging effects of space
radiation than thicker silicon solar

cells and thus promise longer life
in such orbits.

Figure 9

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(TDRS)

A constellationof three Tracking and Data
Relay Satelhtes is being placed h_to
geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) to
enable satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO) to
be in nearly constant (80% of the time)
commumcafion with thetr ground stations.
Signals to and from the LEO satellites
will be relayed through the TDRS and a
single ground station at White Sands,
New Mexico.

These large satellites (2200 kilograms) are
powered by solar arrays spannmg over
50 feet. The solar arrays provide more
than 1700 watts of electrical power and
have a projected fifetime of over 10 years.
During the short time that the satelhte is
in the shadow of the Earth, full power is
suppfied by nickel-cadmium batteries.

Artist: P. J. Welsgerber
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Galliumarsenide(GaAs)solarcells
(fig.10)arebeingdevelopedasan
alternativeto siliconcells. These
cellshavea higherefficiency
(17-21%)thansiliconcellsandare
lesssensitiveto heat. Present
productioncapabilityis about
10kW/year.Currentcostsof
GaAscellarraysareexpectedto

Light . . AR coating\

h

p AIxGal.×As D
J

p GaAs _ X, I:t_:........ n a ,s ..... .

,--_ n* GaAs

p-n junction "n contact

be about $1500AN, with a cost goal

of $500/W. Array technology is

expected to be similar to silicon

cell technology. Gallium arsenide
cells were used on the Moon to

power the U.S.S.R. lunokhod rover

(fig. 11). Flight of GaAs arrays is

expected in the late 1980s.

(AlGa)As

GaAs

p contact: Au-Zn-Ag

n contact: Au-Ge-Ni-Ag

AR coating: Ta2Ox

p AIxGal.xAs: x = 0.87
Cell size = 2 crn x 2 crn

D < 0.5 _m

Xj _< 0.5 IJm
t > 10 _m

F_gure 10

Structure of Aluminum Gallium

Arsenide/Gallium Arsenide Solar Cell

In thts advanced version of a galhum

arsemde (GaAs) solar cell, the aluminum

galhum arsemde [(AlGa)As] layer nearest

the top (p contact) increases the

efficiency of the cell compared to that of

the simple GaAs cell Galhum arsemde

cells can have higher eff_c_enc_es than

silicon cells, and advanced design GaAs

cells may be able to achteve eff_czenc_es

of 30 percent.

Figure 11

Lunokhod Rover

The Soviet lunokhods were unmanned

rovers which traveled from 10 km

(Lunokhod 1) to nearly 40 km

(Lunokhod 2) across the lunar surface

transmitting images and a variety of
scienbf_c data back to Earth. These
lunokhod rovers were powered by GaAs
solar cells.

15



Anemergingtechnologyaimedat
achievinglowerGaAsarraycost_s
to usesunlightconcentration.
MiniatureCassegrainian
concentratorelements2 inchesin
diameterand1/2inchthickare
beingdeveloped(fig.12). These
devicesconcentratesunlightabout
100timesandilluminate5- by
5-mmGaAscells. Becauseof the
smallsizeandnoveldesign,cell
operatingtemperatureisabout
85°C,notmuchhigherthanthe

60°Ctemperatureatwhicha
conventionalsiliconcellarrayin
lowEarthorbitoperates.The
costof theseemergingarraysis
expectedto beroughlyone-third
thecostof siliconarraysorabout
$150-300/W.Alternativeoptical
concepts,suchasreflectiveor
refractiveFresnellenses,arealso
understudy. Galliumarsenide
arraysareexpectedtoproduce
160-180W/m2ata specificpower
of 25-40W/kg.

Figure 12

Miniature Cassegrainian Solar

Concentrator

Small Cassegralnian optics concentrators,

only about 5 cm in diameter and 1,2 cm

thick, have been designed to concentrate

sunhght on tiny (only 5 by 5 mm) gallium

arsenide solar cells. This design prowdes

a basic concentration factor approaching
l OO to 1.

\

1.1 cm

(0.4

0.05 - 0.15 cn

(0.02 - 0.08 in.)

\
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They are also more radiation-

resistant than silicon arrays, both

inherently and because of the

shielding provided by the
metallic concentrator element.

Furthermore, cover-glass shielding

can be provided at little increase in
mass. This radiation resistance

permits operation in heavy radiation
orbits within the Van Allen belt

(fig. 13) and opens the door to a

solar-electric-propelled orbital

transfer vehicle (OTV). This

technology is being explored for

space station applications. It

appears feasible to build such

arrays in the 500-kW range (up to

1 MW with advanced higher

efficiency cascade cells). Such

power levels enable short trip

times from LEO to GEO (several

trips per month), and this

technology appears suitable for

lunar base operation.

Cyclotron motio_//_

_ • '__'_-'_-__f, motion L._

,.......... , ..:;!-.

I_l_ _'_----/_/- I _ Electron
drift motmon

Outer electron belt _ / / " "
_-- Proton drift motion

Inner electron belt

Inner proton belt Magnetic field line

Figure 13

Van Allen Radiation Belt

Named for Its discoverer, James A. Van

Allen, the Van Allen belt is a zone of htgh-

intensity particulate radlabon surrounding

the Earth begmmng at altitudes of
approximately 1000 ,km The radlabon

of the Van Allen belt is composed of

protons and electrons temporar#y

trapped _n the Earth's magnetic field

The intensity of radiation varies with the

distance from the Earth Spacecraft and

their occupants orbltmg w/thin th_s belt

or passing through _t must be protected

against th_s radiation.
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UltralightweightGaAscell
technologyhasproduceda cell
only6 micrometersthickwitha
14-percentconversionefficiency
anda specificpowerof 5 kW/kg.
Whencoupledwithlightweight
arraytechnology,suchcellshave
applicabilityto GEOandlunarbase
operations.

Anemergingcelltechnologyis
thecascadecell,madefrom
combinationsof elementsfromthe
thirdandfifthcolumnsof the
periodictable. Threejunctioncells
arrangedin tandematopone
anothermaybeableto achieve
30-percentconversionefficiencyat
100timessolarconcentrationand
at 80°C. Ifdevelopmentofthese
advancedcellsissuccessful,
veryhighpowerperunitarea
(approaching300W/m2)anda
specificpowerof 75W/kgappear
feasible.Thesetechnologiesmay
becomeavailableabout1990.

Photovoltaicsystemscouldbe
usedfordaytimeoperationonthe
lunarsurfaceandfor powerat
stationsinGEOor lunarorbit. The
specificcharactensticsrequired

dependontheapplication.Solar
arraysupto 300kWwithsilicon
planarorGaAsconcentrator
technologyappearreasonable.
Ultralightweightarraysbasedon
silicontechnologyshouldbe
availableby1990,withGaAs
technologyfollowingafewyears
later.

Operationonthelunarsurface
addsrequirements.First,dust
accumulationoncellsoroptical
surfaceswilldegradeperformance,
andactualoperatingtemperatures
willbegreaterbecauseof the
nearbylunarsurface.Thedust
andlunarenvironmentmayalso
affectthemaximumarrayvoltage
asa resultof arcingphenomena.
Finally,arraysmustbedesigned
to accommodatethedeep
temperaturecyclingoftheday-
n_ghtcycle. Themostlikelyuse
of solararrayson thelunarsurface
wdlbeto powerdaytime-only
operationsbecausethemassof
knownenergystorageforthe
2-weeklunarnightis largeand
makesthetotalsystemless
attractivethannuclearpower
systems.
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Lunar Dust

During the high-speed "Grand Prix" on

the Apollo 16 mission, a large "rooster

ta_l" of dust was thrown up behlnd the

Rover (top), even though each wheel was

equipped w_th a fender. During the first

excurston on the Apollo 17 m_ss_on, part

of the right rear fender was lost. Without

the fender, the wheel threw up a big

plume of dust which started to cover the

Rover and the crew. Th_s was such a

hazard that further use of the Rover was

_n doubt. However, the astronauts r_gged

a makeshift fender (bottom) using a map,

tape, and two clamps from the Lunar

Module (LM), and this repatr proved

satisfactory for subsequent excursions.

Thus, tf it _s not properly controlled, the

dust thrown up by moving vehicles on the

Moon could be a malor contammant of

lunar equipment.
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Fzgure 14

Production of Solar Cells From Lunar

Material

Solar cells made from lunar silicon are a

posslbihty. This block diagram shows a

process developed by EMEC Consultants

for the production of solar-cell-grade

silicon from lunar so_l. The process uses

aluminum metal to reduce the plentiful

silicon in the m_neral anorth_te, the most

abundant m_neral on the Moon. Th_s

silicon can potentially be purified and

fabricated into solar cells.

In the process, alumtnum metal becomes

aluminum oxide, which is subsequently

separated into aluminum and oxygen by

electrolysts. Some of the aluminum _s

then recycled to produce more sdicon,

and some can be used for construction

purposes. The oxygen can be hquefied

and used for life support or for rocket

propellant. Additional oxygen can be

produced by electrolysis of the calcium

oxlde derwed from the anorth_te.

It has been suggested that lunar
material could be mined for the

production of photovoltaic devices
(fig. 14). The production of high-

capacity photovoltaics would be

limited by the availability of

materials and manufacturing

capability in space; thus, it is not

considered plausible by 2010.
However, the use of lunar-derived

systems for energy storage should

be investigated.

Si
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J
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l
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Solar Dynamic Technology

Solar dynamic systems consist

of a mirror that focuses sunlight

on a receiver (which may contain

thermal storage) and a Carnot-

cycle dynamic conversion system

(with heat radiation). (See

figure 15.) The most common

conversion cycles studied are the

Stirling (fig. 16), Rankine (fig. 17),

and Brayton (fig. 18). All have

cycle efficiencies in the 25- to

35-percent range. When research

on these systems for space use

was terminated in the early 1970s,

a Brayton system had been tested

for a total of 38 000 hours (about

5 years). Commercial low-

temperature (7500 F) organic

Rankine systems have also

operated for tens of thousands

of hours. Development of Stirling

cycles is proceeding under the

SP-100 Program, and space

station research may support

Brayton and Rankine cycle work.

Figure 15

Solar Dynamic Power

Any system that uses solar energy to drive
moving machinery which generates
electriclty is a solar dynamic system.
Normally the solar energy is concentrated
by m_rrors to increase _ts intensity and
create h_gher temperatures Here, a
Cassegrammn opbcs concentrator
focuses energy on a heat engine.
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Figure 16

Stirling Cycle

In the St_rhng engine, solar energy Js

used to heat a working gas and move a

series of ptstons which convert the heat

energy into mechamcal energy to drove an

electric generator. Starting at (a), the

power piston is moved in its cyhnder by

the momentum of the turning electric

generator. The piston compresses the

gas and reduces its volume until (b) is

reached. Then solar heat (from the left)

causes the gas to expand and move the

displacer piston (c). This heat expansion

greatly tncreases the pressure tn the gas

transfer hne, and the pressure causes the

power piston to move. The movement of

the power piston turns the electric

generator in the expansion stroke (d).

Then the displacer p_ston _s allowed to

return to tts ortglnal position (a), and the

cycle repeats.

Pressure Pressure

@
Hot Cold Hot Cold

(c) Ready for start of expansion stroke (c) (d) End of expansion stroke

P _(d)
(b)

(a)

Pressure Pressure

Hot Cold Hot Cold

(b) End of compression stroke (a) Ready for start of compression stroke
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Figure 17

Rankine Cycle

In the Rankine engine, a working fluid
(typically an orgamc liquid) is converted
from a liquid to a gas by solar energy
and the gas is used to run a turbine

connected to an electric generator. The
gas _s then condensed, recycled, and
reheated.

Heat

rejection

Radiator
i Heat s_nk

exchanger

Recuperator

Compressor

Turbine

Heat

source

\
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Figure 18

Brayton Cycle

In the Brayton system, power from the
gas-driven turbine _s used to compress
a working gas which _s then heated by
solar energy to increase/ts pressure.
After passing through the turbine, the
gas is cooled in a heat exchanger and
recycled through the compressor. In this
system, the gas phase is used throughout.
All of the systems have effic_encies in
the range of 25-35 percent compared
to 10-20 percent for direct electric
conversion.
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Critical system elements are, first,

the heat receiver, especially if it

includes thermal storage, and,

second, lightweight precision

collectors operating at 200- to
1000-times concentration. For

lunar surface operation during the

day, no thermal storage is required.
As in the electrochemical storage

case, extensive amounts of thermal

storage would be required to meet

the demands of the 2-week nights.
If lunar materials having proper
thermal charactenstics were

available for storage (questionable

at this time), it is possible that solar

dynamic systems could provide
complete power night and day.

Further study is required to

substantiate this possibility.

Studies on solar Brayton cycles for

the LEO space station show that a
mirror 21 meters _n diameter could

produce 80 kW, wh_le a mirror
8.2 meters in diameter could

produce 10 kW. Were these size

systems to be _n continuous

sunlight, the comparable powers

would be roughly 175 and 22 kW,

with system specific powers of

13 and 10 W/kg. Because thermal

storage is one-half the total system

mass, eliminating such storage (for
lunar day-only operation) would

increase system specific power to

26 and 20 W/kg, respectively. With
system improvements (mirrors,

receivers, radiators), and including

other Carnot-cycle engines,

specific powers around 40 W/kg
(with no thermal storage) are

possible at operating temperatures
between 1100 and 1300 K. With

space station support and with

long-term advanced research

support, high-performance solar

dynamic systems could be

available by the year 2000.

These systems require that the

waste heat be rejected. Thermal

management (radiators, heat sinks)

remains a critical technology for

solar thermal dynamic systems,
just as it does for nuclear power

systems.
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Direct Use of Solar Energy

Many industrial processes have
substantial need for high quality

thermal energy. Such applications
as volatilization, evaporation, and

melting can use thermal energy

directly, without an electrical

intermediary (fig. 19). The basic
elements needed are lightweight
mirrors and receivers that can

collect, distnbute, and deliver

thermal energy to its po=nt of use.

Technology for direct utilization of
solar radiation is being developed

for terrestrial applications.

Energy Storage

Energy storage is required to

provide power for operations during
dark times. The nickel-cadmium

battery has been the common

energy storage companion for

solar cells on satellites. Specific

energy densities (energy per unit

mass) of 10 Whr/kg are common

at the 10- to 20-percent depths

of discharge used to provide

cycle life. As a rule, the energy

storage subsystem _s the heaviest

and largest part of a solar

power system. Furthermore,
NiCd batteries are sensitive to

overcharge; hence, each cell

must be carefully controlled. This

need poses additional system

constraints as power system

voltage increases to the

100-kilowatt level and beyond.

Individual pressure vessel (IPV)

nickel-hydrogen battery systems

are being developed to provide

increased energy densities
(fig. 20). These batteries provide

about 15-20 Whr/kg for GEO

Figure 19

Solar Concentrator System on the

Lunar Surface

This system uses a combmabon of fiat

and curved mirrors to concentrate

sunhght on a furnace. The furnace can

be used to extract volatiles, make glass,

or melt iron from lunar regohth. D_rect

use of concentrated solar power can be

an important "low tech" source of

energy for lunar industrtal applicabons.
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System configuration

Figure 20

Individual Pressurized Vessel

Nickel-Hydrogen Storage Cells

Indiwdual pressure vessel (IPV) mckel-

hydrogen (N/H2) storage cells contain
hydrogen under pressure as one electrode
of a battery. The other electrode consists
of a mckel plate. Such batteries can

prowde about 15-20 Whr/kg

Ni electrode

.... "_! .... i_'"" I Separator_. . _ H2 electrode

I T[ . , II
" _'=">'_'",,--_--- Gas screen

Pressure vessel
cross section
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applications. These devices also

have applicability to LEO, but they

require substantial improvement in

cycle life.

There are two high-capacity

energy storage systems under

consideration for the space station.

These are the hydrogen-oxygen

regenerative fuel cell (RFC) and

the bipolar nickel-hydrogen

battery. The former (fig. 21)

has a specific energy density of

about 20 Whr/kg and an expected

cycle life of 5-7 years. Operabng

voltage level appears reasonably

unconstrained, allowing 150 to

300 volts. This technology is
suitable for lunar surface

exploration and use in GEO or
lunar orbit.

Fuel cell

Electricity 1

H20 from __H2( t

hfe support [k___nl

I H2

i

Electrolysis
unit

H20

02

Figure 21

Hydrogen-Oxygen Regenerative

Fuel Cell

A hydrogen-oxygen regenerative fuel cell

(RFC) system uses electricity supphed

from solar cells to electrolyze water into

hydrogen and oxygen, which are stored

These gases can be used/n a conventional

fuel cell to generate electricity and produce

water as a byproduct. The water can then

be recycled through the electrolyzer

Speclhc energy density for such a system

is about 20 Whr/kg, and the life cycle is

expected to be 5-7 years.
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Technologyadvancesmayoffer
energydensitiesof 1000Whr/kgto
lunarapplications.A fuelcell
separatespowerdeliveredfrom
energystored.Poweris
determinedbytheareaof the
plates;energy,bythevolumeof
thereactants.Thus,whenenergy
densitiesof 1000Whr/kgare
combinedwithlightweightsolar
arraysandhigh-voltagepower
managementsystems,theoverall
systempromisesspecificpowers
near500W/kg. Itshouldbenoted,
however,thatthemassof a
1000-Whr/kgstoragesystemto
provide100kWof powerduring
lunarnightwouldberoughly
33600kg.

ThebipolarNiH2technology
marriesbatteryandfuelcell
technologiesto thebenefitofboth.
Chiefadvantagesaresubstantially
increasedcyclelifeoverIPVNiH2,
easyhigh-voltagebatterydesignby
addingmoreplates,andextremely
highdischargecapability(20times
chargingrate).BipolarNiH2
systemsappearequivalentinmass
to state-of-the-artregenerativefuel
cellsat 100-kWcapacities.
However,thistechnologylagsthat
of thehydrogen-oxygenRFCby
severalyears.Furthermore,
substantialimprovementinbasic
understandingandinplateand
separatortechnologyis required
beforethesecellscanevenbegin

to approachthe1000-Whr/kg
potentialof thehydrogen-oxygen
regenerativefuelcell.

Twoadditionalsystemsappear
capableof highstoragedensities.
Thesearetherechargeablelithium
batteryandthehydrogen-halogen
(Br,CI)regenerativefuelcell.
Bothtechnologiesarein infant
stagesof development,withissues
of materials,cyclelife,current
densities,separators,and
electrolytes.Withadditional
researchemphasis,thesesystems
couldbecomeavailablebetween
1995and2000.Becausemassis
at sucha premiumon theMoon,
andbecausetheenergystorage
systemisthemostmassivepartof
a photovoltaicsystemthatsupplies
continuouspower,additionaleffort
shouldbedirectedtoward
innovativeenergystorage
technologies,electrochemical
andother.

Flywheelsareoneexampleof
mechanicalenergystorage
(fig.22). Althoughflywheels
probablycanstoreinexcessof
100Whr/kg,theoverallsystems
arestillheavy(10Whr/kg)at
present.Althoughthesesystems
maybecapableof longlives,this
capabilityhasnotyetbeen
demonstrated,norhaveallfailure
modesandsafetyneedsbeen
identified.
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Figure 22

Advanced Flywheel Energy Storage

a. Diagram

This unit has two counter-rotating wheels

to reduce torque forces on the system

resulting from changes in wheel velocity•

Advanced high-strength composites may

be used for the wheels• Current designs

prolect an energy storage density of

about 100 Whr/kg for these systems.

Stirlmg cycle engines

: Solar reflector/
concentrator Synthetic ceding

lunar soil cover)

',Flywheels'

b. Application

Flywheel storage could be used as a

nighttime energy source at a lunar base•

Here, solar energy is converted to

electricW in Stirling heat engines• The

electricity spins up the three large

flywheels/n the floor. Excess heat Is

carried away by a heat pipe to a radiator•
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Solardynamicsystemsalsorequire
energystoragefor operationduring
thedarkphasesof a mission.A
numberof conceptsarebeing
considered.Sensibleheatstorage
(thatis,heatstoredbythenatural
heatcapacityof thematerial)in the
formof a heatsinkmassisone
possibdity.Another_stheuseof a
materialsuchasa saltwhichis
meltedduringthesolarphaseand
allowedto freezeduringthedark
phase,therebyreleasingtheheat
offusion.Technologydevelopment
programsarepresentlyunderway

in theselectionof compatible
matenalsandinfreeze-thaw
phenomenainmicrogravity.

Withinthetimeframeof thisstudy,
it doesnotappearthattheenergy
storagetechnologywillbeaffected
bynonterrestrialresources.A
varietyof candidatetechnologies
withhighenergydensitieshave
beenidentified(fig.23)andmust
beconsideredforfutureenergy
storageuseinGEOandonthe
Moon.

Figure 23

Energy Storage Opportunities 1997

IJsted are a vanelyof energy storage
opportumtles which will hkely be available
around 1997. Somewhat different energy
storage options are associated with each
location. These opportunities are based
on current technologies. It #sposstble
that breakthroughs in some of these areas
will provide much improved or totally
different energy storage posslblhbes.
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Power Management and
Distribution

Existing spacecraft power systems

are 28 volts dc. This voltage level

and type was adequate for the few-

kilowatt, dedicated-load missions to

date. With the nearly 100-kilowatt

electrical power requirements of

the space station, however,

significantly higher voltage levels

and a high-frequency, ac utility-type

distribution system are required to

deliver this power efficiently to a

broad spectrum of national and

international users. Compared to

existing systems, a 20-kHz ac

power management and distribution

system provides higher efficiency,

lower cost, and improved benefits.

The proposed 20-kHz system is

based on rapid semiconductor

switching, low stored reactive

energy, and cycle-by-cycle control

of energy flow. This system allows

the voltage and wave shapes to be
tailored to meet a variety of load

requirements, improves crew

safety, and provides compatibility

with all types of energy sources--

photovoltaic, solar dynamic,

electrochemical, rotating machines,
and nuclear.

Voltage levels on exterior surfaces

will likely be set in the 150- to

300-V range by LEO plasma
interaction effects. Inside the

modules, however, a single-phase,
sinusoidal-waveform, 20-kHz

distribution system, with a well-

regulated 220- or 440-V (root mean

square) bus, will minimize wiring

mass, transformer weight,

conversion steps, and parts. Such
a distribution system will provide

attendant reductions in the sensing

and control complexities required
by a redundantly distributed power

system with multiple energy
sources. Component technology

and microprocessor-based

innovations in system autonomy

w=ll be in hand by the early 1990s

to enhance the power system.

Requirements pertinent to nuclear

systems, such as hardening and

high-temperature operation, are

being addressed by the SP-100

Program, under which NASA, the
Department of Energy, and the

Department of Defense are

developing space reactor

technology.
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Aspowerrequirementsbuildto the
1- to 10-megawattlevelforfuture
spaceandlunarbasemissions,
however,it is likelythateitherthe
busvoltagemustleaptothe
kilovoltlevelor currentlevelsmust
increasewithparallelingandphase
control. Ineithercase,new
semiconductorsandother
componentsandmoreswitchgear,
cabling,andconnectorswillbe
required.Designsforoperatingin
thelunarenvironment,wheredust
mayprovidesevereenvironmental
interactions,willbeespecially
critical.Earlyresearchintoall
thesetypesof hardwareis
warranted.Weenvisionthatboth
acanddc equipmentof various
typesandvoltagelevelswillbe
routinelyusedinorbitandon
planetarysurfaces.

Asin thepreviouscases,it is
unlikelythatnonterrestrial
resourceswillaffectpower
managementanddistribution

systemsby2010. Rather,it is the
powersystemthatwillenable
utilizationof nonterrestrial
resources.

Nuclear Energy
Technology

David Buden

Radioisotope Generators

Current status: Radioisotope
generators use the spontaneous

decay of plutonium-238 as a

heat source. The energy has
traditionally been converted

to electricity by means of

thermocouples placed next to
the heat source. (See figure 24.)

Radioisotope generators have

been launched in 21 spacecraft,

beginning with the successful flight

of a space nuclear auxiliary power

(SNAP-3A) source in 1961. A

summary of launches is shown in
table 1.
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Figure 24

Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator

This radioisotope thermoelectric

generator (RTG) has been built to power
the instruments to study Juptter on the
Gahleo rnlss_on and the poles of the Sun
on the Ulysses m_ssion. The plutomum
oxide m its 18 general purpose heat
source (GPHS) modules decays to heat
one end of a sfltcon-germamum
umcouple. The difference in temperature
on the two ends of this thermocouple
creates an electric current. The detatl
shows how the pellets of nuclear fuel are
clad hrst in _ndium, then m graphite.
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TABLE 1. Summary of Space Nuclear Power Sources Launched by the

United States (1961-1980)

Power

source a Spacecraft Mission type Launch date Status

SNAP 3A Transit 4A Navwgat_onal June 29, 1961

SNAP 3A Transit 4B Nawgatlonal Nov. 15, 1961

SNAP 9A Transit 5BN-1 Navigational Sept. 28, 1963

SNAP 9A Transit 5BN-2 Navigational Dec. 5, 1963

SNAP 9A Transit 5BN-3 Nawgat0onal Apr. 21, 1964

SNAP 10A Snapshot Expenmental Apr. 3, 1965

SNAP 19B2 N_mbus B-1 Meteorological May 18, 1968

SNAP 19B3 Numbus III Meteorolog,cal Apr. 14, 1969

SNAP 27 Apollo 12 Lunar Nov. 14, 1969

SNAP 27 Apollo 13 Lunar Apr. 11, 1970

SNAP 27 Apollo 14 Lunar Jan. 31, 1971

SNAP 27 Apollo 15 Lunar July 26, 1971

SNAP 19 P_oneer 10 Planetary Mar. 2, 1972

SNAP 27 Apollo 16 Lunar Apr. 16, 1972

Trans_t-RTG "Trans0t" Nawgatnonal Sept. 2, 1972

(TRIAD-01-1 X)

SNAP 19 Pioneer 11 Planetary Apr. 5, 1973

SNAP 19 Vnklng 1 Mars Aug. 20, 1975

SNAP 19 Vuk_ng 2 Mars Sept. 9, 1975

MHW LES 8/9 b Communications Mar 14, 1976

MHW Voyager 2 Planetary Aug. 20, 1977

MHW Voyager 1 Planetary Sept. 5, 1977

Successfully ach0eved orbnt

Successfully achneved orbat

Successfully achteved orbit

Successfully ach0eved orb,t

Mnssaon aborted;

burned up on reentry

Successfully achueved orbnt

Mnss_on aborted;
heat source retrseved

Successfully achneved orb0t

Successfully placed on
lunar surface

Missnon aborted on way to
Moon; heat source returned
to South Pacffuc Ocean

Successfully placed on
lunar surface

Successfully placed on
lunar surface

Successfully operated to

Juptter & beyond

Successfully placed on
lunar surface

Successfully achieved orbit

Successfully operated to

Jupater & Saturn & beyond

Successfully landed on Mars

Successfully landed on Mars

Successfully achaeved orbit

Successfully operated to

Juputer & Saturn & beyond

Successfully operated to

Juputer & Saturn & beyond

aSIklAP 10A was powered by a nuclear reactor, the remainder were powered by raduomsotope thermoelectrnc generators

bLES = Lincoln experimental satelhte
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The technical characteristics of

these radioisotope generators are

listed in table 2. Their reliability and

long life is demonstrated by the
Pioneer satellite, which after

11 years of operation left our solar

system still functioning. The recent

magnificent pictures of Saturn taken

from the Voyager spacecraft

powered by radioisotope generators
are also testimonials to the

longevity and reliability of this type

of power supply. (See figure 25.)

Radioisotope thermoelectric

generators (RTGs) have been used

where long life, high reliability,

solar independence, and operation
in severe environments are critical.

Economic considerations have

restrained them from more general
use.

TABLE 2. Radioisotope Generator Characteristics

Transit-
SNAP 3A SNAP 9A SNAP 19 SNAP 27 RTG MHW GPHS-RTG DIPS

Mission Transit

Fuel form Pu metal

Thermoelectric material PbTe

BOL output power 2.7

watts (e)

Mass, kg 2.1

Specific power, We/kg 1.3

Conversion eff=c=ency, % 5.1

BOL fuel _nventory 52

watts (t)

Fuel quantity, cunes 1800

Transit Nimbus Apollo Transit LES 8/9

P_oneer Voyager

Viking

Gahleo

Pu metal PuO2-Mo PuO 2 PuO2-Mo Pressed Pressed

cermet m=crospheres cermet PuO 2 PuO 2

PbTe PbTe-TAGS PbSnTe PbTe S_Ge SoGe

26.8 28-43 63.5 36.8 150 290

2.2 13.6 30.8 a 13.5 38.5 54.4

2.2 2.1-3.0 3.2 b 2.6 4.2 5.2

5.1 4.5-6.2 5.0 4.2 6.6 6.6

565 645 1480 850 2400 4400

17 000 34 400- 44 500 25 500 7.7 × 104 1.3 x 105

80 000

Pressed

PuO 2

Organic
Rank_ne

1300

215

6.0

181

7200

2.1 x 105

aWithout cask.

blncludes 11 1-kg cask

RTG = radioisotope thermoelectruc generator

GPHS = general purpose heat source

DIPS = dynamic Isotope power system

TAGS = tellurlde antimony germamum sdver

BOL = begmning-of-hfe
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Figure 25

Experiments and Spacecraft

Powered by RTGs

A number of scientific experiments

and spacecraft have been powered

by radioisotope thermal generators

(RTGs).

a. Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments

Package (ALSEP)

The Apollo m_sslons included lunar

surface expenrnents powered by

RTGs. One of them, a seismic mortar,

Is shown in the foreground of this

photo connected by cables to the

central control and commumcat_ons

unit in the background. The whole

package of experiments was powered

by the finned RTG, which appears

to the right of the control and

communicatlons umt. The RTG units

proved rehable and powered the

instruments left on the surface of the

Moon for years after the astronauts

returned. These nuclear power

generators also proved safe; one even

surwved the reentry of the Apollo 13

Lunar Module (LM).

b. Voyager

RTG umts were also used to power the

Voyager spacecraft to Jupiter, Saturn,

and the outer planets.
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c. Jupiter and Its Moons

This composlte photograph shows the
moons of Jupiter, not to scale but in their

relative positions: Io (upper left), Europa
(center), Ganymede (lower left), and
CaUisto (lower right).

d. Io Moving Across the Face of Jupiter

In this dramatic wew captured by
Voyager 1's camera, the moon Io can be
seen traveling across the face of Jupiter
and casting a shadow on the giant planet.
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e. Saturn

Saturn was also photographed by Voyager
using RTG power. Here is a full wew of the
second largest planet and its ring system.

f. The Rings of Saturn

Voyager revealed for the first time a faint
ring of particles around Juplter and
provided closeups of the well-known rings
of Saturn, showing details of the tntricate
structure of these rings.

g. Uranus

Uranus also was photographed by the RTG-
powered Voyager 2 in 1986.
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Future developments: Improved
versions of the RTG will have

better performance. However,

RTGs will probably be restricted to

under 500 W. Higher power levels
of maybe 5-10 kW e are possible by

using dynamic converters for power

conversion. A 1.3-kWe version was
tested for several thousand hours

before the program was terminated.

A revised program to cover the

1-10 kWe range is scheduled to

start in 1988. These improved

versions using thermocouples and

dynamic converters could be used
for lunar and Mars rovers and

explorations away from lunar

camps and bases.

Nuclear Reactor Power Plants

Current status: The current U.S.

effort to develop nuclear reactors

for space is centered in a program

entitled "SP-100," which is a joint

program of the Department of
Defense, the Department of

Energy, and NASA. (SP-100 is not

an acronym.)

The decision to proceed with the

construction of a specific space

nuclear power plant was made and
a contractor selected in 1986. The

program has completed the critical
technology development and

assessment phase. Activities

centered around evaluating

promising space reactor concepts

and determining which technologies

are most likely to achieve the

required performance levels. The

technology assessment and

development phase included

defining mission requirements,

doing conceptual designs of

possible systems, and researching

and developing critical technologies.

Following screening by the SP-100
Program of over a hundred

potential space nuclear power

system concepts, the field was
narrowed to three candidate

systems which appear to meet the
requirements in table 3 without
unreasonable technical risks or

development time.
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Oneconceptusesa fast-spectrum,
lithium-cooled,cylindrical,pin-
type-fuel-elementreactorwith
thermocouplesforpower
conversion(fig.26) (General
ElectricCo.1983).Thesystem
is madeupof a 12-sidedcone
structurewitha 17-degreecone
halfangle.Thereactor,whichisa
right-circularcylinderapproximately
1 meterindiameterand1 meter

high,isat theapexoftheconical
structure.It iscontrolledby
12rotatabledrums,eachwith
a sectionof absorbingmaterial
anda sectionof reflective
materialto controlthecriticality
level. Controlof thereactor
is maintainedbyproperly
positioningthedrums.The
reactoroutlettemperatureis
1350K.

TABLE3. SP-IO0 Goals

Performance

Power output, net to user, kW e

Output variable up to 100 kW e

Full power operation, years

System hfe, years

RehabMhty

1st system, 2 years

Growth system, 7 years

Multiple restarts

Physical constraints

Mass, kg

S_ze, length w_than STS envelope, m

Interfaces

Reactor-=nduced rad_at=on after 7 years' operat=on,

25 m from forward end of reactor

Neutron fluence, n/cm 2

Gamma dose, rads

Mechantcal

Safety

STS launch conditions

Nuclear Safety Cr_tena

and Specifications for

Space Nuclear Reactors

100

7

10

0.95

0.95

300O

6.1

1013

5 x 105

4O



Theshieldis mounteddirectly
behindthereactorandconsistsof
botha gammaanda neutron
shield.Thegammashieldconsists
of multiplelayersof tungsten
designedsoasto preventwarping.
Theneutronshieldismadeupof a
seriesofaxialsectionswiththermal
conductorsbetweenthem. The
thermalconductorcarriesthe
gamma-andneutron-generated
heattotheshieldsurface,whereit
is radiatedto space.Anticipated
temperaturelevelsare675K,
maximum.

Thermaltransportis accomplished
bythermoelectricallydriven

electromagneticpumps.The
thermocouplesfor thepumpsare
poweredbythetemperaturedrop
betweentheworkingfluidandthe
pumpradiators.Thisapproach
assurespumpingoftheworking
fluidaslongasthereactorisat
temperature,andit facilitatesthe
cooldownof thereactorwhen
poweris nolongerrequired.

Thereactor'sthermalinterfacewith
theheatdistributionsystemis
througha setof heatexchangers.
Inthisway,thereactorsystemis
self-contained,canbefabricated
andtestedat aremotefacility,and
canbematedto thepowersystem

radiators

Heattransport

._actor

panels

Control
electronics

Energy conversion
(thermoelectrics)

Heat rejection

Shunt regulation

Shunt dissipators

Boom canister

User spacecraft

Figure 26

Concept of High.Temperature Reactor
With Thermoelectric Power Conversion
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Figure 27

Scalability of Concept of High-
Temperature Reactor With
Thermoelectric Conversion

downstream. Access panels are

provided on the main body to
facilitate the connection of the heat

distribution system to the heat

exchanger.

Thermoelectric elements for

converting thermal energy to
electric power are bonded to the
internal surfaces of the heat

rejection panels and accept heat

from the source heat pipe
assembly.

The heat rejection surfaces are

beryllium sheets with titanium-
potassium heat pipes brazed to the

surface to distribute and carry the

heat to the deployable panels,
which are needed for additional

heat rejection. The deployable

panels are thermally coupled

through a heat-pipe-to-heat-pipe

thermal joint, which _s very similar

to the source-heat-pipe-to-heat-

exchanger joint, made integral by

the use of special materials that are

self-brazing in orbit. To allow the

deployment of the panels, a

bellows-like heat pipe section is
mounted at the tail end of the heat

pipes on the fixed panel. Such a

flexible heat pipe has been
demonstrated.

The system has a wide range of

flexibility. Its output can be

expanded either by increasing the

thermoelectric efficiency or by

increasing the size and weight of

the system. The potential for

scaling up the system is shown in

figure 27 (Katucki et al. 1984).
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A secondapproachevaluatedisan
in-corethermionicsystemwitha
pumpedsodium-potassium
eutecticcoolant(GATechnologies
andMartinMarietta1983).The
generalarrangementofthisspace
powersystemdesignis shownin
figure28. Thedesignformsa
conicalfrustumthatis 5.8m long,
withmajorandminordiameters
of3.6mand0.7m. Thereactor-
convertersubsystemincludesthe
reactor,thereflector/control
drums,andtheneutronshield.
Thereactorcontainsthethermionic

fuelelement(TFE)converters
withina cylindricalvessel,which
is completelysurroundedby
controldrums.

ThehotNaKleavesthereactorat
theaftendandthecoldNaKis
returnedto theforwardend,thus
minimizingdifferentialthermal
expansionin thepiping.The
reactoris alsosurroundedbyan
arrayof long,thincylindrical
reservoirsthatcollectandretain
thefissiongasesgeneratedinthe
reactorcoreduringtheoperating

Radiator

Neutronshield XNuclear-/

Transmission line /

Shutdown pump

Ma_n pump
Space frame
structure

Power

conversion

and control

Figure 28

Concept of In.Core Thermionic Power

Plant
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Figure 29

In.Core Therrnionic Converter

life of the system. Waste heat is

removed from the primary loop

through the heat exchanger. The

energy is transferred through the

heat-sink heat exchanger to heat

pipes that form the radiating

surfaces for rejection of heat to

space.

Within the reactor vessel are

176 TFEs, a grid plate to support

the TFEs at one end, a tungsten

gamma shield, and the eutectic
NaK coolant. Each TFE is welded

into the flattop head of the vessel

but allowed to move axially in the

grid plate. Expansion is expected

to be small, since the TFE sheath
tubes and reactor vessel are both

made of an alloy of niobium and

1 percent zirconium and their

temperatures are nearly the same.

The TFE consists of six cells

connected in series with end

reflectors of beryllium oxide.
Boron carbide neutron absorber

is placed at both ends of the fuel
element to reduce the thermal

neutron flux in the coolant plenums

and in the gamma and neutron
shields. This reduces activation of

the coolant, secondary gamma ray
production, and nuclear heating of

the lithium hydride shield.

The individual cells (see fig. 29)

are connected in series to build up

voltage from the 0.4-V cell output.

Electrical power is generated in

Interelectrode

F.P. vent_ _sulator, seal_•

,[- r" Nuclear fuel
l

To cesium I
reservoir I .........

c_ _ _ _ Niobium collector
Alumtnum oxide
insulator

Niobium sheath
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J

Insulator
/

Alignment
/ spring
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thespacebetweenthetungsten
emitterandtheniobiumcollector,
andtheelectricalcurrentoutputis
conductedfromonecellto thenext
throughthetungstenstemof the
emitterandthetantalumtransition
piece. TheUO2fuelis heldin
placeandsupportedduringlaunch
bya retentiondevicedesignedto
retractwhenthefuelexpandsupon
heating.Thealignmentspringat
thebaseoftheemittercentersthe
emitterin thecollectorto maintain
a uniforminterelectrodespacing.It
alsorestrainstheemitteragainst
launchvibrationto preventlarge
displacementsandlimitstressesin
thethinstemattheotherendof
theemitter.

Fissiongasesareventedfromthe
UO2fuelto preventthebuildupof
pressuresthatwouldcausecreep
deformationofthetungstenemitter
andclosetheinterelectrodespace.
Fissiongasesarekeptseparate
fromthecesium(usedto reduce
thespacechargeeffect)bythe
ceramic-to-metalsealandthe
arrangementof passagesthrough
theemittercapandtransition
piece.

Reactorcontrolisprovidedby
therotationof the20cylindrical
controldrumssurroundingthe

reactor.Theheattransport
subsystemisa singleloopthat
includesallof theNaKplumbing
aftof thereactor,theheat-sink
heatexchanger,andtheradiator.
The100-mm-diameterNaKlinesIo

and from the reactor are routed

inside helical grooves in the outer
surface of the neutron shield and

then pass along the inside surface
of the radiator to connect to the

heat-sink heat exchanger. The

configuration of the NaK lines

along the shield is helical, rather

than straight, to avoid degradation

of the shield performance due to

neutron streaming in the pipe
channels.

The helical channels in the shield

are also occupied by the electrical

transmission lines, which are
flattened in cross section and

are routed over the NaK lines to

serve as meteoroid protection.

Electromagnetic pumping is used
to circulate the NaK during normal

operation and during shutdown.
Two electromagnetic pumps are

provided in the cold leg of the
NaK circuit: an annular linear-

induction pump to serve as the

main pump and a parallel
thermoelectromagnetic pump

(with a check valve) to provide

shutdown pumping capability.
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Theradiatorcontainstwofinned
heatp_peassemblies,whichform
a conicalfrustumwhenthepanels
areassembledontheradiator
structure.Theheatpipesfollow
theslantheightof thecoreand
aredeployedforeandaft ofthe
heat-sinkheatexchanger,to which
theyarethermallycoupled.The
radiatorprovidesenvironmental
protectionfor theequipmentit
houses.

Growthispossiblebyeither
redesigningthereactorwithmore
TFEsor increasingtheemitter
temperature(seefig.30)
(Katuckiet al.1984).Anupper
temperaturelevelof about
2000K isbelievedto bean
operationallimitforthetungsten
emitter.

Thethirdapproachusesa Stirling
engineto convertto electricity
heatfroma lowertemperature
(900K),fuel-pin-typereactor.This
designemphasizestheuseof

state-of-the-artfuelpinsof
stainlesssteelandUO2,with
sodiumastheworkingfluid. Such
fuelpinshavebeendeveloped
forthebreederreactorprogram,
with1059daysof operationand
8.5-percentburnupdemonstrated.

Thereactorcanbesimilarin
designto thehigh-temperature
reactor,but it utilizeslower
temperaturematerials.In
figure31 (GeneralElectricCo.
1983),thereactoris constructed
asa separatemodulefromthe
conversionsubsystem.Four
Stirlingengines,eachratedto
deliver33kWe,areincludedin
thedesignconceptto provide
redundancyincaseof a unit
failure.Normallytheengines
operateat 75percentof rated
powerto produceanoutputof
100kWe. Eachenginecontainsa
pairof opposed-motionpistons,
whichoperate180degreesoutof
phase.Thisarrangement
eliminatesunbalancedlinear

Figure 30

Scalability of In-Core Thermionic

Reactor

kW e
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d_ameter,
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momentum.Eachenginereceives
heatfroma pumpedloop
connectedto thereactorvessel.

Analternatearrangementwould
delivertheheatthroughan
interfaceheatexchangerwithheat
pipesbetweentheheatexchanger
andtheengine.Wasteheatis
removedfromthecoolerheadsand
deliveredto aliquid-to-heat-pipe
heatexchanger.Theheatpipes,in
turn,deliverthewasteheatto the
radiatorwhereit is rejectedto
space.

Figure32providesperformance
curvesfortheStirlingsystem.A
lowtemperaturewillmeetthegoal
of 100kWe. However,growth
systemsfavorcombiningthe
Stirlingengineswithhigher
temperaturereactorsbothto
minimizemassandto reduceheat
rejectionsurfaceareas.

Figure33summarizesthemass
andspecificpowerprojectedfor
the 100-kWeclassof powerplants.

Thefast-spectrum,lithium-cooled
reactorwiththermoelectrics
(concept1)hasbeenselectedfor
thegrounddemonstrationsystem.
Workiscontinuingonthermionic
fuelelementdevelopmentand
Stirlingenginedevelopmentfor
possibleuseingrowthversionsof
SP-100.

Future developments: Several

classes of reactor power plants
will be needed in the future to

provide adequate energy for lunar

camps and base stations, the

growth space station and Space

Station 2, and electric propulsion.

The 50- to 1000-kW e power plant

being developed by the SP-100

Program for flight in the early to

mid-1990s will meet the power

Engine waste Power

°

Heat oxcha gor \ Shrhng _"

Engine t Engine engDne
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head head

I

_ng

SectiOn AA engine Figure 31

Concept of Stirling Engine Conversion
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Figure 32

Scalability of Stirling Power System
Concept
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requirements of the growth

space station, the lunar surface

day/night camp, and nuclear

electric propulsion. However, the

requirements and designs have

been aimed at unmanned systems.
These should be reviewed and

modified as necessary to meet

manned operational requirements.

These requirements could include

shielding that completely encloses

the reactor, additional emphasis
on shutdown heat removal and

safety systems that are

independent and redundant, and

considerations of maintainability

and disposal.

We anticipate that the early

lunar camps and bases will involve

the transport of a space station

version of the 100-kWe-class

power plant with little shielding.

The power plant would be

arranged to reject heat to space.

People would be protected by

using lunar materials for the
radiation barrier.
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Figure 33

Performance Projections for Space
Nuclear Reactor Power System
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Figure 34

Manned Mars Mission

After a 600-day flight to Mars, a lO0-day
reconnatssance phase is initiated, during
whtch a crew will land and invesbgate
Mars for 1 month. The return trip to
geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) takes
about a year.

Using th_sconfiguration and conducbng
a misston of th_ssort would requtre
6 MW of power operating for
14 x 103hours and thus expending
an energy total of 8 x 107kWhr.

Space Station 2, requiring

1-10 MWe, would need a new

class of reactor plants. Major

changes in reactor designs may

be called for, such as higher

temperatures, refuelability,

and maintainability of certain

components. Significant

improvements in power conversion

and heat rejection are also

necessary. The power conversion

will probably work at a higher

temperature; innovative design
through in-core thermionics is

being evaluated as an alternative.

Heat rejection will need a

deployable system that uses a

nonarmored radiator technology.

One concept, the liquid droplet

radiator, is now being pursued to
demonstrate technology feasibility.

Other concepts include belts,
balloons, and rollup heat pipes.

The goal would be to package a

IO-MWe power plant in a single
Shuttle launch.

The power plant for Space Station 2

can meet the requirements for a
manned Mars mission (fig. 34) and
for a lunar orbital transfer vehicle

using nuclear electric propulsion.
For the advanced lunar base,

the same power plant could be
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used. Again, lunar soil could

provide shielding. However, if a

mining and materials fabrication

capability were in place, tt could

be used to fabricate a specially

designed heat rejection subsystem.

Doing so could produce a major

savings in mass transfer from

Earth. Several innovative designs

are possible, such as continuous

ejection and collection of fluid or

solid particles.

Public Safety and the Use of

Nuclear Reactors in Space

Policy and goa/s: The policy of
the United States for all U.S.

nuclear power sources used _n

space is to ensure that the

probability of release of radioactive
materials and the amounts

released are such that an undue

risk is not presented, considering

the benefits of the mission (U.S.

Department of Energy 1982).
Safety criteria are specified for

the design of the SP-100 space

nuclear reactor power plant;

safety is to be bu=lt into the design,

not just added on.

The restriction of radtation exposure

(DOE 1982) depends on reducing

the probability of an accident that
might release radioactive materials

into the environment and on limiting

the magnitude of such a release
should one occur.

Space nuclear power applications

must keep the radiation exposure

of astronauts, occupational

workers (e.g., ground support

personnel), and members of the

general public "as low as
reasonably achievable" during

all mission phases, normal

and abnormal. According to

recommended standards (U.N.

General Assembly paper 1980),
the maximum accumulated doses

for closely involved workers and

for the general population are those
listed in table 4. Allowable doses

for astronauts are generally in the

same range as those allowed for
radiation workers.
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TABLE4. Normal Mission Exposure Limits

Type of exposure Condition Dose, rem

Individuals in controlled area:

Whole body, head and trunk,

active blood-forming organs,

gonads, or lens of eye

Skin, thyroid, and bone

Hands and forearms,

feet and ankles

Other organs

Individuals in uncontrolled areas:

Whole body, gonads,
or bone marrow

Other organs

Whole body, gonads,
or bone marrow

Other organs

Accumulated dose 5(N- 18)*

Calendar quarter 3

Year 30

Calendar quarter 10

Year 75

Calendar quarter 25

Year 15

Calendar quarter 5

Annual dose to cntacal

md_wduals at points of
maximum probable exposure 0.5

Same 1.5

Average annual close to a
suitable sample of the

exposed population 0.17

Same 0.5

* Where N equals age In years at next birthday

rein or "roentgen equivalent man" = the dose whrch produces an equivalent probablhty of harmful radiatton

effects

1 rem = 1 cSv

The safety program is designed to

protect the public against exposure
to radiation levels above

established standards, This can

be accomplished by preventing

accidental reactor criticality and

by avoiding release of radioactive

byproducts into the biosphere in
sizes and concentrations that

exceed the standards.

Another set of safety goals

encompasses the protection of

investments in facilities both on

the ground and in space. These

facilities must be protected both

because they are national assets

that would be costly to replace
and because a failure would

produce significant delays in our

national efforts to build the space

station. Safety goals and

requirements are summarized
in table 5.
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TABLE 5. Safety Goals and Requirements

Goals Reasons Design requirements

Assure the existence
of normal conditions
before launch to avoid
special handhng or
precautions.

Prevent inadvertent
cntlcahty.

Avoid release of
radioactive byproducts
in concentrations
exceeding rad_ological
standards.

Avoid unplanned core
destruction.

To protect workers
and astronauts

To ensure that the pubhc as
not exposed to levels of
radiation that exceed standards

To protect the Shuttle crew

To ensure that the public _s
not exposed to radiation
levels that exceed standards
and to protect the b_osphere
against concentration of
radioactive elements above
safety standards

To protect space
investments and to
avoid contamination of
volumes of the space
environment

The reactor shall not be operated (except for zero
power testtng) unhl a stable orbit or fhght path
_s achieved.

There must be two independent systems to reduce
react_wty to a subcnt_cal state.

Un_rradlated fuel shall pose no significant
enwronmental hazard.

The reactor must remain subcntJcal _f_mmersed _n
water or another fluid.

The reactor must have a s_gndicant negative
power coefficJent.

The reactor must be subcnt_cal fn an Earth-impact
accident.

A reactor safety system must be _ncorporated.

There must be qualtty assurance standards.

A positive-coded telemetry system must be used
for reactor startup.

There must be redundant control and safety
systems.

There must be _ndependent sources of electrical
power for the reactor control system, the reactor pratect_on
system, and the reactor communication system.

There must be instrumentation to conttnuously
monitor reactor status.

An orbital boost system must be provided for
short-hved orbfts.

There must be spacecraft attatude controllers for the
communication and boost systems.

An independent system for decay heat removal must
be provided for shutdown s_tuat_ons.

There must be two independent systems to reduce
reactiwty to a subcnt_cal state.

A posrtJve-coded s_gnal must be used to operate
the reactor.

There must be two independent reactor protection
systems.

Fault-detection systems must be prowded for the
reactor protection systems.
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The safety rewew process: The

United States requires an analysis

of each space mission involving
nuclear material to assess the

potential radiological risk to the

biosphere. The process begins

when the space mission is defined

and the design is conceived. The

safety review process continues

through launch safety analysis,

approval to launch, and proper

nuclear power source disposal.

The developer of the nuclear

power source is responsible for

performing the nuclear safety

analyses for the system. Results

of these safety analyses are

reported at least three times

during the development cycle in

documents entitled Preliminary

Safety Analysis Report (PSAR),

Updated Safety Analysis Report

(USAR), and Final Safety Analysis

Report (FSAR).

The Preliminary Safety Analysis

Report is issued 120 days after a

design concept is selected. It

contains a description of the

design, a failure mode analysis,

and a nuclear safety analysis. The

latter two requirements are based

on the safety research data for the

development of heat sources,

historical heat source design

information, and the requirements

set forth in the guidelines wntten

by the Department of Energy
(DOE). At this stage of system

development, the failure mode

analysis is based on the response

to potential accident environments

and on design limitations

established by the guidelines.

The Updated Safety Analysis

Report is issued 90 days after the

design is set. It is similar in format

to the preliminary report. Additional

requirements include a description

of the mission on which the system

is to be used and an update of the

failure mode analysis using data

from the developmental tests

performed to set the design.

The Final Safety Analysis Report is

issued approximately 1 year before
the scheduled launch and is similar

in format to the earlier reports.

This report provides final system,

mission, and safety assessment

data, factoring in the results of the

verification and qualification test

programs. Thus, the final
assessment is based on the

actual mission environments.
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TheInteragencyNuclearSafety
ReviewPanel(INSRP)is
responsiblefor reviewof thesafety
analysisreportsateachstepofthe
developmentprocess.Theend
resultoftheINSRPprocessis the
SafetyEvaluationReport(SER).
Thisreportevaluatespotential
humanexposuresto radiationand
theprobabilitiesof exposureduring
allphasesofthemission.The
INSRPsubmitstheSafety
Evaluation Report to the heads of

the Department of Energy, NASA,

and the Department of Defense for
their review. The head of the

agency that wants to fly the

nuclear power source must then

request launch approval from the

President through the Office of

Science and Technology Policy.

The ultimate authority for launch

and use of the nuclear power
source lies with the President of

the United States.

Figure 35 shows the generalized
sequence of events in this flight

safety evaluation process.

Because safety features are
designed into U.S. nuclear power'

sources from the very beginning,

this safety review process is

actually an integral part of the

overall flight system development.

Contractor's

safety analys_s

report

Government-

furnished

data

Operational

analysis

Independent

analysis
and tests

Interagency

Nuclear Safety
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I DOE F
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Figure 35

U.S. Safety Review and Launch
Approval Process
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Thermal Management

in Space

Abe Hertzberg

The vehicles and habitats associated

with space industrialization and

the exploitation of nonterrestrial

resources will inevitably require

energy systems far exceeding the

current requirements of scientific

and exploratory missions. Because
of the extended duration of

these missions, it is not possible

to consider systems involving

expendables such as non-

regeneratable fuel cells. Therefore,

these missions become hostages to

the capability of contnnuous-power

energy systems. These systems

will need to provide hundreds of

kilowatts to tens of megawatts

of electrical power to a product

fabrication system, whether it uses
terrestrial or nonterrestrial raw

materials.

Because the power system will be

located in an essentially airless

environment, rejecting waste heat

becomes a limiting aspect of it. In

the following paragraphs, I will

review space-based or asteroidal

and lunar based power generating

systems, as well as the capability

of existing technologies to

dissipate this heat into the airless

environment of space.

It should be pointed out that in a
vacuum environment, convection is

no longer available and the only

mechanism of rejecting heat is
radiation. Radiation follows the
Stefan-Boltzmann Law

F: = oT 4

where

E = the energy rejected
o, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,

= 5,67 W m -2 K-4

T = the temperature at which the
heat is radiated

That is, the total amount of heat

radiated _s proportional to the
surface area of the radiator.
And the lower the radiation

temperature, the larger the radiator

area (and thus the radiator mass,
for a given design) must be.

The radiator can only reject heat

when the temperature is higher
than that of the environment. In

space, the optimum radiation

efficiency is gained by aiming the

radiator at free space. Radiating
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towardan_lluminatedsurfaceis
lesseffective,andtheradiator
mustbeshieldedfromdirect
sunlight.

Therejectionof heatat low
temperatures,suchaswouldbe
thecaseinenvironmentalcontrol
andinthethermalmanagementof
amaterialsprocessingunit,is
particularlydifficult.Therefore,the
designandoperationoftheheat
rejectionsystemiscrucialforan
efficientspace-basedenergy
system.

Space-Based Power

Generating Systems

In a previous paper, space-based

power generating systems have
been described in detail. Solar

photovoltaic systems have a

generating capability of up to
several hundred kilowatts. The

power output range of solar

thermal systems is expected to be

one hundred to perhaps several
hundred kilowatts. While in

principle these power systems can

be expanded into the megawatt

region, the prohibitive demands

for collection area and lift capacity

would appear to rule out such

expansion. Megawatt and

multimegawatt nuclear power

reactors adapted for the space

environment appear to offer a

logical alternative. In this paper,
I deal only with the burdens these

three types of power system will

place on the heat management

system.

Solar photovoltaics themselves will

not burden the power generating

system with a direct heat rejection

requirement, since the low energy
density of the system requires
such a great collection area that it

allows rejection of waste radiant

energy. However, if these

systems are to be employed in low
Earth orbit or on a nonterrestrial

surface, then a large amount of

energy storage equipment will be

required to ensure a continuous

supply of power (as the devices do

not collect energy at night). And

the round-trip inefficiencies of even

the best energy storage system

today will require that a large

fraction-- perhaps 25 percent-- of

the electrical power generated

must be dissipated as waste heat

and at low temperatures.

Solar thermal systems, which
include a solar concentrator and

a dynamic energy conversion

system, are presumed to operate

at relatively high temperatures
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(between1000and2000K). The
efficienciesoftheenergy
conversionsystemwillliein the
rangeof 15to perhaps30percent.
Thereforewemustconsider
rejectingbetween70and
85percentof theenergycollected.
Ingeneral,thelowerthethermal
efficiency,thehighertherejection
temperatureandthesmallerthe
radiatingarearequired.Aswith
solarphotovoltaicsystems,the
inefficienciesoftheenergystorage
systemwillhavetobefacedbythe
heatrejectionsystem,unlesshigh
temperaturethermalstorageis
elected.

Thecurrentconceptsfornuclear
powergeneratingsystemsinvolve
reactorsworkingwithrelativelylow-
efficiencyenergyconversion
systemswhichrejectvirtuallyallof
theusableheatofthereactorbut
at arelativelyhightemperature.
Despitetheburdensthatthislow
efficiencyplacesonnuclearfuel
use,theenergydensityof nuclear
systemsissohighthatthefueluse
factoris notexpectedto be
significant.

Inallofthesesystemstheoutput
powerusedbytheproduction
systeminenvironmentalcontrol
andmanufacturing(exceptfora
smallfractionwhichmightbe
storedasendothermicheatinthe
manufacturedproduct)willhaveto

be rejected at temperatures

approaching 300 K.

I think it fair to state that, in many

of the sketches of space industrial

plants I have seen, the power
system is little more than a
cartoon because it lacks sufficient

detail to address the problem of
thermal management. We must

learn to maintain an acceptable
thermal environment, because it is

expected to become a dominant

engineering consideration in a

complex factory and habitat
infrastructure.

As an example of the severity of

this problem, let us examine the
case of a simple nuclear power

plant whose energy conversion

efficiency from thermal to electric

is approximately 10 percent. The

plant is to generate 100 kW of
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usefulelectricity.Thereactor
operatesatapproximately800K,
andaradiatorwithemissivity
equalto 0.85wouldweighabout
10kg/m2.Thethermalpowerto
bedissipatedfromthereactor
wouldbeabout1 MW. Fromthe
Stefan-BoltzmannLaw,theareaof
theradiatorwouldbeabout50m2
andthemassapproximately
500kg. Thisseemsquite
reasonable.

However,wemustassumethat
theelectricitygeneratedbythe
powerplant,whichgoesintolife
supportsystemsandsmall-scale
manufacturing,wouldeventually
haveto bedissipatedalso,butat
a muchlowertemperature(around

300K). Assuminganevenbetter,
aluminumradiatorof about 5 kg/m2,
withagainanemissivityof0.85,in
thiscasewefindthattheareaof
the lowtemperatureheatrejection
componentis 256m2,witha mass
approaching1300kg.* Therefore,
wecanseethatthedominantheat
rejectionproblemisnotthatof
thepnmarypowerplantbutthat
of theenergythatis usedin life
supportandmanufacturing,which
mustbe rejectedatlow
temperatures.Usingthewaste
heatfromthenuclearpowerplant
forprocessingmaybeeffective.
But,ironically,doingsowillin
turnrequiremoreradiatorsurface
toradiatethelowertemperature
wasteheat.

*Using the Stefan-Boltzmann Law,

E 1 = 5.67 x 10 .8 W m "2 K -4 (800 K) 4

= 5 67 x 10 .8 W m -2 K -4 x 4096 x 108 K 4

= 567 W m -2 x4 10 x 103

E 1 = 23.3 kW m -2

900 kW + 23.3 kW m -2 = 38 6 m 2

and 38 6 m 2 + 0 85 = 45 4 m 2

Ez = 5.67 x 10 .8 W m -2 K -4 (300 K) 4
= 5.67 x 10 -8 W m -2 K -4 x 81 x 108 K 4

= 5.67 W m -2 x 81

E 2 = 459 W m "2

100 kW + 459 W m -2 = 0 2179 x 103 rn 2 = 218 m 2

and 218 m 2 + 0.85 = 256 m 2
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Heat Rejection Systems

In this section I will deal with

systems designed to meet the heat

rejection requirements of power

generation and utilization. These

heat rejection systems may be

broadly classified as passive or
active, armored or unarmored.

Each is expected to play a role in

future space systems.

Heat pipes: The first of these,

called the "heat pipe," is

conventionally considered the base

system against which all others are

judged. It has the significant

advantage of being completely

passive, with no moving parts,
which makes it exceptionally

suitable for use in the space
environment.

For the convenience of the

reader, I will briefly describe the

operational mechanism of the

basic heat pipe. (See figure 36.)

The heat pipe is a thin, hollow

tube filled with a fluid specific to

the temperature range at which it

is to operate. At the hot end, the

fluid is in the vapor phase and

attempts to fill the tube, passing
through the tube toward the cold

end, where it gradually condenses
into the liquid phase. The walls of

the tube, or appropriate channels

grooved into the tube, are filled
with a wick-like material which

returns the fluid by surface

tension to the hot end, where it is

revaporized and recirculated.

I G°ntaH__rt input S Wick _ --f_l°qwuid _"fl%__rt Output

 ITI I
EecaPo°_at°r . .

AdLabat_c
seclon

Figure 36

Components and Principle of
Operation of a Conventional Heat Pipe

A conventional heat p_pe conslsts of a
sealed container with a working fluid, a
passageway for vapor, and a capillary
wick for hquid transport. During
operation, the heat pipe is exposed to
external heat at one end (the evaporator
section). This heat causes the working
fluid in the capillary wtck to vaporize,
removing heat equal to the heat of
vaporization of the fluld. The vapor is
forced down the center of the plpe by
pressure from the newly forming vapor.
When the vapor reaches the cool end of
the pipe (the condenser section), it
condenses to a liquid. The liquid soaks
into the capillary wick, through which it
travels back to the evaporator section. As
the fluid condenses, _tgives up the heat
of vaporization, which is then conducted
outside the end of the plpe.
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Essentiallythesystemisa small
vaporcyclewhichusesthe
temperaturedifferencebetween
thehotandcoldendsof thetube
asa pumpto transportheat,
takingfulladvantageof theheatof
vaponzationoftheparticularfluid.

Thefluidmustbecarefully
selectedto matchthetemperature
rangeof operation.Forexample,
atveryh_ghtemperaturesa
metallicsubstancew_tha relatively
highvaporizationtemperature,
suchassodiumor potassium,
maybeused.However,this
choiceputsa constraintonthe
lowtemperatureendsince,if the
fluidfreezesintoasolidatthe low
temperatureend,operationwould
ceaseuntiltherelativelyinefficient
conductionof heatalongthewalls
couldmeltit. At lowtemperatures
a fluidwitha lowvaporization
temperature,suchasammonia,
mightwellbeused,withsimilar
constraints.Thetemperaturemay
notbesohighasto dissociatethe
ammoniaat thehotendorso low
asto freezetheammoniaat the
coldend.

Withproperdesign,heatpipesare
anappropnateandconvenienttool

forthermalmanagementinspace
systems.Forexample,at modest
temperatures,theheatpipecould
bemadeof aluminum,becauseof
itsrelativelylowdensityandhigh
strength.Finscouldbeaddedto
theheatpipeto increase_tsheat
dissipationarea. Thealuminum,in
orderto beuseful,mustbe thin
enoughto reducethemasscamed
intospaceyetthickenoughto
offerreasonableresistanceto
meteoroidstrikes.

A verycarefullydesignedsolid
surfaceradiatormadeoutof
aluminumhasthefollowing
capabilitiesinprinciple:The
massis approximately5 kg/m2
withanemissivityof 0.85;the
usabletemperaturerangeis
limitedbythesofteningpoint
ofaluminum(about700K). At
highertemperatures,where
refractorymetalsareneeded,
it wouldbenecessaryto multiply
themassof theradiatorper
squaremeterbyat leasta factor
of 3. Nevertheless,from700K
uptoperhaps900K,theheat
pJperadiatorJsstdlavery
efficientmethodof rejecting
heat.
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Afurtheradvantageis thateach
heatpipeunitisa self-contained
machine.Thus,thepunctureof
oneunitdoesnotconstitutea
single-pointfailurethatwouldaffect
theperformanceof thewhole
system.Failurestendto beslow
andgraceful,providedsufficient
redundancy.

Pump loop system: The pump
loop system has many of the same

advantages and is bounded by
many of the same limitations

associated with the heat pipe
radiator. Here heat is collected

through a system of fluid

loops and pumped into a radiator

system similar to conventional
radiators used on Earth. It should

be pointed out that in the Earth

environment the radiator actually

radiates very little heat; it is
designed to convect its heat. The

best known examples of the pump

loop system currently used in
space are the heat rejection
radiators used in the Shuttle.

These are the inner structure of the

clamshell doors which are deployed

when the doors are opened

(fig. 37).

Pump loop systems have a unique

advantage in that the thermal
control system can easily be

integrated into a spacecraft or

space factory. The heat is
picked up by conventional heat

exchangers within the spacecraft,
the carrier fluid is pumped through

a complex system of pipes

(extended by fins when deemed

effective), and finally the carrier is

returned in liquid phase through the

spacecraft. In the case of the
Shuttle, where the missions are

short, additional thermal control is

obtained by deliberately dumping
fluid.

Since the system is designed to

operate at low temperatures, a low
density fluid, such as ammonia,

may on occasion, depending on
heat loading, undergo a phase

change. Boiling heat transfer in a

low gravity environment is a

complex phenomenon, which is not
well understood at the present

time. Because the system is

subjected to meteoroid impact, the

basic primary pump loops must be

strongly protected.
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Figure 37

Pump Loop Radiators on the Space

Shuttle Payload Bay Doors

a. The space radiators, which consist of

two deployable and two ftxed panels on

each payload bay door, are designed to

reject waste heat dunng ascent (doors

closed) and in orbit (doors open). Each

panel contains parallel tubes through

which the Freon in the heat loops can

pass, bringmg waste heat from other

parts of the orbiter. The total length of

Freon tubing in these panels Is 1.5 km.

Right-hand

aft panel --_

Right-hand \
mid-aft \
panel

R_ght-hand
m_d-forward

panel

Right-hand
forward

panel

Cavity

Door

" Aft panels are removable.

b. The panels have a heat rejection

capacity of 5480 kJ/hr (5400 Btu/hr)

during ascent through the atmosphere

with the doors closed and 23 kJ/hr

(21.5 Btu/hr) dunng orbital operations

with the doors open.
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Despitethesedrawbacks,pump
loopsystemswillprobablybeused
inconjunctionwithheatpipe
systemsasthermalcontrol
engineerscreateaviablespace
environment.Thesearmored
(closed)systemsareratherhighly
developedandamenableto
engineeringanalysis.Theyhave
alreadyfoundapplicationonEarth
andinspace.A strongtechnology
basehasbeenbuiltup,andthere
existsarichliteratureforthe
scientist-engineerto drawon in
derivingnewconcepts.

Advanced Radiator Concepts

The very nature of the problems

just discussed has led to increased

efforts on the part of the thermal

management community to

examine innovative approaches

which offer the potential of
increased performance and, in

many cases, relative invulnerability
to meteoroid strikes. Although I
cannot discuss all of these new

approaches, I will briefly describe

some of the approaches under

study as examples of the direction

of current thinking.

Improved conventional approaches:

The continuing search for ways to

improve the performance of heat

pipes has already shown that

significant improvements in the heat

pumping capacity of the heat

pipe can be made by clever
modifications to the return wick

loop. Looking further downline at

the problem of deployability, people

are exploring flexible heat pipes

and using innovative thinking. For

example, a recent design has the

heat pipes collapsing into a sheet

as they are rolled up, the same

way a toothpaste tube does. Thus,

the whole ensemble may be rolled

up into a relat=vely tight bundle for
storing and deploying. However,

because the thin-walled pipes

are relatively fragile and easily

punctured by meteoroids, more

redundancy must be provided.

The same principles, of course,

can be applied to a pump loop

system and may be of particular

importance when storage limits
must be considered. These are

only examples of the various

approaches taken, and we may

confidently expect a steady

improvement in the capability of
conventional thermal management

systems.

The liquid droplet radiator: The

basic concept of the liquid droplet

radiator _s to replace a solid surface

radiator by a controlled stream of

droplets. The droplets are sprayed

across a region in which they

radiate the=r heat; then they are

recycled to the hotter part of the

system. (See figure 38.)
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Figure 38

Two Concepts for a Liquid Droplet
Radiator

In one concept (top), droplets are
generated at the base of a cone which
contains the source of the waste heat (a
nuclear reactor, for example), and the
molten droplets are sprayed to a six-
armed collector array, where they are
caught and then pumped back through a
central p_pe to the reactor. In a somewhat
similar concept (bottom), a deployable
boom has the droplet generator at one
end and the droplet collector at the other,
w_th a flutd feed hne between. Here the

droplets are sprayed _n a single planar
pattern.

Spacecraft

Droplet
collector

Deployable boom "-• ..•"
with fluid line
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It was demonstrated some time ago

that liquid droplets with very small

diameters (about 100 micrometers)

are easily manufactured and offer a

power-to-mass advantage over
solid surface radiators of between

10 and 100. In effect, large, very
thin radiator sheets can be

produced by the proper dispersion

of the droplets. This system offers
the potential of being developed

into an ultralightweight radiator that,

since the liquid can be stored in

bulk, is also very compact.

The potential advantages of the

liquid droplet radiator can be seen

if we consider again the problem
that was discussed at the end of

the section on heat pipe radiators.

We found that a very good

aluminum radiator would require
256 m2 and have a mass of

nearly 1300 kg to radiate the low

temperature waste heat from lunar

processing. Using the properties of
a liquid droplet radiator and a low

density, low vapor pressure fluid

such as Dow-Corning 705, a
common vacuum oil, we find that,

for the same area (which implies

the same emissivity), the mass of

the radiating fluid is only 24 kg.

Even allowing a factor of 4 for the

ancillary equipment required to

operate this system, the mass of
the radiator is still less than

100 kg.

To achieve efficiency, the designer
is required to frame the radiator in

a lightweight deployable structure

and to provide a means of aiming

the droplets precisely so that they

can be captured and returned to

the system. However, present

indications are that the droplet

accuracies required (milliradians)

are easily met by available

technology. Recently, successful

droplet capture in simulated 0 g

conditions has been adequately

demonstrated. An advantage of a

liquid droplet radiator is that even a

relatively large sheet of such

droplets is essentially invulnerable
to micrometeoroids, since a

striking micrometeoroid can

remove at most only a few drops.

The reader may be concerned that

the very large surface area of the

liquid will lead to immediate

evaporation. However, liquids

have recently been found that in

the range of 300 to 900 K have
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a vaporpressuresolowthatthe
evaporationlossduringthenormal
lifetimeofa spacesystem
(possiblyas longas30years)will
beonlyasmallfractionof thetotal
massoftheradiator.

Thus,theliquiddropletradiator
appearspromising,particularlyasa
lowtemperaturesystemwherea
largeradiatoris required.

Liquiddropletradiatorsfor
applicationsotherthan0g have

been suggested. For example, in
the lunar environment fluids with

low vapor pressures can be used

effectively as large area heat

dissipation systems for relatively

large-scale power plants. We may

well imagine that such a system

will take on the appearance of a
decorative fountain, in which the

fluid is sprayed upward and

outward to cover as large an area

as possible. It would be collected

by a simple pool beneath and

returned to the system. Such a

system would be of particular

advantage _n the lunar environment

if low mass, low vapor pressure

fluids could be obtained from

indigenous materials. Droplet

control and aiming would no longer

be as critical as in the space

environment; however, the system
would need to be shaded from the

Sun when it is _n operation.

While this system is far less

developed than the systems

previously discussed, its promise

is so high that it warrants serious
consideration for future use,

particularly in response to our

growing needs for improved power

management.

Belt radiator concepts: The belt

radiator concept is a modification of

the liquid droplet concept in which
an ultrathin sohd surface is coated

with a very low vapor pressure

liquid (see fig. 39). While the
surface-to-volume ratio _s not

limited in the same fashion as for a

cyhndrical heat pipe, it does not

quite match that of the hquid droplet

radiator. However, this system

avoids the problem of droplet

capture by carrying the liquid along

a continuous belt by surface
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tension.Theliquidplaysa double
rolein thissystembyactingnot
onlyastheradiatorbutalsoasthe
thermalcontactwhichpicksupthe
heatdirectlyfroma heattransfer
drum.Variationsonthisscheme,
inwhichthebeltis replacedbya
thinrotatingdisk,arealsofeasible
buthaveyetto befullyassessed.

Thesystemsdescribedareonly
indicativeofthethinkingwhichhas
beenstimulatedbytheproblemof
thermalmanagement.Allof these
systems,if developed,offer
significantpromiseof improvement
overtheconventionalarmored
systems.

Fluid-
coated
belt

Solar
collector

Drive
mechanism

Fluidbath
heat
exchanger

Power
conversion
unit

Figure 39

Belt Radiator

A related heat relection technology is the

belt radiator concept. Here the liquid is

present as a thin coating on two rotating

belts. As the belts rotate through the

drive mechanism, they pick up hot fluid

from the heat exchanger. Then, as the

belts rotate through space, the fluid

loses its heat. This system does not have

the advantage of the high surface-area-

to-mass ratio possible w_th a liqutd

droplet radiator, but it still may offer

superior properties of heat transfer and

damage resistance compared to solid
radiators.
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Laser Power

Transmission

Edmund J. Conway

Since their development, lasers

have offered the potential of

projecting large amounts of power

onto a distant, small area. (Laser

power was once measured in

"gillettes," the thickness in
number of razor blades it took to

just stop the beam.) Initially, this
characteristic seemed good for

weapons (e.g., the laser rifle) and

mining (thermal fracture or

vaporization of rock). Actual

applications later developed in the

areas of cutting (anything from

sheet metal to cloth), welding,

scribing, and surgery.

One of the earliest proposals

for the application of a high-

powered laser in the civilian

space program was made by

Kantrowitz (1972). He proposed

an Earth-to-orbit launch system

in which a laser on the ground

supplied thermal energy to a

single species of rocket propellant

(such as hydrogen). The removal
of the oxidizer, no longer needed

to release chemical energy for

propulsion, reduced the lift-off

weight of Earth-launched vehicles.

This and similar proposals on

power and propulsion generated a

great deal of speculation and

study in the 1970s. These activ,ties,

although generally incomplete and

sometimes contradictory, identified
several themes:

• Lower cost power and propulsion

is key to the development of

near-Earth space.

Solar- and nuclear-powered
lasers have the characteristics

for high payoff in space
applications.

Expensive transportation

applications show high potential

for cost reduction through the

use of remote laser power.

Economical power beaming in

space requires multiple
customers who cannot use

available (solar photovoltaic)

power sources.

High laser conversion efficiency

is a key power-beaming
challenge.

NASA laser power requirements
are very different from those of

DOD and DOE, but NASA can

benefit from the breadth of basic

research generated by the

programs of other agencies.
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A particularlycompletestudyby
HollowayandGarrett(1981)
showedsubstantialpayoffforboth
laser-thermal-andlaser-electric-
poweredorbittransfervehicles.A
recentcomparisonbyDeYoung
andcoworkers(1983)suggests
thatwitha laserproviding100kW
ormoreof powerforelectric
propulsionandforotheronboard
utilityneeds,spacecraftwillbeable
tooperatein lowaltitude,highdrag
orbitsandwillbemuchlighterand
smaller.

Fromthestudies,then,a general
setof requirementsareemerging
forbeamingpowerby laserto
currentlyenvisionedspace
missions.First,thelasermustbe
capableof long-termcontinuous
operationwithoutsignificant
maintenanceorresupply.Forthis
reason,solar-andnuclear-powered
lasersarefavored.Second,the
lasermustsupplyhighaverage
power,ontheorderof 100kWor
greaterforapplicationsstudied so
far. For this reason, continuous

wave or rapidly pulsed lasers are

required.

Since solar energy is the most

available and reliable power source

in space, recent research designed

to explore the feasibility of laser

power transmission between

spacecraft in space has focused

on solar-pumped lasers. Three

general laser mechanisms have
been identified:

• Photodissociation lasing driven

directly by sunlight

• Photoexcitation lasing driven

directly by sunlight

• Photoexcitation lasing driven

by thermal radiation

Solar-Pumped
Photodissociation Lasers

Several direct solar lasers based

on photodissociation have been

identified, including six organic
iodide lasants that have been

successfully solar pumped and

emit at the iodine laser wavelength

of 1.3 micrometers. (See figure 40
for a possible application of such a

laser.) Another lasant, IBr, has

been pumped with a flashlamp and

lased at 2.7 ]_m with a pulsed

power of hundreds of watts. One
organic iodide, C3F7 I, and IBr have

been investigated intensively to

characterize their operation.

Several reports on experimental
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resultsandmodelinghavebeen
published(ZapataandDeYoung
1983,HarriesandMeador1983,
WeaverandLee1983,Wilsonet
al.1984,DeYoung1986).An
importantcharacteristicofthe
photodissociationlasersunder
considerationis thatthey
spontaneouslyrecombinetoform
thelasantmoleculeagain.Both
C3F71andIBrdo thisto ahigh

degree,permittingcontinuous
operationwithoutresupplying
lasant,as is generallyrequiredfor
chemicallasers. Inaddition,C3F7I
absorbsalmostnovisibleI_ghtand
thusremainssocoolthatit may
requirenothermalradiatorexcept
thepipethatrecirculatesthe
lasant.A varietyof otherlasants
offeringincreasedefficiencyare
understudy.

Figure 40

One.Megawatt Iodine Solar-Pumped

Laser Power Station

Th_s p_cture shows the elements of an

orbitmg laser power station. A nearly

parabohc solar collector, with a radius of

about 300 meters, captures sunlight and

directs _t, m a line focus, onto a lO-m-long

laser, with an average concentration of

several thousand solar constants. An

orgamc iodide gas lasant flows through

the laser, propelled by a turbine-

compressor combination. The hot lasant

is cooled and purified at the radiator.

New lasant _s added from the supply tanks

to make up for the small amount of lasant

lost in each pass through the laser.

Power from the laser _s spread and

focused by a combinabon of transmission

m_rrors to prowde a 1-m-dmmeter spot at

d_stances up to more than 10 000 km.

Lasant supply t

Transmission

optics

Solar
collector
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Solar-Pumped
Photoexcitation Lasers

Another group of direct solar-

pumped lasers rely on the
electronic-vibrational excitation

produced by sunlight to power the

laser action. Two systems are

being actively studied. The first is

a liquid neodymium (Nd) ion laser,
which absorbs throughout the

visible spectrum and emits in the

near-infrared at 1.06 _m. This
lasant has lased with flashlamp

pumping and is currently being

tried with solar pumping, since

calculations indicate feasibility.
A second candidate of this sort is

a dye laser, which absorbs in the

blue-green range and emits in

the red, near 0.6 _m. These lasers

offer good quantum efficiency
and emission that is both of

short wavelength and tunable.

However, the lasers require

extremely high excitation to
overcome their high threshold

for lasing, and the feasibility of

achieving this with concentrated
sunlight is still a question for
further research.

Laser Power to a Lunar Base

In this artist's concept, a large receiver is
covered with photovoltaic converters tuned
to the laser wavelength. Such a system
could produce electric power w_than
efficiency near 50 percent.

Artist: Bobby E. Silverthorn
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Indirect Photoexcitation Lasers

Photoexcitation lasers driven by

thermal radiation produced by the
Sun are termed indirect solar-

pumped lasers. The lower

pumping energy implies longer

wavelength emission than with

photodissociation lasers. Two

lasers, the first blackbody-cavity-

pumped laser (Insuik and

Christiansen 1984) and a
blackbody-pumped transfer laser

(DeYoung and Higdon 1984), work

on this principle. Molecules such

as CO2 and N20 have lased with

emission wavelengths between

9 _m and 11 #m. These lasers

are inherently continuous wave

and have generated powers

approaching 1 watt in initial

laboratory versions, with blackbody
temperatures between 1000 K

and 1500 K. While such lasers,

powered by solar energy, may be

used in space, they also offer great

potential for converting to laser

energy the thermal energy
generated by chemical reactions,

by nuclear power, by electrical

power, or by other high-

temperature sources.

Laser-Powered Lunar Prospecting
Vehicle

This manned prospecting vehicle, far from
the base camp, is receiving/aser power
for fife support, e/ectric propulsion across
the/unar surface, and dri//ing. Since this
power is ava_/ab/eduring/unar mght as
well as day, prospecting need not be shut
down for 14 Earth days every month.
A mobile habitat module (not shown)
accompanies the prospecting vehicle on
_tstraverse.

Arttst: Bobby E. S_lverthorn
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Conclusions

Henry W. Brandhorst, Jr.

It is abundantly clear that energy is

the key to utilization of space. In

fact, bold programs are completely

dependent upon and in effect

hostage to the ava=lability of

energy. We believe that, for
e_ther the baseline scenario or the

alternative scenario that makes

use of lunar resources, there is

sufficient time to develop the

broad mix of power sources and

associated technologies
necessary for success.

A list of envisioned applicable

technologies related to power and

energy supply for space activities

at various power demand levels is
shown in table 6.

In general, stepwise development

of a variety of sources is

envisioned: First, an expanding

LEO space stabon with power

levels up to 10 MW powered by
solar or nuclear sources. Then,

lightweight photovoltaic systems

TABLE 6. Appficable Power Technologies

Power level Technology Application

1 - 100 kW Photovoltafc

100 kW - 1 MW

1 - 10MW

Radioisotope

Energy storage

PhotovoltaJc

Solar dynamic

D_rect solar heat

Nuclear

Waste heat rejection

Nuclear

Waste heat rejection

Power management

Dghtwefght arrays for satellites tn GEO

Space station ,n LEO

On the lunar surface (day only) (hardware derived from space stat,on)

Radioisotope thermoelectnc generator (RTG) for lunar rover
Dynamic _sotope power system (DIPS) for martian rover

Indwldual pressure vessel (IPV) n,ckel-hydrogen battery

Hydrogen-oxygen regenerattve fuel cell (RFC)

B_polar n_ckel-hydrogen battery

Flywheel

Solar electnc propulsion for orbital transfer vehicle

Space station Jn LEO

On the lunar surface (day only) (hardware derived from space station)

M_rrors and lenses for processing lunar and astero_dal matenals

SP-100 (safe, human-rated denvatwe) for lunar base

Dqu_d droplet radiator
Belt radiator

Rollup heat prpes

Nuclear electrrc propulsion for orbital transfer vehicle

or piloted spacecraft to Mars

Liquid droplet radiator
Belt radiator

Rollup heat papes

H,gh-voltage transm,ss_on and dlstnbut_on

Laser power beaming
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forGEOandlunarsurface
operation.It is likely that lunar

camps staffed only during the day
could derive all their power

(25-100 kW) from solar arrays.

Lightweight electrochemical

storage systems such as

hydrogen-oxygen regenerative fuel
cells would find use at GEO and,

in concert with solar arrays, would

power surface-roving vehicles and
machines.

When full-time staffing becomes

appropriate, we believe that

nuclear systems are the most likely

source of power. Power levels in

the 100-1000 kW range would
be derived from lunar-modified

SP-100-class designs, while

powers in the 1-10 MW range
would be derivatives of civil and

military multimegawatt nuclear

developments. These man-rated,

safe nuclear systems would simply

be used as power demands
warranted.

Thus, for a lunar base, photovoltaic

(or solar dynamic) systems would

be used initially for daytime
operation, SP-100-class systems
would be used for full-time

staffing at power levels to 1 MW

(by replication or design), and
these would be followed by

multimegawatt systems for the

1-10 MW needs. Similar progress
is envisioned for either scenario for

GEO operations and asteroid and

Mars exploration. Attention must

also be paid to the impact of the
lunar, asteroidal, or martian

environment on parameters of

the power system.

We consider it unlikely that use of
nonterrestrial resources will affect

power system development before

2010. It is rather the opposite:

power systems will enable the

development and use of
nonterrestrial resources.

Significant advances in the areas

of nuclear power development
and beamed power transmission

will be made by both the military

and the civilian space program.
Full advantage must be taken

of such corollary developments.

It should be noted that development
of the 1- to 10-MW class of nuclear

(or even solar) power systems will

have a profound influence on the
state and direction of the electric

propulsion programs. These power

levels enable electrically propelled
orbital transfer vehicles and

interplanetary explorers to travel to

the outermost fringes of the solar

system with larger payloads and

shorter trip times than chemical
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systems.Inviewofthese
potentialities,a strongemphasis
ondevelopingsuchpropulsion
systemsiswarranted.

Assumingthatcurrentprograms
inphotovoltaicsandin the
SP-100nuclearplantcontinue,the
followingareconsideredcritical
technologicalissuesforfurther
researchanddevelopment.They
arepresentedinorderof priority.
Bypiggybackingatopand
augmentingexistingprograms,
wecanensuretimelydevelopment
of therequisitesystems.

SP-100-derivativenuclear
powersystemcapableof
providingpowerto 1MWinan
enwronmentsafefor humans

. Large-scale photovoltaic

arrays; solar dynamic power

conversion suitable for space,

using collectors that

concentrate sunlight

,

.

.

.

Solar furnaces and process

heat applications suitable for

processing space resources
at high temperatures

Multimegawatt (1-10 MW)

nuclear power-generating

systems for electricity and
heat

Thermal rejection systems to

reject waste heat from the
power conversion system,
processing, and environmental

conditioning (New concepts
for efficient radiation are

required; the use of lunar

subsurface rejection should

be investigated.)

High-voltage electric
transmission and distribution

of multimegawatt power

Thermal energy control and
distribution for both manned

and unmanned systems
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.

10.

11.

Lightweight, rechargeable

thermal and electrical storage

Machine design including

human factors; robotics to
substitute for humans in

hostile environments

Laser technology for solar and
infrared sources to beam

power in space

Environmental interactions in

space associated with energy

sources, processing, and

work in space; i.e., the impact

of foreign materials and

pollutants

A broadly based program aimed

at developing solar and nuclear

power systems to the

multimegawatt level is of the

highest priority. For brevity's

sake, we have discussed only a
few of the variety of long-range,

innovative energy-related

programs supported by NASA,
DOD, DOE, and industry. To

ensure a broadly based,

innovative program, a portion

(up to 5%) of the funds allocated

for space power research should

be devoted to areas that may

permit radical advance and

extremely high payoff, albeit at

high risk.
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Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle

An unmanned heavy hft launch vehtcle

derived from the Space Shuttle to lower

the cost of transporting mater/a/ to Earth

orbit would make it feasible to transport

to orbit elements of a lunar base or a

manned spacecraft destined for Mars.

Its first stage would be powered by two

sohd rocket boosters, shown here after

separation. Its second stage would be

powered by an engine cluster at the aft

end of the fuel tank that forms the central

portion of the vehicle All this pushes the

payload module located at the forward

end. This payload module can carry

payloads up to 30 feet (9.1 meters) _n

diameter and 60 feet (18.3 meters) in

length and up to 5 times as heavy as

those carried by the Shuttle orbiter.

Arttst." Denms Davidson
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Transport: Introduction

William Lewis and Sanders D. Rosenberg

The propulsion workshop addressed
the current status and future

requirements for space propulsion

by considering the demand for

transportation in the three scenarios

defined by workshop 1. The low-

growth scenario assumes no
utilization of nonterrestrial resources;

the two more aggressive scenarios
include the use of nonterrestrial

resources, particularly propellants.
The scenarios using nonterrestrial
resources demand that tens of

thousands of tons of rockets,

propellants, and payloads be

shipped through cislunar space by
2010. Propellant oxygen derived

from the Moon is provided in the

second scenario, and propellants

from asteroids or the Mars system
are provided in the third. The

scenario using resources derived

only from the Earth demands much

less shipping of hardware but much

more shipping of propellants.

We included in our examination a

range of technologies that could

be developed to meet the

transportation requirements of

these scenarios. Descriptions of

these technologies can be found in
the individual contributions that

follow this introduction.

It appears that current oxygen-

hydrogen propulsion technology

is capable of meeting the

transportation requirements of all

scenarios. But, if this technology is

used in conjunction with advanced

propulsion technology, a much

more efficient space transportation

system can be developed. Oxygen
from the Moon promises to

significantly reduce the yearly

tonnage on the transport leg from

the Earth to low Earth orbit (LEO).

Hydrogen from Earth-crossing
asteroids or from lunar volatiles

(in cold-trapped ices or the lunar

regolith) would offer further

improvement and reduce

propulsion technology challenges.
Mars missions are supportable

by propellants derived in the
Mars system, probably from
Phobos. Unfortunately, these

opportunities cannot be taken

at current funding levels.
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The NASA baseline scenario is

shown in figure 1. This scenario
assumes the development of a
space transportation network without
utilization of nonterrestrial resources.

The space station is developed first
and used to support development in
geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO),
manned exploration of the Moon, and
unmanned exploration of the solar
system. Beyond the timeframe
considered, the space station can
serve as a base for lunar settlement

and manned Mars exploration.

The nonterrestrial resource
scenarios, figures 2 and 3, initially
follow almost the same path but,
after the space station is established,
move less toward GEO and more
toward the Moon. In addition, these
scenarios consider selective mining
of asteroids that cross the Earth's
orbit. Nonterrestrial resources are
used to reduce transportation and
construction costs for projects in
cislunar space. Eventually, the
space station and lunar base serve
as production and staging areas for
manned Mars exploration.

Date 1990 1995 2000 2005

--" I, I,,,,I ,I
1991 1996 1999

1997
1998

Mars sample return
Mars •

Mapper ."

(orbit) - Explorer
Moon ¢:.

GEO

Space
station 1

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030

, I, ,I, I, ,I I,
2008 2012 2016 2022 2031

2014 2024

Site survey Manned Camp
(rover) landings

:." : :
°o

! .: Experimental
i" platform Outpost :

ii :
oo : a) ..

:: : _ :: .:

Camp
Base

: _ 4:
: :

• :

Manned station

Ai : *
:: :

_" i

,_' Growth
: space station

,.ill
Shuttle-based Manned orbital
orbital transfer transfer vehicle

vehicle

Shuttle-derived
launch vehicle

F_gure 1

Baseline Scenario

If NASA conttnues its business as usual

without a malor _ncrease _n its budget and
wtthout using nonterrestrtal resources

as it expands_ntospace, thts ts the
development that m_ght be expected tn

the next 25 to 50 years. The plan shows

an orderly progression _n manned m/ss/ons

from the _nibal space stabon _n low Earth

orbit (LEO) expected _n the 1990s, through

an outpost and an eventual space station

in geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO)

(from 2004 to 2012), to a small lunar base _n

2016, and eventually to a Mars landing _n

2024. Unmanned precursor missions

would include an experiment platform in

GEO, lunar mapping and exploration by

robot, a Mars sample return, and an

automated stte survey on Mars. Thts plan

can be used as a basehne scenario

agatnst which other, more ambitious plans

can be compared.
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Figure 2

Scenario for Space Resource

Utilization

Space resource ubhzation, a feature

lacking in the baseline plan, is emphasized

in this plan for space acbwties in the same

1990-2035 fimeframe. As m the baseline

scenario, a space station in low Earth orbit

(LEO) is established m the early 1990s.

This space station plays a malor role in

staging advanced missions to the Moon,

beginning about 2005, and in explonng

near-Earth asteroids, begmmng about the

same t_me. These exploration act/v/ties

lead to the establishment of a lunar camp

and base which produce oxygen and

possibly hydrogen for rocket propellant.
Automated missions to near-Earth

asteroids begin mining these bodies by

about 2015, producing water and metals

which are returned to geosynchronous

Earth orbit (GEO), LEO, lunar orbit, and

the lunar surface. Oxygen, hydrogen, and

metals denved from the Moon and the

near-Earth asteroids are then used to fuel

space operabons in Earth-Moon space

and to build additional space platforms

and stations and lunar base facilities.

These space resources are also used as

fuel and materials for manned Mars

missions beginning in 2021. This scenario

might initially cost more than the baseline

scenario because it takes large

investments to put together the facilities

necessary to extract and refine space

resources. However, this plan has the

potenbal to sigmhcantly lower the cost of

space operahons in the long run by

providing from space much of the mass

needed for space operattons.
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Transportation System

Requirements

Table 1 lists the principal routes

between nodal points in the Earth-

Moon-asteroid-Mars system and

identifies technologies for each of

the legs. The principal distinctions

between categories of space

propulsion are related to whether

significant gravitational fields are

involved. Leaving a gravitational

field requires a high-thrust propulsive
system. Orbit-to-orbit trips can be

made with fairly low thrust, though

such trips take longer and are less

efficient because gravity reduces

effective thrust. If a planet has an

atmosphere, atmospheric drag

(aerobraking) can be used to

offset requirements for inbound

propulsion. Because of differences
in mission duration and in the

accelerations achievable using

various techniques, some

transportation modes are more

relevant to manned flights and

others to cargo flights. Manned

flights require fast and safe

transportation to minimize life

support requirements and radiation

exposure. Cargo flights can be
slower, less reliable, and thus

cheaper. We also discussed to a

limited extent transportation on
the surface of the Moon, which

will require quite different

technologies.
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Figure 3

Scenario for Balanced Infrastructure

Buildup

In this scenario, each location m space

receives attention _n a balanced

approach and none is emphasized to the

exclusion of others. The scenario begins

w_th the establishment of the initial space

station about 1992. This is followed by

the establishment of a manned outpost m

geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) in

2001, an experimental stabon on the

Moon in 2006, and a manned Mars camp

m 2010. In parallel w_th these manned

activities, many automated missions are

flown, including a lunar geochemical

orbiter and a lunar rover, multiple surveys

of near-Earth asteroids and rendezvous

wtth them, and a martian rover and a
Mars sample return. Automated mining of
near-Earth asteroids beginning in 2010 is
also part of this scenario.
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TABLE 1. Principal Routes Between Transportation Nodes

Node

(a) Nodes and their locations

Location

1. Earth Kennedy Space Center

2. Low Earth orbit (LEO) Space station

3. Geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) Shack

4. Lunar orbit Shack

5. Moon Advanced base

6. Earth-cr0ss_ng M_n_ngbase
carbonaceous chondnte asteroid

7. Mars orbit Shack

8. Mars Advanced base

Leg

(b) Routes and modes of transportation for them

Transportation mode options

Earth to low Earth orbit

LEO to LEO (plane changes)

LEO to GEO, lunar orbit,
asteroids, Mars orbit

GEO, lunar orbit, asteroids,
Mars orbst to LEO

Lunar orbit to Moon

Moon to lunar orbit

Mars orbit to Mars

Mars to Mars orbit

Chemical rockets

Chem_cat rockets

Low-thrust orbital maneuvering
vehicles (OMVs)
Tethers

Chemical-rocket-propelled orbital
transfer vehicles (OTVs)
Low-thrust propulsion

Aerobraked chemical rockets
Low-thrust propulsion

Chemical rockets
Tethers

Chemical rockets

Electromagnetic launch
Tethers

Aerobraked vehicles

Chemical rockets
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The baseline scenario could be

implemented with the Space

Shuttle, Shuttle-derived launch

vehicles (SDLVs), and orbital

transfer vehicles (OTVs). The
nonterrestrial resource scenarios

require the development of

additional systems. While it is
technically possible to establish the

transportation network for these

scenarios with oxygen-hydrogen

(OH) rockets alone, the expense

of operating the transportation
network, even for the baseline

scenario, could be reduced by the
introduction of non-OH rocket

technologies. Let us consider

briefly the technologies that could

be used for three categories of

transportation: surface-to-orbit,
orbit-to-orbit, and surface.

Surface-to-Orbit Transportation

(Earth to Orbit, Moon to Lunar

Orbit, Mars to Mars Orbit)

Transportation from the Earth's

surface to orbit is conventionally
accomplished using chemical

rockets. There seems no readily
available substitute for such rockets

on this leg. Shuttle-derived launch

vehicles or, if traffic becomes heavy

enough, heavy lift launch vehicles

(HLLVs) could provide Earth-to-orbit

transportation at a lower cost than
does the current Space Shuttle

system. (See Salkeld and Beichel

1973, Eldred 1982 and 1984, and

Davis 1983.) These systems gain

efficiency by eliminating man-rated

elements and reducing system

weight, rather than by improving

the rocket engine (although some

improvements in rocket engines

are still attainable). It may be

worthwhile to develop such

vehicles for cargo transport in the
baseline scenario over the next

20 years. And the scenarios using

nonterrestrial materials require
such vehicles for cost-effectiveness.

Transportation from the lunar
surface to orbit could be

accomplished using OH rockets.
The advantages of choosing OH
rockets are summarized in table 2

by Sandy Rosenberg, who points
out that oxygen-hydrogen propulsion

is likely to persist simply because

the large amount of effort that has

gone into its development has led to
a level of understanding which
surpasses that of any alternative

propulsion system. In a separate

paper, Mike Simon considers the

use of OH rockets in a systems

sense, showing how the introduction

of nonterrestrial propellants can
affect the overall system

performance and, eventually,
reduce the cost.
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TABLE2. Selection Basis for Oxygen-Hydrogen Propulsion

Factor Rationale

1. Common use of

water to support
human actwity in

space

The exploration and exploitation of space is based
on a water economy because of the presence of

humans. Water and oxygen are required for life
support. Therefore, use of oxygen and hydrogen in
propulsion systems will benefit from synergism with
other parts of the space system.

A Plant.Growing Module at a Lunar
Base

Plants wifl require a considerable stock
of water, but nearly all the water can
be recycled _na properly designed
controlled ecological life support
system (CELSS).

2. High performance The bipropellant combination of liquid oxygen (LO2)
and liquid hydrogen (LH2), operating at a mixture
ratio of 6:1, offers a vacuum specific impulse of 460
to 485 sec, w_th an environmentally acceptable
exhaust.

The LO2/LH2 bipropellant propulsion system offers a
high thrust-to-weight ratio, an acceptable fraction of
propellant mass to propulsion system mass, a short
trip time (an important factor for all manned missions),

and a firmly established technology base.
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TABLE2 (concluded).

Factor Rationale

3. Technological
feasibility

4. Benefit from
nonterrestrial
resources

The technology for the long-term storage and transfer
of cryogenic fluids in a low-gravity environment,
which will enhance the efficient management of
LO2/LH 2 propellant, _s being actively pursued by
NASA's Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
(OAST). Aerobraking is also being actively studied
and appears promising.

LO2/LH2 propulsion benefits directly from the
utilization of nonterrestrial resources; e.g., the
manufacture of 02 on the Moon and 02 and H 2 on

Mars. Earth-crossing carbonaceous asteroids may
be a source of 02 and H 2.

5. Programmatic
support

LO2/LH2 propulsion gets more than 90 percent of
the investment that NASA's OAST is currently making
in its research program. No change in the current
NASA program is required when LO2/LH2 propulsion
is selected.

Oxygen Manufacturing Plant on the
Moon

This plant uses a fluidized bed to reduce
lunar ilmemte w_th hydrogen and produce

water. The water is electrolyzed, the

oxygen is collected, cooled, and
cryogenically stored in the spherical tanks,

and the hydrogen is recycled into the
reactor The plant is powered by
electricity from the large solar cell arrays,
each of whtch can generate 56 k_lowatts.

Artist: Mark Dowman
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Specific Impulse (Isp)

Specific impulse (Isp) is a measure of the
performance of a rocket engine. It _s
equal to the thrust generated F dw_ded by
the weight flow rate w of the propellant
used:

Isp = F/

Its untts turn out to be seconds. In the
Enghsh system, pounds of force (mass
times acceleratton or Ib ft/sec 2) diwded
by pounds of weight (mass bmes gravity
or lb ft/sec 2)per second equal seconds
In the metrtc system, newtons (kgm/sec 2)
dwided by lelograms (kg) times gravtty
(m/sec2) per second equal seconds.

Specific impulse is also equtvalent to the
effective exhaust velocity dw_ded by the
grawtational acceleration. Th_s
relationship can also be derived from a
conslderabon of the units Force. or
mass t_mesacceleration, can be seen as
mass per second times velocity. Wetght
flow rate, or mass times grawty per
second, can be taken as mass per
second times gravity. Thus, specific
impulse equals velocity (m/sec) divided
by gravity (m/sec2), or seconds again.

Other rocket propellants derived
from nonterrestrial materials could

also find use in the future. Andy

Cutler considers an oxygen-

hydrogen-aluminum engine as a

possibility. Such an engine could

use oxygen and hydrogen derived
from lunar or asteroidal materials

and could also provide a second

use for the Space Shuttle's
aluminum external tanks, which

are currently thrown away.

Among the alternative technologies

that may be useful are

electromagnetic launchers capable
of launch from the Moon to low

lunar orbit and of propelling

vehicles in space. The Department

of Defense is funding a program of

significant size in electromagnetic

launch; the results of this program

might be fairly cheaply adapted to

the space environment. This

concept is considered in a paper

by Bill Snow.

Several other technologies may
be of value in surface-to-orbit

transportation. Tethers, in

particular, can permit an orb,ting

station to acquire momentum from

a high Isp propulsion device over
long periods of time and quickly
transfer it to a vehicle that needs

the momentum to gain orbital

velocity on launch from the Moon

(Carroll 1984 and 1986, Carroll and

Cutler 1984). In effect, high Isp is
combined with high thrust,

although only briefly. Andy Cutler
discusses this idea.
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Orbit-to-Orbit Transportation (LEO

to GEO, Lunar Orbit, Asteroids, or

Mars Orbit and Back)

Orbit-to-orbit transfers within cislunar

space can be handled by OH

rockets. See figure 4. A series of

space-based orbital maneuvering

vehicles (OMVs) and orbital transfer

vehicles (OTVs) is now being

considered by NASA.

Aerobraking, which uses

aerodynamic effects to lower orbit,

may be significant in cislunar space

transportation. This technology will

be used primarily with high-energy

systems, such as OH rockets, to

slow spacecraft returning to the

Earth (or entering the Mars

atmosphere), reducing their need

for propellant. See figure 5. This

technology is under development

but has not been tested in the

context of GEO, lunar, asteroid, or

Mars missions. No paper on

aerobraking was produced during

the workshop, but the principles

and prospects of aerobraking have

been discussed by Scott and

others (1985) and Roberts (1985).

F_gure 4

Orbital Transfer Maneuver

A spacecraft orbiting the Earth can raise

the altitude of its orbit by firing _ts engines

to increase its velocity m a series of two

maneuvers. In the figure, the spacecraft

in a low c_rcular orbit fires _ts engines at

point 1. Its new velocity causes an

increase in orbital altitude on the opposite

s_de of the orbit. When the spacecraft

reaches the high point of thin new

ellipbcal orbit, at point 2, the engines are

fired again to increase its velocity. This

increase m velocity raises the low point of

the elliptical orbit and in this case results

m a circular orbit at a higher altitude than

the original orbit. An orbJt can be lowered

by following this procedure in reverse.

Taken from AC Electronics Division,

General Motors Corp., 1969, Introduction

to Orbital Mechamcs and Rendezvous

Techniques, Text 2, prepared under NASA

contract NAS 9-497, Nov.

Figure 5

Aerobrake Used To Slow Down

Unmanned Spacecraft Returning
From Mars

Aerobrakes can reduce or ehminate the

need for retrorockets because they use

aerodynamic forces in the upper

atmosphere of the Earth to s/ow down

spacecraft for orbital insertion or for

reentry. Aerobrat_ng cou/d a/so be used

on the Mars end of a voyage to s/ow down

spacecraft.

Artist: Pat Rawlings
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Becausehighgravitationalfieldsdo
nothaveto besurmounted,there
areadditionalapproachesto orbit-
to-orbitpropulsion.Electric
propulsion,whichhasa highIspbut
lowthrust,canbeappliedto orbit-
to-orbittransfersof cargo.Trip
timefromLEOto lunarorbit,for
example,isabout100days,as
opposedto 3 daysforrocket
propulsion.Andlossof effective
thrust(gravityloss)isexperienced
in thevicinityof theplanets
(causingmostof thetriptimeto
bespentneartheplanets).But
specificimpulsesof 1000to
3000secondsfor advancedelectric
thrustersstillgivethesystemshigh
fractionsof payloadmassto starting
mass. Electricpropulsionis
discussedbyPhilGarrison.

Tetherscouldbeusedto supply
somemomentumto orbit-orbit
transfers.Near-Earthorbit-orbit
transfersmightbeaccomplished
withoutpropellantbyusing
conductive,orelectrodynamic,
tethers.Thismethodisespecially
goodat changingtheinclinationof

orbitsandcould,for example,
changeanequatorialorbitto a polar
orbitinabouta month.Thisideais
discussedbyAndyCutler.

It ispossiblethata beamedpower
systemcouldbeusedto provide
eitherthermalorelectricpowerfor
anorbit-orbittransfer.Beamed
energyisconsideredin thepaper
byJimShojiinthispropulsionpart
ofthevolumeandinapaperby
EdConwayinthepartonpower.

Orbit-orbittransfersoutsidecislunar
spacecanbenefitfromalternative
technologies,becausethetrip times
arelongand,for mannedmissions,
thepayloadsrequiredfor safereturn
to Eartharelarge. Forthese
missions,electricpropulsion,
nuclearpropulsion,or,for cargo,
lightsails(Sauer1976and1977)
maybecomethetechnologyof
choiceforeconomicallyfeasible
payload-to-starting-massfractions.
Beamedpoweroverthesedistances
is infeasiblewithantennasizes
suitableforpowersourcesinEarth
orbit.
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Surface Transportation

(On the Moon)

Surface transportation technology
on the Moon resembles that on

Earth (see fig. 6). The major

difference is that radiation protection

must be provided for personnel.

Among other things, this implies
that base modules will be connected

by trenches and tunnels. The

machinery to produce these must

be part of the base construction

equipment. It also implies intensive

use of vehicle teleoperation for
activities on the lunar surface

(see fig. 7). Teleoperation was

not treated in detail by our group but

has been considered by Rob Lewis

in workshop 4.
o,

.L

Figure 6

Rover Used on the Apollo 16 Mission

The astronaut _s aiming the antenna

toward Earth at one of the stops. Th_s

rover offers no radJabon protection other

than the space suits of the astronauts

Figure 7

Teleoperated Rover at a Lunar Base

The rover _n th_s artist's conception _s

powered by batteries which are

recharged by the solar cell panels. Wh_le

designed mainly for teleoperation, the

vehicle has a cab so that it can be used

for manned operabon or human transport.
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A seconddifferenceis thatlunar
surfacevehiclesmustfunctionina
vacuum.Besidestheobvious
requirementfor passengerlife
support,thereis therequirement
thatexternalmechanismsbe
successfullylubricated,ina dusty
vacuum,withoutsignificant
outgassing.Thetechnical
difficultiesinvolvedhaveyetto be
seriouslyaddressed.

Itshouldbenotedthatlogistics
supportwillberequiredat each
node. Thislogisticssupportis
itselfan importanttransportation
technology;it absorbsthelion's
shareof transportationfunding.

Thelogisticssupportat allnodes
willcontainsomekindof repairand
maintenancefacilitiesandwillmake
provisionfor refueling,including
storageandhandlingof cryogens.
Neitherhasyetbeendoneroutinely
byNASAinspace.Intheshortrun,
therewillhaveto bemajorfacilities
onlyontheEarth'ssurfaceandin
LEO. Inthe longrun,facilitieswill
probablybeplacedontheMoon
andat othernodesaswell(see
fig. 8). Thesefacilitieswill
contributea considerableportion
ofthesystem'soperatingcost. To
ourknowledge,thetechnologyof
logisticssupporthasnotreceived
theattentionit is due.

Figure 8

Space Servicing

As the hardware for complex space

operations is developed, the technology

for maintammg complex hardware _n

space must also be developed. Here is

a General Dynamics concept for a

space hangar and masntenance facility

associated wtth the space station. Th_s

facility can be used to refuel, service,

and repair the orbital transfer vehicle

shown in the foreground.
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Effects of Developing
Nonterrestrial Resources

The development of nonterrestrial
resources will have mixed effects

on the space transportation system.
On the one hand, the establishment

of nonterrestrial manufacturing
facilities will increase the load

on the transportation system

early in the program. On the other
hand, once these facilities are

established, they will reduce

transportation requirements by

providing propellant at various

transportation nodes. This

propellant can then be used to

support cis- and translunar
missions.

Intensive development of GEO

could also make good use of
nonterrestrial resources, in much

the same way as would a Mars

expedition. In addition, structural

members of a GEO platform
could be fabricated on the Moon.

Intensive use of cislunar space

for the Strategic Defense Initiative

(SDI) would almost demand use
of lunar or asteroidal materials

for shielding. And the transportation

requirements of the SDI would
probably be large enough to
merit use of nonterrestrial

propellants.

Remarks

Because of our assumptions, we

have overlooked some technologies.
We have not considered nuclear

propulsion in cislunar space, for

example, as it does not seem

advantageous over such short
distances. We have not considered

several very speculative forms of

transportation, such as fusion power

and antimatter, because they seem

technically uncertain or simply

inapplicable. A good overview of

advanced propulsion systems may be

obtained from work by Robert L.

Forward (1983) and a Jet Propulsion

Laboratory report edited by Robert H.

Frisbee (1983).

Some privately funded groups are

apparently interested in funding

specific experimental work in certain

advanced propulsion technologies.

NASA should consider cooperation

with such groups as a way to extend
seed money.

In summary, it seems likely that OH

rocket engines will be indispensable
for the foreseeable future. It is at

least possible that such rockets are

best used in conjunction with other

technologies. It is therefore

advisable to spend enough seed

money to ensure that these other
technologies are available when
needed.
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Utilization of Space Resources in the
Space Transportation System
Michael C. Simon

Utilization of space resources

(i.e., raw materials obtained from

nonterrestrial sources) has often

been cited as a prerequisite for

large-scale industrialization and
habitation of space. While

transportation of extremely large

quantities of material from Earth

would be costly and potentially

destructive to our environment,

vast quantities of usable resources
might be derived from the Moon,

the asteroids, and other celestial

objects in a cost-effective and

environmentally benign manner.

Of more immediate interest to

space program planners is the
economic feasibility of using space

resources to support near-term

space activities, such as scientific
and commercial missions in the

2000-2010 timeframe. Liquid

oxygen for use as a propellant in a

space-based transportation system

appears to be the space resource
that has the firmest near-term

requirement for quantities great

enough to be produced

economically in a nonterrestrial

setting. This paper identifies the

factors most likely to influence the

economics of near-term space

resource utilization. The analysis is

based on a scenario for producing

liquid oxygen from lunar ore.

Analysis Methodology

The primary purpose of the

parametric cost model developed

as part of this study is to identify

the factors that have the greatest
influence on the economics of

space resource utilization. In the

near term, this information can be

used to devise strategies for

technology development so that

capabilities developed w=ll produce
cost-effective results.

Predicting the actual costs of

particular scenarios for space

resource utilization is only a

secondary objective of this

analysis. Estimates are made
and dollar values are assigned

principally to allow comparison of

options. Since the technologies for

space resource utilization are in an

early stage of development, it is

premature to state conclusively

whether mining the Moon,
asteroids, or other celestial bodies
makes economic sense. The

parametric model is designed more

for flex=bility than for precision.

Although preliminary estimates

_ndicate that production of oxygen

from lunar ore is a project that is

likely to y_eld an economic

payback, this activity was selected
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asthe"baselinescenario"primarily
becauseits requirementscanbe
relativelywelldefined.Themajor
systemsrequiredto supportthis
baselinescenariohavebeen
identifiedwithoutmuchdifficulty:

• A processingandstoragefacility
to manufactureliquidoxygen
(LO2)fromlunaroreandstoreit
on theMoon

• A lunarhabitatfora small,full-
timecrew

• A powersystemto supportlunar
LO2operations

• A transportationandlogistics
systemtodeliverandsupport
the lunarbaseelementsandto
transporttheLO2to lowEarth
orbit(LEO)

Systems Required To Support

Production of Oxygen From Lunar Ore

Th_s concept of a lunar base shows an

oxygen plant in the foreground, habitats

bur_ed on the left, solar power systems

for heat (at the plant) and light (for the

habitats), ground transportation (trucks

bringing ore and taking away products),

and a surface-to-orbit ferry m the

background. The same systems are

pictured in the frontispiece, in the

background on the right: reactors w_th

their solar power, habitats being bur_ed,

a vehicle picking up products and

transportmg them to the launch area, a

tanker just hftmg off.
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Oncethesemajorsupportsystems
weredefined,fifteenkeyvariables
wereidentifiedas influencingthe
costofdevelopingandoperating
thesesystems(table3). Cost
variablesweregeneralizedsothat
theparametricmodelcouldbe
adaptedtotheevaluationof
alternativescenarios.Next,
equationsweredevelopedto
calculatecapitalandoperations
costsasfunctionsof these
variables.Usingthecodesand
unitsdetailedin table3,these
equationsare

Capitalcost = (px Cp)+ (nt x Cn)
+ (nmx Cu)+ cf
+ct x [(p x mp)
+(nmXmm)+ mf]

Operationscost = ct x {(nrx mm)
+ [(l-d) x 125000]}
+(nbx nfx$100000)

wherethecapitalcostis definedas
thetotalcostof developing,budding,
andinstallingthelunarbase
elements(includingtransportation
costs)andtheoperationscostis
theannualcostof manufacturing
1 millionkilograms(1000metric
tons)of LO2peryearanddelivering

to LEOasmuchofthisLO2as
possible.

Theterminsquarebrackets
[(l-d) x 125000]in theoperations
costequationreflectsthe
assumptionsthata portion(l-d) of
theLO2producedontheMoonis
usedaspropellanttodeliverthe
remainingLO2 (d)to LEOandthat
1kilogramof hydrogenmustbe
deliveredfromEarthto theMoonfor
every8 kdogramsofoxygenusedas
propellantfortheMoon-to-LEOleg
(125000kgof hydrogenforthe
projectedannualproductionof
1millionkgof oxygen).Thehigher-
than-usualmixtureratioof 8:1was
selectedforthebaselinecaseafter
initialanalysesshowedthatthe
resultantreductionin thehydrogen
requirementofferssubstantial
economicbenefits.

Theconstantcost($100000)in the
operationscostequationisthecost
of groundsupportperproviderper
year. Thevariablethatprecedes
thisconstant,nf,isagroundsupport
overheadfactorwhichismultiplied
bythelaborcostto obtaintotal
groundsupportcost.
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TABLE 3. Lunar Oxygen Production--Maior Cost Variables

Variable Code Units of evaluation

Power required p

Cost of power Cp

Number of types of lunar nt
base modules

Cost of modifying space c n
station modules

Number of lunar base modules nm

Unit cost of lunar base modules c u

Processing/storage faclhty cost cf

Earth-to-Moon transportation ct
cost

Power system mass mp

Unit mass of lunar base m m
modules

Mass of processing/storage mf

facdlty

Number of lunar base resupply nr

m_ss_ons/year

Net lunar oxygen dehvered d
to LEO

Ground support labor nb

Ground support overhead nf
factor

Megawatts of _nstalled capacity

Nonrecurring cost ($) per megawatt of

installed capacity

Number of types

Nonrecurring cost ($) for

adapting each type of module

Number of untts

Recurring cost ($) of producing each
lunar base module

Development and production cost ($)

Cost ($) per kilogram delivered
from Earth to the Moon

K_lograms per megawatt of installed

capacity

Mass (kilograms) of each lunar
base module

K,Iograms

Number

Fraction of lunar LO 2 produced
which is delivered to LEO

Number of people (full-t_me)

MultJpher of labor cost needed
for total cost
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After these cost equations had
been set up, baseline values were

assigned to each cost variable,

using the ground rule that the

technology having the lowest risk
would be used for each system.

Lunar base modules, for example,
were assumed to be modified

versions of the laboratory, habitat,

and logistics modules that are
being developed for NASA's LEO

space station.

Another ground rule was that the

costs of gathering the scientific
data needed to select the lunar

processing site would not be
included in this model. It was

further assumed that an initial

lunar base would be in place prior

to the L02 production activity and

that this facility would be scaled

up to meet the LO2 production
requirements. Thus, the cost

included in this model is only the
marginal cost of expanding this
initial facility to produce LO2.

Although some of these ground

rules lowered capital and

operations cost estimates, the

specification of lowest-risk

technology made these estimates

higher than they might be if cost-

reducing technologies are

developed.

Results of the Analysis

Once baseline values were

assigned to the cost variables, a

simple calculation was made to

obtain capital and operations cost
estimates. These costs were

determined to be

Capital cost: $3.1 billion

Operations cost: $885 million/year

An analysis of the performance of

proposed lunar orbital transfer

vehicles (OTVs) indicates that

49.2 percent of the LO2 produced
would be delivered to LEO.

Consequently, the unit cost of LO2

delivered to LEO, assuming

10-year amortization of capital

costs, was determined to be

$2430/kg ($1100/Ib). This cost is

one-quarter to one-third of the

current cost of using the Space
Shuttle, although it is somewhat

greater than the cost that might be
achieved with a more economical

next-generation Earth-launched
vehicle.

It should be reemphasized,
however, that all cost estimates

used in this analysis are based on

a specific set of assumptions and

are for comparative purposes only.

The most important objectives of

this analysis were the assignment

of uncertainty ranges to each of the
cost variables, the calculation of

the sensitivity of LO2 production

costs to each of these variables,

and the analysis of the technical
and programmatic assumptions
used to arrive at values for each

variable. The data developed to

support the sensitivity analysis are
summarized in table 4. The

baseline, best case, and worst
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casevaluesassignedto eachcost
variableareshown,alongwiththe
impactof eachvariable'sbestcase
andworstcasevaluesoncapitalor
operationscost. Forexample,as
powerrequirementsvaryfroma
lowvalueof4 MWtoa highvalue
of 12MW,withallothervanables
heldattheirbaselinevalues,the
capitalcostforestablishingthe
LO2productioncapabilityranges
from$2.30billionto $3.90billion.

Fromthistable_t_sevidentthatthe
pnncipaldriverof capitalcostis
the lunarbasepowerrequirement,
whiletheEarth-to-Moon
transportationcostis themost
importantoperationscostdriver.
Sincecapitalcostsareamorbzed
overa 10-yearperiod,theEarth-to-
Moontransportationcosthasa
muchgreateroverallimpactonthe
costof lunarLQ2inLEO. If this
costcouldbereducedfrom_ts

TABLE4. Capital and Operations Costs-Sensitivity to Cost Variables

Vanable Baseline case Best case Worst case

Most hkely Value Result Value Result
value

Capital cost

1. Power required

2. Cost of power

3. Number of types of lunar base modules

4. Cost of modifying space station modules

5. Number of lunar base modules

6. Unit cost of lunar base modules

7. Processing�storage faclhty cost

8. Earth-to-Moon transportation cost

9. Power system mass

10. UnIt mass of lunar base modules

11. Mass of processing/storage facility

8 MW 4 MW $2.30B 12 MW $3.90B

$100M/MW $50M/MW $2.708 $200M/MW $3.908

1 0 $2.80B 2 $3.40B

$300M $100M $2.908 $500M $3.30B

1 1 $3.10B 3 $3.90B

$200M $100M $3.00B $300M $3.20B

$500M $300M $2.90B $1.0B $3.60B

$10 000/kg $5000/kg $2.45B $15 000/kg $3.75B

10 000 kg/MW 5000 kg/MW $2.70B 15 000 kg/MW $3.50B

20 000 kg 15 000 kg $3.05B 30 000 kg $3.20B

30 000 kg 15 000 kg $2.95B 50 000 kg $3.30B

Operations cost

1. Number of lunar base resupply mfss_ons/yr

2. Net lunar oxygen dehvered to LEO

3. Ground support labor

4. Ground support overhead factor

5. Earth-to-Moon transportation cost

6. Unit mass of lunar base modules

1 1 $885M/yr 3 $1.285B/yr

4.9.2% 70% $625M/yr 30% $1.125B/yr

20 people 10 people $860M/yr 50 people $960M/yr

25 5 $845M/yr 50 $935M/yr

$10 000/kg $5000/kg $468M/yr 15 000/kg $1.303B/yr

20 000 kg 15 000/kg $835M/yr 30 000 kg $985M/yr
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baselinevalueof$10000to its
bestcasevalueof $5000per
kilogramdeliveredtotheMoon,
capitalcostwoulddropfrom
$3.1billionto $2.45billion,
operationscostwoulddeclinefrom
$885million/yearto$468million/
year,andthecostof lunarLO2
wouldbe reducedfrom$2430/kg
to $1450/kg.Conversely,at its
worstcasevalueof $15000/kg,
theEarth-to-Moontransportation
costwoulddrivecapitalcostupto
$3.75billion,operationscostto
$1.303billion/year,andthecost
of lunarLO2to $3410/kg.

Analternativeapproachto showing
theimpactsof thecostvariablesis
illustratedin table5. It liststhe
effectof eachcostvariablein terms
of percentagechangesinthecapital
oroperationscostandin thecost
perkilogramof LO2produced(with
a 10-yearamortizationof capital
cost). Inthistablethevariablesare
rankedinorderoftheirimpacton
theLO2cost/kg.Theinfluenceof
eachvariableiscalculatedasan
"impactfactor"equaltotheaverage
of thepercentagechangesinLO2
cost/kgduetothebest-caseand
worst-casevaluesof thevariable.

TABLE5. Sensitivity of Capital, Operations, and Oxygen Productlon Costs to Ranges of Cost Variables

Variable Sensitivity Best case Worst case Impact
ranking Change in Change in Change _n Change in factor

total cost LO2 cost/kg total cost LO 2 cost/kg

Capital cost

Earth-to-Moon transportation cost 1

Power required 2

Unut mass of lunar base modules 3

Cost of power 4

Number of lunar base modules 5

Processing/storage faclhty cost 6

Power system mass 7

Number of types of lunar base modules 8

Cost of modifying space station modules 9

Mass of processing�storage facility 10

Unit cost of lunar base modules 11

-21% -40%* +21% +40% 40

-26% -7% +26% + 7% 7

2% -4%* + 3% + 9% 7

-13% 3% +26% + 7% 5

0% 0% +26% + 7% 4

6% 2% +16% + 4% 3

-13% 3% +13% + 3% 3

-10% 3% +10% + 3% 3

6% 2% + 6% + 2% 2

5% 1% + 6% + 2% 2

3% 1% + 3% + 1% 1

Operations cost
Net lunar oxygen dehvered to LEO 1

Earth-to-Moon transportation cost 2

Number of lunar base resupply misslons/yr 3

Unit mass of lunar base modules 4

Ground support labor 5

Ground support overhead factor 6

-29% -45% +27% +97% 71

-47% -40%* +47% +40% 40

0% 0% +45% +13% 7

6% 4%* +11% + 9% 7

3% 3% + 8% + 6% 5

5% -3% + 6% + 4% 4

*Impact based on changes in both capGtal cost and operations cost
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Fromtheseimpactfactorsit is clear
thattwoof thecostvariablesarefar
moreimportantthanalltherest: net
lunaroxygendeliveredto LEOand
Earth-to-Moontransportationcost.
Thepercentageof lunar-produced
oxygendeliveredto LEOis important
becauseof its doubleimpact.As
thepercentageof LO2delivered
declines,L02cost/kgincreasesnot
onlybecauselessLO2is delivered
butalsobecausemorehydrogen
mustbe transportedfromtheEarth
to matchtheLO2usedaspropellant
fromtheMoonto LEO.

Thesixoperationscostvariablesare
amongtheninemostimportant,
largelybecausetheimpactofcapital
costisspreadoutoverthe10-year
amortizationperiod.Therelative
significanceof theoperationscost
leadsto the importantobservation
thatLO2productioncostsmaybe
reducedsubstantiallyby increasing
capitalexpenditureontechnologies
thatcanreduceoperationscost.
Onesuchtechnologyis Earth-to-
Moontransportation,whichhasa
tremendousimpactonoperations
cost. Capitalcostfactors,suchas
themassandcostof thepower
systemandof theprocessing/
storagefacility,havemuchless
impactonL02cost/kg.

Technology Development
Required To Improve
Performance

It is not possible to conclude, on

the basis of this analysis, that

production of liquid oxygen from

lunar materials is justifiable on

economic grounds. Although the
cost estimates for the baseline

scenario are encouraging, a

number of technologies with
significant impact on LO2

production costs must be explored.

The performance and cost of

space-based orbital transfer
vehicles is the most critical

technology issue. Developing a
low-cost OTV is a fundamental

requirement for cost-effective

utilization of space resources

because the OTV is the single

most effective means of reducing

Earth-to-Moon transportation cost.

Another key issue is the cost of

hydrogen used for launching

payloads from the Moon.

Production of lunar LO2 would
be far more cost-effective if a

capability for the co-production of

lunar hydrogen could be developed

(even though capital cost might
increase substantially). Although

relatively large quantities of lunar
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orewouldneedto beprocessed,the
additionalcostof lunarhydrogen
productioncouldbeoffsetbya
savingsof over$600million/year
in transportationcost. Production
of somealternativepropellant
constituent,suchasaluminum,
alsomightofferanopportunityfor
reducingoreliminatingcostly
importoffuelsfromEarth.
However,thisexamplewould
requirethedevelopmentofan
aluminum-burningspaceengine.

A thirdcategorythatseemsto have
substantialimpactontheeconomics
of lunarresourceutilizationis the
technologiesinfluencinglunarbase
resupplyrequirements.Increasing
lunarbaseautomation,closingthe
lunarbaselifesupportsystem,and
otherstepsto reducethefrequency
andscaleof resupplymissionsappear
to havea highlikelihoodof providing
economicbenefitsandshouldbe
givenparticularemphasisinfuture
studies.

If allthreeoftheseobjectiveswere
metto thegreatestextentpossible
(i.e.,if Earth-to-Moontransportation
costwerereducedto itsbestcase
value,if hydrogentransportation
requirementswereeliminated,andif
lunarbaseresupplyrequirements
wereeliminated),thecostof lunar

LO2deliveredto LEOwouldbe
reducedfrom$2430/kgto $600/kg,
orabout$270/Ib.Thesefigures
assumenochangeincapitalcost;
but,evenif capitalcostwere
doubledto achievethese
capabilities,LO2costwouldbe
reducedto approximately
$1100/kg--lessthanhalfthe
baselinecost.

Twenty-fivekeytechnologyissues
influencingtheseandtheothercost
variablesinLO2productionare
presentedin table6. Inthistable,a
darksquareindicatesastongimpact
of thattechnologyissueonthecost
variable,a lightsquareindicatesa
moderateimpact,andnosquare
indicateslittleor noimpact.The
selectionandevaluationof these
technologyissueswasmadebya
panelof expertsconvenedforthe
purpose,notbyaquantitative
analysis.Thefifteencostvariables
rankedasintable5 arelistedacross
thetopof table6 indescending
orderof importance.Hence,table6
is agraphicrepresentationofthe
relativeimportanceofthe
technologiesbasedon three
considerations:totalnumberof
squares,numberof darksquares,
anddistributionof squaresto theleft
ofthechart(i.e.,towardthemost
importantcostvariables).
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TABLE6. Impact of 25 Key Technology Issues on Cost Variables

in Space Resource Utdizatlon

FiN heavy Impact

moderate _mpact

[_ little or no impact

Lunar base power source (nuclear vs. solar)

Scalability of small (<100 kW) power systems

Electrical vs. thermal energy

Power consumption of processing technique(s)

Complexity of power system installation

Maintainability of power system

Pressurized volume required for lunar operations
_: Duration of lunar base crew shifts
O

_ Degree of automation of lunar base operations

__ Size of lunar base crew

© Self-sufficiency of lunar operations

Ground support approach

!Commonality of lunar base module w/space station modules
Lunar base shielding requirements

Space station interfaces
m

Scalability of initial lunar research facilities

Degree of closure of lunar base life support system

Complexity of lunar factory processes

Number of lunar factory processes

"5 Commonality of processing facility w/space station lab modules

Commonality of LO2 storage unit w/OTV propellant depot

Availability of lunar hydrogen

_o Performance and cost of SDLV/HLLV (if available)
o.

Performance and cost of OTV (if available)

Availability of aerobrake for LO2 delivery
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Toquantifytheimpactofthese
twenty-fivetechnologyissueson
theeconomicsof thebaseline
scenarioforspaceresource
utilization,atechnologyweighting
factorof 3 wasassignedto each
darksquareandafactorof 1to
eachlightsquare.Thesetechnology
weightingfactorswerethenmultiplied
bytheimpactfactor(table5) foreach
costvariablethatthetechnology
issueaffects.Thesumofthe
productsacrosseachrowwas

calculatedasthetotaleconomic
weightingfactorfor thattechnology
issue.Forexample,thelunarbase
powersourcehasaheavyimpacton
costof powerandpowersystem
massforaneconomicweighting
factorof (3x 5) + (3x 3) = 24.

Thetenmostimportanttechnology
issues,accordingto theirtotal
economicweightingfactors,are
listedintable7.

TABLE7. Major Technology Issues in the Cost-Effective Production
of Lunar Oxygen

Issue Economic

weighting
factor*

1. Performance and cost of OTVs 345

2. AvaJlablhty of lunar hydrogen 254

3. Avallab_hty of aerobrake for LO 2 dehvery 213

4. Performance and cost of Shuttle-
derived launch vehicle (SDLV) or

heavy hft launch vehicle (HLLV) 120

5. Degree of automation of lunar

base operation 119

6. Self-sufficiency of lunar operation 94

7. S0ze of lunar base crew 85

8. Degree of closure of lunar base

life support system 71

9. Complexity of lunar factory processes 51

10. Number of lunar factory processes 48

*Each of 25 key technology issues was assessed with respect _otts influence on the 15 cost variables
Wmghts were assigned on the basis of the subjective judgment of a panel of experts These weaghts were

multlphed by an "Impact factor" for each cost varaable (based on the sens_tlvlty of the cost of lunar LO2 to
the variable) affected by the technology issue
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Finally,it _simportantthatparametric
costanalysessuchasthisonebe
usedto assessa varietyof space
resourceutilizationscenarios.
Useof lunaroreforproductionof
constructionmaterialsis onesuch
option,althoughto becost-effective
thistypeof enterprisewould
probablyrequirea dramaticincrease
inspaceactivity.Anotheroption
thatmentscarefulconsiderationis
thedevelopmentof asteroidal
resources.Bothrocketpropellants
andconstructionmaterialscould
bederivedfromasteroids;and,
wh_letheup-frontcostof asteroid
utilizationwouldprobablyexceed
thecapitalexpenditurerequiredfor
lunardevelopment,operationscost
couldbesubstantiallylower. Further
analysisof alltheseopportunities

needsto becarriedoutover
thenextseveralyearsbeforea
commitmentis madeto any
particularplanfor spaceresource
utilization.

As newtechnologiesare
developed,thereliabilityofcost
estimatesforspaceresource
utilizationwill improve.Eventually,
it willbepossibleto generatecost
estimatesof sufficient fidelity to

support detailed definition of space
utilization objectives. An important

step in this process will be the

adaptation of this parametric model

and similar techniques to the

evaluation of a broad range of

space resource development

options.
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Aluminum-Fueled Rockets for the
Space Transportation System
Andrew H. Cutler

Introduction

Aluminum-fueled engines, used to

propel orbital transfer vehicles

(OTVs), offer benefits to the Space

Transportation System (STS)if

scrap aluminum can be scavenged
at a reasonable cost. Aluminum

scavenged from Space Shuttle

external tanks (fig. 9) could replace

propellants hauled from Earth, thus

allowing more payloads to be sent to
their final destinations at the same

Shuttle launch rate.

To allow OTV use of aluminum fuel,

two new items would be required: a

facility to reprocess aluminum from

external tanks and an engine for the

OTV which could burn aluminum.

Design of the orbital transfer vehicle

would have to differ substantially from

current concepts for it to carry and
use the aluminum fuel. The

aluminum reprocessing facility would

probably have a mass of under
15 metric tons and would probably

cost less than $200 000 000.

Development of an aluminum-burning

engine would no doubt be extremely
expensive (1 to 2 billion dollars), but

this amount would be adequately
repaid by increased STS throughput.

Engine production cost is difficult to
estimate, but even an extremely high

cost (e.g., $250 000 000 per engine)

would not significantly increase orbit-

raising expenses.

Figure 9

Separation of the External Tank From

the Shuttle Orbiter

The external tank, which earned the hquld

hydrogen and hquld oxygen for the mare

engines of the orbiter, _s 28 feet

(8 5 meters) m diameter and 157 feet

(47 9 meters) long In current operabons.

before the Shuttle reaches orbit, the

tank ts released from the orbiter, follows

a balhstlc tralectory, and falls into a

remote area of the ocean Wtth a shght

adlustment of the orbiter's tralectory and

the release point, these tanks could be

camed into low Earth orbit

A new NASA pohcy has been Implemented

which encourages use of these lett_soned

external tanks. They wtll be made available

in low Earth orbit for both commercml and

nonproht endeavors and NASA will accept

proposals to use them. Be_veen 1989 and

1994, approxlmately 40 external tanks

will be flown. The number that would be

available to prtvate ventures will depend

on a case-by-case analysis of each

Space Shuttle launch and the proposed

use for that parbcular tank.
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Thecombustionof aluminum
delivers22percentmoreenergy
perunitmassof reactantthan
doesthecombustionof hydrogen.
Sincepropellantcostson theEarth
area smallpartof totallaunch
costs,theaddedcomplexityof
tripropellantenginesis not
warrantedforlaunchfromthe
Earth'ssurface.However,if
aluminumfuelwereavailablein low
Earthorbit(LEO)ata muchlower
costthancryogenicfuel,the
savingsinpropellantcostcould
offsetthecostof developingan
aluminum-fueledspaceengine.

Background

Aluminum-fueled rockets are

ubiquitous. Aluminum is added to
the solid fuel of rockets to enhance

their performance. Most ground-
based solid rockets are aluminized.

Solid rockets intended for launch in

space are following this trend

(e.g., the inertial upper stage--

IUS -- rockets). The Space Shuttle
itself burns twice as much

aluminum (in the solid rocket
boosters--SRBs) as it does

hydrogen (total of the elemental

hydrogen in the external tank and

the chemically combined hydrogen
in the SRB fuel).

The aluminum oxide (AI203)

produced by the Shuttle's

combustion of aluminum quickly

settles out of the atmosphere.

That produced by rockets taking

satellites to geosynchronous Earth

orbit (GEO) does remain there.

The AI203 would be a pollutant in

cislunar space. However, the
dilution is such that aluminum

oxide pollution there should not be

a severe problem for a long time.

Experiments have shown that
aluminum additives can also

enhance the performance of liquid-
fueled rockets. The combined

efforts of those working on solid
and liquid propellant rockets might
have an increased total effect if

they were focused on the

development of an aluminum-

fueled space engine.

Aluminum Availability
in LEO

Aluminum could be made readily
available as a fuel in LEO. The

1988 National Space Policy offers

Shuttle external tanks (ETs) free to

users in space. (The conditions

include demonstrating that any
reentry of the tanks can be

controlled.) External tanks could
be carried to orbit for little

additional cost and with little

adverse impact on Shuttle
operations. These tanks could

then be reprocessed to provide
fuel aluminum.

Aluminum would probably be
burned in the form of micron-sized

powder. From extrapolations of
current mission models, the
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maximumprojectedaluminum
demandisabout14metrictonsper
tank. Thisamountof aluminum
couldbe recoveredinthefollowing
manner(seefig. 10): Allgasis
ventedfromthetanks. A cutting
machinewithanelectronbeam
cutter(demonstratedonSkylabfor
2219aluminumalloy)entersthe
tank. Itmakescircumferentialcuts
in thebarrelsectionsandin the
ogive(pointedarchsection)
immedtatelyadjacentto thering
frames.Thecutsdonotcrossthe
cabletray.Thesecircumferential
cutsareconnectedbylongitudinal
cutsalongbothsidesof thecable
trayandbetweentheringframes.

Sincethecuttingisdonewhilethe
thermalprotectionsystem(TPS)is
stillintact,allspatterandfumeswill
becontainedinsidethetankand
maybetrappedto prevent
extensivecontaminationofthe local
area. "C"-shapedsectionsofthe
tankcomposedof a metalsheet
coatedonones_dewithTPS
materialmaynowbebrokenloose.
These"C°'scontaintheneeded
14metrictonsof 2219aluminum
alloy,sotheremainderof the
tank--ringframes,intertank
(sectionbetweenthehydrogenand
oxygentanks),sloshbaffles,end
domes,andcabletray--maybe
discarded.

Figure 10

Reprocessing of Space Shuttle

External Tank

"C"-shaped sections could be cut from

the most accessible parts of the external

tank, leaving the cable tray and other

complex parts to be discarded. The

aluminum str_ps could then be rolled onto

a mandrel, melted, and sprayed against a

rapidly rotating wheel to produce the

aluminum powder needed as fuel for a

new type of engine for an orbital transfer

vehtcle.
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Thealuminumstripsmaythenbe
rolledontoamandrelto densify
themfor melting.Thebulkof the
TPScoatingwillseparatefromthe
aluminumsheetwhileit isbeing
rolledup. Thesmallamountof
TPSmaterialremainingonthe
sheetcanberemovedwitha
rotatingwirebrushanddiscarded
alongwiththeotherunprocessed
materials.Therolledaluminum
stripisplacedinaninduction
furnaceandmelted.Theliquid
aluminumcanbepumpedfromthis
poolandturnedintopowderthe
samewayit isonEarth--bybeing
sprayedagainsta rapidlyrotating
wheel.Thevacuumof space
allowsefficientelectronbeam
cuttingandpreventsoxidationof
thealuminumpowderas it isbeing
formed.

Theoperationdescribedhere
requiresfurtherstudy.Amongthe
problemsto besolvedis thatof
disposingof theresidualportions
of theexternaltankinan
environmentallyacceptableway.
Thegenerationof largeorsmall
debris(e.g.,piecesof insulating
material)thatcannotbecontrolled
couldmakethealuminum
scavengingconceptuntenable.

Theamountof aluminumavailable
in theexternaltanksis far larger
thantheamountof aluminumfuel
needed.Onlythemosteasily
reprocessedpartofthetanksneed

beworkedon. Theseportionsof
thetankarecomposedof onlyone
alloy,2219,whichhasbeen
extensivelycharacterizedin
commercialuse. Thesefacts
combinedwiththefactthatthe
plantmakesonlyoneproduct
(aluminumpowder)suggestthatthe
plantwillbesimple,reliable,and
economical.

Aluminum as a Propellant

The combustion of aluminum by

oxygen is very energetic. Most

of the energy _s released as
aluminum oxide condenses from

the gas phase. Aluminum oxide
condensation in the rocket nozzle

is a rapid process. Condensation

of aluminum oxide heats the gas,

which expands to provide thrust.

Since the aluminum oxide particles

do not completely exchange

momentum and energy with the

gas phase, there is some impulse

reduction due to two-phase flow

loss. The two-phase flow loss

must be controlled by including

in the exhaust a gas with low

molecular weight (Frlsbee 1982).

Hydrogen _s the ideal candidate.

An oxygen-hydrogen-aluminum

engine w_th a m_xture ratfo of 3:1:4
ts expected to have a specific

impulse of over 400 seconds,
and eventually _t m_ght achieve

a specific impulse of over

450 seconds (Cutler 1984).
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Propellant Demand in LEO

Much of the mass currently lifted to

LEO is propellant for orbit raising

and maneuvering. According to

OTV transportation models

(table 8), 45-180 metric tons of

payload mass per year will be lifted

to geosynchronous Earth orbit as
soon as an O'IV is available or

expendable rockets can be fueled

at the space station. To lift these

payloads from LEO to GEO, 90-

360 metric tons of propellants will

be required in LEO. The specific

propellant requirement depends

on the design and performance of

the OTV used, including whether

or not it is reusable. In this paper,

I have assumed a propellant-to-

payload ratio of 2:1. Some of this

(130-325 metric tons per year)

can be scavenged from the Space
Shuttle's external tank in the form

of unused hydrogen and oxygen

(see table 9).

TABLE 8. Models for Orbital Transfer Vehicle Traffic

Model Payload size, Mass to GEO per year,
metric tons metric tons

Cooper a 6.82 122 9

Current comsats 1 14 45.5

Advanced comsats 4.55 182

General Dynam=cs b 4.55 54 6

Eagle Englneenng c 15.3 Not specified

aLawrence P Cooper, 1984, Propuls,on Issues for Advanced Orbital Trans(er Vehicles, NASA TM-83624

bMIchael C Simon, personal commumcatlon

CHubert P Davis, 1983, Lunar Base Space Transportation System, Eagle Engineering report EEl 83-78
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Aluminum-Fueled Engines
for OTV Propulsion

Table 9 shows the amounts of O-H

and O-H-AI propellant usable under
different conditions. If the traffic

model requires more propellant than

can be scavenged, additional

propellant must be carried in place

of payloads of greater intrinsic value

or new technology must be

introduced to improve performance.

Marginal improvements can be

made in OTV performance by

_ncorporatmg advanced cryogenic

engines. Improving engine

performance from the current Isp

of 460 seconds to an Isp of
480-490 seconds would allow

7-1 1 percent more payload to be
carried to GEO with the same

cryogenic propellant supply.

If oxygen-hydrogen-aluminum
engines were available (and

relatively small amounts of hydrogen

TABLE 9. Usable Propellant Available in LEO Yearly

[In metric tons]

Model parameters Cryogens for use Aluminum for use
in 6:10-H engine in 3'1:40-H-AI engine

With addittonal Total propellants usable
hydrogena in 3:1:40-H-AI engine

24 flt./yr, 325 372 46 743
loadedat 75%
of maximum mass

24 flt./yr, 129 148 18 295
loadedat 100%
of maximummass

Martin Manetta study,b 196 224 28 448
standardET

Mart_nManetta study, b 130 148 19 297
ET w_thaft cargo carrier

aBecause the ratio of hydrogen to oxygen fs twice as h_gh in the O-H-AI engine as it is in the O-H engines (OTV and Shuttle), additional hydrogen from Earth would be

needed _n order to use all the scavengeable oxygen

bMarhn Marietta, Mlchoud Division, 1984, STS Propellant Scavenging Systems Study, Addendum to Performance Review, performed under contract NAS8-35614, Jan

The Martin Marietta mission model has been normalized to 24 flights to the space statton per year, a shghtly higher rate than that used _n the study
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couldbeadded),theamountof
scavengeablepropellantswould
double(table9). Besidesthe
aluminumto matchthe
scavengedhydrogenandoxygen,
therewouldbeexcessaluminum
to matchhydrogenandoxygen
transportedfromEarth,thus
doublingitseffectiveness.

A simplifiedcostmodelis shown
in figure11.

If theassumptionsusedhereare
shownto bevalid,themodel
indicatesthatsignificantcost
savingscanbemade,evenat low
trafficlevels,byscavenging
cryogensfromtheSpaceShuttle
and,at highertrafficlevels(above
90metrictonsperyear),significant
costsavingscouldalsobemadeby
scavengingaluminumfromthe
externaltank.
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Metric tons per year to GEe

Ftgure 11

Relative Propellant Costs for Orbital

Transfer

Th_s figure shows the relatwe propellant

costs for hfting payloads from low Earth

orbit (LEO) to geosynchronous Earth orbit

(GEO) usmg (a) all propellant from Earth

at $4000/kg, (b) all propellant from Earth

and an advanced cryogemc engine,

(c) scavenged cryogenic propellants,

(d) scavenged cryogemc propellants and

the advanced cryogemc engine, and

(e) scavenged aluminum as well as

scavenged oxygen and hydrogen

The weight of the orbital transfer vehicle

(OTV) _s ignored, and the propellant-to-

payload ratto _s assumed to be 2 1

Cryogen scavenging _s assumed to cost

$100 000 000 per year and aluminum

scavengmg _s assumed to cost an

add_ttonal $200 000 000 per year

Cryogens m excess of scavenging

ava_labdtty are taken to cost $4000 per

kg dehvered to LEO The amounts of

scavengeable matenals avatlable are

those presented in the second model in

table 9.

Line a represents the current practice, tn

which an oxygen-hydrogen engine boosts

a payload using twice _ts weight in

propellant which was brought to LEO at a

cost of $4000 per kg. Line b represents a

simtlar pracbce but w_th an advanced

engtne that _s 10% more efftcient. Line c,

representing the use of the current engtne

wtth scavenged cryogens, stays at the

cost of scavenging the cryogenic

propellants until they are used up [when

the payload equals 1/2 the scavengeable

amount (129 metric tons _n the second

model in table 9)], and then goes up with

the same slope as that of hne a. Line d

represents the use of the advanced

engine with scavenged cryogens, and thus

_t starts going up at about 72 metric tons

(the amount of payload that can be

carried w_th the 129 metric tons of

scavenged cryogens wtth an engine that ts

10% more efficient) and then parallels

hne b. L_ne e represents the pracbce the

author Is advocating--the use of an

oxygen-hydrogen-aluminum engine. It

stays at the combmed cost of scavengtng

both cryogens and aluminum until all the

scavenged hydrogen, about half the

scavenged oxygen, and an equal amount

of aluminum is used up (at about

74 metric tons of payload). Then this line

rises very slowly to cover the cost of

bnnglng to LEO from Earth the additional

hydrogen needed to match up with the

remaining half of the scavenged oxygen

and an equal amount of the abundant

scavengeable aluminum. Cryogen

scavenging can be a very cost-effectwe

strategy even at low traffic levels.

Aluminum scavengmg could be effective

above 90 metric tons per year of traffic

(where hne e crosses hne c).
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Conclusion

Aluminum-fueled space engines

may be more economical than
advanced cryogenic engines in the

regimes where advanced engines

can offer significant savings
over current technology (that is,

where there is enough traffic that

the benefits from improved
performance exceed the cost of

developing a new engine). Thus,
assuming that all programs for

the development of new engines
have about the same cost,

any argument which justifies
developing advanced oxygen-

hydrogen engines justifies

investigating the development of

an aluminum-fueled space engine.
The most economical way to run

an OTV program may be to rely
on an OTV with a current RL-10

engine until propellant demand is

near the scavenged supply and

then change over to an OTV

propelled by an oxygen-hydrogen-

aluminum engine.
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Electromagnetic Launch of
Lunar Material

William R. Snow and Henry H. Kolm

Introduction

Lunar soil can become a source

of relatively inexpensive oxygen

propellant for vehicles go=ng

from low Earth orbit (LEO) to

geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO)

and beyond. This lunar oxygen
could replace the oxygen propellant

that, in the current plans for these

missions, is launched from the
Earth's surface and amounts to

approximately 75 percent of the
total mass. Besides the LEO-to-

GEO missions, a manned Mars
mission could benefit from this

more economical oxygen. The

use of such oxygen in a chemical
rocket would eliminate the need to

develop an advanced nonchemical

propulsion technology for this
mission. And the shorter trip time

afforded by a chemical rocket
would also reduce life support

requirements.

The reason for considering the use
of oxygen produced on the Moon is

that the cost for the energy needed

to transport things from the lunar

surface to LEO is approximately

5 percent the cost from the surface.
of the Earth to LEO. This small

percentage is due to the reduced

escape velocity of the Moon

compared with that of the Earth.

Therefore, lunar derived oxygen
would be more economical to use

even if its production cost was

considerably higher than the cost of
producing it on Earth.

Electromagnetic launchers, in

particular the superconducting

quenchgun, provide a method of

getting this lunar oxygen off the lunar
surface at minimal cost. This cost

savings comes from the fact that the

superconducting quenchgun gets its

launch energy from locally supplied,

solar- or nuclear-generated electrical

power. By comparison, unless

hydrogen can be found in usable

quantities on the Moon, the delivery

of oxygen from the Moon to LEO by
chemical rocket would cost much

more, primarily because of the cost

of bringing hydrogen for the rocket
from Earth.
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Lunar Oxygen Supply
Concept

Various methods by which lunar

oxygen could be delivered from the
surface of the Moon to lunar orbit

and on to LEO have been studied by

a number of investigators (Clarke
1950; Salkeld 1966; Andrews and

Snow 1981; Snow, Kubby, and

Dunbar 1982; Davis 1983; B_lby et
al. 1987; Snow et al. 1988; LSPI

1988). A diagram of the Earth-Moon

system showing the orbits and

missions for the lunar oxygen

delivery concept that we recommend

is shown in figure 12.

The mission scenario starts with

the launching of tanks containing

1 metric ton or more of liquid

oxygen from an electromagnetic

launcher (superconducting

quenchgun) on the lunar surface

into low lunar orbit (100-km

altitude), as shown in figures 13
and 14. When the tank reaches

apolune (maximum altitude), a
small thruster is fired to circularize

its orbit and keep it from crashing
back into the lunar surface. With a

launch rate of one every 2 hours,

the liquid oxygen tanks collect at

one spot in lunar orbit. After a
number of these tanks accumulate

Figure 12

Lunar Oxygen Delivery Orbits
and Missions
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inorbit,theyarerecoveredandthe
liquidoxygenis transferredtoan
aerobrakedlunarferry(shownin
figure15),whichdeliversit to low
Earthorbit. Thislunarferryreturns
to lunarorbit,bringingbackwithit
someliquidhydrogen.A lunar
modulereturnstheemptytanksto
thelunarsurfacesothattheycanbe
reused.Thislunarmoduleaswellas
thelunarferryis fueledbytheliquid
oxygencomingfromthelunar
surfaceandtheliquidhydrogen
broughtbackbythelunarferry. With
theemptytanksnowbackatthe
electromagneticlaunchersite,the
processrepeatsitself.

ProjecNe launched from

equatorial s_te by

quenchgun launcher

2 ° surface

launch angle

Inert

ascent

PenodJc lunar

module return

of empty

Z'

Apolune stable orbit

_nsertaon burn awa_hng OMV

recovery

Figure 13

Lunar Launcher Mission

F_gure 14

Lunar.Based Superconducting

Ouenchgun
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Figure 15

Aerobraked Lunar Ferry

Artist Pat Rawfings
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Electromagnetic Launcher
History

The first reported effort to construct

and test an electromagnetic
launcher was that of Professor

Kristian Birkeland at the University

of Oslo in 1901 (Egeland and Leer

1986). He received the first world

patent for an electromagnetic

gun and formed a company,
"Birkeland's Firearms," to research

and produce them. His largest gun,

constructed in 1902, launched

10-kg iron projectiles. The barrel
was 10 meters long with a bore
of 6.5 centimeters and achieved

projectile velocities of 80 to

100 meters per second. He

envisioned building guns that would

have ranges of 100 to 1000 km. He
abandoned his efforts due to a lack
of funds and his realization that

there were no available pulsed

power sources to operate his guns.
This would continue to be the case

for the next 70 years.

The next reported efforts were made

by Professor Edwin F. Northrup at

Princeton University in the 1930s
(Northrup 1937). He constructed

a number of electromagnetic

launchers in the early 1930s. His

launchers were linear three-phase

induction motors (like their rotary

counterparts), the same type as

Birkeland's guns. He envisioned an

ideal electromagnetic launcher in

which only a small part of the barrel

would be energized at any one time

and the energized part would be

synchronized with the passage of

the projectile, thus minimizing heat

losses and being more efficient. This

idea required fast high-power opening

and closing switches, which did not
exist at that time. But the idea would

later be used in the mass driver and

other launcher designs (coilguns) of

the 1970s. He also recognized the

effect of magnetic levitation on the

projectile; this magnetic force capable

of centering the projectile would
eliminate friction between the

projectile and the barrel. This effect
would also be used in the 1970s, with

modifications, in the magnetically

levitated (maglev) high-speed ground

transportation vehicles.

As a variation on Jules Verne's

approach, Northrup proposed using

an electromagnetic launcher on the

Earth to send a capsule with two

people onboard on a tnp around the
Moon. In his book th_s was to have

taken place in the early 1960s and
under the condition of a race with

Russia to get to the Moon first.

During World War II, several efforts

were made to use electromagnetic

launch technology. In Germany, at
PeenemOnde _n 1943, an electnc

catapult for launching V-2 rockets

was unsuccessfully tested. In Japan,

electromagnetic launchers were

studied for use as antiaircraft guns,

but they were never constructed. In

the United States, the Westinghouse

Electric Corporation built a catapult

(known as the Electropult) for the

Navy to launch airplanes. The

catapult wasn't completed until
after the war, but it successfully
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launchedairplanessuchasthe
B-25.Thiscatapultlostoutto
thesteamcatapultwhichwas
beingdevelopedat thattimefor
useonboardaircraftcarriers.In
the late1940s,electromagnetic
launcherswerestillin theirinfancy
andwerestillusingtheinefficient
linearinductionmotordesign
insteadof themoreefficientlinear
synchronousmotordesignthat
wouldbeusedin the1980s.

Forthenext20years,electro-
magneticlaunchertechnology
laydormantexceptfora fewefforts
inbuildingrailgunsanda small
coilgunbuiltbyThomandNorwood
attheNASALangleyResearch
Centerin1961.Theirbrush-
commutatedcoilgunwasa linear
synchronousmotor(unlikeall
previouselectromagneticlaunchers).
Itwasproposedfor useasa lunar
launcherinsupportof a largebase
on theMoon.However,Thornand

Norwood'sworkwouldlieunknown
untilaftertheconceptof mass
driversemergedin thelate1970s.

Inthelate1960sandearly1970s,
electromagneticlaunchertechnology
wasbeingdevelopedfor high-speed
groundtransportationbytheUnited
States,Japan,andGermany(Kolm
andThornton1973).Thefirst
repulsivelylevitatedsynchronous
high-speedtransportationsystem
(knownastheMagneplane)was
developedandtestedat 1/25scale
intheearly1970sasajointeffort
byMIT'sFrancisBitterNational
MagnetLaboratoryandRaytheon.
Thisconcepthasbeenadoptedby
boththeGermanandtheJapanese
maglevgroup,whoarecontinuing
theirefforts,butU.S.supportfor
maglevresearchwasterminatedin
1975.A Japanesemaglevsystem,
whichridesona cushionof air,
hasreachedtestspeedsof
520kilometersperhour(325mph).

Maglev Test Track in Japan
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Anoffshootof thismaglev
researchresultedin theconceptof
themassdriverbyProfessor
GerardK.O'Neillof Princeton
Universityin 1974.Itwasbased
onfeaturesof theMagneplane,
likemagneticlevitationand
superconductingarmaturecoils,
butthedrivecircuitwasbasedon
theresonanttransferofenergy
fromcapacitorsratherthanona
three-phasepowersupply.The
massdriverwasproposedasa
meansforlaunchingrawmaterials
(payloadsof 1-10kgsizeat launch
ratesof 1-10persecond)froma
lunarbasetoa constructionsitein
space.Themassdriverwas
studiedextensivelyformissionsof
this type,duringthreeNASAAmes
summerstudiesin 1975,1976,and
1977(Billingham,Gilbreath,and
O'Leary1979)andsubsequently

at MITandPrincetonUniversity
(Snow1982).Thefirstlunar
launcherproof-of-conceptmodel
wasconstructedin 1977bya
groupof studentsattheMIT
FrancisBitterNationalMagnet
Laboratory;it is shownin figure16.

Theenergystoragecapacitorsin
themassdriverdominateitsmass
andcost. And,becausecapacitors
havea lowenergydensity,they
areespeciallyunsuitableforan
electromagneticlauncherof lunar
oxygen,facingtherequirementsof
a largerpayloadmassat a lower
launchrate.

Lookingforanalternativewayto
launchnuclearwastefromthe
surfaceof theEarth,HenryKolmin
1978developedtheideaof the
superconductingquenchgun(Kolm

Figure 16

Mass Driver I During Construction

While Gerard K. O'Neill, a Princeton

physics professor, was on sabbatical as

the Hunsaker Professor of Aeronautics at

MIT in 1976-77, he and Henry Kolm, one

of the cofounders of the Francis Bitter

National Magnet Laboratory, led a team of

students in building Mass Drwer I. Shown

here are B_II Snow, Kevin Fine, Jonah

Garbus, O'Neill, Kolm, and Eric Drexler.

In 1977 it was widely beheved that a highly

advanced mass driver, using the most

sophisticated materials and design,

could achieve at best 50 gravities of

acceleration. However, even this primitive

model, built from about $3000 worth of

scrounged equipment, demonstrated an

acceleratton of over 30 g's.

Courtesy of Space Studies Insbtute
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et al.1979,Graneau1980).The
quenchgun_sanalogousto the
Carnotenginein thermodynamics--
theideallaunchercapableof
achievingthemaximumtheoretically
possibleefficiency.Iteliminatesthe
needforenergystoragecapacitors.
Quenchgunsstoretheentirelaunch
energyin thesuperconducting
barrelcoilsandtransferit to the
projectilealmostwithoutloss.

Thequenchgunconceptwasnot
pursuedin1978becauseit was
consideredimpracticalforany
tacticalterrestrialapplications
of interestatthetime. High-
temperaturesuperconductors
orbetterrefrigeratorswouldbe
required.However,thequenchgun
ispractical,evenwithexistinglow-
temperaturesuperconductors,on
thecoldlunarsurface.A proof-of-
conceptmodelof thequenchgun
wasbuiltandsuccessfullytestedin
1985usingnormalconductorsand
silicon-controlledrectifier(SCR)
switches(SnowandMongeau
1985).

Electromagnetic Launcher
Coilgun Principles

Coilguns achieve acceleration by

the Lorentz force exerted by one or

more current-carrying barrel coils

on one or more current-carrying

projectile coils. The barrel and
projectile coils can be coaxial

or coplanar, as long as they are

inductively coupled to each other.

The thrust generated is simply the

product of the two cod currents times

a proportionality constant. This
constant is the mutual inductance

gradient between the projectile coil
and the barrel coil. The mutual

inductance gradient for a coilgun is

typically about 100 times as large as

that for a railgun. As a result, the

coilgun generates 100 times more
thrust for a given heat loss.

This large thrust is generated only
when the two coils are in close

proximity to each other. Therefore,

coilguns require that the barrel coil

current must be synchronized with

the passing projectde. When normal
conductors are used, this current

must be supplied by a pulsed power

source to minimize energy loss due

to conductor heating.

In the mass driver, the synchronization

was accomplished by triggering the

resonant capacitor discharge to

coincide with the passage of the

projectile. Capacitors unfortunately

have too low an energy density to be

practical, and it becomes necessary

to use inductive energy storage

when megajoules of launch energy
are needed.

Unfortunately it is difficult to

commutate (turn the current in a

coil on or off) inductively stored

energy. This can be accomplished
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bytheuseof brusheslocatedon
theprojectiletosynchronizethe
barrelcurrentwiththatin the
projectile.However,brushesare
notsuitedto thelargeenergies
andvacuumenvironmentof
the lunarlaunchermission,and
theweartheywouldcauseis
unacceptableinsucha mission.
Theonlyreasonableoptionfor
thismissionis thesuperconducting
quenchgun,whichiscapableof
storingtheentirelaunchenergy
in itsbarrelwithoutlossandof
commutatingit synchronously
withoutbrushes.

Quenchgun Principles

The quenchgun consists of a

superconducting solenoid barrel

divided up into a number of short,

current-carrying barrel coils. Each

of the barrel coils is open-circuited

(after the barrel coil current has
been de-reduced) at the instant the

projectile coil passes through it.

When the projectile reaches the

muzzle, nearly all of the energy

initially stored in the barrel will
have been transferred to the

projectile in the form of kinetic

energy.

The unique feature of the

quenchgun is the superconducting

barrel coils. Ordinary conductors
cannot store the entire launch

energy in the barrel coils very

efficiently for more than 1 second.

Superconductors, on the other
hand, can store this launch energy

without loss for an indefinite period
of time. Because of this feature,

the superconducting quenchgun

can be charged up between firings.
Thus the superconducting barrel

requires only 1/10 000 the power

required by a non-superconducting
barrel.

To provide the very high pulse

power needed in a non-

superconducting barrel, the
source would have to be some

sort of rotating machinery (with

bearings that would wear), such as

a flywheel/pulsed alternator. The
power for a superconducting barrel
can instead be derived from a much

simpler and smaller solar or nuclear
source. This is the key feature

that makes the superconducting

quenchgun a much more practical

device for lunar launching than any

other electromagnetic launcher.

The operation of a superconducting
quenchgun is illustrated in figure 17.

It consists simply of a row of short

coaxial superconducting barrel

coils, with an oversized injection

coil at the breech. The projectile
cod _s at rest in the breech, as

shown in the first of the three

diagrams. It does not need to

be superconducting, as long as
its charactenst_c hme constant

is longer than the launch time. This
time constant increases with size,

and at the size proposed aluminum

or beryllium alloys meet the

requirement if they are precooled
to about 80 K. To initiate the

launch, it is necessary merely to
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quenchtheinjectioncoil,as
indicatedinthesecondd_agram.
Thisinducesacurrentinthe
projectilecoil,whichwillpersist
formorethanthedurationof
the launch.Theprojectileis now
suckedintothequenchgun,as
showninthethirddiagram.Asthe
projectilereachesthefirstbarrel
coil,it inducesa currentzero(by
whatiscalledmotion-induced

commutation),andthe
superconductivityof thefirstcoil
mustbequenchedsoasto prevent
currentfrombeingre-inducedin
thebarrelcoilastheprojectile
coilpassesthroughit. Ifthe
superconductivityofthebarrel
coil is notquenched,there-induced
currentin it willpulltheprojectile
backwardandreduceits
accelerationforce.

Figure 17

Principles of Quenchgun Operation

a. Fully charged--ready to fire

:o':ct'° ;I-J 
Projechlej D_

co,, [_ b<l bxdb<Jb_ b,d b_
-- Superconducting barrel cods

b. Projectile injection

Injechon coil_s manually

quenched.

_e,s,_te_,ou,_e_,/_[_
Is established m-" I

project,le co,I [ I

ml, Proiect_le cod _s attracted to
Iv barrel cods

[2_ b<Jb_l _ b_db_

c. Projectile acceleration

I
Motaonofproject,le I I---I I-_ _ _ I_1 I_1de-reduces current _n

quenchgun cotl. [_
Co_l _s quenched to ml_ Projectde moves to next cod

prevent re-mduct0on IX] _ and process repeats.

°'current 'N'--.. I I ___.__J [_ _[[[1 _:_ _<:_ [_
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Quenchingcanbeaccomplished
bysimplyexposingasmallportion
ofthebarrelcoilwindingto
radialfluxfromtheapproaching
projectilecoil,makingsurethat
thecriticalmagneticfieldinthis
portionis exceeded.Anequally
simplemethodof quenching
wouldbetohavetheheatinduced
bythemovingprojectilecoil
exceedthecriticaltemperatureat
theprevailingmagneticfield. The
importantfactoris theabsenceof
currentattheinstantof quench,
andthereforetheabsenceof
energydissipation.Eachbarrel
coilisquenchedinsuccessionas
theprojectilecoilapproaches,and

theprojectilethusacquiresnearly
allof theenergyinitiallystoredin
thebarrel.

Asshownin figure18,allofthe
barrelcoilsarechargedinseries
to minimizetherequiredcharging
currentandthenumberof
connectingleads.Afterthebarrel
ischarged,the individualbarrelcoils
aredisconnectedfromthisseries
connectionjustbeforelaunch.
Theycanbedisconnectedsimply
byturningontherhermallyactivated
superconductingshuntswitches
acrossthebarrelturnsandturning
off thesw_tchesconnectingthe
turns_nsenes.

a. Charging mode

A - Open
B - Closed

Current flow -_" "" "_
To power

ooo

source .... , ., f- -._.. ., ,..--,_. ,, ., / __... ,_ ,,- ._.,_.. .,_ ,,.........
\ q X ; • " " _" [

} . i
:..-A- .." :.--A .... '

Injection coil Barrel

coils

b. Launch mode

A- Closed

B - Open

Current flow _ "_3"_'_ "[3"_v j "B'" _ _3 "_

Barrel

coils

= thermally activated superconducting switches (A,B)

Figure 18

Quenchgun Charging and Launch
Modes
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A Lunar Superconducting

Quenchgun Design

The Quenchgun Barrel

We now present a preliminary

reference design to show the
main features and components of

a lunar-based superconducting

quenchgun for use in launching
1-ton containers of liquid oxygen,

one every 2 hours. At this rate

nearly 4400 tons of liquid oxygen
would be launched into low

lunar orbit in a year. This _s only

one of several possible plans for

launching lunar oxygen tanks
from the lunar surface with a

quenchgun. Figure 19 shows the
basic features of the barrel.

The quenchgun consists of a cold
inner section connected by slinky

springs to a warm outer section.
The cold inner section consists of

the barrel coil modules, each about
1 meter in diameter and 0.5 m

long, separated by flanges between

Inner

Shnky spring

Draw bolts

Figure 19

Quenchgun Barrel Module

Bore tube
Barrel cotl

, Outer tubing

Outer flange
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neighboringcoilsandcompressed
by 16drawboltswhichpass
throughholesin theflanges.
Coolingisprovidedbyaforced
flowsystemof supercriticalhelium
usingsmall-diameterstainlesssteel
tubing,whichisnotshown.

Superinsulationis usedasa
radiationheatshieldbetweenthe
warmoutersectionandthecold
innersection.

Thecoldinnersectionis
connectedto thewarmouter
sectionbyslinkyspringsasshown;
theyaremadeof fiber-reinforced
composite(toavoidhighinduced
voltages).Thesespringsprovidea
verylongheatconductionpathand
atthesametimepermitthe inner
coldsectionto recoil. Duringthe
instantof recoil,the innerflanges
thustransmittheverystrongaxial
forcesdirectlytotheouter
flangesthroughthecompletely

compressedslinkysprings,
causingatemporarilyhighheat
leak. Whenthebarrelisnot
undergoingrecod,however,the
heatleakthroughtheslinky
springsis verylow,approximately
1wattpertonof suspended
coldsystemmass.Anyrigid
suspensionsystemcapableof
withstandingtherecoilforce
wouldinvolveabout100times
thisheatleak.

Theonlymetalcomponentsof
theentirelauncherarethe
superconductingcoils,thedraw
bolts,andthestainlesssteel
coolingtubesfor thesupercritical
heliumrefrigerationsystem.Inner
tube,outertube,andallflanges
arereinforcedcomposite.Metal
cannotbeusedtoonearthebarrel
coilsbecauseit wouldcarryvery
highinducedcircumferential
currents.
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Figure 20

Quenchgun Carriage and Liquid
Oxygen Tank

The Carriage and the Liquid

Oxygen Tank

The projectile consists of two major

components, as shown in figure 20.
One is the tank that contains the

liquid oxygen which is to be
delivered to low lunar orbit. This

tank has an apolune kick motor on
one end which is used to circularize

the orbit. Orientation of the tank

for proper altitude control is
accomplished by spin stabilization.
Since this tank must be returned to

the lunar surface for reuse, its

mass must be minimized. It only

needs to be strong enough to

handle loads experienced after
launch.

To withstand the high acceleration

force placed on it during launch, it
rests inside a carriage that can take

this force. This carriage contains

the projectile (armature) coil made

from aluminum or beryllium, and

stress containment is provided by a

graphite-reinforced hoop. Since the

carriage is decelerated at the
launcher site, =tnever leaves the

Moon and thereby improves the

efficiency of delivering oxygen.

The Carriage Decelerating Barrel

For deceleration, the barrel coils are
connected in series and no

commutation is required. The

decelerating barrel coils are

energized with a suitable current

level in the opposing direction. As
the projectile coil enters the

decelerator, both the barrel coil

current and the projectile coil current
increase progressively, until the

carriage is brought to rest and

clamped mechanically at its stopping
position. If not clamped, it would

simply rebound. The projectile coil

current is then allowed to decay.

The superconducting barrel coil in
the decelerator can be connected to

the accelerating barrel coils so that a

fraction of the braking energy is
reused for the next launch.

Graphite-reinforced
stress hoop\

//-----Guide rib \ \ Armature

/ Aluminum canister -_ i_ ........ ..1 ...../coil

f/I 4- ))! Lll % _ .J<l 100 cm

'_ ' _ _ /_ _'Apolune
_'_j/" _ _'/ _ kick

...............!. \ _ {motor

/I I \
Carriage / _--_110 cm----_ \ oxygen

tank
197 cm ,
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Carriage Retrieval

A mechanical retrieval mechanism is

used to return the carriage to the
breech after a launch. One possible
retrieval mechanism is a self-

propelled "mole" powered through

an umbilical cable. It normally rests

in a dead siding behind the carriage/'

tank insertion position at the breech.

To retrieve the carriage, it propels

itself to the decelerating section,

connects mechanically to the

carriage, and pulls the carriage back

to the breech either by itself or by
retracting a cable attached back at
the breech.

System Description

The system design is based

on launching a 1-ton payload

of liquid oxygen every 2 hours
into low lunar orbit. A block

diagram of the components of a

superconducting quenchgun is

shown in figure 21. The overall

use of the superconducting

quenchgun in supplying liquid

oxygen from the Moon is shown

in figure 22. And a summary of

the superconducting quenchgun
specifications for this reference

design is presented in table 10.

..... i

Prime powersource

t

.....................................t  °werIcon ro,,er

Contro,,ert....................t

• . " ..............f": Projectile

-_ Radiator

Decelerator Figure 21

Quenchgun Components
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Figure 22

Quenchgun Opera,on

LO 2

production

Lunar

lander

Empty
tanks

l
Armature-

charging
injector

Carrfage
retriever

LO2

L02

offloading I._ Orbital
collection

s_te

Acco,ora,orI-K
LO 2 tank

Empty

carnage

Decelerator
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TABLE10. Superconducting Quenchgun Specifications

Launch pedormance

Projectde mass 1500 kg

Payload (oxygen) mass 1000 kg

Velocity 1700 m/sec

Length 150 m

Acceleratfon 983 g's

Barrel energy 2170 MJ

Launch time 0.18 sec

Force 14.5 MN

Decelerator length 50 m

Projectile (armature coil)

Cod tuner radius 43 cm

Cod outer radius 47 cm

W_dth 48 cm

Current density 30 kA/cm 2

Quenchgun (barrel coil)

cod tuner radius 52 cm

Cod outer radius 56 cm

Current density 14 kA/cm 2

System

Launcher mass 250 metnc tons

Decelerator mass 83 metric tons

Power required 350 kW for
1 launch/2 hr
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Tethers

Andrew H. Cutler and Joseph A. Carroll

Figure 23

Three Modes of Tether Operation

a. Hanging, with the tether stably
polnbng toward or away from a masstve
oblect.

b. Swinging about a stable position, with
the tether pointing toward a massive
oblect.

c. Spmmng in the orbital plane and in
the same direction as the orbiting
system (poslgrade).

Whether hanging, swinging, or spinning,
the tether works by releasing _tspayload
at a favorable point in _tsmotion. The
center of gravity of the system is
indicated by a dot along the tether and
ts shown orbttmg about a massive
oblect. The size of the platform and the
distance of the center of gravity from the
platform have been exaggerated for
clarity.

Taken from Martin O. Stern, 1988,
Advanced Propulsion for LEO-Moon
Transport, Progress Report on work
performed under NASA grant 9-186
(James R. Arnold, Principal Investigator),
Calif. Space Inst., Umv. of Cahf., San
Diego, June.

A tether of sufficient strength,

capable of being lengthened or

shortened and having appropnate

apparatuses for capturing and

releasing bodies at its ends,

may be useful in propulsion

applications. For example, a tether
could allow rendezvous between

spacecraft in substantially different

orbits without using propellant. A

tether could also allow co-orbiting

spacecraft to exchange momentum

and separate. Thus, a reentering
spacecraft (such as the Shuttle)

could give its momentum to one

remaining on orbit (such as the

space station). Similarly, a tether

(a)

(b)

facility could gain momentum from

a high Isp/low thrust mechanism
(which could be an electrodynamic

tether) and transfer that momentum

by means of a tether to payloads

headed for many different orbits.

Such a facility would, in effect,

combine high Isp with high thrust,
although only briefly. An

electrodynamic tether could propel
a satellite from its launch inclination

to a higher or lower inclination.

Tethers could also allow samples
to be taken from bodies such as

the Moon. Three types of tether

operations are illustrated in

figure 23.

(c)
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Electricallyconductingtetherswill
coupleto theEarth'smagnetic
field. InlowEarthorbit(LEO)
thereissufficientplasmadensityto
allowlargecurrentsto flowthrough
thetetherandclosetheloop
efficientlythroughtheplasma.The
interactionbetweenthecurrent
andthemagneticfieldproducesa
forcethatpropelsthetether.Such
atethercanconvertelectrical
energy(froma photovoltaicarray,
for example)to thrustwithhigh
efficiency(2-8kW/N),without
expendingpropellant.Vehicles
witha hangingelectrodynamic
tetherpropulsionsystemcouldgo
fromanyarbitrarylowEarthorbitto
anyotherarbitrarylowEarthorbit
inafewmonths.

Tether Characteristics

A tether is a long tensile structure
in space. In the applications
discussed here, it is generally

10 to 200 kilometers long and is
under a tension of hundreds to a

few tens of thousands of newtons.

There are usually objects at the
ends of the tether which are more

massive than the tether itself. An

introductory handbook on tethers is

available (Carroll 1985), and many

prospective tether applications are
described by Carroll (1986).

A tether in orbit will experience a

gravity gradient force orienting it
toward the local vertical. In LEO

this force is about 4 x 10 -4

gravities per kilometer from the

center of mass of the tethered

system. The tether may oscillate
about the local vertical. These

oscillations can be broken into

components parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of orbital

motion. The out-of-plane potential

function is symmetrical with

respect to posit_on and velocity.

The in-plane potential function is

not symmetrical. Tension is

greater for a swing in the direction

of orbital motion (posigrade) than it

is for a swing contrary to the
direction of orbital motion

(retrograde).

Since the tether exerts a net force

on the mass at either end of it, the

path the mass follows is not a free
orbit. If an object is released by a

hanging tether of length e, the
orbits of the two end masses will

be separated by e at that point and

by about 7 e half an orbit later. If
release is from the top or bottom
of the swing of a widely swinging

tether, the initial separation will

again be e and the separation half
an orbit later will be about 14 e.

A current-carrying tether in orbit

around a body with a significant

magnetic field (such as Earth or

Jupiter, but not the Moon or Mars)

experiences a JxB magnetic force

perpendicular to both the tether

and the magnetic field. (This is
the force that results when an

electric current of density J is

passed through a magnetic field of

inductance B.) The tether will

usually be held close to the local
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verticalbygravitygradientforces,
sothedirectionof thrustis not
arbitrarilyselectableand_twill
generallyhaveanout-of-plane
componentwhichvarieswithtime.
Appropriatecurrentcontrol
strategieswillbenecessaryto
allowuseof electrodynamic
tethersasefficientthrusters.
Reasonableestimatesof power
perthrustare2 to 8 kilowattsper
newton,dependingon theorbital
inclination.ForEarth,the lower
powerconsumptionisat high
inclinations,wherefewerlinesof
themagneticfieldarecrossed.

Onewouldexpectthebest
electrodynamictethermaterialto
bethatwiththehighestspecific
conductivity--lithiumor sodium.
However,thesehighspecific
conductivitymaterialsarenotvery
denseandthereforehavea low
arealconductivity.Thatis, wire
madeof lithiumor sodiumis larger
indiameterthanwirewiththe
sameconductivitybutmadeofa
moredensematerial,suchas
copper.Typicalelectrodynamic
tethersoperatingatkilovolt
potentialsmustbe insulated
againstcurrentloss. Because
insulationisof roughlythesame
thicknesswhetherit _sappliedto
small-or large-diameterw_re,the
lessdenseconduchngwires

requiremoremassiveinsulation.
Tradeoffsbetweenhighspecific
conductivityandhighareal
conductivitymustthereforebe
studiedfor eachapplication.

Tethermaterialsaresubjectto
degradationin thespace
environment.High-strength
plasticswillbedegradedby
ultravioletandionizingradiationand
byatomicoxygeninLEO. The
effectsofthesedegradational
_nfluencesandtheutilityof
protectivecoatingsmustbe
studied.

Althoughtethersaretypically
qu_tethin,theirgreatlengthgwes
thema largeimpactarea.Thus,
theyhavea significantchanceof
faduredueto micrometeorotd
impact.Thischanceis
conservativelyestimatedto be
1 cutperkilometer-yearof
exposureof a heavilyloaded
1-millimeter-thicktetherinLEO.
Theriskof systemfailurecanbe
reducedbyusingmultiple
independentstrandsora tape.
Whilea tapewouldbehitmore
often,a micrometeoroidwouldonly
puncha holein it andnotseverit,
as it mighta singlestrand.
However,additionalinsulation
wouldberequiredformultiple
strandsora tape.
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Tether Propulsion

Basics

The simplest operation with a

tether is to raise or lower an object

and release it from a hanging

tether. Since a tethered object is

not in a free orbit (the tether exerts

a net force on it), this method can

be used to change velocity without

using rocketry. Even in this

nominally hanging case, there will

be some libration of the tether. By

controlling the tether tension and

thus mechanically pumping energy

into these librations (like a child

pumping a swing), the tether can

be made to swing.

The characteristic velocity, Vc, of a
tether can be defined as the

square root of its specific strength

(that is, its tensile strength divided

by its density):

v c =-_-_

where s is the tensile strength

(that is, force per unit area which
the tether can withstand without

breaking) and p is the density.
Typical numbers for reasonable

engineering systems are
350 meters/second for steel,

700 m/sec for Kevlar, and

1000 m/sec for high-density

polyethylene fibers. These
characteristic velocities incorporate

an adequate safety factor to

account for manufacturing
variations in the material and

for degradation in use. The

higher the effective V c, the

lower the tether mass for a given

operation.

The characteristic velocity just

defined is for a spinning tether.

The effective characteristic velocity

depends on the type of tether

operation. To convert Vc for a

spinning tether to Vc for some

other operation, multiply by the

factor given below.

Hanging

Swinging

Winching

Thus, to impart a velocity change

much less than Vc to a unit

payload mass, the ratios of

required tether mass to that of a

spinning tether are as follows:

3
Hanging • Spinning _- • 1

2
Swinging • Spinning 5 " 1

1 .
Winching • Spinning _ 1

The velocity that a tether imparts

to a payload depends on the orbital
velocity of the tether, the speed at

which it is swinging or spinning,

and the length of the tether.

The tether can be lighter than its

tip mass if the desired velocity

change is much lower than the

characteristic velocity. As the

desired velocity approaches V c,

the mass of the tether becomes

appreciable. As a propulsion
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system,a tetheris moreefficient
thana rocketforsmallvelocity
changes(thatis, it weighsless
thantherocketpropellant
necessary),but it is lessefficient
for largechanges.Thus,atether
willnotbecost-effectivein
comparisonwitha rocketif a large
velocitychangemustbemadeand
thetetheris usedonlyonce. If the
tethercanbeusedfor morethan
oneoperation,thevelocityat
whichthetetheris moremass-
efficientthana rocketbecomes
larger.Usingatetherfor part
of anyrequiredvelocitychange
willalwaysbebeneficialif the
momentumhasdifferentcosts
(orvalues)atthetwoendsof
thetether.

Propulsion via Momentum
Transfer

There are many potential propulsive
uses of tethers. Rockets from

Earth, orbital maneuvering vehicles

(OMVs), and orbital transfer vehicles

(OTVs) could be boosted and
deboosted with tethers to reduce

their rocket-supplied velocity

changes by hundreds of meters
per second. A permanent facility
in Earth orbit would serve as a

momentum storage bank. (See

figure 24.) It could lend momentum

to a vehicle launched from Earth;

by so doing, its own orbit would be

lowered. It could regain momentum

by releasing a spacecraft which is

returning to Earth; by doing this, the

Figure 24

Concept for a Spinning Tether System
in Low Earth Orbit

The tether facihty rotates around the Earth
tn an eccentric orbit such that the end of
the lO0-km-long tether can rendezvous
with a payload _norbit w_ththe space
station. The payload is then swung on the
tether to the release point, where _t
receives additional velocity toward the
Moon. The transfer of momentum to the
payload reduces the momentum of the
tether facility and thus lowers its orbit.
This momentum can be recovered by the
facility ff it catches and slows a payload
returning from the Moon to low Earth orbit.

Taken from Eagle Engineertng, Inc., 1988,
LEO�Moon Transport: Advanced
Propulsion Concepts Assessment, EEl
Report 88-217, Oct. 26.

Artist: John Michael Stovall
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facility's orbit would be raised.

Space-based vehicles (OMVs and

OTVs) could also benefit. If the

tether propelling it broke, the

OMV or OTV could rely on built-in

propulsive capability to return to

the space station and try again.

This operation is described in

more detail in the appendix.

The greater the tether facility

mass, the smaller the effect on its

orbit produced by the momentum
loaned to it or borrowed from it.

Thus, accumulating mass would

be desirable and would give the

system more flexibility. Mass
could be accumulated at the

facility by collecting massive

disposable items, such as

external tanks. Tether operations

that provide velocity changes of

up to 1000 m/sec are feasible

using currently available materials.

Larger velocity changes are

possible, but they require tapered
tethers more massive than the

payloads boosted.

The net impulse invested in the
OMVs and OTVs, in their

payloads, and in the propellant

they consume must be made up.

It could be made up by a second

tether at the same orbiting
facility. This second tether would

be an electrodynamic tether with

a solar power source. It would

slowly convert solar-generated

electricity to thrust. This tether
thruster would work continuously

at low thrust (high specific

impulse) to raise the facility's

orbit. Periodically, the orbit would

suddenly be lowered when the

other tether--the one providing

high thrust--accelerated a payload.

As this thruster would not travel

with the payloads or undergo

significant velocity changes, it

could have a relatively large inert

mass, compared to that permissible

on an OTV. The expense of

transporting the thruster mass into

orbit would quickly be paid for in

vehicle propellant savings. Other

advantages to such a thruster are
that it would be accessible for

maintenance and repair at all times

and that its power supply would

not be repeatedly exposed to

radiation trapped in the Van Allen

belt. Its duty cycle would have to

be high enough to provide impulse
at the rate that OMV and OTV

launches used it up. The mass of

the tether facility would damp out

small variations in orbital energy due
to tethered boosts and erratic
thruster use.

This tether system could be located

at the space station. If so, tethered
rendezvous, boost, and deboost

would have an impact on space

station design. These operations

would exert net forces on the space

station. Using ambitious Shuttle

capture schemes, these forces

would be much larger than the

forces from any other operation.

Solar cell arrays and other extended
structures would be particularly

sensitive to such forces.
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Figure 25

Orbital Plane Change

The angle between the plane of a
spacecraft's orbtt and some reference
plane, such as the equator, _s called its
inchnabon. A spacecraft can change tts
inclination by firing its engines while
pointed at an angle to the plane of the
spacecraft's current orbit. As shown in
the hgure, the new orbit plane will be the
resultant of the vector addition of the

original velocity and the velocity change
accompfished with the engine firing.
Plane changes and orbit albtude changes
are often accompfished in the same
maneuver. These orbit changes can be

accomphshed by low thrust propulsion or
by tether momentum management
techmques as well as by conventional
rocketry.

Taken from AC Electromcs Division,
General Motors Corp., 1969, Introducbon
to Orbital Mechanics and Rendezvous

Techniques, Text 2, prepared under NASA
contract 9-497, Nov.

Electrodynamic Tether

Propulsion

A vehicle driven by an

electrodynamic tether is capable

of changing the inclination of its

low Earth orbit in a month or so.

(See figure 25.) Such a vehicle

would make all satellites in low

Earth orbit serviceable from a

space station orbiting at a

28.5-degree inclination. Payloads

destined for high-inclination
orbits could be launched into

28.5-degree orbit (or any other

orbit easily accessible from the

launch site) and then delivered by

an orbital maneuvering vehicle to

the higher inclination. Spacecraft
could also be delivered to an

inclination lower than 28.5 degrees.

Delivery to lower inclinations would

reduce the amount of fuel required

for orbital plane changes in going

to geosynchronous equatorial orbit.

Instruments and experiments

(biological or other) that are

affected by exposure to the South

Atlantic anomaly could be placed
in orbits with inclinations low

enough to greatly reduce overall

radiation exposure.

Intersection
between the

two planes

,o o.°'"

°°

orbit

Original

[ant

D_rectJon of

velocity change
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Because its electrodynamic tether

would need a relatively dense

plasma to close the current loop,
such an OMV would be limited to

low Earth orbits. With currently

projected solar or nuclear power

sources, an electrodynamic OMV
could move a payload heavier

than itself from a 28.5-degree

orbit to a 104-degree orbit in a
few months. Thus, all payloads

for high-inclination orbits could be
launched due east to maximize

mass on orbit and then be moved

to their final destination. This

two-step method could double the

Shuttle's capacity to deploy

payloads destined for high-
inclination orbits. This method

would also allow any low-Earth-
orbit satellite to be returned to the

space station for servicing and
then be redeployed.

An alternative means of turning
spacecraft power into orbital
changes is by mechanically

pumping a tethered system in

resonance with its orbital period

(to couple to orbital eccentricity or

to nonspherical terms in the

gravitational field). This means
would be less effective than an

electrodynamic tether at low

altitudes, but it could be superior
at altitudes from 3000 to 8000 km.

Accelerations at these altitudes

are less than 1/20th those

achievable in LEO. Above these

altitudes, neither mechanical nor

electrodynamic tether propulsion
is effective.

Planetary Exploration

Sample recovery from celestial

bodies is a challenging propulsion

problem. Conventional

approaches require large, low-

specific-impulse propulsion

systems to provide enough thrust

to land and take off again.

Sampling is restricted to a small

area because of the difficulty of

moving about on the surface of the

body. Tethers offer a unique and

desirable solution to this problem.

With currently available

engineering materials, it is possible

to sample from orbit the surface of
bodies the size of the Moon and

smaller which have no appreciable

atmosphere. A long tether would

be deployed from an orbiting

spacecraft and spun so that its tip

touched the body's surface at a

relative velocity near 0. Such a

vehicle in polar orbit around a
celestial body could, an principle,

sample any place on the body's

surface. A high-specific-impulse,

low-thrust propulsion system

(which could not land on the

body's surface) could be used to
accumulate momentum for such

sample-boosting operations.
Most small bodies on which this

operation is practical do not have

enough plasma or magnetic field to

allow the use of electrodynamic
tethers.

A lunar polar orbiting skyhook

equipped with ten 200-kg tapered
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Kevlartethers(orten50-kgAllied-
1000tethers)couldrecoverabout
70010-kgsamplesfromany
desiredlocationsonthelunar
surface.Usinganelectricthruster
witha specificimpulseof
1000secondsinconjunctionwith
sucha mechanicaltethersystem,
theratioof recoveredsamplesto
tethersandpropellantis 2.2 : 1

(or 4.3 : 1 for the lighter tethers).
Reasonably sized vehicles (5 000-

10 000 kg) could return many large
samples of material from the Moon

or any of the satellites of the outer

planets using this technique.

Tether life will be limited by

micrometeoroid damage. Using

multiple tethers allows missions to

be planned on the basis of average

tether life, and, if the actual life is

shorter than expected, such use

allows a rational sampling program to
be built.

Conclusions About Tethers

Tethers for rendezvous, boost,

and deboost can be deployed

and in use by the year 2000.

Electrodynamic tether OMVs could

be ready by the same year. The

only problems may be plasma
coupling and plasma conductiwty,
both of which are to be measured

by the Tethered Satellite System

experiment in the next 5 years (see

fig. 26). A lunar surface sampling
tether is possible by 2000 and

reasonable by 2010. Tether

sampling of other small bodies

could follow rapidly.
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Figure 26

A Tethered Satellite Attached to the
Shuttle Orbiter

In th_s concept, the tethered satellite would
be suspended by a cable down as far as
60 miles below the orbital albtude of the

orbiter. It would sl_'m through the upper

atmosphere, where _t could collect gas
samples for subsequent analyses.
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Use of tethers implies important

changes in propulsion for low
Earth orbit and elsewhere.

Significant efficiencies can be

gained using tethers in
combination with conventional

rockets. Operations w_ll be

different, however, and substantial

development of operational

procedures will be necessary.

There are some specific research

questions which will have
significant impact on tether

systems and which can be

addressed now. These questions

concern electrical coupling to the

space plasma; developing

materials with high specific

strength; degradation of high-

strength polymers in the space
environment; micrometeoroid

hazards; minimizing wire-plus-
insulation mass for materials

with high specific conductivity,
such as lithium, sodium, and

aluminum; tether behavior

under perturbations; and tether
control laws.

Tethers can do things that rockets
and reaction thrusters cannot.

They could be a valuable

enhancement to the Space

Transportation System. Tethers

cannot replace rockets and

reaction thrusters, but reaction
thrusters and rockets cannot

replace tethers, either. The
combination of tethers and

thrusters is much more capable
than either one alone.
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Appendix

Tethers may be used to mediate

Shuttle-to-space-station rendezvous.

One part of the space station may

be a transportation node, which

serves as a service and propellant-
transfer area and as a momentum

storage device. The Shuttle could

be launched into a 73- by 400-

kilometer direct-insertion trajectory
and rendezvous with a 55-kilometer

tether hanging down from the space

station at Shuttle apogee. The
tether would then be reeled in to
recover the Shuttle. After the

Shuttle completed its operations at

the space station, it could be swung
down and back at the end of the
55-kilometer tether.

Such tethered rendezvous

between the Shuttle and the

space station have a flexibility

that contributes to both safety
and reliability. The multistrand
tether would have an orbital

maneuvering vehicle at its tip;

both would be deployed and
checked before the Shuttle was

launched. If the tether broke

during the 6 hours between

deployment and rendezvous, the
OMV could take the Shuttle to

the station. If both the tether and

the OMV failed, the Shuttle could

use its orbital maneuvering

system (OMS) to climb to the

space station's altitude, provided

it carried enough OMS propellant.

If it did not, then the Shuttle could
abort to a lower orbit and await

another OMV, if one was

available. The probability that one
strand of a tether would be cut

by micrometeoroids during a

6-hour period is less than once in

1250 flights for a tether sized to

take the required load. The

probability that the OMV would

fail during this time is also low.

The chances of successful

rendezvous are also enhanced

by the tether method. If the
Shuttle failed to rendezvous with

the tether tip, the OMV could
be released to rendezvous with

the co-orbital Shuttle using free-

fall techniques. (In this case, it

would be necessary to burn OMS

fuel to raise the Shuttle's perigee
to about 185 kilometers to

prevent reentry.)
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ReelingtheShuttleupto the
spacestationbytetherwould
save6 tonsof OMSpropellant.
Itwouldcostabout1200pounds
of OMSpropellantperminutefor
theShuttleto hovernearthe
tethertip. So,thequickerthe
connectionismade,thegreater
thesavingsinpropellant.
LoweringtheShuttlebytetherto
allowit to reentertheatmosphere
wouldsaveafurther3tonsof
OMS propellant and recover more
momentum from the Shuttle than

was loaned to it. The added

momentum would reduce or

eliminate the need to make up for

space station drag.

Since there are commercial plans

to use OMS-type propellant

(monomethylhydrazine oxidized by

nitrogen tetroxide) for integral
rockets to boost satellites to

geosynchronous equatorial orbit,

OMS propellant will be a valuable

commodity and saving it will be
desirable even in cases where the

mass savings cannot be converted

into extra payload.
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Figure 27

Electric and Thermal Propulsion

Systems

Sometimes it's a httle hard to tell the

technologtes w_thout a scorecard. So

here's a block diagram to keep things

sorted out as you read the two remaining

papers in this volume. In the first half of

this volume, "Energy and Power,"

Henry Brandhorst described photovoltaic

and solar dynamic power sources,

Dave Buden discussed two types of

nuclear power generahon (radioisotope

generators and nuclear reactor power

plants hke the SP-IO0), and Ed Conway

presented three ways in which the Sun's

energy can be used to generate a laser

beam, which can then transmit its power to

a d_stant use site. In the second half of

th_s volume, "Transport," particularly m

these last two papers, we look at ways in

which these three main sources of power

(solar, nuclear, and laser) can be used to

drwe propulsion devices

In the paper immedmtely following,

Phd Garrison describes developments

in solar electric propulsion (SEP) and

nuclear electric propulsion (NEP). He

discusses three types of electric

propulsion dewces: _on thrusters,

magnetoplasmadynam_c (MPD) thrusters,

and arc jets. Ion thrusters can get their

power from either solar or nuclear

sources; MPD thrusters and arc jets use

only nuclear power.

In the last paper, Jim Shop presents two

types of propulsion systems in which

beamed energy is used to heat a

propellant, which then provides thrust.

These are solar thermal propulston and

laser thermal propulsion systems. Notice

that in these cases there is no power

conversion; concentrated heat from the

radiabon source is used directly. [A solar

thermal propulsion dewce may be seen as

analogous to a solar dynamtc power

(continued)
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Figure 27 (concluded)

system (though in solar dynamic systems

mechanical energy is finally converted

to electrical power) or to the direct use

of solar energy in the form of heat.]

Sholi does not discuss nuclear thermal

propulsion, though he is certainly aware

of developments in thzs advanced

propulston technology. Nuclear thermal

propulsion can be seen as analogous to

nuclear electric propulsion, w_th the

power converszon step omitted.

Tucked into the paper by Shol_ _s a short

discussion by Ed Conway of laser

electric propulsion (LEP). It _s a form of

beamed energy propulsion in which a

laser beam transmtts power to a

photovolta_c collector on a space

vehicle, where it Is converted to

electricity to drive the vehicle's ton

engine. Thus, LEP might be seen as a

variant of SEP.
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Electric Propulsion

Philip W Garrison

Electric propulsion (EP) is an

attractive option for unmanned

orbital transfer vehicles (OTVs).
Vehicles with solar electric

propulsion (SEP) and nuclear

electric propulsion (NEP) could be

used routinely to transport cargo
between nodes in Earth, lunar, and

Mars orbit. See figure 28. Electric

propulsion systems are low-thrust,

high-specific-impulse systems with

4 0000

fuel efficiencies 2 to 10 times

the efficiencies of systems using

chemical propellants. The

payoff for this performance can

be high, since a principal cost

for a space transportation system

is that of launching to low Earth
orbit (LEO) the propellant

required for operations between
LEO and other nodes. See

figures 29 and 30.
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Figure 28

Earth.to.Moon Trajectory for a

Spacecraft Using Electric Propulsion

An electrically propelled spacecraft

traveling from low Earth orbit (LEO) to

lunar orbit would follow a spiral trajectory.

This trajectory results from the fact that

the low-thrust engines of such a vehicle

work continuously. Such a smoothly

changing trajectory contrasts with that of

a chemical rocket, in which sharp

changes in albtude or orbital plane reflect

the intermittent firing of its h_gh-thrust

engines. (Compare figures 4 and 25 m

this part of volume 2.)

Once the spacecraft w_th electric

propulsion has achieved escape velocW,

_t coasts until _t nears the Moon. Then _ts

engmes are restarted to slow the

spacecraft, allowing it to be captured by

the Moon's gravib/ and held in lunar orbit.

For m_ssions between the Earth and the

Moon, the grawtabonal pull of the Earth so

overwhelms the low thrust provided by an

electric propulsion dewce that trip t_mes

are much longer than those using
conventtonal chemical rockets. For

missions to the outer solar system, by

contrast, the conbnuous acceleration

prowded by an electric propulsion

thruster can yield shorter trip times than

those afforded by chemical rockets.

Courtesy of Andrew J. Petro, Advanced

Programs Office, Lyndon B. Johnson

Space Center
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Figure 29

A Lunar Ferry Using Solar Electric

Propulsion

At a power of 300 kW, m 5 years, two

such lunar femes could transfer

100 000 kg of habitat modules and

power systems from low Earth orbit (LEO)

to lunar orbit. The femes and their

payloads could be brought to LEO _n

only 12 launches of the Space Shuttle.

By contrast, transporting such a

100 O00-kg payload from LEO to lunar

orbit by convenbonal oxygen-hydrogen

rockets would requlre about 600 000 kg

of propellant, and bringing that

700 O00-kg total to LEO would require

25-30 Shuttle launches

Arbst. Ken Hodges

Figure 30

An Advanced Nuclear Electric

Propulsion System

In th_s applicatton, an advanced version

of the proposed SP-IO0 nuclear power

plant supphes electricity to an electric

thruster which is being used to propel a

large unmanned payload to Neptune. A

2-MW generator could place a 2000-kg

payload m orbit around Neptune with a

tr_p time of about 5 years.

In thts drawmg, the nuclear reactor w_th

tts radloactwe mater_al is at the ttp of the

conical structure. Most of the cone

conststs of heat radiators to remove

the excess heat of the reactor. The

electricity is used to expel a charged gas

at very htgh velocity and thus propel the

vehicle in the opposite directton.

Arttst: Thomas Redd_e

%
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The performance of the EP orbital

transfer vehicle is strongly

influenced by the power-to-mass
ratio of the nuclear or solar electric

power system that supplies

electricity to the propulsion system

because the power plant must be

carried along with the payload.

The power requirement for cargo

OTVs will be high (1-5 MWe) for

useful payloads and trip times.

Advances in space power

technology will reduce mass and

make possible systems producing

higher power. These systems,

coupled with electric propulsion,

will provide faster trips and permit

the use of this technology for
manned as well as unmanned

transportation.

Candidate Systems

Electric propulsion systems of

various types have been proposed
for space missions. Such systems

can produce much higher exhaust
velocities than can conventional

rockets and thus are more

efficient. In a conventional rocket

system, a fuel is oxidized in an
exothermic reaction; the exhaust

velocity is limited by the

temperature of the reaction and the

molecular weights of the exhaust

gases. In an electric propulsion

system, an electrical current is

used to ionize the propellant and to
accelerate the ions to a much

higher velocity. In the s_mple case
of an ion thruster, ions are

generated, accelerated across a

voltage potential, and emitted

through a nozzle. Because of the

high velocity of the ions, such a

device has a very high specific

impulse (a measure of engine

performance or efficiency;

see p. 90).

With existing power systems,

electric propulsion devices can

produce only low thrust. However,

emerging high-power systems

will enable both ion engines that

can produce higher thrust and

other types of electric engines.

Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD)

thrusters use power systems

operating at 10-20 kV and at
12 000 amperes. The large

current creates a magnetic field
that can accelerate ions to

15-80 km/sec. An alternative

system, called an arc jet, uses a

high voltage arc, drawn between

electrodes, to heat the propellant

(hydrogen) to a high temperature.
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Figure 31

Ion Thruster

Because of _ts potential for providing

very high exhaust velocity (105 meters

per second) and h_gh efhciency, _on

propulsion is well suited to meet the h_gh

energy needs of planetary missions.

Research is being directed toward

improwng the life and rehablity of the

mercury ion thruster and toward

developing ion thrusters that use inert

gases.

Lewis Research Center (LeRC)

successfully operated a 30-cm xenon

thruster at approximately 20 kW, more

than five ames the thrust per umt area of

its predecessor mercury thruster. LeRC

is invesbgatmg the performance and

lifetime of the 30-cm xenon thruster and

designing and testing a 50-cm _on

thruster with the potential to use 60 kW of

power.

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has

designed and begun testing a two-

engine xenon _on propulsion module.

At a power input of 10 kW for the

module, the maximum thrust and exhaust

velocity are prolected to be 0.4 N and

3.5 x 104 m/sec, for a total module

efficiency of 67 percent.*

*Because jet power equals its kinetic

energy (1/2 mv 2) over time (t) and mv/t is

an expression of force, the output power

of a let engine _s expressed as 1/2 tts

thrust (F) times its exhaust veloctty (v)

and

Efficiency (rZ) =
output power

input power

1/2 thrust x exhaust velocity

input power

0.4 N (3.5 x 10 n m/sec)

2x lOkW
=0.7

The principal focus of the U.S.

electric propulsion technology
program has been the J-series

30-cm mercury ion thruster. This

technology is reasonably mature but

not yet flight qualified. Mercury may

not be an acceptable propellant for

heavy OTV traffic operating from

Xenon

tank

Gimbal

system

Earth orbit. Ion thrusters are

currently being developed for argon

and xenon (see fig. 31). Specific

impulses between 2 000 and

10 000 seconds are possible, but a
value less than 3 000 seconds is

typically optimum for these
missions.

30-cm ion engine

I

Central

neutralizer

subsystem

,

_.--._.,

.. t t

Propellant flow
control system
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Magnetoplasmadynamic thruster

technology is also being

developed in the United States

and elsewhere, but it is

significantly less mature than

mercury ion or arc jet technology.

MPD thrusters (see fig. 32) can

operate with a wide range of

propellants providing specific

(a)

impulses of approximately 2 000 sec
using argon and up to 10 000 sec
using hydrogen. MPD thrusters
operate in both pulsed and steady-

state modes. A steady-state MPD

thruster is a high-power device

(approximately 1 MWe) and is an

attractive option for EP OTV

applications.

cathode

Molybdenum

anode

Molybdenum

radiator

Figure 32

Magnetoplasmadynamic Thruster

Studies show that mulbmegawatt nuclear-

powered magnetoplasmadynamlc (MPD)

propulsion _s well suited to orbit transfer

and spacecraft maneuvering. MPD

research, sponsored by NASA, the Air

Force Office of Scientific Research

(AFOSR), and the Air Force Rocket

Propulsion Laboratory (AFRPL), _s being

conducted at JPL, Pnnceton UmversW,

and MIT.

In an MPD device, the current flowing from

the cathode to the anode sets up a nng-

shaped magnetic field, B e.

Th_s magnetic held pushes against the

plasma in the arc. As propellant flows

through the arc plasma, _t ts _omzed and

blown away by the magnetic held

[In this explanation one can see how ion

thrusters, MPD thrusters, and arc jets are

related. Furthermore, one can percewe

s_mflant_es in operating pnnciples

between the MPD dewce and an

electromagnetic launcher (d_scussed m

Snow's paper) and an electrodynamlc

tether (d_scussed in the _mmedlately

preceding paper by Cutler) and, for that

matter, an ordinary electric motor In all

four of these cases, a force _s created by

the interaction of an electrical current and

a magnetic field.]

The objective of this work is to develop an

_mproved understanding of the physics of

the magnetic field set up by the arc and

the acceleration process produced by

that field. This understanding, it _s hoped,

will lead to thruster hfetlmes of thousands

of hours and to efficiencies above

50 percent. Measurements and analyses

(continued)
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Figure 32 (concluded)

have shown that the cathode can

efficiently operate at temperatures where
metal evaporation from it does not hm_t
thruster life. Expenments are being
conducted to measure cathode life in the

subscale lO0-kW engine shown m this

figure.

D_agram b taken from Edmund P Coomes
et al , 1986, Pegasus" A MultPMegawatt
Nuclear Electric Propulsion System, _n
vol 2 of Manned Mars M_sslons Working
Group Papers, pp. 769-786, NASA Report
MOO2 (Huntswlle, AL: Marshall Space
Fhght Center).

Primary Primary magnetic (jxB)

ionization acceleration_zone

• _ / J_ '" _ R, ,/'_, _t ,__ ''_f _ Current

J m_v] {//Anode streamhnes

son, 
electrical Supersonic channel
charactenstics determines exhaust

V(j, m) charactenstlcs
(b) M(j, m)
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Extensive work was done on arc

jet and resistojet technology in the

1960s, but this technology has
received little attention in recent

years. The arc jet (see fig. 33) is

also a high-power device and

provides a specific impulse
between 900 and 2000 sec. The

arc jet, like the MPD thruster, can

operate with a wide variety of

propellants.

Research conducted at the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory since 1984

(see Aston 1986, Garrison 1986)
has demonstrated the successful

operation of (1) a 30-cm ion
thruster at 5 kW and 3600 seconds

with xenon propellant, (2) a steady-
state MPD thruster at 60 kW with

argon propellant, and (3) an arc jet
for 573 hours at 30 kW with

ammonia propellant. NASA's Lewis

Research Center has recently

initiated programs to develop the

technology for 50-cm, 30-kW xenon

ion thrusters and low-power arc

jets. The Air Force is funding
research in MPD thrusters at

Princeton University and MIT and

in high-power arc jets at Rocket
Research Corporation.

- Tungsten cathode

_ _Propellantfeed

\ F- Graphite

_ '___ .. _Molybdenum body / nozzle

gaskets _'x_"_'____ _ _k k\\\\\\\\\\_{

Boron nitride adapter I

I- spacers 15.90m

Figure 33

Arc Jet

A high-power arc jet with exhaust

velocibes between 8 x 103 and 2 x 104

meters per second is an attracbve opbon

for propelling an orbital transfer vehicle.

Experimental and analytical work,

sponsored by the Air Force Rocket

Propulsion Laboratory (AFRPL) and

conducted at JPL and at Rocket

Research, _s addressing the technology

of this class of engine.

Dunng 1985, two new arc jet test facihties

were built. Tests at JPL of a 30-kW

engine have prowded new information

about the effects of arc let nozzle

contour on engine performance. Tests at

Rocket Research of an arc jet using

ammonia as _ts propellant and operating

at power levels in the 10-50 kW range

have mapped the stability and measured

the performance of such an engine.
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Technology Needs

Because of the difficulty of

developing larger ion thrusters,

large numbers of ion thrusters are

required for a multimegawatt OTV.

Steady-state MPD thrusters and arc

jets are likely to be better suited to

the cargo OTV application. Of the

two, the arc jet is the more mature

technology.

The funding for each of the

above EP technologies is nearly
subcritical because there is no

established mission requirement

for the technology. Increased

funding will be necessary to make

this technology available for the
scenarios under consideration.

Impact of Scenarios

Utilizing Nonterrestrial
Materials

Nonterrestrial material utilization

has two potential impacts on EP

technology needs. If a demand for

large quantities of lunar materials

is established, electric propulsion

is a highly competitive option for

transporting both the bulk materials
needed to construct the bases and

factories for such an operation and

the raw materials and products

output by _t. Electrically propelled

OTVs, such as the lunar ferry
described in figure 29, can

beneficially supplant chemically

propelled vehicles when cargo traffic
to and from the Moon reaches some

level, perhaps 100 metric tons
(100 000 kg) per year. The second

impact concerns the ability of the

transportation system to rely on

nonterrestrial resources for resupply

of consumables. All other aspects
being equal, a system that can be
resupplied from local resources =s

clearly preferred.

However, the most readily available

lunar propellant, oxygen, is not

well suited to EP operations.

Significant technology advances

are required to operate any of the

EP devices with oxygen, the

principal technology barriers being

the development of techniques to

prevent the rapid oxidation of

high-temperature thruster
components. On the other hand, if

hydrogen could be obtained from

lunar (or asteroidal) sources, it

would significantly enhance the

performance of the EP OTV as well

as benefit the oxygen-hydrogen

chemical propulsion vehicles needed

for high-thrust surface-to-orbit

operations.
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Beamed Energy Propulsion

James M, Shoji

Figure 34

Transportation Nodes

Beamed energy concepts offer an
alternative for an advanced

propulsion system. The use of a

remote power source reduces the

weight of the propulsion system in

flight and this, combined with the

high performance, provides

significant payload gains. Within

the context of this study's
baseline scenario, two beamed

energy propulsion concepts are

potentially attractive: solar

thermal propulsion and laser
thermal propulsion. The

conceived beamed energy

propulsion devices generally

provide low thrust (tens of pounds

to hundreds of pounds); therefore,
they are typically suggested for

cargo transportation. For the
baseline scenario, these

propulsion systems can provide

propulsion between the following

nodes (see fig. 34):

a. 2-3 (low Earth orbit to

geosynchronous Earth orbit)
b. 2-4 (low Earth orbit to low

lunar orbit)
c. 4-7 (low lunar orbit to low

Mars orbit)--only solar thermal

d. 5-4 (lunar surface to low lunar

orbit)--only laser thermal

Key

(_) LEO --low Earth orbit

(_) GEO-- geosynchronous
Earth orbit

(_) LLO- low lunar orbit

(_ LMO--lowMarsorb,t Asteroid " _6"_ Mars

"'-. / -,

Earth C)\ \ 'GEO ""
\ LLO

"_ '|LEO
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Solar Thermal Propulsion

Solar thermal propulsion makes

use of an available power source,
the Sun, and therefore does not

require development of the power

source. Rather than carrying a

heavy generator with the

spacecraft, a solar thermal rocket

has to carry only the means of

capturing solar energy, such as
concentrators and mirrors.

Instead of converting that solar

energy to electrical power, as

photovoltaic systems do, a solar

thermal propulsion system uses

the solar energy directly--as heat.

As shown in figure 35, the solar
radiation is collected and focused

to heat a propellant. This solar

thermal propulsion configuration is

discussed in detail by Etheridge

(1979). The heated propellant is
fed through a conventional

converging-diverging nozzle to

produce thrust. For the baseline
scenario, hydrogen from the Earth

is used as the propellant. The

engine thrust is directly related to
the surface area of the solar

collector.

(a)

Propellant

Solar I_.radiation Absorber
Heated

propellant "=1 Thruster I _),Thrust

(b)

Figure 35

Solar Thermal Propulsion

a. Concept

Solar thermal propulsion is a beamed
energy system in which the source of
power is a natural one--the Sun. The
Sun's rays are concentrated and used to
heat a propellant. The expanding
propellant _sthen d_rected through a
nozzle to produce thrust The Air Force

Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (AFFtPL),

with support from Rocketdyne, L'Garde,
and Spectra Research, has been
working in this area. The ObleCtlveof
this program Is to produce lightweight,
efficient concentrators and simple,
reliable thrusters for a solar rocket.

b. Solar Thermal Rocket Including
Collectors

The performance of a solar rocket
depends on its having lightweight
collectors that can concentrate the solar
heat. An inflatable reflector, 3 meters
m diameter, has been built. It has a
surface accuracy of 2.8 mflhradmns
(root mean square).

(continued)
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Figure 35 (concluded)

c. Solar Thermal Thruster (Rocketdyne)

The Rocketdyne heat exchanger thruster
shown is currently being tested. Using
hydrogen propellant at a temperature of
2700 K, _t has produced a thrust of
3.7 newtons and an exhaust velocity of
7900 meters per second.

Figure 36

Windowless Heat Exchanger Cavity

(c)

 ro0e,,an, j
/

J,/ Focused

l-ll I"_ -rs°/i_tion

__'_exc h/a n ge_r-"-_t \\\

There are two basic solar thermal

propulsion concepts. These

_nvolve indirect and direct solar

radiation absorption and differ

primarily in the method of heating

the propellant (Shoji 1983).

Indirect solar radiation absorption

_nvolves flowing a propellant through

passages _n a wall that is heated.

The windowless heat exchanger

cavity concept (fig. 36) _s a state-of-

the-art design taking th_s radiation

absorption approach.
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The rotating bed concept (fig. 37)

is one of the preferred concepts

for direct solar radiation absorption.
Of the solar thermal propulsion

concepts, it offers the highest

specific impulse by using a retained
seed (tantalum carbide or hafnium

carbide) approach. The propellant
flows through the porous walls of a

rotating cylinder, picking up heat
from the seeds, which are retained

on the walls by centrifugal force.

The carbides are stable at high
temperatures and have excellent

heat transfer properties.

A comparison of the performance

potential of the _ndirect and direct

heating concepts for one collector
with a diameter of 100 feet

(30.5 meters) using hydrogen as

propellant is presented in figure 38.
Because of limitations in wall material

temperature (less than 5000 ° R or

2800 K), the indirect absorption

concepts are limited to delivered

specific impulses approaching

900 sec. The direct absorption

concepts enable higher propellant

temperatures and therefore higher

specific impulses (approaching

1200 sec). Even the lower specific-

impulse represents a significant
_ncrease over that of conventional

chemical propulsion, an increase

that can provide substantial

payload gains (45 percent for a

LEO-to-GEO mission) at the

expense of increased trip time

(14 days compared to 10 hours).

' _ _ ] ' _-r Focused
V \ f I:_1 solarI"qk_ radiation

Seedant I\,}-,_- -- --

bed A I_ L

I, ... ,.] ..... ndow
",

_--Bearing _--R°_a_nlrit _-Seal

Figure 37

Rotating Bed Concept
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Figure 38

Comparison of Performance of the

Indirect and Direct Absorption

Concepts for a Solar Thermal Rocket

Having One Collector 100 Feet in

Diameter
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The state of the art of solar

thermal propulsion is that the
absorber/thruster of the indirect

solar radiation absorption

approach is in the proof-of-

principle stage. Small-scale

hardware has been designed and
fabricated for the Air Force Rocket

Propulsion Laboratory (AFRPL)

for ground test evaluation (see

fig. 35). In order to provide solar

thermal propulsion for the baseline
mission scenario, a number of

technology advances must be

made, including the following:

1. Propulsion system

a. Indirect solar radiation

absorption concept

• Further high-temperature
material fabrication and

process technology

• Concept design and

development

b. Direct solar radiation

absorption concept

• Subcomponent and

component technology

• Concept design and

development

c. Engine system
• Absorber concept selection

• Complete engine system

design and development

2. Collector/concentrator-

component technology

associated with large inflated
collector

a. Structural design

b. High concentration ratios

c. Deployment approach and

design

d. Collector surface accuracy

3. Vehicle

a. Collector/concentrator

integration

b. Sun-tracking system

c. Long-term storage of liquid

hydrogen for LLO-to-LMO
missions

Details of the technology needs

are outlined by Caveny (1984).

An acceleration in the technology
schedule and an increase in

funding level would be required to

provide solar thermal propulsion
for the LEO-to-GEO leg for the

year 2000 and to support the lunar
and Mars missions in the baseline

scenario.
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Laser Thermal Propulsion

Laser thermal propulsion uses a

remotely located power source for

propulsion in low Earth orbit (LEO),

between LEO and geosynchronous
Earth orbit (GEE)), or on the Moon.

A remotely located laser transmits

energy to the transportation

system, where it is converted to
heat in a propellant; then the

heated propellant is discharged
through a nozzle to produce thrust

(see fig. 39).

Laser thermal propulsion concepts

can be grouped into continuous

wave (CW) and repetitive pulsed

(RP) concepts. The CW concepts

include (1)indirect heating (heat

exchanger), (2) molecular or

particulate seedant, and (3) inverse

Bremstrahlung. Details of these

concepts are described by

Caveny (1984). The inverse

Bremstrahlung concept (fig. 40)

enables the propellant to be taken

to the highest temperatures

(exceeding 10 000°R or 5500 K)
and to be of the lowest molecular

weight (approaching 1.0) through

the formation of a high-temperature

plasma and therefore results in the
highest specific impulses (1000 to

2000 sec) of all the laser thermal

propulsion concepts.

Figure 39

Typical Laser Thermal Rocket Concept

Receiver optics

(active) _ J,/_r .,-.
_l#t'll_ Laser

\ --- eam
\ -- Co,imatio 

:_,^ _.._ _'114// II _ \ "--" /mirror (active,

.. water-cooled)

S,ose ,oo 

' / _1_--------____--_-_--_______________.._\ Rocket

| J mirror zone-- - LIquld-H2-c°°led
(active) nozzle
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The repetitive pulsed concept

(fig. 41) uses a pulsed laser and a

laser-supported detonation wave

within the propellant to provide a

rapidly pulsed, high-performance

system.

/-- Energy absorption

/ chamber

/ /--- Flowing /---Nozzle
Window //carbon-seeded /

_' Seeded / / H2 layer

1"4---

'" " --_ ____:'L_lasm_2_ee_ded

H2

F_gure 40

Inverse Bremstrahlung Concept

Propellant Istorage

Laser-induced
blast wave

I I
I I _ Laserbeam

Propellant
heating by
laser asborption

Self-focusing nozzle

Figure 41

Repetitive Pulsed Laser Propulsion
Concept
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The state of the art of laser

thermal propulsion has been

constrained by the available

funding and is dependent on the

development of a laser system

capable of transmitting high levels

(multimegawatts) of power.

Analytical and experimental
studies have been conducted to

investigate the physics involved in

plasma initiation and formation for

the inverse Bremstrahlung

approach. Also, initial small-scale
RP thruster experiments have

been conducted (Caveny 1984).

NASA's plans include an

experimental CW laser thruster.

The technology advances required

to provide laser thermal

propulsion include the following:

1. Thruster

a. Thruster cooling approach

The high plasma

temperatures (greater than

20 000°R or 11 000 K) and

the h_gh specific _mpulse

involved make satisfactory

coohng d#ficult. A

combination of regenerative

and/or transpiration coohng

w_th high-temperature wall

materials may be required.

b. Window design and cooling

• High transmittance

• Low absorphwty

• High strength at high

temperatures

2. Collector/concentrator

a. Surface accuracy

Although laser thermal

propulsion concentrators
will be smaller than those

for solar thermal propulsion,

the requirement for surface

accuracy may be more

stringent because of the

short wavelengths involved.

Other concentrator technologies
are simdar to those of the solar

concentrator:

b. High concentration ratios

c. Structural design

d. Deployment approach and

design

3. Vehicle

a. Collector/concentrator

_ntegration

b. Long-term cryogenic

propellant storage

Further specfic technology

requirements for both CW and RP

laser thermal propulsion concepts

are presented by Caveny (1984).
In addition, an accurate laser-

vehicle tracking system _s
essenbal.

For laser thermal propulsion to

become a v_able approach, the
current NASA plan would need

to be accelerated, funding

_ncreased, and a space-based laser

system developed.
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Laser Electric Propulsion

Edmund J. Conway

In laser electric propulsion

(I_EP), power is beamed to a

photovoltaic collector on a space
vehicle, where it is converted to

electricity for an ion engine

(Holloway and Garrett 1981).

The central power station can

remain fixed, generating the laser

beam and aiming it at the

spacecraft receiver. Because of

the high power in the laser beam,

the spacecraft photovoltaic
converter can be reduced in area

(and thus mass), with respect to

the array of a solar electric

propulsion (SEP) system, by a
factor of 102 to 104. As a laser

photovoltaic array can be

50-percent efficient whde solar

photovoltaic array efficiency w_ll

not exceed 20 percent, the
radiator area can also be

significantly reduced. The
reduced size of the converter and

radiator implies a much reduced

drag (compared to SEP)in low

orbit. Moreover, ion engines are

well developed, having high

specific impulse, low thrust, and

long life.

Use of Nonterrestrial
Resources for Beamed

Energy Propulsion

Beamed energy propulsion

alternatives utilizing propellants

produced from nonterrestrial
resources are summarized in

table 11. In general, for both solar

and laser thermal propulsion

concepts, the availability of oxygen

as propellant through lunar soil

processing is not expected to be

attractive because of the difficulty
of achieving the required high-

temperature oxygen-resistant
materials for the thruster, the poor

cooling capacity of oxygen, and

the low specific impulse potential

of oxygen. Even if these problems
were solved, a performance and

cost tradeoff analysis must be

performed to quantify any gains.
The oxygen would be available

for missions originating from or
returning to the lunar surface.

The ava=lability of water from

Earth-crossing asteroids (or from
the moons of Mars, Phobos and

De=mos) transported to LEO would

enable water electrolysis to

produce hydrogen and oxygen.
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TABLE 11. Beamed Energy Propulsion Alternatives Utilizing Propellants Produced

From Nonterrestrial Resources

Nodes

[see fig. 34]

Propellant Solar and laser Technology Mission

thermal propulston required ampact

alternative

• 2 _ 4 • Lunar 02 02 based • High-temperature

(LEO to LLO oxygen-resistant

& return) materials for thruster

• 4 _ 6 (design feasibility)

(LLO to asterond * 02 laser radiation

& return) absorption
• 6 -,,--_ 2

(asteroid to LEO • Lunar H 2 H 2 based • Same as using

& return) • Asteroid H20 (H 2 production H2 from Earth
in LEO) • Cryogenic fluid transfer

• Long-term H2 storage

5 -4----_4

(Moon to LLO

& return)

4._P- 7

(LLO to LMO

& return)

Lunar 02 02 based Same as for 2 _ 4

Lunar 02 02 based Same as for 2 _ 4

2 _ 7 • Lunar 02 • 02 based

(LEO to LMO • Lunar H 2 • H 2 based
& return) • Asteroid H20 (H 2 production

in LEQ)

• Same as for 2 _ 4

• Same as using

H 2 from Earth

• Cryogenuc fluid transfer

• Long-term H 2 storage

• Requires performance

(payload) & cost tradeoff
between avadable

low Isp 02 &

high Isp H2 which
must be transported
from Earth

• Potent=al cost &

performance (payload)

gains through

available H2

Same as for 2 _ 4

Same as for 2 _ 4

• Same as for 2 _ 4

• Potential cost &

performance (payload)

gains through

available H 2
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The hydrogen produced could
be used in both the solar and

laser thermal propulsion concepts.

Another possible nonterrestrial

source of hydrogen is lunar soil.

Hydrogen implanted by the solar

wind is present in abundances

of about 40 ppm in the bulk

soil and up to 300 ppm in fine-

grained fractions. Extraction of

this hydrogen is being studied
to determine whether it is

economically attractive compared

to importing hydrogen from Earth.

An abundance of 300 ppm

hydrogen by weight is equivalent

to 2700 ppm, or 0.27 percent,

water. This amount of hydrogen

has been found in the fine-grained
(less than 20 micrometers in

diameter) fractions of some mature

lunar sods. The technology

required to use this hydrogen _s

the same as that to use hydrogen

brought from the Earth _n the
baseline scenario. Additional

technology needed for the

alternative scenario includes long-

term cryogenic propellant storage.

Again, a performance and cost

tradeoff analysis is required to

evaluate the gains achieved through

the availability of hydrogen.
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Frontispiece

Advanced Lunar Base

/n this panorama of an advanced lunar
base, the main habitation modules in the

background tO the right are shown being
covered by lunar soil for radiation

protection. The modules on the far right
are reactors in which lunar soil is being
processed to provide oxygen. Each
reactor is heated by a solar mirror. The
vehicle near them is collecting liquid
oxygen from the reactor complex and will
transport it to the launch pad in the
background, where a tanker is just rifting
off. The mining pits are shown just behind
the foreground figure on the left. The

geologists in the foreground are Iook/ng
for richer ores tO mine.

Artist: Dennis Davidson
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Preface

Space resources must be used to

support life on the Moon and

exploration of Mars. Just as the

pioneers applied the tools they

brought with them to resources they

found along the way rather than

trying to haul all their needs over

a long supply line, so too must

space travelers apply their high

technology tools to local resources.

The pioneers refilled their water

barrels at each river they forded;

moonbase inhabitants may use
chemical reactors to combine

hydrogen brought from Earth with

oxygen found in lunar soil to make

their water. The pioneers sought

temporary shelter under trees or in
the lee of a cliff and built sod

houses as their first homes on the

new land; settlers of the Moon may
seek out lava tubes for their shelter

or cover space station modules

with lunar regolith for radiation

protection. The pioneers moved
further west from their first

settlements, using wagons they
had built from local wood

and pack animals they had raised;

space explorers may use propellant
made at a lunar base to take them

on to Mars.

The concept for this report was

developed at a NASA-sponsored

summer study in 1984. The
program was held on the Scnpps

campus of the University of

California at San Diego (UCSD),

under the auspices of the American

Society for Engineering Education

(ASEE). It was jointly managed

by the California Space Institute;

and the Lyndon B. Johnson Space

Center, under the direction of
the Office of Aeronautics and

Space Technology (OAST) at

NASA Headquarters. The study

participants (listed in the

addendum) included a group of

18 university teachers and

researchers (faculty fellows)

who were present for the entire

10-week period and a larger

group of attendees from
universities, Government, and

industry who came for a series of

four 1-week workshops.

The organization of this report

follows that of the summer study.

Space Resources consists of a
bnef overview and four detailed

technical volumes: (1) Scenarios;

(2) Energy, Power, and Transport;

(3) Materials; (4) Social Concerns.

Although many of the included

papers got their impetus from
workshop discussions, most have
been written s_nce then, thus

allowing the authors to base new

applications on established

information and tested technology.
All these papers have been

updated to include the authors'
current work.

This volume--Materials--covers a

number of technical and policy

issues regarding the materials in

space (mainly lunar and asteroidal)

which can be used to support
space operations. The first of

the three parts of this volume
discusses the nature and location



of thesematerials,exploration
strategy,evaluationcriteria,andthe
technicalmeansto collectormine
thesematerials.A baselinelunar
mineandthebasicsof asteroid
miningarepresentedandcritiqued.
Thesecond part discusses the
beneficiation of ores and the

extraction of such materials as

oxygen, metals, and the makings

of concrete. The final part of
the volume discusses the

manufacturing and fabrication of
nonterrestrial products. Considered
are the economic tradeoffs between

bringing needed products from

Earth and making these products

on location in space.

This is certainly not the first report

to urge the utilization of space

resources in the development of

space activities. In fact, Space
Resources may be seen as the third

of a trilogy of NASA Special

Publications reporting such ideas
arising from similar studies. It has

been preceded by Space

Settlements: A Design Study

(NASA SP-413) and Space

Resources and Space Settlements

(NASA SP-428).

And other, contemporaneous

reports have responded to the same
themes. The National Commission

on Space, led by Thomas Paine, in

Pioneering the Space Frontier,

and the NASA task force led by

astronaut Sally Ride, in Leadership

and America's Future in Space,

also emphasize expansion of the

space infrastructure; more detailed

exploration of the Moon, Mars,

and asteroids; an early start

on the development of the

technology necessary for using

space resources; and systematic

development of the skills necessary

for long-term human presence

in space.

Our report does not represent any
Government-authorized view or

official NASA policy. NASA's

official response to these

challenging opportunities must be

found in the reports of its Office of

Exploration, which was established

in 1987. That office's report,

released in November 1989, of a

90-day study of possible plans for

human exploration of the Moon

and Mars is NASA's response to

the new initiative proposed by

President Bush on July 20, 1989,

the 20th anniversary of the

Apollo 11 landing on the Moon:

"First, for the coming decade, for

the 1990s, Space Station Freedom,

our critical next step _n all our

space endeavors. And next, for the

new century, back to the Moon,
back to the future, and this time,

back to stay. And then a journey

into tomorrow, a journey to another

planet, a manned mission to Mars."

This report, Space Resources,
offers substantiation for NASA's bid

to carry out that new initiative.

vi
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PART 1--Exploring, Evaluating, and Mining
Nonterrestrial Resources

Richard E. Gertsch

The earliest writings on space

industrialization recognized the
need for materials to feed factories

in orbit (O'Neill 1974; Johnson and

Holbrow 1977; Billingham,

Gilbreath, and O'Leary 1979).

Transportation economics dictated

(and still dictate) that the Earth
cannot be the source of these

materials. Recent wrwtmgs (such as

O'Leary 1983) have backed away

from the concept of many large
factories in orbit and concentrated

instead on small, specific projects

involving nonterrestrial materials.

Early large-scale thinking indicated

that space manufacturing was

economically favorable and could

be a source of exciting new

technologies. Space as a source

of new wealth inspired dreams of

capturing large asteroids, building

Lagrangian industrial parks, and

supplying cheap, plentiful products

to a needy Earth. But industrial
space parks represent a mature

system and beg the question of

how we get there. Given the

expense of current space missions

and our lack of deep space

experience, moving directly to a

mature system ,is not practical.
A more circums'pect scenario is

needed. The early writers were not

wrong, just premature; the question

is, "What can we do tomorrow?"

While that question has not yet

been answered, it has at least been

formulated. One approach that

has been suggested is to extract

liquid oxygen from lunar materials

and supply it to low Earth orbit

(LOX to LEO) for use as spacecraft

propellant (Davis 1983). Even if
the idea never matures, it is an

excellent starting point. In its

mining and manufacturing activities,

the project is modest, although it

requires a significant jump in space

transportation capability. It's

specific, and it promises a return
on investment. Much of this

workshop's attention was focused

on the LOX-to-LEO idea, although

participants also recommended

beginning an asteroid exploration

program. The authors of the

papers that follow concentrate on

key practical problems in finding

and exploiting the necessary raw

materials, and they recommend

solutions to these problems.

The members of our workshop

group also considered some more

advanced projects, such as a larger

scale lunar base, capable of
providing additional products. But,

in the advanced scenarios, the

group felt hampered by lack of

problem definition. There was

simply too httle direction on types

of products and project size.

Terrestrial mining operations are

driven by the market price of the

product. Without such basic

definMons, the group decided to
concentrate on the LOX-to-LEO

plan.

We discussed missions to retrieve

material from asteroids that pass

close to or cross the Earth's orbit.

Although the difficulties in an



asteroidmissionappearedto be
greaterthanthoseina lunar
mission,therealsoseemedto be
nocompellingreasonwhya
modestmissioncouldnotqualify
asa beginningeffortin space
resourceexploitation.Thesheer
diversityof materialsavailable
froma single,small,Earth-
approachingasteroid,alongwith
the lowAVrequiredto retrieve
suchmaterials,warrantstheir
consideration.Therightasteroid
could,in theory,supplymostof
thematerialsfor asemi-closed
spacehabitat,inadditiontofilling
otherindustrialneeds.

ComparingtheLOX-to-LEOplan
to theasteroidmissionpointedup
a basicdichotomywithinour
workshopgroup--adichotomyof
opinionasto whatthatfirst
missionshouldbe. Those
experiencedin thehigh-risk
terrestrialmineralextraction
businesstendto favorthe
modest,specificLOX-to-LEO-type
mission,arguingthatriskshould
beminimizedwhilewelearnfrom
andbuildonthefirst--small--
lunarminingproject.Those
experiencedin thebasicsciences
tendto favortheasteroidretrieval
mission,arguingthattheorbital
mechanicsto reachsome
asteroidsarefavorableandthat
thearrayof asteroidalmaterialsis
impressive.Theyadmit,however,
a currentlackof informationon
specificasteroidtargets,which
mustbeaddressed.

Anothergoodexampleofthe
Moon-asteroiddichotomyis the
questionof thetimevalueof
money.Thescientistsinour
grouprightlypointedoutthatthe
transportationcoststo theMoon
andto thenear-Earthasteroidsare
nearlyequal,becausetheneeded
energyexpendituresaresimilar.
Theminingindustryrepresentatives
wereconcernedwiththe largetime
differencebetweenthetwo
missions;theroundtripto the
Moontakesabout2weeks;to an
asteroid,about2 years.A lunar
minecouldbeginproducingalmost
immediately;anasteroidmine
couldnot. Thisdifferencein time-
to-productionmeansthatthecapital
amortizationcostsfora lunarmine
wouldbemuchlowerthanthose
foranasteroidalmine.Thetime
factorisa realandsignificant cost

that must be repaid before a return
on investment is realized. We note

that an asteroid materials "pipeline"

would overcome this problem, but

such a pipeline is a part of a

mature system, not of a startup

enterprise. On the other hand,

there may be compelling

noneconomic reasons to ignore the

time value of money (or other

factors). Mineral operations on the

Earth are occasionally operated at

a loss in order to attain energy

independence (Japan) or to obtain
hard currency (Chile).

While our report on space mining
and resource extraction favors the

LOX-to-LEO or a similar lunar



mission,werecommendthat
asteroidresourceresearchbe
continued.Lunarexploitationmay
leadto exploitationof theasteroids
fromacislunarstagingarea,using
spacemanufacturingequipment
andmethodsdevelopedon the
Moon.TheMoonwouldthen
becomea learninggroundas
wellasa materialssource.Or
subsequentstudyof the lunar
miningplanmayshowthatasteroid
retrievalisa superiormission,

becauseparticularresourcesare
neededora veryfavorable
asteroid_sfound. Inanycase,
projectslikeEarth-basedasteroid
watchesandsampleretrieval
missionsarejustifiableonscientific
groundsandarebeingincludedin
NASAadvancedplanning
scenarios.Thedatato be
collectedfromtheseprojectsmust
bereviewedto ensurethatthey
areappropriateto supportmining
enterprises.



To Build a Mine:

Richard E. Gertsch

Prospect to Product

Developing Mineral
Resources on Earth

The terrestrial definition of ore is

"a quantity of earth materials

containing a mineral that can be

extracted at a profit." While a

space-based resource-gathering
operation may well be driven by

other motives, such an operation
should have the most favorable

cost-benefit ratio possible. To this
end, principles and procedures

already tested by the stringent
requirements of the profit motive

should guide the selection, design,

construction, and operation of a

space-based mine. Proceeding

from project initiation to a fully

operational mine requires several

interacting and overlapping steps,

which are designed to facilitate the

decis=on process and ensure

economic viability (Baxter and
Parks 1957, Pfleider 1972, Kuzvart

and Bohmer 1978, Crawford and

Hustruhd 1979, Church 1981).

Market Identification:

Formulating the Project

All m_neral extraction projects are
market driven. The market

determines product, project size,

location, and extraction technology.

The market will eventually

determine all manner of project

detail, such as distinguishing ore
from waste. Questions such as

possible products, product price,

and infrastructure cost (e.g., power,

labor, and transportation) must be

answered. These answers provide

an estimate of the scope of the

projected mining operation and

indicate reasonable geographic

regions to explore. At this point, a

regional exploration program can

begin. Usually several regions to

explore are identified and plans for

the exploration of each region
formulated.

Exploration: Finding Prospects

Regional exploration identifies

specific mineral prospects within

each region, which are then

investigated in more detail. Large-

scale regional exploration begins
with historical studies. All

references relating to the area,

geology, markets, past production,

etc., are researched. Concurrently

or soon after, field work begins.
Regional exploration tools include

geochemical and geophysical

remote sensing, aerial and satellite
photography, stream sediment

studies, studies of outcrops, and

limited core drilling. In addition to

the obvious geologic and

mineralogic questions, many other

factors enter into the picture:

transportation needs, water supply,

local labor force, local power

supplies, equipment availability.

Location of one or more properties
that have passed the initial

screening s_gnals the end of

regional exploration and the

beginning of detailed site
evaluation.



Site Evaluation:

The Sampling Program

Even though local information on
power, water, work force, roads,

transportation, topographic relief,

geologic factors, etc., continues to
be collected and evaluated, the

cornerstone of site investigation is

the sampling program. While the
immediate purpose of the sampling

program is to delineate enough ore

reserves to guarantee an economic
mine, the quality of the program

affects decisions made during the
entire life of the mine. Geologic

sampling takes many forms, but the

most common tool by far is the
core drill. Cores are taken at an

interval small enough to sample

accurately both ore reserves and

any geologic formations that can

affect mining operations. The

depth and area of the core

sampling program must represent
the volume to be mined. While a

minimum number of samples is

required for a decision to start

operations, sampling continues

throughout the life of the mine.

Site Evaluation:

The Ore Body Model

Ore body models are by far the

major analytical tool used in the

evaluation, design, and planning

process. The importance of

building as accurate a model as

possible cannot be overstressed.

The model itself _s a mathematical

representation of relevant
subsurface and surface features:

ore grades, amount of waste,

geologic formations affecting

mining, etc. This math model is
derived from the data collected

during the sampling program.

Thus, sampling and modeling are

related and concurrent processes.
The model can be constructed

in a variety of ways, from simple
linear interpolat=on between

samples (called "data points") to

sophisticated variance-reduction

geostat_stical models. A modeling

method may be selected because it

worked well in the past. More than

one model may be constructed,

using one model to check the

other. Regardless of the modeling
method chosen, the influential

factor in generating an accurate

model is sampling interval and

procedure.

The model allows the m_ne

designer to plan the optimal mine,

determine its profitability, and

compare it to another property.

The entire mining and milling
operation is computer simulated
over the life of the mine: different

m_ning methods are tned; mill feed

variation is calculated; production
schedules are determined;

sensitivity analyses are performed

to determine the most important

parameters for cost-effective

operation. Over the life of the



operation,dataarecollectedand
addedtothemodel,andthemodel
iscontinuallyupdatedand
reanalyzed.

Design and Construction

The final model is no longer just a

model of the ore body but a model

of the entire project. Since the
model determined economic

viability, it is also the basis for mine
design and production planning.

The many design details are added,

and the design is finished. As the

design is completed, equipment
and materials are ordered and

construction begins. Design and

planning continue throughout the
ent=re mine life.

Implications for
Nonterrestrial Resources

Presuming that the approach to

developing nonterrestrial resources

will parallel that for developing

m_neral resources on Earth, we can

speculate on some of the problems

associated with developing lunar
and asteroidal resources. Even

in the terrestrial case, the mine

design and construction process

_s very complex. Much of the

complexity results from the many

unknowns in the process, which
must be estimated from the data or

in some cases guessed. As

m=neral sources, the Moon and the
asteroids increase these unknowns

by an order of magnitude.

The baseline for our study group

was a small lunar mine and oxygen

extraction facility. The facility

would produce liquid oxygen (LOX)

by electrostatically separating
ilmenite from mined lunar sod and

then reducing it to oxygen, iron,
and titanium dioxide by a hydrogen

reduction process. The production

of 100 metric tons of lunar oxygen

for delivery to low Earth orbit (LEO)

implies production of an additional
300 metric tons for use in the

Moon-LEO leg of the transportation

system (200 to take 200 from the
Moon to LEO; 100 of that 200 to

bring hydrogen back to the Moon).

Th_s production requires that
40 000 metric tons of material be

mined to supply the LOX feedstock.

The mine and extraction facility

would operate only during the lunar

day (that is, 14 Earth days in

operation, 14 off) throughout the

year. Our study group considered
only the problems that would be

encountered in identifying the

mining site, delineating the ore at

the s_te, and building and operating
the lunar mine, not those

associated w_th the extraction

facility or the technology.



Lunar Oxygen Plant

This plant _s scaled to produce about

1000 metric tons of oxygen per year by

extracting it from lunar ilmemte using

hydrogen reduction. This hgure is based

on a design developed by Carbotek, Inc.

In this conception, a front-end loader

scoops up lunar soil from an open p_t

mine. The soil is carried by conveyor

fl_ghts to a beneficlation plant, where the

dmenite _s magnebcally concentrated.

The concentrated ilmenite is fed into a

flu_dized bed reactor, where the hydrogen

extracts some of its oxygen as water The

water is then broken down by electrolys_s,

the oxygen is captured and stored

cryogenically, and the hydrogen is

recycled into the reactor. The unused

portion of the lunar sod and the slag waste

from the reduction process is finally

transported to an old p_t and used to

fill _t again.

To mimm_ze the mining operation, the

regohth should contain as much ilmen_te

as possible and the _lmemte should a/so

be in a form (gram size and shape) which

w_ll allow concentrabon. Consequently,

detailed evaluation of the potential m_ne

site may be necessary before mining

operations begin.

Artist: Pat Rawhngs

Courtesy of Carbotek, Inc.



Figure1

Baseline Scenario

If NASA continues its business as usual

without a malor increase m tts budget and

without using nonterrestnal resources

as it expands into space, this is the

development that might be expected m

the next 25 to 50 years. The plan shows

an orderly progression in manned missions

from the initial space statton m low Earth

orbit (LEO) expected in the 1990s, through

an outpost and an eventual space stabon

in geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO)

(from 2004 to 2012), to a small lunar base m

2016, and eventually to a Mars landing m

2024. Unmanned precursor m_sstons

would include an experiment platform _n

GEO, lunar mapping and exploration by

robot, a Mars sample return, and an

automated site survey on Mars. Th_s plan

can be used as a baseline scenano

against which other, more ambitious plans

can be compared.

Most operating terrestrial mines

have a very high rate of return

(some on the order of 100 percent)

merely to pay for finding and

operating the ones that failed.

Mining is a high risk business•

Exploiting nonterrestrial resources
will be even riskier; however, the

returns in the long run may be

much larger than for any single

terrestrial mineral deposit.

The Market

While reasonable investigators have
estimated nonterrestrial resource

needs, so far no firm market, either

product or quantity, has been

identified• Meaningful detailed

mine design and engineering work

cannot begin until the market is
better understood; however, the

scenario presented by the LOX-to-

LEO concept is useful in scoping

a project• To produce and deliver

to LEO the required 100 metnc

tons per year requires that
400 metric tons per year be

produced on the Moon. There is

also the possibility of producing
bulk material and iron as

byproducts for use on the Moon

or in cislunar space• At this

market size (which is a reasonable
anticipation of the space

transportation system requirements

of a "business as usual" space

program--see figure 1), the

supply of lunar oxygen would

offset transportation costs of

approximately $600 000 000 per

year for transporting oxygen from

Earth to a space station using the

Space Shuttle.
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Exploration

Two classes of sites have been

proposed for nonterrestrial resource

development. For the LOX-to-LEO

project, both the Moon and
asteroids could be sources of

oxygen; asteroids might provide

different byproducts than the Moon
would.

Apollo data show that ilmenite

concentrations in basalts range

from 3 to 20 percent at the

investigated lunar mare sites. An

Apollo s_te such as Apollo 11 or

Apollo 17 is thus considered a

prospect. The major problem with
this statement is that the rest of the

Moon might be ignored in favor of a
few sites selected at the time of the

Apollo Program. We don't know

what we might be missing. One

possible approach would be to build

the Apollo-site mine and use it as a

base to find prospects for other
ilmenite mines or more ambitious

mining projects. Another approach

would be to complete a well-

conceived exploration program

before selecting a mine site. While

far more expensive, this approach

could yield better long-term results.

The asteroids are more

problematical. No good

compositional data have been

obtained for appropriate Earth-

approaching asteroids. While the

probability is good that a favorable

body exists, at present there is no

asteroid "prospect" identifiable by
terrestrial rules. Earth- or orbit-

based asteroid watches may find

promising bodies, but these bodies

cannot be consadered mining

prospects until they have been

physically sampled. Space mining

is too risky and expensive to fly an

asteroid retrieval mission solely on

the basis of spectral and statistical
data.

While we strongly support

additional remote sensing missions
such as the Lunar Observer* and

asteroid watches as means to

continue the exploration phase
of nonterrestrial resource

development, we doubt these

programs will locate specific ore

bodies. Terrestrial remote sensing

programs rarely find mining

prospects but have better success

at locating areas of promise.

Remote sensing from space has
a relatively coarse resolution at

mining scales and the interpretation

of the resulting data consequently

leaves many unknowns. It appears

that these investigations will

continue to be driven primarily by
science considerations. But the

instrument packages for space

flights and the telescopes for

asteroid search programs should

be given close scrutiny as to data

requirements and sensor resolution

for mining purposes.

* The Lunar Observer _sto be a lunar polar orbaterequipped to obtain geochemical data.



Sampling Program

Even before a sampling program

that will support detailed mine

modeling begins, a site may have

enough supporting data to be

considered a mining prospect.

The best explored Apollo sites are

characterized well enough to be

considered mining prospects,

particularly Apollo 17 for LOX-to-

LEO. Assumptions may be made
about the nature of the resources

at these sites, and feasibility

studies can begin. Such feasibility

studies are a common and powerful

tool in the mining industry, but they

indicate that the major work on the

prospect has just begun.

As a mining site, even Apollo 17

does not have nearly enough

information to support mining

operations. Questions such as

grade variability, minable depth

variability, and distribution of grain

size (particularly oversized material)
must be answered before mine and

mill design can begin in earnest.

The tool to answer these questions

is the sampling program and ore

body model. The Apollo sites were

not sampled for the purpose of
mining but for scientific inquiry.

While it seems likely that the Moon

is a fairly homogeneous body,

there are not enough data even to

predict the necessary sampling
interval to build an accurate ore

Apollo 15Astronaut Taking a Core
Sample of the Lunar Regolith

Apollo astronauts collected most samples
by picking them up with tongs, a scoop, or
a rake and bagging them for return to
Earth. All rock samples were found as
fragments or boulders in the lunar regohth
(rock ground up by meteoroid impacts). A
few cores were obtained. The longest,
approximately 3 meters in length, were
collected using a power drill. This one
was obtained with a drive tube which was
pushed or hammered mto the regolith.
Effecbve samphng for lunar resources wtll
require more sophisticated drilling
devices.
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bodymodel.Sincethelunar
samplescannotbeadequately
correlatedwithunderlyingbedrock,
additionalinvestigationswillbe
requiredthatcandefinetheextent
andthicknessof theregolithto be
mined.

Mineandmilloperationsmustbe
designedto handlesuchvariables
assoilmineralization,grainsize,
andminingdepth.Forexample,

constantfeedsimplifiesmill
operation,makingit moreefficient.
Oversizedmaterialmustbe
rejected,preferablyin themining
operationbeforeit reachesthemill.
Themanyfactorsaffecting
operationsmustbedeterminedand
characterized.Sincethescaleof
thesesoilvariablesis unknown,the
sampleintervalitselfmustbe
determinedbeforetheprogramis
implemented.

Rejection of Oversized Material

A number of methods exist for sorting

larger rocks and boulders from mined
matertal The dewce shown here

(S_de-Kick by General Industries, Inc.,

Marietta, GA) automatically removes the

larger rocks from a conveyor belt and

collects them tn a stockpile. The mobon

of the conveyor belt forces the rocks tnto

several spoked wheels, placed at a

predetermined angle to and a preset

level above the oncoming conveyed

materials. The rocks spin these wheels,

causing the spokes of the wheels to k_ck

these rocks over the s_de of the belt.

Thus, the device works much hke a

dwerting waterwheel in a stream. The

kicked out rocks can be collected _n a

pile or a bin. A lunar version of thts

device could provide a selection of

different sizes of rocks for use as pawng

and building stones as well as eliminating

the larger rocks from the feedstock to be

processed for oxygen or hydrogen.

11



Forterrestrialmines,thecostof
samplingis usuallymuchlower
thanthecostof unexpected
operationalproblemscausedby
failureto sampleadequately.On
theMooneventhebestexplored
siteshavefartoo littledatato
supportoperations.Thus,the
qualityof the lunarsampling
programwilldirectlyreduce
operationalproblems.

Mine Design and Construction

Even with limited data on

prospective lunar mining sites,

basic site characterization supplied

by Apollo allows some generalized

design work to begin. Integrating

limited data with a few assumptions

can yield a reasonable baseline

lunar mining and milling operation.

The high cost of space

transportation, especially of people,

suggests that a lunar or asteroidal

mine should be highly automated.

But terrestrial mining industry

experience with automation has

been bleak. Mining operations,

because they are complex, difficult,

hard on equipment, and have many

degrees of freedom, are poor
candidates for automation. While

systems like ventdation control,

haulage trains, and equ,pment

monitoring have been automated,

no mine production system has

ever been completely automated.

Even though removing workers

from a relatively dangerous

enwronment seemed sufficient

justification, production automation

was too complex and unreliable to

be economic. Present sndustry

practice is driven solely by

economics: Can money be saved

by automating? The strategy is to
automate a small, well-defined task

and then do extensive debugging

before automating another task.

Given this poor record, automatic

systems should be used with

caution, have plenty of redundancy,
and, Jf possible, have people

present to solve the inevitable

unexpected problems.

The automation trend does appear

to be accelerating, however. The

latest attempts are far more

sophisticated and complex. For

example, a Swedish firm has been

experiment=ng with an automatic

underground blast hole drilhng rig.

Underground blast hole drilling is a

complex operation with many

degrees of freedom and multdevel

decision-making.

Our study group advises caution in

automating lunar or asteroidal

mining operations. Although it is

possible that a completely
automated mine would be less

expensive than a similar manned

operation, the issue is still in doubt

and needs further study. We

further note that a completely

unmanned system =s highly

unlikely; no matter how well

designed they are, automat=c

12



systemswilleventuallyrequire 4.
humanintervention.Thebasic
tradeoffquestionis, "Wouldit be
lessexpensiveto developan
automatedsystemorto acceptthe
higheroperatingcostsof a
mannedoperation?"Onemore,
importantpointshouldbemade:
Thedevelopmentof reliable
automatedminingsystemswould
finda lucrativeterrestrialmarket. 5.

Recommendations

We recommend that several steps

be taken to clarify the questions of

lunar and asteroidal mining:

. Determination of realistic

markets for products from
nonterrestrial resources is of

major importance, because
market income determines

mine size, location, and m_ning

and milling method--in short,
the project.

. Additional remote sensing by

satellite for the Moon and by

telescope and later spacecraft
for asteroids should be done to

provide a more robust data
base on which to evaluate

nonterrestrial resources.

Any remote sensing or onsite
data-gathering projects must

be evaluated for specific

support of mining activities.
Site information lowers costs.

.

Local sampling programs to
determine the extent and

minability of the deposits will

still be necessary even after
reconnaissance data have

been gathered. These

programs may combine

surface sampling and sample
return missions.

Technology for nonterrestrial

mining must be studied in

detail. Mining operations are

notably difficult to automate

and may ultimately require

significant human intervention
in the nonterrestrial case. The

tradeoffs between manned and

automated mining methods

must be analyzed in detail and

the best strategy selected.
Error in either direction could

result in the failure of the

project.

Simplicity of equipment and
mining method is a must for

the first project gathering
nonterrestrial materials.

Reducing complexity will

reduce development, capital,

and operating costs.

13
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Lunar Exploration for Resource Utilization

Michael B. Duke

The strategy for developing
resources on the Moon depends on
the stage of space industrialization.
A case is made, in part 3 of this
volume, for first developing the
resources needed to provide simple
materials required in large
quantities for space operations.
Propellants, shielding, and
structural materials fall into this
category. As the enterprise grows,
it will be feasible to develop
additional resources--those more
difficult to obtain or required in
smaller quantities. Thus, the first
materials processing on the Moon
will probably take the abundant
lunar regolith, extract from it major
mineral or glass species, and do
relatively simple chemical
processing.

Little additional information on ore

availability, beyond what was
learned in the Apollo Program, is
necessary to plan these early
steps. Nevertheless, there are
classes of information that need to
be obtained before we actually
develop lunar resources and a
lunar base. We need to conduct a
lunar remote sensing mission to
determine the global distribution of
features, geophysical properties,
and composition of the Moon,
information which will serve as the

basis for detailed models of and

engineering decisions about a
lunar mine.

A satellite placed in low lunar polar
orbit for a year or more can
completely map the Moon in
several ways. Such a mission, a
lunar polar orbiter, has been
proposed for 15 years, and the
desirable complement of
instruments for it is relatively well
defined. See figure 2.

The combined data set from a
lunar polar orbiter would serve to
upgrade our understanding of the
Moon and its geological evolution.
The better we understand that
evolution, the better we will be able
to predict where to look for
valuable resources.

The first contribution of such a
mission would be to obtain

additional images of the Moon, a
process which was left incomplete
by the Apollo Program. Past plans
for lunar orbiters have not stressed
high-resolution image data;
however, such imagers have been
proposed in more recent concepts
of this mission. The instrument will
probably be a charge-coupled
device (CCD)imager.

15



Figure 2

Lunar Observer

A spacecraft orbiting the Moon around its

poles, the Lunar Observer, would map the

chemical composition of the enbre Moon,

at a resolutton of a few hundred meters.

At that resolutton, tt will be possible to

locate areas that are rich in particular

lunar minerals, like ilmemte (FeTl03), and

to check the _dea that water _ce may be

trapped m polar cold spots. The Lunar

Observer will improve general geological

modeling of lunar resource distribution,

but the presence of the lunar regolith,

Which has somewhat homogemzed the

uppermost surface, will make difficult the

detection of specific ore bodies from

lunar orbit. Besides such mmmg

information, the Lunar Observer would

also gather a broad range of useful

scientific reformation.
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Several geophysical instruments-- a

combination magnetometer and
electron reflectometer, a radar (or

laser) altimeter, and possibly a
microwave radiometer--would

gather important geophysical data.

Using x-ray and gamma-ray
spectrometers, at a resolution of

1 to a few kilometers, this mission

would provide a map of the
chemical constituents of the

lunar surface. If, as has been

speculated, there are concentrations

of water in permanently shadowed

regions near the lunar poles, the

gamma-ray device should be able
to detect them. These data will

provide information on the global
distribution of rock and soil

compositions but will not pinpoint

small ore deposits, because the

lunar regolith has been thoroughly

mixed by eons of meteoroid
bombardment.

A visible and infrared mapping

spectrometer would take spectra

of known points on the surface

to provide mineralogical data at a
finer scale. The results would be

low-resolution spectral images of
the surface. A thermal infrared

emission spectrometer would

gather spectra of a longer

wavelength, which can be

interpreted in terms of surface

mineralogy of targeted points,

but it would not produce images.

This instrument might be upgraded

to an imaging spectrometer if

technology and costs allow its

development.

Although the resolution of chemical

mapping by a lunar orbiter may not

be high, there are questions of site
selection for a processing facility
that can be addressed with orbiter

data. For example, we know that
there are titanium-rich basalts and

soils and that there are likewise

aluminum-rich anorthosites and

soils. Our knowledge of where

both types of materials can be

accessed readily is less certain. If

we plan to develop a lunar facility

that depends on the availability of
both titanium and aluminum, the

lunar orbiter may be able to
discover optimum locations.

Geochemical anomalies (ore

bodies) may be difficult to locate

directly with a lunar polar orbiter.

However, some ore deposits
may be related to geophysical

irregulanties. For example, there is

a significant magnetic anomaly in

the vicinity of the crater Reiner

Gamma. The explanation of the
anomaly _s not in hand, but further

exploration of it and similar

anomalies, if they are found, may
lead to the discovery of new

resources. In general, the
correlation of chemical and

geophysical data should be

pursued.
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Therearea numberof issues
relatedto theoperationof a lunar
baseanditsresourceextraction
facilitiesfor whichadditionalimage
informationwouldbedesirable.
Theseincludequestionsof
engineeringfeasibility,surface
trafficability,safety,easeof
workingwiththeregolith,
availabilityof slopes,andsoil
cohesiveness.As partof a lunar
polarorbitermission,imageswith
resolutionof afewmetersshould
beobtainedforareasunder
considerationassitesforlunar
bases.

A lunarorbitercanprovide
informationto establishthe
surfacecharacteristicsof the
Moonbeforeextensivehuman
activitiesthere. Becauseofthe
staticnatureof the lunarsurface
undernaturalconditions,human
activityontheMoonwillinevitably
changetheenvironment.It willbe
importantto obtainglobalmaps
beforethatstageof development,
bothto serveasa baselinefor
furthersurveyworkandto record
a statethatwillbechanged
irreversibly.
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Lunar Material Resources:

James L. Carter

An Overview*

Abstract

The analysis of returned lunar samples and a comparison of the physical and

chemical processes operating on the Moon and on the Earth provide a basis for
predicting both the possible types of material resources (especially minerals and
rocks) and the physical characteristics of ore deposits potentially available on the
Moon. The lack of free water on the Moon eliminates the classes of ore deposits

that are most exploitable on Earth, namely, (a) hydrothermal, (b) secondary
mobilization and enrichment, (c) precipitation from a body of water, and

(d) placer.

The types of lunar materials available for exploitation are whole rocks and their

contained minerals, regolith, fumarolic and vapor deposits, and nonlunar
materials, including solar wind implantations. Early exploitation of lunar material
resources will be primarily the use of regohth materials for bulk shielding; the
extraction from regolith fines of igneous minerals such as plagioclase feldspars
and ilmenite for the production of oxygen, structural metals, and water; and
possibly the separation from regolith fines of solar-wind-implanted volatiles. The
only element, compound, or mineral that by itself has been identified as having
the economic potential for mining, processing, and return to Earth is helium-3.

Introduction

To be economical, a lunar base

operation requires the identification,

characterization, development, and
utilization of local resources (Flawn
1966, Dalton and Hohmann 1972,

Criswell 1980, Haskin 1983, Carter

1985). Even though it is romantic
to dream about exotic and

fabulously rich mineral deposits,

history has shown us repeatedly

that in any area the natural

resources that are exploited first

are those that (a) are needed for

basic survival, (b) are readily

available, and (c) can be used
with the least modification.

Ore deposits that are remote,

mineralogically complex, or low

grade (and therefore must be

dealt with in large volume) are

not exploited until after the

infrastructure necessary for their

exploitation can be constructed.
Meeting the criteria for early

exploitation is material from the

lunar regolith, the layer of debris
that covers the surface of the lunar

bedrock. Such material can be

used as is for bulk shielding to

reduce cosmic ray exposure.

And from the lunar regolith such

desirable elements as oxygen and
iron can be extracted without

extensive processing such as

crushing. The ideal situation

ultimately will be to use the lunar

regolith material as a feedstock and

to separate from it numerous

* This paper is based _npart on research supported by NASA-JSC grant NAG-9-99.
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elementsandproducts(Lindstrom
andHaskin1979),butthisrequires
anextensiveinfrastructureof
sophisticatedandelaborate
processingequipment(Williams
et al. 1979).

InthispaperI developa general
overviewof whatcanbeinferred
fromtheoreticalconsiderations
of thephysicalandchemical
processesoperatingon theMoon
andwhatis knownaboutpossibly
availabletypesof lunarmaterials
fromanalysisof samplesreturned
bytheApolloandLunamissions.
Myoverviewwill includean
evaluationof lunarregolithfines
(theless-than-l-mmfraction)as
a sourceof volatileelements.

Physical and Chemical
Processes

Comparison of physical and

chemical processes operating
on the Earth and on the Moon

provides a basis for predicting both

the possible types of material

resources, especially minerals, and

the physical characteristics of ore

deposits potentially available for

exploitation on the Moon.

Active Surface Agents

One approach to evaluating

possible lunar material resources

is to compare the active surface

agents that affect the Earth and the

Moon. These are listed in table 1.

The most striking feature described
in table 1 is that the Moon has no

atmosphere. Therefore, it has

(a) no free water (and thus no

freeze/thaw cycles and few, if any,

water-bearing minerals such as

clays), (b) no free oxygen (and

thus no oxidation), and, most

importantly, (c) no biological

activity. The major physical

(erosional) and chemical
(weathering) agents--water and

oxygen, respectively--and the

resulting products we are familiar

with on Earth play no role in

shaping the surface of the Moon

and thus they play no role in the

formation of potential lunar ore

deposits. The only indigenous

lunar erosional agent is volcanic,

especially basaltic, lava flows

(Hulme 1973). The extremely low

viscosities and thus the high
extrusion rates of lunar basaltic lava

flows (Moore and Schaber 1975)
are conditions favorable for the

formation of lava channels and

tubes, which are very abundant on

the lunar surface (Oberbeck et al.

1971). It may be possible to use

the naturally sheltered environment

of a large lava tube as housing
for a lunar base (HSrz 1985).

Moreover, some lava tubes may
contain accumulations of volat_les.
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TABLE1. Comparison of Active Surface Agents on the Earth
and on the Moon

Process

(..)
z

Agents Type Earth

H20 Free Yes (major)

02 " Yes (major)

CO2 " Yes

H 2 " Yes (v minor)
S " Yes?

Others " Yes
,,,

Moon

No? (transient)

No? (transient)

Yes? (transient)

Yes (v. minor) (transient)

Yes (v. minor) (transient)

Yes? (transient)

LM

0
a
z
ILl

(._
z
LU

0
x
ILl

Liquid water Yes (major) No

Solids Yes (major)

Volcanic Liquids Yes (major)

Gases Yes (minor)

Freeze/thaw Yes (major)
Thermal

No water Yes? (v. minor)

B_ological

Gravity

Solar wind

Yes (minor?)
Yes (major)

Yes (v. minor)

No

Yes (v. minor?)

Yes (major) No

Yes (major) Yes (minor)

No Yes (major)
--,,

O

£-
o

Q.
E

Micro. met.

Solids
Macro. met

Micro. met.

Liquids
Macro. met

Micro. met.

Gases

Macro. met.

No?

Yes (v minor)

No

Yes (v. minor)

No?

Yes (v. minor)

Yes (major)

Yes (major)

Yes (major)

Yes (major)

Yes (minor)

Yes (major)
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Thelackof anatmosphereon the
Moonallowsmeteorites,comets,
micrometeorites,andthesolar
windto bombardthelunarsurface
unimpeded.Thesearethemost

importantagentsshapingthelunar
surface.Theyalsocontributeto its
materialresources(table2; see
alsoWilliamsandJadwick1980).

TABLE2. Types of Lunar (Mare, Highland, Other) Materials Resources

Whole rock

(>0.1 m)

Coarse
(1 mm <0.1 m)

I Glasses 1

I Minerals i'- _

I Ig_eou,}-4

H Brecclas I

I

Igneous I

1 I

Metals I

Sub./cond. }

Other I

I Lunar
_-- regolith

(fragmental)

Fines

(< 1 mm)

I Glas_esI-_

I M,nera,s14
,gnoous_J-I
I

Fumaroles I

I Nonlunar

Metals I

Sub./cond. I

Impact-
generated

l
Glasses

l
I Volcanic

Other

Cond. = condensates
Ext. = extrusive
Int. = intrusive
Sub. =subltmates
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Thevarioustypesof materialsthat
contributeto thelunarregolithare
diagrammaticallydisplayedin
table2. To revealtheexploitation
potentialof thecontentsof any
boxrequiresmuchadditional
information.Alsoof importanceis
thedistributionofthevarioustypes
of lunarmaterials.Fromthe
simplestpointof view,the
Moonhastwobasictypesof
physiographicprovinces:light-
coloredlunarhighlandsanddark-
coloredlunarmaria.Thehighlands
areoldcrust(morethanfourbillion
years).Themariaarerelatively
young(lessthanfourbillionyears)
andarelargeimpact-produced
cratersthatarefloodedwith
basalticrocktypes(Taylor1975).

Thechemistryofthesetwobasic
physiographicprovincesissimilar,
exceptinaluminum,iron,calcium,
andtitanium(table3), buttheir
mineralogyisquitedifferent.The
highlandsconsistof rocksveryrich
inplagioclaseandthusrichin
aluminumandcalcium;whereas,
themariaconsistof ilmenite-
bearingbasalticrocksandthusare
titanium-andiron-rich.Theideal
earlyexploitationtargetwouldbe
situatedwherebothtypesof
materialsarejuxtaposed,suchas
nearthemarginsof somemare
(McKayandWilliams1979)orona
rayfroma majorimpactthat
extendsfromthelunarhighlands
intoa mare.

TABLE3. Average Major Element Chemistry for Mare and Highland Soll

[From Turkevich 1973]

Percent of atoms Weight percent of oxides

Element Mare Highland Average Mare Highland
surface

Average
surface

O 60.3 + 0.4 61.1 + 0.9 60.9

Na 0.4 + 0.1 0.4 + 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.6

Mg 5.1 + 1.1 4.0 + 0.8 4 2 9.2 7 5

AI 6.5 _+0.6 10.1 + 0.9 9.4 14.9 24.0

Si 16.9 + 1.0 16.3 + 1.0 16.4 45.4 45.5

Ca 4.7 + 0.4 6.1 + 0.6 5.8 11.8 15.9

Ti 1.1 + 0.6 0.15 + 0.08 0.3 3.9 0.6

Fe 4.4 + 0.7 1.8 + 0.3 2.3 14.1 5.9

06

78

22.2

45.5

15.0

1.3

7.5
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Rock Cycle

Another approach to evaluating

possible lunar materfal resources is

to compare the rock cycle of the

Moon (fig. 3) to that of the Earth

(fig. 4). A rock cycle Js a sequence

of events leading to the formation,
alteration, destruction, and
reformation of rocks as a result of

various phys=cal and chemical

processes. Thus, _t _s a pictorial

way of viewing the different
processes that lead to natural
material resources such as ore

deposits and of predicting the types

of deposits that result from the

various physical and chemical

processes. A comparison of the

Moon's rock cycle w_th the Earth's

(shown in figures 3 and 4,

respectively) reveals the

F#gure 3

Moon Rock Cycle

Comp. = compress#on

Imp. = #mpact

Int. = intruston

Inter. = #ntermedtate

Meta = metamorphic
Mod = moderate

Trans = transport

Xyl. = crystalhzabon
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fundamentaldifferencesresulting
fromthelackof freewaterand
oxygenontheMoon.The
comparisonalsoshowsthat,while
theMoonhasbeendominatedby
externalprocesses,theEarthhas
beendominatedbyinternal

processes.Thevarioustypesof
physicalandchemicalprocesses
representedbytherockcycles,
theresultingcommercialtypesof
mineraldepositsonEarth,andthe
probabletypesof lunardeposits
areshownin table4.

F_gure 4

Earth Rock

Atmosp. =

Biosp. =

Deform. =

Dept. =

D_ag. =

Hydrosp. =

Uth. =

Met =

Meta. =

Nonter, =

Trans. =

Weat. =

Cycle

atmospheric

b#osphenc

deformatton

deposition

d#agenesis

hydrosphenc

hthff_cat#on

metamorph#sm

metamorph#c

nonterrestnal

transport

weathenng
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TABLE4. Various Processes in Mineral Deposit Formation

Type Probably Commercial type Probable type
occur Earth deposit lunar deposit
on Moon

I. Igneous
A. Intrusive magmatic

1. Early
a. Dissemination

b. Segregation

c. Injection
2. Late

a. Gravitatnve liquid
accumulation
i. Seg.

li. Inject.

Yes Diamonds, Ilmenite
apat_te, corundum

Yes Chromite, Pt, Ilmenite, anorthite,
anorthite, chromite?
nlmennte,
titanomagnetite

Yes? Magnetnte Oxides?

Yes Chrom0te, Pt, Ilmenite,
titanomagnetite titanomagnetite?

Yes? Magnetite, Oxides?
apatite

b. Immiscible liquid
i. Seg. Yes
ii. Inject. Yes

c. Carbonatite No?
d. Felsic pegmatite No?

B. Volcanic
1. Glass Yes
2. Submarine exhalative No
3. Sublimates; Yes

condensates

II. Metamorphic/metasomatic
A. Contact Yes
B. Regional No?

C. Thick ejecta blanket Yes

III. Surficial (sedimentation)
A. Sedimentation Yes

B. Biochemical processes; No
organic accumulations

C. Oxidation; supergene No
enrichment

D. Residual/mechanical No?
concentration

E. Evaporation No?
F. Groundwater No?

IV. Asteroid/comet impact Yes

(Ni,Cu)S, Pt, Au
(Ni,Cu)S, Pt
Rare earths
Feldspar, mica,
rare earths,
quartz, gemstones

Perlite, pumice
Base metal
S, NaCI

W, Cu, Pb, Zn
Abrasives,
aluminosilicates
Meteoritic
material

Sand, gravel,
limestone
Petroleum

Base metal,
Au, Ag, U
Au, rare earths,
AI, Fe, diamonds
Salts
U, Cu

Ni, Fe, Pt?

(Ni,Cu,Fe)S, Pt, Au?
(Ni,Cu,Fe)S, Pt
"2
"2

Ti-, AI-nch
None
S?, chlorides

"2
None?

Phosphates,
volatiles?

Regolith

None

None

None?

None?
None?

Ni, Fe, Pt, C, H20, chlorides
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Theapparentlackof platetectonics
operatingontheMoon(Taylor
1975)isalsoof importancein
evaluatingpossiblelunarmaterial
resources.Platetectonics,which
ischaracterizedonEarthbyasmall
numberof large,broadcrustal
plates,eachof which"floats"ona
viscousunderlayer(mantle)and
movesmoreor lessindependently
of theothers,is fundamentalto the
developmentof mostcommercial
typeoredepositsandeven
petroleumdepositsonEarth
(MitchellandGarson1981,
Hutchison1983).Oneimportant
aspectof platetectonicson the
Earthis therecyclingandpartial
fusionof crustalmaterialsto form
granitesandtheirrelatedore
depositsandpegmatites(Mitchell
andGarson1981,Hutchison
1983).Eventhoughagranite-hke
residualphase(mesostasisand
"veinlets")andverysmallgranitic
clastsinbrecciasoccurin rockson
theMoon(Rutherfordet al. 1976,

Warren et al. 1983a), there is no

evidence that large-scale granitic

bodies occur on the Moon (Taylor

1975). Moreover, unlike the

majority of similar Earth rocks, the

granite-like Moon rocks are

completely devoid of hydrous

phases (Warren et al. 1983a).

Lunar Material Resources

The types of lunar materials
available for exploitation (table 2)

can be grouped into four basic

categories: whole rocks and

minerals, regolith, fumarolic and

vapor deposits, and nonlunar

materials. We have very little

direct knowledge of whole rocks in

situ, and we know virtually nothing

about possible fumarolic deposits.

The Apollo and Luna missions
were designed to study the lunar

regolith, with cores taken a

maximum of 3 meters deep
(Carrier 1974, Taylor 1975).

Thus, in the subsequent sections,

I will mainly discuss the potential
of the near-surface lunar regolith

as a source of materials,

especially as a source of volatile
elements.

Rocks and Minerals

Rocks. The major rock types in

the mana are basalts, gabbros,

pyroxene-rich peridotites, and

breccias (Mason and Melson

1970, Levinson and Taylor 1971,

Taylor 1975. Gillett 1983, Taylor

1984). The major rock types in

the highlands are various types of

anorthosites; anorthositic gabbros;
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KREEPbasaltenrichedin
potassium,rareearths,and
associatedelements;low-
potassiumbasalt;norite;dunite;
andbreccias(Taylor1975,Gillett
1983).

Themarerocktypesarecomposed
primarilyof plagioclasefeldspars,
clinopyroxenes,andilmenite,with
minorolivine,chromite/ulvSspinel,
andtridymite/cristobalite(Taylor
1975).Thehighlandrocktypesare
composedprimarilyof plagioclase
feldspars,orthopyroxenes,and
olivine,alongwithminorilmenite
(Taylor1975).Thewholerocks
representa potentialsourceof

thesemineralsandsomedaymay
beusedasafeedstockbecause
theywouldsupplymaterialof
relativelyuniformphysical
characteristics,buttheirusewould
requireanextensiveinfrastructure
for miningandprocessing.The
regolithfineswillprobablybe
exploitedfirstbecausetheyhave
alreadybeenpulverizedby
meteoriticandcometary
bombardment.Therangesof
modalabundancesforthemajor
lunarmineralsinvariousrocktypes
areshownin table5. Theranges
of chemicalcompositionsforthe
majorlunarmineralsinvariousrock
typesareshownin table6.

TABLE5. Ranges of Modal Abundances (Volume %) for the Major Lunar

Minerals in Various Rock Types

[Modified from Waldron, Erstfeld, and Criswell 1979]

High-Ti mare Low-Ti mare Highland
basalts basalts rocks

Pyroxene 42 - 60 42 - 60 5 - 35
Ohvme 0 - 10 0 - 36 0 - 35

Plagioclase 15 - 33 17 - 33 45 - 95

Opaques 10-34 1-11 0- 5

(mostly ilmenite)
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TABLE6. Ranges of Chemical Compositions for the Malor Lunar

Minerals in Various Rock Types
[Modified from Waldron, Erstfeld, and Criswell 1979]

Components (wt. %) Pyroxene Olivine Plagioclase Opaques
(mostly
ilmenite)

a. High-titanium mare basalts

S_O 2 44.1 - 53.8 29.2 - 38.6

AI203 0.6- 6.0

TIO 2 0.7- 6.0

Cr203 <0.7 0.1- 0.2

FeO 8.1 - 45.8 25.4 - 28.8

MnO <0.7 0.2 - 0 3

MgO 1 7 - 22.8 33.5 - 36.5

CaO 3.7 - 20.7 0.2 - 0.3

Na20 < 0.2

K20

46.9 - 53.3

28.9 - 34 5

0.3- 1.4

<0.3

14.3 - 18 6

0.7- 2.7

<0.4

< 1.0

<2.0

52.1 - 74.0

0.4 - 2.;'

14.9 - 45.7'

<1.0

0.7- 8.6

<1.0

b. Low-titanium mare basalts

S_O 2 41.2 - 54.0 33.5 - 38.1

AI203 0.6 - 11.9

TiO 2 0.2- 3.0

Cr203 < 1.5 0.3 - 0.7

FeO 13.1 - 45.5 21.1 - 47.2

MnO <0 6 0.1 - 0.4

MgO 0 3 - 26.3 18.5 - 39.2

CaO 2.0 - 16.9 < 0.3

Na20 < 0.1

K20

44.4 - 48.2

32 0 - 35.2

0.4- 2.6

0.1 - 1.2

16.9 - 19.2

0.1 - 1.3

<0.3

<1.0

0.1 - 1.2

50.7 - 53.9

0.2- 0.8

44.1 - 46.8

0.3- 0.5

0.1 - 23

< 1.0

c. Highland rocks

SlO 2 51.10 - 55.4 37 70 - 39.9

AI203 1.00 - 2 5 <0.1

TIO 2 0.45 - 1.3 <0.1

Cr203 0.30 - 0.7 <0.1

FeO 8.20 - 24.0 13.40 - 27.3

MgO 16.70 - 30 9 33.40 - 45.5

CaO 1.90- 16.7 0.20- 0.3

Na20

K20

44.00 - 48.0

32.00 - 36.0

0.02- 0.03

< 0.02

0.18- 0.34

<0.18

19.00 - 20.0

0.20- 0.6

0.03- 0.15

<0.1

0.80 - 65.0

0.40 - 53.0

0.40-- 4.0

11.60 - 36.0

7.70 - 20.0

<0.6
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Minerals: The number of mineral

species positively identified on the
Moon is 70, with 14 others

tentatively identified (table 7)

(Levinson and Taylor 1971, Frondel

1975, Warren et al. 1983b, Meyer

and Yang 1988), which is less than

2 percent of the mIneral species

known on Earth (Fleischer 1987).

However, less than 2 percent of

the 3800 mineral species known

on Earth makes up more than

95 percent of the commercially

exploitable mineral deposits on

Earth. These may be divided _nto
those that can be used in their

natural state, e_ther s_ngularly or
combined with others to form a

rock, and those that must be

refined. Of the known lunar

minerals, a maximum of one-s_xth

have "early" exploitation potential

These are apatite, armalcolite,

chromite, "goethite," ilmenite,

iron-nickel, ohwne, plag_oclase

feldspars, potassium feldspars, and

whitlock_te (table 7). But of these

only _lmen_te, plagtoclase feldspars,

TABLE 7. Lunar Minerals

Common and abundant minerals

Chnopyroxenes (Ca, Mg,Fe)2SI206

Aug_te

Ferroaug_te

Ferrohedenberg_te

FerropJgeonJte

P=geon_te

Sahte

Subcatctc auglte

TJtanaugJte

Ilmenlte FeTiO 3

Ohvine (Mg,Fe)2SiO 4

Chrysolite

Fayahte

Forstente

Orthopyroxenes (Mg,Fe)SIO 3

Bronz_te

EnstatJte

Hypersthene

Plagloclase feldspars (Ca, Na)AI2S_208

Andes_ne

Anorth_te

Bytownlte

Labradonte

Important accessory minerals

Apat_te Cas(PO4)3(F,CI)

Armalcohte (Fe,Mg)TI205

Baddeley_te ZrO 2

Cnstobahte SiO 2

Iron-n_ckel FeNI

Kamac_te

Taen_te

Potassium feldspars KAISI308

Hyalophane

Orthoclase

Sanadone

Pyroxferrolte CaFe6(SIO3) 7

Quartz SJO 2

Spmels (Fe, Mg,T0(AI,Cr,T0204

Chrom_te

P_cot_te

Pleonaste

Hercyn_te

Spinel

T_tan_an chromrte

Tranqu_lhtylte FeB(Zr, Y)2TJ3SI3024

Tndymlte S_O2

Trolhte FeS

Ulvospmel Fe2TiO 4

WhltlockJte CagMgH(PO4) 7

Zirkehte (Ca, Fe)(Zr,T0207
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TABLE7 (concluded).

Rare minerals

Aluminum carbide AI4C 3

Amphibole

Hornblende

(Ca, Na, K)2.3(Mg,Fe,AI) 5 ([OH]?,F,CI)2 AI2SI6022

Magnes_oarfvedson_te

(Na, K,Ca)3(Mg,Mn,Fe) 5 ([OH]?,F) 2 (St,AI,T%O22

Bornlte Cu5FeS 4

Brass CuZn

CalcJte (?) CaCO 3

Chalcopynte CuFeS2

Cohemte (Fe, N03 C

Copper Cu

Corundum AI203

Cuban_te CuFe2S 3

Garnet

Almandine Fe3AI2(SIO4) 3

"Goethlte" FeOOH

Akagane_te

Lep_dochrosfte

Lawrencute FeCI 2

Mack_naw_te FeS

M_ca

BaotJte

K2([OH]?,F)4 (Mg,Fe,AI) 6 (So,AI)8020

Muscovite (7)

KAI2(AIS_3) O10([OH]?,F)2

Monazlte (Ca, La, Y,Th)PO4

N_nJngente MgS

Pyrochlore

Yttrobetafite

(Ca, Y,REE,Fe,Pb, Th,U)2 (Ti,Nb,Fe)207

Rutile TrO 2

Schre_berslte (Fe,NI,Co)3P

Sphalente ZnS

Thorrte ThSIO4

T_n Sn

TJtanlte CaTISJO 5

Zircon ZrStO4

Tentative minerals

AragonJte CaCO 3

Farnngton_te (Mg,Fe)3(PO4) 2

Garnet

Spessartlte M n3AI2(SlO4) 3

Hematite Fe203

Magnetite Fe304

Mehhte

(Ca, Na)2(Mg,Fe)(Al,S0207

Molssanlte SiC

Nickel NI

"Nickel s_lver" CuNiZnFe

Pentlandlte (Fe,N%S 8

Perovsklte CaTIO3

SiIhmanite (or rnulhte) AIzSJO 5

Talnakh_te Cug(Fe,N%S16

Wust_te FeO

and possibly "goethite" are

very likely to be exploited early

(McKay and Williams 1979).
These minerals could be used to

produce oxygen, structural metals

(aluminum, iron, and titanium), and

water, and they seem to occur in

concentrations high enough to

warrant exploitation. Apatite,

potassium feldspars, and

whitlockite are _mportant raw

materials in the production of

fertilizers for growing plants on the

Moon, but they may not be present

in high enough concentrations to

be easily exploited.
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Regolith

The lunar regolith, especially the

fraction called "fines" (the

partJcles that are less than 1 mm

in diameter), offers the opportunity

to take advantage of two different

physical processes operating on

the lunar surface: (1) brecciation,

including pulverization through

meteoritic and cometary impact,

and (2) solar wind implantation of
volatile species. The longer the

lunar regolith is exposed to

bombardment, the greater the

extent of pulverization and

implantation of volatile species.

However, two counterproductive

processes are in operation. First,

major impacts result in throw-out

of large volumes of material that

cover up older regolith. Second,
micrometeorite bombardment

results in production of

agglutinates, which are lunar fines

welded together with liquid silicate

(glass) (McKay et al. 1971).
Thus, there are both destructive

and constructive processes

operating on the lunar surface.

The heating of the fines associated
with micrometeoritic events

liberates some of the solar-wind-

implanted volatile species (Carter
1985) and plays an important role
in the distribution and redistribution

of volatiles on the Moon

(WegmQIler et al. 1980).

The formation of agglutinates also

decreases the availability of

minerals, such as plagioclase
feldspars and to a lesser extent
ilmenite, for concentration from

lunar fines (tables 8 and 9;

figure 5). But agglutination does

produce a small amount of metallic

iron (Morris 1980), which should be

concentratable by magnetic means.

There _s, in any case, an upper

limit for production of agglutinates

(McKay and Basu 1983). The ideal
situation would be to have lunar

regolith old enough to allow

maximum solar wind implantation
but not so old as to allow extensive

production of agglutinates.
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TABLE8. Grain Populations in Percent for Selected Particle Types of the 90-150 Micrometer

Size Fraction in Some Apollo 16 Soils

[From McKay and Williams 1979]

Sample Plagioclase Anorthosite L_ght matrix Total Normative Agglutinates
breccia anorth_te

Core

STA 1

STA 2

STA 3

STA 4

STA 8

STA 11

60009,455 47.0 6.8 3.8 57.6 82 12.5

60009,457 76.2 3.8 0.8 80.8 --- 2.2
61161 14.7 4.7 13.6 33.0 72 37.0

61181 5.3 4.3 7.3 16.9 74 59.6

61221 17.0 13.6 10.0 40.6 77 6.3

61241 12.3 5.0 18.3 35.6 74 27.1

62281 16.0 5.6 11.3 32.9 73 40.0

63321 9.6 11.2 14.0 34.8 79 32 6

63341 12.6 5.9 14.9 33.4 79 40.0

63501 10.3 3.0 16.7 30.0 76 44 6

64501 20.3 3.0 6.6 29.9 75 51.6

68501 12.3 1.9 29.3 43.5 73 38 6

67481 15.0 10.9 20.3 45.2 79 23.0

67601 14 0 3.6 24 0 41.6 79 36.0

67701 21 0 3.3 34.0 58.3 78 15.6

67711 41.0 4.6 36.6 82 2 80 1.6
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TABLE9. Modal and Normative llmenite in Mare Basalts From

the Apollo Missions

[From McKay and Williams 1979]

Sample Modal ilmenite Normative ilmenite
content, % content, %

10003 14-18 21.5

10017 14-24 22.4

10044 6-12 17.1

10045 7-11 21.3

10049 16-17 21.5

10072 13-22 22.8

Apollo 11 mean 14.5 21.1

12202 8-11 4.9

12012 5-12 6.6

12022 9-23 9.3

12039 8-10 5.7

12051 8-11 8.9

12063 8-10 9.5

Apollo 12 mean 10 7.5

15016 6 4.4
15076 0.5 3.6

15475 1.0 3.4
15555 1-5 4.0

15556 2 5.1

Apollo 15 mean 2.6 4.1

75055 12-20 20.5

70215 13-37 24.7

70035 15-24 24.7

70017 19-23 24.7

Apollo 17 mean 20.4 23.7
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Minerals: The constant meteoritic

and cometary bombardment of
the lunar surface results in

comminution of whole rocks,

with liberation of the mineral
constituents. Most of the minerals

listed in table 7 have been found as

isolated grains or as composite

particles in the lunar regolith fines.
The available anorthite content in

the Apollo 16 lunar highland

regolith samples (90- to 150-

micrometer size fraction) varies

from just under 17 percent to just

over 82 percent (see table 8) and

averages 43.5 percent. The lower
values result from the inverse

relationship between available

anorthite content and agglutinate

content (see figure 5). The
ilmenite content of mare basalts

from all Apollo missions varies

from 0.5 percent to 37 percent

(see table 9) and averages

11.5 percent. If the significantly

lower Apollo 15 samples are

omitted, the average is
14.4 percent. Electrostatic

separation experiments in vacuum

by Agosto (1985) suggest that
grade and recovery percentages

should be between the high 70s
and the low 90s.
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Figure 5

Relationship Between Available
Anorthite and Maturity of Soil

From McKav and Wilhams 1979
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Glasses:Therearetwomain
typesof glassesfoundin the lunar
regolith--homogeneousand
heterogeneous(Taylor1975).
Thehomogeneousglassesare
"volcanic"inoriginor produced
bymajorimpacts,andthe
heterogeneousglassesare
producedbymorem_norimpacts.
Twochemicallydistinct
homogeneousglasseshavebeen
foundto beabundantinspots:
greenandorange(Taylor1975).
Thegreenglassesareof themost
primitivelunarcompositionyet
foundandarea possiblesourceof
aluminum.Theorangeglassesare
apossiblesourceof titanium.In
addition,bothhavesurface
coatingsthatmayofferchlorine,
copper,lead,zinc, and other

volatile elements and compounds

(Jovanovic and Reed 1973, Rhodes

1973, Chou et al. 1975, Meyer et

al. 1975). However, in order to
utilize this material, we would have

to undertake extensive chemical

processing. The heterogeneous

glasses have a wide range of

chemistries (Taylor 1975), and thus

it would be difficult to separate

them from the rest of the regolith.

Volatile species: Because the
Moon has no atmosphere, the lunar

regolith fines are a potential source

of solar-wind-implanted ions such

as H, N, C (table 10; see also, for

example, Eberhardt et al. 1972 and

Gibson, Bustin, and McKay 1988),

and 3He. Wittenberg, Santarius,

and Kulcinski (1986) calculated
that the Moon's surface materials

contain approximately 109 kg of

3He. If 3He can be developed as

an energy source, the energy

payback for extracting and

transporting 3He to Earth is

approximately 250, which is better

than 10 times the payback for

conventional energy sources on
Earth.

TABLE 10. Concentration of H, C, and N in Lunar Regofith Fines

[Modified from Taylor 1975]

Site Concentration, ppm
H C N

Apollo 11 46- 54

Apollo 12 38- 80

Apollo 14 36- 70

Apollo 15 13 - 120

Apollo 16 8- 79

Apollo 17 42 - 211
Luna 16

Luna 20

142-226 102- 153

23- 180 40- 130

42- 186 80- 164

21 - 186 25- 113

31 -280 30- 155

4 - 200 7 - 130

134- 2100

80 - 800
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Wittenberg,Santarius,and
Kulcinski(1986)furthercalculated
that,evenif theU.S.electrical
demanddoubledevery25years
untilthe22ndcenturyand
deuterium/helium-3fusion
providedalltheelectricalenergy
requiredaftertheyear2020,only
3 percentof theMoon's3He
resourceswouldbeused. In
addition,theyconcludedthat"It
shouldalsobepossibleto usethe
lunarsurfaceasa sourceof fuel
forpowerplantsinearthorbit,on
themoonoronotherplanets.
Thislunarsourceof 3Heis
sufficientlylargeto providefora
centuryormoreof spaceresearch
to exploittheextremelylarge3He
reservesonJupiter.Thus,the
lunar3Hecanhelpdeliverthe
'clean'energysourcethatfusion
scientistshavebeenpromisingfor
over30years."

Fumaroles and Vapor Deposits

As I have stated previously, there
is little direct evidence that

fumaroles exist or ever existed

on the lunar surface. The

observation of gaseous
emanations from the crater

Alphonsus by Kozyrev (1962) and

the probable fire-fountaining origin

of the orange glass spheres

(McKay and Heiken 1973) suggest

that volcanic gases occur on the

Moon. The crystallization of

subsurface magma should release

dissolved volatiles and, if these

volatiles accumulate, then

fumarolic activity should occur

(Sato 1979), with possible

deposition of volatile species.
Another source of volatdes is

emanations from the lunar interior

(Gorenstein, Golub, and Bjorkholm

1974; Hodges and Hoffman 1974;
Geake and Mills 1977; Middlehurst

1977; Runcorn 1977). Fumarolic-

like activity may also occur
through the remobilization of

matenal from the heating

associated with major meteoritic

or cometary impacts (McKay et al.
1972, Jovanovic and Reed 1975,

Cirlin and Housley 1980). The

discovery by McKay et al. (1972)
of vapor-deposited apatite,

ilmenite, metallic iron, plagioclase,

pyroxene, and troilite in
recrystallized Apollo 14 breccias is

an example of remobilization of

elements by a major impact event.

The permanently dark and cold

areas of the lunar polar regions

may be a source of cryotrapped
volatiles (Watson, Murray, and
Brown 1961; Arnold 1979;

Lanzerotti, Brown, and Johnson

1981). Temperatures possibly as

low as 40 K suggest the possibility
of both surface and subsurface

ices that could survive for billions

of years. However, until

exploration of the polar regions

occurs, we can only speculate as

to the possible presence and

nature of ices (Staehle 1983). If

they occur in useful quantities,

they will provide an overwhelming

reason for locating at least some

part of a base complex near a

pole (Burke 1985).
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Nonlunar Materials

There are two basic types of

nonlunar inputs: (1) meteoritic,

including cometary, and (2) solar
wind. The rocks from which the

lunar regolith is formed are

fragmented by meteoritic and

cometary impacts. This process
results in the input of material of

nonlunar sources (Ganapathy et al.

1970, Baedecker, Chou, and

Wasson 1972; Zook 1975). The

fragmented material, with its
included nonlunar material, is a

potential resource. For example, if

large masses or concentratable

fragments of chondritic materials

can be located, they will be a
source of volatile elements (Taylor

1975). Meteoritic debris is also a

source of metallic iron, nickel, and

cobalt (Dalton and Hohmann 1972;

Goldstein and Axon 1973;

Goldstein, Hewins, and Axon 1974;

W&nke, Dreibus, and Palme 1978;

Mehta and Goldstein 1980) and a

potential source of the platinum

group elements and gold

(Ganapathy et al. 1970, Wlotzka et

al. 1972, Hertogen et al. 1977).

Discussion

The surface of the Earth is

dominated by water-related

erosional processes, oxidation, and

biological activity, whereas the
surface of the Moon is dominated

by bombardment processes

(table 1). Internal crustal

processes for both the Earth and

the Moon are dominated by

metamorphic reactions in which

water plays an important role on

Earth (figs. 3 and 4). There is no
evidence of free water on the Moon.

The lack of free water on the Moon

significantly affects the nature of

possible ore deposits on the Moon
and eliminates the classes of ore

deposits that are most exploitable

on Earth; namely, (a) hydrothermal,
which includes all base metal sulfide

and precious metal vein deposits;
(b) secondary mobilization and

enrichment, which includes all

ground-water-related ore deposits;

(c) direct precipitation from a body

of water, which includes evaporite

deposits such as gypsum and salt;

and (d) placer, which includes

heavy mineral deposits such as

diamond, gold, ilmenite, monazite,

ruffle, and zircon. These types of

ore deposits have made up a

significant percentage of the ores
mined on Earth, because these

processes concentrate the elements

and the heavy minerals into

exploitable deposits.

The data in tables 1 and 2 and the

evaluation of figures 3 and 4 offer

no evidence, direct or theoretical,

for significant base metal sulfide or

precious metal vein deposits on the

Moon. However, we must be

somewhat cautious about making
categorical statements, because

only nine lunar landing sites

(six manned Apollo and three

unmanned Luna) have been

sampled and these were not

chosen at random. Even though
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meteoriticprocessesresultin
throw-outof materialsandthusa
potentiallywidedistributionof
fragmentedrocktypes,therecould
besmall,localized,butvery
concentratedsourcesof desirable
elementsorcompoundsthatwould
gounrecognizedinstudiesof
particlesamongthereturnedlunar
regolithfines. Ifconcentrationsof
desirableelementsorcompounds
dooccur,theyshouldbefoundin
igneousrocks,meteoriticand
cometarydebris,andregolithfines
thathavebeenaffectedbysolar
windimplantation(table2;
figure3).

In 1985Imadea pioneeringeffort
to evaluatequantitativelythelunar
regolithfinesasa primarysource
of hydrogen.Thetheoretical
foundationlaidinthatpapercanbe
usedto evaluatequantitativelyany
solar-wind-implantedspeciesor
anyspeciesfoundonor nearthe
surfaceof a particle,nomatter
whatitsorigin.

Theknownconcentrationrangeof
hydrogen,nitrogen,andcarbonin
the lunarregolithfinesisshownin
table10. Suchvaluesareoften
usedasevidencethattheMoonis
devoidof water,eventhough
100ppmof hydrogenisequivalent
to0.09percentbyweightof water.
Inadditionto water,otherelements
necessaryforthegrowthof
plants--nitrogenandcarbon
(carbondioxide)--arealsopresent
onthe Moon.However,because
thesethreeelementstogethertotal

lessthan0.3percentofthe lunar
regolith(table10),theymustbe
beneficiated(concentrated)before
theycanbeeconomically
extracted.Beneficiationof lunar
regolithfinescanonlyoccurunder
thefollowingconditions:(1)A
relativelysmallportionof thefine
materialmustcontaina significant
amountoftheelementsought.
(2)Thatmaterialmustbe
separable;thatis, it musthave
uniquephysicalandchemical
properties.(3)Theseparation
processmustbeeconomical;that
is,notlaborintensiveor technically
complex.

Inmy1985paperI demonstrated
thatthelunarregolithfinesmeet
thebasicrequirementfor
beneficiationbecausea major
portion(aminimumof two-thirds)of
thehydrogen,andprobablyother
solar-wind-implantedelements,
occursin theless-than-20-
micrometersizefraction--a
relativelysmallpartof thefines.
A comparisonof thelunardataof
Bustinet al. (1984)withtheresults
of mytheoreticalcalculations
(table11)revealsexcellent
similarity,exceptfor aslightbut
significantincreaseof hydrogenin
thesizefractionsthataregreater
than120micrometers.This
enrichmentof the lunarsamples
isdueto thepresenceof
constructionalparticles(McKayet
al. 1971,Carter1971);namely,
agglutinates(DesMarais,Hayes,
andMeinschien1974)andother
typesof dust-weldedparticles.
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Oneaspectof thequestionof
economicsishowdifficultand
expensiveit is to extractthesolar-
wind-implantedelementsfrom
thebeneficiatedlunarregolith
fines. In 1985I recalculatedthe
hydrogenthermalreleasepattern
for a sampleofApollo11
regolithfines(10086)(Gibsonand
Johnson1971)andfoundthat
approximately81percentofthe
hydrogenis releasedbelow600°C.
Thiscalculationmeansthatonly
a moderateamountof thermal
energyshouldberequiredto
extracta significantportionof
thehydrogen,especiallyif
advantagecanbetakenof
daytimetemperatureonthelunar

surfaceandif heatcanberecycled
to preheatthebeneficiatedfines.
However,I alsodemonstratedthat
theamountof materialthatwould
haveto beprocessedto supply
1metrictonof hydrogenis
significant,evenwhenallefforts
havebeenmadeto enhancethe
production.I foundthat,for
the63percentofthehydrogen
thatoccurs_ntheless-than-20-
micrometersizefractionof
Apollo15sample15021(Bustin
etal. 1984),a minimumof
19596metrictonsof lunar
regolithfineswouldhaveto be
processed,with4507metrictons
of concentrateheated,yielding
a recoveryof 51percentof the

TABLE11. Comparison of Calculated Percentages (by Volume) of Coatings (200 ,4 Thick) on Particles

of Various Size Fractions With Measured Percentages (by Volume) of Hydrogen in Such Particles

[From Carter 1985]

Average particle Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of

diameter, #m total volume total coating total hydrogen
of fraction in fraction in fraction*

that is coating

10.0 1.195 56.46 51.34

32.5 0.369 17.42 17.11

60.0 0.200 9.44 9.73

82.5 0.145 6.87 6.38

120.0 0.100 4.72 5.03

200.0 0.060 2.83 4.36

375.5 0.032 1.51 4.03

750.0 0.016 0.76 2.01

Total 2.117 100.01 99.99

*Calculated from g/g data by 8ustm et al (1984) for Apollo regohth frees sample 15021
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hydrogen.Althoughthese
tonnagesarenothighbyterrestrial
standards,theywillprobablylimit
productionof hydrogenintheearly
exploitationofthe lunarregolith
finestothatobtainedasa
byproductorcoproductfromthe
miningandprocessingof other
materials.Theproductionoftwo
ormoreproductsat thesametime
maybethebestwayto reduce
coststo economicallevels
(Criswell1980,Simon1985).

It is alsointerestingto speculateon
bringingbackto Earthvaluable
elements,compounds,or minerals.
However,theonlyelement,
compound,ormineralthatby itself
haseconomicpotentialfor mining,
processing,andreturnto Earthis
3He(Wittenberg,Santarius,and
Kulcinski 1986). It is very
expensive to transport materials

from Earth and put together an
infrastructure on the lunar surface

(Simon 1985). It takes at least
$25 000 in 1987 dollars to deliver

a pound of material to the lunar

surface, which is approximately

5 times the value of a pound of

gold on Earth!

In 1966, before a man walked on

the Moon, Peter Flawn was

insightful when he wrote,

Because of the acceleration of

change in the last half-century,
this writer is not inclined to

state categorically that mineral
materials will never be

transported through space from
an extra-terrestrial source to

earth. It is, however, difficult to

conceive of the system under

which such an enterprise could

take place. Mining of local
materials around extra-

terrestrial bases, however, is

something entirely different

and makes good sense. The

pioneers on earth found that

where transportation facilities
were nonexistent or where

they were prohibitively
expensive, they had to make

do with local materials. Space

pioneers will be in the same
situation. Use of local minerals

for sources of oxygen, for

energy, and for materials will

undoubtedly be more
economical than large-scale

transport from earth. Thus

although extra-terrestrial
minerals are not likely to be a

source for augmenting earth

supplies, they are a source

which will reduce by minute

amounts the export of earth
minerals.

These thoughts still apply.
Moreover, the comments on

transportation of nonterrestrial
mineral materials to Earth should

remain valid at least until a

significant infrastructure is in place
on the lunar surface.
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Conclusions

.

.

The type and range of lunar
material resources are defined

to a first approximation on the

basis of analysis of samples

returned, remote sensing, and
theoretical considerations.

Major uncertainties remain as to

the presence of cryotrapped

volatiles in the permanently
dark and thus cold areas of the

lunar polar regions and the

presence of fumarolic deposits

containing material rich in
volatile elements or

compounds.

Early exploitation of lunar
material resources will be for

shielding purposes and for local

use of phases or elements that

do not require extensive

processing. Present knowledge

suggests that this activity will

be confined primarily to the

minerals (plagioclase feldspars

and _lmenite) and rock types

that result from igneous

processes, to meteoritic and

cometary debris, and to regolith
fines that are significantly

affected by solar wind

implantation.

Lunar regolith fines are an

important source of (a) silicate

minerals such as plag_oclase

feldspars, olivines, and

pyroxenes; (b) oxide minerals

such as ilmen_te and spinels;

°

(c) metallic iron-nickel-cobalt

alloys; and (d) solar-wind-

implanted elements such as H,

N, C, and 3He.

Lunar regolith fines meet the

basic requirement for
beneficiation because a major

portion of the elements

implanted by the solar wind
occurs in the less-than-20-

micrometer size fraction, which

is a relatively small part of the

lunar regolith fines.

°

Early exploitation of the lunar

regolith fines for hydrogen

probably will be limited to

hydrogen obtained as a

byproduct or coproduct from the

mining and processing of other
materials, because it takes at

least 20 000 metric tons of

typical lunar regolith fines to

produce 1 metric ton of

hydrogen.

There is no evidence, d=rect or

theoretical, for significant base

metal sulfide or precious metal

vein deposits on the Moon.

Lack of free water on the Moon

eliminates the classes of ore

deposits that are most

exploitable on Earth; namely,

(a) hydrothermal, (b) secondary
mobilization and enrichment,

(c) direct precipitation from a

body of water, and (d) placer.
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Ground-Based Observation of
Near-Earth Asteroids

Michael J. Gaffey

An increased ground-based

observat=on program is an

essential component of any serious

attempt to assess the resource

potential of the near-Earth

asteroids. A vigorous search and

characterization program could lead

to the discovery and description of
about 400 to 500 near-Earth

asteroids in the next 20 years.

This program, in conjunction with
meteorite studies, would provide
the data base to ensure that the
results of a small number of

asteroid-rendezvous and sample-
return missions could be

extrapolated with confidence into a

"geological base map" of the Aten,

Apollo, and Amor* asteroids.

Ground-based spectral studies of

nearly 30 members of the

Aten/Apollo/Amor population

provide good evidence that this

class includes bodies composed of
silicates, metal-silicates, and

carbonaceous assemblages similar
to those found in meteorites. It is

probable that the full range of

known meteoritic materials (if not

an even greater divers=ty) is

represented in the near-Earth

population. These include water-

and carbon-bearing C1 and C2

types and metal-silicate bodies that

are 5- to 50-percent metal.

Among the relatively few known

members of this large near-Earth

population are objects in orbits that

require less (sometimes much less)

energy to reach from low Earth

orbit (LEO) than the lunar surface

requires. The=r orbats are samilar to
the orb=t of the Earth, though many

are inclined to it. And, because

they are much smaller than the
Moon, they have little gravitational

attraction. Thus, only a small

amount of propulsive energy Js

required to approach or leave those
whose orbits are both close and in

nearly the same plane. Using

current propulsion technologies,

the vast majority of near-Earth

asteroids are practically
inaccessible. However, if there

are as many near-Earth asteroids

as we think there are, many more

seem likely to be found that are
in favorable orbits.

* The Aten astero=dsare those whose orbits hemostly w=thJnthe Earth's orb=t;that _s,between
Earth and Venus. The Apollo asteroids have orbMtsthat cross the Earth's orb=t. The Amor
asteroidsapproach Earth on the Mars s=debut do not cross the Earth's orb=t. These defin=t=ons
were suppl_edby Lucy-Ann McFadden, Dawd J. Tholen, and Glenn J. Veeder :ntheir chapter
"Physical Propert=esof Aten, Apollo and Amor Asteroids" _nthe 1989 book Asteroids II, ed.
R:chardP B_nzel,Tom Gehrels, and M_ldredS Matthews (Tucson. Unwers=tyof Arizona
Press).
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Velocity Changes (�iV's) Required
To Get to Various Places

Dtstance to objects in the tuner solar
system is, in many cases, not as important
as the ve/ocW that must be imparted to a
spacecraft to enable zt to escape the
Earth's grawty, reach the object, change
d/recbon at the target object, return to
Earth, and land softly. The h_gher the
velocity required, the more rocket
propeflant is necessary to achieve _t, and
the propellant requirement increases as
the square of the velocW change.

The velocW change _s dominated by the
velocity required to leave a planet's
grawtational field. This hgure tllustrates
the effect of "grawty wells" in the inner
solar system. Getting off the Earth _s the

biggest effort, and most models assume
that transportation _n space starts from
low Earth orbit. The Lagrange points and
lunar orbit represent the limits of the

Earth's grawty well. (Getting to
geosynchronous orbtt takes a little more
energy than getting to lunar orbit.)

The velocW change to get from low Earth
orbit to the surface of the Moon _s stmflar

to that required to reach orbit around
Mars Some near-Earth asterotds require
about the same velocW change as that
required to get to martian orbit. The
Moon and Mars have slgmhcant grawty
wells of thetr own, however; whereas
asteroids, being so small, have no
s/gmficant grawty well. To return to the
Earth from the lunar or martian surface

requ/res that the velocW change be
reversed.

It ts the lack of a grawty well that makes
astero/d m/ssions (or m/ss/ons to Mars"
moons, Phobos and De_mos) attracbve
from an energy standpoint. To return to
Earth from an asteroid or De/mos can

take as little propellant as that required to
go between their orbits and the edge of
Earth's grawty well (the Lagrange
"plateau" m the figure). From there,
aerobrakJng can take the spacecraft to
the orbit of a space statton or to the
surface of the Earth

Falhng into the grawty well of Mars or
the Earth need not take as much

propellant as getting out, because the
atmosphere can be used to slow down
the spacecraft That was the function
of the Apollo heat shield and _s the
functton of the Space Shuttle's thermal
protection tries. Prowdmg such an
"aerobrake" to dssperse the fnct_onal
energy of reentry can reduce the
propellant requirement s/gmhcantly

Aerobrakes are not "free," as they add
mass to the spacecraft going to and
returning from the target object.
Improwng thermal control systems and
aerobrake materials will have _mportant
consequences for round-trip missions
to asteroids.

F_gure prowded by Paul W Keaton,
Los Alamos Nattonal Laboratories.
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Table 12 lists the instruments that

are being used or could be used
to search for near-Earth asteroids.

Currently, only a few near-Earth

asteroids per year are being found.

(See figure 6.) Table 13 lists

techniques useful in characterizing

asteroids and the types of

_nformation obtainable using these

techniques. To be confident that

usable materials could be

recovered from asteroids, we need

more specific characterization

of their composition. A small

commitment of resources (a few

million dollars per year) to continue

and modestly expand the efforts to
find and characterize near-Earth

asteroids would enable much

greater progress to be made.

TABLE 12. Near-Earth Asteroid Search Instruments

Instrument Detector Status Discovery rate

per year,
current

full-time

Large, wide-field
telescope (e.g,
48-in. or 120-cm
Schmldt)
[ground-based]

Large, conventional
telescope (e.g.,
70-in. or 180-cm

Cassegramian)
[ground-based]

Infrared satellite
(IRAS-type)
survey [in LEO]

Photographic 3-4 days/
w_th daily month
plate survey at 1 s_te

CCD with
real-time
discrimination

of fast-moving
objects

L_quld-helium-
cooled mtrror

array detector
for real-t_me
detection of
fast moving
objects

Half-time
operation

Infrared
Astronomical
Satellite
was flown
successfully
for other
purposes

5 10s

1 10s_

NA / > 10s
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Figure 6

Schmidt Telescope

The search for asteroids is conducted

w_th w_de-f_eld telescopes known as

Schm_dt telescopes. A few near-Earth

asteroids are being found each year by a

team including Eugene Shoemaker,

Carolyn Shoemaker (shown here w_th the
Schm_dt _nstrument at the Palomar

Observatory), and Eleanor Helin. The

telescopes are scanned at the same

rate as the Earth turns, so that on

photographic plates the stars remain fixed

points. Under these conditions, asteroids

which are moving across the star f_eld

appear as streaks on the plates. The

small stze and scarcity of near-Earth

asteroids makes their discovery a

particularly tedious task.
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TABLE 13. Asteroid Characterization Techmques and Information Derived

Technique Information derived [Requirements and

limitations]

Reflectance spectroscopy
and multicolor photometry a

Visible photometry and
hghtcurve photometry a

Visible polanzationa

Infrared photometrya

Radarb

Asteroid class 1 [Not a determination of specific
composition]
Surface mineralogy 2 [Requires broad spectral
coverage, high resolution, and high signal-to-no_se
ratio; knowledge of albedo improves characterizahon]
Detection of water-beanng materials3 [Data _n
the 3-l.tm spectral region requtred]

Size 4 [Requires knowledge of albedo]
Albedo 4 [Requires knowledge of size]
Rotation period 5 [Requires a sequence of closely
spaced observations over several n_ghts]
Approximate shape 6 [From analys_s of
lightcurves]
Qrientation of spin ax_s 6 [From variation of
hghtcurve form with viewing geometry]

Albedo 7 [Requires observations over a range of phase
angles]

Size8 [Knowledge of albedo improves
determination]
AIbed08 [Derived in combination with visible

photometry]
Relative emissivity9 [Model-dependent indication
of metal abundance or surface texture]

Surface conductivity or metal abundance lo

[Model depends on assumptions of surface
porosity]
Dwameter lo [From duration of returned signal]
Rotation rate _o [From frequency spread and delay
in signal]
Shape lo [From temporal variation of frequency
spread and time delay]
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TABLE 13 (concluded).

Technique Information derived [Requirements and

limitations]

Passive microwave radiometry
and spectroscopya

Occultations

Space telescope images

Near-surface temperatures 11
Temperature gradients, conductivities, and
thermal inertias

Diameter 12 [Dependent on obtaining accurate
durations from several sites]
Shape 12 [Profile for moment of occultation]

Moderate resolution images 13 [Approximately
30-km resolution in middle of asteroid belt]

a The spectral coverage and the spectral resolution of observations depend on the specific instrument and telescope being

used For any particular system, the quahty (sJgnal-to-no_se ratio) of the resultant data depends on the brightness of the

asteroid, which _s proportional to the square of Its radius and the reverse square of its d_stance from the Earth and from the

Sun At wsJble wavelengths the s_gnal _s also proporhonal to the surface albedo, and at infrared and m_crowave

wavelengths _t _s proportional to 1 minus the albedo

bThe strength of the returned radar s_gnal _s proportional to the strength of the transmitted s_gnal, proportional to the

square of the d_ameter of the target asteroid, and proporhonal to the reverse fourth power of the dgstance to the asteroid

Asteroid d_stance _s the major factor _n data quality

The following references prowde detaded rewews of the various techniques hsted m th_s table

tTholen, David J, and M Antonletta Baruccl 1989 Astero4d Taxonomy In Asteroids II, ed R_chard P Bmzel Tom

Gehrels, and Mddred Shapley Matthews, 298-315 Tucson Umv of Arizona Press

2Gaffey, M_chael J, Jeffrey F Bell, and Dale P Cruikshank 1989 Reflectance Spectroscopy and Asteroid Surface

Mineralogy In Asteroids II, 98-127

3Lebofsky, Larry A, Thomas D Jones, Pamela D Owensby, Michael A Felerberg, and Guy J Consolmagno 1990 The

Nature of Low-Albedo Asteroids from 3-um Multi-color Photometry Icarus 83 16-26

4Bowell, Edward, and Karl Lumme 1979 Colonmetry and Magmtudes of Asteroids In Asteroids, ed Tom Gehrels, 132-

169 Tucson' Unw of Anzona Press

5Harris, A. W, and D F Luplshko 1989 Photometnc Lightcurve Observations and Reduchon Techmques In Asteroids II,

39-53

6Magnusson, Per, et al. 1989 Determination of Pole Orientations and Shapes of Asteroids In Asterofds II, 66-97

7Dollfus, A ; M Wolff, J. E Geake, D F Luplshko, and L M Dougherty 1989 Photopolanmetry of Asteroids. In

Asteroids II, 594-616

8Lebofsky, Larry A, and John R Spencer 1989 Radiometry and Thermal Modehng of Asteroids In Asteroids II, 128-147

9Gaffey, M J. 1989 Asteroid Surface Metal Abundances Bull American Astron Soc. 21 963

t0Ostro, Steven J 1989 Radar Observabons of Asteroids. In Asteroids II, 192-212

11Webster, Wdham J, Jr, and Kenneth J Johnston 1989 Passive M_crowave Observations of Asteroids In Asteroids II,

213-227

12Mdlis, R L, and D W Dunham 1989 Precise Measurement of Asteroid Sizes and Shapes from Occultat_ons In

Asteroids II, 148-170

13Zellner, B, Eddie N Wells, Clark R Chapman, and D P Crulkshank 1989 Asteroid Observations w_th the Hubble

Space Telescope and the Space Infrared Telescope Facd_ty In Asteroids II, 949-969
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A coordinatedeffortshouldinclude
thefollowing:

Anincreasein the levelof
effort,presentlythatof about
1 personperyearto thatof
5-10personsperyear.All
availabletimeonSchmidt
telescopeswithapertures
60cmandlargerwouldbe
used.Smallertelescopes
wouldnotdetectenough
asteroidsto makeefficientuse
of theobservers'searchtime.

. Construction of a

60-cm Schmidt telescope
dedicated to the search for
near-Earth asteroids. This

facility could be built in 1 year,
would cost from $200 000 to

$300 000, and should allow

investigators to discover
5 to 10 near-Earth asteroids

per year. At this rate of

discovery, the number of

.

candidate asteroids for near-

Earth rendezvous missions

would be adequate within just

a few years.

Construction of a

120-cm Schmidt telescope
dedicated to the search for

near-Earth asteroids. Such an

instrument could photograph

approximately 700 fields each

year. The development of
automatic scanning systems
has eliminated the immense

task of visually scanning these

plates for trailed _mages.

This next-generation search
instrument is needed to achieve

the goal of discovering 400 to
500 near-Earth asteroids in the

next 20 years. The survey
would allow the choice of

an asteroid for detailed

investigation possibly leading

to mining operations. This

telescope would take about
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3 years to complete and cost
from $3 million to $4 mdlion.

The search program would

require the work of about

6 persons per year. D_scovery

rates with this facility should be
from 20 to 30 near-Earth

asteroids per year.

Assembly and monthly update
of a central index of wide-field

plates. This cooperative effort

would allow rapid access to all

images containing the asteroid,

including those recorded before

the asteroid was recognized,
and would thus contnbute to

the precise determination of its

orbit. This effort would require

the equivalent of about

1 person's work per year.

Application of radar to the study
of near-Earth asteroids. Radar

has only recently been

successfully applied to asteroid
studtes, primardy from the

Arecibo facility (see fig. 7).

Because signal strength is
related to the reverse fourth

power of the distance to the

target and because the target

asteroids are relatively near,

radar promises to be a very

powerful technique for studying

them. Radar can provide

information on size, shape, and
rotation rate. And radar

wavelengths will be responsive

to composition (e.g., metal

content) and surface structure.

Without an accelerated discovery

program, we will probably continue

to discover only a few near-Earth

asteroids each year. Only a small

number of these are easily

accessible to spacecraft.

Therefore, in order to utilize
asteroidal resources within the next

20 to 30 years, we need an

expanded search program to find
near-Earth asteroids and we need

measurements of their physical
properties to evaluate their
usefulness.
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Figure 7

Arecibo Observatory

The Arec_bo Observatory, in Puerto R_co,

is the premter radto telescope tnstrument

used _n the Earth-based study of the

planets and small bodies in the solar

system. It is capable of beaming a

powerful s_gnal tnto space and rece_wng
the radio waves reflected from the

source. The telescope has been used to

map the surface charactertstics of the

Moon, Venus, and Mars, and recently has

started to provide data on the physical

properties of near-Earth asteroids. The

radto wave reflection properttes are

affected strongly by the surface

roughness and by the granularlty of

surface materials, and to a more limited

extent by the composlt_on of the asteroids.
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Asteroid Resources*

John S. Lewis

There are three types of possible

asteroidal materials that appear to

be attractive for exploitation:

1. Volatiles
2. Free metals

3. Bulk dirt

Because some of the near-Earth

asteroids are energetically more

access=ble than the Moon [require

a round-trip total change in velocity

(&V) less than 9 km/sec (though

the trip time would be measured in

years, not days)], such an asteroid

might be chosen as the source of

any useful material, even if that
material was also available on the

Moon. Provided that the asteroid

was ruinable, it might therefore be
chosen as the source of bulk dirt

needed for shielding in low Earth

orbit (LEO) or elsewhere in near-

Earth space.

And the near-Earth asteroids may
offer materials that are rare or

absent on the surface of the Moon.

Some of them are spectrally similar

to ordinary and carbonaceous
chondrites. These meteorites

contain free metals and volatiles at

a concentration about 100 times

that in the lunar soil. Thus, ff an
asteroid was found to have one of

these compositions and to be
accessible and minable as well, it

would be a very attractive source of
such needed materials.

An asteroid of the composition of

an ordinary chondrite could be

processed to provide very pure iron
and nickel for use in structures in

LEO. The principal byproducts

would be cobalt, the platinum group

metals, and other useful elements

such as gallium, germanium, and
arsenic. These are all materials of

high value and utility in an =ndustrial

economy. Some might even be

valuable and useful enough to mer,t

being returned to the surface of the

Earth (though the high cost of

space transportation has ruled out
economical return of gold and even

diamonds, thus far).

*The editor acknowledges the cr=t_calhelp of John Wasson, for figure 11 and =ts_nterpretat_on;
Lucy McFadden, for the spectral classifications of the near-Earth asteroids and other
clarifications;and Mtchael L_pschutz,for the relationship between meteontes and asteroids and
other =nformat=on.Wasson's figure comes from h=sbook Meteorites: Thelr Record of Early
Solar-System History (New York: W. H. Freeman and Co., 1985), p. 29. McFadden and
LLpschutzare the lead authors of two chapters _nthe 1989 book Asteroids II, ed. R_chardP.
Bmzel,Tom Gehrels, and M,IdredShapley Matthews (Tucson: Univ. of Arizona Press).
McFadden's "Physical Properties of Aten, Apollo and Amor Asteroids" is coauthored by Dawd
J. Tholen and Glenn J. Veeder. L_pschutz's "MeteorCt_cParent Bodtes: Nature, Number, S_ze
and Relat,on to Present-Day Asteroids" sscoauthored by M_chaelJ. Gaffey and Paul Pellas.
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Volatdes,suchaswaterandcarbon
d_oxide,obviouslyuseful_nany
spacesettlement,couldbe foundin
anasteroidthatresemblesa
carbonaceouschondriteoronethat
consistsofthenucleusof aformer
comet.Watercontentbyweight
for thesematerialsmayrange
from5 percentfor C2chondrites
through10percentinCls toabout
60percent_ntypicalcometary
nucleusmaterial.Theabundance
of organicmatterinCls isabout
6 percentbyweight,andnitrogen,
sulfur,andchlorinearereadily
available.Attractivebonuses
fromCls arethatontheorderof
10percentof theirweightmaybe
magnetite*andabout2 percent
isnickel-richsulfides.Asan
alternativeto returnJngasteroidal
volatilesto LEO,the=nsitu
extractionof wateronanasteroid
maybejustifiable.

The Asteroid-Meteorite

Relationship

Spectroscopic comparisons of

asteroids with laboratory samples of
meteorites show that the dominant

minerals _n meteorites are also the

pnncipal components of asteroid

surfaces. Indeed, many asteroids

have reflectance spectra that are
identfcal with those of known
classes of meteorites. See

table 14. However, many asteroids

appear not to belong to known

classes of meteorites (although

they are made of the same major

minerals). Further, there is little
relation between the abundance of

meteontes of a gwen type and the
abundance of asteroids of the

corresponding spectral class. Of
course, the large majority of the
asteroids studied are in the asteroid

belt, beyond the orbit of Mars,

while the objects that fall on Earth

must have very different orbits It
is mstructwe to note that the

commonest class of meteorites

falling on Earth, the ordinary

chondrites, is apparently absent in
the asteroid belt, but at least one

spectroscopic match for ordinary

chondrites can be found among the

small, poorly stud_ed near-Earth
asteroids.

We have known for many years
that the Earth receives in the

meteorites a biased sampling of

the asteroid types as spectral
reflectance classifies them. The

main problem is that the most

* M. Hyman and M. W Rowe, 1983, "The Ongln of Magnetite _nCarbonaceous Chondntes,"
abstract _nLunar & Planetary Scl XlV (Houston: Lunar & Planetary Inst.), pp. 341-342.
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TABLE14. Asteroid Types: Surface Mineralogy and Meteoritic Analogs from

Reflectance Spectroscopya

Type (No.) b Inferred surface

mineralogy

Possible meteoritic analogs

B (6)

C (88)

F (13)

G (5)

D (26)

P (23)

E (8)

M (21)

Q (1)

R (1)

S (144)

(4) Olivine or ohvine-metal

Hydrated sihcates +

carbon/organics/opaques

Carbon/orgamc-rich
sihcates?

Enstatite or possibly other
_ron-free silicates

Metal (possibly trace silicates)

Metal + enstatite?

Olivine + pyroxene + metal

Pyroxene + olivine

Metal +/- olivine

+/- pyroxene

(1) Pyroxene +/- feldspar

(4) Possibly similar to types P/D

Olivine achondrites or

pallasites

CI1-CM2 assemblages and

assemblages produced by

aqueous alteration and/or

metamorphism of CI/CM

precursor matenals

Organic-rich cosmic dust grains?

CI1-CM2 plus organics?

Enstatite achondrites

Irons (possibly with silicate

inclusions)
Enstahte chondntes'_

Ordinary chondrites

Pyroxene-olivine achondntes

Pallasites with accessory

pyroxene
Olivine-dominated stony-irons

Ureilites and pnmitive
achondrites

CV3/C03 chondrites

Basaltic achondntes

aTabletakenfrom MJchaelJ Gaffey,JeffreyF Bell,andDaleP Cru_kshank,1989, "ReflectanceSpectroscopy
andAsteroidSurfaceMineralogy,"in AsteroidsII, ed RichardP Bmzel,TomGehrels,andMddredShapley
Matthews(Tucson Umv of ArizonaPress),p 114

bNumberof asteroidsclassifiedas this typeby DavidJ Tholen_nhis Ph D thesis,AsteroidTaxonomyfrom
ClusterAnalys_sof Photometry,Univ of Anzona,1984
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abundantmeteorites(theordinary
chondrites,whichcomprisealmost
3/4of themeteoriteswehave
foundonEarth)haverare
asteroidalanalogsandthemost
abundantasteroids(spectral
typeS,whichcomprisesabout
1/3of alltheasteroidsthathave
beenclassifiedandover1/2of
thenear-Earthasteroidsthat
havebeenclassified)haverare
meteoriticanalogs.(Seefigure8
for the type d_stribution of the near-

Earth asteroids.) The explanation

for this mismatch is among the

most intriguing subjects being

addressed by meteoriticists and

asteroid spectroscopists.

We know that asteroid discoveries

are biased in favor of the brighter

objects; that is, those that are large
or close (in the inner as opposed

to the outer belt) or have a high
albedo. We know that meteonte

finds are biased in favor of those

that can survive atmospheric entry.

There may be an accidental bias _n

the meteorite population: that _s,

they could be the products of

the fragmentation of only a few,
unrepresentative parent asteroids.

The ordinary chondrites could

come from only parts of larger
asteroids. These meteorites could

come from somewhere other than

the asteroid belt. There may be a

Figure 8

Spectral Type Distribution of Observed

Near.Earth Asteroids

This d_strlbutlon, as determined by Dawd

J. Tholen using the Eight-Color Asteroid

System, has not been corrected for

observabonal bias. The asteroid types

are defined tn table 14.

From Lucy-Ann McFadden, Dawd J.

Tholen, and Glenn J. Veeder, 1989,

"Physical Properties of Aten, Apollo and

Amor Asteroids," in Asteroids II, ed.

R_chard P. Bmzel, Tom Gehrels, and

Mzldred Shapley Matthews (Tucson

Umversity of Arizona Press), p. 448
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timebias;comparisonof thewell-
preservedmeteoritesfoundinthe
Antarcticwiththemoreweathered
meteoritesfoundelsewhere
(whichpresumablyfellwithinthe
last200years)suggeststhat
Antarcticamayhavesampleda
differentmeteoroidpopulationin
thepastthanis beingsampledby
contemporary,non-Antarcticfalls
andfinds.

Thus,althoughwemustbeaware
that,asLipschutzsays,"the
meteoritesareanincompleteand
unrepresentativesampleof the
asteroidbelt"(andof intermediate
parentbodiessuchasthenear-
Earthasteroids),thevolumeof
dataonthemeteoritessofar
exceedsthevolumeof dataon
thenear-Earthasteroidsthat
wearecompelledto assumefor
thetimebeingthatthemeteorites
areadequaterepresentationsofthe
near-Earthasteroidpopulation.

Inthispaper,Iwillpresenta brief
overwewof theentirerangeof
meteoritecompositions,with

emphasison theoccurrence
of interestingresources.Iwill
focusonmaterialsusefulin space,
especiallyvolatiles,metals,and
raw"dirt." Thosefewmaterials
thatmayhavesufficientlyhigh
marketvalueto beworthreturning
to Earthwillalsobementioned.

Meteorite Classes

Figure 9 shows the general scheme
for classification of meteorites.
This scheme unifies the more than

30 known classes under the three

principal headings of stones, stony-
irons, and irons. Primitive solid

material, in which the major rock-

forming elements have about the
same relative abundances as in 'the

Sun, accounts for the subset of

stony meteorites called chondrltes.
All other classes of meteorites are

the results of melting and

density-dependent geochemical
differentiation of primitive material.
Chondrites fall on Earth far more

often than all these other meteorite

types combined.
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Figure 9

Meteorite Types (and Presumably

Types of Near-Earth Asteroids)

The prospect of mining
differentiated asteroids is not

encouraging. Volatiles are

probably rare or absent, and free
metals will probably have drained
into a massive monolithic core.

Conversely, chondritic asteroids,

both those with high volatile

content and those with high
free-metal content, are attractive

targets.

The various classes of chondrites

differ greatly in mineralogy,

oxidation state, and volatile content

(fig. 10) as a consequence of

having formed at different

temperatures. The content (by

weight) of volatile-rich, low-

temperature carbonaceous (C1)

chondrites is up to 20 percent
water chemically bound in clay

minerals, up to 6 percent organic

matter, and up to 11 percent
magnetite. Nitrogen is present in

the organic matter, and sulfur may
be found as sulfides, elemental

sulfur, and water-soluble sulfates.
Carbonates and halides are

abundant. All members of the

C1 subtype of carbonaceous

chondntes are very easily crushed;
so are the members of the

C2 subtype. But the crushing

Meteorite types

Stony

Chondrites Achondrites

PnmJtwe Igneous

Undifferentiated D_fferent_ated

Stony-iron

[AIl_rentiated ]

Mesosiderites Pallasites
Sd=cateand Metal matrix

metal lumps w_ths_hcates

Iron

[Almost att/.../J "_,_ differentiated.]

Hexahedrites Octahedrites Ataxites

<6% Ni >6% Ni _40-60% Ni

--75% --12% --1% 41% --2% --8% --1%
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strengthofallothermeteorite
classes,includingtheC3subtype,
varies.*Carbonaceouschondrites
makeupontheorderof 1percent
of allmeteoritefalls.

Equallyrare,theenstatite(E)
chondritesdisplaymarkedly
differentcompositions.Allthe
Echondritesareina stateof
extraordinarychemicalreduction.
Ironoxidesarewhollyabsentand
ironis foundonlyasthesulfide
troilite(FeS)andin iron-nickel-
cobaltalloys.Thedominant
mineralisenstatite,theverypure
magnesiumorthosilicate.These
meteoritesaresostronglyreduced
thatasmuchas1percentby
weightof themetalphasein
enstatitechondritesiselemental
siliconinsolidsolutionwiththeiron
andnickel.Accessorymaterials
suchascalciumsulfide(the
mineraloldhamite),magnesium
sulfide(niningerite),titaniumnitride
(osbornlte),manganesesulfide

(alabandite),siliconoxynitride
(sinoite),andevenpotassium-and
titanium-bearingsulfidesarefound
in theEchondritesor in their
differentiatedcounterparts,the
E achondrites.

However,morethan95percent
of thechondritesthatfallon
Earth(about3/4ofall known
meteorites)liebetweenthe
extremesrepresentedbytheE and
C chondrites.Theseintermediate
"ordinary"chondritesaresubdivided
intothreegroupsaccordingto the
totalamountof irontheycontain
andtheproportionofthatiron(and
of thesiderophilicelements)thatis
foundasfreemetal: theHgroup
withhighironcontent(muchof it
metallic),theL groupwithlowiron
content(lessof it metallic),andthe
LLgroupw_thlowironandlow
freemetalcontent.Table15and
figure11showthecompositional
relationshipsamongthefivemajor
classesof chondntes.

*M_chael LJpschutz, personal communJcatfon w_th the edutor
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Figure 10

Classes of Chondritic Meteorites

(With Percentages of All Chondntes That
Belong to Each Type)

Chondrite types

Enstatite E Ordinary onaceous

• Unoxldlzed

• Odd nitrides

,, Odd sulfides

• Abundant metal

• Elemental Si j

High-iron H
"_ Low-iron

Olivine (Fo, Mg)2SiO 4

Pyroxene (Fe, Mg, Ca) SiO3

Metal (Fe, Ni, Co ...)

Trollite FeS

Plagloclase (K, Na) AlSi308

CaAI2Si208

Trace phosphates, titanates

• Oxidized

• Water-soluble salts

• Clays

• Organic matter

---60% - 2°/°__° UPtteO 10% bound

LL ,ow-iro°,
R

low-free-metal
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TABLE 15. Chemical Compositions (Weight %) of Two Enstatite Chondrites

and of the Other Chondrite Groupsa

Class Enstatite (E) Ordinary Carbonaceous (C)

Group H L (& LL)b Cl C2 C3

Component (wt. %)

Si 16.47 20.48 17.08 18.67 10.40 12.96 15.58 c

Ti 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.09

AI 0.77 1.06 1.22 1.27 0.84 1.17 1.43

Cr 0.24 0.23 0.29 0.31 0.23 0.29 0.35

Fe 33.15 22.17 27.81 21.64 18.67 21.56 24.92

Mn 0 19 0.12 0.26 0.27 0.17 0.16 0.16

Mg 10.40 13.84 14.10 15.01 9.60 11.72 14.29

Ca 1.19 0.96 1.26 1.36 1.01 1.32 1.57

Na 0.75 0 67 0.64 0 70 0.55 0.42 0.41

K 0 09 0 05 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.06

P 0 30 0.15 0 15 0.15 0.14 0.13 0 12

Ni 1.83 1.29 1.64 1.10 1.03 1.25 1.36

Co 0 08 0 09 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.08

S 5 78 3.19 1.91 2.19 5.92 3.38 2.09

H 0.13 trace trace trace 2.08 1.42 0.26

C 0.43 0.84 trace trace 3.61 2.30 0.76

FeO/Fetot 0 70 0 75 0.60 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.10

Samples 1 1 36 68 3 10 12

The Fe entry in this table includes iron in metal, silicate, oxide, and sulfide phases.

The amount of metallic _ron can be determined from that number and the ratio FeO/Fetot.

The amount of oxygen is not shown but is the remainder to make up 100 percent.

aTable modified from Robert T Dodd, 1981, Meteorites. A PetrologtcaI-Chemlcal Synthesis (Cambndge University Press), p 19

bDodd grouped the low-iron (L) and Iow-_ron, low-metal (LL) chondntes in his analysis

cWe_ghted average for Dodd's five CO chondntes and seven CV chondntes
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Figure 11

Reduced vs. Oxidized Iron in the Five

Classes of Chondritic Meteorites

Reduced ffon (metalhc iron and that

present as FeS) m chondntlc meteorites is

plotted against oxidized iron (that present

in sJhcates and, in CM and Cl, as Fe304).

bnes having slopes of-1 correspond to

constant total Fe/Si ratios; two are shown

for reference purposes. The highly

reduced enstabte (EH and EL) chondntes

plot along the left axis; the highly oxidized

CM (C2) and CI (C1) chondntes, along the

bottom axis.

Modified from John T. Wasson, 1985,

Meteontes: Their Record of Early Solar-

System H_story (New York: W. H. Freeman

and Co.), p. 29.
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The most highly oxidized ordinary

chondrites (LL) and the most

volatile-poor and unoxidized of the

carbonaceous chondrites (C3)

contain by weight only 16 percent
free metal. But, because the less

abundant components of the metal

(nickel, cobalt, and the platinum

group metals) are harder to oxidize

than iron, they have been

concentrated in the metal grains.

Thus, the metal grains in these

more oxidized chondrites contain

far greater concentrations of these

metals than do the metal grains _n,

say, the E chondrites. Nickel

ranges from about 6 percent of the

metal in E chondrites to 60 percent
in the C3 chondrites, and cobalt

and the plahnum group follow suit.
In each class of chondrites, the

concentration of the more valuable

elements in the metal phase _s

highest in the smallest grains.
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Table16showstheconcentrations
of a numberof elementsin the
magneticallyseparable(metallic)
componentofchondntic
meteorites.Itcanbeseenthat
thefourfoldoveralldepletionof
themetallicelementsin theLL
chondritesrelativeto Hchondrites
isaccompaniedbyonlya twofold
depletion_ntheirplatinumgroup
content.It is thusnotterribly
importantwhichclassof ordinary

chondritesis exploitedforthese
elements.Magneticextractionof
iron-richphases(magnetite,FeS,
etc.)mightbeapphedto a C1
chondrite,whichis lackingin free
metal,sinceC1chondritescontain
byweightupto 11percent
magnetiteandabout2 percent
nickel-richsulfides.However,it
hasnotyetbeenshownthatsuch
a separabonprocessispractical.

TABLE16. Concentrations of Components of the Metal Phases of

Ordinary Chondrites

Class

LL L H

Concentration (% by wt )
of total metal
in meteonte.

Nickel conc (% by wt.)
in metal

Cobalt conc. (% by wt.)
in metal

Concentration (ppm)m metal
Platinum group metals

Platinum
Ruthenium
Osmlu;q
Iridium
Rhodium

Other elements of interest
Gallium
Germanium
Arsenic

4 (+1) 9 (+2)

25 ( + 5) 15 ( + 3)

1.2 (+02) 0.7 (+0.1)

21 (+5) 13 (+1)
12 (+_1) 8 (+1)
10 (+2) 6 (+1)
10 (+-2) 5 (+_1)

1.0 (+0.2) 0.6 (+0.1)

1 to 15 6 to 30
200 ( + 30) 110 ( + 30)

1.2 ( + 0.2) 1.7 ( + 0.2)

16 (+3)
10 (+2)

0 5 (+0 1)

11 (+2)
5.7 (+-0.6)
4 7 (+0.4)
4.8 ( +-1 2)
05 (+0.1)

?

"2

2.1 (02)
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Meteorites as Sources of
Volatiles and Metals

If the resources of primary interest

are volatiles, then, among
meteorites, the carbonaceous

chondrites are the target of choice.

The concentrations of hydrogen,

carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur in C1
chondrites are more than 100 times

those in the lunar regolith: the Cls

contain (by weight) 4 to 6 percent

carbon, about 0.3 percent
nitrogen, 6 percent sulfur, and

10 to 20 percent water (1 to

2 percent hydrogen). Most of the

carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur is, like

the hydrogen, compounded, though

there may be some pure carbon.

If metals are the principal resource

desired, then all classes of

chondritic meteorites are of great
interest. The abundance of free

iron in a typical chondrite is much

higher than on the lunar surface,

where cnly meteoritic fragments
can be found. And the amount of

metallic nickel in a typical chondrite
_s about 100 times the nickel

content of lunar regolith. As

figure 11 shows, there is real

variation in the Fetotaj:Si atomic

ratio [from about 0.4 in LL and

some E chondrites (the EL

subtype, including Indarch) to about
1.0 in C1 and some other E

chondrites (the EH subtype,

including Khairpur)], but the large

majority of the chondrites landing

on Earth (the L and H groups) have
Fetotal:Si atomic ratios of 0.6-0.8.

As shown in figure 11, the C3
chondrites and C2 chondrites

contain fully as much total iron

(relative to silicon) as the H

chondrites; the amount of free

metal in the chondrite, however,

varies from about 1 percent in the
C3s to about 20 percent in the H

group.

Figure 12 shows the total
concentrations of water and free

metal in the major classes of
chondr_tes.
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Mechanical Properties of
Meteorites

Meteorites have seldom been

subjected to tests of bulk physical

properties. There is a great

variation in crushing strength and

porosity, with C1 chondrites

apparently most porous (more than

10 percent of their volume is pores)
and weakest (crushing strengths of

only a few bars). The ordinary
chondrites have measured

strengths ranging from 60 to

2600 bars (1 bar = 105 N/m2).

Iron meteorites range in strength up

to 3600 bars at room temperature.

At low temperature and in the

presence of hydrogen, these are

subject to embrittlement and
should be much easier to crush.

However, iron asteroids, if

found, would present significant

processing challenges.

Meteorites are the subset of

nonterrestrial projectiles that

survive entry into the atmosphere.

Thus, they have been selected for

strength. Stony fireballs often

break up at high altitudes and yield

no meteorites. Typical strengths
for such fireballs are about 40 bars.

The famous Tunguska object

Meteonte composition

Primitive (chondrites) Differentiated
Achondrites Irons

C1 C2 C3 LL L H E

10-_ No free 11 • 1:'

_metal -_ /_"

\Curve 1:1

-_--_H20 I
k Curve 3: i

.=_ 5_ _ i__ I X. % Ni + Co, etc.,

I / Curve 2: / _/_//_/

! \ -roial free / //:

Volahle-rich Volatile-poor
(H20, C, S, etc) (igneous)

Formation temperature

100

75

@
E

5O

o

25

Figure 12

Volatile and Metal Variations in

Meteorites

Curve 1, as measured on the left scale,

shows the concentration of water in
different types of chondntlc meteorites.

The carbonaceous chondrites contam the

most water and become progressJvely

less hydrous in going from type C1 to

type C3 The ordinary chondntes (LL, L,

and H) contain even less water. Most of

the other common volable spectes

(carbon as CO 2, sulfur, etc ) are also

present _nstgmhcant amounts only/n the
meteorites that contain s_gmhcant water.

Curve 2, as measured on the right scale,

shows the total free metal m these same

meteorite types. The total free metal (that

ts, the metalhc elements that are not

combined as oxides, silicates, etc )

generally increases as water decreases.

As curve 3 (measured on the right scale)

shows, the concentration of mckel, cobalt,

and the platinum group elements wtthin

the metal phase _s generally h_ghest tn

meteorites having the lowest amounts of
free metal.

The amount of free metal in differenhated

meteorites _s shown by the shaded areas

as measured on the right scale
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thatdetonatedoverSiberiain
1908completelyrupturedunder
anaerodynamicpressure
estimatedat 200bars. Fireballs
associatedwiththeorbitsof
knowncometsbreakupat
Ioadingsof 0.1to 1 bar. Thismay
bea veryimportantandrelevant
datum,sincesomenear-Earth

asteroidsarethoughtto beextinct
cometnuclei.Beneathsurface
dustmantles,suchasteroidsmay
be60percentor moreice.

Theavailabledataonthecrushing
strengthsof Earth-crossingbodies
aresummarizedin table17.

Moon

Meteors

TABLE 17. Crushing Strengths of Lunar Materials and Various

Types of Meteors

Crushing strength, bars

(1 bar = 105 N/m2)

Regolith--precrushed

Rocks (anorthosite, basalt)

0

-2500

Irons --room temperature

--low temperature (Brecher)

Stones-measured (L)

Fireballs that yield stones

(Lost City, Innisfree)

3600

<1000

>60

< 2600

>200

Tunguska explosion 200

F_reballs

PN40503 30

EN160166 50

Cometary fireballs > 0.1
<1
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Asteroid Orbits

Eleanor Helin has recently

summarized for the Spacewatch

Report the orbital data on the

asteroids crossing the Earth's orbit

and closely approaching the Earth.
An updated version of this list

(through 1984)* is given in
table 18. The orbital eccentricities

of these asteroids range from

0.182 to 0.894, with an average

(and most probable) value of 0.55.
Inclinations range from a low of

1.4 degrees for 1982 DB up to

over 68 degrees. Those asteroids

which take the least energy to
reach from Earth must have low

inclinations (i) and eccentricities (e)

and should have semlmajor axes
not too different from Earth's.

Asteroids with orbital periods

greater than 1 year are usually

easiest to reach if their perihelion
distance is near 1 astronomical

unit (AU), the mean Earth-Sun

distance. A simple but useful

approximation rule is that an
asteroid will be accessible with a

round-trip total change in velocity
(AV) of less than 6 km/sec if
20e + l is less than 14 and the

perihelion distance is between
0.8 and 1.15 AU. The first

criterion is met by 8 of the

63 known near-Earth asteroids,

and 7 satisfy both criteria. Of

these, five have round-trip &V's

under 6 km!sec, and two are just

over the limit. For comparison, the
z_V for ascent from low Earth orbit

(LEO) to the lunar surface is
6 km/sec one-way and 9 km/sec

round-trip. The most favorable

asteroid, 1982 DB, requires less

than 4.6 km/sec for a round trip.t

*A further updated hst (through 1988) Js available Jn the chapter by McFadden, Tholen, and
Veeder _n Asterotds II.

1" It should be noted, however, that we do not have a spectral type for 1982 DB. Two

(1982 XB and 1943 Anteros) of the other four asteroids hsted _n table 19 have been

classified (as S). Only one other (3908 1980 PA) of the asteroids meeting these critena for

accesslbJhty has been classified (as V).
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TABLE18. Near-Earth Asterolds--Atens, Apollos, and Amors

[After Eleanor Helin in Spacewatch Report]

Name/numbera Discovery Perihelion Aphelion Semimajor Eccen- Incli-

year distance distance axis tricity nat_on

Spectral

typeb

3200 Phaethon 1983 0.14 2.47 1.30 0.894 22.8
1566 Icarus 1949 0.19 1.97 1.08 ,827 23.0

2212 Hephaistos 1978 0.36 3.97 2.16 .835 11.9
1974 MA 1974 0.42 3.13 1.78 762 37.8

2101 Adonis 1936 0.44 3.30 1.87 .764 1.4
2340 Hathor 1976 0.46 1 22 0.84 .450 5.9
2100 Ra-Shalom 1978 0.47 1 20 0 83 .437 15.8

1954 XA 1954 0.51 1.05 0.78 .345 3.9
1984 KB 1984 0.53 3.88 2 21 .760 4 6

3362 Khufu 1984 0.53 1.46 0.99 .469 9.9
1982 TA 1982 0.53 4.07 2.30 .769 12.1

1864 Daedalus 1971 0,56 2.36 1.46 .615 22.1
1865 Cerberus 1971 0.58 1.58 1 08 .467 16.1

Hermes 1937 0.62 2.66 1 64 .624 6.2

(1937 UB)
1981 Midas 1973 0.62 2.93 1.78 650 39.8

2201 Oljato 1947 0.63 3.72 2 17 .712 2.5
1981 VA 1981 0.63 4.22 2.46 744 22.0

1862 Apollo 1932 0.65 2.29 1.47 .560 6.4
1979 XB 1979 0.65 3.88 2.26 .713 24.9

2063 Bacchus 1977 0.70 1.45 1.08 .349 9.4
1685 Toro 1948 0.77 1.96 1 37 .436 9.4

1983 LC 1983 0.77 4.50 2.63 .711 1.5
2062 Aten 1976 0.79 1.14 0 97 .182 18.9
2135 Aristaeus 1977 0.79 2.40 1 60 .503 23,0

1983 VA 1983 0.81 3,67 2 24 .636 15.4

3361 Orpheus 1982 0 82 1.60 1 21 .322 2.7
6743 P-L 1960 0.82 2.42 1.62 .493 7 3

1983 TF 2 1983 0.82 3.62 2 61 .387 7 8
2329 Orthos 1976 0.82 3.99 2.40 .658 24.4

1620 Geographos 1951 0.83 1.66 1.24 .335 13.3
1959 LM 1959 0 83 1.85 1.34 .379 3.3
1950 DA 1950 0.84 2.53 1 68 .502 12.1

1866 Sisyphus 1972 0.87 2.92 1.89 .540 41.1
1978 CA 1978 0.88 1.37 1.12 .215 26.1
1973 NA 1973 0.88 4.04 2.46 .642 68.1

F
S
SGc

CSUd
C

S

SQ
S

Q

S

S

S

S
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TABLE 18 (concluded).

Name/number Discovery Perihelion Aphelion Semimajor Eccen- Inch- Spectral

year distance distance axis tncity nation type

1863 Antinous 1948 0.89 3.63 2.26 0 606 18 4 SU

2102 Tantalus 1975 0.91 1.67 1.29 298 64 0

1982 BB 1982 0.91 1.91 1,41 .355 20 9 E

6344 P-L 1960 0 94 4.21 2.58 .635 4.6

1982 DB 1982 0.95 2,02 1.49 .360 1.4

1979 VA 1979 0.98 4.29 2.64 .627 2 8 CF

3671 Dionysius 1984 1 01 3,41 2.21 .544 13.7
3757 1982 XB 1982 1.01 2,70 1.86 .454 3.9 S

3122 1981 ET 3 1981 1 02 2.52 1 77 422 22 2
2608 Seneca 1978 1.02 3,93 2.48 .587 15.6 S

3908 1980 PA 1980 1.04 2,82 1.93 .459 2 2 V

1980 AA 1980 1.05 2,73 1.89 444 4.2

2061 Anza 1960 1.05 3.48 2.26 537 3.7 TCG
1915 Quetzalcoatl 1953 1.05 3,99 2.52 .583 20.5 S

1943 Anteros 1973 1.06 1,80 1.43 256 8.7 S

1917 Cuyo 1968 1.06 3,23 2.15 .505 24.0
3551 1983 RD 1983 1 07 3,12 2.10 .488 9 5 V

1221 Amor 1932 1.08 2.76 1.92 .436 11 9

1980 WF 1980 1.08 3.38 2.23 .514 6.4 QU

1981 QB 1981 1.08 3.39 2.24 .518 37.1
1983 RB 1983 1.09 3.35 2.22 .490 18.0

3288 Seleucus 1982 1.10 2.96 2.03 .457 5 9 S
1982 YA 1982 1.11 5.09 3.10 .641 33,2

1627 Ivar 1929 1.1 2 2.60 1.86 .397 8.4 S

1580 Betulia 1950 1 12 3.27 2.20 .490 52.0 C

2202 Pele 1972 1.12 3.46 2.29 .510 8 8

433 Eros 1898 1.1 3 1.78 1.46 .223 10.8 S

887 Alinda 1918 1.15 3.88 2.52 544 9.1 S

aWhen first discovered, asteroids are given a prows_onal designation which consists bastcally of the year and two letters The first letter refers to

the half-month interval _n which tt was dascovered; the second, to the chronologIcal order of its announcement w_thln that partrcular half-month

interval So, for example, 1982 DB was the second (B) asteroid discovered during the second half of February (D) m 1982 After the orbDt of an

asteroid has been well enough determined that it can be found again, it is gwen a sequential number and, when _ts dtscoverer can think of one, a

name Names seem to be needed for Amors 3757 1982 XB, 3122 1981 El" 3, 3908 1980 PA, and 3551 1983 RD, so readers w_th lovely ideas may

submit them to the International Astronomical Umon, Commission 20 (Positions and Motions of Minor Planets, Comets and Satellites)

bSee table 14 for the deffnftions of these spectral types and possible meteorftlc analogs of them

cWhen more than one spectral type ts hsted, the red,cation is that the data are ambiguous or noIsy

du = Unclassified
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The best possible target would be a

body that can be reached simply by

achieving escape velocity from
Earth and which is about to collide

with the Earth (so that no return

propulsion is required). The

round trip &V from LEO for this

unattainably ideal case is about
3.4 km/sec. A reasonable estimate
of the number of near-Earth

asteroids with radii of 1 km or more

yet to be discovered is 1000 to

4000. Estimating that 10 percent
of them will be in accessible orbits

(round-trip total AV < 6 km/sec),
some 100 to 400 1-kilometer-size

bodies should be available for

exploitation. The number of bodies
with radii of 100 m to 1 km is

probably several hundred times as

large.

The martian satellites Phobos and

Deimos are less attractive in terms

of the energy needed to reach
them than the near-Earth asteroids

but still more accessible for

exploitation than the surface of the

Moon. Like the Moon, Phobos and

Deimos apparently have a regolith

and lack an atmosphere. Three

independent sources of
information--thermal inertia

measurements and photographs

made from Mariner 9 and Viking

and ground-based radar
measurements-indicate the

presence of a lunar-like regolith

that is tens of meters deep in some

places. Measurements of the
densities of Phobos and Deimos,

their albedo (dark), and their

spectral reflectance are similar to
those for carbonaceous chondrite

meteorites and the possibly

organic-rich D- and P-type

asteroids. However, ground-based

photometry of Deimos made during

the 1988 opposition of Mars shows
no 3-micron water band in its

spectrum, and data from the Soviet

spacecraft Phobos 2 must be

thermally modeled before these

images and spectra can provide

information on the presence of
water on Phobos. Thus, to

associate the composition of

Phobos and Deimos with any

meteorite type would require a

mission capable of taking a

chemical inventory of these
satellites.*

*Lucy McFadden, 1989, in vol. VI of ExploratronStudies Technical Report, published by the
Office of Exploration,Johnson Space Center, NASA TM-4170, pp. 2-6 & 2-7.
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Thez&Vrequirementsforthe
outbound(LEOto surfaceof
body)andinbound(surfaceof
bodyto LEO)legsandthetrip
timesforasteroidal,lunar,and
martiantrajectoriesarecompared
in table19. NotethattheMars
systemismainlyusefulfor

supplyingresourcesto support
Marsendeavors.However,return
of martiansatellitematerialsto
LEOis somewhatmoreattractive
energeticallythanreturnof lunar
materialsto LEO(returnz_V's
about40%lower).

TABLE19. AV'sand Trip Times Between LEO and the Surface'_ of the Moon,

Selected Asteroids, Mars, and Phobos/Deimos*

Body

Outbound Inbound

&V, T_me of &V, Time of

LEO _ surface, flight, surface _,- LEO, flight,

km/sec days km/sec days

Asteroids:

1982 D8 4.45 210 0.06 480

1982 XB 5.30 220 0.22 470

1982 HR 5.30 180 0.26 320

1980 AA 5.40 690 0.36 450

1943 Anteros 5.27 390 0.39 290

Moon 6.00 3 3.10 3

Mars 4.80 270 5.70 270

Phobos/Deimos 5.60 270 1.80 270

*All returns to LEO are vta aerocapture All arrivals Jn the Mars system are also wa aerocapture _n the martian atmosphere
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Asteroids as Targets for
Resource Exploitation

Although both meteont_cists

and asteroid spectroscopists

are puzzled over the lack of

correspondence between types

of meteorites as analyzed in the

laboratory and types of asteroids

as measured by remote sensing

of their surface mineralogy, there

are indications in these spectral
reflectance data that some of the

near-Earth asteroids resemble

the volatile-rich carbonaceous

chondrites. So useful would

volatiles, including water and

carbon dioxide, be in space
settlements that additional

support for the effort to find
and characterize more of these

asteroids seems warranted.

(See the preceding paper by

Mike Gaffey.)

Though we have no spectral typing
of the most accessible asteroid,

1982 DB, the fact that a round trip
to it or one of several other near-

Earth asteroids requires less

energy than a round trip to the
surface of the Moon is another

reason to keep looking for an
asteroid that is both accessible

and of a desirable composition.
Should such a candidate for

resource exploitation be found,
then we would want to send a

reconnaissance mission to it to

determine if it is really a mining

prospect. (See Rich Gertsch's

subsequent paper on asteroid

mining.)
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Lunar Resource Evaluation and
Mine Site Selection

A. Edward Bence

I have considered two scenarios in

this evaluation of lunar mineral

resources and the selection of

possible mining and processing
sites. The first scenario assumes

that no new surface or near-surface

data will be available before site

selection (presumably one of the

Apollo sites). The second scenario
assumes that additional surface

geology data will have been

obtained by a lunar orbiter mission,

an unmanned sample return
mission (or missions), and followup
manned missions.

Regardless of the scenario, once a

potentially favorable mine site has

been identified, a minimum amount
of fundamental data is needed to

assess the resources at that site

and to evaluate its suitability for

mining and downstream

processing. Since much of the

required data depends on the

target mineral(s), information on
the resource, its beneficiation,

and the refining, smelting, and
fabricating processes must be
factored into the evaluation. The

annual capacity and producing
lifetime of the mine and its

associated processing plant must
be estimated before the resource

reserves can be assessed. The

available market for the product

largely determines the capacity
and lifetime of the mine.

While realistic market determination

is several years away, this study

starts by assuming a 40 000-

metric-ton-per-year lunar mining

operation with a minimum lifetime

of 10 years. This size would be

sufficient to supply 100 metric tons

of liquid oxygen (LOX) per year to

low Earth orbit (LEO), assuming a

100-percent extraction efficiency

and using an additional 300 metric

tons of lunar oxygen to deliver the

usable lunar oxygen to LEO and to

bring tankers and hydrogen back
to the Moon.

A 10-year operation requires

processing of nearly 500 000 metric
tons of ore. In the cases of iron-

titanium mare basalts and of

aluminous material from the lunar

highlands, this amount of ore is

insignificant compared to the

potential reserves. And there

should be no problem defining

adequate reserves of oxygen, iron,
titanium, silica, and bulk materials at

any otherwise acceptable site.

How does one go about evaluating
an ore body on the Moon? On

Earth it is fairly straightforward.

Data on ore grade, grade

continuity, geometry and size of the

ore body, grain size and grain size
d_stribution, state of aggregation,

accessibility, local relief, availability

of power and water, and
environmental issues must be

collected, analyzed, and evaluated

for economic impact. In the

terrestrial case, the underlying

constraint _s profitability. In the
lunar case, the only constraint is

that the cost of placing the final

product in LEO be less than the

cost of bringing it from Earth.
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Physicalandchemical
characterizationof a potentialore
body(prospect)onEarthis
accomplishedbyadetailed
samplingprogramthatincludes
extensivecoredrilling.Terrestrial
remotesensingrarelylocates
actualorebodies,onlyprospects
whicharethenexploredinmore
detailontheground. It is unlikely
thatsucha samplingprogram
wouldbecarriedoutata new
landing site. Most of the

exploration for lunar mining

prospects would probably be done

by remote sensing. The proposed
resolution of the lunar resource

mapper will not yield as much s_te

information as is already known

about the Apollo s_tes. For this

reason an Apollo s_te, if it contains

the appropriate materials, would be

the most suitable site for a regolith

mining operation. Since water has

not yet been discovered on the

Moon, it is not considered here.

However, if water (ice) were
discovered in the polar regions, its

availability alone could strongly
influence site selection.

William Snow, another participant in the

summer study and the author of a paper

in volume 2 entitled "Electromagnetic

Launch of Lunar Mater_al, "' has thzs to say

about s_ting the lunar mine and oxygen

producbon plant:

To obtain lunar oxygen at the earhest

possible date, the electromagnebc

launcher and liquid oxygen producbon

plant should be deployed at one of the

Apollo landing sites. Doing so would

eliminate the need for a geochemical

orbiter to survey the entire Moon first.

To send a geochemical orbiter _s good

science, but it is not required for siting

a lunar oxygen plant. Requiring a

preliminary survey would be hke hawng

Sutter discover gold in California and then

requiring a complete survey of the state

before gold mining could begin. We know

the mineralogy and chemistry sufficiently

well at s_x locations on the Moon and

could begin today desigmng and

constructing a lunar oxygen processlng

plant on the basis of the samples brought

back by the Apollo missions. Ca liforn ia "Forty.Nin ers"

Soon after the news leaked out that gold had been d_scovered at Sutter's mill on

January 24, 1848, the Cahforma gold rush began. No one waited for a government study

to determine the most likely mine Iocabons. Instead, in the following year, tens of

thousands of prospectors--the "forty-nmers"-streamed to Cahfornla and began to look

for a share of the 550 mzllion dollars' worth of gold that was mined there in the next

10 years.
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Return to an Apollo Site

Even with our current knowledge of

the Apollo sites, we need additional
information to assess their

suitability for mining. For example,
even at the best characterized site,

Apollo 17 (fig. 13), small- to

medium-scale (in meters) variability

in composition and particle size

is not sufficiently well known.
Because such characteristics

profoundly affect the success of a

mining and ore processing venture,

many more regolith cores would
need to be collected before a mine

was specifically located within the

area where Apollo 17 landed. The.

coring locations would be chosen

so as to define a grid over each

prospect. Each block in the grid
would be on the order of several

meters square by 2 meters deep.

Variations in grain size and

mineralogy across the grid would

be used to assess the suitability of

a specific prospect.

Figure 13

Typical Lunar Surface View

at Apollo 17

The crater _n the photograph (Ballet

Crater) is about 30 meters in diameter.

The rock in the foreground is about

40 centimeters across. We have good

information over nearly all the surface of

the Apollo 17 site on the s_zes of craters

and rocks on a submeter scale of

resolution. However, we have very little

information on variation in the third

dimension, depth. We have only a single

3-meter core and a few drwe tubes which

penetrated less than 1 meter. Since

mlmng would likely go to a depth of at

least a few meters, knowledge of the

regolith properties to that depth m_ght be

a requirement for resource evaluation.
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FromtheApollo17siteat Taurus
Littrow,wehavethelargestsuite
of samplesandwealsohavethe
onsiteobservationsof geologist-
astronautJackSchmitt.By
designingflexibilityintominingand
processingequipment,wecan
eliminatetheneedfor someof the
datanormallyrequired.

Thechieffeedstockatthe
Apollo17sitewouldbe theiron-
andtitanium-richmarebasalts.
This"ore"couldbescrapedfrom
thesurfaceandprovidedasbulk
material;oxygenandmetalliciron
couldbeextractedfromit; and
ceramicscouldbemadefromit--
all withrelativelysimplemining,
beneficiation,extraction,and
processingprocedures.However,
eventhes_mplestresource
operationspresentdifficultieson
thelunarsurfaceandrequirethe
supportof a sophisticated
transportabonsystemandthe
presenceof humanbeings.

OxygenProduction

All of the major rock types we
have found on the Moon offer the

potential for oxygen production

in large quantities. However,
ilmenite-rich mare basalts, such

as those at the Apollo 17 site,

seem to offer the widest range

of production methods, including

ilmenite reduction. Adequate

separation of the ilmenite from
the silicates in these basalts could

be a problem. Because the ilmenite-
rich soils at this site derive from

basalt flows, the ilmen_te crystals are

both fine-grained and intergrown

with silicate crystals. An answer to

this separation problem might be to

use an oxygen production process

(such as magma electrolysis or the

carbothermal reduction of silicates)

which does not require beneficiation

(mineral concentration).

Metal Extraction

Iron seems to be the metal most

easily obtained from lunar rocks. It

can be obtained as a byproduct of

the direct hydrogen reduction of

ilmenite and possibly by other

methods. Mare basalts, relatively

rich _n tron and titanium, prowde the

best large-scale source known on
the lunar surface. The basalts at the

Apollo 17 site are thus an adequate
source of _ron.

Bulk Material

While bulk material is available at

virtually any lunar location, a site

with a deep, relatively fine-grained

regolith is preferred from the point

of view of moving large amounts

of material. The Apollo 17 s_te

provides adequate access to this
resource.
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Other Site Considerations

Proximity to highlands: Although

we anticipate that the first lunar
resources used on the Moon will

be obtained from mare soils, it

may be that, in the long range,
materials such as aluminum, lime,

and certain ceramics may best be

obtained from highland rocks.
Thus, selection of an initial lunar

mining and processing site close to

lunar highlands seems prudent.

This requirement would also be
satisfied by the Apollo 17 site

(see fig. 14).

Figure 14

Orbital Wew of the Apollo 17 Site

Apollo 17 ts an example of a s_te at a

boundary between a mare and a

highlands area In this orbital view, Mare

Seremtahs can be seen to the left and

part of the western h_ghlands to the right.

Between these two features, to the right

of center, _s the Taurus Qttrow Valley

(note the landshde there). Such sites

have a geological diversity that, besides

being scientifically mtereshng, may offer

many d_fferent types of usable materials.
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Specific siting of mine and plant:

Optimum location of the first lunar

mine and resource-processing plant

will require additional s_te evaluation.
Detailed characterization of the

regolith is needed in order to

construct an adequate ore body

model. Further sampling to

establish the necessary sampling

grid would be a prime task for the
next astronauts to occupy the

Apollo 17 site. Their other chief
concern wdl be to establish a base

camp that can evolve into a

permanent habitat.

New Sites

In terms of currently recognized
lunar mineral resources, there is

very little justification for developing

a site other than an Apollo site. If,
however, water were located in the

polar regions, then a water-bearing

site would have a higher priority

than any other site. Evaluation of
resources at a site or sites other

than an Apollo site would require

implementation of a regional

exploration program. This program

would include the discovery phase,

presumably by an orbiter mission,

in which a number of potentially

favorable mining sites would be

identified, each with multiple

prospects. This phase would be
followed by an unmanned surface
mission or missions to several of

the most favorable s_tes. Such a

mission would _nclude a Rover-type

vehicle capable of obtaining regolith
cores at least 2 meters deep and

returning the samples to Earth.

Followup manned missions would

land at one or two places from

which candidate m_ning sites are
accessible.

The objectives of the earhest
manned missions would be to set

up an exploration base and,

operating from that base, to carry

out a rigorous sampling and

evaluation program at a small

number (no more than 5 or 6) of

the most favorable prospects.
From this evaluation, all the

prospects found to be ore bodies
would be ranked from most to least

favorable on the basis of mining
and milling criteria. Final site

acceptance would factor in

accessibility, potential hazards,

power requirements, and the

myriad of site details required by

any mining operation.

Conclusion

Any otherwise acceptable mining
s_te on the Moon should have

adequate resources to support a

10-year, 40 000-metric-ton-per-year

operation. Of the sites sampled,

that of Apollo 17 is the best

characterized and should require

the least pre-development work.

Only a site having frozen water
would be more desirable. Even

though the Apollo 17 site is the

best character=zed of the sites,

pre-development work involving

extensive coring of the regolith _s

required to assess its physical and
compositional vanability.
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Lunar Site Characterization and Mining
Charles E. Glass

Before resources are committed to

lunar mining, a significant amount
of information wall be needed.

I hope that our workshop group
will illuminate some of the more

obscure areas, such as the specific

requirements of an ore processing

facility. Other important information

can be acquired only through

onsite exploration and testing.

Potential lunar mining sites can be

divided into two general groups-
generic sites and Apollo sates.

Geologic data for both types of site

are sparse and of poor spatial
resolution.

Generic sites have not been

visited. They are potential mine

sites only because they are in

lunar regions with mineralogic

properties that are generally

understood by comparison of

remotely sensed data with data

from analysis of Apollo site

samples; e.g., mare sites, h_ghland
sites, or transition sites. See

figure 15. Generic sites will require

exploration at a variety of scales.

Initial exploration using a satelhte

in lunar orbit will allow regional

exploration of many generic sites.

Polar sites, if suitable ones
can be identified, have several

advantages for a mining operation.

First, the continuous solar

radiation at the poles would enable

continuous mining operations

under stable temperature and

lighting conditions. (See

figure 16.) Such an environment

would eliminate the stress on

mining equipment and personnel

caused by the alternation of

2-week lunar nights and days at

other sites. Second, the high
thermal gradients encountered at

the poles due to low Sun angles

could help provide cryogenic

storage for processing gases and

product gases. Third, the potential
occurrence of water frozen _n the

perpetually shadowed areas of the

poles is an incentive for exploring
polar s_tes.

Exploration of generic sites at

intermediate scales is required to

bridge the gap between the low-

resolution remote sensing data and
the more intensive measurements

made by human beings. This

intermediate-scale exploration could

be done by automated rovers,
which should be able to cover

relatively large areas rather rapidly.

The automated nature of lunar

exploration will demand advances Jn

high-resolution sensing and in

computer processing and

integration of data acquired by
different instruments on the same

roving vehicle. Knowledge gained

from terrestrial mineral exploration

can be used for preliminary training

of automated interpretation

systems, but the unique conditions

of the lunar environment will likely

require an intelligent computer-

vision system capable of "learning"

and adjusting as new data become
available.
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Figure 15

a. Mare Site

Whde generic sites may be like Apollo

sites in overall characteristics, important

details of any site cannot be predicted.

Here, Buzz Aldrin is carrying a laser

ranging retroreflector (LRRR) and a

passtve se_smtc experiment package

(PSEP). Note the smooth, relatively flat

surface. Note the deeper footprints near

the nm of the small crater m the

foreground. These differences m

footprint depth are related to differences

in local bearing strength. Local variations

m bearing strength should be expected at

any site and cannot be documented

without ons_te surveys. Consequently, slte

surveys may be necessary before

selecting the best location for buildings,

mines, landmg pads, and roadways.

b. Highland Site

Here, Charlie Duke is walkang across the

lunar surface in the vicinity of Plum Crater

at Apollo 16, a h_ghland site. This area

has far fewer small rocks on the surface

than does the mare area shown tn

figure 15a. However, the terrain is more

rolhng and generally less flat. It is difficult

to characterize a generic htghland s_te.

Other parts of th_s same Apollo 16 site are

much rougher, w_th numerous boulders.

As with the mare site, detaded s_te

characterization would be necessary

before construction of facilities could be

undertaken.
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c. Transition Site

Here, we see the Lunar Module at the

Apollo 15 s_te. This s_te _s transitional
between mare and h_ghland. It contains
mare terratn /n the foreground and

highland terrain in the background.
Genenc transition sites may have features
of both, including smooth flat terrain and
hilly terrain. The hkely complexity of such
transition sites may make detaded onsite
surveys even more necessary for them
than for mare or highland sites.
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Figure 16

Polar Solar Power System

At a base near a lunar pole, a solar
reflector (the large tower in the
background) dlrects sunhght to a heat
collector, where _theats a working fluid
which _sused to run a turbtne generator
bur_ed beneath the surface. At such a
location the solar power tower can track
the Sun stmply by rotatmg around its
vertical ax_s. Power is thus prowded
continuously w_thout the 2-week mghttime
period whlch ts characteristic of nonpolar
locations. This continuous power would
allow continuous mmmg and processing
operations at the pole.

Note the sharp contrasts between light
and shadow tn thts picture. The
contrasbng shadows offer another
advantage and might afford a third. A
polar s_tewould have a number of zones
that remain _nperpetual shadow, such as
tnside craters. These zones would be
ideal locations for cryogemc storage
depots; the depots would not require
active cooling to mamta_noxygen at hqu_d
temperatures. And these permanently
shadowed zones mlght have served as
cold traps for collecting water released
from the lunar tnter/or or from _mpacts of
comets or water-bearing asterotds. Such
water, preserved as _ce,might be minable
for use tn hfe support or processing tnto
rocket fuel.

The trmngle _nthe background _sa m_mng
pit. In the foreground, two scientists
collect rock samples for analys_s at the
base.

Artist Maralyn Vicary

Completion of these exploration

programs should bring our

knowledge of genenc sites up to

that of the Apollo sites, the second

general category. Regional

exploration is not deemed

necessary for the Apollo sites

because of the relatively extensive

body of knowledge already
assembled. However, detailed site

investigations to obtain specific

parameters for mine design will be

required for the first mining
attempt.

In outlining these exploration

requirements, our workshop group

made several assumptions. First,

we assumed that the prototype

lunar mining venture should be

an unqualified success. Second,

we assumed that the startup

product would be hquid oxygen,

with the subsequent addition of

such byproducts as metals for
structural use, ceramics, and bulk

materials for shielding. Third,
we assumed that the mining

operation would excavate lunar

regolith and deliver a well-graded

feedstock to the processing facility.

(No crushing is required, with

oversized matertal being removed

mechanically.)

Specific Parameters for
Mine Design

The final stage of the exploration

program--to acquire specific

parameters for mine design--will

begin only after a chosen site has

been as thoroughly explored as an

Apollo site. Even for the Apollo
sites, information is insufficient to

assure the success of our first

lunar mine. Factors that affect

mining include mineralogy, grain
size distribution, abrasiveness,

depth of loosely compacted

regolith, and surface topography.

How these factors vary from place

to place is not well understood.

The Apollo missions were never

intended to be resource appraisals.

Nevertheless, a restudy of Apollo

samples and survey data with an

eye toward resource appraisal

would be a promising first step

toward obtaining the needed site
detail.

Published information on Apollo 17

samples suggests a high degree of

variability from place to place in

mineralogy and in grain size

d_stribution in soils. That variability

_s seen in samples numbering only
in the tens taken over a 25-km2
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screeningprocedures,andplant
feedsimulations.

Mechanicalpropertytestingwill
provideparametersto assessmine
stabilityandfoundationdesign
underbothstaticandoperational
dynamicloads.It maybe
important,forexample,to isolate
theprocessingplantfrommining
andcrushingvibrationseither
throughfoundationdesignor
throughphysicalsiteseparation.

Measurementsofthedepthof the
looselycompactedlunarregolithor
soilwillbeusedto designthe
mine,decideonthescopeofthe
operation,andpredictthevolume.
Thedepthto whichonecanmine
withouthigh-energyrockbreakage
(blasting,etc.)isimportant
fordesignandplanning.An
unexpectedchangeinthedepth,
geometry,ormineralcharacterof
theregolithcouldrequirethatthe
mineandmillberelocated.
Andthefewertheequipment
relocations,thelowerthecosts.

Surfacetopographywilldetermine
thegenerallayoutofthemine
andprocessingplant. Some
topographicfeaturesmaybe
advantageousformaximizing
gravityfeed;othersmayhelp
minimizeexcavation.

Requirements of the Lunar
Mining System

The prototype lunar mining system

should perform economically and

dependably from startup to

decommission. The system should

meet the following requirements.
However, some of these

requirements may prove to be

conflicting, in which case

compromises and tradeoffs will
have to be made.

1. It must accept and produce the

volume specified.

2. The equipment should be

rugged.

3. The equipment should be

simple in design, simple to

operate, and simple to repair.

4. The equipment should be
versatile.

5. The system should be
amenable to automation and
later robotization.

6. Work force requirements
should be low.

7. Weight and cost should be
minimized.

8. The system should be testable
at full scale on Earth before

being put into service on the
Moon.
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Throughput Requirements

Because of the profit incentive,

terrestrial surface mining

techniques used in this country

demand a significantly larger

throughput than the 40 000 metric

tons per year (or 10 metric tons

per hour for a 4000-hour operating

year) envisioned for the first lunar

mine. Mining this quantity of

material does not require
advances in the state of the art of

mining technology. Quite to the

contrary, it requires scaling down

the mining operation to maintain

continuity in operations. For

example, it may be advantageous

to reduce the quantity of material

excavated per unit load and
increase the number of unit loads

excavated per hour. The modest

throughput requirements should

result in increased flexibility in

choosing the prototype lunar

mining system.

Ruggedness of Equipment

The lunar mining equipment
should be robust. It must

withstand the rigors of normal

mining operations, such as

excavating and transporting
abrasive dust, cobbles, and

boulders; operating in a dusty

environment; and operating

continuously. In addition, it must

operate in the hostile lunar
environment with its severe

temperature swings (except at

polar sites).

Design Simplicity

The low throughput requirements

encourage design simplicity, which
will result in failure-resistant

equipment. This design simplicity

should extend to ease of repair, so
as to minimize downtime. Thus,

the prototype system should have

few moving parts, be constrained

in degrees of freedom, and be

automated with exceeding care.

To conserve energy, the mining

and processing should take place

as close together as possible.

Versatility

The unexpected is usually the most

dependable occurrence in mining
operations. Despite the care and
thoroughness with which site

characterization is performed,

unexpected problems are inevitable

once mining operations begin. For

this reason the mining operation
should be flexible and versatile

enough to permit relatively easy
relocation, reorientation, alteration

in distribution network, and other

changes during the operation cycle.
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Automation

The mining system should be

capable of automation to the level

of sophistication of advanced
automated systems at the time of

implementation (see fig. 17). The
system should also be flexible

enough to incorporate the products
of future robotics research. Full

automation of routine mining

operations should be incorporated

within the prototype system.

The mining system should be

instrumented and computer

monitored to provide such

operational information as power
use, breakout force, and cable

tension, so that stress and failure

can be anticipated. In addition,

mining systems having few

degrees of freedom should be

sought for early systems.

Although laboratory automations
have been demonstrated with

numerous degrees of freedom and

rudimentary tactile and visual

sensors, it is not clear that these

new advances will be sufficiently

developed at the time of lunar

resource exploitation.

Figure 17

Coal Mine Automation

Probably the most automated mming

systems in use today are in coal mines.

Here/n a Iongwall mmmg system _s a

drum shear used to fragment a large coal

seam. Such systems can operate

unattended for relatively long periods of

time.

Photo prowded by the U S Bureau of

Mines and the Colorado School of Mines
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Work Force Requirements

Lunar mining should be capital-
intensive rather than labor-

intensive. Human participation will

rapidly increase cost and decrease

the margin of profit. Human

tending should be restricted to

periodic maintenance, repair, and

relocation. Routine mining

operations should not require

human operators.

Low Weight and Cost

It w_ll be an asset if the mining

equipment chosen for lunar
resource extraction is not of the

scale, in mass or dollars, common

to current open-pit vehicles, such

as power shovels and haulage
trucks. Because of the modest

soil-moving requirements, the
equipment transported to the Moon

need not be excessively massive

or costly. There are, however,
several good reasons for making

excavation equipment heavy.

Among these are traction, stability,

and digging force. It may well be

possible and desirable to design

equipment so that weight can be

added on the Moon (using lunar

soil or rock, for instance). This

may represent an unusual (and

interesting) equipment design

problem.

Equipment Testing

Rapid deployment of a lunar mining

system will require that the entire

system be thoroughly tested at full
scale on Earth before it is launched

to the Moon. All aspects of the

system from software to hardware
should be tested in a simulated

lunar environment. Good

understanding of the effects of

reduced grawty and hard vacuum

on the system is essential.

Changes to the system during

development and testing must be

coordinated to ensure processing
plant compatibility.

Conclusions

Lunar mining requirements do not

appear to be excesswely

demanding _n terms of volume of

material processed. It seems clear,

however, that the labor-intensive

practices that characterize

terrestrial mining will not suffice at

the low-gravity, hard-vacuum, and
inaccessible sites on the Moon.

New research efforts are needed in

three important areas. First, to

develop high-speed, high-resolution

through-rock vision systems that

will permit more detaaled and

efficient mine site investigation and
characterization. Second, to

_nvestigate the impact of lunar

conditions on our abdity to convert

conventional mining and exploration

equipment to lunar prototypes.

Third, to develop telerobotic or

fully robotic m_ning systems for

operations on the Moon and other

bodies in the _nner solar system.
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A Baseline Lunar Mine

Richard E. Gertsch

In this section I propose a modest

lunar mining method. It illustrates

the problems to be expected in

lunar mining and how they might be

solved. While the method is quite

feasible, it is, more importantly,

a useful baseline system against

which to test other, possibly better,

methods. Our study group

proposed the slusher to stimulate

discussion of how a lunar mining

operation might be successfully

accomplished. Critics of the slusher

system are invited to propose better

methods. The group noted that

while nonterrestrial mining has

been a vital part of past space

manufacturing proposals, no one

has proposed a lunar mining system

in any real detail (Carrier 1979,

Williams et al. 1979). The group
considered it essential that the

design of actual, workable, and

specific lunar mining methods begin

immediately.

Based on an earlier proposal

(Gertsch 1983), the method is a

three-drum slusher, also known

as a cable-operated drag scraper

(Ingersoll-Rand Company 1939,

Church 1981). Its terrestrial

application is quite limited, as it is

relatively inefficient and inflexible.

The method usually finds use in

underwater mining from the shore

and in moving small amounts of

ore underground. It uses the same

material-moving principles as more

efficient, high-volume draglines.

The slusher is proposed here

because the LOX-to-LEO project is

a very small operation by terrestrial

standards and requires a method
that minimizes risk. The three-

drum slusher has already proven
itself in this context. It has

the advantages of simplicity,

ruggedness, and a very low mass
to be delivered to the Moon.

When lunar mining scales up, the

lunarized slusher will be replaced

by more efficient, high-volume

methods, as has already happened
here on Earth.

The Machine and Duty

Cycle

Before discussing the advantages
of the machine in a small-scale

startup lunar mining scenario, I will

describe the slusher and its duty

cycle. It consists of the following

modules (see figs. 18 and 19):
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Figure 18

The Mobile Lunar Slusher

Several features of a mobile slusher

(cable-operated drag scraper) are shown
In this perspecttve wew. The scraper
loading material m the center of the pit will
conbnue to load material until it reaches

the discharge point or loading stabon to
the left. In the method proposed m the
text, the slusher will load into a mobile mill

module with the aid of a conveyor.
(Neither the conveyor nor the mill module
is shown here. The module behind the

loading station is a transporter.) The
mobile power unit�loading station will be
anchored (not shown) to counter the
forces on it. The funcbon of the two

anchored pulleys should be clear from
the lllustration. The "box-type" slusher
bucket has enclosed sides, whtch keep
the very fine lunar material from spilling
out while being loaded and transported

A mobile power unit and

loading station--_ncluding

three drums around which

the cables are wound, a

mechanism to place anchors,

a mechanism to change tools,

an optional operator cab, a

dozer blade, and a conveyor
to load material into the

electrostatic separator

2. Three lengths of cable to

operate the scraper or other

mining tools

3. Two anchored pulleys

4. Interchangeable working tools,

including scrapers, rakes,

plows, and rippers

Figure 19

Side Wew of the Mobile Lunar Slusher

This side drawing of the s/usher shows
the mobile mill module behind the

combination power unit and loading

station. In this setup, the materml from the
slusher bucket is dumped directly into the

mill module. The pylons holding the
pulleys must be firmly anchored. They
position the bucket when it is pulled out
from the loading station into the mining
area.

Mobile mill Power unit/

module loading station
Pylons

Excavation
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The duty cycle starts w_th

machine setup. The mobile

power/loader unit places two

pulleys at appropriate locations

at the mine site. They could

be anchored by large augers in

the firm regolith below the loose

soil or by other methods. The

preferred anchoring method

depends on specific site

characteristics. After the pulleys
are anchored, the power unit

similarly anchors itself. The two

pulleys and the power unit form

a V-shaped mining area. Because

machine setup is done only

infrequently, is a complex job, and

requires firm anchoring, it could

be left as a manual operation.
For one reason, the anchoring

augers might hit buried rocks

before they are successfully

emplaced. Further study

may show that automated
or teleoperated setup is also
feasible and more desirable.

In this short paper, it is impossible
to cover adequately all the

alternatives and options, even

within a well-defined system such
as the slusher. However, I will

mention one major alternative--a

stationary power/loader unit
(fig. 20), which is the terrestrial

configuration. In this case, the

Figure 20

The Stationary Lunar Slusher

A stationary lunar s/usher would have the

same operational features as the mobile

slusher Because _t _s not self-propelled,

_t is much simpler and lighter; however, for

the same reason, tt requires another

vehicle to move/t from s_teto s_te.

From Gertsch 1983.
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Figure 21

Forces on a Hoe Scraper

The 45-degree scraping angle is
constdered optimum. The angle has been
determined by many years of terrestrial
expenence. It seems most hkely that thls
angle will be the same for the Moon, but
can we be sure? One missing force
vector Is the weight of the bucket. For
proper operation, the weight of the bucket
may need to be augmented w_thlunar
rocks or other material.

slusher itself would be far simpler,

but such a system would require an

auxiliary vehicle to transport the
slusher from site to site and set it

up. A stationary slusher would be

less able to remove unexpected

obstacles from the pit, as I will

discuss. Either way, the excavation

duty cycle is basically the same.

After setup, the excavation duty

cycle begins with the scraper (or

other tool) at the loading station.
The scraper can be moved to any

point within the V by a combination
of tensions on the two outhaul

cables. After reaching the desired

position, usually as far into the pit

as possible, the scraper is pulled

back to the power/loader unit by

the inhaul cable. During inhaul, a
combination of inhaul force and

scraper weight (fig. 21) causes

the scraper to fill with loose

regolith and carry _t back to the

power/loader unit. Here the

material is pulled up the ramp,

discharged from the scraper onto

the conveyor, and loaded directly
into the mill module.

F,nhaul

The mill is the electrostatic

separator described by Agosto in
the section on beneficiation. The

separator should be in direct
contact with the slusher. This

eliminates rehandling of the mined

material, resulting in a significant

energy saving, since 90 percent of

the mined material will be rejected

by the separator. The waste from

the separator is dumped away from

the production area by ballistic

transport or another method.
Waste transport need only be far

enough to keep the separator and

slusher from being buried in their
own waste.

The box-like scraper will have

closed sides to keep the very fine

regolith from spilling out, as has

been the terrestrial experience.

Because the machine defines its

own mining area and machine

motions are repetitive, the scraping

operation is a reasonable candidate
for automation. Feedback control

for automatic loading of the scraper

will be supplied through sensing the
inhaul cable tension. Loading

always requires complex motion

control, but the problem is more

easily resolved with a limited-
motion machine such as the

slusher than with fully mobile

equipment, such as front-end
loaders, which have unlimited

freedom of motion.
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Afterminingstarts,themobile
powerunitgenerallydoesnot
move. Ifanobstacleis uncovered
in thepit,themobileversionof the
power/loaderunitcandetachfrom
itsanchorandmoveintothepit.
(Theanchorisnotremovedfrom
thesoilunlessthemachineis
movingto anothersite.) To
facilitatepitwork,the loadingramp
is tiltedupanda dozerblade
extendsto its workingposition.
Thebladecanpushbouldersoutof
thepitor minea smallselected
area. Becausethepower/loader
unitis lightweightandconsequently
haspoortractioncharacteristics,it
mustpullagainsttheouthaulcables
whenit worksaloadin thepit.
Thecomplexityanduniquenessof
thisjobargueagainstautomatingit,
butautomationisnot impossible
andteleoperationisa possibility.
Bothsetupandpowerunitpitwork
canbedonebyteleoperation,
exceptforhandlingsevere
unforeseenproblemsthatrequire
humanintervention.

Duringnormaloperation,electric
powerissuppliedto thepower/
loaderunitbya stationarycable.
Whenthepower/loaderunitworks
thepit, it getsitspowerthrougha
cablereellocatedattheanchor.
Oneadvantageof stationarymining

equipmentsuchastheslusher
(eventhemobileversionmoves
verylittleduringexcavation)is
simplicityof powersupply.Most
mobileterrestrialequipmenthas
dieselpower,whichisrugged,
capable,efficient,and,most
importantly,onboard.These
loadersareveryflexibleand
ruggedearth-movers.Thelunar
alternativesarelesssatisfactory.
Lunarloaderswithonboardpower
wouldprobablyuseelectricmotors
drivenbyfuelcellor battery
technology.Bothareexpensive
options.Versionswithexternal
powermustbefedelectricity
througha trailingcable.Terrestrial
experiencehasshownthattrailing
cablesarehighmaintenanceitems,
butadaptationto theMoonis
possible.Anotherpossibilityisa
new-technologyinternalcombustion
engine,butdevelopingtheengine
andfindinglunarfuelsourcesare
difficultproblems.

The Lunar Environment

and Machine Design
Principles

The major reason for proposing the
three-drum slusher is to illustrate

problems to be expected in a lunar

mining project.
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Simplicity in Design and

Operation

Compared to other mining

machinery, the three-drum slusher

is quite simple in design and

operation. This simplicity yields

several interrelated advantages.

Fewer moving parts, resulting

in fewer failures per operating
hour

2. Simpler repair, reduc=ng
downtime after a failure

. Smaller inventory of repair

parts, hence less weight to

transport to the Moon

. Simpler parts, with faster

adaptabdity to lunar
manufacture

Less redesign for lunar

conditions, with consequently
lower R&D costs

Fewer degrees of freedom

than mobile equipment, and
therefore relative ease of

automation

7. Fewer project startup

problems

Traction Independence

Mobile mining equipment depends

on traction to generate sufficient

loading forces on the blade or

scraper. Most terrestrial mobile

equipment loads near its traction
limit. On the Moon, reduced

gravity creates a less favorable
inertia:traction ratio. Increases in

traction are achieved by increases
in mass, but increases in mass add

inertia, which decreases control of

a moving machine. To achieve the
same traction as on the Earth, a

mobile machine on the Moon would

have to have s_x times as much

mass. This greater mass would

cause correspondingly higher
inertial res=stance to turning and

slowing.

Slusher loading forces are supplied

through the cable, thus almost

eliminating traction problems. The

scraper bucket will have to be more

massive than on Earth, simply to
cause the bucket to fill. To lower

launch weight, the extra mass

needed by the scraper bucket can

be supplied by lunar rocks.

Since the slusher is a relatively

low-production method, upscale

lunar mining projects will eventually

use mobile mining methods. It is

necessary to address inertia-

traction problems as early as

possible. Further study may find

that long-term considerations argue

for using mobile equipment from

the very beginning. As with the

scraper bucket, the extra traction

mass can be supplied by lunar

matenals. Perhaps traction could

be improved by new tread or track

designs.
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Mining Flexibility and Selectivity

The lunar slusher differs from the

terrestrial slusher by one major

design addition: the power unit is

mobile rather than stationary. This
allows the machine to set itself up
and eliminates the need for an

auxiliary vehicle. Most important,

by adding a dozer blade, the
machine can doze undesirable

rocks from the pit. Such large
rocks would impede mining

operations ff the power unit were

stationary.

The mobile power unit makes the

machine more selective. By

allowing the power/loader unit to

reposition, the slusher has some

ability to separate different soils

during the mining process or to go

into the pit and mine a small area
of interest.

Mining Tools for Selecting
Particle Size and Breaking

Regolith

The ability to change from a

scraper to a rake allows the
machine to select different s_ze

fractions. For example, if fines are

required, the area can be raked on
the outhaul, so that oversized rocks

are moved to the far side of the pit.

Then the rake can be exchanged

for a scraper to mine the remaining

fines. If larger sizes are desired,

they can be raked in on the inhaul.

Other tools, such as rippers or
plows, are used to break difficult

ground. Lower levels of lunar

regolith appear to have a high
degree of compaction (Carrier 1972)

and must be broken before mining

can take place. Although it is
the usual terrestrial practice,

chemical explosive blasting appears
to be prohibited by the high cost

to transport the explosives to the

Moon. The ripper or plow greatly

increases machine working depth.

It has already been established that
the slusher, unlike mobile loading

equipment, is independent of

traction. This traction independence
allows the slusher to break difficult

ground while still maintaining a light

weight. More lunar geotechnical
engineering data is needed,

however, and the design of the

ripper is unknown. The ripper

probably needs an attached weight

to force it into the regolith. A plow

may be better than a ripper, as its

shape helps pull it into the soil,

making it less gravity dependent.
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High-Tech Low-Tech Mix

The redesigned slusher exemplifies

a design philosophy favored by the

study group. The basic machine

design is nearly 100 years old and

has a track record proven in many

applications. See figure 22. In a

lunar application, the basic operating

principles remain unchanged but

the machine becomes lighter,

stronger, and more efficient by

hberal use of advances in materials

science. Light, high-strength alloys

or graphite fiber might replace
steel _n the machine's structural

and wear members. Graphite fibers

might replace steel cables. Other

opportunities to _mprove the slusher

should present themselves. Thus,
the lunar machine _s a Iow-tech

off-the-shelf design wtth hlgh-tech
execution.

Figure 22

Box.Type S/usher Scrapers

a. Drawing of a Box-Type Scraper

b. Painting of a Full-Box Type
Scraper

/Shown with a long bail and medium-
lengthside plates.]

c. Photograph of a Box.Type Scraper

[Manufactured in the 1930s of steel
plate construction in use on a stock
plle.]

All three taken from Modern Methods for
Scraper Mucking and Loading, prepared,
edited, and published by the Ingersoll-
Rand Company in 1939.

Back plate

(a) (b)

(c)
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Two Environmental Factors

In addition to one-sixth gravity,

there are two other significant lunar

environmental factors worth noting:

temperature extremes and

electrostatic dust. Temperature

extremes are easily answered by

shutting down during the lunar

night. Heating selected equipment

components is feasible, if more

expensive. Electrostatic dust is

more of a problem. Machinery

bearings must be protected, a

problem exacerbated by the lunar

vacuum, where lubricants may

evaporate. One significant feature

of the slusher is that it uses very

few bearings, even in the mobile

version. Lunar bearing designs
and lubrication methods must be

developed regardless of the mining
method used.

Machine Specifications and
Fleet Mix

The specifications and fleet mix

I present are for the mobile lunar
slusher. The reader should note

that alternative methods, such as

the stationary slusher, were

included to illustrate lunar mining

design problems and are not

specified here. The data given

below are for the proposed
baseline mobile lunar three-drum

system.

The needed raw material for a 100-

metric-ton LOX-to-LEO project is
40 000 metric tons. The machine

specified below is oversized by a

factor of 2.5 or a yearly rate of
100 000 metric tons. This

oversizing is to ensure the

production is easily accomplished,

while demonstrating that a

significantly oversized machine is

relatively lightweight. Even with

this large oversizing, the hourly

production is about 25 metric tons

per hour. This rate is close to the

lowest rate shown on the production

table of one manufacturer (Ingersoll-

Rand Form 4273A 5-G1 1971).

Specifications:

Yearly production

Span and reach

Mined depth

Scraper capability

Mobile slusher

weight

Auxiliary vehicle
weight

100 000 metric
tons

50 meters

2 meters

2 cubic meters

4.5 metric tons

1.5 metric tons

Ballistic transporter I metric ton

Spare parts
and tools 2 metnc tons

Operation and
maintenance 2 people

Foundry (optional) 5 metric tons

Total weight
(without foundry): 9 metric tons

Fleet:

1 mobile slusher

1 auxiliary vehicle with small
multipurpose crane

1 ballistic transporter
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Lunar Mining Operations

Production Profile

The baseline self-propelled slusher

excavates a triangular area

50 meters in base and height.

At a mining depth of 2 meters,

approximately 9000 metric tons

are excavated per setup.

Approximately one setup per lunar

day yields a yearly raw material
production of 100 000 metric tons.

Mining would cease during the

night, as the extremely low

temperatures would make operation

difficult. But milling could continue,

as the mill is more easily protected
from the environment. Production

figures are based on terrestrial

experience; lunar gravity will allow

increases without increasing

machine size. It should be noted

that production can readily be

increased by manipulating several
machine variables without

significantly changing machine

weight. Variables such as bucket

size, span, reach, and motor power
all affect production. No attempt

was made to optimize these
factors; instead the machine was

oversized to show a very basic

feasibility. Empirical opt=m_zation
is required during des=gn and

prototype testing.

Although the normal mining pattern

is a V, mobilizing the power/loader

unit allows more flexible patterns

(fig. 23). The mobile unit allows
the machine to excavate more

convenient rectangular areas rather

than triangular ones.

Figure 23

Various S/usher Mining Patterns

These underground s/usher mining

patterns demonstrate the slusher's

flexlbth_/ in mlmng different shaped

areas. F_gure a shows a three-drum

slusher scraping around a corner

Ftgure b shows a two-drum s/usher

scrapmg around a corner, but note that _t

takes two scraping operabons F_gures c

and d show how a changing setup allows

a two-drum slusher to mine outside _ts

restncted narrow path Both the two-

and three-drum slushers can mtne a w_de

vanely of areas" tnangles, rectangles,

right angles, etc. However, each different

setup requtres downbme to reset the

pulleys or the power/loader unit.

Taken from Modern Methods for Scraper

Mucking and Loading by the Ingersoll-Rand

Company, 1939 (a)
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Caved _ ""

'
Cars under _

(d)

Some weight savings could

be gained by using a two-drum
slusher. With one outhaul cable

instead of two, the machine

excavates a straight line rather

than a triangle. The decrease

in flexibility may not be worth

the small weight savings, but
the two-drum solution should

be investigated. By moving the

power/loader unit or the pulleys,
the two-drum slusher can be made

to excavate a rectangular area,
but the moves slow the rate.

Modular Components

Every opportunity should be taken

to divide the slusher (and other

equipment) into modular

components. The modules should

be as interchangeable and

transportable as possible. Two

general types of modules

envisioned are large functional
modules, such as mining units,
material crushers, and electrostatic

separators, and small equipment
modules, such as electric motors

and power distribution panels.

Modularity increases flexibility and

reduces downtime without adding

equipment weight.

1. A component needing repair

can be replaced onsite with a

working unit. The defective

unit can then be repaired
onsite or in the shirt-sleeve

environment of a pressurized

shop.
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. Quick component replacement

allows production to continue

when one component breaks.

When many components

break, a producing unit can

frequently be assembled

from the remaining units.

. Catastrophic failure of a
module, such as an electric

motor, will not hamper

production, as the whole unit
can be replaced.

. Increasing production simply

means adding more

components rather than

redesigning or rebuilding the

existing facilities. Upgrading

one part of the operation with

new destgns or technology

is facilitated by replacing

the old components with
the new.

Accomphshing modularity is

relatively easy _n small-production

mining facilities. (By terrestrial
standards, the lunar slusher

operation is very small.)

Auxiliary Vehicle

A small, self-propelled auxiliary

vehicle will probably be necessary,
even with a mobile slusher or other

mobile m_ning method. It wtll find

use hauling broken components to

the repair shop and replacement

modules to their operating positions,

as well as hauling people and
materials back and forth. It

should have a crane to aid

in constructing hab=tats and

repairing equipment. Adding

a small conveyor to the vehicle

would allow it to heap up loose

regolith for habitat shielding.

This general-purpose vehicle
will be smaller than the vehicle

required to move a stationary
slusher from site to site.

Shop Facilities

A pressurized repair shop would

facilitate complex repairs by

providing a shirt-sleeve

environment. There is no good
reason to rewind an electric motor

in a vacuum. Since lunar dust _s

ubiquitous and insidious, some

system for removing dust from the

shop and _ts equipment must be

provided. Equipment from the
outside must be cleaned of dust

before it enters the shop.

However, a shop would add

significant launch weight unless tt
could be fabricated on the Moon.

Launch weight considerations
d_ctate a careful m_x of tools,

equipment, and spare parts for

the shop. The shop and repair

actiwties are there to keep the mtne

operating while helping to keep

transportation costs for tools and

spare parts to a menimum.

In addrtion to tools and spare

parts, the shop could eventually

have a small adjacent foundry to

cast pulleys, bearings, and other
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easilyfabncatedparts.The
foundrywillprobablynotbe
intheshopbutoutsidein the
vacuum.Thisplanassumeslunar
metalproduction.

Fiberglassropesof lunaroriginto
replaceEarth-madecablesare
alsocandidatesforearlylunar
manufacture,asglassis a
byproductof LOXproduction.
Glassmanufacturingmethods
werenotconsideredhere.

Mine Waste Disposal

Depending on required products

and milling processes, some
fraction of the mined material will

be waste which must be removed

from the production area. This

fraction can be quite significant

(e.g., terrestrial copper operations

yield only 10 kg of product per

metric ton of ore; thus, 1990 kg of

that tonne _s waste). The LOX-to-
LEO project will generate two
types of waste. Fines waste is

the soil fraction rejected by

electrostatic separation. Slag

waste results from the smelting
process. Production of liquid

oxygen from regolith that is

10 percent ilmenite will generate

mostly fines waste, on the order

of 90 percent of the material

mined or 36 000 metric tons per

year. Providing a vehicle for waste

disposal would add significant

launch weight, and the waste

disposal options must be studied.

Robert Waldron and David Carrier*

have both proposed a ballistic

transport mechanism that could be

usable in lunar mining. It is well

suited to removing fines waste.

Using a simple mechanism such as

an Archimedean screw (see box) or

conveyor Dghts, it is possible to
ballistically transport fines waste

several hundred meters away

from the production area. Their

preliminary calculations indicate that
the mechanism could be built at

a reasonable weight. A ballistic

transporter, along with a storage
and feed bin, could be added as
part of the mill module or as a

separate module. The ballistic

transporter could also be used to

heap up material for habitat

shielding.

*Personal commurllcatlons.
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The followmg ts one of a senes of

5-mmute radio programs. Entitled The

EngJnes of Our Ingenuity, the series _s

written by mechamcal engineer John H.

IJenhard and presented by the UmversW

of Houston's College of Engmeenng.

Ceredi's Pump

Now and then I run into a student who

says, "1 like engineering just hne; but

why should I hafta take philosophy?"

He fails to see that what we do ts

shaped by the way we think about

things-that our technology and our

philosophy bend to fzt each other.

Here's an example:

Archtmedes invented a really clever

pump in the third century B.C. It's

been used all over the world, ever

since. It looks hke a tube cot/ed

around a long axle. You hit the axle

and put _ts lower end m water. Then

you turn tt The open end of the tube

picks up water and, as the cot/turns,

water passes from one loop to the next

unbl tt comes out at the upper end

It's a pretty subtle gadget-not the sort

of thing you just stumble across.

Arch_medean pumps were wtdespread

m the classlcal world, and Roman

authors descnbed them. . . Well, they

tried to. We've lust seen that they

aren't easy to describe.

Archlmedes' pump didn't do so well

dunng the High Middle Ages when

European attitudes were strongly

shaped by Aristotle's philosophy.

Aristotle very clearly separated motton

into b/vo kmds-mobon _n a straight line

and rotary mobon. These pumps

m_xed the motions. They used rotation

to move water upward along an axts.

They were anb-Aristotelian, and they

were hard to find dunng the

Renaissance.

(continued)

Water Screw as Illustrated in

Daniel Barbaro's Vitruvius (1567)

It is difficult to understand how this water

screw m_ght have worked But th_s

illustrabon from Darnel Barbaro's

commentary on V_truvtus ' Ten Books on

Architecture shows that the devtce was

known from classical bmes. G_useppe

Ceredl patented Archtmedes' dewce m

1565, pubhshmg hts descnpbon of _t the

same year that Barbaro's book was

printed.

Taken from Sttllman Drake, 1976, "An

Agricultural Economist of the Late

Renatssance," On Pre-Modern

Technology and Science, ed Bert S

Hall and Delno C. West (Mahbu, CA.

Undena Publications), p. 70.

Ballistic transport of the glassy slag

waste from the smelting of ilmenite

will be more of a problem. For

regolith that is 10 percent by weight

ilmenJte, the slag waste produced

will be on the order of 80 percent
of the dmenite or 3200 metric tons

per year. Slag waste wdl contain

much larger and more angular

particles, which are less suited to

ballistic transport. If the iron is

extracted, the slag waste drops to

40 percent or 1600 metric tons per

year. These figures are based on

100-percent separation effic_encies.

Costs and Time Line

Terrestrial three-drum slushers are

relatively inexpensive yet rugged.
A terrestrial slusher with the

production profile outlined above
costs on the order of $100 000.
Whde the lunarized version

proposed here adds several
features to the terrestrial model,

the redesign, addition of control

circuits, and testing could be

accomplished for less than

$10 m_llion. The same design

samplicity that lowers the cost of

operation will help keep down the

research and development cost of
the slusher.

After a m_ning s_te has been
selected and a lunar base has

been built, placing the slusher _n

operation is s_mple and can be

accomplished in about 6 months.

Setup time would include final

operational testing on the Moon.
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How an Archimedean Screw Works

This modern schematic drawing shows how an Archlmedean screw works. As the

handle (a) is turned, a certain amount of water (b) _s brought into the helical screw,

which then brings the water up to a reservoir or trough

Design, manufacture, and testing of

a fully operational machine _s a
modest, well-defined task.

Conclusions

Any startup project in a new

environment will have many
unknowns. We do not even know

all the questions, much less the

answers. Mining ventures are very

risky here on Earth and most of

them fail. The space environment

with its many unknowns adds

greatly to the degree of difficulty.

Keeping the project small, well

defined, and simple will help ensure

Success.

Humans' experience working in

space _s very limited; our
experience an nonterrestnal mining

does not exist. Consequently, one

significant but indirect benefit of the

LOX-to-LEO project will be the

experience gained in exploiting

lunar materials. This experience
will be the basis for later, more

ambitious projects, either on the
Moon or on other bodies.

Whatever lunar mining method is

used, the slusher or something

else, must be kept as s=mple as

possible because simplicity means
lower costs. The slusher is not

particularly efficient or flexible, but

_t _s s_mple and cheap.

Ceredi's Pump (concluded)

Now, tn 1565, a Renaissance

agricultural engineer named G_useppe

Ceredl patented an Archimedes pump

He systematically described the

mstallatton and use of batteries of

these pumps for both irrlgabon and

drainage But we wonder how he could

be gtven a patent for a known device

When you compare Cered_'s

dimensioned drawings, flow

calculations, and economic analysis,

with the almost unreadable Roman

descriptions, you begin to see why

Cered_ might well have found the idea

m the old hterature; but he put flesh

and blood on it. After Ceredl's work,

these pumps were quickly accepted

across Southern Europe. They were

not, as one author puts it, "something

that would be created spontaneously by

peasants " And they certainly weren't

something that people would take up

naturally m a world that didn't want to

mix stralght-hne and rotary motion.

Ceredl had a rlght-bram ablhty to

wsuahze He had a left-brain ablhty to

execute and orgamze detail. But he

was also at_le to break the straitjacket

of Arlstotehan thmkJng A few years

later Gahleo took up full-scale combat

w_th Ar_stotehan ideas of motion. And

Ceredt's remvenbon of Archimedes'

pump was a harbinger of that

ph=losophical revolution
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TheLOX-to-LEOprojectis very
smallcomparedto terrestrial
operations,evensmallgravelpits.
Thesmallsizeallowsconsideration
of nontraditionalmethodssuchas
theslusher.Thesimplicityof the
slusherhasgreatadvantagesina
smalloperation.If a largerlunar
operationis desired,consideration
of othermethodsismandatory.
Forexample,machinessuchas
thecontinuousminershouldbe
particularlysuitableto mining
regohth.Thecontinuousminerhas
wideapplicationandhasbeen
proveninterrestrialcoalmines.
Traditionalmethodssuchasthe
truck-loadercombinationcanalso
comeintoplay. Thismining
combinationhaslongbeenthe
workhorsefora widevarietyof
terrestrialmines.

Morecomplexlunarmining
methodsmayhavea greater
terrestrialtransferpotential.A fully
automatedmachinemayfinda
significantterrestrialmarket.Ifso,
suchmethodscouldamortizetheir
developmentcostsbysupplyinga
widermarketthantheMoon.

Theslusheritselfhasunresolved
problems,evenforthesmall
LOX-to-LEOproject.Onlya few
of theseproblemshavebeen
mentionedhere. To ensure
success,anylunarminingmethod
mustsolvetheseproblems
effectively.Problemdefinitionfor
a lunarminehasonlyjustbegun.
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Asteroid Mining
Richard E. Gertsch

The earliest studies of asteroid

mining (e.g., Johnson and Holbrow

1977) proposed retrieving a main

belt asteroid. Because of the very

long travel times to the main
asteroid belt, attention has shifted

(Billingham, Gilbreath, and O'Leary

1979, O'Leary 1983) to the

asteroids whose orbits bring them

fairly close to the Earth. In these
schemes, the asteroid would be

bagged and then processed during

the return trip, with the asteroid

itself providing the reaction mass to

propel the mission homeward. A
mission to one of these near-Earth

asteroids would be shorter,

involve less weight, and require a

somewhat lower change in velocity

(AV). Since these asteroids

apparently contain a wide range of

potentially useful materials, our

study group considered only them.

Asteroid Materials and
Properties

The forces driving the consideration

of asteroid mining are their varied
materials and favorable retrieval AV

(see John S. Lewis's paper in this

volume). Combining information

from spectral studies of asteroids

and laboratory analyses of

meteorites, investigators have

postulated near-Earth bodies rich

in volatiles (water, halogens, and

organics) and metals (structural,

precious, and strategic). While no

asteroid prospect has yet been

identified, the possibility of

obtaining such materials for
cislunar operations from a source

requiring low &V is exciting and

should be pursued.

Furthermore, samples in the form
of carbonaceous chondrites and

similar classes of meteorites

indicate that their parent asteroids

may have favorable mechanical

properties. Some of these

materials break up easily at

pressures as low as a few bars

(105 N/m2) (see table 17 in John

Lewis's paper). This breakup

pressure is much less than that for
most terrestrial materials. For

example, some material can be

crushed by hand. Although other

asteroids may be fundamentally
tougher, impacts may have broken

up their surfaces into regolith (soil).

Thus our study group came to
believe that material from a near-

Earth asteroid should be easily

excavated and rather easily

crushed by mechanical

comminution equipment already

developed for terrestrial

applications.
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Asteroid Mining

Asteroids have resource potential,

notably the potenttal for prowding water,

which can be decomposed into

hydrogen and oxygen for propellant

use. Asteroids may have rough

cratered surfaces, as illustrated/n this

painting. If they are water-rich, they are

likely to be similar to carbonaceous

chondrittc meteorites, which are very

black, with extremely low albedos.

Such asteroids may be rather soft and

friable and thus easily mined.

Arttst: Dennis Dawdson
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Asteroid Mission Selection

While the latest studies of retrieval

and processing methods indicate

that the project is feasible, the
selection and the execution of an

asteroid return mission are still

fraught with problems. These

problems stem from two basic
causes: no candidate asteroid has

been identified and the long trip

time imposes severe limits on the
mission. The results seem

attainable but only with much more
work.

Identifying an Asteroid Prospect

From the perspective of the

terrestrial mining industry, lack

of a specific asteroid candidate

or prospect means that no

project exists. Mining projects
are so sensitive to actual site

characteristics that an asteroid

mining mission cannot be justified
on circumstantial evidence. This is

particularly true of an unmanned

mission, where everything must

work properly the first time and
without human intervention.

Confidence that a feasible asteroid

prospect exists in the near-Earth
environment is based on statistical

analysis. Given the known
distribution of near-Earth asteroids

and studies of their compositions,
it seems probable that a candidate

can be located, if enough

resources are applied to the

search effort (see Michael J.

Gaffey's paper in this volume).

Physical properties of prospective

candidates-- mineral grades,

mineral variability, specific
mechanical characteristics of the

asteroidal material, and orbital
characteristics-- must be

determined before significant

development of an asteroid

mission proceeds.

Nevertheless, a basic

understanding of what an asteroid

mission might entail is readily at

hand. Using the possible orbits,

mineral compositions, and

mechanical properties of the near-
Earth asteroids, one can construct

a range of potential missions.

The feasibility of such a mission

can be established and comparison

can be made to a lunar mission,

such as the LOX-to-LEO project.
Sensitivity analysis of asteroid

mission profiles and comparisons

to lunar projects can begin almost

immediately. Criteria can be

developed that will guide selection
of candidate asteroid bodies.

The expected range of flight
characteristics, combinations of

ore grades, ore types, mechanical

properties, flight durations, and

transportation costs can be

determined and the range

compared to that of a lunar project.
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Long Mission Duration

Long travel times to near-Earth

asteroids pose significant economic
and operational problems. Physical

sampling of the candidate body

would take as long as the mining

mission, so the flow of risk-

reducing information is slow. The

sampling mission would take a year

or more, there may be a long wa_t
for the next mission window, and

then the mining mission would take

another year or more. Thus, the

lead time could be very long.

When the mining mission finally

flies, an expensive mining plant

would have been in orbit a year
or more before use. This

unproductive time significantly
raises the mission's cost. The

round-trip time of 2 years or more
lowers the rate of return on

investment in plant and equipment.

Mission feasibility depends on the

right choice of three basic types of

missions: a long-duration manned

mission, an automatic or teleoperated
mission, or a mission in which the

manned portion accepts high AV

and the equipment arrives by
slow Hohmann transfer orbit.

Determining the proper cho=ce

w_ll require extensive research

and development, which, of

course, increases mission cost.

Each type has its advantages

and disadvantages, both

during the m_ssion and in later

technology transfer. The basic

tradeoff question-- manned or

automatic/teleoperated-

has yet to be answered.

Manned Versus Automated
Missions

Manned Missions

While the problems and expense
of a manned mission are obvious-

long-term exposure to zero gravity,
exposure to dangerous solar

radiation, designing controlled

ecological life support systems,

and man-rating a deep space

vehicle (just for starters)--our

study group, with its terrestrial

mining perspective, suspects that

an asteroid mining mission w_ll

require human miners. The reason

is our skepticism about the ability

to economically automate such

a mission. Not only has progress
in terrestrial mine automation

been slow, but also the prospect

of applying such technology to

an environment with so many

unknowns is daunting.

Automated Missions

The benefits of automation are

derived from economic

considerations and not simply

from ehminating people from the

production loop. If automation

decreases production costs, it

should be used. This principle is

important even in highly automated
industries such as automobile

manufacturing. Tasks that are
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repetitiveandboringyetrequire
precisionarethebestcandidates
forautomation.Inthisrealm,the
experienceof GeneralMotors
illuminatesthepoint.GM'snew,
largelyautomatedassemblyplant
hasyetto reachproductiongoals
andhasa myriadof problems.
Increasingtheproductionrateand
maintainingtherequiredquality
whileloweringor maintaining
productioncostsjustifiesthe
increasedcapitalcostof
automation.

Somemines,particularlyIongwall
coalmines,havesuccessfully
achievedpartialautomationof a
relativelyrepetitiveminingsystem.
It wasaccomplishedinsmallsteps:
Oneeasilydefinedmachine
operationor taskwasautomated
whiletherestof theoperations
remainedmanual.Afterdebugging
andredesign,theautomated
operationachievedtherequired
degreeof reliability.Then,another
candidate for automation was

selected and the process was

repeated. Over several years, a
reliable and integrated but not fully

automated system may thus be

painstakingly built. In general,
terrestrial mine automation has

been confined to remote sensing
of mine parameters, such as

ventilation and equipment status,

and production monitoring.

Complete mine automation has

been shown to have too great

a capital cost to be effectively

amortized over the production
life of a mine. Furthermore,

mining operations have a much

greater number of degrees of
freedom than does automobile

manufacturing. Besides increasing

capital (and R&D) costs, operations
that are not exactly repetitive have

more automation problems than

do repetitive operations. Thus,

mining costs are not lowered by

automation as much as product
manufacturing costs are. The fact

that the harsh mining environment

is much harder on equipment than

is a closed plant environment only
aggravates the problem.

This experience does not close

the door on automatic/teleoperated
asteroid missions. It does indicate

caution when contemplating
these missions. The automatic/

teleoperated asteroid mining

equipment must work perfectly.
Even small equipment failures
cause the mission to fail. An

expensive R&D effort is needed

to ensure such perfection. As with
the lunar case, the lessons learned

in flying an automatic/teleoperated

asteroid m_ssJon may find extensive

terrestrial application, helping to
amortize the large R&D costs.
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A Manned Alternative

One possible compromise in the
manned/automated tradeoff is to

send the equipment on a low &V

flight and launch the human

operators separately on a much

shorter, high AV flight. The

astronauts would mine the body,

start the materials on a slow trip

back to cislunar space, and

themselves make a fast trip back.
It should be noted that any manned

mission would have the possibility

of refining some or all of the fuel

required for the return trip.

Teleoperated Missions

Teleoperat=on resolves some of the

difficulties of automated operation.

A greater range of the unforeseen

problems the system will encounter
become solvable. However,

actions are carried out by the
same actuation devices _n both

automation and teleoperation. This

fact imposes limitations in minang

operation control. The Viking

lander case is illuminating. The

Viking mission, which cost about

$1 billion (in 1970 dollars, about

$3 billion now), included an

extendable scoop experiment that
was teleoperated. Although the

scoop was relatwely simple in

design and operation, with few

degrees of freedom, first attempts

to actuate it failed. A good deal of
evaluation and effort ensued before

the scoop was successfully

operated.

Teleoperation from Earth would be

somewhat hampered by a control

delay due to the long distances and

the speed of signal propagation.

However, it seems likely that the
effect could be overcome.

Mining in Zero Gravity

Although it might seem easier to

move materials in zero gravity than
on Earth, inertia, not overcoming

gravity, is the major effect to

consider. Little experience has

been gained in weightlessness.

One sample problem is that of

holding fracturing and excavation
tools to the face of an asteroid.

On Earth, equipment hold-down is

accomplished solely by gravity.

Another sample problem is

containing the excavated material,

either large or small fragments.

Rock fracturing places an initial

velocity on the broken material.

On Earth, gravity quickly
collects the broken rock. In

weightlessness, the broken rock
will behave like out-of-control

billiard balls, a potentially

destructive game. Furthermore,

the fines that are always generated

by rock fracturing may obscure
wston and clog equipment. Our

study group did not have time to

consider the full significance of

working complex equipment _n

zero g, but we note that this

problem needs m-depth study.
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A Conceptual Asteroid
Mining Method

The study group did not have the

time or the resources to fully

design a baseline asteroid mining

method. This incomplete concept

of an asteroid mining method is
intended to illustrate how some of

the problems could be overcome.

As with the lunar proposal, the

concept should be used to
promote discussion of asteroid

mining problems, but not to

promote the method itself.

Assuming that the AV for the
available asteroid is small and that

only a modest amount of material

is needed, I propose the following

method to accomplish a first
mission.

After arriving at the asteroid, the

operators place one or more

cables around the body. The

asteroid proposed to the group for
study was no more than a few
hundred meters in diameter.

Placing a cable around the body

appeared to us much easier than

anchoring the end of a shorter

cable. Anchoring in rock can be a

difficult process. If augering is

used in weightlessness, a method
must be devised to hold the

augering tool down while it is

working. The most desirable
asteroids have very low strengths,

good for mining but poor for

anchoring. Quite long cables

are possible, on the order of

1000 meters. The cable is easily

placed and provides easy

movement of the m=ning tool.

One disadvantage of a long cable

is the mass; for example, a cable

1 inch in diameter weighs

1.6 pounds per foot on Earth (has

a mass of 2.4 kg/m).

The cable holds a cutter head or

other rock-fracturing tool in place

and provides sufficient working
force for it. The cutter head is

designed to excavate in addition to

fracturing the soft rock. A conical

Kevlar collection bag is placed
over the area to be mined and is

held in place by the same cable

(fig. 24). The flexible bag holds its

shape because of the rotation of

the asteroid. The spin also aids in

collecting the fragmented asteroid
material.

The cutter head travels back and

forth along its restraining cable,
cutting material until the collection

bag is filled (fig. 25). The cutter is

similar to the coal shear currently

used in Iongwall operations but is

designed to overcome the

asteroid's low gravity and fling

material past synchronous orbit so

that centripetal force effects

collection. Dust production
around the cutter head remains a

problem. Dusty environments
obscure vision and thus increase

problems in controlling

teleoperated systems or in

monitoring automated systems.
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However, direct vision may not be

so important on a body that proves

to be homogeneous in structure

and composition.

After the required amount of

material is collected in the bag, it

is "lowered" away from the body,

allowing the bag and material to

steal angular momentum from the

asteroid. For low &V return flights,

there may be sufficient energy

available to slingshot the load back

to Earth. Deceleration at Earth

could be accomplished by

aerobraking. The collection bag

might be designed to act as an

aerobrake shield in addition to

being reusable. The bag could also

serve as a retort for carbonyl or

other types of processing during
return.

Figure 24

Concept for an Asteroid Miner

The shear breaks matenal and throws it

away from the asteroid/nto the collecbon
bag. The bag is moved when the shear
moves to a new mmmg area. The
collection bag can be used to transport
the material to the Earth. The bag could
also be used as an aerobrake shield or a

processing container.

Figure 25

Detail of the Shear

The shear is derived from coal-cutting

technology. It performs a dual role: it
cuts the asteroid material and throws the

material into the collection bag. In this
illustration, the wheels are too small;

larger, high-flotatton wheels wtll help
negotiate rough terrain. There should
also be chutes to dtrect material past
synchronous orbit and into the bag. And
the shears conflict w_th the wheel path;
they should be either inside or outside the
wheels.
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An alternative, but basically similar,

method still uses the bag and

cable. However, a large block of
asteroid material is collected, not

by mechanical excavation but by

blasting material into the bag.
Instead of a shear, which could

have trouble negotiating the

asteroid surface, an explosive is

used. The cable holds in place a

drilling machine, which drills a
series of blast holes. The drill

holes and charges are carefully

designed to excavate a large
section of the asteroid. The

explosive charges break out the
desired amount of material, and

the force of the explosion moves

the material into the collection bag.

Pattern drilling designed to create

shaped explosions has achieved
some success on the Earth and is

finding more applications. The

explosive method appears simpler

in equipment and operation than

the shear, but the blasting must
have a very high degree of control.

Uncontrolled fragmentation of the

cabled body would be a disaster.
I have not considered a suitable

blasting agent. The reader can

visualize this alternative method by

imagining a drill rig instead of the

shear in figures 24 and 25.

While the sizing of the return loads

requires further study, the same

basic mining scheme should be

able to handle a range of sizes. It

is not completely clear whether one

large load or several smaller loads

would be better, although several

smaller loads might be more

manageable, while allowing more

flexible return flight plans.

Conclusions

Because it appears to be easier

and cheaper to accomplish, the

lunar mine is probably a better first
project to exploit nonterrestrial
materials than is the asteroid mine.

Whale not causing any increased

transportation costs, the long, slow
travel to and from the near-Earth

asteroids would decrease the rate

of return on capital investment.

As in the lunar LOX-to-LEO project,

the asteroid mining system must

be kept as simple as possible.

Simplicity eases problems and

lowers the costs of development,

equipment, and operations.

A manned mission would make

the mining operation much simpler,

but it would greatly increase the

complexity and cost of the deep

space transport vehicle.

Teleoperation seems a good

compromise between automation
and manned missions, but the

choice requires much more study.

Even if specific space program

goals or higher costs eventually

preclude an asteroid mission, the
rich and varied asteroid materials

require that the option of mining
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anasteroidbestudied.Givena
goalof providinga rangeof
materialsfor useincislunar
space,lunarprojectsmustbe
demonstratedto besuperiorbefore
asteroidmissionsareabandoned.
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Mining Nonterrestrial Resources:
Information Needs and Research Topics
Jaak J. K. Daemen*

The following research topics have

been generated by my reading of

the draft reports "Exploring,

Evaluating, and Mining
Nonterrestrial Resources," "To

Build a Mine," "Asteroid Mining,"

and especially "A Baseline Lunar

Mine." For a mining engineer like

myself who is totally unfamiliar

with nonterrestrial operations, this

is a fascinating and stimulating

opportunity to take an entirely

different viewpoint on operations

that usually seem humdrum and

routine. Being forced to reevaluate

the basics might be as productive

for our mining on Earth as it is

necessary for nonterrestrial

operations.

This paper presents an outline of

topics that we need to understand

better in order to apply mining

technology to a nonterrestrial

environment. The proposed list is

not intended to be complete. It
aims to identify representative

topics that suggest productive
research. Such research w_ll

reduce the uncertainties

associated with extrapolating from

conventional earthbound practice

to nonterrestrial applications. No

attempt is made to rank the topics.

One objective is to propose

projects that should put future

discussions of nonterrestrial mining

on a firmer, less speculative basis.

I offer no details about the actual

pursuit of the various research

topics. Each one could be

approached by a fairly standard

method; e.g., starting with a

comprehensive literature survey,

identifying relevant technical

specialties and authorities in the

field, detailing research needs,

initiating specific projects, reviewing

progress, making theoretical

analyses, eventually culminating in

system designs and experimental

trials. It would seem highly
desirable to have close interaction

between mining experts and space

experts, so that no easily avoidable

oversights are made in these
studies.

I have not used a formal analysis
of information needs to select

research topics; I make my

suggestions purely on the basis of

professional judgment. An explicit

investigation of information needs
and of their relative significance
within an overall nonterrestrial

mining program would be a

desirable step in initiating research.
An alternative method of initiating

and scoping research, which might

take less time, is to present issues

to a group that includes both mine

equipment designers and operators

and space equipment designers

and operators.

*Departmentof Mining and Geological Eng_neenng,University of Arfzona, Tucson.
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Thetopicsidentifiedare
inconsistentintermsof theirdepth
andscope.Somehavebeen
includedto illustratebroadareas
thatneedreview;others,to
illustratemuchmorenarrowly
focuseditems. Althoughthis
inconsistentscaleresultsinsome
overlapamongtopics,I thinkit is
appropriatebecauseit pointsout
thatthereareuncertaintiesin
needof resolutionat many
differentlevelsof technicaldetail.

Williamson(1985)hassuggested
thatlunar-basedminingmay
becomeoperationalbyabout
2020,andGlaser(1983)has
suggestedthatnonterrestrial
resourcesmaybeusedeven
earlier.Profoundchangesmaybe
requiredinequipmentandin
modesof operationto fulfillthese
suggestions.Nowisthetimeto
at leaststartevaluatingwhetheror
notsuchchangeswillbeneeded.

Thislist of proposed research

topics is assembled and

discussed from a mining

engineering point of view. It is
aimed at identifying and clarifying

some typical information needs

and uncertainties that will require
resolution in order to implement

mining practices on the Moon or in

other space environments. We

must recognize that much of the

proposed research could make a
substantial contribution to future

development of mining on Earth.

This point deserves emphasis for

two reasons: First, technology

transfer to terrestrial applications is

an explicit NASA mission (stated,
for instance, by Firschein et al.

1986, appendix), mandated by
Congress. And, second, if the

mining industry clearly recognizes

the potential benefits for its own

future, it is far more likely to

cooperate in productive research.

The potential for such mutual

benefits needs to be expressed

directly and specifically, because

such potential may not be self-

evident to the industry. In fact, a

more likely reaction is serious
doubt as to whether such "exotic

and far out" investigations have

any bearing at all on conventional

commercial practice. At some

point in the future, it may be well to

revisit the topic of nonterrestrial

mining from a terrestrial technology

transfer perspective, focusing on
the benefits such a program might
deliver to the state of the art of

mining technology.
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1. The influence of gravity on mechanical excavation technology
and on the performance of associated equipment

Key:
A =

C

p =
8 =
F =

=
W =

OIJK =

the adhesivecomponent of the resIstingforce;_tacts along the surface of the
plane OI where the so_lruptures
coheswvestrengthof the so_l
the fr_ct_onalcomponent of the resisting force; Jtacts at angle 8
so_l_nterfacefriction angle
the resultant of the normal and frictional forces
angle of internal fnctlon
weight of the so_lbeing dozed
body of so_lbeing pushed up and out

Force System Used for Plastic Analysis
of Soil Gathering by Bulldozer

The frictional (P) and adhesive (A)
resisting forces, as well as the weight
(W), depend on gravity. It is probable
that the resisting forces are also
_nfluenced by operation m a vacuum.

From Hettiaratchi and Reece 1974, as
modified by Karafiath and Nowatzki
1978, p. 247.

Gravity force components enter
into the mechanics of most
excavation and loading methods.

The significance of gravity is likely
to differ with the excavation

method, particularly with the

mode of operation and with the

configuration of equipment.

Because differences in gravity

will be significant between
nonterrestrial and conventional

earthbound excavation and loading,
it would be desirable to evaluate

the sensitivity of excavation and

loading technologies to gravity.

This comparative assessment

should include such major

performance aspects as power

requirements, capacity,

productivity, and breakout power.
Classifying these aspects with
respect to their sensitivity to

gravity will provide insight into the

relative performance of various

systems under significantly

different gravitational conditions.
Such a classification will help

identify preferred excavation

methodologies for nonterrestrial

applications. This assessment of

the impact of gravity on excavation

performance will also assist in

identifying needed equipment

design changes and in establishing
correction factors for estimating

production figures in a low-gravity
environment.
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2. The status of remotely controlled and automated mining

Bench

a. Computer.Based Remotely
Controlled Highwall Mining System

(HMS)

b. HMS Continuous Haulage

Subsystem During Surface

Evaluation

From Kwitowski et al. 1988.
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Thedegreeto whichnonterrestrial
miningoperationswillbe run
automaticallyor underremote
control(i.e.,theextentto which
peoplewillneedto bepresentat or
neartheminingoperation)willhave
a majoreconomicandlogistical
impactonthetypeof operationthat
canbeimplemented.Remote
controloververyshortdistances
(thatis,withanoperatornotmore
thantensof metersfromthe
equipment)hasbecomereadily
availableforminefaceoperations
(continuousminingof coal;Iongwall
mining;drilling;train,truck,and
loadermovements;etc.). There
hasbeensomesuccessin running
undergroundoperationsfroma
greatdistance[see,for example,
thearticlein Coal Age, vol. 92

(1987), no. 8, p. 61], admittedly on

an experimental basis.

Even a cursory review of recent

mining literature reveals the
industry's considerable interest in

the subjects of remotely controlled

and automated mining (e.g.,

Atkinson, Waller, and Denby 1987;

Hopkins 1987; Scales 1987;

Stricklin 1987). It appears virtually

certain that considerable progress
will be made in these areas in the

near future. However, we must

acknowledge that highly optimistic

announcements about forthcoming
mine automation have been made

repeatedly, and for at least two
decades.

Given the potential importance of

automated and remotely controlled

mining for nonterrestrial operations,

I think it appropriate to recommend
an intensive effort to evaluate the
current state of the art of such

technologies, with emphasis on

operations in hostile environments.

Mining experience has shown that

the environment poses severe

problems, especially with regard to

transducer performance (see, for

example, Atkinson, Waller, and

Denby 1987 and Stricklin 1987).

I propose that an interactive

investigation of such problems with
authorities in other fields would be

beneficial in identifying possible

solutions. Specifically relevant

may be remotely controlled

equipment for handling nuclear

materials, especially for reactor

cleanup operations (Kring,

Herndon, and Meacham 1987), as

well as sensors, transducers, and

transmitters developed for the
space program (Stuart 1983;

Wagner-Bartak, Matthews, and

Hill 1983; Firschein et al. 1986).

I think it likely that an integration

of already existing knowledge
may result in readily available

improvements to the control

systems typically used in mining.

Similarly, it may well be that cost

considerations have so severely

affected mining systems design

that their reliability is unacceptable

for space operations. Economic
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tradeoffsinnonterrestrialmining
arealmostcertainto bedifferent
fromthoseinearthboundmining.
Hence,it maywellbethatthe
reservationsandconcernsabout
controlengineeringwhichhave
beengeneratedbymining
experiencemaynotbeappropriate
to spacedesigns.Anobvious
firststepin resolvingthese
uncertaintiesissimplytoassemble
a groupofexpertswithrelevant
backgroundsandhavethem
discusstheproblems.

3. Environmental effects on

lunar surface mining

Environmental factors such as

temperature, air pressure, dust,

and visibility have a significant
impact on mining operations and

equipment. Of most immediate
concern is the difference in

temperature and atmosphere for

nonterrestrial mining as compared

to conventional earthbound mining.

This difference has significant

implications. The cold of the 2-

week night on the atmosphereless

Moon virtually eliminates the

possibility of nighttime operations

with conventional equipment

because of the problem of material
brittleness. And the heat of the 2-

week lunar day, unshielded by an

atmosphere, will impose demanding

cooling requirements. A team of

space equipment designers and
mine equipment designers should

be able to identify mechanical and

electrical problems and potential

solutions, as well as the redesign

needs implied by these solutions.

Daytime lunar surface operations,

particularly rock loading, could be

severely affected by perception

problems induced by the bright

sunlight and constantly changing

shadows (discussed by Firschein

et al. 1986, p. 112).

4. The applicability of

conventional mining

methods and equipment

to lunar mining

When one considers the

applicability of Earth technology to

lunar mining, one can focus rapidly

on a likely lunar project and retrofit

an available mining method to meet

the characteristics of this particular

project. However, I propose that
program benefits might derive from

a comprehensive analys=s, at a

preliminary scoping level, of the
applicability of conventional

earthbound mining methods and

technology to lunar operations.

Such an analysis could proceed

from a comprehensive matrix,

listing mining methods along one

axis and lunar features (such as

logistics, gravity, vacuum,

temperature, perception problems)

likely to affect mining along the
other axis.

To each mining method, one can

assign weights for the various
differences between terrestrial and

lunar operations. Initially the

weighting could be done on the

basis of expert judgment. But as

soon as possible the weighting
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should be based on a numerical

analysis. For simple mining

methods, the weights could be
based on the mechanics of the

system. For complex methods,

the weighting may require a
comprehensive numerical

simulation of an entire sequence of

operations. This technique would
allow a formal assignment of level

of difficulty likely to be encountered

in applying the terrestrial

technology to the lunar situation.

An effort of this type should be

iterative. The initial list may include

technology that Js entirely

inappropriate or exceedingly difficult

to modify or implement. In parallel

with such iterations, one might also

expect a progressive refinement in
the information needs about the

most likely operational conditions.

5. Underground construction methods for lunar application

a. Underground Mining

Although the basehne lunar mine was

conceived to be a strtp-mmlng operation,

there may be locations where the regolJth

is so thick that Jt could be mined by some

undercutting scheme. Excavabons could

be drwen below the materml to be mined,

and the material could be drawn into the

excavabons for mdhng The hght wells in

this Illustration could correspond to draw

points for bringing material directly

underground, and the agriculture/hying

quarters could correspond to the scene

of all subsequent mining operations,

which would thus be shielded from the

hazards of the lunar surface environment.

As pointed out under topic 3, the

environment will impose severe

limitations on surface operations

on the Moon. It therefore appears

fully warranted to investigate

the feasibility of moving mining

operations underground. Lunar

scientists can probably provide
information on the subsurface lunar

temperatures, and this information

may encourage the investigation of

going underground.

Operating underground on the

Moon raises a number of intriguing

questions. Conventional support

systems such as concrete, steel,

and shotcrete are likely to have an
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b. TunnelingforLunarHabitats
Perhaps thetunnehngtechniques
deve/oped forminingcou/d be used to
construct lunarhabitats. Thetwo
astronautsin this Illustrationprovided by
EncyclopaediaBntannJcaseemto be having
no difficulty carryinga capacious
pressurizablemodule for a tunnel. In
grawlyonly I/6 thatof the Earth,the
required weight-carryingstrengthof
equipmentas well as people could be
reduced to 1/6thatrequired onEarth.

even less favorable weight-to-
performance ratio than on Earth.
Hence, the economics of their
application need to be investigated
in detail. As I briefly outline under
topic 7, the preclusion of
conventional support systems
would not necessarily exclude
underground construction in weak
or d_sintegrated ground, but it
would put a premium on developing
reinforcement methods, integrated
with the construction cycle, which
minimize weight requirements.
Given that the most frequently
encountered and most severe
problems for earthbound
underground construction and
mining arise from unexpected
conditions (that is, sudden changes
in ground quality), it is virtually
certain that underground lunar
construction should be preceded by
markedly better site investigation
and characterization than is the
norm on Earth.

Underground construction on the
Moon should have some significant
advantages when compared to
earthbound practice. Most
underground construction problems
are associated with water, because
of excessive pressure, excessive
flow, or both. Indeed, a standard if
somewhat overstated saying among
engineers holds that '°a dry tunnel
is an easy tunnel." The absence
of water will fac=litate underground
construction on the Moon.

Moreover, the certainty of not
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encountering water will eliminate the

need to plan for the contingency.

The increased friction (more

intimate physico-chemical bonding)

in vacuum (Karafiath and Nowatzki

1978, p. 130) should assist

in stabilizing underground

excavations. It may also make
excavation somewhat more

difficult, but excavation per se

usually is a relatively minor cost

factor in underground mining.

The low gravity will increase

the weight-carrying capacity of

equipment and reduce the energy

requirements of muck haulage and

particularly hoisting. Light levels,

and hence visibility, may be easier

to control underground than on the
lunar surface.

Underground construction on the

Moon will differ from underground
construction on Earth in a number

of important aspects. Its potential
advantages over surface

construction appear to warrant a

comprehensive assessment of _ts
merits. Such an assessment

should address all aspects that

affect life-cycle costing.

6. Rock drilling on the Moon

Heat 700- 1100°F

(400 - 600°C)

Rock

a. Spalling

Heat 2000 . 4000OF

_J - 2200°C)(1100

Molten rock _

Rock

b. Melting and Vaporization

Force

Fractures --_ _

zone

Rock

c. Mechanical Stress

Rock ]

d. Chemical Reaction

_ Electrode_

Insulat°r'_ !_ Spark_L_ L_

•_ Chips

e. Spark Cratering

Methods for Disintegrating Rock

a. Spalling: Inducing high thermal

stresses by rapid application of

intense heat.

b. Melting: LJquefylng rock by raising its

temperature.

c. Mechanical Stress: Inducing

stresses exceeding strength by

applying mechamcal forces to the

rock.

d. Chemical Reaction: Dissolving rock

bonds

e. Spark Cratering: In a variant of c,

discharging sparks between

electrodes to generate pressure

pulses which in turn chip the rock.

From Maurer 1980, pp. 1 and 509.
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Differenttypesof rockdrillingare
likelyto be requiredontheMoon.
Certainlycoredrillingwillbe
desirable,if notessential,for
collectingsamplesforrock
characterizationtests. But
alternative,muchlessexpensive
hole-drillingtechniques(inwhich
thematerialfromtheholeisnot
keptintact)maybeconsideredfor
suchpurposesasanchoring
structures,explosivefragmentation,
orevensamplecollection.

Allconventionalrockdrilling
methods,includingdiamondcoring,
rotarydrillingof softrocks,and
percussiondrillingof hardrockswill
beaffectedbydifferencesbetween
lunarandterrestrialoperating
conditions.Mostobviousare
differencesingravitationalpull,
atmosphericpressure,andthermal
conditions.

Theverylowgravitationalforceson
theMoonarelikelyto requirea
thrustsystemdesignedto assure
adequatedrillingprogress.This
couldbea passive(weighting)
systemor anactive(jacking)
system.Regardlessofwhich
approachis taken,it seemsvery
likelythatdrillingequipmentwill
requiresignificantmodificationsin
orderto providethenecessary
thrust.

Thelackof atmosphereon the
Moonwillcreatecomplicationsin
providingandmaintainingdrilling
fluids. Inconventionalpractice
suchfluidsareneeded,in
considerablequantities,inorderto
removecuttingsfromtheholeand
to coolthedrillbit. Andonthedry
andhighlyfracturedsurfaceof the
Moon,thesefluidswouldbeeasily
lost. Coolingofthebit,aswellas
of thedrillingmotor,maybefurther
complicatedbythethermal
environmentontheMoon.Thiswill
certainlybea complicationduring
daytimeoperationsonthesurface.

Insum,fundamentalaspectsof
rockdrillingareaffected
significantly.Thisimpactwillbe
reflectedinneededchangesto
drillingequipmentandoperations.
A firststepin the investigationwill
be to determineasnarrowlyas
possibletheexpectedconditions
underwhichdrillingwillhaveto be
performed.Thisdeterminationwill
in turnallowan identificationof the
basicparametersto beusedin
evaluatingchangesin fundamental
drillingmechanicsandhydraulics.
Finally,suchchangeswillleadto
equipmentmodifications,if not to
totallynewdrillingdesigns.
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Whilethisdiscussionhascentered
nearlyexclusivelyonconventional
drillingtechnology,I shouldpoint
outthatextensiveinvestigations
havebeenmadeof numerous,
radicallydifferentdrilling
technologies(e.g.,Maurer1980).
A varietyof reasons,includinghigh
conversioncosts,institutional
inertia,andthefactthatmostnovel
drillingmethodsrequirelarge
amountsofenergy,havesofar
preventedthewidespread
implementationof suchalternative

drillingmethods.Thenoveldrilling
androckexcavationmethodthat
hasfoundmostwidespread
application--waterjetexcavation--
is inappropriatefor space
applications.Forreasonssimilarto
thosediscussedunderthenext
topic(rockmelting),tradeoffswill
needto bemadebetweenenergy
use(highfor noveltechnology,low
for conventionaldrilling)and
deliveryweight(lowfor novel
technology,highforconventional
drilling).

7. Lunar construction by rock melting

- -. _/i" .-'"_-.- i

Coo,e 
so,. 11!l

,_J I rl !i _...',_

_-__!N'---._L.LJ .IZ._'_ insulator

Peoetr,,,o, I'

_ rock

Consolidating Penetrator

The schematic diagram (Sims 1973, p. 7)

shows how th#s novel drill b#t penetrates

loose soft or porous rock by melting it.

Then the cooled drill stem consohdates

the melted rock into a dense glass hning.

The photograph (courtesy of John C.

Rowley, Los Alamos National Laboratory)

shows a hole melted through volcanic tuff

by means of a consolidating penetrator.

Note the dense (and therefore strong)

hole liner.
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Manyaspectsof miningmayhave
to bealteredprofoundlyfor
operationsinanenvironmentwith
lowgravity,extremetemperatures,
andhighvacuum,at locations
wheredirecthumanaccessand
supportwillbeexceedingly
expensive.Becausethe
differencesbetweenconventional
andspaceoperationsmaybe
drastic,it maybeappropriatefor
usto evaluateradicallydifferent
approaches.

Oneoptionthatdeservesattention
is arockmeltingsystem.This
rockexcavationmethodhasbeen
extensivelyinvestigatedbyLos
AlamosNationalLaboratory
(Neudecker,Giger,andArmstrong
1973;Sims1973;Rowley1974;
Hanold1977).Rockexcavation
bymeltinghasbeendeveloped
to anoperationallevelforsmall-
scaleapplications(drillingholes)
andisproposedfor large-scale
applications(excavatingtunnels).

Forspaceapplications,thesystem
hastheattractivefeatureof being

self-contained;thatis,of requiring
minimaldeliveries.Itcan,for
example,meltits ownlinerinsitu
(inweakground),thusobviating
theneedfor additionalsupport
installation.However,it may
requireexcessivelyhighenergy.
It is interestingto notethatthe
developersof rockmeltingfor full-
sizetunnelingenvisionedtheuse
of nuclearpower,andit hasbeen
arguedthatnuclearpoweris
essentialforlarge-scalelunar
development(Ehricke1983).

Therockmeltingapproachoption
is includedhereto stressthe
desirabilityof takinga broadviewto
identifyappropriatetechnologies;
thatis,goingwelloutsidethe
boundsof conventionalsolutions.
Whetherrockmeltingis an
appropriatealternativeto
conventionalminingremainsto be
seen.A scopingmeetinginvolving
LosAlamospersonnelassociated
withrockmeltingwouldseema
desirablefirststepto determining
whetheror notfurtherevaluationis
warranted.
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8. The implications of vehicle traction on the Moon for mining

operations

Simplified Force Diagram for a
Conventional Mine Shovel

The cutting force of a shove/is a function
of hoist fine puff, crowd effort, and front-
end geometry. A large machine weight is
needed to prowde horlzontal resistance
to shppage during digging.

Courtesy of J. D. Humphrey, Dresser
Industries

Traction is an important operational

aspect of most vehicles. It is

particularly important for vehicles

that need to exert large horizontal

forces; e.g., for excavating,
loading, and hauling. Many types

of mining equipment are very

dependent on the development of

adequate traction. This equipment

includes excavation equipment

such as bulldozer-mounted rippers

and scrapers, front-end loaders,

shovels, and drills, especially those

for drilling angled or horizontal
holes.

Comprehensive studies have been

performed of vehicle traction on

the Moon (among them, Karafiath

1970a,b; Nowatzki 1972). Even

though these have addressed the

operations of primarily small,

lightweight roving vehicles, they

provide fundamental insight into

the traction of larger, heavier lunar

mining vehicles. Moreover,
expenence with the lunar Rovers

has provided an operational record

by which to validate the traction

models and predictions made for
them.

Traction deserves attention

because it is a major force needed

for many mining operations.

Because it is a function of gravity
and of friction, the latter affected

by vacuum, it will be affected by

the space environment.

Considerable experience is

available to guide further research

into this aspect of lunar mining.
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Muck Pile

This is an example of a good muck pile,

well-fragmented and largely remaining in

one heap. Loading would be much more

time consuming if the rock were widely

dispersed, as it might be by conventional

blasting in a low-gravity enwronment,

without air resistance. The loading
machine must have sufficient tractiot_

(created by both friction and weight) to be

able to push the loading bucket _nto _he

muck pile.

9. Moon excavation technologies

Lunar mining may involve the

removal of various types of ground,

ranging from massive solid rock to

loose, granular soils. This

possibility suggests the need to

investigate a range of material-

removal technologies. It may be

desirable, at this early investigation

stage, to distinguish between the

fundamental mechanics underlying

the technologies and the

technologies themselves. Both

will be affected by operations on

the Moon, but in different ways.

a. Hard rock excavation mechanics

In earthbound mining, hard rock is
removed primarily by explosive

excavation. Lunar blast design is

likely to require significant changes

from conventional blasting. An
obvious consideration will be the

need to control the broken rock

pile. It is usually assumed that

gravity plays no role in actual rock

breakage by conventional blasting,

but it plays a significant role in

displacement of the broken rock
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(andthusdominatestheshapeof
themuckpile). Lowgravitycould
resultinextremelywidescattering
of rockfragments,evenmoreso
intheabsenceofair resistance,
andhenceleadto exceedingly
inefficientloadingoperations.An
interestingchallengemaybeposed
bytheneedto adjustblasting
patternsfromthetraditionalonesto
thosedesignedto minimizescatter
ina low-gravityandhigh-vacuum
environment.

It is possiblethatvacuummight
affectblastingperformance,
althoughit maynotbeasignificant
factorin low-permeabilityrock,
at leastatgreaterdepths.The
breakageinducedbyblastingis
usuallyattributedinpartto seismic
effectsandinpartto gaspressure
effects.Presumablygaspressure
effectscouldattenuatemuch
fasterinaspaceenvironment
thanonEarth.Thiscouldaffect
fragmentationandalmostcertainly
wouldaffectheaveandthrow;
i.e.,rockmovement.

Potentialimpactsof lowgravity
onmechanicalexcavationhave
beendiscussedundertopic1.
Drasticallydifferentexcavation

technologiesaresummarizedby
Maurer(1980),andtheydeserve
intensescrutinyfor lunar
applications.

b. Soft ground excavation
mechanics

Mechanical excavation of loose,

granular material on the lunar

surface is likely to be facilitated

by the lower gravity in terms of

actually lifting the material,

although this improvement may be
partially offset by increased friction

between particles. It is likely that
the most significant detrimental
effect will be on the forces that can

be delivered by the equipment.
Reduced equipment weight will

reduce breakout forces and sliding

stability. It is quite possible that

even a simple force analysis of

excavation systems will shed

considerable light on lunar soil

loading requirements and potential
problems. Gertsch has suggested
that we add mass to lunar

equipment by building into it large
volumes to be filled with lunar

rocks. However, as he notes, the
added mass would add to the

problem of inertia in mobile

equipment.
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Thermomechanical Boulder Breaker

A mobile thermomechamcal boulder
breaker could fragment rock by hrst
weakening _tby applying heat (m this
concept by means of a burner) and then
htttmg _t with a mechamcal impactor.

From Th_rumalai,Demou, and Fischer
1975, quoted by Maurer 1980,p 653.

10. Potential asteroid fragmentation technology

Propaneand compressed

air supply /_

ImpactorJ t__ .._"_ _..-_llJ

Technology for fragmenting rock

particles has been researched and

developed over many decades.

Conventional fragmentation is

primarily mechanical. Its

effectiveness on a virtually gravity-

free asteroid will depend in part on

the degree to which the mechanical

fragmentation system depends on

gravity. We can conceptualize

mechanical fragmentation systems

that are independent of gravity;

i.e., those that work by splitting or

pinching. Also available are a

variety of explosive, electrical,
chemical, and thermal

disintegration methods. These

methods will impose different

logistical requirements, depending

on what supplies they need and on

how operations are carried out.

For example, the efficiency of

several fragmentation methods

would increase if the fragmentation

took place in drill holes. But drilling

holes in asteroids will pose unusual

problems (see topic 6).
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Itmaybedesirableto distinguish
betweentwoclassesof
fragmentationproblems,those
whereasinglefragment(ora
smallnumberoffragments)is to
be removedorreducedto certain
dimensions,andthosewherea
largenumberof particlesareto be
reducedinsize. Thelatterclass
of applicationsis discussedunder
topic15,crushingandgrinding.
Thechoiceoftechnologymost
readilyapplicableto removal
or controlled-sizereductionof
a singlelargeblockmightwell
benefitfromanevaluation
of quarryingpracticefor building
stone.Advancedrockdisintegration
techniques,someof whichshould
havedirectapplicabilityto space
operations,aresummarizedby
Maurer(1980).

11. Automation, operator

proficiency, and
excavation efficiency

Eliminating the need for human

operators would significantly
enhance the economic

attractiveness of nonterrestrial

mining. Few attempts have been

made at developing fully automated

mining excavation cycles; i.e.,

operations without human
intervention. The economic

incentives for doing so on Earth are

marginal, at best.

Fully automating the mechanical

excavation and loading of broken

rock is likely to result in drastic

productivity losses. It is well

established that the productivity of

virtually all excavation and loading

equipment is highly sensitive to

the expertise of the operator.

Human judgment and fast

response to seemingly minor

aspects of rock loading operations

are significant production and

safety factors. Of particular
concern in this context is that

misjudgment by an operator can
result in serious, even disastrous,

consequences, such as cables

breaking and machines

overturning. Control engineering

will have to preclude such
occurrences as well as assure a

reasonable production level.

The importance of human judgment

in excavation technologies suggests
a number of avenues for research

aimed at _dentffying candidates for
automation and nonterrestrial

application. Questions that can be
raised include the following: Will

the implementation of automatic

operation be most difficult for

equipment that is most sensitive

to operator handling? Should

automation be preferentially

applied to excavation technologies
that are robust or insensitive to

operator errors? What tradeoffs are
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acceptablebetweenautomatic
controlandproductivity?

Toallowautomation,operations
shouldbeassimpleaspossible.
Thisfact,explicitlyrecognizedin
thespaceprogram(e.g.,Firschein
et al. 1986,p. 103),unquestionably
underliestheminingindustry's
reluctanceevento attemptto
automatemostexcavation
methods.Thefewnotable
exceptions(Iongwallmining,tunnel
boring)for whichautomationis
beinginvestigatedarealready
fullymechanized(involveminimal
humaninterventionduringnormal
operations).Theseexceptions
tendto behigh-production
systems.Theyareproneto
frequentbreakdownandrequire
preventivemaintenance.
Maintenanceis recognizedasa
majordifficultyin implementing
automation(e.g.,Firscheinet al.
1986,p.355);it willrequire
majordevelopmentsinartificial
intelligencesoftwareandrobotics.
Theneedforhumanreasoning
capabilityisagainapparent.

12. The influence of gravity on

slusher mining

Gertsch identifies slusher m_ning as

one of the more promising lunar

mining methods. The performance
of a slusher on the lunar surface

(or in underground operations on

the Moon) will be affected by the

low gravity.

The lighter weight of the scraper

(bucket) on the Moon may lower

the loading efficiency of the slusher
bucket, because the weight

influences the vertical penetrating
force into the material to be loaded.

Conversely, the lighter weight lunar

material may flow more easily up
into the bucket. It is conceivable

that artificial weighting down of the

bucket, or a reconfiguration of

the cable force system, might
be required in order to assure

adequate penetration into the lunar

soil and to avoid riding of the

(empty or partially filled) bucket
over the material to be loaded.

Conversely, friction, abrasive wear,

and power requirements during

both inhaul and outhaul may be

significantly reduced by the low

grawty.

The reduced effective weight of the

bucket, which is likely to have a

detrimental impact on the efficiency

of the all-important bucket-loading

phase, might also adversely affect

the performance of the bucket as it

is hauled in to the unloading point.

Assuming a relatively rough and

bumpy ride during inhaul, the

bucket may not retain its full load.

An analysis might suggest a

reduction in hauling speed, but

this might also affect production

adversely. It is possible that

bucket redesign and cable

reconfiguration m_ght compensate

at least parbally for the reduced

effective bucket weight.
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Giventheinterestbythisgroupin
theapplicationof slushermining
to thelunarprogram,it maybe
appropriateto outlineinsomedetail
stepsthatcouldbetakento reduce
theneedfor speculationaboutthe
performanceof suchsystemson
theMoon.

Obtaininga clearunderstandingof
themechanicsof bucketloading
wouldbea desirablestep. This
stepcouldbeinitiatedwitha
comprehensiveliteraturesurvey. It
isunlikelythatmuchfundamental
informationisavailableabout
slusherbucketmechanics,but
considerableanalysishasbeen
madeofthemechanicsof similar
excavationelements,suchas
draglinebuckets,bulldozerblades,
front-endloaderbuckets,and
scrapers.Integratingthis
knowledgeina framework
emphasizingthemechanical
differencesbetweenterrestrial
operatingconditionsandlunar
operating conditions would go a

long way towards identifying
potential problems. Such an

integrating effort should be

made by a group with a clear

understanding of the fundamental

mechanics of the machine (bucket)

and material (broken rock). At a

minimum, meetings should be

organized with experienced

bucket designers from various
manufacturers. In order to obtain

maximum contributions from such

personnel, it may be preferable to

formally contract for their technical

services. Equally important would

be information exchanges with

operators; e.g., by means of visits
to mines.

On the basis of the initial analyses,

it should be possible to make

preliminary estimates of the

influence of gravity on bucket

loading performance. This
information could in turn form the

basis for designing experiments

(for example, experiments using

centrifuges) to verify the analyses.

Similarly, it may be possible to
instrument buckets and their

cables and chains in order to

obtain a better understanding

of the distribution of forces during

loading. An appropriate iterative

sequence of bucket analyses,

experiments, and design

modifications should provide

a considerably improved

understanding of bucket

mechanics, ultimately leading

to adequate bucket designs for
drastically different operating
conditions.

While I have emphasized slusher

bucket development, I should

point out that any studies of this

type, aimed at an improved

understanding of the mechanics

of loading broken rock, will be

beneficial for eventual redesign

of other systems that might be

considered for nonterrestrial loading

operations. These would include
hydraulic excavators, electnc

shovels, front-end loaders,

bulldozers, scrapers, draglines,
and clamshells.
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13. Wear-resistant materials for

space mining applications

Equipment maintenance is one of

the most expensive and time-

consuming (in terms of production

delay) aspects of mining operations.
The most critical maintenance

aspect of all excavation equipment is
the wear rate of excavation elements

(e.g., buckets, the=r teeth, drag

cables). Similarly, components of

equipment for haulage and for
crushing and grinding, which are

subject to repeated impact and
abrasion, may require frequent

resurfacing or replacement.

Replacement schedules and

parts requirements need to be
estimated in order to develop

realistic life-cycle cost estimates.

If wear parts had to be provided
from Earth and _f conventional

replacement schedules needed to

be maintained, the transportation
requirements of nonterrestrial

mining would be considerable.

It is wrtually certain that the thermal
environment, with its extremes

of cold and hot, will significantly
increase the wear on some

components. Less certain, but

nevertheless possible, Js that
increased friction due to the

vacuum envJronment (Karafiath

and Nowatzki 1978, p. 130)

may contribute to accelerated
frictional wear.

Wear components, especially

excavation components, tend to

be made of very heavy steel

alloys. Assuming that in parallel

with lunar mining will proceed in situ

manufacturing [including production

of metals (Ehricke 1983)], it may be
worthwhile to consider tradeoffs

between transporting high-quality

wear parts and producing lower

quahty wear parts locally.

14. Remote sensing of rock
excavation characteristics

The potential of remote sensing to
characterize the lunar surface for

equipment mobility has been

mentioned by Karafiath and

Nowatzki (1978, p. 492). The

significant impact vehicle traction

may have on mining operations

has been discussed under topic 8.
With respect to mining itself,

whether excavating hard rock or

scooping up and loading sod,

remote sensing w_ll be equally
important in determining

strength, particle shape and size,

interparticle friction, and other

excavation parameters. While a
final assessment of excavation

feasibility will almost certainly

require direct physical access, it

is clear that remote sensing should

be used to the greatest possible

extent in determining excavation

characteristics of possible mining

s=tes. The importance of remote

sensing obviously is well established

in the space program, but we should

note that interpretation in terms of

minability may pose some unusual
requirements.
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15. Particle size reduction technology for applications in space

cular path

Parabohc path
(a)

mv2

-T-

(b)

Mechanical reduction of particle

size is usually not considered part

of the mining cycle. It immediately
follows the mining cycle, however,

and optimizing the total sequence

works better than optimizing the
mining and milling operations

separately.

Crushing is typically the first step

in reducing the size of the mined

rock. Most crushing systems

depend on gravity feed and flow
(Wills 1985, ch. 6). Gravity directly

affects fragmentation in some
systems (Motz 1978). Its influence

may not be fully appreciated in

others, as it has never been

considered a significant variable.

The forces acting on particles
during crushing in a low-gravity

environment will differ markedly

from the forces operating in

conventional situations. It appears

likely that crusher geometries

(e.g., jaws, cones, throats) might

need to be modified for operations

in an environment with drastically

reduced gravity or that throughput

rates might require considerable

adjustment. Increased frictional

force components may be

beneficial in some crushing
systems (Wills 1985, p. 169) but

could be detrimental in others.

Grinding particles, either dry or

submerged in liquids (Austin,

Klimpel, and Luchie 1984; Wills

1985, ch. 7), is usually the final

particle size reduction step. It is

not obvious how significant the

effects on grinding of a low-gravity,

high-vacuum environment may be.

In the most widely used tumbling

mills, particle size reduction is

accomplished primarily by impact.

Gravity forces enter very explicitly

into the design of these tumbling

mills (Wills 1985, p. 186). Hence,

Tumbling Mill Action

a. Trajectory of the Grinding Medium

in a Tumbling Mill

b. Forces Acting on Particles in a

Tumbling Mill

Tumbling mdls are widely used to reduce

the s_ze of broken rock particles A

particle being hfted up the shell of the

mill will abandon its circular path for a

parabolic path at point P, where the

weight of the parttcle is just balanced by

the centrifugal force; _.e., where

mg cos a = mv 2

r

This dlustration of the forces acting on a

particle clearly shows why grawty will

affect grinding.

From Wills 1985, p. 186.
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ananalysisof gravitationaleffects
shouldbestraightforward.Such
ananalysiswouldbeworthwhile
becauseit addressesthemost
energy-consumingaspect,byfar,
of sizereductionoperations.Wet
grinding,almostalwayspreferred,
clearlywouldposeproblemsin
logistics(deliveringor producing
theliquid)andincontainingand
recoveringtheliquid.

Particlesizeclassificationisan
importantcontrolprocedure
appliedthroughoutthemilling
sequence.Mostsizingmethods
dependongravityto someextent.
Thefinalfineparticlesize
classificationmostcommonlyis
accomplishedbydifferential
settlingin liquids,a methodthat
wouldposethesameproblemsfor
spaceminingaswouldwet
grinding.

Themillingoperationsdiscussed
heredeserveconsiderationalong
withminingmethodsinorderto
optimizetheentaresequence.
Suchanintegratedoptimization
mayshiftthedegreeof
fragmentationdesiredfromthe
miningportionof theoperation.
Thedesiredfragmentationmay
affectexcavation,loading,and
hauling.

Conclusions

The applicability of conventional

mining technology to space mining

can currently be evaluated only

on the basis of judgment and

speculation. I have presented a list

of research topics that correspond
to information needs which must be

answered in order to put such
evaluations on a firmer basis. In

many areas, relatively simple

analyses of the mechanics of the

system and of the impacts on it

of gravity, atmosphere, and

temperature could add quantitative

understanding of the operation of

terrestrial mining technologies in
nonterrestrial environments.

Iterative interactions between space

engineers and scientists on the one

hand, mining engineers on the

other, and the integrating

researchers performing the
analyses should assure that the

investigations stay correctly
focused. Such investigations could
be of considerable benefit to the

mining industry, and this terrestrial

technology transfer aspect
deserves specific recognition.

I have given examples of

conventional mining technologies

which might be adapted to

nonterrestrial applications, as

well as examples of technologies

that have not found practical

applications on Earth. I propose

that two approaches be pursued in

parallel: one starting from available

technology and identifying needed
adaptations; the second starting

from likely ultimate objectives and

developing solutions unencumbered

by conventional practice and

thinking.
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PART 2--Beneficiation and Extraction
of Nonterrestrial Materials

William N. Agosto

The group that reviewed options for

processing nonterrestrial materials

was dominated by industrial
materials scientists who tried to

identify which processes utilizing

space materials could be

implemented in the near term.

The most practical process seemed
to us to be the extraction of lunar

oxygen and the extraction of metals
and ceramics from the residues of

the reduction process. The

growth of space activity will be

accompanied by increased demand

for liquid oxygen for rocket

propellant. In particular, any lunar

base activity will require tens of

tons of oxygen for each round trip
to the Moon. And, of course, the

oxygen and the intermediary

product water will be needed for

life support at the base. The

reduced metals and ceramics may

be considered byproducts or may

develop into primary products.

Some of the same processes

would be directly applicable to

recovery of products from
asteroids. We also discussed other

processes for directly utilizing
asteroid metals.

Beneficiation and Oxygen
Extraction Methods

Reduction of lunar ilmenite with

hydrogen imported from Earth was

judged to be an oxygen extraction

option that could be implemented in
the near term. Ilmenite, an iron

and titanium oxide, is the most

abundant oxide in the samples that

have been brought back from the
Moon.

Working for Lockheed Corporation

at the Johnson Space Center,

I reported the successful
concentration of ilmenite in an

Apollo 11 soil sample, using an

electrostatic separator based on a

commercial design and operated
both in nitrogen and in a vacuum.

This was the first research reported
on the industrial behavior of actual

lunar material. Additional research

is needed to determine the

characteristics of a system that

could operate on the Moon.

A process not requiring
beneficiation, because it extracts

oxygen from the predominant

silicates, was probably the first

process considered for extraction

of oxygen from lunar materials.

The carbothermal process was

developed by Sanders Rosenberg

and colleagues at Aerojet-General

Corporation in the mid-1960s,
before we had been to the Moon.

They assumed that ordinary rock-

forming minerals, such as olivine

and pyroxene, would be abundant,

an assumption that proved to be

mostly correct. Rosenberg and his

colleagues performed a series of

experiments demonstrating actual

oxygen extraction from simulated

lunar materials. In addition, they

designed an oxygen production

plant and did a parametric analysis
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of mass,power,andcost. David
McKayhascombinedseveralof
theirpapersfromthatperiodand
updatedthecostanalysisto 1989
dollars.Thiscombinedpaper
presentsthebasicconceptsof the
carbothermalprocess,givesthe
resultsof someof thelaboratory
experiments,andincludesthe
designconceptfora lunaroxygen
plant.Thepaperis interesting
bothbecauseofits historicalvalue
inpresentinga lunaroxygenplant
designedbeforeApollo11and
alsobecausethebasicconceptis
stillviabletodayasacandidate
oxygenplantfora lunaroutpostin
theearly21stcentury.

Ina reviewof proposedlunar
oxygenproductionprocesses,
includingcarbothermalreduction
andelectrolysisof basalts,
ChristianW.KnudsenandMichael
A.Gibson,of Carbotek,Inc.
(Houston),haveconcludedthat
hydrogenreductionof ilmeniteis
thesimplestprocessproposed.
Productsofthereactionareiron,
titaniumdioxide,andwater;oxygen
is thenextractedfromtheproduct
waterbyelectrolysis.Bothbatch
andcontinuous-flowfluidized-bed
processesforthereactionhave
beendescribed.Althoughthe
preliminaryresultsof bench-level
testsonthebatchprocess
conductedbyRichardJ.Williams
atJSCseemedpromising,further
engineeringworkbyKnudsenand
Gibsonindicatesto themthatonly
a continuousprocessis
practicableona largescale.

KnudsenandGibsonalso
consideredhotpressingof the
metallicironandtitaniumdioxide
residuesof thereactioninto
cermetpartsandbricks,as
outlinedbyAgosto(1981).

RussellO.ColsonandLarryA.
Haskindiscussthedirect
electrolysisof moltenlunar
materialto produceoxygen.In
themagmaelectrolysisprocess,
iron,silicon,or iron-siliconalloys
areproducedatthecathodeand
oxygenis producedattheanode.
Potentialbyproductsinclude
ceramics(spinels)andcast-rock
productssuchasbars,beams,
andsheets.ColsonandHaskin
arguethat,comparedto most
otherproposedprocesses,this
processrequireslessenergyper
unitof oxygenandhasthe
advantageof beingrelatively
simple.Technologychallenges
includefindingcontainerand
electrodematerialsthatwill
withstandthecorrosivenessof
moltensilicates.Theworkof a
numberofyearshasdetermined
someof thefundamental
propertiesof meltconductivityand
someofthefactorsaffectingthe
efficiencyofoxygenproduction.

Solarfurnacepyrolysisof lunar
basaltsinvacuum,asproposed
byElbertA.Kingandme(1983),
isconsideredanotherhighly
promisingprocessfor
nonterrestrialoxygenproduction.
Itdoesnotrequirereagents
importedfromEarth.King(1982)
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demonstratedtheprocessonEarth
usingterrestrialbasaltsand
samplesof theMurchisonmeteonte
heatedto approximately3000°Cin
afurnacewitha solarmirror
2 metersindiameter.Residues
of metallicironandoxidesof
aluminum,calcium,andtitanium
indicatedtheevolutionof oxygen
andvolatileoxidesof other
elements.A bench-levelresearch
programisrequiredto charactenze,
quantify,separate,andcapturethe
oxygenandothervolatilesliberated
bytheprocess.Residuesof the
processincludemetals(iron),
semimetals(silicon),ceramics
(AI-Ca-Tioxides),andfeedstocks
richinaluminumoxidefor
aluminumelectrolysis.

WolfgangH.Steurer,of theJet
PropulsionLaboratory,considered
twovapor-phaseprocesses:
(1)thevolatilizationof oxygenby
vacuumpyrolysisof oxidesand
(2)electrostaticseparation of

metals from high-temperature

plasmas of nonterrestrial matertals.

The high temperatures and

reactiv_ties of such processes

suggest that the technology will

be difficult to develop. However,

such processes may prove to be
effective.

Metallurgy

David F. Bowersox, of Los Alamos

National Laboratory, has described

a novel anhydrous chloride
process, used in the nuclear

industry to recover plutonium,

which could be adapted to extract
iron and t_tanium from nonterrestrial

basalts and dmenite. All reagents

and products of the process are

recycled and, because it _s

waterless, the system is one-tenth

the size of an aqueous system with

the same metal output. It has the

disadvantage of being a metal

extraction process that does not

directly yield oxygen or water, and

it requires chloride salts, which are
rare or absent on the Moon.

However, as a successful operating

anhydrous system that recycles all

reagents and products, it merits
serious consideration for

nonterrestr_al application.

Karl R. Johansson has reviewed

the literature and found several

bioprocesses for the benefic_ation
of lunar and asteroidal materials by

the action of microorganisms.

Notably, the extraction of metals by
(1) oxidation-reduction reactJons,

(2) acid leaching, (3) pH alteration,

(4) organic complexing, and

(5) cellular accumulation of metals
due to the action of bacteria on

minerals. All these bioprocesses

would require stnngent radiation

and temperature controls in closed

aqueous environments having
elements in which the Moon is

deficient, hke carbon, nitrogen, and

hydrogen. However, Karl says that

the process of microbe-enhanced

vat leaching, which is used
terrestrially to concentrate copper

ores, m_ght be applicable to
extracting common lunar metals
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likeironandmanganesefrom
lunarrocksandsoils. Inaddition,
bioaccumulationof metalsby
microbialcellsmightbeused
to concentraterare(andoften
toxic)elementslikecopper,lead,
mercury,cadmium,andsilverand
removethemfrombiological
systemsontheMoon. Inhispaper
Karlalsomentionsmetalreduction
byanaerobicbacteria,theuptake
of silicatesbydiatoms,anda
tantalizingclaimin theRussian
literatureof "silicatebacteria"
thatconcentratealuminum
oxidebyfreeingsilicatesfrom
aluminosilicateores. However,
humansettlementsandearlylunar
industrialoperationswouldprobably
haveto bewellestablishedbefore
controlledbioprocessingsystems
couldbesetupinnonterrestrial
locations.

Ifaqueousprocessingwereto
provepracticable,thenleachingof
usefulelementsfromlunarand
asteroidalmaterialsby inorganic
acidslikehydrofluoricacid,without
the introductionof microorganisms,
mightwellbea moredirectand
productivemethodof extracting
mostof themajorlunarelements
(oxygen,silicon,aluminum,iron,
magnesium,titanium)aswellas
manyoftheminorones(sodium,
potassium,manganese,chromium,
phosphorus).SeeCriswell(1980).

MetallurgistConstanceF.Acton
hascriticallyreviewedproposed
processesformetalproduction,
usingtheharshcriterionof

terrestrialcommercialviability.
Ironin lunarsoilmaybethemost
easilyobtainedmetalresourceon
theMoonthroughthelowenergy
extractiontechniquesof magnetics
andelectrostatics.Itsphysical
extractionpresentsmany
challenges,but it is likelyto beone
of theeasierobjectivesfor near-
termlunarresourcedevelopment
(Agosto1981).Actonpointsout
theneedforhardthermodynamic
andkineticdataonallthereactions
andthenecessityfor long-term
bench-leveltestingandpilotplant
facilitationof themostpromising
processes.Sheoutlinesthe
extensiveeffortrequiredto provea
commercialmetallurgyprocess
throughthermodynamicandkinetic
chemicalevaluation,bench-level
feasibilitystudies,andpilotplant
operations.Herassessments,
basedon terrestrialexperience,of
longleadtimes(20-50years)and
highR&Dexpenditures(hundreds
of millionsof dollars)todevelop
systemsarechallengesto the
designerof lunarmaterials
processingtechnology.However,
the longleadtimespresume
developmentof processes
competitivewiththoseofterrestrial
suppliers.Thatassumptiondoes
notapplyto the initialprovisionof
productsfromlunarsourcesfor use
inorbit.

JohnLewis,oftheUniversityof
Arizona,presentedto ourgroup
informationonthegaseous
carbonylprocess.Carbon
monoxideis reactedwithmetalat
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lowtemperatureto purifyit or
separateonemetalfromanother.
Witha relativelylowenergyinput,
lunarmetallicironmightbepurified
or traceelements,particularly
platinumgroupmetals,couldbe
separatedfromasteroidalmetal.
Althoughconsiderableterrestrial
experienceis inhand,adaptation
tothespaceenvironmentremains
achallengeforfutureinvestigation.

Nonterrestrial Cements

T. D. Lin, of Construction

Technology Laboratories (CTL),
the research arm of the Portland

Cement Association, proposed

to our workshop group the
manufacture of cement from lunar

ox=des and in his paper proposes
concrete as a building material for a

space station and a lunar base.

The major constituents of common

types of cement occur in lunar

highland anorthos_tes and

lunar mare basalts. The high

compressive strength and the mass
of lunar-derived concrete would

make it an effective shield against
radiation and micrometeorite

_mpacts and thus a candidate
material for orbital and lunar

structures. Concrete is fireproof,
lends itself to modular construction,

and can be reinforced with Moon-

derived metals and fiberglass to

improve its tensional and flexural

strength. Lunar cement would also
be useful as mortar to assemble

building blocks of other materials,

whether imported or nonterrestrial.
Common concrete mixtures are

about 10 percent water by weight,
but drier formulations can be

developed and the water can be
recovered as the concrete dries. In

any case, typical concretes, which

consist of 2/3 to 3/4 aggregate

materials bonded by cement,

retain only 5 percent water

when thoroughly dried, which

corresponds to only a few tenths of
a percent of Earth-derived mass in

the form of hydrogen (Cullingford,

Keller, and Higgins 1982). Suitable

lunar aggregates could readily be

obtained by crushing and grading
rocks from the lunar surface.

I have proposed a method for

concentrating lime (CaO)_n lunar
materials to Portland cement

formula levels, using phosphates

that might be lunar derived. A

similar process was proposed by

Ellis M. G2rtner, of CTL, using

terrestrial phosphate. Construction

Technology Labs receaved

40 grams of lunar soil from the

Johnson Space Center _n 1986;
from it CTL fabricated a lunar

mortar sample, which was tested

and proved usable. NASA _s

interested and the project has
attracted favorable attention

from the press. The apparent

widespread interest in cement as a

lunar product and public recognition

of it may generate substantial

support for its development.
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Theconsensusofthegroup 2.
workingonbeneficiationand
extractionof nonterrestrialmaterials
wasthattheressa near-termneed
forbench-leveldataon lunarand
meteoriticmaterialsprocessing,
suchas(1)beneficiationof
industriallyvaluableminerals
in lunarsoilsanddisaggregated
lunarrocksandmeteorites;
(2)oxygenandmetalextraction
processes,likecarbothermal
reductionof silicates,hydrogen 3.
reductionof ilmenite,magma
electrolysis,vacuumpyrolysis,
andanhydrouschloridereduction,
usingactualnonterrestrialsamples;
and(3)formulationof cementitious
compoundsfromlunaroxides
andaggregates.Theabove
researchshouldbeconducted
underconditionsapproximating,
ascloselyaspracticable,the
expectedoperatingenvironment.
Th_sworkisnecessaryto makea
crediblecasefornonterrestrial 4.
matenalsutdizatnontothematerials
sciencecommunity.

Recommendations

Support for a thorough bench-

level hardware investigation
and demonstration of the

beneficiation, primarily by

electrostatic and magnetic
means, of lunar soils and

crushed rocks for minerals

like ilmenite, anorthite, and

pyroxenes, and valuable minor

phases like metal, chromate, and

phosphate.

Support for bench-level

research and development of

the carbothermal process,

including additional testing to

determine optimum pressure

and temperature conditions for
feedstocks of various

compositions, such as
simulated mare basalt and

concentrates of ilmenite or

pyroxene.

Support for a thorough
investigatuon of the

thermodynamics and kinetics

of hydrogen reduction of lunar
ilmenite, together with a bench-

level laboratory research

project to investigate the
workability of hardware designs
like those of Richard J.

Wilhams and Chnstqan W.

Knudsen and Michael A.

Gibson.

Support for additional studies of
magma electrolys_s, nncluding

laboratory work on the basic

process, development of
innovative electrodes and

containers, and investigation of
the effects of feedstock of

different compositions. This
effort should also nnclude

enggneering evaluations and

plant design concepts.

Support for a thorough

nnvestigation of the

thermodynamics and kinetics
of solar furnace vacuum

pyrolysis of nonterrestnal
materials. The effort should
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include a bench-level research

project to characterize,

quantify, separate, and

capture oxygen and other

volatiles liberated by high-

temperature vacuum pyrolysis
of lunar and meteoritic

materials, as well as thorough
characterization and chemical

analysis of resulting
condensates and residues.

A literature search and

evaluation of the anhydrous

chloride process for plutonium

reclamation reported by
Dawd F. Bowersox and its

applicability to production of
metals and ceramics from

nonterrestrial matenals.

Support for bench-level

research on aqueous leaching
of nonterrestrial silicates

w_th inorganic acids like

hydrofluoric acid, as well as

beneficiat_on by bioprocesses
derived from the action of

microorganisms on
nonterrestnat m_nerals.

A study of the application of

the carbonyl process to the

punficatDon and extraction of
lunar and asteroidal ferrous

metals.

Support for the development
of cement formulations from

lunar materials and cement

and concrete fabrication

processes adapted to lunar
and orbital manufacture and

applications.
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Lunar Beneficiation

William N. Agosto

With the exception of igneous

differentiation and possible

fumarolic activity (volcanic

exhalations), the Moon lacks all the

major ore-forming processes that

operate on Earth--aqueous
concentration of crustal minerals,

surface weathering of rocks,

advanced fractionation of _gneous

rocks, and plate tectonic recycling
of the crust. For that reason,

natural concentrations of

industrially valuable minerals (ore

bodies) are far less likely to be
found on the Moon than on the

Earth (see James Carter's paper,

earlier in this volume). But that is

all the more reason for devising

beneficiation processes to
concentrate and extract the useful

mineral components in lunar rocks

and soils. Another important

consideration is that nearly

complete reagent recycling will be

required for most of the processes

proposed for producing oxygen,
metals, and ceramics on the Moon.

Reagent recovery will be greatly

simplified by using simple input

ore minerals. Examples of such
minerals are ilmenite, the most
abundant lunar oxide and a source

of oxygen, iron, and titanium;
anorthite, the chief source of lunar

aluminum; and metallic iron/nickel

fragments that occur in lunar

soil. In addition, there may be

significant amounts of chromite,

sulfides, and phosphates in
terranes that are rich in chromium

and KREEP (potassium, rare earth

elements, and phosphorus).

As an example of a useful mineral
that can be beneficiated, McKay and

Williams (1979) have estimated
ilmenite abundance by microscopic

count to be 15 and 20 percent by

volume in Apollo 11 and 17 basalts

and 2 and 5 percent by volume in

Apollo 11 and 17 soils. Reduction

of lunar ilmenite with hydrogen

imported from Earth appears

to be one of the more practical

schemes for obtaining lunar oxygen.

While the reported concentrations

are significant, a more h_ghly
concentrated ilmenite extract

would improve the efficiency of

the reduction process.

Electrostatic Concentration

In 1985, I reported designing mineral

electrostatic separators based
on commercial models. With

my separators, I demonstrated
the electrostatic concentration
of lunar ilmenite in the 90- to 150-

micrometer grain size fraction of

Apollo 11 soil 10084,853 to levels

above 60 percent at collection points

near the high-voltage electrode

after one pass through a slide-type

electrostatic separator in a nitrogen

enwronment (figs. 1 and 2). Ilmemte
behaved like a semiconductor and

was separable electrostatically

because the other major soil

components, including the metal-

bearing agglutinates, behaved like
nonconductors.
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Figure 1

Mineral Electrostatic Separator, Slide
Configuration

+ Hopper rod
electrode
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Figure 2

Electrostatic Separation in Nitrogen of
Apollo 11 Soil 10084,853, 90.150 l_m
Fra ction

Agglutinates

Olivine/pyroxene

Ilmenite
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Electrostatic field

--- + 5 kV/cm
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Agglutinates are the major

component of lunar soil, making up,

on the average, 50 percent of the

regolith. Most of the agglutinates

contain finely dispersed metallic

iron, which gives them a broad

magnetic range that overlaps the

magnetic susceptibility of other soil

components, including ilmenite.

For that reason, _t is difficult to

separate agglutinates from ilmenite

by magnetic means. However,

the nonconducting behavior of

the agglutinates allows them to

be separated from ilmenite

electrostatically. During separation,

the soil sample was heated to

approximately 150°C to drive off
terrestrial water and enhance the

contrast in conductivity between
ilmenite and other mineral

components (see fig. 3).

.t I

\'$/

i

y y

Grounded
slides

Figure 3

A Commercial Electrostatic Separator
on the Lunar Surface

The mirror _nthis concept of an
electrostabc separator on the Moon
focuses solar radiation on the soil to be
separated. Heating to about 100°C
will increase the conductivity of the
semiconductor ilmenite while leawng the
conductivity of insulators like agglutinates
unchanged. The enhanced contrast in

conductivity increases the separabihty of

these components of the lunar soil.

In the schematic, the arrows indicate the
path of the soil feed and how it
separates. The ellipses are cross
sections of the high-voltage electrodes.
The nonconducting materials fall to the
far right. The middlings fall/n the middle.
The conducting and semiconducting
materials fall to the far left.
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Figure 4

Electrostatic Separation in a Vacuum of
Apollo 11 Soil 10084,853, 90.150 pm
Fraction

In my electrostatic studies the
lunar anorthite seemed to collect

preferentially close to the grounded
electrode (the feed hopper), but the

slide design of the separator was

not configured to take advantage
of that.

The slide did enhance the density

segregation of ilmenite by air

(nitrogen) resistance. Ilmenite
is almost twice as dense as the

other major soil components.

Accordingly, electrostatic

separation of the dmen_te in
a vacuum, where a_r resistance

was not a factor, was not as

successful, and the mineral reached

a maximum concentration of only

30 percent fn one pass under those

conditions (fig. 4). Thts, however,
amounts to a fourfold increase

compared to the starting

concentration of 7 percent.
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Toimproveyieldin thevacuum
of the lunarenvironmentwould
requireredesignoftheelectrostatic
separationapparatus.A vertical,
free-falldesign(asseenin fig.3)
mightbethebestapproachfor
separatinglunarsoilminerals
accordingto theirelectricalbehavior
andwouldbeespeciallyappropriate
inthe lunarenvironment,wherefall
timesareabouttwicewhattheyare
onEarth.

Magnetic Concentration

Unlike Earth soils, all lunar soils

contain naturally occumng,

particulate iron/nickel metal (FeNi),
which is believed to derive from

meteorite impacts. Lunar soil metal

is likely to be an accessible and
useful resource. Goldsteln and his

associates (1972, 1973) reported

soil metal contents of 0.15 percent

by weight in the size range 74 IJm
to 1.0 mm of three Apollo 16

soils and 0.05 percent by weight

in a comparable size range of

two Apollo 14 soils. If these

occurrences are typical of the lunar

highlands and maria, respectively,
then there are at least 7 billion

metric tons of accessible FeNi

metal in the top 10 cm of soil over
the entire lunar surface. And there

may be substantially higher
concentrations of surface metal in

regions where _ron meteorites have
struck the Moon.

In 1981, I proposed a magnetic
beneficiation method for

concentrating lunar soil metal,

using off-the-shelf permanent

magnet separators and autogenous

grinders. Projected yield was

552 metric tons per year of 99-
percent pure FeNi powder. The

specific energy required to extract

the FeNi metal magnetically was
0.4 kWh/kg, an order of magnitude

less than that required to smelt

_ron from typical ores. A major
advantage of the concentrated

metal powder product _s that it may

be formable directly by flexible,

low-power powder metallurgical

techniques to make a variety of

tools, machine parts, plates, struts,
wires, electrical contacts, and

magnets. Near-theoretical density

for these parts may be achievable

by powder pressing in the high
lunar vacuum. Furthermore, the

product can be toughened to steel

specifications by adding the right
proportions of lunar oxides or

tatanium to the metal powder

before pressing.

An all-magnetic method for

benefic_at_ng soil FeNi may present

problems because of the large

volume of iron-bear:ng agglutinates

that have ferromagnetic properties.
But Goldste_n did achieve

concentration of soil metal grains

in the laboratory, using a very

low magnetic field gradient on

the Frantz Isodynamic Magnetic
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Separator,andacomparable
techniquemightbeadaptableto
_ndustnaloperattonsontheMoon.

I suggestthatmetalparticlesfirstbe
separatedfromilmeniteandother
soilcomponentsmagneticallyand
then,becausetheferromagnetic
agglutinatesmayhaveseparated
withthemetalparticles,electrostatic
separationcouldbeusedto
eliminatetheagglutinatesfromthe
desiredmetalfraction.Comparable

combinations of techniques may be

appropriate for extracting other soil

components, like anorthite,

chromite, and phosphates.

Lunar Soil Sizing

What volatiles are known to exist on

the Moon tend to be concentrated in

the fine soil fractions. For example,

G_bson et al. (1987) showed that

hydrogen implanted by the solar

wind increases tenfold as particle

size decreases-from 12 ppm in the
90- to 150-micrometer fraction to

127 ppm in the less-than-20-
micrometer fraction of five

representative regolith samples.

Overall hydrogen content _s about
40 ppm. At 75-percent recovery

from the top meter of soil over the

entire lunar surface, that is enough

hydrogen to make a water take
10 meters deep and 44 kilometers
in diameter. The helium content of

the soil is about the same as the

hydrogen content. Furthermore,

0.04 percent of the lunar helium is

the isotope 3He, which is much

rarer on Earth and which Js a

potentially important fusion energy

fuel (Wittenberg, Santarius, and

Kulc_nski 1986). Helium-3 may

be the only lunar product that can
be returned to the Earth at a

substantial profit. Accordingly,

lunar soil sizing techniques will be

vital to extracting rare and precious

lunar volatiles. In addition, sized

soil input is required to optimize

mineral yield by electrostatic and

magnetic separation methods.

Dry sizing techniques that may

be appropriate to the lunar
environment include electrical

sizing, screening, and gas
elutriation.

Electrical Sizing

In 1984, I measured the trend of

increasing charge-to-mass ratio

with decreasing grain size in

terrestrfal analogs of common lunar

regolith minerals and subsequently

demonstrated electrostatic sizing
of terrestrial ilmenite over the

particle size range of 500 down to

90 micrometers (figs. 5 and 6).

The previous year, Peter Castle,

at the University of Ontario,

demonstrated ac electrical sizing

of conducting spheres in a

comparable size range. In both

cases, air turbulence limited the

smallest separable size to 90

micrometers. Accordingly,

electrical sizing in a vacuum is

indicated for grading of fines
smaller than 90 micrometers.
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Screening

Sieves are available for screening

particles ranging from 5 to
30 micrometers at 5-micrometer

_ntervals. It is unlikely, however,

that such fine s_eving can be

accomplished without suspension

of the fines in a gas or fluid medium.
Even under those conditions, fines

sieving is a laborious process. The

fluid most likely to be available on
the Moon is oxygen, and, since

cryogenic temperatures can be

relatively easily maintained there,

it might be instructive to attempt

lunar soil sieving in liquid oxygen.

This may be a practical technique

because it is unlikely that significant

oxidation of lunar soil components

will occur at liquid oxygen

temperatures (below -183°C). In

addition, the only combustible

component =s FeNi metal, which =s

less than 1 percent of the soil by

weight and which is predominantly

encapsulated in glassy agglutinates.

Gas Elutriation and Classification

Gaseous classtfiers, cyclones, and

fluidized-bed separators operate by

stratifying particles in a rapadly

mowng gas stream according to

s_ze and density. They are
available on the market for

sizing fine particles from 0.5 to
35 micrometers. These devices

can deliver the narrowest s_ze

ranges (at best, at the small end,

a spread of about 0.2 }.tin) on a
commercial scale (kilograms to

tons per hour). On the Moon, gas

classification might be done =n

oxygen. The possibility and
consequences of oxfdizing reduced

lunar soil phases under these
conditions w_ll have to be

considered and experimentally

determined. However, tt appears

unlikely that, by commercial
standards, significant oxidation of

soil components wi!l occur =n dry

gaseous oxygen at sufficiently low

temperatures (e.g., -20°C) over the

short period required for gaseous

classification (minutes).
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The Onsite Manufacture of Propellant
Oxygen From Lunar Resources

Sanders D. Rosenberg; Robert L. Beegle, Jr.;
Gerald A. Guter; Frederick E. Miller; and Michael Rothenberg

Figure 7

Oxygen From Lunar Silicates

The first of the three steps in the

process of carbothermal reducbon of

silicates takes place tn the silicate
reduction reactor. Magnesium stficate,

which typlhes lunar rock, is reduced to

carbon monoxtde, slhcon, and slag,

using methane as the reducing agent.

The step requires a very hlgh

temperature 1625 °C

1625°C

MgSlO 3 + 2 CH 4 _ 2 CO + 4 H2

+ Si + MgO(1)

In the second step, the carbon monoxtde

is catalytically reduced with hydrogen to

regenerate the methane and form water.

This step takes place at the relatively low

temperature of 250 ° C.

250°C

2C0 + 6 H 2 _ 2 CH 4 + 2H20(2)

In the final step, the water is condensed

to a hquid (at 75°C) and electrolyzed to

regenerate the hydrogen used m step 2

and to produce the desired oxygen.

75oC

2 H20 _ 2 H 2 + 02 (3)

Since the methane and hydrogen are

regenerated and recycled, this process

ideally uses up only energy and the input

metal slhcates. Thus, the following

reaction can be seen as the sum of the

process.

MgSI03 _ 02 + Si + MgO (4)

The Aerojet carbothermal process

for the manufacture of oxygen
from lunar materials has three

essential steps: the reduction of
sdicate with methane to form

carbon monoxide and hydrogen,
the reduction of carbon monoxide

with hydrogen to form methane

and water, and the electrolysis of

water to form hydrogen and

oxygen. The reactions are as
follows:

1625oC

MgSiO3 + 2 CH 4

2CO + 4H2 + Si + MgO(1)

Lunar

rock

Sdicate

reduction

reactor

(1625°C)

CO + H 2

OH4

Carbon

monoxide

reduction

reactor

(250°C)

Slag

250°C

2CO + 6 H2 _ 2 CH4

+2 H20 (2)

75°C

2 H20 _ 2 H2 + 02 (3)

The overall process is shown in

figure 7. Figure 8 is a schematic

flow diagram of the silicate
reduction furnace used in this

program.

OxygenH2 l_ , liquefier

Water

electrolys_s
unit

(75°C)
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Flame arrester

Sample station

atograph

_-"UU'--_sc"la r,te

I Anhydrone - tube
tube

Figure 8

Silicate Reduction Furnace

TI = temperature Indicator

TC = temperature controller

PI = pressure mdtcator

FI = flow indicator

CW = cold water
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Figure 9

Reduction of Basalt and Granite With

Carbon and Silicon Carbide

Reduction of Igneous Rock
With Carbon and Silicon

Carbide

A series of reactions of basalt and

granite w_th carbon and silicon
carbide were carried out to

determine the temperature profile
for the reduction reactions that may
occur during the reduction of
igneous rock with methane. The
results of three of these runs are
illustrated in figure 9.
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In the reaction of basalt (50 g) with

carbon (5 g), the initial evolution of
carbon monoxide resulted from the

reduction of iron oxide. The basalt

contained 11.86 percent iron oxide

(as Fe203); the reduction of this

oxide, if present as Fe203, would

require 1.34 g of carbon. The
carbon monoxide that evolved

during the first 2.5 hours

represented 1.0 g of the carbon.

Other reducible materials present in
the basalt were titanium dioxide

(2.47%) and sodium oxide (3.73%).
These oxides would consume

0.43 g of carbon. Consequently,

only 35 percent of the carbon could

have been oxidized by materials
other than silicon dioxide. The

recovery in the form of carbon

monoxide of 89.1 percent of the
carbon with which the reactor

was charged indicates that a

considerable portion of the silicon

dioxide present in the basalt was

reduced at temperatures as low as
1550 oC.

Three solid products were

obtained: slag and metal remained
in the zirconium dioxide crucible

and sublimate was found at the top

of the bell jar. The slag was

composed mainly of aluminum

oxide. The composition of the

metal was 82 percent iron,

13 percent silicon, and minor

amounts of titanium, vanadium,

nickel, and copper. Of the

sublimate, 61 percent was sodium,

which is highly volatile.

In the reaction of granite (50 g)

with carbon (5 g), much less

carbon monoxide was produced at

low temperature. This result is

due to the lower percentages of

reducible oxides in the granite; that

is, iron oxide (2.05% as Fe203),

sodium oxide (3.10%), and

potassium oxide (4.90%).

Complete reduction of these

oxides would consume 0.85 g

(17%) of the carbon introduced..

A total of 73 percent of the carbon
introduced was recovered as

carbon monoxide; therefore, we

conclude that silicon dioxide

reduction accounts for most of the

carbon monoxide evolved at

1550°C and higher temperatures.

We believe that most of the rest of

the carbon introduced reacted with

silicon to form silicon carbide. The

slag had nonmagnetic pieces of

metal dispersed throughout and

contained 2.3 percent carbon; that

is, 20 percent of the carbon
introduced.

In the reaction of granite (37.5 g)

with silicon carbide (12.5 g),
almost no reaction occurred below

1100°C; about 7 percent of the
silicon carbide was reacted

between 1100 and 1500 °C. As

the temperature was increased
from 1500 to 1740 ° C, the reaction

rate gradually increased and then

rapidly decreased when most of
the carbon was consumed. About

83 percent of the carbon in the
silicon carbide was recovered as

carbon oxides. The dark, metallic

looking slag contained an additional

10 percent of the carbon
introduced as silicon carbide.
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F_gure 10

CO-H 2 Reduction Unit

DP = dlfferentfal pressure transducer

FCR = flow control recorder

GC = gas chromatograph

PC = pressure controller

PI = pressure indicator (gauge)

PS = pressure sw_tch

RV = rebel valve

(_ = gas sample

[] = solenoid valves

z_T = z_ temperature recorder

TC = thermocouple

TI = temperature mdicator

(thermocouple point)

WTM = wet-test meter

Analysis of the metal recovered

from the melt gave 59 percent iron,

28 percent silicon, and minor

amounts of titanium, vanadium,

nickel, and copper. The slag was

composed mainly of aluminum
oxide and silicon dioxide.

These results indicate that, _f silicon

carbide is formed by reaction of
granite and carbon, excess granite
will react with the carbide to

produce silicon and carbon
monoxide. The rate of the gran=te-
silicon carbide reaction at 1740°C

is comparable to that of the granite-
carbon reaction at 1625°C.

Reduction of Carbon
Monoxide With Hydrogen

The reduction of carbon monoxide

with hydrogen to form methane and

water was studied using a nickel-

on-kieselguhr catalyst. A

schematic flow diagram of the

hydrogen-carbon monoxide reactor

used in this program is shown in

figure 10. The data for these runs

are presented in tables 1 to 5 and
figures 11 to 13. The various
parameters that were studied are

discussed in the following

paragraphs.

Rotometers

Separator

_ Pressure rebel
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TABLE1. Reduction of Carbon Monoxide With Hydrogen To Form Water and Methane (and C02):

Results of Selected Runs Between 45 and 57

Run H2/CO Space Catalyst Catalyst Material CO Normalized

mole velocity, bed bed balance, conversion, product yield,

ratio hr -1 pressure, temp., % mole % mole %
atm ° C

H20 CH4 CO2

45 4.00 500 1.0 250 101.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0

46 4.00 750 1.0 249 93 3 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0

47 4.10 1003 1.0 252 99.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0

48 3.96 1481 1.0 253 95.3 100.0 99.8 99.9 0.1

49a 4.06 1000 1.0 251 101.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0

51 4.15 2010 1.0 265 98.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0

52b 2.84 810 1.0 248 98.1 100.0 91.1 96.2 3.7

53 3.56 1000 1.0 254 94.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0

54 3.14 998 1.0 254 95.0 100.0 98.3 99.1 0.8

55 3.03 1000 6.1 253 96.9 100.0 99.2 99.4 0.4

56 3.01 1500 6.1 231 95.4 100.0 97.3 98.5 1.3

57 3.02 1500 6.1 353 94.8 100.0 94.8 97.1 2.5

TABLE 2. Analysis of the Gases Produced in the Reduction of
Carbon Monoxide With Hydrogen, Selected Runs 45-57

Run Composition of product gas, vol. %

H2 H20 CO CH4 CO2

45 49.4 1.20 0.0 49.4 0.00

46 49.4 1.15 0.0 49.4 0.00

47 51.5 1.15 0.0 47.3 0.00

48 48.4 1.15 0.0 50.4 0.05

49a 50.8 1.15 0.0 48.1 0.00

51 53.0 1.15 0.0 45.9 0.00

52b 8.9 1.14 0.0 91.5 3.50

53 38.5 1.14 0.0 60.4 0.00

54 17.7 1.14 0.0 80.5 0.65

55 9.3 0.20 0.0 90 2 0.35

56 12.0 0.20 0.0 96.6 1.27

57 18.9 0.20 0.0 78.6 2.25
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Run

TABLE 3. Reactant Gas Carbon Dioxide Content vs.

Catalyst Bed Length

Space H2/CO

velocity, mole

hr-1 ratio

CO2 analysis, vol. %

Initial third Middle third Outlet

45 500 4.0 0.4 0o0 0 00

46 750 4.0 1.6 0.0 0.00

47 1000 4.1 2.7 0.3 0.00

48 1481 4.0 4.6 0.8 0.05

51 2010 4.1 3.8 0.2 0.00

55 1000 3.0 4.9 1.0 0 35

57 1500 3.o 6.1 3.6 2 25

TABLE 4. Reduction of Carbon Monoxide With Hydrogen To Form Water and Methane (and C02)"
Results of Selected Runs Between 63 and 67

Run Impurity H2/CO Space Catalyst Catalyst Material CO Normalized

mole % in H2 mole velocity bed bed balance, conversaon, product yield,

stream ratio hr-1 pressure, temp., % mole % mole %

atm ° C

H20 CH4 C02

63b

64c

66b

66c

67b

None 3.00 1000 6.1 254 99.5 100.0 97 6 99.0 0.95

0.1 COS 3.00 1000 6.1 254 97.1 100.0 96.4 98.2 1.65

1.0 NO 2.98 1005 6.1 255 98 8 100 0 98 6 97.2 1.87

1.0 NO 3.44 1120 6.1 252 100.8 100.0 100 0 100.0 0.00

0.5 PH 3 3.09 1024 6.1 249 100.6 100.0 97.2 98.2 1 52
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TABLE 5. Analysis of the Gases Produced in the Reduction of

Carbon Monoxide With Hydrogen, Selected Runs 63-67

Run Compomtion of product gas, vol. %

H2 H20 CO CH4 002 NH3 N2

63b 6.0 0.20 0.0 92.9 0.9 ........

64c 5.0 0.20 0.0 93.2 1.6 .........

66b 4.0 0.20 0.0 93.3 1.8 0.2 0.5

66c 21.8 0.20 0.0 77.2 0.0 0.3 0.5

67b 10.0 0.20 0.0 88.4 1.4 .........
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Figure 11

Carbon Monoxide Conversion and

Yields vs. Hydrogen.Carbon Monoxide

Mole Ratio (1000 hr I space velocity;

250°C; 1.0 atm)
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Figure 12

Product Gas Composition vs. Hydrogen-

Carbon Monoxide Mole Ratio (1000 hr 1

space ve/ocW; 250°C, 1.0 arm)
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Temperature

Some catalyst activity was noted as

low as 200°C; the catalyst was

found to be very active at 250°C;
so excellent conversions were

obtained. Therefore, all the runs

were made at a nominal catalyst

bed temperature of 250°C, except
run 57, which was made at 350°C.
In run 57 we tried to increase the

conversion at a 3:1 hydrogen-
carbon monoxide mole ratio and

a 1500-hr-1 space velocity by

increasing the temperature;
however, the conversion of carbon
dioxide to methane and water

decreased as the temperature
was increased.

Pressure

The first nine runs were made

at atmospheric pressure. The

conversions were nearly complete

at a 4:1 mole ratio even with space
velocities of 2000 hr-1. It was only

at lower hydrogen-carbon monoxide
mole ratios that the conversions

decreased sufficiently to require

raising the catalyst bed pressure.
The last three runs were made

at 6.1 atm to approach complete
conversion at a 3:1 ratio. In

comparing runs 54 and 55, it can be

seen that increasing the pressure
from 1 to 6 atm decreased the

carbon dioxide yield from 0.8 to

0.4 percent and correspondingly

increased the yields of water and
methane.

Hydrogen-Carbon Monoxide
Mole Ratio

The effect of hydrogen-carbon
monoxide mole ratio on conversion

and yields can be seen Jn figure 11.

At a space velocity of 1000 hr-_, at
250°C and 1.0 atm, the catalyst

gave complete conversion of
carbon monoxide and carbon

dioxide until we decreased the

hydrogen-carbon monoxide mole
ratio to less than 3.5:1. The

carbon monoxide conversion

remained complete but the carbon

dioxide yield increased; at a 3:1
ratio, the carbon dioxide yield was

approximately 2 percent.

The effect of hydrogen-carbon

monoxide mole ratio on the product

gas composition can be seen in

figure 12. No carbon monoxide

could be detected in the outlet gas

for any of these runs. Within this

range, the carbon dioxide content
of the gas increased logarithmically

as the hydrogen-carbon monoxide
mole ratio was decreased below

3.5:1 (to about 1.5% at 3:1). The

theoretical product yield at a 3:1

ratio _s 100 percent methane,

0 percent hydrogen. The catalyst

gave 86 percent methane,

13 percent hydrogen at the 3:1
ratio.
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Space Velocity*

At a 4:1 mole ratio, no carbon

dioxide was formed at space

velocities up to 2000 hr-1. At a

3:1 ratio, the carbon dioxide yield

increased rapidly as the space

velocity was increased above
1000 hr-1.

Material Balance

With the exception of two runs, all
overall material balances for the

runs (see table 1) were under

100 percent. Most of the low
material balances can be

attributed to low water recoveries.

Because the catalyst is known to

be a good adsorbent for water, we

hypothesized that some of the

water was slowly being adsorbed

on the catalyst. In order to prove

that this was the case, a long-

duration run (run 49) was made.

See figure 13. The water

production, which fluctuated about

+ 0.5 g/hr, gradually _ncreased

throughout the run (dotted hne).

After 30 hours, the liquid water

production rate was 19.2 g/hr

(about 96% of theoretical). At
the rate of increase of water

production (0.01 g/hr), it would
have taken about 100 hr before

the actual water production rate

equaled the theoretical production

rate. For long runs, the water

balance should be no problem; in

fact, we hypothesize that the small
amount of water adsorbed on the

catalyst may help to prevent carbon
formation.

Heat Balance

In all runs, the majonty of the heat
was released in the =nitial th=rd of

the bed; however, in several runs

at high space velocity (1500 or

2000 hr-1) or low hydrogen-carbon
monoxide mole ratios (3:1) or both,

enough heat was released in the

middle third of the catalyst bed

to require some cooling. At

the highest space velocities,

temperature control was very

difficult, because of the large

amount of cooling air required to

maintain the nom=nal catalyst bed

temperature.

Pressure Drop

The relabvely low pressure drop
across the catalyst bed was

excellent. It did not go up w_th time

even at hydrogen-carbon monoxide
mole ratios as low as 3:1. Run 49

was continued for 31 hours without

shutdown; the pressure drop did
not _ncrease a measurable amount

dunng th_s long penod. The

absence of a pressure buddup at

the catalyst bed indicated no

carbon deposft_on and a long,

useful catalyst life.

* Space velocity Msa measureof reactor capac=ty. It _sthe reciprocal of space time, which =s
defined as the t=meelapsed=nprocessing one reactor volume of feed at spec=fledconditions.
Thus, space ve/ocW _sthe number of reactor volumes of feed that can be processed w_th,na
gwen time. The higher the space veloc=tythe better, provided the desired reacbon occurs.
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Catalyst Life

The catalyst was still active when
it was removed after 14 runs

(110 hr). As can be seen from the

tabulation below, analyses of the

catalyst before and after use
showed no carbon deposition.

Time, hr

Carbon content

of catalyst

C-0765-1001-1,
wt. %

0 5.08

110, initial third 5.02

110, middle third 5.11

As stated previously, there was no

pressure buildup during the run, so
this would not be a limiting factor

on the life of the catalyst.
However, impurities in the feed

may prove to be a limiting factor.
Temperature control is also vital,

because carbon is definitely
deposited on the catalyst at higher

temperatures (400°C and up).

Catalyst life would probably be

extended if the operating

temperatures were started low

when the catalyst was new and

active and then gradually raised as

the catalyst activity declined.

Catalyst Bed Length

At low space velocities, only the

first inch or two of the catalyst bed

was involved in the major portion

of the reaction. As the space

velocity was increased, more and

more of the bed was involved until,

at very high space velocities and

low hydrogen-carbon monoxide

mole ratios (runs 55 and 57), even

the full length of the catalyst bed

was unable to achieve complete
conversion of carbon dioxide into

methane and water. This effect is

best shown by carbon dioxide

gradients in the reactor taken for

the various runs, as reported in
table 3. Two additional advantages

of a long catalyst bed are that it
allows a margin of safety as the

catalyst ages and becomes less
active and that it allows the initial

portion of the bed to act as a
guard chamber to remove various

catalyst poisons.

Lunar Surface Plant

Design

Estimates of the weight and

power requirements for a lunar

surface plant using the Aerojet

carbothermal process are given in

this sect=on of the paper. In

making these estimates, we

assumed that no water is present
in, or obtainable from, the lunar

material. Large differences in

weight result when different cooling

methods are employed, because of

the large amount of waste heat

produced.
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Heat Rejection

Two different methods of heat

rejection were considered in this

study:

1. A dual-cycle refrigeration

system to "pump" the heat

up to a high rejection

temperature

2. Direct heat rejection by

radiation to space

The first method is based on

standard refrigeration principles.

It employs n-butane as the primary

refrigerant, with water as the

secondary refrigerant and the

medium for transferring heat to a

space radiator. Refrigeration is not
used in the second method.

Instead, we assume that a radiator

is able to reject heat directly into

0 K space.

In the estimates for the different

sections of the process, power

requirements are given for these

two different methods of cooling.

In the following tables and figures,

method 1 indicates the refrigerative

technique and method 2 indicates
the radiative technique. The details
of the two methods are discussed

later in this paper.

Reduction of Silicates With

Methane

The estimates of heat and power

requirements are based on the

following changes:

MgSiO3(s) (100 °C)

MgSiO3(0 (1627°C) (5)
AH = 59.62 kcal/mole

CH4 (500 oC) =

CH4 (1627°C)(6)
AH = 21.76 kcal/mole

H 2 (500°0)

H2 (1627°C)(7)
AH = 8.50 kcal/mole

MgSiO3(i) + CH4 "
2CO + Si + MgO + 4H2(8)

/kH = 200.57 kcal/mole MgSiO3

The process flowsheet for th_s

section is shown in figure 14.
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Product gas:

CO, 6.61 kg/hr (31.5 vol. %)

H2, 1.014 kg/hr (67.3 vol. %)

H20, 0.159 kg/hr (1.2 vol. %)

1399°C 25°C

1
Heat

exchanger

Reactant gas:

CH4, 3.78/hr kg (84.4 vol. %)

H2, 0.071 kg/hr (12.5 vol. %)

H20, 0.159 kg/hr (3.1 vol. %)

Lunar rock:

MgSiO 3, 13.15 kg/hr

1627oc 500°C

Insulation

Silicate

reduction

reactor

(1627°C, 1.0 atm)

Slag

Si, 3.31 kg/hr

MgO, 4.75 kg/hr

MgSiO3, 1.32 kg/hr

[_ 13.0 kW
(heat loss

through reactor

insulation)

Figure 14

Silicate Reduction Reactor Section
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Reduction of Carbon Monoxide

The estimates of heat and power

requirements are based on the

following changes:

250°C

CO + 3H2 _ CH4 + H20 (9)
AH = -51.61 kcal/mole

H2 (25°C) _ H2 (250°C) (10)
AH = 1.58 kcal/mole

CO (1399°C)---_ CO (250°C)(11)
z_H = -9.14 kcal/mole

H2 (1399°C) _ H2 (250°O)(12)
/kH = -8.42 kcal/mole

CH4 (250°C)_ CH4 (25°C) (13)
AH = -2.25 kcal/mole

H20 (250 °C) (g)

H20 (25°C)d)(14)
&H = -12.35 kcal/mole

The process flowsheet for this

section is shown in figure 15. The

operating temperature of 250°C is
used as a conservative value.

Operating at higher temperature
offers a modest advantage in
reducing radiator weight.

Figure 15

Carbon Monoxide Reduction Section

_LJl 250°i
Radiator

(0.33 m 2)

1337°C i 25°C

I Heat Iexchanger J

l _50oC

Reactant gas

H2, 0 472 kg/hr
1399°C (96 9 vol %)

H20, 0 136 kg/hr
(3 1 vol %)

Reactant gas
CO, 6 61 kg/hr (31 5 vol %)

H2, 1 014 kg/hr (67 3 vol %)
H20, 0 159 kg/hr (1 2 vol %)

Carbon Radiator
monoxide (250oC,reduction

6.36 m 2)reactor

14.2 kW

_ 3.3k__)

_ Heat

exchanger
(with

refrigerant)

Product gas
CH 4, 3 78 kg/hr (84 4 vol %)
H2, 0071 kg/hr (125 vol %)
H20, 0 159 kg/hr (3 1 vol %)

0.8 kW

100°C

Product gas (0.82 m 2) -_
CH4, 3 78 kg/hr (45 1 vol

H2, 0 071 kg/hr (6 7 vol %)
H20, 4 54 kg/hr (48 2 vol %)

25°C

Phase Jseparator

25°C

Product hquld

H20, 4 39 kg/hr

250°C
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Water Electrolysis

Most of the weight of the

electrolysis unit is that of the

refrigeration cooling system and

radiators used to reject low-

temperature heat. The details
of this section are shown in

figure 16. A high-pressure

electrolysis unit will allow operation

at higher temperatures and

higher efficiencies--a situation

advantageous for both weight and

power savings. However, the

high-pressure electrolysis unit
itself is heavier than a low-

pressure unit and, because of

added corrosion problems,

requires considerably more

maintenance. Consequently,

detailed tradeoff analysis of low-

pressure versus high-pressure

electrolysis is needed.

Product gas.

H2,0472kg/hr(969vol %)J /
H20, 0 136 kg/hr (3 1 vol %)1 Heat

exchanger! (with
25°C I refrigerant)

|
H2, 0 472 kg/hr (81 vol. %)

H20, 1 0 kg/hr (19 vol %)

Condensed

H20,
0 86 kg/hr

25°C

I
Reactant hqu_d.

H20, 4.45 kg/hr*

28 kW

(12 710 am

at 2.2 volts)

Product gas
02, 3 78 kg/hr (96 9 vol %)

H20, 0 068 kg/hr (3 1 vol %)

Total

__ Heat

exchanger
(wath 25;C

refrigerant)

02 , 3 78 kg/hr (81 vol %)

H20, 0 50 kg/hr (19 vol %)

Heatexchanger(with refrigerant) 11.1 kW

75°C

Water electrolysis unit
(75°C, 1 atm)

Condensed

H20 0 43 kg/hr

* 4 25 kg/hr required for electrolysis
0.136 kg/hr recycled with hydrogen steam
0.068 kg/hr condensed m liquid oxygen cold trap and returned to electrolys=s umt mterrn=ttently

Figure 16

Water Electrolysis Section
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Oxygen Liquefaction

The oxygen liquefaction system is

composed of Norelco type 12080

gas liquefiers. These units use

helium as a refrigerant; some

makeup helium is required. The
details of this section are shown

in figure 17. The amount of helium
indicated in the tables is for a

1-year operation.

7.9 kW

Heat

exchanger
(with

refrigerant)

-183oC

25°C

Oxygen
hquefier

Incoming gas:

0 2, 3.78 kg/hr (96.9 vol. %)

H20, 0.068 kg/hr (3.1 vol. %)

_..._ 7.5 kW

Condensed
-183°C H20, 0.068 kg/hr

Liquid oxygen
storage

(-183°C, 1 atm)

Product:

Liquid oxygen 3.78 kg/hr

Figure 17

Oxygen Liquefaction and Storage
Section Insulation
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Oxygen Storage

The oxygen storage system

consists of spheres of aluminum
with walls 1.02 cm thick and an

outer diameter of 3.20 m. Each

sphere is capable of containing a

6-month supply of oxygen when

it is produced at a rate of

2721 kg/month. These spheres
are insulated to reduce boiloff.

Boiloff oxygen is recondensed and

returned to storage. The utilization
of empty oxidizer storage tanks

on lunar landing vehicles may
eliminate the need for these

storage spheres. Figure 17
summarizes the details of this

section.

Refrigeration and
Heat Radiation

The flowsheet for the refrigeration

system used for method 1 cooling

is shown in figure 18. The

numerical values given are for a

heat rejection rate of 0.29 kW.

These values may be multiplied by
the factor Q/0.29 to obtain correct

values for any desired heat

rejection rate of Q (kW).

Figure 18

Refrigerative Cooling Method
(Dual Cycle)

L =

V =

compressor + radiator
(compressor efficiency
taken as 80%)

expander

hquld phase present

vapor phase present

2 atm
25oc 20°C

D<]

II.+v
Heat

exchanger
0.29 kW

Process 20oC
stream 2 atm

n-Butane

(primary cycle)
0.141 kg/min
0.162 m 2

0.049 kW

f
0.25 kW

17 atm
105.5°C

'1
Heat

exchanger
0 49 kW

1 atm 17 atm
100°C 204.5°C

D<}

L+V
,,,

H20
(secondary cycle)
0.0163 kg/min
0.033 m 2

(0.155 m2)*

,+vl
105.5oC
17 atm

Radiator

204.5°C
O.68 kW

0.047 kW (0.474 m 2)

vi
100°C _E_ 204.5°c
1 atm 17 atm

0.24 kW

0.68 kW

* Forheattransferbetweenfluids
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The liquid n-butane absorbs the

heat at 20°C (2 atm), vaporizes,

and is compressed to 17 atm

(105.5°C). The stream gives up its

latent heat to liquid water at 100°C

(1 atm) and condenses at 105.5°C

(17 atm). Upon flowing through the

expander, the n-butane partially

evaporates until its temperature

and pressure are lowered to 20°C

(2 atm). It is then returned to the

heat exchanger where the cycle is
repeated.

The water cycle operates samilarly
but condenses within the radiator at

204.5°C (17 atm) before it is

recycled. The radiator operates

continuously at this temperature.
We assumed that the radiators

would be stationary and lie parallel

to the lunar surface, exposed to the
full radiation of the overhead Sun

(lunar mJdday)--an extremely

conservative assumption.

The radiator material is assumed to

have an absorptivity of 0.35 and an

emissivity of 0.77. The heat

rejection rates for this type of
radiator are taken from "Lunar

Logistic System" (MSFC 1963).

The reported values are based on

an estimated 80-percent efficiency.
The radiator mass factors used in

our estimates were 6.1 kg/m2

surface area for a plain radiator,

and 19.5 kg/m2 surface area for a

radiator with refrigeration. Th_s
latter value was also used for

systems in which fluids condense
or cool in tubes within or attached

to the radiator. The 19.5 mass

factor was obtained from "Lunar

Logistic System" (MSFC 1963).

Compressor efficiencies are taken

as 80 percent. The extra power

required is rejected as heat
from radiators attached to the

compressors. Weights of standard

compressor and motor units
selected for use here were reduced

by assuming that nonelectrical
parts could be fabricated from

lightweight aluminum alloys.

Refrigeration is not needed in

method 2. The assumption is
made that the radiator sees _- 0 K

space, either by being perpetually

shadowed (for example, when

located in depressions near the

poles) or by being movable so as

to present only an edge to the

d_rect rays of the Sun. An iron-clad

aluminum radiator would prowde

an emissivity of about 0.5 in a

lightweight body. Reflectors on _ts

underside and edge would prevent

p_ckup of most of the radiation from
the Moon's surface and from the

Sun. The mass factor _s taken as

9.8 kg/m2 of surface. Once again,

an 80-percent efficiency factor was
used.
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Total System Weight and Power

Table 6 lists the total system

weights and power requirements

for lunar oxygen plants of three
capacities, using method 1

(refrigeratlve cooling). Table 7
does the same for method 2

(radiative cooling). The d=fferences

in weight and power requirements

for the two methods are striking,

indicating that heat rejection

techniques are of major importance

in lunar plant design. (See Abe

Hertzberg's paper in volume 2,

"Thermal Management in Space.")
In either case, scaling factors
remain about constant.

TABLE 6. Lunar Oxygen Plant Mass and Power Requirements,
Using Refrigerative Cooling (Method 1)

Section

Plant capacity

(kg of O2/Earth month)

2 720 5 440 10 880

Silicate reduction reactor, kg

Carbon monoxide reduction reactor, kg

Water electrolysis unit, kg

Oxygen liquefaction, kg

Refrigerahon compressors, kg

Subtotal mass, kg

L=qu_doxygen storage, kg

Total mass, kg

Silicate reduction reactor, kW

Water electrolys_s unit, kW

Oxygen liquefaction, kW

Refrigeration compressors, kW

344 533 943

415 829 1 659

853 1 688 3 358

1 432 2 504 3 577

445 789 1 406

3 489 6 343 10 943

1 173 2 345 4 690

4 662 8 688 15 633

57.5 107.3 204 4

28.0 56.0 112 0

7.5 15.0 22.5
38.4 76.8 140.9

Total power, kW 131.4 255.1 479.8
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TABLE7. Lunar Oxygen Plant Mass and Power Requirements,

Using Radiative Cooling (Method 2)

Section

Plant capacity

(kg of O2/Earth month)

2 720 5 440 10 880

Silicate reduction reactor, kg

Carbon monoxide reduction reactor, kg

Water electrolysis unit, kg

Oxygen liquefaction, kg

Subtotal mass, kg

L_quid oxygen storage, kg

Total mass, kg

Silicate reduction reactor, kW

Water electrolysis unit, kW

Oxygen liquefaction, kW

344 533 943

278 555 1 110

435 854 1 691

1 327 2 293 3 261

2 384 4 235 7 005
1 173 2345 4690

3 557 6 580 11 695

57.5 107.3 204.4

28.0 56.0 112.0
7.5 15.0 22.5

Total power, kW 93.0 178.3 338.9

This study indicates that a lunar

plant employing the Aerojet

carbothermal process to

produce 2720 kg of oxygen per
month would have a mass of

approximately 4660 kg and require

132 kW e using refrigeration cooling;

a similar plant using radiative

cooling exclusively would have

a mass of approximately

3561 kg and require 93 kWe.
All estimates are based on a

conservative approach to the

problem.

Labor Estimates

We estimate that it w_ll take no

more than 8 hours' work to operate

and maintain any of the three

plants under study for 24 hours.

One month of plant operation will

require 240 work-hours. Based on

a cost of $500 000/work-hour, the
labor cost for the manufacture of

1 kg of oxygen using the 2 720-kg,

5 440-kg, and 10 880-kg capacity

plants is $44 000, $22 000, and

$11 000, respectively (1989 dollars).
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Cost Comparisons

The dollar costs for the

manufacture of oxygen on the

Moon can be compared with

the cost of delivering oxygen

from the Earth by using a labor
cost of $500 000/work-hour and

a transport cost of $54 000/kg of

payload. This cost comparison is

given in table 8. The manufacture

of 2720 kg of oxygen per month

for 1 year would cost $1.71 billion

(method 1, most conservative

estimate), while the transport of an

equivalent amount of oxygen would
cost $1.80 billion.

TABLE 8. Cost* Comparison: Lunar Oxygen Manufacture Versus

Earth-Moon Oxygen Transport (1-Year Cost Sawngs)

Plant capacity, kg O2/Earth month

Kilograms of 0 2 per year

$Cost of delivered 02 a

$Cost of plant delivery a,c

$Cost of labor b

$Saved by lunar 02 plant c

$Saved by lighter lunar 02 plant d

2 720 5 440 10 880

32 640 65 280 130 560

1 770x 106 3536x 106 7079x106

251 x 106 472x 106 846x 106

1 430X106 1 430X 106 1 430X106

88X 106 1 637x 106 4803X 106

147x 106 1 750x 106 5088x 106

*Original 1965 dollars have been converted to 1989 dollars using the NASA R&D inflation factor of 4 916 (_5)

aDelivery cost of $54 000/kg

bLabor cost of $500 O00/work-hour for 1/3 year

CRefrigerative cooling, method 1

dRadiatlve coohng, method 2
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Thecostof storingoxygenonthe
Moonis includedin thecostof
manufacturedoxygenbutnotin
thecostof transportedoxygen.
Utilizingpropellanttanksfromlunar
landingvehiclesto storeoxygenon
theMoonwouldreducethecostof
manufacturedoxygenbutnotaffect
thecostof transportedoxygen.If
thestoragecostwerenot included,
thecostdifferencewouldbe
greater.

Thedatareportedin table8
dramaticallyindicatethatmuch
greaterdollarsavingswillbe
realizedbythemanufactureof
propellantoxygenontheMoonas
theoxygenrequirementsare
increasedabove2720kg/month.

Conclusion

We have shown w_th laboratory

experimentation that the Aerojet

carbothermal process is feasible.
Natural silicates can be reduced

with carbon or methane (see

Rosenberg et al. 1965c for

methane results). The important

products are carbon monoxide,

metal, and slag. The carbon

monoxide can be completely
reduced to form methane and

water. The water can be

electrolyzed to produce hydrogen
and oxygen. A prehminary

engineering study shows that the

operation of plants using th_s

process for the manufacture of

propellant oxygen has a large

economic advantage when the cost

of the plant and its operation is

compared to the cost of delivering

oxygen from Earth.
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Processing Lunar Soils for Oxygen
and Other Materials

Christian W. Knudsen and Michael A. Gibson

Two types of lunar materials are
excellent candIdates for lunar

oxygen production: ilmen_te,

FeTiO3, and silicates such as

anorthite, CaAI2Si20 8 (Kesterke

1971, Williams et al. 1979,

W=lliams and Erstfeld 1979, Steurer

1982, Carroll 1983). Both are lunar

surface minable, occumng in soils,

breccras, and basalts. Because

silicates are considerably more

abundant than ilmenite, they may
be preferred as source materials.

Depending on the processing

method chosen for oxygen

production and the feedstock
material, various useful metals and

bulk materials can be produced as

byproducts. Available processing

techniques include hydrogen
reduction of ilmenite and

electrochemical and chemical

reductions of sdicates (Williams

and Jadw_ck 1980, Williams 1985).

Processes dn these categones

are generally in preliminary

development stages and need

s=gnificant R&D support to carry

them to practical deployment,

part=cularly as a lunar-based

operahon.

The goal of beg_nn=ng lunar

processing operations by 2010

requares that plann=ng and R&D

emphasize the s_mplest processing

schemes. However, more complex

schemes that now appear to

present difficult technical challenges
may offer more valuable metal

byproducts later. While they

require more time and effort to

perfect, the more complex or

difficult schemes may provide

important processing and product

improvements with which to extend
and elaborate the initial lunar

processing facilities. A balanced
R&D program should take this into
account.

Ilmenite--Semicontinuous

Process

Pnmary hydrogen reduction of

ilmenite is possible in a relatively

clean reaction utilizing one-th=rd of

the contained oxygen (Williams and

Erstfeld 1979):

FeTiO3 + H2 _ FeO + TiO2 + H20

Hydrogen would be _mported
from Earth and the resultant water

would be electrolyzed to produce

oxygen and recycle the hydrogen.

If there are gaseous losses,

hydrogen is perhaps the easiest

material to make up since _t must

be transported from Earth for

propulsion use.
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Thebiggestlimitationto this
processis the lowequilibrium
conversionofthisreaction.
Relativelysmallwatervapor
pressureswillstopthereduction
andcauseit to reverse.Oneway
to enhanceconversionhasbeen
proposedbyWilliams(1985).It
involvesusingheatremovalto
reducethewaterpartialpressure
bycondensationinacoldtrap,
withthewaterpartialpressure
limitedto its vaporpressureat
traptemperature.Aswateris
formedin thereactor,a water
vaporpressuregradientis
established,andwatervapor
diffusesfromreactorto coldtrap
andcondenses.Ifdiffusionand
heatremovalratesarefast
enoughin relationtothewater
formationrate,thereactorwater
vaporpressurecanbeheldlower
thanitsequilibriumvalueat
reactortemperatureandthis lower
vaporpressureleadsto a higher
hydrogenconversionfora given
reactortemperature.Oxygen
wouldthenbeproducedand
hydrogenregeneratedby
electrolyzingtheliquidwater.
D_ffusioncalculationsindicate,
however,thatthevaporpressure
cannotbeloweredina system
withlargeenoughdimensionsto
bepractical.

Ilmenite-- Continuous
Fluid-Bed Reduction

Given the same _lmenite reduction

reaction carried out in a reactor

with continuous feeding of fresh

ilmenite, withdrawal of spent
ilmenite, and recirculation of

hydrogen gas as both the

fluidizing and the reducing

medium, a continuous system

can be conceived (see fig. 19)

if a suitable high-temperature
electrolyte can be found to

continuously electrolyze the water
vapor formed. Zirconium oxide
stabilized with either calcium oxide

or yttrium oxide appears to be a

suitable electrolyte (Weissbart and

Ruka 1962, Smith 1966). The

high heat-transfer coefficients

expected in this process between

the gas and the fluidized solids

would reduce the necessary size

of the equipment. However, this
scheme requires the retention of

fine reactor sohds and high-

pressure hydrogen gas and the

use of rotating machinery to

c_rculate the hydrogen and to feed

the solids. These requirements

lead to operational complexities.
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F_gure 19

Oxygen From Lunar Ilmenite

In th_s concept for a lunar oxygen plant,

i/men/te (Fe Tt03) is concentrated from

lunar regolith and then fed into a three-

stage fluldized bed. In the upper stage,

the flmemte concentrate is preheated by

hot hydrogen passing through the

powdered flmemte. The hot ilmemte then

goes into the second stage, which ts the

main reactor bed. Here, even hotter

hydrogen reacts wtth the ilmemte,

extracting one oxygen atom from each

flmenite molecule, forming H20, metalhc

iron (Fe), and TiO 2. The H20 and excess

hydrogen are extracted and c_rculated

through an electrolyzer, which breaks

down the H20. The released oxygen _s

then cooled, compressed, and stored as

hquehed oxygen. The spent feedstock

enters the third stage, where heat _s

extracted by hydrogen gas before the

spent material is dumped from the

reactor.

Solids preheat/
gas coohng bed

Reaction bed

Sohds quench/ ;

gas preheat bed

Cooled

recycle H2

overflow

Blower

0 2 to hquefactsor

& storage

H2/H20 Electrolys_s

_ power

Sohd state
Electric electrolysis cell
makeup
heat

Lock hopper/vacuum pump
system to remove Interstitial
H2 from spent sohds

Spent, reacted
sohds

NOTE: Cyclones and
possibly other gas-sohds
separators are also required
but not shown.
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Utilization of Spent
Ilmenite To Produce Bulk

Materials

The hot, partially reduced ilmenite

exiting the direct-reduction reactor

might be pressed into blocks or
bricks for use in structures or

shielding. Further heating may

be necessary in the pressing
operation. Evidence of successful

hot pressing of brick-making shales

and fireclays (Crayton and Brownell

1974) and of ashes from the
combustion of coal mine wastes

(Gartner 1979) into structurally

strong blocks or bricks indicates

that this utilization of spent ilmenite

should be investigated.

Silicates-- Electrochemical

Reduction

In the case of silicates, hydrogen

reduction is not thermodynamically
favorable and proposed processing

steps include direct electrochemical
reduction, reduction with carbon

plus chlorine, reduction with
aluminum, and reduction with

methane (Kesterke 1971; Carroll

1983; Colson and Haskin,

immediately following; Williams and

Erstfeld 1979; Anthony et al. 1988;

Rosenberg et al., immediately

preceding).

Kesterke studied direct

electrochemical reduction to extract

elemental oxygen from s_licate-

bearing melts experimentally. He

used an iridium anode and LiF/BaF2

fluxing agents in a molten

electrolyte/silicate bath at 1050 to

1250°C. Molecular oxygen was

produced directly at the anode, but

Kesterke found that fuming led to
loss of volatile L=F from the

electrolyte cell. More importantly,
Kesterke concluded that the

recovery of the fluoride fluxing

agents from the spent electrolyte

bath was prohibitively complex.

Given experimental observation that

SiO2, the major oxide constituent of
Kesterke's melt, experienced little

electroreduction, we conclude that

large quantities of flux would have

to be supplied from Earth or
suitable substitutes found on the

Moon near the facility.

In all of Kesterke's experiments,
a solid deposit of varying size
accumulated on the cathode. In

this deposit, iron, aluminum,
sodium, silicon, and barium were

major constituents; manganese,

titanium, calcium, molybdenum,

and boron were present in

s_gnificant quantities (the boron and

molybdenum probably came from

the experimental apparatus); and

nickel, zirconium, copper, and
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chromiumwerepresentin lesser
amounts.Ironwouldprobablybe
thefirstmetalproducedfroma
lunarmeltsince_tis thefirstmajor
productof sequentialelectrolysis.
Furtherelectrolysisof theiron-free
meltmightyieldothermetalswhen
processesareperfected.

Furtherwork(includingCarroll
1983)suggeststhatelectrolysis
techniquesmaybedeveloped
withoutfluxingmaterialsandwith
a nonconsumableanodefor oxygen
production(seethepaper
immediatelyfollowingby Colson
andHaskin).Preliminary
experimentsindicatethatmolten
rockor soilis conductiveenough
to supportelectrolys_s.

Lunarapplicattonof electrolysis
wouldy_eldoxygendirectlyaswell
asa numberof _mportantmetals.
Considerableimprovementof
electrodeandcontainment
materialsareneeded,asarelunar-
derwedfluxingmaterialsfor
processesrequtnnga flux.
Ultimately,developmentof a
continuousor sem_continuous
processwouldbedesirableto
provideuniformproductquahtyand
significantproductionrates.

Silicates-- Chemical
Reduction

The carbon-plus-chlorine silicate

reduction process has several
technical difficulties, as outlined
in Williams and Erstfeld's

thermodynamic study (1979). First,
there are uncertainties about the

numerous possible products of a

high-temperature reaction of

chlorine with complex silicates and

carbon and about the ability to

regenerate the chlorine and carbon

quantitatively. Second, the oxygen

must be extracted by high-

temperature electrolysis of a

C0/C02 mixture, which will deposit

carbon that will probably be hard to

remove continuously. Finally, a

solid electrolyte of stabilized

zirconium oxide (the probable

choice for the 00/002 electrolysis)

is likely to be corroded severely to

ZrCl4 when in contact with hot,

chlorine-beanng gases.

More recently (1988), Anthony

and colleagues have developed

a process that uses aluminum
metal to reduce silicon _n an

anorthite-rich melt containing a flux

(see fig. 20). The aluminum oxDde

is decomposed by electrolysis,
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producingoxygenandmetallic
aluminum,whichis thenrecycled.
Becauseanorthitecontains
abundantaluminum,excess
aluminumisproducedbythe

processandcanbe recovered
eitherasametalorasanalloywith
silicon.Calciumorcalciumoxideis
subsequentlyremovedfromthe
melt,sothefluxcanberecycled.

850t/yr
ProductSi-AIcomposite

t
Separation

Lunar anorthositic soil

25 000 t/yr

Magnetic separation

Eutectic

Si-AI alloy

AI 560 t/yr

+ 300 t/yr

Product AI J

150 t/yr

Byproduct Ca
360 t/yr

l Hypereutectic

Si-AI alloy _=-!

Li 60 t/yr

CaAI2Si208 2500 t/yr

Silicon reduction

Electrolyte
enriched in AI203

Electrolysis

(Cu) _ I 1040t/yrAI
/ 360 t/yr CaI

I I 60t/yrLi
I (Cu)
I

Separation

Electrolyte

= Product 02

1000 t/yr

0 2 140 t/yr

I

_--! Oxidation

Product CaO 500 t/yr

Figure 20

EMEC Process To Produce Oxygen and

Byproducts From Lunar Anorthositic

Soil

This p/ant, conceived by EMEC

Consultants, _sscaled to produce
1000 metric tons of oxygen per year.
As byproducts, such a plant will also
produce a silicon-alummum alloy (suitable
for casting into structural beams), pure
alummum, and calcium oxide (suitable for
use in cement).

The process uses aluminum metal to
reduce the plentiful silicon in the mineral
anorthtte, the most abundant mmeral on
the Moon. The aluminum oxide is
subsequently separated into aluminum
and oxygen by electrolysis. Some of the
alumlnum is recycled to produce more
silicon, and some can be used for
construction purposes. The calctum from
the anorthite can be separated and
reoxldlzed to form an important

constituent of cement.
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TheEMECprocesshasthe
advantagethatit canproduce
elementalsilicon,elemental
aluminum,andcastingalloysof
siliconandaluminumwithlow
meltingtemperatures.Also,it can
usemostof thesoilor rockas
feedstock,if appropriatehighland
sitesarechosen.Thisprocess
hasthedisadvantagethatit
doesrequiresomefeedstock
beneficiationto eliminatemost
of the iron-richminerals.Other
disadvantagesarethatit must
haveinertelectrodesthatwillnot
dissolveinthemoltenfluxandit
involvesa somewhatcomplex
stepto recoverthefluxfromthe
calciumoxideor calciummetal.
However,theprocessis still
attractiveandthetechnologycan
borrowheavilyfromtheexisting
aluminum-producingindustry.

Carbothermalor methane
reductionis anotherprocess
thatappearsto havepotential.
It is proposedto operateat
approximately1625°Conmolten
silicates(Rosenberget al.,
immediatelypreceding;seealso
NASAhandout1972).This
processhastheadvantageof
utilizingthewholesoil,notjusta
beneficiatedportion;thus,it

requirestheprocessingof a
smalleramountof lunarsoil. It
doesintroducecorrosionproblems.
Butperhapsthebiggestchallenge
is thecomplexityandlargeheat
exchangesurfacerequiredbecause
themethanemustberegenerated
atabout250°Cbyhydrogen
reductionof carbonmonoxide.
Exothermic heat from this lower

temperature step cannot be used to

drive the primary reduction, which

proceeds only at much higher
temperatures. Nevertheless,

methane reduction is clearly a

viable candidate among the various

chemical reduction processes

proposed for silicates, especially if
a use for lower level heat is

available.

Summary

Of the processes discussed,

ilmenite reduction appears to offer

the most straightforward chemistry,

the lowest operating temperature,
the least materials problems, and

the easiest to replicate working

fluid. Its development needs to be
pursued, but other processes need

to be advanced simultaneously to

develop a variety of processing

routes and product possibilities.
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Oxygen From the Lunar Soil
by Molten Silicate Electrolysis

Russell O. Colson and Larry A. Haskin*

Introduction

In 1835, a lunar fantasy published
as a factual account in the New

York Sun (see French 1977)

generated great economic interest

in the Moon. This fantasy reported,
among other things, the existence

of huge gems on the Moon. Within

a few weeks the story was shown
to be a hoax, but the interest it

generated remained. Now, the

Apollo missions have dimmed
hopes that such traditional
treasures will be found on the

Moon. These missions provided no
evidence that the Moon ever

experienced the plate tectonic

processes or the major water and
gas transport processes which

have produced most gem minerals

and ore deposits on Earth. Even if

gem minerals and ore deposits had

formed, they would probably have

been destroyed or dispersed by

meteoroids hitting the surface of
the Moon. Besides, the cost of

acquiring gems from the Moon will
be prohibitive for the foreseeable

future; if the most common lunar

rocks were sold as souvenirs, they

would carry a higher price than
rubies.

Nevertheless, just as it was not the
fantastic Fountain of Youth but

rather the real land and plentiful

natural resources that proved to be

the wealth of the New World, so
the treasures of the Moon will be

found in less romantic notions.

"Water is worth more than gold

to a parched desert wanderer,"
runs a trite statement. But the

statement is true for the Moon, and
for the Moon can be extended to

include oxygen. In fact, production

of lunar oxygen for life support and
fuel in low Earth orbit and beyond

is already seen as an economic
incentive to build a Moon base

(e.g., Mendell 1985).

In general, because of the high
energy cost of launching material

into space from Earth's substantial

gravity well, materials already in
space (on the Moon, for example)

gain value for construction projects
there. Such materials could be

used "as found" or after only

simple processing. Lava tubes on

the Moon could serve as early

lunar shelters (H5rz 1985). In
near-Earth space, lunar basalt
could be used as heat shielding for

vehicles reentering the Earth's

atmosphere and could provide
built-in protection for orbiting

platforms (e.g., Nozette 1983).

More extensively processed bulk

materials for space construction

might include concrete (see Lin

1985 and also Lin's subsequent

paper in this volume) and glass

(Blacic 1985) from the Moon.

_Departmentof Earthand PlanetarySciences and McDonnell Center for theSpace Sciences,
Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130. We thank the National Aeronaut,cs and Space
Administrataonfor partial support of this work through the NASA/UniversJty of Anzona Space
EngineenngResearch Center.
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Alsobecauseofthehighcostof
exportingmaterialsfromtheEarth
tothe Moon,it is reasonableto
imaginethata Moonbasewould,
in thelongerterm,approachself-
sufficiency,aseloquentlyproposed
in thebookWelcome to Moonbase

(Bova 1987). What lunar resources
make such a scenario feasible?

The answer is found in the most

common materials and conditions

known on the Moon--the soil, the

rocks, and the reliable supply of
sunlight.

All the common soils on the Moon

are rich in oxygen (about 45% by

weight), sdicon (about 21%), iron

(6 to 15%), aluminum (5 to 13%),

calcium (8 to 10%), magnesium

(about 5%), and titanium (up to

6%). No ore bodies like those

found on Earth have been proven

to exist on the Moon, but some

rock types have concentrated

certain minerals; namely, ilmenite

(rich in iron, titanium, and oxygen),

anorthite (rich in calcium,

aluminum, salicon, and oxygen),

and olivine and pyroxene (rich in

magnesium, iron, silicon, and

oxygen). The chemical elements
these soils and minerals contain

are valuable in apphcations that

range from construction to

propulsion. And it may be

economically possible to extract

volatile elements present at low

concentrations (such as carbon,

hydrogen, and nitrogen) by heating

the lunar soil (e.g., Haskin 1990).

The most promising early use for

lunar resources is likely to be for

energy. Energy for space

transportation can come from lunar

oxygen and hydrogen. Proposed

energy exports include solar

energy collected on the Moon and

converted to microwaves (e.g.,

Criswell and Waldron 1985) and fuel
in the form of 3He for nuclear

energy (e.g., Wittenberg, Santarius,

and Kulcinski 1986) as well as

chemical propellants (e.g.,
Thompson 1951, Arnold 1980,

Mendell 1985). Considerable

interest in chemical propellants has
revolved around the extract:on of

oxygen (Mendell 1985), the most

abundant and possibly the most

immediately valuable of these lunar

energy resources. It will be used
as oxidant for fuel in the Earth-

Moon system, and perhaps

ultimately for flights to Mars if it can

be provided at less cost than

oxygen brought from the Earth

(see, for example, Davis 1983 and

Mike Simon's paper in volume 2,

"Utilization of Space Resources in

the Space Transportation System").

Oxygen From the Moon

Accepting, then, that oxygen, rather

than gigantic gems or gold, is likely
to make the Moon's Klondike, we

have chosen to investigate the

extraction of oxygen from the lunar

soil. Unlike the Klondike, this strike

will not be made by the prospector
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whodiscoversthe locationofthe
oxygenore,forit is everywhere
ontheMoon.Thisstrikewillbe
madebytheinventorwho
discoverstherobust,economical
processforextractingtheoxygen.
Wethinktheprocessthatwillpan

outwillbeelectrolysisof molten
soil. (Seefigure21.) Weare
investigatingit becauseit is
conceptuallysimpleandbecause
itsnontraditionalcharacterfits the
nontraditionallunarmaterialsand
conditions.

Lunar soil

Parabohc mirrors

Bnck mold

en metal

Oxygen tanks

Lunar Smelter

\Compressor

Figure 21

Electrolysis of Lunar Soil To Produce

Oxygen and Iron (and Bricks)

In this early concept of the d_rect (without

a flux) electrochemical reduction of lunar

silicates, solar heat is used to melt the

initial batch of lunar soil. Solar energy is

also captured by panels of solar cells and

turned into electricity, which charges both

the anode and the cathode of the

electrolysis unit. (We now think nuclear

power may be more practical. In the

absence of an efficient solar energy

storage device, nuclear power would be

needed to continue the electrolysis dunng

the lunar night.) The oxygen that evolves

at the nonconsumable anode is

compressed and stored as a hquid. The

molten metal that gathers at the cathode

(itself molten metal) Is bled off to form pig

iron and other alloys. The residual slag

might be formed into bricks or beams for

structural purposes.

fllustrabon. Washington University m

St. LOU_S
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Inourstudyof moltensilicate
electrolysis,wehavetakenthe
approachthatthefirststepin
developingtheprocessis to
understanditsfundamental
chemistry.Thisincludes
understandingtheprimary
reactionsthattakeplaceatthe
electrodes,thekineticsand
energiesofthosereactions,
competingreactionsthatmight
reducetheefficiencyof oxygen
production,andhowmeltresistivity
changesw_thtemperatureandmelt
composition.Theanswersto
thesequestionstelluswhether
theprocessis theoreticallyviable
andcompetitive,presuming
appropriatetechnologiescanbe
developedto implementthe
processin reallifeandminimize
dynamicproblemsarisingduring
electrolysis(suchasrem_xingof
theproductw_ththefeedstockor
insufficientmixingof thesihcate
melt). Wehavealsobegun
investigatingotherspecific
questionsaboutsilicatemelt
electrolysis,suchasdurabilityof
containerandelectrodematerials
andthenatureandcomposition
of theproduct.Ourresultsare
summarizedhereandarereported
inmoredetailinHaskinet al. 1990,
ColsonandHask_n1990,and
HaskanandColson1990.

Process Theory

In molten silicate electrolysis, metal
cations are reduced at the cathode

to form metals, and silicate polymer
chains are oxidized at the anode to

form oxygen. The primary cathode

reactions that produce metal are

the following:

Fe2+ + 2e- _ _ FeO (1)

Si(IV) + 4 e- _ SiO (2)

The primary anodic reaction

producing oxygen is reaction (3).

4 (SiO-) _ 2(Si-O-Si)

+ 02+ 4e- (3)

The kinetics of these reactions are

fast compared to the current

densities expected in actual

electrolysis, and reaction kinetics is
not a serious constraint on the

electrolysis process.

]-he efficiency of production is

decreased and the energy required

to produce a given amount of

product correspondingly increased
because of competing reactions at
the anode and cathode. The most

serious competing reaction at the

anode in melts with high iron
concentrations is oxidation of Fe 2 +

Fe 2+ _ = Fe3 + + e- (4)
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Theefficiencyofoxygenproduction
(definedasmoles02 produced/

4 times moles electrons* passed

through the melt) depends primarily
on the concentration of Fe2 +

cations, with efficiency of oxygen

production decreasing as Fe2 +
increases.

The electrical conductivity of
the melt also has a significant

effect on the power requirement

of the electrolysis process. We
investigated the dependence

of melt conductivity on melt

composition and found that

conductivity increases in a

predictable fashion as the

proportions of the oxides of
silicon and aluminum in the melt

decrease and as the proportions

of the oxides of iron, magnesium,
and calcium increase.

Power Requirements

The power requirement for molten

silicate electrolysis can be

numerically related to the oxygen

production efficiency, the melt

conductivity, and the d_mensions of

the electrolysis cell as follows.

Power to drive the electrolysis

equals E • I, where I, the current

required to get oxygen at the

desired rate, is proportional to

oxygen production rate/oxygen

production efficiency. E, the

potential required to drive the
electrolysis, is roughly equal to

Ec - Ea -I(Rcell), where Ec - Ea,
the potential required to drive the

reaction(s), is a function of the

cation reduced (the absolute value
of Ec - Ea increases in the order

Fe < Si,Ti <Mg,AI < Ca)and the
concentrations of the cations in lhe

melt. Rcell, the resistance of the

electrolysis cell, is equal to L/KA,
where L is the distance between

electrodes, A is the electrode

surface area, and K is the melt

conductivity.

Calculated from this relationship

and those above, the energy

requirements expected for a

realistic range of the variables

L, A, 02 eft, and K are shown in

figure 22. A comparison is made
to energy requirements estimated

for other processes. The estimated

energy requirements for the molten

silicate electrolysis process

compare favorably with those for

other processes even at the less

favorable end of the range for the
selected cntical variables.

*A mole of electrons _sAvogadro's number (6.023 x 1023)of electrons.
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Figure 22

Energy Requirements for the Molten
Silicate Electrolysis Process

The energy requirements for the molten
silicate electrolysis process for extracting
oxygen from lunar soft depend on the
variables L (d/stance between electrodes),
A (surface area of electrodes), 02 eff
(efficiency of oxygen productton, defined
in the text), and _ (melt conductivity).

The abscissa plots a term which
numerically models the dependence of
energy required for the electrolysis on

these designated variables, as described

in the text and _n more detail in Hasldn et
al 1990 and Colson and Haskin 1990. It

can be seen from the expression that the

energy requirement increases as 02 eft, _,
and A decrease and L increases. The

range of values along the abscissa/s a
range we believe can realisttcally be
achieved. The range _s from
02 elf = 90%, _¢ = 1 cm -7 ohm -1,
A = 30m 2, andL= 0.5cmto

02 eff = 50%, _: = 0.08 cm 1 ohm -1,
A = 30m 2, andL = lcm.

Presumably, an operating electrolysis
cell could be maintained such that

values for 02 eft, _:, A, and L are the most
advantageous (require the least energy).

The energy requtrement calculated by

Hashn et al. (1990) for a hypothetical
electrolys_s of a lunar soft/s shown by
an asterisk.

The term plotted along the abscissa has

no beanng on the energy values reported
for the alternabve processes, which are
shown for comparison purposes. These
values are arbitrarily drawn as horizontal
lines because they do not depend on the
abscissa variables. It is seen that the

energy required by the molten silicate
electrolysis process compares favorably
with that esbmated for alternabve

processes.
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Products of Molten Silicate

Electrolysis

We have identified several products

of silicate electrolysis, partly on the

basis of our experiments and partly

on the basis of phase diagrams for

equilibrium processes. The main

products are oxygen produced at
the anode and a suite of metals

and metal alloys produced at the

cathode and consisting of iron,

silicon, or iron-silicon alloys

containing 0.2-1 percent titanium
and chromium. The metal

compositions vary as a function of

imposed potential and magma

composition. (Theoretically, but not

yet observed in our experiments,

aluminum, magnesium, and calcium

could be reduced at increasingly

negative potentials and at higher

melt temperatures.)

The mineral spinel precipitates from

the residual melt at sufficiently low
temperature or with sufficient

removal of silicon and oxygen.

This material varies in composition
from an iron- and chromium-rich

spinel to a magnesium- and

aluminum-rich spinel, depending on

the composition of the magma and

the extent of electrolysis.

The remaining molten silicate will

be an important byproduct; it can

be cast into bars, beams, and

sheets, or its CaO- and MgO-

enriched composition may make it
suitable for use in cements. The

so-called "waste heat" carried off

with the products or radiated by the

cell is another potentially useful

byproduct.

Electrode and Container

Materials

The primary disadvantage of the

molten silicate electrolysis process

is that these high-temperature

silicate melts are very corrosive,
and suitable materials for

containers and electrodes are yet
to be tested. We discuss here four

general types of possible electrode
or container materials.

One type of material is simply inert

to the silicate and its products. As

an example, platinum has been

used extensively in experimental

petrology as an inert container for

silicate melts at temperatures as

high as 1650°C. However,

although platinum does not react
with silicate melt, it does combine

with silicon to form an alloy that
melts below 1000°C. Because

silicon is expected to form at the
cathode and accumulate in the

container, platinum is unsatisfactory
as a cathode or container.

Platinum does appear to be a

suitable anode material (Haskin et

al. 1990).

The second type of material

involves a steady-state equilibrium.
An "iron skull" container or

cathode could be formed by

balancing the heat generated by

the electrolysis with heat lost to
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thesurroundingsto forma solid
skinof productor feedstock
enclosingthesilicatemeltand
metalproduct.

Thethirdtypeof materialwould
bein thermodynamicequilibrium
withthesilicatemeltand
electrolysisproductsandwould
thereforenotreactwiththem.
BecausetheproductisSi-Fe
metal,Si-Fealloysmightserveas
thecathodematerial(Haskinetal.
1990).Similarly,thepresenceof
spinel(MgAI204)onthehquidus
of theresidualsilicateof the
electrolysisprocesssuggeststhe
useof spinelasthecontaining
material.

Thefourthtypeof materialwould
bedestroyedbytheprocess,but
slowly. Thisoptiondetractsfrom
oneof the intendedadvantagesof
unfluxedsilicateelectrolysis--the
absenceofanyneedto resupply
reagentsor othermaterialsfrom
Earthor to recoverthemfromthe
products.Nevertheless,suchan
optionmayproveto be themost
cost-effective.

Problems and Work Yet To Be

Done

As discussed above, our first

steps _n the study of molten

silicate electrolysis have been to

investigate the fundamental

chemistry of the electrolysis and

to address some specific

questions such as the product

composition. We have not

addressed certain complexities of

the process such as (1) problems

that might arise in scaling up from

our small experiments to a factory-

size process, (2) the problem of

designing a system that will

effectively transfer the corrosive

electrolysis products from the cell,

(3) the problem of maintaining the

cell at high temperature so that the
silicate melt does not freeze and

destroy it, (4) the problem of

getting ore from the lunar surface
tO the cell, and (5) the still untested

state of our proposed container
and electrode materials. Our

purpose thus far has been not to
demonstrate that molten silicate

electrolysis in its current state of

development is the best process,

but to determine whether,

theoretically and experimentally, _t

might be the best process _f certain

technological hurdles can be

overcome. As do all the proposed

methods for extracting oxygen from
lunar matenals, the silicate melt

electrolysis method requires
considerable work before an

operational factory can be bualt.

Criteria for Comparing
Processes

Several other promising processes

for extracting oxygen from lunar

materials have been proposed and

are being studied, including

reduction of ilmenite by hydrogen

gas (see the preceding paper by
Knudsen and Gibson), reduction

by carbon monoxide gas (see the

paper by Rosenberg et al.
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precedingKnudsenandGibson's),
extractionbyprocessingwith
hydrofluoricacidor fluorine(e.g.,
Waldron1985;Burt1989,1990),
andelectrolysisusingafluxing
agentto reducethemelting
temperatureandincreasethe
electricalconductivityofthemelt
(e.g.,Keller1989).Understanding
whichof theseprocessesis the
mostconvenient,reliable,and
economicalisoneofthegoalsof
currentresearchefforts.At
present,wearetheprimary
investigatorsofthemoltensilicate
electrolysismethod(alsocalledthe
"magmaelectrolysis"method)for
extractingoxygenfromlunar
materials,andourworkto datehas
increasedourconfidencein its
promise.Here,wecompareour
method,aswenowassessit, with
otherproposedtechnologies.We
recognizethefinelinebetween
advocacyandobjectivity(Johnson
1980),andwerealizethatonlythe
testof timeandadequate
experimentationcandetermine
whichtechnologyis themost
appropriate.

Informedspeculationand
preliminarystudiesof these
andotherextractionprocesses
haveproceededforoverthree
decades,butslowlyforthe
followingreasons:(1)Theexact
characteristicsof nonterrestrial
resourcesare,inmostcases,
onlypoorlyknown,althoughour
knowledgeof lunarresourcesisat
leastbasedonexperienceon the

Moon'ssurfaceandmaterials
collectedthere. (2)Conditionson
theMoon(vacuum,intermediate
grawty,extremetemperatures,and
nontraditionalores)areforeignto
Earthexperienceinminingand
materialsextraction.(3)Lunar
conditions(withwhichwehave
littleexperience)andtheuncertain
futuredemandfor lunarmaterials
makesignificantinvestmentof time
andmoneyin thedevelopmentof
specificprocessesseemrisky.
Thus,manystudieshavebeenof
thepaper,ratherthanthe
laboratory,variety.

Giventhenontraditionaloresand
conditionsontheMoon,it can
bearguedthatnontraditional
extractionprocessesmay
provemorepracticalthere
thantransplantedterrestrial
technologies(e.g.,Haskin1985).
Weformcertaingeneralcriteriafor
judgingthevariousprocessesas
discussedbelow(andelsewherein
thisvolume).

Thesuccessfullunarprocess
mustrelyonprovenresources,
preferablyabundantones.
Especiallyin theshortterm,the
costof searchingforspecializedor
superrororebodies(whichmayor
maynotexist)couldoverwhelm
thecostof extractingthedesired
materialfromlessspecializedore.
Theuseof a commonmaterialalso
requiresthataprocessshould
accommodatea substantialrange
of feedstockcompositionsand
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thusberelativelyinsensitive
to theselectionof a Moonbase
s_te.Theprocessshouldusea
feedstockthatiseasilyminedand
requiresminimalprocessing.It
shouldoperateautomatically
orbyteleoperationfromEarth.
Particularlyin theearlydaysof
Moonbasedevelopment,the
processandaccompanyingmining,
beneficiation,andotheroperations
shouldnotrequirea largefraction
of theastronauts'timeorofthe
availablepower.

Theprocessshouldnotbe
compromisedby,andif possible
shouldtakeadvantageof, lunar
conditionssuchas2-weekdays
(withdependablesunlight--there
arenocloudydays),large
temperatureswingsbetweenday
andnight,vacuum,intermediate
gravity,abundantunconsolidated
lunar"soils,"clingingdust,andthe
absenceof traditionalprocessing
agentssuchasair,water,coal,and
limestone.

Theprocessshouldbesimple,with
fewstepsandfewmovingparts. It
mustbeeasyto installandrobust
againstphysicaljarringduring
transportandinstallation.Initially,
alloperationsonthelunarsurface
willbeawkwardandexpensive.
Thus,thesimplesttechnologies
thatcanproducecrucialproducts
willpresumablybethefirst
technologiesdeveloped(Haskin
1985).Keepingtheprocesssimple

willmakeit easierto automate,w_ll
requirefewerreplaceableparts,
andshouldreduceoperational
problems,resulting_nless
downtimeandfewerpeopleneeded
to operatetheplant.Simplicitycan
alsodecreasedevelopmenttime
andcost. However,simphcitymust
bebalancedagainstflexibilityto
yieldmorespecializedproducts
lateron_nthedevelopmentof the
Moonbase. Forexample,some
compromiseshouldbe reached
betweentheabilityto extracta
singleproductfromlunarsoiland
theabdityto extractseveral
valuableproductsbya more
complexprocessor processes.

Theprocessmustrequirelittleor
nocontinuingsupplyof reagents
fromEarth(suchasfluorine,
hydrogen,nitrogen,orcarbon).
Oneof theprincipalcostsof setting
upandmaintainingalunarfactory
willbetheneedto bringsupplies
fromEarth(seeSimon'spaperin
volume2). If theprocessuses
reagentsthatneedto be
recovered,theiruseraisespower
andmassrequirements(incontrast
to on Earth, where cheap reagents

often need not be recovered) and

increases the complexity of the

process (since additional steps are

requtred to recover them).

In addition to applying these first-

order cnteria, we can make rough

comparisons of various processes

for extracting oxygen by asking the
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followingquestions.Howmuch
poweris requiredto producea
givenamountof oxygen?What
fractionof thefeedstockis
convertedintoproducts?What
aretheproductsoftheprocess?
Whattechnologymustbe
developedbeforetheprocessis
wable?Whatplantmassis
requiredto produceoxygenat a
givenrate?Whatmustyetbe
learnedaboutthetheoryofthe
processbeforeanyorallof the
questionsabovecanbeanswered?
Exactanswersto thesequestions
cannotbeobtaineduntilmuch
moreresearchisdone,butin the
nextsectionwedescribea possible
magmaelectrolysisoperation,
pointingoutitsadvantagesas
judgedbythesecriteria.Similar
comparisonsbetweenvarious
methodsforextractingoxygenwere
madeearlierbyEagleEngineering
(1988).

A Proposed Lunar Factory

We envision a single-step, single-

pot, steady-state electrolysis

process using common lunar sod
as feedstock with little or no

preprocessing. As the soil is fed

into the cell, it is melted by
"excess" electrical heat released

into the melt owing to resistance.

The total electrode surface area

would be about 30 square meters

each (because each electrode is

divided into fins, as in a car

battery), and the total cell volume
about 1 cubic meter. The

operating temperature would be
between 1300 oC and 1600 oC

depending on the type of container
and electrode materials that are

ultimately developed. The cell

would produce 1.4 tonnes iron-

silicon metal, 1 tonne oxygen, and

about 3.5 tonnes slag in 24 hours,

with an energy requirement of

about 13 MWhr (or 47 G J). The

process would satisfy many of the

criteria set forth above for early

lunar technologies, including use

of common and easily mined

lunar so_l as feedstock, absence

of a need to supply reagents

from Earth, and simphcity of the

process combined with multiple

products. Mass, size, and power
requirements of the process are
also compet_twe with alternative

processes (table 9). The low

energy and mass requirements of

the process are particularly

important because the major

expense _n establishing a lunar

oxygen factory is the cost of

transporting the plant materials

(including the required power plant)
to the Moon (see Simon's

discussion Jn volume 2).
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TABLE 9. Comparison of Proposed Processes for Producing Oxygen From Lunar Soil

Electrolysis Typical range for alternative processes*

Feedstock Common soil Common soil to beneficiated soil
to ilmenite

Mass of mined materfal 4 670 tonnes

(per 1000 tonnes 02)

Reagents required None

Temperature 1250-1400 ° C

Plant energy 13 MWhr (47 G J)
(per tonne 02)

Plant mass 3-10 tonnes

(per 1000 tonnes 02
per year)

Product Oxygen, Fe-Si alloy,
slag

Primary advantage

Primary d_sadvantage

Simplicity

Corrosive s_licate,

h_gh-T operation,

difficulty restarting
after cooldown

4 600-120 000 tonnes

None to C, H, F

700-3000°C

20-40 MWhr (72-144 GJ)

5-80 tonnes

Oxygen with pure oxides or metals
to oxygen plus slag

E.g., good Earth analogs for process,
many usable products,

no consumables used,
Iow-T operation

E g., complexity, high-T operation,
low oxygen/reagent ratio,
low product/ore ratio,

high energy or mass required

*Values calculated from Eagle Eng_neenng 1988 and references there_n
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Conclusions

All the processes that have been

suggested for extracting oxygen

from lunar materials and probably

many that haven't yet been

suggested deserve our careful

consideration in determining which

is the "best" process to be

implemented on the Moon.

However, all the processes

require substantial additional study

before we are able to judge their

relative worth for extracting lunar

oxygen; and, before an operational

plant can be built, even more

study will be required.

We note that there is not much

time (we hope) before the chosen

process will be needed on the
Moon. If we are to ensure that an

oxygen production plant is

included in the early planning and

development of a lunar base, we

need to progress quickly in
assessing the various proposed

processes so that the concept of

a lunar oxygen plant can become

a part of everyone's idea of what
a lunar base should be.

Although it is certainly too early to

decide which oxygen extraction

process is the best one, our

preliminary work with magma

electrolysis has increased our

confidence in its promise. We

feel that its theoretical advantages

listed above, including relatively

low energy requirements, low

mass, simplicity, and versatility with

respect to feedstock, are sufficient
to warrant its consideration as one

of the processes most likely to be

used in the early mining of oxygen
from the Moon.
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Vapor Phase Pyrolysis

Wolfgang Steurer

Figure 23

Vapor Phase Separation Processor

The vapor phase pyrolysis method of
oxygen production starts with sot/being
screened so that the larger rock
fragments are removed. The soil is then
transferred from the hopper to chambers

of the furnace, which in this concept
rotate from the hopper position to the
focus of the solar concentrator. Along
w_th that rotatton, the crucible is sealed so

that the gases extracted when the soil is
heated do not return to the lunar vacuum.

The beam enters the sealed unit through a
self-cleaning window at a distance where
the concentration is still low enough to
preclude overheating of the window.
Thermal energy _s concentrated at the
crucible m the furnace, where it vaporizes
the soil and dissociates (ionizes) the

vapor to produce a plasma. The
dissociated gases pass through a rap_d
cooling system (separator) which
condenses the suboxldes, and the

remaining oxygen _s hquehed.

The vapor phase pyrolysis process
is designed exclusively for the lunar
production of oxygen. In this
concept, granulated raw material
(soil) that consists almost entirely
of metal oxides is vaporized and
the vapor is raised to a temperature
where it dissociates into suboxides
and free oxygen. Rapid cooling of
the dissociate vapor to a discrete
temperature causes condensation
of the suboxides, while the oxygen
remains essentially intact and can
be collected downstream. The
gas flow path and flow rate are
maintained at an optimum level by
control of the pressure differential
between the vaporization region
and the oxygen collection system

\
Furnace

with the a=d of the environmental
vacuum.

The process is illustrated in
figure 23 in the form of a
conceptual facility. The particle
feedstock is dispensed from a
gravity feed unit to a crucible.
There it is vaporized and
dissociated by means of thermal
energy supplied by a solar
concentrator whose focal point
is at the crucible. The beam enters
the vacuum-sealed unit through
a self-cleaning window at a
distance where the concentration
is still low enough to preclude
overheating of the window.

Separator

Slag

Coolant
co_ls

I DquJd

depot
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The dissociated gases pass then

through a rapid cooling separator at

a yet-to-be-determined optimum

flow rate and flow pattern. The

cooling column may, in reality, be

considerably longer than shown in

the sketch. The produced oxygen
may be collected as gas in a

balloon (with a shade/shield to

protect it from the Sun's heat and

from micrometeorite strikes) or

liquefied. The problems of oxygen

storage and liquefaction are
common to all oxygen-producing

processes and are, therefore, not
addressed here.

The preferred raw material, in view

of the ease of acquusition, is lunar
basalt in the form of regolith (soil).

Since it consists of a varuety of

metal oxides, numerous _ndavidual

species are obtanned durnng

dissociation. For SiO2, TiO2, and

AI203, for example, the major

(minor) species produced are
Si02 02 + SiO (+ Si02)

TiO2 02 + TiO(+ TiO2)

AI203 02 + AIO2( + AIO

+ AI20 + AI202)

The relatuve importance of the

individual dissociation species can

be measured by their partial

pressures which, in turn, increase

rapndly with the processang

temperature. For a mixture of

oxides representatuve of lunar sod,

the partial pressures of the species

evolving from three major oxides in

the temperature regime from 2000

to 3000 K are listed in table 10. (To

convey a clear overview, negligible

pressures below 10-6 atm are g_ven

in orders of magnitude only.)

An examination of table 10

substantiates the following

conclusions: (1) The processing

temperature should be close to

3000 K (the limit for solar heating).

(2) The gas composition _s

dominated by 02 and SiO. The

oxygen pressure at 3000 K of

roughly 1/10 of an atmosphere is
more than adequate for production
rates.
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TABLE10. Partial Pressures of Dissoclatron Species of Lunar Regofith

at Three Temperature Levels

[In atmospheres (1 atm = 105 N/m2)]

Gas species 2000 K 2500 K 3000 K

0 2 3.2 x 10 -6 1.5 x 10 -3 8.1 x 10-2

AIO (10 -12) (10 -8) 1.8 x 10-5

AIO 2 (10 -11) (10 -7) 5.8 x 10-5

AI20 (10 -16) (10 -11) (10-8)

AI202 (10 -17) (10 -12) (10 -9)

SiO 6.5x 10-6 3.0x 10.3 1.6x 10 -1

SlO 2 (10 -7) 1.4 x 10 -4 1.1 X 10 -2

TIO (10 -10 ) 1.0 x 10 -6 1.0 x 10 -4

TIO 2 (10 -11) (10 -7) 1.3 x 10 -5

FeO 1 x 10-6 2.0 x 10-4 5.9 x 10-3

The oxygen yield as a fraction of
the raw material throughput is
determined from the partial
pressure and molecular weight of
each species by the relationship

PO_ x MO2
O2/throughput =

(p x M of each
species)

The resulting oxygen yield is on the

order of 20 percent.

The processing energy required for

vaponzation and dissociation of the

enbre throughput is 5100 kWhr/t

and for cooling 2000 kWhr/t, adding

to a total of 7100 kWhr/t. Using

the oxygen yield of 0.20, this
translates into 35 500 kWhr/tonne

of oxygen produced.

Most of this amount could be

provided by solar thermal energy

using suitable concentrators;

however, some electrical power wdl

probably be needed. Additional

energy would be required for

support operations, such as

material acquisition, transport, and

beneficiation, or conditioning of the

oxygen for storage. To answer the
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energysupplyquestion,a more
specificdesignandfurther
analysisof possibletradeoffs
arenecessary.

Whilevaporphasepyrolysisis
basicallyacontinuousprocess,
periodicshutdownisnecessary
forremovalof thecondensed
suboxidesfromthecoolingsystem.

Insummary,vaporphasepyrolysis
maybeaviableprocessfor
producingoxygenfromlunar
materials.It is straightforward

anddoesnotrequirecomplex
equipment.Itsbiggestdisadvantage
is thelargeamountofenergyit
requires.However,thisenergy
requirementmightbereducedby
efficientuseof solarenergy,by
recoveringheatfromtheslag,and
byusingtherecoveredheatto
preheatthefeedstock.Whilesuch
techniqueswouldaddcomplexity,
thesavingsinenergymightbe
worththecostinaddedequipment.
Inanycase,vaporphasepyrolysis
clearlydeservesadditional
developmentwork.
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Plasma Separation

Wolfgang Steurer

This process employs a thermal

plasma for the separation and

production of oxygen and metals.
It is a continuous process that

requires no consumables and relies

entirely on space resources. The
almost complete absence of waste

renders it relatively clean. It can

be turned on or off without any
undesirable side effects or

residues. The prime disadvantage

is its high power consumption.

In the basic concept, the process

consists of the following steps:
Granulated raw material, such as

lunar regolith, is vaporized,

dissociated, and finally brought to

a temperature where a thermal

plasma is obtained. The plasma

permits electromagnetic

manipulation and separation of the

ionized species according to their

positive or negative charges.

In the process discussed here, a

unique concept is introduced and

designated "selective ionization."
Metals exhibit a low ionization

potential, below 9 eV, while the

lowest ionization potential of gases

is 13.6 eV (oxygen). In a thermal

plasma, where the degree of

ionization is related to temperature,

this gap in the ionization potential

defines a temperature range,

between 8 000 and 10 000 K,

in which metals approach 100-

percent ionization while the atomic

oxygen remains essentially neutral

(ionized 02 less than 1 percent).

Under these conditions, only

metals respond to electromagnetfc
forces and, consequently, can be

separated from the neutral oxygen.

To substantiate this effect,

theoretical data were generated
for the metals of interest and for

oxygen by programming the well-

accepted Saha equation. The data
on the number densities of the

positive _ons, neutral species, and

electrons at temperatures from
4 000 to 14 000 K were translated

into percent ionization. The

results, plotted in figure 24, clearly

show the wide gap in the degree
of ionization for the metals

concerned and oxygen between
8 000 and 10 000 K.
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In the proposed process, the

dissociated gas is heated to

9 000 K by inductive coupling and

the selectively ionized plasma is

passed through an electrostatic

field for separation. As shown in

figure 25, the positive metal ions
are diverted toward the cathode

half-shell. The neutral oxygen
continues to flow downstream and

is recovered at the end of the

column in an appropriate collection

system.

A conceptual processing facihty is

shown in figure 26. The ions of
each individual metal follow a

specific trajectory and deposit,
therefore, at distinct distances in

the electrostatic system. This fact

_mplies the possibdity of recovering
individual metals rather than a

metal m_xture.

While the process is basically

continuous, it requires periodic

removal of the metal deposits

Figure 25

Selective Ionization and Electrostatic
Separation

Q_ On
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fromthecathode.Sincethere
isessentiallynowaste,the
combinedprocessyieldof
metalsandoxygenapproaches
100percent.Conservativeyield
factors(fractionof throughput)
areasfollows:

Metals0.51
Oxygen0.39
Total 0.90

Totalenergyrequirementsare
approximately13300kWhrper
tonneof allproducts.Of this,
4500kWhr/tcanbesatisfiedby
directsolarheating/vaporization
/dissociation. The remaining

8800 kWhr/t has to be supplied

in the form of electric power.

This figure has to be increased

by a factor of 2.2 for power

conditioning and losses, resulting

in an actual power consumption of

19 360 kWhr/t. A yearly combined
production of 500 tonnes of metals

and oxygen, equivalent to 125 kg

per hour, calls for an electric

power generation capacity of

2400 kW (installed).

This assessment is based on the

use of inductive heating for plasma

generation. There may be other

alternatives, such as laser heating,

which may simplify the problem

of plasma containment. However,
the effect of such alternate

concepts on power requirements

is not expected to be substantial.

SOd

Cornm=nut_on J Charging

,.. separatson

Vaporization

Figure 26

Plasma Separation: Conceptual

Apparatus
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Processes for Metal Extraction

David F. Bowersox

The cost of transportation from

Earth to the Moon is so high that

proposals for industrial efforts on
the Moon are often limited to nattve

(lunar) matenals. This restriction,

fortunately, can be greatly eased if

recyclable elements are shipped

from Earth and reused. The initial,

nearly prohibitive costs are alleviated

by the repeated operation. The

expenses of the reagents, like

those of the shelter and special
equipment, are spread over a

relabvely long program. This

report describes the processing of

pluton=um at Los Alamos National

Laboratory (LANL), an operation

illustrating concepts that may

be applicable to the processing of
lunar materials. The toxic nature of

plutonium requires a highly closed

system, just as the expense of

transporting reagents to the Moon

requires a h=ghly closed system for

processing lunar surface materials.

To Illustrate the benefit of using a

closed pyrometallurgical process on
the Moon, let us take the reduction

of ilmenite as an example. Ilmenite

ore can be isolated and beneficiated,

and usable quantities of oxygen,

iron, and titanium can be extracted

from the ore. The first step might

be a hydrogen reduction step, in

which hydrogen is reacted with the

ilmen_te ore to produce water and a

slag of iron mixed with titanium

dioxide. By following this step with

electrolysis of the water, we can

recover the hydrogen and produce

oxygen for life support and
propulsion.

Let us now consider expanding the
ilmenite process by adding a step

_n which the iron-titania slag is
treated so as to obtain metallic iron

and titanium dioxide or, even

better, metallic iron and metallic

titanium. Two additional processes

are suggested -- a carbonyl process
for separating the metallic iron from

the slag or from titanium and a

pyrochemical process to produce
t=tanium metal.

The carbonyl process would

separate iron (or nickel or other

metals) from btanla (TiO2) or

t_tanium metal by the reaction

Fe + 5C0 _ Fe(CO)5

The compound can then be

decomposed and the carbon

monoxide recycled. This well-

known method is compact and

requires very little power.

The pyrochemical reduction of

TiO2 to metallic titanium may be

carried out _n a manner analogous
to the process used to extract

plutonium from scrap residues.

Although the process _s not directly

applicable to nonterrestrial
_ndustriahzation in its detailed

steps, the success of this method
indicates that it should be
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excellentforspaceprogramsif it
canbeappliedto theextractionof
othermetals.

First,becauseofthesolubilities
anddensitiesofthephases,the
systemiscompact.Pyroprocessing
requiresapproximatelyone-tenth
thevolumeof aqueousprocessing.
Operationscouldbe remoteand
automated.Processesareeither
batchor semicontinuous,
dependingonthedesired
throughput.Reagentsare
generallyrecyclable,andresidues,
whenproduced,areincompact,
denseform.

Themajorstepsfor plutonium
processingareoutlinedin
figure27. Theroastingstep(1)
wouldnotbenecessaryinany
nonterrestrialapplication;the
startingmaterialwouldalreadybe
inoxideform.Theoxide,calcium
metal,andexcessCaCI2are
reacted(step2) ina magnesium
oxidecruciblewheretheplutonium
is reducedtothemetalbythe
reaction

CaCI2
PuO2+ 2Ca----,-Pu+ 2CaO(2)

Thecalciumoxidedissolvesin the
calciumchlorideandthemetallic
plutoniumsettlesasa button,
whichismechanicallyseparated
fromthesalt. Ina nonterrestrial
application,titaniumandironcould
formametalbuttonandthenbe
separatedbyvacuumdistillationor
thecarbonylprocess.Andthe

reactantmetalcouldbecalciumor
perhapsaluminum.Weat LANL
aredevelopinga methodfor
recoveringthecalciumchloridefor
recycling.

If, in theplutoniumprocess,the
americiumconcentrationis greater
than1000ppm,it is loweredby
equilibrationat 800°Cwithsodium
chloride/potassiumchlorideeutectic
saltcontainingmagnesiumchloride
asanoxidizingagent(step3). ]he
reactionsare

2AmO+ 3 MgCI2_
2 AmCI3 + 3 Mg (3)

2 PuO+ 3 MgCI2_
2 PuCI3 + 3 Mg (4)

2 AmO+ 2 PuCl3 _.,,.---
2AmCI3 + 3Mg + 2PuO(5)

Undertheconditionsofthe
plutoniumprocess,thesalt
containsmostoftheamericiumand
4 percentoftheplutonium,while
theplutonium,magnesium,and
about100ppmamericiumarein
moltenform. Thesaltcanbe
treatedwithcalciumto extractthe
americiumandplutoniumand
subsequentlybereused.Although
thisisanimportantpartof the
plutoniumprocess,it wouldnotbe
necessaryina titaniumrecovery
process.Inbothcases,however,
becausethereis excesscalcium
andmagnesiuminthemetal
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button,heatingabovethemelting
poLntisnecessaryto removethese
volatiles.Theproductof thisstep
isa solidmetal,typicallyin theform
of a solidmetalcylinderformedby
chillcasting.

Inthefourthstep,purificationof
themetal,thecylinderof pluton=um
_splacedin theanodecupof a
magnesiumoxidecrucible,a
sodiumchlonde/potass_umchloride
eutecticadded, and electrolysas

conducted at 750°C. The impure

plutonium is ionized by giving up
electrons at the anode. Then the

ions m_grate to the cathode to get

electrons and deposit as pure

plutonium. The reactions are

Pu (impure) _ Pu3+ (anode) (6)

Pu3+ _ PuO (pure) (cathode)(7)

Figure 27

Pyroprocessing of Plutonium at

Los Alamos

Input Process Output

Step 1: Oxide Preparation

Heat, 0 2 _ _ 02

Pu (scrap) + 02 _ PuO2 (s)

Step 2: Metal Production
850oC

Ca, CaCI 2 _ CaCI2 _ CaCI 2 •CaO
PuO2 + 2Ca _ Pu + 2CaO

Step 3: Metal Preparation
800 °C

NaCI •KCI, MgCI 2 _ Americium removal _ NaCI •KCI,

(molten salt extraction) MgCI2, PuCI3, AmCI 3
Metal shaping, volatile recovery _ Pu skull

2AmO + 3 MgCI2 _ 2AmCI 3 + 3 Mg

2Pu o + 3MgCI2 _ 2PuCI 3 + 3Mg

2 Am o + 2 PuCI 3 _ 2 AmCI 3 + 3 Mg + 2 Pu o

750°C

NaCI • KCI

Step 4: Metal Purification

Puo (impure) _ Pu0 (pure)
Anode Cathode

_" NaCI • KCI,

PuCI 3 (10%), AmCI 3

PuO (impure)
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Approximately10percentof the
plutoniumis inthesaltphaseand
10percentremainsintheanodeas
a solidwhentheelectrorefiningis
completed.Thecathodemetalis
99.99-percentpureplutonium.The
saltcanbe reusedor treatedto
removetheplutoniumtrichloride,
andtheanodemetalcanbe
oxidizedtoremoveimpurities
andthenreducedin themetal
productionstep.

Th_sprocesshasbeendeveloped
overa periodofyearsandisused
successfullyat LosAlamos
NationalLaboratory.Changes
arebeingmadeto optimizethe

process.However,theconcept,
withitscompactnessandits
recyclingof reagents,seems
particularlytransferableto
nonterrestrialprocessing.The
processrequiresnowater,and
theavadabilityof highvacuum
andheatsources(suchasa solar
furnace)shouldbeadvantageous
indevelopinga successfulprocess
offEarth.Inthespacecontext,
theavailabilityof a reactantmetal
maybea problem.Ifaluminum
couldbescavengedfromspace
vehicles,or lunarcalciumbeused
andrecycled,theeconomicswould
beenhanced.
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Bioprocessing of Ores:
Space Resources

Karl R. Johansson

Application to

Introduction

The role of microorganisms in the
oxidation and leaching of various
ores (especially those of copper,
iron, and uranium) is well known.
(Among the review articles and
reference books on this subject
are Brierley 1978 and 1982;
Brock, Smith, and Madigan 1984;
Decker 1986; Ehrlich 1981; Kelly,
Norris, and Brierley 1979;
Krumbein 1983; Lundgren and
Silver 1980; and Torma and
Banhegyi 1984.) This role is

increasingly being applied by the
mining, metallurgy, and sewage
industries in the biobeneficiation
of ores and in the bioconcentration
of metal ions from natural receiving
waters and from waste waters

high in toxic metals (Belliveau
et al. 1987, Ehrlich and Holmes
1986, Hutchins et al. 1986,
N/cola/dis 1987, Olson and
Brinckman 1986, Olson and Kelly
1986, Thompson 1986, Torma
1987a and b, Tsezos 1985,

Volesky 1987, Woods and Rawlings
1985). See figure 28.

Figure 28

Bacterial Processing of Metal Ores

Although most concepts of processing
lunar and asteroldal resources revolve

chemical reactors and techmques
based on industrial chemical

processing, it _s also possible that
innovatwe techniques mlght be used to
process such resources. Shown here
are rod-shaped bacteria leaching
metals from ore-bearing rocks through
their metabolic actiwties. Bactena are

already used on Earth to help process
copper ores. Advances in genetic
eng_neenng may make it possible to
design bacterm specifically tailored to
aid hv the recovery of iron, titanium,
magnesium, and aluminum from lunar
soil or asteroldal regolith. Biological
processing promotes the efficacy of the
chemtcal processes tn ore
beneficiation (a synergistic effect).

Taken from Brierley 1982.
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The question of harnessing
bacteria for the beneficiation of

ores on the Moon, on asteroids, or
on Mars has been raised and must

be seriously considered in the

context of the utilization of space
resources. Because of the almost

total lack of organic matter on the
Moon, it is fortunate that most

bacteria known to participate in
acid leaching of ores are

autotrophic (derive all their carbon

from carbon dioxide) as well as
chemolithotrophic (derive energy

through oxidation of reduced

inorganic compounds or elements;

e.g., hydrogen sulfide or ferrous

ions). Furthermore, they satisfy all
of their nutritional needs with

inorganic substances, including

certain trace elements known to

be present in the Moon's regolith.

But the development of biological
processes to extract and purify

ores on the Moon is severely
constrained by the environmental
conditions: the lack of elemental

oxygen; the limited carbon,

nitrogen, and hydrogen; the

apparent lack of water; and the
extremes of temperature and

radiation. Thus, microbial ore

processing must be established
within a gas-tight enclosure.
The enclosure must allow

replenishment or augmentation
of nutritional needs, retain

moisture, maintain a suitable

temperature, and protect the cells

from radiation. See figure 29.
Figure 29

Enclosure for Microbial Ore

Processing

A vartety of pressurized enclosures have

been proposed for a lunar base. In this

concept by Fluor Darnel and Rockwell

Internabonal, a large hangar-hke

enclosure funcbons as a workshop and

serv_cmg area. A m_crobtal ore-

processing complex could be totally

enclosed by such a building. Ore could

be _ntroduced through airlocks and

processed _n a moist atmosphere at an

appropriate temperature. Spent ore

could be removed through a_rlocks, and

waste products could be recycled. The

key point _s that the harsh enwronment at

the lunar surface can be suitably

modtf_ed to prowde an optimum

enwronment for ore processing.

Artist: Renato Moncim
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Variouskindsof interactions
betweenmicroorganismsandmetals
areknown:(1)beneficialaswell
astoxiceffectsof metalson
metabolism,(2)oxidation-reduction
reactions,(3)solubilizationof metals
throughacidsproducedbymicrobial
growth,(4)precipitationof metalsby
pHincreases,(5)conjugationof
metalsandorganiccompounds,
(6)metabolictransformationof
metals,and(7)accumulationof
metalseitheron theinsideoron
theoutsideof cells. Inthispaper
I willconsidertheprocessesthat
areparticularlyimportantto the
technologyof metalrecovery.
Someof themmayhaveapplication
in thespaceenvironment.
However,essentiallynoresearch
hasbeendonewiththisapplication
inmind.

Acid Leaching of Ores

Acid leaching is a hydrometallurgical

process resulting in the solubdization

of ore minerals through chemical

and biological oxidations and
reductions of sulfur, iron, and certain

other metals.

The Chemistry

The chemistry of the process is

complex and greatly affected by pH,

oxidatton-reduction potential,

dissolved oxygen, and temperature.

(Some of the authorities describing

this chemistry are Hutchins et al.

1986; Kelly, Norris, and Bnerley

1979; Lundgren, Valkova-
Valchanova, and Reed 1986;

Torma and Banhegyi 1984; and

Torma 1987a.) For example,

bacteria can catalyze and drive the

following oxidations:

*MS + 2 02 _ MSO4 (1)

B_o CuS04 I

*MS + 5 02 + 2 H20

MSO4 + 2 H2SO4 (2)

2FeSO4 + 2H2SO4
Bioj

Fe+* ------- Fe ÷÷÷

(ferric iron is regenerated) (3)

Fe ++ Fe + + +

i?._....

2S0+302+2 H20

2 H2S04 (4)

*M = Fe, Cu, Mo, Sb, Pb, Ag, Co, N0,Cu-Fe, As-Fe, Ni-Fe, Zn-Fe, Cu-Se, etc.
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(Thionate,tetrathionate,thiosulfate,
andsulfitearealsooxidizedby
somebacteria.)

I Bio _' 2H2S042S ° +302 + 2H20

Qo# _

•. °_;';-:.t,:-:.-:'

H2S + 2 02 _" H2S04 (5)

Chemically, ferric sulfate (largely
generated through bacterial
oxidation of ferric sulfide or ferrous

ions) and sulfuric acid (largely

generated through bacterial
oxidation of ferric and other metal

sulfides, elemental sulfur, or

hydrogen sulfide) oxidize and
solubilize numerous minerals; for

example,

2 FeS2 + 2 Fe2(S04)3

6 FeS04 +4 SO (6)

Cu2S + 2 Fe2(S04)3

2CuS04 +4FeS04 +SO (7)

Bi2S3 + 3 Fe2(S04)3 ,-

Bi2(S04) 3 + 6 FeS04 + 3 SO (8)

Chemical
CuFeS2 + 2Fe2(SO4)3 ---

CuS04 + 5FeS04 + 2S °

Another example of fernc sulfate leaching

U02 + Fe2(S04)3

UO2S04 + 2 FeS04 (9)

Chemical
U02 + Fe2(S04)3 _--

UO2SO4 + 2FeSO4

Solub_hzat_on of uranous oxide

2 *M + 02 + 2 H2S04 - :-

2 MS04 + 2 H20 (10)

'IV10 + H2S04

MS04 +H20 (11)

The Bacteriology

The principal bacteria catalyzing

reactions 1 through 5 are mixed

populations of Thiobacl//us

ferrooxidans, Leptospiri//um

ferrooxidans, Thiobacl//us

thiooxidans, and several other
species of acidophilic thiobacilli.

There also exist some thermophilic
thiobacilli which are facultative

autotrophs inasmuch as they can

utilize certain organic substrates in
the environment. Thiobacillus

ferrooxidans is unique in that it

derives energy from oxidations of

sulfur and reduced iron, copper,

and tin; it also fixes nitrogen.
Th_obacillus thiooxidans cannot

oxidize iron; rather, it oxidizes

sulfur and probably zinc sulfide.

Leptospirillum ferrooxidans will
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oxidizeonlythesolubleformof
iron(Fe*+),butinconjunctionw_th
certainothersulfur-oxidizing
thiobacdliit willsynergistically
oxidizepyrite(FeS2)aswellas
chalcopyrite(CuFeS2).

Anothergroupof bacteria,the
genusSulfolobus, which is widely
distributed in volcanic vents and

thermal springs, is able to oxidize

sulfur and iron at temperatures of
80°C, or even a few degrees

higher. Sulfolobi are also able to

grow in the absence of molecular

oxygen provided Mo 6+ or Fe + + ÷

are present to serve as electron

acceptors, thereby replacing 02

as the ultimate electron acceptor.

They are facultative heterotrophs

and occupy a unique niche in

the bacterial kingdom as

Archaebacteriaceae, a family

possessing a cell membrane

composed of a long-chain, ether-

linked hydrocarbon monolayer

(instead of a phospholipid bilayer)

and lacking a peptidoglycan cell

wall, which is found in all other

bacteria (Kelly and Deming 1988).
Whether these and certain other

archaebacteria play a significant

role in thermophilic leaching of ores

can only be surmised.

A filamentous, moderately

thermophilic, sulfur-oxidizing,
autotrophic bacterium, Thermothrix

thiopara, also flourishes in volcanic

vents and in thermal springs

(Brierley 1982) and may play a role

in the leaching of ores. Similarly,

the filamentous, mesophilic bacteria

Thiothrix and Beggiotoa, which

oxidize sulfide to elemental sulfur,

have potential for ore beneficiation.

The Commercial Leaching
Operation

The release and recovery of metals

from ores are facilitated by

methods designed to amplify the

requisite oxidation-reduction
reactions (Brierley 1978, Brierley

1982, Campbell et al. 1985).

Dump leaching: This operation is

usually applied to the extraction of

copper from low-grade oxide or
sulfide ores which are hauled as

uncrushed stones from open-pit

mines to enormous dumps (see

fig. 30). The dumps are sprinkled

with water and the percolate is
collected _n a natural or artificial

catch basin. The copper is
removed from the acidic leachate

by cementation (with iron),

electrolysis, or solvent extraction;

the solution is then recycled

through the dump. The operation
continues for years during which

time sulfur- and metal-oxidizing

bacteria grow extensively to

perpetuate the leaching process.

CuSO4 + 5Fe_,._cal
FeSO4 + Cu °

Cementation
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Heap leaching: This operation is

identical in principle to the dump

process but employs crushed,

medium-grade ores piled on an

impermeable basin from which the
leachate is recovered, the solute

is removed from it, and the

leachate is concentrated and

recycled (see fig. 31). This
leaching operation is usually

completed in a matter of months.

To encourage the desired aerobic
state, aeration tunnels are

generally installed.

Fsgure 30

Dump Leaching

Uncrushed stones of low-grade oxide or

sulfide ores (a) are hauled from the

mining pit to a dump (b), where they are

sprayed with a water solution (c). The

influent solution, aided by the growth of

sulfur- and metal-oxidizing bacteria,

leaches metal salts from the ore. The

salt-rich leachate is collected in an

effluent pond (d) and either recycled

Immediately (e) to pick up more of the

metal-containing salts or pumped (f) to the

processing plant for removal of the metal.

Figure 31

Heap Leaching Operation at the Gold

Quarry Mine in Northeast Nevada

In th_s operation, a solution containing

125 ppm sodium cyamde is sprayed on

the ore heap. The solution percolates

clown through the ore, dissolving gold

from _t. The gold-enriched percolate _s

then trapped by a plastic sheet, which

channels the solution to a collecting pond,

where It _s pumped to the plant for

removal of the gold and recycling of the
solution.

The sodium cyanide heap leaching

process is used on ores having an

average gold concentration of

0.03 ounce/ton (0.9 ppm) and is

economically attractive down to

0.01 ounce/ton (0.3 ppm). The mine

shown is the largest gold leaching

operation in the world.

This process does not use bacteria.

However, somewhat analogous processes

use bacteria m acidic solutions to extract

copper from sulfide ores in heap or dump

operabons.

Courtesy of Komar Kawatra, Michigan

Technological UmversW, and Leonard

Kroc, Newmont Gold Company
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Vat leaching: Vat leaching is a

purely chemical process by which

concentrates of copper oxide ores

are extracted by agitation with
measured volumes of sulfuric acid.

Research indicates that sulfidic

ores can be extracted economically

by the vat process using bacterial

leaching (Brierley 1982, Torma and
Banhegyi 1984).

In situ leaching: In selected mining
sites that are inaccessible or

abandoned because the high-grade

ore has been recovered, acid

leaching solutions are applied

directly to either shallow or deep

deposits and the leachates

subsequently collected via wells.

The process is confined to copper
and uranium ores. Naturally

occurring bacteria may augment

this chemical process. It has been

speculated that populations of

appropriate thiobacilli and other

sulfur-oxidizing bacteria could be

injected into the locus to hasten
and enhance the extraction.

However, such a method is beset

with difficulties, largely because

the pathway of percolation is

impossible to predict or control,

thus endangering the quality of

ground and surface waters. On

the waterless Moon, the pollution

of ground waters would not be a

problem, but the extravagant use of
water transported from Earth would

be prohibitive.

In my opinion the only beneficiation

operation having any potential for

application on the Moon, or other

space body, would be microbe-

enhanced vat leaching, inasmuch

as the bacteria must be provided

with a confined, minimally s_zed
Earth-like environment, as I have

indicated. The oxygen for the

bioprocessing unit would come
from the reductive chemical

processing of ilmenite, or other

oxide ore, via electrolyzed water

resulting from the reaction. Thus,

chemical processing of lunar ores

(or some other local means of
producing oxygen) must precede

any biobeneficiation for it to be

economical. It seems unlikely that
bioprocessing of ores would ever

become a part of a closed or semi-

closed regenerative ecological

system unless the chemical
beneficiation process proved to be

ineffective (an unlikely prospect)
and oxygen from eucaryotic

photosynthesis could be spared

for the bacterial processing of
ores. Most likely, if cost-benefit

analysis indicated any virtue to

bioprocessing, the operation would

be conducted outside of any
human settlement and tended

either by robots or humans in

suitable "space suits."

Other Microbial
Transformations of Metals

Anaerobic (Reducing)
Conditions

In the absence of molecular

oxygen, anaerobic or facultatively
anaerobic bacteria are able to
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reducesulfurormetalsleadingto
theformationof sulfidicoresand
reducedformsof iron,copper,and
othermetals.

Sulfate-reducing bacteria: Two

large groups of chemosynthetic,

heterotrophic bacteria are able to

oxidize certain organic acids and
utilize sulfate, sulfur in other

oxidized states, and elemental

sulfur as electron acceptors.
These bacteria, classified in

such genera as Desulfovibrio,
Desulfotomaculum, and

Desulfuromonas, are found in

anaerobic aquatic habitats

containing the various oxidized
states of sulfur, which are reduced

to hydrogen sulfide, thus leading to

the deposition of sulfidic ores.

Photosynthetic bactena: Among

the photosynthetic bacteria are two

groups that utilize hydrogen sulfide
under anaerobic conditions as a

source of electrons in reducing
carbon dioxide:

CO 2 +2 H2S

CH20 + H20 + 2 So (12)

In one group, the "purple sulfur

bacteria," the sulfur is deposited

intracellularly. In another group,

the "green sulfur bacteria," the

sulfur is deposited outside the

bacterial cell and subsequently
oxidized to sulfate in the presence

of hydrogen gas (source of

electrons). These, and other

photosynthetic bacteria, are

anaerobic and thus unable to utilize

oxygen as the final electron

acceptor. The purple sulfur

bacteria comprise ten genera

(e.g., Thiospirillum, Thiocystis, and

Amoebobacter); the green sulfur

bacteria comprise four genera

(e.g., Chlorobium and Pelodictyon).

Bacterial reduction of metal ions:

Some strains of members of the

genera Thiobacillus and Sulfolobus
are able to reduce Fe* ÷ ÷ to Fe ÷ _,

obtaining reducing power from
elemental or reduced sulfur,

which is oxidized in the process.
A number of other soil bacteria are

able to reduce ferric iron as well.

Manganese is both reduced and

oxidized by various marine and soil

bacteria. Ferromanganese nodules
found in the oceans are laid down

slowly through the bacterial
reduction and oxidation of ferric

and manganese ions (Summers
and Silver 1978, Ehrlich 1981,

Ehrlich and Holmes 1986).

Biotransformations of Some

Toxic Metals and Metalloids

Within any land or aquatic

ecosystem, toxic and nontoxic

cations, whether naturally or
artificially introduced, may be

absorbed and metabolized by

certain species among the

indigenous microflora. In the

process, inherent toxicities are
often neutrahzed or modified. An

excellent case in point is mercury

which is highly toxic (brads
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sulfhydrylgroups)as Hg÷+ butis
enzymaticallyreducedbyvarious
mercury-resistantmicroorganisms
to itsvolatileandnontoxicstateas
HgO(Belliveauet al.1987,Decker
1986,Hutchinset al. 1986,
Thompson1986).

Likewisecertaintoxicmetalsare
methylatedthroughtheactionof
methylcobalaminexcretedbya
numberof differentaquaticandsoil
bacteria.Thismethylationdoesnot
necessarilydetox_fythemetal. In
thecaseof mercury,themethyl
anddimethylformscan
subsequentlybeconcentratedin
certainorganisms,especiallyfish.
Othermetalsthatcanbe
methylatedbybacteriaincludetin,
cadmium,lead,andarsenic.

Somebacteriacancleavecertain
organicmercurialsintoHg+÷plus
anorganicresidue.Arsenicas
As3÷canbeoxidizedbya number
of bacteriato As5+;ineitherstate
of oxidation,arsenicis toxic,but
far lesssointhepentavalentstate.
Reducedarsenicreactswith
sulfhydrylgroups;oxidizedarsenic
simulatesphosphateinmetabolic
pathways.Asoxoanions,tellurium
andseleniumaretoxicto many
bacteria.Somebacteriaareableto
reducethesesaltsto TeOorSeO,
therebydestroyingtheirtoxicity.

Sincelunarrockcontainsvirtually
thesamespectrumof toxicmetals
asfoundontheEarth(Morrisetal.
1983),thebiobeneficiationof
oresontheMooncouldbe

compromisedbythepresenceof
toxiccationsinoreslurries, unless

the bacteria introduced into the

vats are resistant to high levels of
cations of the more abundant toxic

metals, including those to be
recovered. Resistance to toxic

metals is genetically endowed and

can be introduced through gene

recombination techniques in at

least some of the bacterial species
involved in the beneficiation of ores

or in the removal of toxic cations

from an aquatic environment

(Belliveau et al. 1987, Ehrlich and

Holmes 1986, Hughes and Poole

1989, Hutchins et al. 1986,

Nicolaidis 1987, Pooley 1982,

Torma 1987a, Trevors 1987,

Tsezos 1985, Woods and Rawlings
1985).

Leaching of Ores by
Growth of Heterotrophic
Microorganisms

Sometimes sufficient organic

matter is found in ores to support

the growth of diverse microbes,

resulting in the production of

organic acids (e.g., lactic, citric,

acetic, glutamic, and glycolic)

which lower the pH, helping to
solubilize the metals and

encouraging the development of an

acidophilic microflora of th_obacilli.

This may be viewed as a

synergistic effect.

On the other hand, alkaline

leaching may be encouraged in the

presence of organic nitrogen
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(protein,aminoacids,purines,
pyrimidines,etc.)asa resultof
deaminationscatalyzedby
heterotrophs,yieldingammonia
which,inaqueoussolution,
becomesammoniumhydroxide.
Somemetals,notablycopper,
cobalt,andzinc,arecompounded
byammoniumhydroxide.

Calculationssuggestit is not
feasibleto harnessheterotrophs
fortheleachingof ores. Enormous
quantitiesofdecomposable
organicmatterwouldneedto be
providedinorderforeitheracid
oralkalineleachingtofunctionat
acommerciallevel(Kelly,Norris,
andBrierley1979).Theuseof
organicwastesfromsewage
treatmentplantshasbeen
investigated(Hutchinset al.1986).

Bioaccumulation of Metals

Some microorganisms are capable

of assimilating large amounts of
metals from solution. The outlook

for exploitation of such organisms
for the removal of toxic ions or for

the concentration of useful metals

is very bright indeed (Ehrlich and

Holmes 1986, Hughes and Poole

1989, Torma 1987a and b, Volesky

1987). Of course, all living
creatures require certain trace
elements which are found in low

concentrations within all cells,

though they would be toxic in

higher concentrations. Certain

microorganisms, however, are

endowed with the capacity to

assimilate large amounts of certain

metals, even toxic ones.

Electrostatic Attraction

A variety of functional groups, or

ligands, on cell surfaces carry

positive or negative charges,

conveying a net charge to the cell.

Other things being equal, the

intensity and sign ( + or -) of the

charge depends on the pH of the
extracellular environment. In most

natural environments the pH is

higher than the cell's isoelectric

point; therefore, the cell will have

a net negative charge and will
passively attract cations, much

like an ion exchange resin.
However, there is some selectivity,

suggesting the existence of specific

binding sites for particular cations
on the various surface structures.

Certain fungi and bacteria, for

example, bind large quantities of

uranium ions, in some instances to

the extent of 15 percent of the

cells' dry weight. A yeast was
found to bind mercury to its cell

walls in amounts equivalent to the

weight of the cell walls themselves.

Certain species of algae and fungi

concentrate copper to the extent of

12 percent of the cells' dry weight.

Other metals bound by electrostatic

attraction include Fe, La, Cd, Ca,

Mg, Pb, Ni, Mn, Zn, Ag, K, and Na.
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Surface Deposition or

Precipitation (Biosorption)

Massive amounts of metals or

insoluble metal compounds can be

deposited on the surfaces of some

microorganisms. Th_s deposition
will occur In some instances when

the metal is metabolized; in other
_nstances no transformation of the

metal is required for _ts deposition

(Belliveau et al. 1987, Ehrlich and

Holmes 1986, Olson and Kelly
1986, Thompson 1986).

Those species of bacteria that
reduce tellurite or selenite to

metallic Te or Se deposit the

metals on their surfaces,

accumulate them intracellularly,
or both. Some bacteria will

aggregate _nsoluble lead

compounds on their surfaces.

Most common is the precipitation

of ferric compounds and manganic

oxides. While many bacteria can

oxidize the manganous ion,
sheathed, filamentous bacteria in

the genera Hyphomlcrobium and

Metallogenium and in the

Sphaerotllus-Leptothrix group

become heawly coated with

manganic oxides. Also,

Sphaerotilus-Leptothnx and a

group of stalked bacteria _n the

genus Gallionella acquire heavy

deposits of oxidized iron, largely
ferric hydroxide. Apparently,

gallionellae derive energy through
the oxidation of Fe + +, wh_le the

sheathed, filamentous group

merely attract the insoluble ferric

hydroxide to their sheaths. The

genus Zoogloea, which is common

in activated sludge sewage operation

systems, produces copious quantities

of polysaccharide slime having high

affinity for Cu ÷ _, Cd + +, Co + +

Ni +÷, Zn'*, and Fe ÷*+ (Hutch_ns

et al. 1986). The production of

extracellular polysaccharide slimes
_s common to many bacteria;

chemically, they vary considerably

from species to species, even from
strain to strain (Ehrlich and Holmes

1986, Thompson 1986, Torma

1987a, Volesky 1987).

Intracellular Transport of Ions

Both monovalent (Na *, K ÷, Cs*,

Li ÷, TI ÷, and NH4 +) and divalent

cations are specifically transported

to satisfy nutritional needs of

m_croorganisms. In some

cases, rather high intracellular
concentrations of certain metals

are achieved. Often, the same

transport mechanism will function

for several cations; e.g., Mg + _,
Co "+, Mn _ +, Ni + +, and Zn + *

in Escherichla coil. Others are

more specific, although in all such

systems various other cations wdl

compete with a particular cation

for uptake, in some cases even

inducing effiux of ions. Fungi

appear to concentrate metals or

metalloids to a somewhat greater
extent than do most bacteria

(Hutchins et al. 1986, Summers

and Silver 1978, Tsezos 1985).
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Manyof themetalionsaretoxic,
althoughthetoxicityvaries
considerablyfromspeciesto
species(Belliveauetal. 1987,
Ehrlich1981,SummersandSilver
1978).Sometimestheinhibitionof
bacterialgrowthis synergistic.For
example,Klebslella aerogenes has

been shown to be inhibited to a

greater extent by Cd and Zn than

by the sum of the individual
toxicities of the two cations. The

presence of clays, certain anions,

and organic matter of various kinds

often markedly reduces metal

toxicity. Not surprisingly, metal

chelators (e.g., ethylenediamine

tetraacetfc acid and c_tric acid)

suppress the toxicity of many

cations toward microorganisms.

Clearly, toxicity is an important

consideration in harnessing
microbial cells to concentrate
metals or metalloids.

An interesting case is found with
the diatoms, which encase

themselves in siliceous shells in

an amazing variety of beautiful

shapes. The uptake of silicates by
diatoms has been shown to be

competitively inh_bited by germanic

acid, thereby suggesting a means

of recovering germanium from

natural sources (Kelly, Norris, and

Brierley 1979; Krumbein 1983).

(See below for another aspect of

silicate uptake.) Incidentally, the

Russians for over 20 years have
referred to "silicate bacteria,"

which they claim, in English

abstracts, will free silicates from

aluminosilicate ores, thereby

beneficiating aluminum oxide

(Alexandrov, Ternovskaya, and

Blagodyr 1967; Andreev, Lycheva,

and Segodina 1979; Andreev,

Pol'kin, and Lyubarskaya 1982;

Rohatg_, Trlvedi, and Rohatgi

1984).

Not to be overlooked is the uptake

of oxoanions, especially sulfate, the

transport of which has been shown

in Salmonella typhimurium to be

competitively inhibited by chromate,

selenite, molybdate, tungstate, and

vanodate (descending order of

effectiveness).

Natural Chelators

Some naturally occumng, low

molecular weight compounds

(citric acid, aspart_c acid, and a

number of dicarboxylic acids) have

long been known to chelate various

metal ions. Many m_croorganisms

produce organic compounds that
can do the same thing. Such

organic compounds are collectively

called "ionophores," the best

known of which are siderophores

(iron-attractors) (Nielands 1981 ;

Brock, Smith, and Madigan

1984). Microbes that produce

siderophores are believed to

have evolved as the rising oxygen

content of the Earth's atmosphere
caused oxidation of much of the

iron into its insoluble oxide and

hydroxide states. To capture the

minute quantities of free ferric

ions that exist, microbes capable

of synthesizing chelators of ferric

iron arose. Incidentally, animals
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(includinghumans)trapiron
throughiron-bindingproteinssuch
aslactoferrin,transferrin,and
ferridoxin,the latterbeing
particularlyabundantin theliver.
Manypathogenicbacteriaandfungi
competewiththeinfectedhostfor
ironthroughtheformationof
siderophores.Thesiderophores--
phenolates,hydroxamates,orcyclic
peptides--arecapableof binding
ferriciron,whichis subsequently
transportedintothecell,released,
reducedenzymat_cally,and
secretedbackintotheenvironment
forrecycling.

Recently,an ionophoreforsilicate,
anotherionverysparinglyavailable,
hasbeenfoundindiatoms
(BhattacharyyaandVoIcani1983).

Othermetal-bindingorganic
molecules,notchelators,aboundin
livingsystems.Ofparticularnoteis
metallothionein,whichbindsa
varietyofcationsbyvirtueof its
availablesulfhydryl(-SH)groups
(K,_giandKojima1987).

Conclusion

As I emphasized in my _ntroduct_on,

the rigors of the Moon, or other

space environments (asteroids,
Mars, Phobos, Deimos, a station

orbiting the Earth) are inimical to

terrestrial life forms, including, of

course, microorganisms. While _t

would be a far simpler matter to

provide, on the Moon for example,

conditions conducive to microbial

existence than those conducive to

human life, no ore could be

beneficiated by bacteria there

without the provision of a gas-tight

container affording certain minImal

conditions. No doubt the partial

pressures of 02, N2, and CO2

could be held to levels substantially
lower than those found on the

Earth--how much lower would have

to be determined experimentally.
The water supply would need to be

adequate and continuous. Full
radiation protection would be

necessary, and temperature
fluctuations would need to be

minimized. It might well be best to

select thermophilic bacteria for th_s
endeavor.

Once a biobeneficiation reactor

was constructed and all support

systems were activated, it would be

inoculated with appropriate strains

of bacteria. More than likely,

lyophilized (freeze-dried) cultures,

probably of genetically engineered
strains, would be reconstituted

onsite in an aqueous solution,

containing a mixture of nutrients

brought from Earth as a dehydrated

powder. The culture would be
added to the moistened ore bed

once the operator was satisfied that

the cells were growing within the

culture vessel. Initially, a leaching
solution of dilute sulfuric acid would

be added. The enclosure would

have to be t_ght enough to retain

all water vapors as well as the

atmospheric gases.
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Asthesizeof theoperation
increasedbyexpandingthesizeof
theincubator,morewaterwould
needto beadded.Unless
sufficientsulfuror reducedsulfurin
theorewasavailableforbiological
oxidation,additionalsulfuricacid
wouldberequired.Asthebacteria
becameestablished(asmeasured
bythegrowthof a subcultureor
bymicroscopicexaminationof
samplesfromthereactororby
chemicaldeterminationof the
ratioof theconcentrationsof
Fe÷÷÷andFe÷÷),furtheradditions
of theculturewouldbecome
unnecessary.Beforethebiological
operationwasestablished,
chemicalreductiveprocessingof
oxideores(e.g.,ilmenite)would
needto befunctioningwellto
providethenecessarywaterand
oxygen.

Oneproblemwiththeforegoing
scenariois thatsomeof the
mineralsorelementsin theore
mightbetoxictothebacteria.
Studiesconductedmorethan
15yearsagorevealedthatlunar
finesor theirextractsinhibited
aswellasstimulatedorproved
innocuousto avarietyof
microorganisms(Silverman,
Munoz,andOyama1971;Taylor
et al.1970;Tayloret al. 1971;
TaylorandWooley1973).
Silvermanandcolleaguesfound
that,whilethe lunarsubstrate
stimulatedpigmentproduction
bythebacteriumPseudomonas

aeruginosa, it inhibited pigment

production by the bacterium
Serratia marcescens. Others

(Walkinshaw et al. 1970,

Walkinshaw and Johnson 1971)
found that lunar soil enhanced

chlorophyll production and early

development of ferns, bryophytes,

and a number of seed plants. In

keeping with these pioneering

studies of the interplay between

lunar materials and living

organisms, I undertook to make

a preliminary study (Johansson

1984) of the effects of leachates

of lunar fines on the growth of

the common colon bacillus,

Escherlchia coil, in a glucose
medium with minimal mineral salts.

I found that, depending on its

concentration, the leachate either

enhanced or inhibited the growth

of the bacteria. The specific

elements or minerals responsible

for the various biological responses
to the lunar materials have not

been identified.

Prior terrestrial research would be

necessary to provide guidance on

dealing with a toxicity problem, if it

could be identified in advance by

appropriate tests of lunar materials.

Means of dealing with such a

problem could include the addition

of hydrogen sulfide, chelators, or
certain mineral salts known to

block specific toxic ions. There is

a vast literature on handling

toxicity, but research specifically

applied to lunar or asteroidal
materials is needed.
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Anotherbiologicalapproachto the
problemof recoveryofcertain
metalsfromlunaroresmightbethe
applicationof metal-bindingagents
produced,at leastinitially,onEarth.
Candidatesubstancesinclude
ionophoresandmetallothionein.

Theintroductionof themicro-
organismsneededforthe
bioprocessingof lunaroreswould
probablynotbeanearlyeventin
theestablishmentofanoutposton

theMoon. If a humanhabitation
withrecycling(ofwater,oxygen,
carbondioxide,nitrogen,sulfur,and
otheressentialnutrients)was
established,theculturesneededin
theminingoperationwouldbe
usefulaspartofthem_crofloraof
thatecosystem.Thethiobacilliand
otherbacteriainvolvedinthe
leachingof oresareimportantin
thecyclesof sulfur,nitrogen(some
fix N2),carbon,andoxygenon
Earth(seefig.32).

Figure 32

Regenerative Life Support System

In a controlled ecological life support
system, as diagramed here, btologzcal and
phys_cochemtcal subsystems would
produce plants for food and process
sohd, hqutd, and gaseous wastes for
reuse m the system

A bloprocessing umt, m which bactena
oxidize and catalyze the extracbon of
metals from thetr lunar or astero_dal
ores, could be incorporated into th_s
regenerabve system. The bioprocessmg
umt would contnbute to the gas and
nutrient recychng, the btomass mventory,
and the waste processing of the larger
regenerattve hfe support system.
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Oneconcernis theavailabilityin
the lunarsoilof thesulfurneeded
fortheore-beneficiatingbacteria
to gainenergyandbythesame
processto producethesulfatefor
theacidleachingprocess.Inthis
regard,carbonaceouschondritic
asteroidsmightyieldmaterial
moresuitableforbiological
orebeneficiationthanwould
theMoon.Ofcourse,sulfurfrom
theEarthcouldbeaddedto the
beneficiationenclosureonthe
Moon.A fringebenefitof using
asteroidalmaterialwouldbeits
contentof organicmatter,which
desirableheterotrophicbacteria
mightpossiblyutilizefortheir
carbonneeds.

Anotherquestionthatneedsto be
answeredis whetherthelowlevel
of nitrogenin thelunarregolith
(Gibson1975)issufficientto
enablesignificantbacterial
colonization.Itmaybenecessary
toprovide,attheonset,nitrogen
intheformof nitrate.(Ammonium
nitrogenwouldworkbutsomeof
it wouldbeoxidizedto nitrate,
thusimposingademandon
atmosphericoxygen.)The
amountof phosphorusmayalso
notbeadequateforbacteriallife
ontheMoon.Thesebacterial
nutritionalproblemswouldalso
applytothedevelopmentof an
ecosystemsupportinghumanlife.

Insummary,bioprocessingusing
bacteriainclosedreactorsmaybe
a viableoptionfortherecoveryof

metalsfromthelunarregolith.
Obviously,considerableresearch
mustbedoneto definethe
process,specifytheappropriate
bacteria,determinethenecessary
conditionsandlimitations,and
evaluatetheoverallfeasibility.
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Processing of Metal and Oxygen
From Lunar Deposits
Constance F. Acton

Metallurgical Processing

Introduction

Metallurgy-the art and science of

economically concentrating,

extracting, refining, and fabricating

metals and alloys--has existed on

Earth from antiquity. Gold, silver,

and copper-elements that can
occur as metals in their natural

state--were used as long as

10 000 years ago. Metals
extraction technology can be traced

back at least 6000 years. Recently,

major advances have been made in

metallurgical processing. This

developed field may now be ready

for application to the production of

metals in space.

Table 11 shows the steps involved

_n the production of mineral-based
materials for commerce.

TABLE 11. Steps in the Production of Mineral-Based Materials for Commerce

[From Dresher 1974]

I

Exploration

II III IV V VI

Production of Beneficiation Extraction and Fabrication Properties
raw materials of raw production of of matertals and uses of

materials metals, with specific materials
Primary composition
processing of
minerals for
nonmetallic
uses.

Processing and
conversion of
fuels.

A
r

Geological
sciences

Mineral science and technology

r

Materials science

v _ r

Metallurgical engineering:

Extractive (minerals-based) Adaptive (metals-based)
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Thefirststepisexplorationto
definepotentialsourcesof raw
materials.TheApolloProgramhas
definedsomelunarresources;
furtherexplorationwillundoubtedly
findadditionalones.Whetheror
nota metal-bearingdepositis
classifiedasanore,areserve,
ora resourceisa questionof
economics.Anoreisa resource
thatcanbeextractedata profit.
A reserveisa resourcecurrently
uneconomicalto mineorgreater
thanexistingdemand.A resource
becomesareserveoranoreif the
propertechnologiesandeconomic
conditionsaredeveloped.

Theconcentrationof mostmetals
in thecrustoftheEarth(orthe
Moon)isextremelylow. Andeven
themostabundantelementson
Earth--iron,aluminum,silicon--
cannotgenerallybeextractedfrom
commonrockat aprofit. A metal
mustbesufficientlyconcentrated
ina mineralbeforeit ismined.
Thentheusefulconstituentsof an
oremustbeseparatedfromthe
residue(gangue)bytheprocessof
beneficiation.Inthisprocess,the
oremineralsareconcentratedby
physicalseparation,exploiting
differencesinsuchpropertiesas
particlesize,shape,andsize
distribution;specificgrawty;
magnetism;andelectrostatics.

Theimportanceofthebeneficiation
stepcannotbeoveremphasized.
Onlyaftertheoremineralshave
beenconcentratedcaneconomical
metalextractiontakeplace.On
theMoon,somewholerocks
maybeoresforabundant
elements,suchasoxygen,but
beneficiationwillbeimportantif
metallicelementsaresoughtfrom
rawlunardirt.

Intheextractionprocess,a
beneficiatedmetallicore,suchas
anoxide,sulfide,carbonate,or
silicatemineral,is convertedto the
reducedmetal.Suchmineralsare
thestableformsof metalsin the
Earth'sor theMoon'senvironment.
Inthecaseof the importantiron
oremineralmagnetite(Fe304),the
freeenergyofformationat 0°Cis
morethan120kcal/mole02
accordingtothereaction

3/2Fe + 0 2 - 1/2 Fe304

This explains the natural tendency
of metallic iron to rust in air;

that is, to convert to its

thermodynamically stable oxide

form. A very useful pictorial

representation of the relative

stability of metal oxides is an

Ellingham diagram (fig. 33). These

diagrams are also available for
chlorides, fluorides, and sulfides.
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Figure 33

Ellingham Diagram

This diagram shows the standard free

energy of formation of a number of oxides

as a function of temperature. Accuracy

vanes between "1 and +-10 kcal

At 25°C the oxides produced by these

reactions form with these free energies:

(1) 4Ag + 0 2 = 2Ag20 -5 18 kcal per
mole

of O 2

(2) 2C + 02 = 2C0 -65 62

(3) 4Cu + 0 2 = 2Cu20 -69 96

(4) S + 02 = SO 2 -71 79

(5) 2Pb + 0 2 = 2PbO -90 5

(6) 4Fe30 4 + 02 = 6Fe20 3 -93

(7) C + 02 = CO 2 -94 26

(8) 2Ni + 0 2 = 2NtO 2 -103 4

(9) 2H2 + 0 2 = 2H20 -116 42

(10) 2Fe + 0 2 = 2FeO -1168

(11) 3/2Fe + 0 2 = 1/2Fe30 4 -1212
(3Fe + 20 2 = Fe30 4)

(12) 2C0 + 02 = 2C02 -1229

(13) Sn + 0 2 = SnO 2 -1242

(14) 6FeO + 0 2 = 2Fe30 4 -134 4

(15) 4/5 P + 02 = 2/5 P205 -146 1
(4P + 502 = 2P205)

(16) 2Zn + 02 = 2ZnO -152 1

(17) 4/3Cr + 0 2 = 2/3Cr20 3 -1668
(4Cr + 302 = 2Cr203)

(18) 2Mn + 02 = 2MnO -1736

(19) $1 + 0 2 = SlO 2 -192 4

(20) 77 + 0 2 = 7702 -2038

(21) _3AI + 02 = 2/3AI20 3 -251 18
(4AI + 302 = 2AI20 3)

(22) 2Mg + 02 = 2 MgO -272 26

(23) 2Ca + 0 2 = 2CaO -288.8

The more energy/s given off during the

format/on of an oxzde, the more hkely that

oxide _s to form and the more stable that

oxide is. By the same token, the more

negabve the free energy of formation of

an oxide, the harder it/s to break that

oxide down Into the elemental metal and

oxygen. Thus, the metals on the lower

lines of th_s chart can reduce the metalhc

oxides on higher lines

After Richardson and Jeffes 1948.
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The larger the negative free energy
of formation, the more stable the

oxide. It can readily be seen that
at 0°C the relative stability for

oxides increases from iron through
silicon and titanium to aluminum.

The metals in the more stable

oxides (lower on the chart) can

chemically reduce the metals in the

less stable oxides (higher on the

chart). Also shown are lines for

carbon and hydrogen, common
reductants used in terrestrial

extractive metallurgy. The

challenge is to find procedures to
extract the element of interest

economically.

In some terrestrial cases, metals

may be economically extracted at

a higher than normal rate of energy

consumption per unit of metal

produced because cheap electrical

energy is available; for instance,

siting an aluminum smelter near

a hydroelectric supply. In such
a case, the rate of energy

consumption may be 10-50 percent

more than the general industry

practice. The economics of

utdizing metals from resources _n

space are driven by transportation

costs rather than energy costs.

Many processes proposed for
extraction of lunar materials are

energy-intensive. Thus, the cost

of energy on the Moon will be an

important factor in developing

processing technology. For

example, concentrated solar heat

will be cheaper than electricity and

should be utdized where possible.

Geochemical Availability

Skinner (1976) has provided a

lucid analysis of the geochemical
availability of various elements on

Earth. The basic concepts are

directly applicable to the Moon.
The most abundant metals in the

Earth's crust are silicon, aluminum,

iron, calcium, magnesium, sodium,

potassium, and titanium (see

table 12). For comparison, the

composition of a typical lunar mare

basalt [sample 10017, as analyzed
by Wanke et al. (1970)] is also

shown. To a first approximation,

the compositions of terrestrial and
lunar rocks are not too different.
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TABLE12. Major Chemical Elements in the Earth's Crust

and in a Typical Lunar Mare Basalt

Element Continental crust,

weight %

Lunar sample 10017,

weight %

Oxygen 45 20 40.7
Silicon 27.20 19.6

Aluminum 8 00 4.4

Iron 5.80 14.6

Calcium 5.06 8.2

Magnesium 2.77 4.8
Sodium 2 32 0.347
Potassium 1.68 0.206

Titanium 0.86 7.0

Hydrogen 0 14 ---
Manganese 0 10 0.148

Phosphorus 0 10 ---

Total 99 23 100.001

The geochemically scarce metals

are those which do not normally

form separate minerals but are

present as substitutional atoms in

common rock; for instance, lead or

zinc may occur at ppm levels in

orthoclase (KAISi308). To release
lead from the silicate structure, the

entire mineral has to be chemically

broken down, an extremely

complex and energy-intensive

process. "The mineralogical

barrier" described by Skinner (see

fig. 34) refers to the point at which

the easily processed minerals, such

as sulfides, are so rare that mineral

beneficiation techniques cannot be

applied economically. At this level,

the increased energy required to
extract trace metals from silicates

must be expended. Although the

diagram is conceptual, the energy

jump for the mineralogical barrier is

2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher

than the energy required for the

processing of typical ore minerals
on Earth.
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OnEarth,mainlybymeansoffree
water,naturehasconcentrated
therarermetalsinoredeposits.
Suchdepositsareunknownon
thedryMoon.OntheMoon,
metallicironcanbeconcentrated
fromsoils,andironandtitanium
oxides(ilmenite)andironsulfides
(troilite)canbeconcentratedfrom

soilsordisaggregatedrocks.
Essentiallyallotherknownlunar
oresareabovethemineralogical
barrierandwillrequire
considerableenergyfortheir
extraction.Examplesinclude
siliconandaluminumfrom
anorthiteandironormagnesium
frompyroxene.

t
>

o

E

c

c
W

_._ Metals trapped
by atomic substitution

Geochemically

scarce metals

Mineralogical
barrier

_._ Metals concentrated

abundant metals

Grade, %

Figure 34

The Mineralogical Barrier

The relationship between the grade of an
ore and the energy input per unit mass of
metal recovered ts shown for both scarce
and abundant metals. A steadily rtsmg
amount of energy w_llbe needed to
produce even geochemtcally abundant
metals from the leaner ores of the future,
but the amount of energy needed to
produce scarce metals wtll take a

tremendous jump when the m_neralog_cal

barner _s reached. At that point, when ore

deposits are worked out, m_neral
concentrating processes can no longer
be apphed, and the silicate m_nerals _n
common rocks must be broken down
chemically to separate the atoms of
scarce metals from all the other atoms.

From Stunner 1976
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Extraction Technology

Extraction of various metals

from mineral ores has developed

into three subdisciplines:

pyrometallurgy, electrometallurgy,

and hydrometallurgy. In each

subdiscipline, a different

mechanism provides the driving
force to reduce the combined metal

to its elemental form.

In pyrometallurgy the force that
drives the chemical reduction of a

metal ox=de is high temperature.

For many of the less stable metal
oxides, carbon reduction at

elevated temperatures is possible.

This technology has been used

successfully for iron smelting.

(See figure 35.) For the more

stable metal oxides, such as TiO2

and AI203, carbon reduction

proceeds spontaneously (that is,
the free energy becomes negative)

only above 1630°C and 2000°C,
respectively. The disadvantages of

high temperature extraction include

Figure 35

Iron Smelting

Iron smelting was discovered by ancient

humans, changing the course of

ciwhzat_on. The basic process is one in

which carbon (charcoal) is mixed

Jnbmately w_th iron oxide. Burmng of the

carbon produces carbon monoxide, which

reacts with the Iron oxide to produce

metal and carbon dioxide, which zs vented

from the smelter Many conhguratlons

were used in early smelters to optlm_ze

the delivery of oxygen and remove the

metal and slag (residue) from the

process. The slag conststs primarily of

Impuribes tn the oxide ore.

Courtesy of the Association of Iron and

Steel Engineers, repnnted from The

Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel,

70th ed., hg. 1-2
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the large amount of energy

required for heating, the difficulty in

finding suitable container materials,

and the problem of reoxidation of
the molten metal.

In electrometallurgy an electrical

rather than a chemical driving
force is used to reduce the metal

oxide. An example of a well-

developed electrometallurgical

technology is the extraction of

aluminum from AI203 by

electrolys_s in molten fluoride
salts.

Hydrometallurgy exploits the fact
that certain minerals are soluble in

aqueous solutions such as sulfuric
acid. Once dissolved, the metal

ions can be recovered by low-

temperature electrolysis,

precipitation, chemical reduction,

ion exchange, or solvent extraction.

(See figure 36.)

Ftgure 36

Chemical Extraction Plant

on the Moon

In this arttst's concept of a lunar

chemical plant, metals and oxygen are

extracted from lunar soil using relabvely

low-temperature aqueous chemistry.

Flrst, lunar soft and crushed rock are

leached sn aqueous hydrofluoric acid

(HF) in the tank w_th the chute and

chimney, making metal fluorides The

metal fluorides in solution are further

processed m the tall and short cylinders

and then electrolyzed in the hght-colored

budding with the pillars, producing

oxygen and metals at the electrodes

Oxygen _s liquefied and stored in the

spherical tanks (two large ones and

many small ones under a roof) The HF

is recovered, recycled, and stored _n

the vertical cylinder on the right. The

horizontal cylinder on the left holds the

water needed for this aqueous process,

The upright panels m the background

to the right radiate the excess heat

generated by the process. The flat solar

panels m the background to the left

supply power to the electromagnetic

launcher m the m_ddle background,

which will shoot lunar products to orbit.

The soft-covered buildings m the m_ddle

provide workshops and housing for the

lunar p_oneers.

Artist: Scott Berry

Courtesy of William N Agosto, Lunar

Industries, Inc
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Thescarcityof waterandthe
abundanceof solarenergyavailable
at nonterrestrJalsitessuggestthat
pyrometallurgyorelectrometallurgy
willbefavoredasprocessing
technologiesthere. Processes
thatconservevolatdesubstances
byrecyclingw_llbeessentialto
minimizethetransportof makeup
chemicals,aswillbeprocessesthat
limittheconsumptionof special
materials,suchasfluxesoranodic
substances,whichwouldhave
to betransportedto space.

Thisdiscussionof geochemical
availabilityandextractivemetallurgy
impliesthatextractionof minor
elementsinspaceisquestionable
unlessspecificnaturalconcentrations
arediscoveredorenergybecomes
veryinexpensive.Therelativecosts
of scarceandabundantmetalswill
becomeevenmoredisparatein
thefutureonEarthaswellas in
space.It maybemorecost-effective
to substitutethelesserproperties
of anabundantmetallikeironor
aluminumthanto attemptto extract
a geochemicallyscarcemetal.This
lineof thoughtsuggeststhateffort
bedirectedto extractingironon
theMoonratherthanto recovenng
scarcermetals(suchasthosefrom
theplatinumgroup)fromasteroids.
Whenexplorationandtiming
difficultiesareaddedto theenergy
consumptionconsiderations,the

caseforgoingaftertherarer
preciousmetalsbecomesyet
weaker.

Proposed Extraction
Schemes

Introduction

In the following section, a variety of

plausible processing technologies

are described. In general it may be
said that these technologies are
derived from a limited amount of

terrestrial experience and are totally

untested in application to the
extraction of nonterrestnal

resources. Work must be initiated

in the near future to sort out these

and other proposals, for _t is the

expenence of the metallurgical

industry that such processes

require much development and

testing, at bench-top and pilot-plant

levels, before production facilities

are achieved. Development times

of 10 to 25 years have been

expenenced, and many false steps

have been taken. For example, an

Alcoa plant for extraction of

aluminum metal from anorthite by

carbochlorination and electrolysis of
aluminum chloride was constructed

at a cost of $25 m_llion, only to be

shut down after a short operating
time because of technical

problems.
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Manyprocessschemeshavebeen
proposedforrecoveringa varietyof
metalproductsandvolatilesfroma
varietyof lunarfeedstocks.A
collectionofpyrometallurgical,
electrometallurgical,and
hydrometallurgicalapproaches
havebeenproposed,withvarying
amountsof researchand
engineeringdatato supportthem.

Theparticipantsin thisstudy
lookedat scenariosforthe
developmentof spaceresourcesin
thenext25years.Thematerials
subgroupofstudyparticipants
reachedtheconsensusthat,within
thistimeframe,oxygenproduction
fromlunarresourceswillbethe
majorobjectiveof thespace
program.Theparticipantsalso
assessedwhatmetalsrecovery
technologiescanbeimplemented
andsuggestedwhattimewouldbe
requiredtodevelopmorecomplex
metalprocessingtechnologies.

Recovery of Meteoritic Iron

History and thermodynamics teach

us that the most appropriate metal
to recover first is iron. The most

basic approach to recovering iron

on the Moon is to process the
meteoritic iron found in lunar soils.

Small chunks of meteoritic iron

have been found in lunar samples,
but most metal exists in the form of

micron-size particles, particles

encapsulated by or attached to

silicates or glasses.

The first processing effort should
be to concentrate this elemental

iron by mineral beneficiation

techniques (such as magnetic

separation). Current knowledge

does not suggest that regions of
elevated metal content can be

found, but additional information
on the abundance and ease of

separation of the metal is needed.
In addition, trace elements in the

iron must be identified. Alloying
elements or solutes can have a

profound effect on the iron's

mechanical properties. The iron

and steel industry has probably
never looked at iron alloys of lunar

composition, because carbon and

other solutes are always introduced

in the smelting process.

The utilization of meteoritic iron is

suggested as a first approach

because it does not require the

energy-intensive and chemically

complex step of extraction.
However, a process for separating

the metal from adhering silicate

minerals must be developed. The
recovered lunar iron can either be

processed directly into parts by

powder metallurgical techniques or
be melted at about 1550 °C and

cast into ingots for wrought

products.

Even though this is the simplest

process for producing lunar iron

and the technologies for

beneficiation, melting, and pressing

or casting and forming are fairly
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welldevelopedonEarth,the
applicationofthesetechnologiesin
the lunarenvironmentwillpresent
manychallenges.

Processing of Lunar Ilmenite

The next simplest process for
recovering iron is to reduce it from

ilmenite (FeTiO3). For the reaction

FeTiO 3 + H 2 = FeO + TiO2

+ H20

the free energy at 1000°C is

5.86 kcal/mole. This gives a
very low equilibrium constant

Kc = 0.103 at 1000°C. Thus, the
reduction of ilmenite to reduced

iron plus TiO2 is not strongly

favored thermodynamically and

may not proceed to completion.
Furthermore, the reaction will

not proceed to the right unless

H20 (g) is removed from the

system. Thus, if thermodynamically
favorable, the rate of reaction must
be determined.

Another ilmenite reduction scheme

based on a commercial process

has been suggested for the Moon

(Rao et al. 1979). In it the ilmenite
is reacted with carbon to reduce

FeO to FeO. The iron from

the ilmenite is chlorinated at

800°C in a fluidized bed reactor

while the TiO2 remains unchanged.

The FeCI 3 gas is condensed and

could be reacted with oxygen gas
at 300-350°C in a second fluidized

bed to produce Fe203. The Fe203
could then be reduced with either

carbon or hydrogen gas below

1000°C to produce low-carbon

steel or iron. The CO or H20

formed would be recycled to

recover the oxygen. Alternatively,

the FeCI 3 could be reduced directly
to metallic iron with hydrogen at

700°C. The hydrogen chloride
formed as a byproduct would be

recycled. The flow diagram for this

conceptual process is shown in

figure 37.

The residue in this process =s TiO2,

which can be further processed to
recover titanium metal. Since

titanium forms a highly stable oxide,
it cannot be reduced with carbon or

hydrogen. It can, however, be
reduced with calcium metal. A

process has been developed to

perform this reduction by pelletizing

TiO2 and calcium metal powders

and heating at 925-950°C for
several hours. The CaO is then

preferentially dissolved by acid
leaching. Disadvantages here are

that the acid and water must be

recycled and that water is not
available at the site. Calcium metal

could be provided from processing
of anorthite for aluminum.
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Figure 37

Iron and Titanium Processing
From Rao et al. 1979.
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The most likely end product of

_lmenite processing is a part_ally
reduced mixture of Fe, FeO, TiO2,

and other impurities. There are

several possible options for using

this type of product.

The simplest is not to try to recover
the iron but rather to use the

material as is to form "cermet"

blocks for construction. Assuming

that 50- to 200-_m particles are

produced from the fluidized bed
reactor, sintering may be

successful at temperatures just

below the melting point of iron.

To evaluate this option further,

considerable test work on pressing

(using, for example, a hot isostatic

press) should be done on simulated

residues. If this option proves

unsuccessful, the iron-titania

residue may simply be stockpiled
until such time as more advanced

processing technology is developed
for the lunar site.

If iron recovery is required and the

chlorination process does not prove

feasible, simply melting the iron out

of the residue may successfully

produce a crude iron alloy suitable

for structural uses. Alternatively, a

low-temperature carbonyl process
could be utilized to extract the iron.

Other Proposed Processes

For lunar processes to be

successfully developed, certain

guidelines must be kept in mind.

These include the following:

Pyrometallurgical and

electrometallurg_cal operations
are favored. Because of the

lack of available water on the

Moon, hydrometallurgical

operations will require

additional development to

recover process water with

high efficiency.

Reductants such as chlorine,

hydrogen, and carbon, if not

obtainable from lunar sources,

must be brought from Earth
and therefore should be

recycled to minimize their

resupply.

The processes should be

tailored for the high-vacuum,

low-gravity space environment.

Alternatively, methods for

providing inexpensive

pressurized volumes would

have to be developed.

The oxygen produced in the

metal recovery process will be

more important than the metal

recovered, at least in the early

phases.

The NASA SP-428 paper (Rao et al.

1979) was written by recognized

metallurgical experts who did a

competent job of assessing the

available thermodynamic and kinetic

literature for several aluminum,

titanium, iron, magnesium, and
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oxygenextractionprocesses.Their
analysisoftheresearchdoneand
neededmaystandupto scientific
scrutinybytheirpeers.Noneof
theircandidateprocesses,
however,hasbeensufficiently
testedto providethedataneeded
forprocessplantdesignbya
competentengineeringcompany.

A numberof otherprocesseshave
beenreferredto atthisworkshop.
Theseincludeacidleaching,alkali
leaching,fluorination,electrolysis,
basaltvaporization,plasma
smelting,andsulfideprocessing.
Someof theseprocessescanbe
summarilydismissedforsuch
reasonsasrequiringlargeamounts
of waterorof anonlunarreductant,
impracticalityof recycling,or
requiringextraordinaryamountsof
energy.Forthosefewwhichmay
warrantlesscursoryevaluation,the
basicscientificdatahavenotyet
beenprovided.

Process Development

What is needed at a minimum to

establish credibility in the scientific

community is compelling

thermodynamic and kinetic data for

any proposed system.

Before any research work can

begin, it is obvious that a

comprehensive literature review

must be done. Any pertinent

thermodynamic data must be

critically evaluated. The feed

material must be realistically

characterized in terms of physical

and chemical properties. The

stoichiometry and phase relations

for the system must be known.

The thermodynamic properties of

the system should be determined

experimentally. The extent of
deviation from calculated

thermodynamic values for

condensed and vapor phases

should be measured. Appropriate

phase diagrams should be

constructed relating phase

composition, free energy of

formation, and temperature; e.g.,

phase diagrams for the elements in

the ilmenite (Fe-Ti-O) and for the

products of the ilmenite reduction

process (Fe-Ti-O2-H2) for

temperatures between 700 and

1000°C. The vapor phase and

residue should be accurately
analyzed as well.

If the thermodynamic data indicate

an attractive extraction process,
the kinebcs and heat and mass

transfer properties must next be

systematically investigated.

It should be noted that

experimental programs for high-

temperature processes are

extremely difficult and may require

several years' effort.
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Assumingthattheproposed
processhasbeendemonstrated
bysucha bench-scaleprogram
to befeasible,_tisappropriate
beforeproceedingfurtherto do
aneconomicevaluationofthe
process.Operating and capital
costs should be assessed, and

special considerations, such as

mass and energy requirements,

need to be carefully analyzed.

If the process still appears

attractive, then a terrestrial pdot

plant is mandatory. If the process

does not work on Earth, it probably
cannot be made to work on the

Moon. A great deal of consideration

would have to go into designing a

p_lot plant that would yield useful

information regarding a plant at a
nonterrestrial site. Even for the

very s_mplest of processes, it _s

clear that its development for

use on the Moon would require
an intensive research and

development program. If begun

now, the most optimistic program

for an ideal process would probably

take 20-50 years and involve
hundreds of millions of dollars.

Thus, if lunar resources are to be

used in the early 21st century,

there is a clear need to begin a

research and development program

now. It should proceed through the

stages presented in table 13.

TABLE 13. Research and Development Program for a Lunar Metal Recovery Process

Stage Time Personnel Cost Comments

1. Technology 6 months Metallurgical Modest
review spec_ahsts

2. Expenmental 3-5 years Researchers Considerable
research at several

instututions
concurrently

3. P_lot plant 2 years
or more

4. Plant design 2-3 years

R&D engineers Significant

Engmeenng Unknown until
and construction phases 2 and 3
team are completed

5. Hardware 3-5 years Manufactunng Unknown unt;I
construction and construction phase 4 is

personnel completed

6. Plant 1-2 years Engineering Unknown untd
startup and construction phase 4 is

team completed

Although _ron, aluminum, silicon, and
t_tanium should all be evaluated,

pnonty should be gwen to iron,
which _sthermodynamically the
least stable oxide and the metal with

the largest body of known
technology

All of the process technology
developed would be translated
into hardware amenable to
lunar operation.

Hardware could be constructed on
Earth or on the Moon or both.
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A fairamountof speculationon
metalrecoveryprocesseshas
beenmade,butsofarlittleofthe
workcanstanduptoscientific
scrutiny.Tobuilda workable
lunarmaterialsrecoveryplant,the
logicalprogramdescribedmustbe
followed.Sufficientamountsof
capitalandworktimebyqualified
metallurgicalpersonnelmustbe
provided.

Expertsin thefieldsof mineral
scienceandmetallurgymust
contributeto thedevelopment
of therequirednewprocess
technology.Themosteffective
meansof achievingthisobjective
is byjointcooperativeefforts
betweenestablishedmetallurgical
expertsandspecialistsin the
planetarysciences.If thespace
programattemptsto develop
metallurgicalcapabilitiesin-house,
thetimingobjectivesforthenew
technologywillbeimpossibleto
meet.

Applicability of Space

Technology to Terrestrial

Metal Processing

Metallurgical technology on Earth

has developed slowly with a
limited base of trained

technologists and R&D funding.

The research is very difficult

experimentally, complex, and hard

to scale up. Hence, process

development is slow.

It seems obvious that even

a minor R&D effort by the

space program would be a

major contribution to the existing

bodyof knowledge. Although

it is impossible at this time to

judge what metal processing

technologies will be developed for

space in the next 25 years, it is

of interest to use some general

guidelines to speculate, as follows.

Chloride and fluoride systems
offer interesting potential for
metal extraction. Such

processing schemes would

provide a technology base

for a terrestrial metallurgical

breakthrough that would reduce

energy consumption per unit

output. Along with the process

chemistry, the development of

recycling technology could clearly

be advantageous in dealing on

Earth with ever increasing
environmental limitations.

Development of electrochemical,

electrode, or electrolysis

technologies for metal extraction,

refining, or processing could

advance the currently rather

empirical state of the art on Earth
for certain metals.

The development of a computer

interface with metallurgical

process technology would likely

advance the state of metallurgy by

several orders of magnitude and is
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oneofthemostexcitingprospects
forchange.

Metalsproducedbynew
technologyon theMoonwillnot
containthesolutesusually
containedin theircounterpartson
Earth,suchascarbonandsulfurin
steel.Physicalandmechanical
propertiesof a wholenewcadreof
alloyswillbemeasured.The
creationof suchuncontaminated
alloyswilladvancethefieldof
materialssciencesincetheeffect
of impuritiesonpropertiescanbe
zeroed out. Such new alloys may

be used on Earth for unique

applications, now impossible to
fulfill.

And new metallurgical technology

developed to extract metals from
alternate mineral feedstocks could

have strategic and possibly
commercial value on Earth.
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Concrete: Potential Material for
Space Station

T. D. Lin

Introduction

To build a permanent orbiting

space station in the next decade

is NASA's most challenging and

exciting undertaking. The space
station will serve as a center for a

vast number of scientific projects.

Because of high launch costs,

aluminum and fibrous composite

materials, light and strong in

nature, are being considered

for the construction. To my

knowledge, concrete has been

totally neglected in the search for
suitable materials.

In 1981, Construction Technology

Laboratories, a division of the

Portland Cement Association,

initiated a study of the feasibility

of using concrete for structural

components of a space station.

The idea of using concrete in

space may seem absurd to

many scientists and engineers.
Nevertheless, the study shows that

concrete is not only suitable but
also economical for space station
construction.

Concrete

Concrete is basically a mixture of

two components: aggregate and

cement paste. The paste,

composed of Portland cement and

water, binds the aggregate into a
rocklike mass as it hardens. In

general, concrete consists of three

parts aggregate and one part paste

by weight.

Since the invention of Portland

cement in 1824, concrete has been

a widely used construction material

and a popular subject for study by

the engineering community. Using

current concrete technology, a

compressive strength of 6000 psi

[41.4 megapascals (MN/m2)] can

easily be attained with the proper

mix design. Concrete made with

superplasticizer has a strength of

10 000 psi (69 MN/m2), and

treatment of superplasticized

concrete with silica fume (Malhotra

and Carette 1983) raises its strength

to 17 000 psi (117 MN/m2).

Reinforced Concrete

The flexural strength of plain

concrete is generally low, about 1/10

its compressive strength. However,
concrete reinforced with steel rods

has found common use in the

construction of high-rise buildings,
nuclear containment structures, and

pressurized liquid nitrogen tanks.

The strength design method

recommended by the Building Code
Requirements for Reinforced

Concrete (ACI 318-83) assumes that
the concrete takes

up the compressive stresses and
the reinforcing steel takes up the
tensile stresses.

Concrete reinforced with either

steel or glass fibers has greatly

increased flexural strength, strain

energy, and ductility. Test data
reveal that concrete reinforced with

4 percent steel fibers by weight
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possessesnearlytwicetheflexural
strengthof plainconcrete(Hanna
1977).Otherstudiesindicatethat
thesefibersactascrackarresters;
thatis,thefibersrestrictthegrowth
of microcracksinconcrete
(RomualdiandBatson1963).

LunarMaterials

To produce concrete in space,
lunar rocks will make excellent

aggregate. Concrete specimens
made with terrestrial basalt similar

to lunar basalt have been tested

in our laboratories. As expected,

basalt concretes have compressive

strengths of 6000 psi (41.4 MN/m2)

and higher. Moon dust, a

pozzolanic substance similar to

fly ash (a byproduct of coal-fired

power plants producing electricity),
can be used to reduce cement

requirements by as much as

15 percent without degrading

concrete quality (McCrone and

Delly 1973).

Once a lunar base is established

for the extraction of lunar oxygen

(Davis 1983), water produced in

the oxygen extraction process can

be used for making concrete. The

hydrogen needed to extract the

oxygen may itself be extractable
from the lunar soil, where it has

been implanted by the solar wind to

a concentration of 100 ppm (Carter

1985). However, if hydrogen

extraction proves to be

economically infeasible, the

hydrogen can be brought up from
the Earth.

A study of mare basalt and

highland anorthosite (NASA

CP-2031) brought back by the

Apollo 17 astronauts reveals that

it is possible to manufacture on

the Moon both glass fibers

(Subramanian and Austin 1978)

and a cement which is relatively

high in aluminum oxide (Takashima

and Amano 1960) by sintenng lunar
materials in a solar furnace.

Concrete made from this type of

cement is strong but crumbles
when it absorbs moisture. On the

dry Moon, such a cement offers

the advantage without the

disadvantage.

Because of the low gravity and the

lack of an atmosphere on the

Moon, the transport of construction
materials from the lunar surface to

Earth orbit can be accomplished

with tremendous energy savings =n

comparison to shipping them from

the Earth's surface (Chapman

1984).

Mixing and Casting

Concrete would be mixed and cast

in a Space Shuttle external tank

that provides temperature,

pressure, and humidity controls.
Figure 38 shows a conceptual

space concrete plant. Two rockets

at the ends of a tube protruding

from the module spin the system to

provide the desired centrifugal

force (0.5 g). Centrifugal force
makes conventional mixers usable

in a weightless env=ronment.
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Concretematerialswouldbe
pumpedfromstoragebinsthrough
tubestothemixers.Fromthe
intakeposition,themixersturn90°
to anuprightpositionandthen
rotatearoundtheirownaxesto
agitatethemixture.Byrotating
another90° so that the feed

openings face outward, the mixers
allow the fresh concrete to be

discharged into receiving buckets,

from which spiral mass drivers can

pump the wet concrete to the

casting location.

After d_scharging into forms, the
concrete would be consolidated,

using appropriate vibrators, and

finished with large trowels by

human operators, working in the
shirt-sleeve environment. In

terrestrial construction, forms are

generally removed 7 days after

casting. However, a low-gravity

environment will put less stress on

the curing concrete, and therefore

it will be possible to shorten the

7-day requirement to 1 day by

decreasing the spin rate of the

system. Since water will be

expensive to manufacture in space,
condensers can be utilized to

capture the moisture evaporated

during the curing period. As
soon as the concrete has dried

sufficiently, the structure is ready
to be moved out of the module.

The application of slip-forming

techniques will make it possible to

build a continuous cylindrical space

station of any size.

d_5 rpm

Cement/fiber\

Coarse ag!

Mi

Fine aggregate

tank of
Space Shuttle

Water

Receiving
bucket

Moon dust

Slipform

Figure 38

Conceptual Concrete Plant in Space
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Advantages

A concrete space station has the

following advantages.

Large mass: An orbiting

station is charged with

kinetic energy, of which the

velocity is a relative factor
and the mass an absolute

factor. In the event of a

collision, a larger mass

that possesses greater
momentum will always have

the dynamic advantage over
a smaller one. Reinforced

concrete structures have this

advantage over less massive
structures.

Compartmentalization: One

of the strong features of
concrete is that it can be

cast at room temperature
into any monolithic

configuration. A concrete
space structure should be

compartmentalized to

prevent total destruction in

case the station is hit by

something or a fire occurs.

, Concrete strength: In near-

Earth space, temperature

may vary from -200 oF

(-130°C) in the dark to

+ 200 ° F ( + 93 ° C) facing the

Sun (Heppenheimer 1977).

The effect of temperature on

.

material strength _s an

important consideration in

structural design. Some

materials soften when heated,
and others become brittle

when cooled. Figure 39

shows that the strength of
concrete heated to 200°F

(93°C) is practically

unaffected (Abrams 1973).

And the strength of concrete

increases as the temperature

goes below the freezing point.
Figure 40 shows the strength-

temperature relationship for

normal weight maintained at

75-percent relative humidity.

Surprisingly, the strength at

150°F (100°C) is 2-1/2 times

the strength at room

temperature and at 250° F

(160°C) is 2 times that at

room temperature (Monfore

and Lentz 1962). [The

strength of concrete in an

oven-dry condition remains

constant in the temperature

range from -250°F (-160°C)

to +250°F (+120°C).]

Heat resistance: Whereas
aluminum softens at 600°F

(320°C), concrete is thermally

stable up to 1100 oF (600 oC)

(Harmathy 1979). Its low

thermal conductivity and high
specific heat make it an
excellent heat-resistant

construction material.
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.

Radiation shielding: Most

radiation energy will be

converted into heat energy in
the course of attenuation in an

exposed body. A simple fact

explains why concrete is good

for radiation shielding. In

general, a hardened concrete

consists of 95 percent

aggregate and cement and

5 percent water by weight.

In the energy released from a
fission explosion 97 percent

is from gamma rays and

3 percent from fast-flying

neutrons. Both aggregate and
cement-- nonmetallic and

inorganic--are excellent

materials for absorbing

gamma-ray energy, whereas
water is the best substance

for absorbing neutron energy.

Although the percentages for

concrete composition are not

exactly equal to those for

fission energy, they are close

to proportional. Because of

its radiation-shielding property,
concrete is used _n the

construction of nuclear power

plants. Thus concrete would

provide a large margin of

safety against the hazard of

naturally occurring radiation
on the Moon.

Abrasion resistance: In
addition to asteroids and

meteorites, there are

micrometeorites and cosmic

dust traveling in space with a

relative speed of 25 miles/sec

(40 km/sec) (Heide 1964).

These microparticles may
abrade the surface of the

space station because of
the enormous differential

velocities. Concrete

possesses high abrasion

resistance, resistance which

increases proportionally with

concrete strength. The
relative depth of a crater

made by a microparticle is
less in a thick concrete wall

than in a thinner wall made

of another matenal.

. Effect of vacuum: In a

vacuum, the free moisture

in concrete may eventually

evaporate, but not the

chemically bonded water.

Figure 39 shows that the
loss of free moisture, which

generally takes place around

212°F (100°C), has no
adverse effect on concrete

strength.

A shortcoming that a pressurized

concrete structure may have

relates to the airtightness of
concrete. To overcome this

difficulty, an epoxy coating or other

sealant can be applied on the
internal surface of the concrete

structure.
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Conclusion

Reinforced concrete has many
material and structural merits for

the proposed space station. Its

cost-effectiveness depends on the

availability of lunar materials. With

such materials, only 1 percent or
less of the mass of a concrete

space structure would have to be

transported from Earth.
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Lunar Cement

William N. Agosto

With the exception of water, the

major constituents of terrestrial

cements are present at all nine

lunar sites from which samples
have been returned.

Two examples of the most

commonly used cement

formulations (Mindess and

Young 1981) are listed below.

Typical Portland Cement

Major constituents % by wt.

CaO 63

SiO2 22

AI203 6

Fe203 2.5

MgO 2.6
SO3 2.0

K20 0.6

Na20 0.3
99

High Alumina Cement

Major constituents % by wt.

AI203 50
CaO 39

SiO2 6

Fe203 1

MgO 1

SO 3 1
98

All the above oxide constituents

are found in lunar soils, basalts,

and anorthosites except that iron

oxide is in the ferrous form (FeO)
and sulfur occurs as FeS in

basalts and in sparsely scattered

particles of meteoritic metal in the

soil. However, with the exception

of relatively rare cristobalite

(SiO2), these oxides are not

present as individual phases but
are combined in silicates and in

mixed oxides [e.g., ilmenite

(FeTiO3)].

Lime (CaO) is most abundant on

the Moon in the plagioclase

(CaAI2Si208) of highland
anorthosites. The anorthosites

are approximately 90 percent

anorthite containing 20 percent

lime by weight (McKay and

Williams 1979).

It may be possible to enrich the
lime content of anorthite to levels

like those in Portland cement by

pyrolyzing it with lunar-derived

phosphate in a reaction like

Ca3(P04)2 + CaO ° AI203 • 2SIO2
whitlockite anorthite

vacuum solar furnace
P

4CaO * AI203 * 2SIO2 + 2P + 2.5 02

slag (1)
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Ifworkable,reaction(1)increases
limecontentfrom20percentby
weightinanorthiteto 50percentby
weightin theslag. A similar
reactionhasbeenproposedby
EllisM.Gartnerof Construction
TechnologyLaboratories,the
researchgroupofthePortland
CementAssociation.Thatreaction
includescarbonasa reductant
andusesapatiteasthelunar
phosphate.However,reductants
maynotberequiredin thehigh
vacuumof the lunarenvironment.
Bothphosphatereactionsneedto
bethermodynamicallytestedatthe
benchlevel.

Phosphateconsumedin reaction(1)
canberegeneratedbyreactingthe
phosphorusproductwithlunar
augitepyroxenesat elevated
temperaturesina reactionlike

11(Ca.273Mg.273Fe.45)SiO3+2P---,,-
augite

Ca3(P04)2+ 5Fe
whitlockite

+ 8SIO2+ 3MgSIO3
s_hca enstatfte

(2)

Colleagues and I (1980) have

suggested that reaction (2) may be

the process generating phosphate in

certain stony-iron meteorites (the

mesosiderites). In the meteorites,

phosphorus is derived from
meteoritic metal, where it occurs as

a phosphide in an intermetallic

phase. The same phosphide phase

is found in metallic particles of

lunar soil, which are derived from
meteorites. These can be

magnetically beneficiated as a

source of iron, nickel, phosphorus,

and cobalt (Agosto 1981). The
soil metal contains as much as

11.5 percent by weight phosphorus,

with an average of about 1 percent

phosphorus (Goldstein and Axon

1973). Lunar phosphate has also
been found as a minor component

of KREEP (potassium, rare earth

elements, phosphorus) soils and

basalts, notably Apollo 14, at a

maximum of about 1 percent by

weight.

Thus, the lunar soil could provide

both the phosphate needed for

reaction (1) and the reduced

phosphorus needed for reaction (2).

Alternatively, terrestrial phosphate

could be transported to space as a

reagent, with phosphorus losses in

recycling replenished from lunar
sources.

The oxide components for Portland

cement may also be produced from
the sdicate minerals in the abundant

lunar mare pyroxenes [like the

augite used in reaction (2)] by the
vacuum solar pyrolysis used in

reaction (1) but without the need

for a phosphate reagent (Agosto

and King 1983). Sufficient sulfur
for the formulation of cement

might also be derived from the
FeS in soil metal.
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Itmayalsobepossibleto obtain
highaluminalunarcementdirectly
bysolarpyrolysisofanorthite
derivedfromhighlandanorthosites.
Theoxidecomponentsof anorthite
arealumina(AI203),lime(CaO),
andsilica(SiO2).Ina solar
furnace,thesilicawouldvaporize
preferentially,leavinga residue
enrichedin limeandaluminawithin
thecompositionrangeof high
aluminacements(Agostoand
Gadalla1985).
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PART 3--Manufacturing and
Fabrication

Sankar Sastri, Michael B. Duke, and Larry A. Haskin

Introduction

The ability to use nonterrestrial

materials and energy and to utilize

the special properties of space

environments will allow the space

enterprise to grow at an increased
rate. We can envision a self-

sufficient space economy, with
centers of resource extraction and

manufacturing off Earth that provide

sustenance to colonies of people.

However, in the next 25 years, the
infrastructure for using space
resources will concentrate on more

limited goals, those that will have

high leverage on the space

economy.

Four general goals for use of
nonterrestrial resources are

To decrease the cost of

transporting various systems

beyond low Earth orbit (LEO)

by providing propellant or
reaction mass at a reduced

cost

. To reduce or elim=nate the

transportation costs for

systems emplaced on other

planetary surfaces and in

space by using indigenous
materials

. To increase supplies of

energy to Earth orbit and
the Earth

4. To provide previously

unattainable products by

utilizing the special materials

and unique processing

capabilities afforded by space
environments

Several possibilities exist to make

major augmentations to our space

capability by providing access to

materials in space:

Provision of liquid oxygen
can significantly reduce the

need to transport propellant
from Earth to low Earth orbit

and reduce the cost of

transportation to and from
a lunar base.

, Provision of material can

decrease the costs of

insulation and of shielding

against radiation and impact
for satellites in Earth orbit and

human habitats beyond low
Earth orbit.

. Structural material, including

pressurizable volumes, could

be provided for Earth orbit or
lunar bases.

. Byproducts from nonterrestrial

processing systems could

begin to make living in space
easier.
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. Energy collected in space

could be used directly or by

conversion to electricity to

carry out space manufacturing

enterprises.

Space debris could be
recovered and reused or put

to a new use.

This report is deliberately
conservative. Previous studies

(Criswell 1980) have demonstrated

that nearly anything one wants to

make in space can be made from
the raw materials available on the

Moon or on near-Earth asteroids.

We have looked instead at what is

most easily accomplished in the

next 25 years.

The accessibility of material and

energy off the Earth and the

leverage that these nonterrestrial

resources can exert on the space

transportation system are important
influences on the long-term goal of

exploring the solar system. The

next 25 years will provide the

learning experience necessary to

advance that activity more rapidly.
The concept of "bootstrapping"--

using the production capability to
manufacture additional production

equipment and expand production

more rapidly than if all the

production equipment had to be

transported from Earth--can be

tested and the ability to sustain

human settlement beyond Earth
can be demonstrated.

Research on separation of lunar
materials and manufacture of useful

products from them is in its

infancy. Many avenues are left to

be investigated. A few possible

processes and products are
described below.

Products

The least complicated technologies

will not necessarily be the most
cost-effective ones to manufacture

products from nonterrestrial
materials. It is nevertheless

appealing to imagine that early

space manufacture can be done

by simple means. It seems that

simplicity ought to correlate with

economy or at least with probability

of early application. Thus, we have

chosen to explore the oxygen,

metal, and silicate products that

might be obtained from simple
treatment of well-characterized

materials from near-Earth space.

The ground rules of the exercise
are these:

. Starting materials are those

substances found in greatest
abundance at the lunar

sites visited by the Apollo
astronauts. More exotic

lunar ores and water at the

poles are excluded from
consideration. So are all

asteroidal materials, their

exact nature being still
unknown.
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°

Raw materials for

manufacture are materials

in "as found" condition or

materials upgraded or

separated by only the

simplest means.

Products are for use on the

Moon or in orbit, not on
Earth.

The additives, catalysts, and
processing materials that

must be supplied from Earth

will be kept to a minimum.

Oxygen, perhaps extracted
from ilmenite-rich material,

will be an important early

lunar product.

Materials used in space

applications will be those

available and adequate, not

necessarily those traditionally

envisioned or preferred.

.

.

.

10.

11.

The quality of material used

may not match that of similar

material produced on Earth,

and sizes and quantities wdl

be adjusted accordingly.

The complex components that

are necessary will be imported
from Earth.

Steps in manufacture must be

few, easy, and reliable.

Assembly and application of

products must be simple and

rapid and tolerances relatively
loose.

All processes up through

assembly should be

reasonably automated but
tended. Equipment should be

easy for its operators to

repair, optimize to actual

conditions, and adapt to new

feedstocks and applications.
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Lunar soil

- IMetallic Fe/Ni Oxides Silicates

Metalhc

iron Oxygen I Metaloxides

Manufacturing on the Moon

The chart shows various sources and

products utilizing lunar materials. For

some products w_th specml uses, small

amounts of material from Earth may be

needed Conservabon and recychng of

_mported materials will be important m

operational systems, such as hfe support.

[

Hydrogen, Glass, Iron, i SI, AI, Ca Oxygenhelium, s_ntered s_hcon, oxides
/other materials etc.

volat_les

Bars,

wires

Structural

members

Life

support,

propellant

Powder

Ceramics

Bricks,

melts
Ingots Powders Gas,

hquld

Dfe Heat Semi- Cement, Life

support, shields, conductors glass support,

3He fiberglass, propellant

propellants cermets,

composites
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The scenario that could result from

application of these ground rules to

common materials at Apollo sites

is limited but far from stifling. To

make the problem tractable for
this exercise, we have chosen to
constrain our list of materials and

products even more narrowly than

the rules spec#y. Nevertheless,
the examples we treat should
be sufficient to illustrate the

possibilities and the limitations.

The following are designated as

starting materials:

I. Unprocessed lunar regolith

A. Bulk soil

1. Mare-derived; high-iron,

high-silicon, low-aluminum,
low-calcium

2. Highland-derived; low-iron,

high-silicon, high-
aluminum, low-calcium

3. Mixed origin; intermediate-

composition

B. Rocks

1. Mare basalt [CaAI2Si208

(plagioclase) and

(Mg,Fe)SJO3 (low-calcium

pyroxene)]

2. Highland _gneous rocks

a. Anorth_te (primarily

plagioclase)

b. Dunite [primarily

(Mg,Fe)2SiO4 (olivine)]

c. Troctolite (mixtures of

plagloclase and olivine)

d. Norite (mixtures of

plagioclase and low-

calcium pyroxene)

3. Breccias (physical mixtures

of rock, mineral, and glass

fragments)

II. Minimally processed regolith (no

chemical extraction)

A°

B.

C.

D.

E.

Magnetic iron-nickel alloys

plus iron-bearing glassy

"agglutinates" (separated

magnetically)

Ilmenite concentrate, FeTiO3

(separated electrostatically)

Plagioclase concentrate

(separated paramagnetically

or electrostatically)

Residues from separations

of A through C

Volatiles (H2, N2, He) driven

off thermally
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(a)

(c)

1 mm

(b)
1 mm

lmm I

Intermediate Products

Lunar rocks and the regohth constst of
minerals and glasses, which can be
separated by several means. Here, a

variety of lunar materials are shown as
they appear m very thin shoes wewed
with a microscope in transmitted light.

a. Basalt, consisting of intergrown
crystals of plagioclase feldspar (clear),
olivine and pyroxene (dark, transparent),
and dmemte (black, opaque).

b. Nonte, consisting primarily of
plag_oclase feldspar and low-calcium

pyroxene, /n coarse grams.

c. Breccia, showing very free-grained
mater_al enclosing larger rock fragments

d. Orange soil. This ls a pecuhar soil
conststing primardy of beads of orange
glass of basaltic compos_bon, probably
formed in a volcanic fire fountain.

e. Fragments from typical hlghland
regohth. Agglutinates are fused regohth
material, which formed troy gas bubbles
as they melted and were quenched.

f Typical mdlimeter-slze fragments in

mare regohth. At mdhmeter sizes, most
lunar regolith grams are complex,
conslsbng of more than one mmeral. At
smaller s_zes, a h_gher fracbon of the
grams cons/st of only a single mineral.

Mineral separation (beneficiation)
techmques utilize the different properties
of the minerals and glasses to separate
them. The techniques include stze,
magnetic, specific gravity, and

electrostatic separation. M_xed grams
are more difficult to separate by phystcal
means.
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Chemical Processes

a. Ilmenite Reduction

A facility such as thts could use hydrogen
to chemically reduce dmemte (FeTlO3),
thus producing tron metal, titamum
dlox_de, and water. The water _s then
electrolyzed, to split the hydrogen and

oxygen. The hydrogen is recycled to the
reductton process, and the oxygen is

liquefied and stored for use. The oxygen
has use m the transportation system as
propellant, in hfe support systems, and

in other chemical processing, thereby
offsetting the need to _mport it from Earth.

The restdue from the process may have
uses as well. It typically would consist of
an intimate mixture of iron (alloyed with
small amounts of silicon and titanium)
and titamum dioxide (rutile). The metal
can be separated either by melting or

by a chemical process (e.g., carbonyl
processing). The titanium dioxide may
find use as a ceramtc material. The

combined slag from the process may find
use as a structural material through

allowing _t to sinter (compact and harden)
while it cools from h_gh temperature.

Artist: Mark Dowman

b. Carbonyl Processing

Carbonyl processing (the Mond process)
is a well-known procedure for extractmg
nickel from metal by reaction with carbon
monoxlde gas. The metals tn the residue
from the hydrogen reduction of flmemte
could be separated from one another and
from the ruble by the carbonyl process.
Or the process could be apphed to
meteorites found in the lunar regohth to
separate the mckel and iron in them. In
addition, as depicted in the illustration, the

gaseous carbonyl can be used to directly
deposit metal coabngs or even metal
oblects.

Courtesy of Vaporform Products; taken

from Meinel 1985, p. 157.

To recovery
system

" owmeter

T,.hfjerm ally= con,d uctive _] X Vaporizer U

[_ .................. _] Inksulat,ng barrier

............... _ to isolate Nickel carbonyl
top from bottom solution
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,4-
Oxygen
hquefaction
and storage

|
I
I

___ -- _-.

Slag_ J Heater

Magma electrolys_s cell

Nuclear or solar

power supply

c. Electrolysis

S/hcate electrolysis is s_mflar m concept
to the simple electrolysis cell used to
dissociate water into hydrogen and
oxygen. Instead of water, molten silicate
forms the solution which conducts
electrons from the cathode to the anode.

As those electrons are transferred, the
iron m the silicate/s reduced to metal

and oxygen _s released. Recent studies
(Dndstrom and Haskm 1979) have shown
that some t_tamum and silicon can also be
reduced to metal m this manner. The
electrodes are the critical element of the

electrolysis cell If they become corroded
or damaged, the cell will cease to
funcbon If the rate of deterioration _s

high and new electrodes need to be
brought from Earth regularly, part of the
benefit of using the indigenous matenals
/s lost.

From Lewis, Jones, and Farrand 1988,
p. 116.

d. Solar Furnace

It/s possible to separate some elements

from molten materials simply on the basis
of their volatflW. Solar concentrators,
such as this one m Odeillo, France, can

achieve temperatures hlgher than
3500°C. If typical lunar rocks are heated

to the vicinity of 2000°C. first sodsum and
potassium evaporate, then silicon and
tron, leawng primarily a mixture of
calctum, alummum, magnesium, and
titanium. Some reduction to metal may
occur. The resulting residue may be quite
similar to compounds used m Portland
cements on Earth.

Photo: Elbert A. King
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III. Maximally processed regolith

(chemical extraction)

A. Elemental oxygen (product of

reduction of lunar material)

B. Residues from oxygen

smelting (e.g., from
the ilmenite reduction

process): rutile (TiO2),
elemental iron, silicate

impurities, all intimately
mixed

C. Products from carbonyl

processing of metal
concentrates

1. High purity iron metal

2. High purity nickel metal

3. Rutile plus silicate

impurities

D. Products of electrolysis of
basalt

1. Iron metal, with perhaps up

to 2 percent manganese
and chromium

2. Iron metal with several

percent titanium
3. Iron metal with several

percent silicon

E. Products from solar furnace

evaporation of silicates
1. Calcium aluminate cement

2. Metals, including iron and
silicon
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Indigenousconditionsassumedare
vacuum,sunlight,lowgravityon
theMoon,andmicrogravityinnear-
Earthspace.Toolsandfacilities
thatshouldbeavailableinclude
solarfurnacesandelectricalpower
atmegawattlevels.

smallquantitiescouldgreatly
improvethecaliberof these
productsareidentified.Gases,
suchasoxygen,hydrogen,carbon
dioxide,andhelium,areusefulas
generatedanddonotrequire
furtherprocessing.

Fromthissetof startingmaterials
andfacilities,thefollowingclasses
of productsarepossible.These
areevaluatedwithrespectto
propertiesattainablewithoutfurther
changeorpurification.Additional
equipmentneededto producethe
productsfromthestartingmaterials
is identified.Also,additivesthatin

I. Metal-based

A.Extrudedproducts-beams,
rods,wires

B.Castproducts--beams,rods,
containers

C.Rolledparts--plates,foils,
beams

Structural Framework

There is not sufficient space here to describe the 23 different

redundant elements, of a tetrahedral, frame_.from the connectors, the

tubular columns, the beams,\.thef/loorand wall panels, to the special
• / . \ / \

electrical and mechanical systems, but all contribute to allow the

platform to be programmed by-computers and p,lacedon a partlcular
i .I o oi "-. ,

site. There are almos_tlunllmlteduses.for i_ on earth but eventually
• " I" "_ \

we w111 be on theiMoon. I

__..t\'_ ii Future _'_?\ _ I Ic°sahedral
I structure

\ _ (phase II)/
\ _ I .-

\ _. I f /

Dirt deck - open frame w_th solar collectors
"_ "_"q / F 10'-0" _+ regohth protect,ve cover-

/_'. Cosmic ray Insulation space., (lunar d,rt fill) _ " .//_ ,-:'".J Pressur,zed, _.] -
_'k Laboratory and mechan,cal equ,pment_k | -.-_-_ _ temperature-controlled . I o

_, _ -J dwelling un,t s _
\ Storage area/Z Transportation system- _ i _ _, "._ .." -..-.',

............
pc*e, _ I / ____'_ \1 //Elevator-, _ \_ _./':.. \ I /L°na'\ I /._--'_1/_ '

,._ . -- -11".'I_!
Longitudinal section T1 Elevation

/

The basic structural framework for

buildings can be produced from lunar

metals. Structural members and the

httings required to loin them together

might be formed by extruding lunar _ron or

iron alloys. In this manner, extenswe

structures, both pressurized and

unpressunzed, m_ght be built.

From Mangan 1988, p. 380.

The Expandable Platform on the Moon
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II. Silicate-based

A. Glasses--fibers, rods, light

pipes, beams, bricks,

coatings, sheets

B. Ceramics, cermets*--

containers, bricks, pipes

C. Composites--cement,

concrete

D. Sintered silicates--bricks,

plates

Bricks

_ Shaped_'._. f- stabs

""Lu:_fin e'_s Molten/cast,ng/

;iPannting/extrus,on "".-_.._
F_berglass,

Lunar Shelter Construction

The materials on the lunar surface

originally formed at high temperature. By
again sublectmg them to high temperature

and thus reconstituting them, we can
create a variety of glass and ceramlc
products. Such products might be used
in construction of buddings, roadways, or
rocket landing pads. Construction
materials derived from lunar regohth could
be used m combmabon with excavabons

of the subsurface to expand habitable
volume.

1

Glass mats

Crevice

Artificial

cavern

Natural=- cavern

Surface
excavation

*A cermet [cer amac + met al] is a strong alloy of a heat-resistant compound (as tatanlum
carbide) and a metal (as n_ckel) used especially for turbine blades. Also called a ceramal.
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Iron and Alloys of Iron
Sankar Sastri

All lunar soil contains iron in the

metallic form, mostly as an iron-

nickel alloy in concentrations of a

few tenths of 1 percent (Nozette

1983). See figure 1. Some of this
free iron can easily be separated

by magnetic means (Shedlovsky

et al. 1970; Goldstein, Axon,

and Yen 1972). It _s estimated

that the magnetic separation of
100 000 tons of lunar soil would

yield 150-200 tons of iron.

Agglutinates (glass-bonded
aggregates of soil fragments)
contain metallic iron which could

be extracted by melting and made

into powder-metallurgy products

(Romig and Goldstein 1976,
Criswell 1981). However,

agglutinate metal is so finely

dispersed that it may be difficult

or impossible to separate.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1

Iron in Lunar Soil

Many of the highly recrystalhzed breccias

from Apollo 14 contain vugs with well-

developed crystals that extend from the

vug walls and bridge open spaces. Many

of the larger vugs contain metallic crystals

of iron or nickel-iron.

a, This photograph taken w_th a

scanmng electron microscope (SEM)

shows a euhedral iron crystal. The

tetrahexahedron has an ax_s of four-fold

symmetry prolectlng toward the upper

right of the photograph, The crystal

contains no detectable nickel (less than

1 percent).

b. This SEM photograph shows a nickel-

iron crystal that contains about 12 percent

nickel. Because the tetrahexahedron was

photographed along an axis of three-fold

symmetry, it appears to be hexagonal.

The crystal _s partm/ly covered with a

coating of iron sulhde, presumably trodlte

The rough texture of the mckel-_ron crystal

may have been caused by a former

coabng of trOlhte

c. The crystal habit of such n_ckel-lron

particles commonly is not obvious. Only at

magn_hcattons above IO00X can crystal

face development be observed. The near

spheroidal shape of this particle _s typical

of those photographed with the scanning

electron microscope. This nickel-iron

crystal contains about 4 percent nickel.

These crystals are thought to have been

deposited from a hot vapor during the

coohng of the large electa blanket from

the Impact that formed the Imbrlan Basin

on the Moon. Such a process _s only one

source of the metallic fragments/n the

lunar soil. Other iron-mckel fragments are

pieces of meteorites that have crashed

into the Moon

Photographs and their interpretabon taken

from McKay et al 1972, pp 745-746
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Thebasaltsin thelunarmaria
containupto 17percent
chemicallycombinediron,
primarilyin ilmenite,olivine,and
pyroxene.Andilmenite(FeTiO3)
concentrationsin lunarsoilare
of fairlyhighgradecomparedto
depositsonEarth.A varietyof
extractionschemeshavebeen
proposedfor recoveringmetallic
ironfromthesesilicatesand
oxides:electrolysisof moltenlava
(LindstromandHaskin 1979), a

carbochlorination process (Rao et

al. 1979), solar furnace evaporation

(King 1982), a carbonyl process

(Meinel 1985), a hydrofluoric acid

leach process (Waldron 1985), and

hydrogen reduction of ilmenite

(Williams 1985). Even though

considerable work Js needed

to evaluate and test these

processes for feasibility in a lunar
enwronment, the abundance

of iron and its relative ease of

separation suggest that metallic

_ron and its binary alloys may find

wide application in large-scale

space operations.

Characteristics and

Potential Uses

Table 1 provides a list of the

characteristics and potential uses

of the pure iron and iron alloys

which might be readily produced
from lunar materials.

Casting Iron Parts

Iron parts are cast on Earth by pounng
liquid metal into molds. Many intricate
parts that would be difftcult to machine
can be made in this manner. The lunar
equivalent could use iron or iron alloy
produced as a byproduct of oxygen
extraction and poured into "sand"
molds made from lunar soil.

Courtesy of the Assoc_atton of Iron and
Steel Engineers, reprinted from The
Mak=ng,Shaping and Treating of Steel,
l Othed., fig. 40-6
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TABLE 1. Apphcations of Iron and Alloys of Iron

Name Composition Characteristics Uses

Ingot iron

Iron

whiskers

Iron powder

Carbonyl

iron powder

Iron-silicon

alloy

Iron-nickel

alloys

Iron-

titanium

alloys

Iron-

manganese
alloys

High-purity
iron

Pure iron

(industrial

grade)

Single-

crystal pure
iron fibers

Free of carbon

and sulfur

Fe and Si

form a solid

solution up
to 4.5% Si

Fe and Ni

form a

continuous
series of sohd

solutions

Fe and Ti

form a eutectic

solution

A range of

Fe-Mn alloys

are possible

Ultra-pure

Ultimate tensile strength (UTS)

290-331 megapascals (MN/m2)

or 42-48 x 103 psi

Elongation (el) 22-28%

0.00004-m. diameter

UTS as high as 3448 MN/m 2

(500 x 103 psi)

10- to 40-m_cron powder

UTS 193-275 MN/m 2

(28-40 x 103 psi)
el 30-40%

UTS 345-414 MN/m 2

(50-60 x 103 psi)
el 8-22%

For 47-55% Ni, UTS 483-621 MN/m 2

(70-90 x 103 psi) and el 30-50%
NJ increases UTS

w_thout loss of ductthty

Ti increases hardness and

strength

For 1% Mn, UTS 414 MN/m 2

(60 x 103 psi) and el 40%

Mn increases strength, hardness,
and hardenabahty

Extremely difficult to produce on
Earth

High corrosion resistance

Can produce high-strength, defect-free

single-crystal or directionally solidified

parts

Structures, beams, plates

Structures

Electronics parts

Propellants,

Small powder-metallurgy
parts --mechanical,

electrical, and magnetic

Propellants

Powder-metallurgy parts

Coatings for containers, walls

Structures, beams,

Motor transformer parts

Structures

Containers

Structures

Containers

Structures, beams

Pressure vessels

Solar mirrors
Sheets

Containers
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The simple alloys descnbed in

table 1 may be relatively

straightforward products of lunar

metallurgy. Little is known,

however, of the composition of

the metal phase that forms directly

from each of the processes
described above. Process

technology needs to be defined

to establish the feasibility of

providing the alloys.

Processes for Working
Iron

A list of terrestrial manufacturing

processes that might be used

on iron and iron alloys in a

nonterrestrial facility is shown in

table 2. Criswell (1980) evaluated

200 manufacturing techniques and
found more than 40 of them

appropriate for a near-term,

evolutionary space manufacturing

facility. We consider all of the

processes given in table 2 to be
plausible for early application;

however, when evaluated using

the ground rules of our exercise,

the processes that I discuss after

the table appear to be the most
feasible.

Casting

Casting, one of the oldest
processes in the world, involves

pouring liquid metal into a mold

and allowing it to solidify in that

shape (fig. 2). The casting

process has to be modified for

application in free space because

gravity is so limited. Casting at a

lunar facility in 1/6 gravity should

be straightforward; however,

mold construction techniques

require study, particularly if

indigenous materials are to be
used for the molds.

TABLE 2. Terrestrial Manufacturing Processes

That Might Be Used on Lunar Iron

Casting Powder Hot working
metallurgy and cold

working

Joining

Sand casting Compaction Forging
Shellmolding and sintering Rolling
Die casting Hot isostatJc Extrusion
Investment casting pressing Wire drawing

Permanent molding MachMning
Centrifugal casting

Welding
Brazing
Soldenng
Fastening
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Figure 2

Casting of Metal Ingots

Refined steel _s poured from a refractory-

lined ladle into molds of the desired size.

The casbng operation depicted is a

continuous process, where large

quantities of metal are being produced.

A lunar operatton would be on a much

smaller scale and could produce

castings that are d_rectly usable, as well

as the starting materials for rolled or

extruded products. The ingot molds

would be maintained at elevated

temperature, wa_ting transfer to a rolhng

facility, in which they would be formed

into bars or sheets.

Courtesy of the Association of Iron and

Steel Engineers, repnnted from The

Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel,

lOth ed., fig. 20-2.
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Powder Metallurgy

Powder metallurgy consists of

compacting fine metallic powder

into a desired shape and sintering

the shape (fig. 3). Lubricants may

be required to separate pressed

parts from the die. The absence

of atmosphere in space prevents
the formation of oxides or other

contaminating layers on the

powders and thus may promote the

formation of high quality parts.

Figure 3

Powder Metallurgy

An alternabve process for forming obleCts

of metal is to compress and heat a metal

powder m a mold. Iron powder denved
from the metal m lunar soil or from

byproducts of oxygen extraction may be

molded in this manner for small

manufactured items.

Here we see three ways/n whtch the

techmque might be used. A metal powder

[1! and a binder powder [2] are formed

into a "clay" and extruded [3]. This clay is

then used to create solid forms in a mold

[4a], to shape intricate internal structures

by molding metal powder around a

meltable form [4b], or to make complex

shapes [4c], which are then heated [5].

Similar techmques could be used for

ceramics.

Taken from Criswell 1981, p. 397

___ sohd form._s

r_ Binder
recovery

-_ [ Metal "_
powder

_ f Robo-

_ packerMelt . /"-----"71 Robo- ,_

Internal
channels

shapes

,---,. 141 _ M,d

_ I__._1 heat

Oo eC 
_-] High heat-- WeldSmter

Fuse (dense products)

Finished

_ product
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Rolling

Rolling consists of passing a metal
between two rolls which revolve in

opposite directions, thereby

decreasing the cross sectional

area and increasing the length of
the feedstock (fig. 4). Larger

ingots are rolled into blooms

having a cross section of more

than 6 inches and finally into

shapes such as plates, bars, rods,

[-beams, and angles (fig. 5).

Rolling should be readily

adaptable to the space
environment, as it does not

depend on gravitational forces.

,o

sll
/,

I
,F,,,, i--\

Or1

wld_

Contact

area

MEE'M' represents orginal section
of metal deformed during rolhng
to form section BDD'B'. The volumes
of the two sections are equal

Rolled width - original width = spread

Figure 4

Rolling Steel

Hot stee/ m a p/astic state can be roiled

into a variety of products. Various types

of ro/hng m_//s have been designed,

depending on the type and properties of

the desired product. Typically, an ingot of

steel w_ll pass through a series of rolls

that gradually shape the steel. Th_s

diagram shows the basic principle.

Courtesy of the Association of Iron and

Steel Engineers, reprinted from The

Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel,

l Oth ed., fig. 22-9.
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Figure 5

Shaping Bars

Rolling mills can produce a variety of

shapes. Here, the rolled bar passes

through several shaping steps on its way

to becoming an H-bar.

Courtesy of the Assocmbon of Iron and

Steel Engineers, reprinted from The

Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel,

l Oth ed., fig. 23-3.

Blooming rolls No I edging rolls Roughing honzontal

Step 1 Step 2 and vertical rolls

Step 3

Intermediate horizontal No 2 edging rolls Finishing horizontal

and verhcal rolls Step 5 and vertacal rolls

Step 4 Step 6

Honzontal rolls
Works on web and Edging rolls

flange thickness Works on flange

Step 4 height only
Horizontal rolls \ Step 5

Ed _n r Works on web and\ /
g u2 0 I_s tlange th,ckness "k_. ._J

_Ve°;ht onl; .... u_ Step 3 ,,1__ ..... [_ ....

Step 2 \ '

Two-high reversing

blooming mill

Step I

Verhcal rolls

Roughing stand Works on flange

thickness only

Step 4

Hot saw

%
_ohot bed _

J

FJmshlng stands
Honz & vertical rolls

One pass only
Step 6
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Extrusion

Extrusion is essentially a hot

working operation where a metal is

extruded through a die or orifice
that controls the cross sectional

shape (fig. 6). Some common

extruded shapes are rods, tubing,
and window frames. Extrusion

should be easily adapted to space

operation.

(a)

Bell-angle or radius

, Entering angle

Approach angle

Bearing

Back relief angle

(b)

Figure 6

tt1_r e

a. Die for Wire Pulling

b. Arrangement of Wires in a Cable

When bar stock has been produced, one

of the further fabncabon processes is the

pulhng of w_re. In th_s process, a heated

bar rs pulled through a d_e, reducing rts

cross-secbonal area by 10-45 percent.

Several successwely smaller clies may

be necessary to produce w_re of the

appropriate d_ameter. W_res have a

variety of uses. Two pnnclpal ones at a

lunar base may be m cables used to

prestress concrete structures and as

supporting cables for structures.

Courtesy of the Assoc_abon of Iron and

Steel Engineers, repnnted from The

Making, Shaping and TreatIng of Steel,

lOth ed., ftgs. 31-13 & 31-14, and 9th ed,

fig. 30-43.
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Cold Welding

Cold welding consists of joining two

flat, clean surfaces of a metal by

contact and application of pressure.

Cold welding works by joining the
surfaces at the molecular level.

In space and on the Moon, where

oxide layer formation is retarded

(if not eliminated), cold welding

has high potential. In particular,

using ceramic rollers to cold roll
ultra-pure metals may result in a

low-cost way of cold welding.
On the other hand, extreme care

has to be exercised to keep the

surfaces of high-purity metals

separate so that undesired cold

welding does not take place

spontaneously.

Vapor Deposition

Vapor deposition involves allowing
vapors of a metal to contact a
surface in a closed chamber.

On the surface metal layers build

up atom by atom. The presence

of vacuum makes this process

a viable one in a space

manufacturing facility. It is

particularly suitable for applying

thin coatings, such as making
highly reflective mirrors.

Although these procedures are

plausible for space manufacturing,

all are in need of testing and

demonstration to ensure that they

can be used with typical
nonterrestrial metals.
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Glass and Ceramics

Larry A. Haskin

A variety of glasses and ceramics

can be produced from bulk lunar

materials or from separated

components. Many glassy
materials have been described in

previous studies (Mackenzie and

Claridge 1979, Criswell 1980).

They include sintered (heated and

pressed) regolith, quenched molten

basalt, and transparent glass

formed from fused plagioclase. No
research has been carried out on

lunar material or close simulants,

so properties are not known in

detail; however, common glass

technologies such as molding and

spinning seem feasible (fig. 7).

Uses of glass include structural

applications (bricks, slabs, beams,

windows) and specialty applications

(fiber strengtheners, insulation,

heat shields, cables, light pipes).

See figures 8 and 9.

Empty mold Loaded mold

(a) Block mold

Empty mold

(b) Split mold

Empty mold

(c) Font mold

Loaded mold

Loaded mold

Finished

Glass pressed piece

Glass pressed piece

Glass presseo

Untrimmed Finished

p=ece p_ece

Figure 7

Glass Forming

The material on the lunar surface has

a high slhcate content. Some of

these s_licate matermls could be the

constituents of transparent glasses, which

could have a vartety of uses at a lunar

base. Various processes are available

for fabricating objects from glass. Here,

molds are used for glass pressing. The

liquid glass is poured into the mold,

which is compressed. When the glass

has cooled, the object is extracted from

the mold.

From Shand 1958, p. 164.
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Ftgure 8

Glass Drawing

When silicate glasses are melted, they

are wscous and thus can readily be

drawn by spec#al machines into fibers

or rods or tubes. Glass fiber texbles

and mats, which are commonly used

terrestrially as thermal and electrical

insulators, could be used as

construction materials _n a space

fac#lity.

From Shand 1958, p. 385

Glass

marbles

Marbles
remelted

Continuous
Maments

tube _k

Figure 9

Fiberglass

Another product that could be formed

from lunar soil is fiberglass, which

m_ght f#nd use as a structural material,

perhaps combined w#th orgamc or

metalhc materials. On Earth, fiberglass

tanks are commonly used for storage of

fluids, such as in standard water

heaters.

From Shand 1958, p. 384.

_ Remelted _n electric furnace

Platinum sieve-like bushings

__1 £_1_#._l'_ High-pressure steam jets attenuate

-1 i" I7_1_11"[,_ moltenstreamslnto fine fibers

_._!)},_",t,'._l/ / _
_L_ll_L,., .. .I._.< <_ __ :-t!L-___

Fibers laid in thin #
web-like mat on Binder
conveyor belt apphed
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Amongthehigh-leverageuses
offusedsilicatematerialsin
theproposedutilizationof
nonterrestrialresourcesarethe
fabricationof heatshieldsfor
orbitaltransfervehiclestraveling
fromtheMoonto Earthandthe
useof sinteredormeltedand
sand-castsoilfor structuralsupport
inunpressurizedlunarshelters.
Theworkof Blacic(1985)indicates
thatlunarglassesmadeunder
theanhydrous,hard-vacuum
conditionsontheMooncouldhave
veryhighstrengthsandthusbe
quiteapplicableto structuresin
space.Prestressedbeamsmade
withsinteredbricks,using
fiberglassor ironbarsastendons,
mayfindearlyapplicationas
structuralmembers.

CeramicslikethoseusedonEarth
couldbeproducedbychemical
processingof rawlunarmater_al;
forexample,fracbonalvolatilization
of plagioclasecouldleadto melts
forceramicapplications.The
recombinationof plagioclase
withtheresidueofthe ilmenite
reductionprocess(metalliciron
andtitaniumdioxide)couldyield
cermetswithinterestingproperties.
Ceramicsmightfindusessimilarto
thoseof glasses.

Alternativemeansof preparing
glassesandceramicsappearto
bedirectheatingusingsolar
concentrators(HoandSobon
1979),electricalresistiveheating,

andmicrowaveheating.Directuse
of wasteheatfromnuclear
reactorsusedinspaceoron the
Moonmayalsobepracticalbut
mightrequirecomplexheat
exchangers,heatpipes,andother
devicesforthermalcontrol.The
microwaveheatingconceptis
describedinmoredetailin thefirst
appendixtothispart. Itoffersan
efficientmeansofconverting
electricalenergyintoheat,
deliveredlocallyandinacontrolled
mannerto thetargetto beheated.
Additionalworkis necessaryto
defineoptimumthermalprocessing
systemsforglassandceramic
productsandthepropertiesofthe
heatedlunarmaterial.It willbe
desirableto haveaccessto good
simulantsof lunarregolithor
increasedquanbtiesof reallunar
soiltofurthersuchnecessary
research.

Theproductionof morecomplex
ceramics,composites,andeven
semiconductorsmayprove
desirableat somepointduringthe
developmentof a lunarbase.
Althoughperhapsnotwithinthe
scopeofmosteasilyobtainable
materials,semiconductors
producedfromlunarmaterials
couldhavea majoreffecton
themeansof producingelectricity
ontheMoon.S_hcon-based
photovoltaicdevicescouldbe
constructedusingsiliconreduced
fromsilicateminerals,coveredwith
thinglasslayersmadefromsilicon
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dioxide,supportedby iron,
aluminum,orglassstructures,and
suppliedwithironwiresto conduct
currents.Lunarilmenitehas
interestingsemiconductor
properties(seefig. 10)andmight
beusableinconvertingsunlightto
electricity.Thepreparationof
photovoltaicdevicesisnowwell
knownonEarth;however,adapting
theseprocessesto a lunar
environmentwouldbequite
challenging.

Figure 10

Semiconductors

Lunar ilmemte is a natural semtconductor.

Here, a "boule" of ilmenite of lunar

composition has been fabricated tn a

furnace as a single crystal. Cut into

thin wafers, provided w_th electrical

leads, and exposed to the Sun, th_s

semiconductor would cause an electrlcal

current to flow. Although rather low in _ts

efhc_ency of converting light to electricity,

_lmenite is so abundant on the Moon

that _t may be an attractive alternative to

photovoltaic devices brought from Earth.

Courtesy of R. K. Pandey, Electronic

Materials Laboratory, Texas A&M

University, College Statton, TX
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Cement and Concrete

Gene Corley and Larry A. Haskin

The most commonly used
construction material on Earth is

concrete made with Portland

cement. Three quarters or more of

the mass of concrete is aggregate,

usually sand and gravel. Portland

cement, made by sintering

limestone, iron ore, and clay, has

as its principal constituents

anhydrous calcium silicates and

aluminates whose typical

compositions are 3CaO'SiO2,

2CaO. SiO2, 3CaO "AI203, and

4CaO-AI203. Fe203. The first

three are essential to good

concrete strength. In addition,
cured concrete contains about

5 percent (by weight) water, a

result of the hydration reactions
that bind the Portland cement

component around the aggregate.

The principal constituent of

concrete-- aggregate--is abundant
on the lunar surface. Lunar mare

basalt is similar to terrestrial basalt,
which has been used to make

Raw
feed

/
Separator

concrete with high compressive

strength.

To produce lunar cement, high-

temperature processing will be

required (see fig. 11). It may be

possible to make calcium-rich
silicate and aluminate for cement

by solar heating of lunar pyroxene

and feldspar, or chemical treatment

may be required to enrich the
calcium and aluminum in lunar soil.

The effects of magnesium and

ferrous iron present in the starting

materials and products would need
to be evaluated. So would the

problems of grinding to produce

cement, mixing, forming in vacuo

and low gravity, and minimizing
water loss.

The need for water, a substance
not known to exist on the Moon

[but oxygen is an element in most

lunar compounds and see Carter

(1985) for the abundance of
hydrogen in the lunar soil],

Waste
Shadow
for quench Slag cement

Frgure 11

Slag Cement Production Facility

Cement for the concrete might be made

by heating lunar anorthlbc feldspar to

drive off the more volatile components

and concentrate fts calcium and

aluminum oxides. It seems posslble to

make a usable cement on the lunar

surface by relatively simple means.

Feedstock separated from lunar so_l

would be melted in a solar furnace and

then quenched in shadow to form a

reactive glassy product. When th_s

product is mixed with water and allowed

to react and dry, _t should make a

coherent cement suitable for many

structures at a lunar base
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appearsto bethemostserious
deterrentto extensiveuseof
concreteinspace.Nevertheless,
theconvenienceof usingconcrete
inspaceconstructionhasgreat
potentialandsuchusemeritsclose
attention.Watermaynotalways
beasscarcea commodityas it is
now(seefig. 12),and,for some

applications,concretemightprove
cost-effectiveevenif waterhadto
be furnished.Thispossibility
becomesmorerealisticif lunar
oxygenismadeavailablesothat
onlyhydrogenhasto be imported.
Thehydrogencontentof cured
concretecanbeaslowas
0.5percent(byweight).

Figure 12

Water on the Moon

Although scarce on the Moon as

compared to on Earth, there is enough

hydrogen in lunar material to provide

about 1 kJIogram of water per cubic meter

of lunar soil. This water, in turn, could be

used to make about 20 t_lograms of

concrete. The hydrogen could be

extracted by solar heabng of the finer

grained fraction of the lunar regohth, then

reacted with ilmemte to form water (and
leave an iron-rich residue).
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A possibleproductof interest
mightbeconcretebeams
reinforcedwithglassfibers. If
importedhydrogencouldbeused
withperfectefficiency,each
metrictoncouldyield6 kilometers
of beamswitha crosssectionof
10by10centimeters.Thesame
amountof hydrogencouldyield
a wall10centimetersthick,
3 metershigh,and24meters

long. Thus,wherebulkplus
reasonablestrengthis required
orwherecomplexshapesare
needed,concretemaybea
plausiblematerialto use. See
figure13.

A morecompletediscussionof
concrete'spropertiesandpotential
usesis foundin thesecond
appendixto thispart.

Figure 13

Concrete Structure

Concrete can be made from rocks, sand,

cement, and water. The rocks and sand

are readily available on the lunar surface.

Cement could be made from lunar sod,

although considerable processing would

be required to produce the right

composition. Even the hydrogen for the

water might be found in the lunar sod

The facdlly shown here, which could

house 300 people, would require about

36 metric tons of hydrogen, to be brought

from Earth. All other consbtuents of the

concrete would be lunar. If the same

36 metric tons were brought from Earth

in the form of space stabon modules, the

assembled structure would provide space

for only 8-10 people.
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Application of Manufactured Products

Sankar Sastri and Michael B. Duke

As table 3 shows, a w_de range of

useful products can, in principle, be

manufactured from the following
materials:

1. Lunar regolith or basalt

2. Regolith or rock beneficiated
to concentrate plagioclase or
other minerals

, Iron, extracted from lunar

soil or rocks by various
means

4. Naturally occurring or easily
obtained materials that have

cementitious properties

5. Byproducts of the above

products

TABLE 3. Products Derived From Lunar Materials

Sintered Glass and

regolith ceramics

Cement Metal

(a) Basic construction materials and their sources

Beams

Plates, sheets

Transparent
plates
(windows)

Bricks, blocks

Pipes, tubes

Low-density
materials
(foams)

Fiber, wires,
cables

Foils,
reflectwe

coatings

Hermetic
seals

(coatings)

Formed objects

X X X

X X X

X

X X X

- X X

X

X X X

X
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TABLE3 (concluded).

Sintered Glass and Cement

regolith ceramics

(b) Applications and their parts, listed under their source materials

Aerobraking Low-density
heat shields thermal

protection
material

Pressurized Radiation Windows,
habitats protection, seals

insulation

Internal
structural
plates
(floors),
beams

Photovoltaic Semiconductors
arrays

Metal

Structural
beams

Pressure
vessels,
tanks

Foundation Support
str uct ure structu re,

wires

Agricultural Radiation Windows, Structure, Tanks,
systems protection, seals, low- machine

insulation high-pressure pressure parts,
pipes pipes wires

In addition to oxygen, which can be

obtained by several processes,

either from unbeneficiated regolith

or by reduction of concentrated
ilmenite, these materials make the

simplest requirements of the lunar

resource extraction system. A

thorough analysis of the impact of

these simplest products on the

economics of space operations

is not possible at this point.

Research is necessary both to

define optimum techniques and

adapt them to space and to

determine the probable market

for the products so that the priority'

of various processes can be
assessed.

However, as figures 14-17 show,

we can envision simple to quite

complex construction projects on

the lunar surface even in the early

stages of lunar operation. And the

growth of an industry to make lunar

products for use off the Moon is a

possibility, though a more distant
one.
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Figure 14

Aerobraking Heat Shields

When spacecraft, such as the Space

Shuttle, enter the atmosphere of a planet

at high velocity, the frictional heat must

be dissipated and the interior of the

spacecraft protected from h_gh

temperature. The thermal protection

system of the Space Shuttle consists of

reusable glass tiles, made out of silicon

dioxlde, which have very low thermal

conductivity and remove the heat by

radiation, conduction, and convecbon in

the atmosphere. In contrast, the Apollo

heat shield was an ablatable structure,

the exterior of which melted and was

sloughed off as the spacecraft reentered.

The principal components of these heat

shields are a supporting structure and the

thermal protection mater_al ttself. If lunar

material can be used to make heat shields

(either reusable or ablatable), the cost of

transporting such shields to the Moon can

be avoided This could s_gnihcantly

reduce the cost of transporting lunar

products to Earth.

Artist: Doug McLeod
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1. Inflated arch support form

2. Interlocking, molded regolith arch
components laid over inflated form

°o°.O°° °'°.._..

oO°." "%,..

..'" _ %

3. Regolith pushed over arch,

pneumahc support form removed,
area underneath excavated where

required by clragline scoop, and

pressunzed enclosures erected

Figure 15

Pressurized Habitats

The ability to construct hermetically
sealed habitats from lunar materials

could lead to rapid expansion of lunar
capabilibes. This illustration shows the
construcbon of a dome-shaped structure
using 2-meter-thick smtered regohth
blocks, which serve as radtabon

shielding. (Each block has a mass that
would weigh 15 metric tons on Earth,
2-1/2 metric tons on the Moon.) This
structure would require an alrbght seal,
which might be prowded by the
applicabon of a melted silicate glaze.
Alternatively, hghtwelght orgamc seals
could be brought from Earth. Internal
structure-- floors, walls, beams- could be
made from metal, glass, or concrete.

Taken from Land 1985, p. 368

4. Alternatwe pressurized enclosure

using hermetic membrane applied
to _nner surface of shield

, __...
• -...

#o omOoeo. °'4"H ° I °" * _ o°,,.,,._,o o °._°oO ..... °°O-.ooo° o.° °oO°°°o°° o°°°°°°°° ..... °°o°

_.° .,.," ° ° _.o,.. ...°°_ ° ° °o°°°°° o°°°°°'° ""..%.

5. Interconnected arch shields w_th

range of pressurized enclosures
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Figure 16

Lunar Photovoltaic Farms

A combination of items manufactured

on the Moon might be used to produce
a/unar power system. Photovo/talc
semlconductor materials are deposited

on prepared ndges in the lunar soil.
Iron wires will carry the electncfly to
mtcrowave transmttters. Microwave

reflectors consisting of lunar
ceramic and iron wires can beam
the microwaves to space, even all

the way to Earth. Thus, a relatlvely
small lunar processing facdlty can

rapidly develop substantial quantibes
of electricity using primanly indigenous
materials.
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Sintered regolith blocks

bound by prestressed
iron w_re cables

H-bar structural members

Unpressurized canopy

C

Irrigation system

Sheet metal

Iron wires _n foamed

glass _nsulatJon

Concrete pipe

Metal p_pes and fittings

Thermal reactor

Foamed glass _nsulat=on

Sheet metal jacket

Chemical reactor

Sintered regolith shell

Steel compressed bands

Glass seal

Section of water tank

Figure 17

Agricultural Systems

Many apphcattons of lunar materials
could be found in a "home-grown" lunar
agrlcu/ture facihty. Structural members
are sire#at to those for the habitat
described _n figure 15. /nterna/

plumbing- tanks and pipes- could be
made from glass, metal, or concrete.
Plants may be grown in modified lunar
soil. The lunar farm is also an essential

component of the environmental control

system for the lunar base, purifying a_r
and water.
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Appendix A: Microwave Heating
of Lunar Materials

Thomas T. Meek

Introduction

Microwave heating of nonmetallic

inorganic material has been of

interest for many years. Von

Hippel in the late 1940s and

early 1950s investigated how

microwave radiation up to 10 GHz

couples to various insulator

materials. Perhaps the most work

has been done by Wayne Tinga

at the University of Edmonton

(Alberta, Canada). Most of the
work to date has been done at the

two frequency bands allowed in

industrial use (0.915 GHz and

2.45 GHz). However, some work

has recently been carried out at

28 GHz* and 60 GHz (Meek et al,.

1986). At Los Alamos National

Laboratory, the work has centered
about the fabrication of useful

engineering components.

Table A-1 lists some materials that

have been thermally processed

using microwave energy and

some products that have been
fabricated at both 2.45 GHz and

60 GHz.

*Personal commun=cat_onw_thH. D. KJmrey,Fus0onEnergyDwls=on,Oak Ridge National
Laboratory.

TABLE A-I. Some Starting Materials Heated by Microwave Energy at Los Alamos
and Resultant Products

Material Product Processing Frequency,

temperature, GHz
°C

Owens-Illinois (OI)-
1756C glass

OI-0038 glass

1613 glass**

Alkali basalt

AI203

ZrO 2

Ilmenite

Apollo 11 regolith

SiC whisker-AI203

Ceramic-glass seal 462 2.45

Ceramic-glass seal 735 2.45

CeramIc-glass seal 1450 2.45

Sintered material 1200 2.45

Sintered material 1300-1900 2.45, 60

Sintered material 1300-1900 2 45, 60

Smtered matenal 1350 2 45

Sintered material 1100 60

Composite material 1300-1900 2.45, 60

"_-hgh-temperatureglassmadeat LosAlamos
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Usingm_crowaveenergyto process
lunarmaterialoffersa new,
potentiallyveryefficientwayof
heatingthesetypesof materials.
Notonlycanlunarmaterialbe
heatedwithlessenergythanthat
requiredbyconventionalmethods,
buttheheatingis accomplished
moreuniformlyandinmuchless
time(Meeket al. 1985).

Discussion

Many oxide materials are

transparent to microwave energy at
2.45 GHz and 0.915 GHz. Oxides

that possess impurities, such as
mobile ions or mobile defects,
that enhance their electrical

conductivity will, however, couple

to electromagnetic radiation in this

frequency range. Heating w_ll be

primarily electronic.

For example, beta alumina contains

by weight 11 percent sodium, thus

enabling it to couple efficiently to
2.45 GHz microwave radiation.

Beta alumina, when placed in a
2.45 GHz microwave field of

400 watts power can be heated

from room temperature to its

sintering temperature (1850°C)in

just a few seconds (Berteand and

Badot 1976). Materials such as

cuprous oxide (Cu20), zinc oxide

(ZnO), and zirconium dioxide

(ZrO2) will also couple efficiently

because they are defect-controlled

semiconductors. To heat traditional

oxide materials, such as alpha

alumina, we incorporate materials

that do couple to 2.45 GHz

radiation, such as aluminum nitrate.
These materials cause the oxide

to heat to a few 100 degrees

Celsius, after which the oxide will

couple because its ability to absorb

electromagnetic energy (its loss

tangent) has increased sufficiently.

It is known that most lunar regolith,
down to a depth of 3 meters,

contains at least 106 imperfections

per cubic centimeter from cosmic

rays, solar flares, and the solar

wind (see fig. A-l). The defects
_ntroduced into this soil over

millions of years' exposure to these

high-energy particles should

increase the loss tangent of th_s
material and allow Jt to be heated in

a microwave field without the use

of coupling agents. Terrestrial

alkali basalt shows only weak

coupling initially; however, when

the intensity of the electric field is

increased, this material heats

rapidly. Recently we demonstrated

the ability to heat ilmenite to its

melting temperature using

2.45 GHz microwave energy.

Since ilmenite is present in
abundance on the lunar surface

in mare regions, it could act as a

coupling agent to allow the initial

heating of those lunar materials that

may not couple at ambient

temperature.
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Figure A-1

Tracks of Cosmic Ray Particles and
Solar Flare Particles in a Plagioclase
Crystal

The plagioclase crystal structure has been
severely damaged where these high-
energy particles have penetrated into the
crystal. Etching of the crystal w_thNaOH
has preferentially removed the damaged
material, leawng elongated, rectangular
holes or tracks. Such track damage is
common in many lunar regolith crystals

Table A-2 shows observed heating
rates for some of the materials

thermally processed using
2.45 GHz and 60 GHz microwave

energy. If the proper electric field

intensity (E) or magnetic field

intensity (H)is used, rapid heating
of lunar materials will also occur.

The following expression (PQschner

1966) shows the relationship

between the approximate heating

rate and the applied electric field

intensity for the heating of an
insulator material.

"i" = 8 x 10 -12 f 52 k' tan 8

where t = heating rate in degrees

Celsius per minute
f = frequency in hertz

E = electric field intensity in
volts/cm

k' = dielectric constant of

the material

tan 8 = loss tangent of the
material

p = density of the material

Cp = heat capacity of the
material

Because heating on the Moon will
occur in a vacuum, where much

greater electric field intensities can
be used, materials that would not

couple on Earth may be heated
very easily and quickly.
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TABLEA-2. Heating Rates Observed for Different Insulator Materials
Heated at 2.45 GHz and 60 GHz

Material Observed heating rate, Frequency,

°C per hour GHz

1613 glass 33 000 2.45

OI-0038 glass 20 000 2.45

O1-1756C glass 12 000 2.45

Aluminum oxade 18 000 60

Recommendations

Much work remains to fully
characterize some of the

phenomena observed to date
with microwave-heated oxide

and composite materials. For

example, diffusion should be
modeled, reaction kinetics

should be studied, and

sintering kinetics should be
better understood.
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Appendix B: Properties and
Uses of Concrete

Gene Corley

Properties of Concrete

Concretes that can now be formed

have properties which may make

them valuable for lunar or space

construction. These properties

include high compressive

strength, good flexural strength

(when reinforced), and favorable

responses to temperature
extremes (even increased strength

at low temperatures). These and
other properties of concrete
are described in T. D. Lin's

contribution to this report

("Concrete: Potential Material

for Space Station").

Higher quality cements and

products may become possible.

Among other possibilities is
manufacture of "zero-macro-

defect" concrete products. When
manufactured on Earth, these

materials have the potential

for developing a tensile strength

of 15 000 psi [103 megapascals

(MN/m2)] and a compressive

strength of 30 000 psi (207 MN/m2).

Although they are made at relatively

low temperatures and pressures,

they have properties similar to
those of some ceramics.

Other properties of concrete that

make its application attract=ve are

good rad=atton absorption and
stability at high temperature.

Porosity and permeabihty may

be a problem, necessitat=ng the
addition of impermeable coatings

in some applications.

Fabrication Techniques

Procedures common on Earth can

be used to fabricate structural

products. The following techniques

are possible:

1. Casting

2. Curing at ordinary

temperatures or autoclaving

3. Shotcreting with glass fiber
reinforcements

Of the techniques available,

autoclaving appears most attractive

for "h_gh strength" products. Th_s

can be done by placing molded

concrete units in a pressure vessel

painted black on one side. Curing

can be accomplished within a few
hours. All free water can be

recaptured for reuse. Autoclaving
will accelerate the cure and

produce concretes that contain less

combined water than products

cured at low temperatures and

have greater volume stability upon

drying, which are advantages in the

space environment. Slag-type

silicate-based hydraulic cements

are well suited to autoclawng,

because the high temperatures

accelerate the hydration reactions.

Shotcreting can be used to

construct large monolithic
structures. Pressure vessels,

structured shapes, floor slabs,

and wall panels can be fabricated

with the use of glass fiber
reinforcements. Molds made of

inflated membranes can be used
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forlargeenclosures.Asin the
caseof autoclaving,freemoisture
canberecaptured.

Forsomeapplications,suchas
patchingorgrouting,where
conditionsmakespecialcuring
impossible,a relativelyquick-
settingcementmightbeneeded.
Portlandcementsarenotwell
suitedto suchapplications,but
phosphatecementscouldbe
developedto meetsuchneeds.
Sulfurcements,whichdonot
requirewater,havebeen
suggested,buttheyhavepoorer
propertiesthanhydrauliccements.
Specialcompositioncementsarea
topicworthyof furtherresearch.

OntheMoon,buildingsmadeof
concreteandshelteredbya soil
coveringcanbeusedasspacefor
living,manufacturing,andstorage.
Theamountof energyusedin
concreteconstructioncanbe low,
andthelevelof workerskdldoes

notneedto behighfor good
results.

Asconcreteprocessingtechnology
usingappropriatelunarmaterials
develops,concretemayfind
applicationin Earthorbitfor
constructionof largestructures
(seeT. D. Lin'spaper).Concrete
materialssuchasaggregate,
cement,andoxygenfromthe
MoonandhydrogenfromEarth
canbetransportedand,in
advancedscenarios,atcompetitive
transportationcosts. Wherelarge
massesof materialaredesired,
concretehastheadvantageover
unprocessedorsinteredmaterial
Jnthatit canbecast_nto
compartmentedbutmonolithic
structuresofhighstrength,using
lightweightforms(e.g.,inflated
impermeablemembranes).
Indeed,theversatilityof concrete
forconstructiononEarthmaybe
matchedinspace.
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Frontispiece

Advanced Lunar Base

In this panorama of an advanced lunar
base, the main habitation modules in the

background to the right are shown being
covered by lunar soil for radiation
protection. The modules on the far right
are reactors in which lunar soil is being
processed to provide oxygen. Each
reactor is heated by a solar mirror. The
vehicle near them is collecting liquid
oxygen from the reactor complex and will
transport it to the launch pad in the
background, where a tanker is just lifting
off. The mining pits are shown just behind
the foreground figure on the left. The
geologists in the foreground are looking
for richer ores to mine.

Artist: Dennis Davidson
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Preface

Space resources must be used to

support life on the Moon and

exploration of Mars. Just as the

pioneers applied the tools they

brought with them to resources they

found along the way rather than

trying to haul all their needs over

a long supply line, so too must

space travelers apply their high

technology tools to local resources.

The pioneers refilled their water

barrels at each river they forded;
moonbase inhabitants may use
chemical reactors to combine

hydrogen brought from Earth with

oxygen found in lunar soil to make

their water. The pioneers sought

temporary shelter under trees or _n
the lee of a cliff and built sod

houses as their first homes on the

new land; settlers of the Moon may
seek out lava tubes for their shelter

or cover space station modules

with lunar regolith for radiation
protection. The pioneers moved
further west from their first

settlements, using wagons they
had built from local wood

and pack animals they had raised;

space explorers may use propellant
made at a lunar base to take them

on to Mars.

The concept for this report was

developed at a NASA-sponsored
summer study in 1984. The

program was held on the Scripps

campus of the University of

California at San Diego (UCSD),

under the auspices of the American

Society for Engineering Education

(ASEE). It was jointly managed

by the Cahfornia Space Institute

and the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center, under the direction of
the Office of Aeronautics and

Space Technology (OAST) at

NASA Headquarters. The study

participants (listed in the

addendum) included a group of

18 university teachers and

researchers (faculty fellows)
who were present for the entire

10-week period and a larger

group of attendees from
universities, Government, and

industry who came for a series of

four 1-week workshops.

The organization of this report

follows that of the summer study.

Space Resources consists of a
brief overview and four detailed

technical volumes: (1) Scenarios;

(2) Energy, Power, and Transport;

(3) Materials; (4) Social Concerns.

Although many of the included
papers got their impetus from
workshop discussions, most have

been written since then, thus

allowing the authors to base new

applications on established

information and tested technology.

All these papers have been

updated to include the authors'
current work.

This volume--Social Concerns-

covers some of the most important
issues which must be addressed in

any major program for the human
exploration of space. The volume

begins with a consideration of the

economics and management of

large-scale space activities. Then



thelegalaspectsof theseactivities
arediscussed,particularlythe
interpretationoftreatylawwith
respectto miningtheMoonand
asteroids.Thesocialandcultural
issuesof movingpeopleintospace
areconsideredinsomedetail,and
theeventualemergenceof a space
culturedifferentfromourexisting
cultureisenvisioned.The
environmentalissuesraisedbythe
developmentof spacesettlements
arefaced. Finally,theauthorsof
thisvolume,whichconcludesthe
reportSpace Resources, propose

some innovative approaches to

space communities and habitats and

consider self-sufficiency and human

safety at a lunar base or outpost.

This is certainly not the first report

to urge the utilization of space

resources in the development of

space activities. In fact, Space

Resources may be seen as the

third of a trilogy of NASA Special

Publications reporting such ideas

arising from similar studies. It has

been preceded by Space

Settlements: A Design Study

(NASA SP-413) and Space

Resources and Space Settlements

(NASA SP-428).

And other, contemporaneous

reports have responded to the same
themes. The National Commission

on Space, led by Thomas Paine, in

Pioneering the Space Frontier,

and the NASA task force led by

astronaut Sally Ride, in Leadership

and America's Future in Space,
also emphasize expansion of the

space infrastructure; more detailed

exploration of the Moon, Mars,

and asteroids; an early start

on the development of the

technology necessary for using

space resources; and systematic

development of the skills necessary

for long-term human presence

in space.

Our report does not represent any
Government-authorized view or

official NASA policy. NASA's

official response to these

challenging opportunities must be

found in the reports of its Office of

Exploration, which was established

in 1987. That office's report,
released in November 1989, of a

90-day study of possible plans for

human exploration of the Moon

and Mars is NASA's response to

the new initiative proposed by

President Bush on July 20, 1989,

the 20th anniversary of the

Apollo 11 landing on the Moon:

"First, for the coming decade, for

the 1990s, Space Station Freedom,

our critical next step in all our

space endeavors. And next, for the

new century, back to the Moon,

back to the future, and this t_me,

back to stay. And then a journey

anto tomorrow, a journey to another

planet, a manned mission to Mars."

This report, Space Resources,
offers substantiation for NASA's bid

to carry out that new initiative.
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Synthesis of Space Activities 1985-2010"

The next 25 years will bring a

new era in space development.
Presidential policy confirms that the

United States of America through

its National Aeronautics and Space
Administration is committed to the

establishment of a permanent

human presence in space.

Space-based resources offer new

opportunities to make that goal
achievable. Research into and

development of space-based

resources will give the nation
additional scientific and economic

leverage, while the involvement

of more people in such space

operations will improve human

performance aloft and the quality
of life on Earth.

The extension of human capabilities

on the space frontier can be

accomplished through a
combination of human and

automated activities. That is, by

the extended presence of humans

on a space station, by the use of

robots at a manned lunar outpost,

by automated and manned

exploration of Mars, and by

unmanned probes into the solar

system. Such activities by 2010

provide a necessary springboard

for further exploration and

exploitation of space resources,
such as on the asteroids and on

Mars.

*Th0sstatementwas prepared by faculty fellows Phlhp R. Harns, Carolyn Dry, NathanC.
Goldman, Karl R. Johansson, Jesa Krenner,Robert H. Lewus,and James GrnerMuller,assasted
by workshop partlcnpantsBen R. Fnnney,Ronald Maehl, Kathleen J. Murphy, NamakaRaby,
M=chaelC. S_mon,RnchardTangum, and J. Peter Vajk and consultants Dav0dG. Br0nand Elae
Shneour. These observatuonswere made un1984. Subsequent events, especially the reports
Jn 1986 of the National Commassaonon Space (Pioneering the Space Frontier) and the
Pres_dentualComm_ssnonon the Space Shuttle Challenger Accudent,seem to confirm theur
relevance.



A Combination of Human and
Automated Activities

Secured to a strut of Space Station
Freedom, a robotic construction vehicle
maneuvers a sheet of thermal insulating
foil at the command of an astronaut
inside. Thepressurized vehicle (which
on dangerous m_ssions need not be
piloted) will be able to build large
structures as well as perform dehcate
mlcroelectromc repairs. Computers,
commumcations equipment, lights, and
cameras will be housed m _tsupper
section," the lower port, on wifl hold fife
support and electrical systems. Such a
robot, piloted or teleoperated,
represents the combination of human
and automated actw_tles that our group
thinks will best accomplish the goals of
assembhng a space statton, building a
base on the Moon, and mounting an
expedition to Mars.

Courtesy of the artist, Paul Hudson, and
of the spacecraft designer, Brand Gnffin
©All rights reserved.

To stay on the "high ground,"

beginning with utilization of near-

Earth resources, requires a long-
term view of the benefits to

humankind. Furthermore, an

expanded infrastructure needs to

be developed both on Earth and in

space, first in low Earth orbit (LEO)

and then in geosynchronous orbit

(GEO). To achieve such objectives

will require the development of

bases at multiple locations in

space, w_th more complexity and

greater numbers and varieties of

people on them.

Therefore, NASA should be

encouraged in the short term to

pursue the opportunities for space

industrialization provided by a

permanent space station and

platform, as well as to develop the

necessary technology and plans for

a lunar outpost and possibly for an

asteroid expedition. In this process,

it _s vital that support be given to

research into ecological life support

systems and ergonomics in space.

Over the long term--25-100 years--

strategic planning should include

taking advantage of the resources
on the asteroids and on Mars, as

well as unmanned exploration of
other suitable locations in the

cosmos.



Phobos

This Is the hrst Viking 1 Orbiter 1 picture

of Phobos, one of the two moons of Mars

The irregularly shaped satelhte Js thought

by many to be a captured asteroid. North

is at the top of the picture, whde the point

of Phobos which always points towards

Mars is at the lower left. The large crater

near the north pole is approximately 5 km

across. The diameter of Phobos when

wewed from th_s angle _s about 22 km

Only about half of the surface of Phobos

facing the camera was tllum_nated. The

low density and dark albedo of Phobos

make some sctenbsts suspect that it

has the composition of carbonaceous

chondr_te meteorttes. If so, chemically

bound water should be plentiful



Mars

Thts mosaic, composed of 102 Vil_ng
Orbiter images, covers nearly a full
hemisphere of Mars (the smallest
observable feature is about 1 km across).
The center of the scene shows the enbre

Valles Mariner, s canyon, over 3000 km
long (about 10 times as long as Earth's
Grand Canyon) and up to 8 km deep. A
bright patch of whtte mater_al tn the

eastern extremity of the canyon may
consist of carbonates deposlted m an

ancient lake Water appears to have
flowed from east to west through the
Valles Mariner, s and from south to north

up the bright Kase_ Valhs (not surflcially
connected to Valles Marmerls) to the dark
basin called the Actdalia Plamtia at the
top of this p_cture. The dark spots to the
west are three of the Thars_s volcanoes,

each about 25 km h_gh (twice as h_gh as
Mount Everest). When these images were
acquired by Viking 1 Orbiter 1 in 1980, the
atmosphere was relatively dust-free. The
white streaks, best seen/n the lower left
quadrant, and the hazes elsewhere are

clouds, which probably consist of water
_ce. The resources suggested by the
interpretation of th_s photomosa_c--
carbonates, volcanic gases, water tce-
wdl be _mportant m the development of a

colony on Mars.

Photo: U.S. Geological Survey

The justifications for such space

activities are more than economic.

They include

Maintaining American security,

leadership, and technological

excellence

• The possible discovery of new

resources, such as an ore body

on the Moon or lunar polar ice,

and of new uses for strategic

areas, such as Lagrangian

points (see box)

Technology transfer to benefit

global society, particularly the

peoples of the Third World



Sun-Earth
L1

ToSun

-- 1.5 million km

Five librahon points

of Earth-Moon system

L4

j L2

_""_ Moon Sun-Earth
L2

Moon's orbit

! _ 1.5 million km _,

I.agrangian Points

There are five poslbons of equihbrium
in the gravitational field of an isolated
two-body system. (The example shown
fully in the figure ts the Earth-Moon
system; the L1 and L2 points of the
Sun-Earth system are also shown; and a
third example would be the Sun-Jupiter
system.) As shown by the French
mathematician Joseph Lou_s Lagrange
In 1772, these "librabon points" have
the interesting property that, if a third,
very small body were placed at one of
them with the proper velocity, the
centripetal acceleratlon of the third
body would be perfectly balanced
by the grawtational attractions of the
two primary bodies. Three of the
Lagrangian points are s_tuated on a hne
jolmng the two attracting bodies, while
the other two form equilateral triangles
with these bodies.

The so-called "Trolan asteroids" have
been captured _n the L4 and L5 points
in the Sun-Jupiter system. The group of
asteroids orbiting the Sun 60 degrees
ahead of Jupiter have been named
after Greek wamors (including
Odysseus), and the group trailing
Jupiter by 60 degrees have been
named after warriors of Troy (including

Aeneas). (Because of naming errors,
there is at least one "spy" in each camp:
Achilles' friend Patroclus is in the Trojan

camp, and Hector, the greatest of the
Trojan heroes, who killed Patroclus and
was killed by Achilles, _s in the Greek
camp )

This natural example and our
understanding of the balance of forces
at these locations lead us to consider

the Lagrang_an points as good places to
put " stabonary" satelhtes. Although the
three collinear points are _nherently
unstable and the two triangular points
are only quas_-stable, the station-keeping

cost to maintam a spacecraft at or near
one of these points for a long time _s
very small A space station located at
e_ther L4 or L5 _n the Earth-Moon system
would require almost no fuel to keep tt
in place. And commumcation satelhtes
located at L1 and L2 m the same system
would require only small amounts of fuel
for stabon-keeplng.

Taken from Robert Farquhar and David
Dunham. 1986. lubratlon-Pomt Staging
Concepts for Earth-Mars Transportatton,
in vol. 1 of Manned Mars Missions

Wortqng Group Papers, NASA MOO2,
June, pp 66-77



A Case for Investment in Space

Industrialization

The Indonesian Palapa B communications

satelhte _s just about to clear the vertical

stabthzer of the Space Shuttle Challenger

as it moves toward its Earth-orblbng

destmabon. The noneconom_c benefits of

such dewces, mal_ng commumcation

possible across undeveloped stretches of

the Earth's surface, are readtly apparent.

So, too, are the economic benefits to the

space industry which develops them. In

the near term, such mformat_on resources

wtll probably have the most payback. In

the long term, the commercml prospects

of energy and material resources may

grow large.

Economics and System
Tradeoffs

The immediate rationale for

extending human presence into

space is primarily noneconomic--
the human and scientific returns

to be gained by such endeavors.

Having said that, we recognize a

viable market for the use of space

in the communications industry.

A case for investment in space

industrialization has already

been made by the success of
commercial satellites and sensors.

From parametric sensitivity analysis
of the benefits vs. the costs of

using space, it seems that
information resources will have the

most payback in the near term.



Bytheturnof thecentury,growth
industriesmayemergeinspace
for materialsprocessing,then
eventuallyformanufacturingand
mining,solarpower,andother
applications(seefig. 1). TheMoon
mayproveto beeconomically
attractivewhenproductionof
oxygen,propellants,andbulk
shieldingmaterialsis undertaken.
Thegrowthof humanactivitiesin
spacewillcontinueto be limitedby
economicconstraints,suchasthe
highcostof transportationandof
lifesupport,bothof whichinitially
involvereplenishmentof supplies
fromEarth.

SinceNASAisnotanordinary
businessbutanR&Dorganization
engagedinhigh-risk,high-
technology,large-scaleendeavors,
theagencyrequireslargeamounts
of up-frontcapital.Itsfinancial
requestsshouldbeevaluatedby
cnteriathatgobeyondmere
cost/benefitratios.Althoughits
ventures_nvolvemuchrisk,
exposingnationalprestigeas
wellascapital,NASA'sspace
programsalsorequireboldness
becauseofthepossibleeconomic
andotherrewardsto begainedby
thecountryandtheworld.

Earth

:j / ....development

Planets of power for

..,_O _ use on Earth
•-_ ._1 Power to

-c.\'°- //-"M-'--_"R"_ I transportation
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Figure 1

Growth Path for a Power Beaming

Industry

Developing the capacW to beam power

generated m space (from photovo/taic

ceils on an orbiting platform or at a lunar

base) to other locations for use m_ght

become a growth industry. The power

would first be beamed to space facilities

only short distances from where _t _s

generated. Later it might be beamed back

to Earth or on to spacecraft moving farther

out into the solar system.

Taken from Arthur D. Little, 1989, Report of

NASA Lunar Energy Enterprise Case Study

Task Force, NASA TM-I01652, July, p. 82.



The principal system tradeoffs

identified for the next 25 years

are choices among (a) space

transportation systems; (b) power

systems in space and on the
Moon; and (c) automation, human

presence, or a combination of both.

In attempting to develop cost

projections for such purposes,
NASA would be well advised to

utilize new parametric models,

such as the sensitivity analysis
demonstrated in the 1984 summer

study; it offers a method for

testing and quantifying differing

assumptions about space
resources.

However, to create the necessary
economic infrastructure for these

space undertakings, new sources

of income that go beyond the

Federal budgeting of NASA

requests are essential. New

financial participation may come
from tax incentives and other

encouragements of space

entrepreneurs and technological

venturing. New legislation _s

desirable which facihtates space
commerce and involves business

on a broader basis than does the

aerospace industry, while improving
the insurance situation for space

activities. Furthermore, new

options should be carefully

evaluated by the President and

Congress for greater public

financial participation in space

endeavors that will spread the

risks, such as through a national

lottery, Government bonds, stock

investments, or limited partnership

opportunities. In such ways, the

fifty existing space advocacy

organizations might be mobilized,

so that their collective membership

of 300 000 and their aggregate

annual budget of $30.5 million*
would have greater impact on

space development.

While NASA should be urged to

pursue innovative ways to reduce

the costs of its space transportation

system and other operations, its

budget should be increased to

cover both operational commitments

and new developments. Other

financial benefits might come from

developing technological systems

that are more generic or building
reservoirs of consumables onsite in

space, using nonterrestnal materials

when possible. Sawngs might

be further effected by designing

support systems that permit

recycling and accept substitute
sources or even substitute

chemicals. Creative funding may

involve the privatization of many
space activities, so that the

NASA budget can focus on

research and development.

*M. A. M,chaud, 1987, Reaching for the High Frontier: The American Space Movement,
1972-8,1(New York: Praeger).



Management and Structure

The next stage of space

development poses a challenge

for the management of large-scale

technical enterprises, such as a

space station and a lunar outpost.

In this regard, we recommend that

the nation's political leadership

consider giving NASA a new
charter--one that would allow it

greater autonomy and flexibility (like

the Tennessee Valley Authority).

Perhaps all NASA's research
functions should be concentrated

into a National Institute of Space.

In this postindustrial information

society, human systems like NASA

are expected to go through a

process of organizational renewal.

Since NASA made management

innovations during the Apollo

period, it can capitalize on this

heritage to meet the challenges of
change in organizational culture

and in the role of management,

especially as a result of advances

in management information

systems (MIS). More behavioral

science management research is

also needed on (1) the role of,

problems faced by, and skills

required of space project leaders

(both those who manage space

resource undertakings from

Earth and those who lead space

programs onsite) and on (2) the

macromanagement approaches

required for effective administration

of large-scale technological projects

in space.

Legal, Political, Social, and
Environmental Issues

Technological excellence in space

will not only serve the needs of

national pride, defense, and

growth but also ensure America's

leadership, especially in high

technology and its applications. To

energize the nation's will toward

space development requires
the creation of mechanisms

such as the following, which we
recommend to the nation's leaders

for consideration:

Foster a national consensus on

our space goals by encouraging

greater public involvement.

The means might be a White

House conference on space

industrialization, town meetings

or teleconferences, interagency
forums on Government and

military activities in space, a
space congress of trade and

professional associations on their

roles in space, a convocation of

space organizations and interest

groups on NASA's needs and

plans, space conferences for

media representatives, a NASA

summer study for artists and

dramatists, and more educational

programs on human migration

into space. The International

Space Year of 1992, the

500th anniversary of Columbus'

landing in the Americas, might

prove a suitable focus for such

citizen participation in our

country's space program.



Fosterthe legislative
environmentandincentivesthat
wouldencouragetheprivate
sectorinspacecommercial
enterprises.Themeansmight
bejointventureswithNASA,
corporateconsortiaforspace
projects,Federalspace
insurance,andcontracting
outreachbeyondtheaerospace
companies(e.g.,intothe
roboticsandautomationand
otherhigh-technology
industries).

Fosterinternational
opportunitiesbyNASAforjoint
endeavorswithothernational
spaceagencies,bothwithallies
andpossiblywiththeU.S.S.R.
TheApollo-Soyuzmission(see
fig.2)offersa precedentfor
creatingpeacefulspace
synergy.Muchyet remainsto
bedoneintheutilizationof
spaceresourcesbothfor
healthycompetitionandfor
internationalcooperation.
Perhapsweshouldconsider
participatinginaninternational
missionto Mars.

Ftgure 2

Crewmembers of the Apollo.Soyuz

Test Project Visit With President

Gerald R. Ford

President Ford holds the Soyuz part of a

model depicting the 1975 Apollo-Soyuz

Test Project, an Earth orbital docking

and rendezvous mtssion _n which

Americans and Sowets cooperated.

With the President are Vlad_mir A.

Shatalov, cosmonaut training chief;

Valeriy N. Kubasov, flight engineer;

Aleksey A. Leonov, crew commander; and

Thomas P. Stafford, crew commander;

Donald K. Slayton, docking module pilot

Vance D. Brand, command module pilot.

Dr. George M. Low, NASA's Deputy

Administrator, _s behind President Ford.

10



Overall Desirabilities and

Probabilities

Space is a place to motivate new

modes of human cooperation.

[The National Commission on

Space (1986) offered specific

recommendations in this regard.]

An imaginative plan for a lunar base

might inspire the next generation

to turn outward in pursuit of
challenges on the next frontier.

Space resources are vital for the
development of human habitats and

factories, be they on the Moon, on

asteroids, or on Mars.

In the long run, human migration

into space will not only alter our
own human culture on Earth but

also result in the creation of a new

culture adapted to the realities to

space living. Apollo 11 broke our

perceptual blinders that we were
Earthbound and opened up to us

the possibilities for exploring and

utilizing the universe. To prepare

for the ever-expanding human

presence in space, we need more

study of

Space ecological and life

support systems by

biochemists, microbiologists,

research physicians, and other

scientists. New policies will be

needed on space ecology and
the use of resources on the

"high frontier."

Design and construction at both
the space station and a lunar

base of a laboratory for the

medical, chemical, biological,

and psychological monitoring of
the human inhabitants. A data

bank could be developed for

analysis of information on the

human condition in long-term
space living.

Space ergonomics to obtain
human-factor data and designs

that will enhance the quality

of life in a confined space
environment and will reduce

discomfort while people are

engaged in space travel.

Special attention should be
directed to the human/machine

interface and to the prolonged
use of life support or safety

systems.

Space habitat architecture that

requires new concepts and
materials. The latter will

involve availability, end use,

dual utilization, recycling, and
substitutions. New processing

techniques will be created that
are suitable for the space
environment.

General living systems theory

and planning that can

contribute to the mapping out
of human activities on the

space station and on a lunar

base, as well as provide

continuous measures of major

processes and energy flows.

11



The Crew Crowds Into the Command

Module as They Simulate Their
Apollo 16 Mission

The simulator shows how cramped the
Apollo 16 crew must have been tn thetr
command module. Command module

pilot Thomas K. Mattingly, II, faces the
camera. John W. Young, mtsston
commander, faces away. The helmet of
lunar module pilot Charles M. Duke, Jr.,
can just be seen behind Matt_ngly's.
Such tight constraints could only be
endured on a relatively short m_sston.
The Space Shuttle has prowded a
"shtrt-sleeve" environment for

astronauts to work in. For longer stays
on Space Stabon Freedom, at a lunar
base, or on a mission to Mars, even
more attenbon w_ll have to be pa_d to
the comfort of spacefarers

12



Lunar Base Architecture

One concept for a habitat at a Moon base
is this inflatable structure, protected from

radiation by a continuous coiled bag
containing lunar soil. Its construction
crew lived in the s_mpler structure to the
right, to which are attached a thermal
radiator and solar power panels. The
habitat, 16 meters in diameter, is

deslgned to house 12 astronauts.
It includes a gymnasium, which both
makes use of the Moon's low gravity and
counters its effects on the astronaut's

physical condition; a control room;
laboratories; a hydroponic garden, to
provide fresh vegetables and to recycle
exhaled carbon dioxide into inhalable

oxygen; a wardroom for meals and

meetings; and private compartments,
located below the surface for extra

radiation protection.

This paintlng shows a glove cabinet for

handling lunar samples in a nitrogen
atmosphere, as the Apollo samples have

been handled on Earth for the past

20 years. With a permanent base on the
Moon, such a substitute for the lunar
enwronment would not be necessary.
A more desirable procedure would be
to take a small piece of a rock into the
habitat atmosphere to study, throwtng _t
away afterward, leaving the rest of the
rock m place.

A problem not dealt with on the short
Apollo m_ss_ons but cribcal to a
permanently inhabited lunar base Js that
of contamination by lunar dust. When the
surveyors _n the foreground return to the
habitat, they will first pass through
electrostabc wickets (seen on the left),
which cause most of the dust to fall

through the grate of this porch, they then
remove thetr white coveralls, which
protect the precision joints of the space
suits from the gritty dust, and take an air
shower in the dust lock; and finally they
pass into the airlock to remove their su_ts.

These details show how a new

environment requires innovative thtnking.

13



The next 25 years offer lead time

to plan for the more mature space

communities to come. To cope

with the unique conditions of life

aloft, such as weightlessness and

perpetual reliance on machinery,

humans will adapt and acculturate,

thus altering behavior. New living

themes and patterns will change
our sense of self, communication,

dress, food, time, relationships,

values, beliefs, mental processes,
and work habits. To prepare for

such revolutionary changes in
the human condition, we need

immediate research by cultural

anthropologists and cross-cultural

psychologists on such relocation
issues as

Crew selection and management

for the space station and a lunar

base. Increasingly heterogeneous

and multicultural in composition,

these crews will begin to stay in

space for 180 days or more.

Matters of personnel rotation,

interpersonal and group

dynamics, leadership and team
building, in addition to the use of

local space resources, demand

more study now if such people

are to work together efficiently,

safely, and congenially.

An Early Concept of Life Onboard a

Space Station in Low Earth Orbit

The selection and management of the

increasingly heterogeneous crews who

wdl hve together under the stressful

conditions of a space station or a

planetary base are matters that demand

more study now to ensure that such

people wdl work together safely,

efficiently, and congenially.

Artist." Jerry Elmore

14



Spacepersonneldeployment
systemsthatwouldprovidea
comprehensiveacculturation
programfor lifeinspace.
Suchasystemmightentail
(a)recruitmentandassessment,
(b)orientationandtraining
beforedeparture,(c)onsite
supportandmonitoring,and
(d)reintegrationuponreturn
to Earth.

Conclusions

The increased number and

diversity of people going into

space beginning in the next

25 years requires research and
development into more areas

than just transportation, energy,
and materials. It necessitates

expansion of studies in the human

sciences on issues of life support,

safety, ergonomics, habitats,
communities, and relocation of

people, as well as the ecology of

space resources. The situation
would seem to warrant a more

comprehensive, systematic

approach to such planning.

The human race is in transition

from an Earth-based to a space-

based culture. Although this

"passover" may take centuries,

we are now taking the first

revolutionary steps toward the

time when we can regularly,

economically, and safely extend
out from low Earth orbit to the orbit

of the Moon. Perhaps there we

humans will really mature and

achieve potential as we move out
into the universe and a new state

of being.
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NASA in the 21 st Century:
A Vision of Greatness

Kathleen J. Murphy

Abstract

We in the United States face an awesome challenge: NASA's role well into the
next millennium must be decided now. The project goals to be achieved over the
next quarter century need to be set in order now. Our scarce financial resources
need to be allocated now to those projects that will maximize our long-term
productiwty.

NASA's course must be worthy, its execution impeccable, and its understanding
of (and tolerance for) risk tailored to the unique developmental requirements of
each situatEon.

• Defining a worthy vision for the NASA organization

The first section of thfs paper dfscusses notions of greatness that have gufded
NASA in the past, presents values that m_ght be delivered by NASA _nthe
future, and examines the skills required for NASA to execute a vision of

greatness.

• Scoping a strategically significant mission agenda

The second section reviews three possible patterns of space development by
NASA: (1) a mission to protect the ecology of the Earth, (2) the engineering of
the technologies cr=tical to space transportation and a healthy, productive hfe Jn
space, and (3) the management of a major nonterrestrial resource project.

• Sourcing--and sustaining--optimum financing

The paper's third section discusses potential sources of funds, opportunities for
sustainable collaboration, and the life cycle of NASA's funding responsibtlity for
its space development program.

Alternatives are abundant. The key to success, however, is our willingness as a
nation to commit to a shared notion of greatness. Only steeled by such a
commitment can we hope to make the wealth-creating technological advances
and significant scientific discoveries to sustain our leadership into the
21st century.

A lot has happened since the 1984

NASA summer study, and even

since the 1989 declaration by
President Bush--on the occasion

of the 20th anniversary of the

landing on the Moon--that the U.S.

space program will be redirected

toward sustained exploration of

space. Who would have imagined

that in this short time peace would

break out all over: that urgent

Iongings for democracy would
thrust China into a massive internal

rebellion; that the yearnings of

Eastern Europeans would thrash
the Berlin Wall to dust; that in the

space of a few weeks skeptical
Romanian and Czechoslovakian
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peoplewouldshakeofftheir
totalitariansystemsincompletely
decentandpeacefulways.The
surprisingoccurrenceof these
monumentaleventsfillsonewith
aweandwonderatthechanges
thatlieaheadaswenearthe
endof a millennium.Onecan
onlyimaginethetruthswehave
yetto discover,themanyrealities
yetto unfold.

Fullof hopes,dreams,visionsof
wheretheseblossomingsmay
leadusasaglobalcommunity,we
areat thesametimecrushedby
alarmingrealitiesat home--
weigheddownbyourmassive
budgetdeficit,surprisedatthe
growingpoliticalirrelevance
anderodingcommercial
competitivenessof theUnited
Statesintheworld,andshattered
andsaddenedbytheproblems
plaguingtheformerhallmarkof
ourtechnologicalprowess,the
NationalAeronauticsandSpace
Administration,in theaftershock
fromtheSpaceShuttleChallenger

disaster--the January 1986

explosion that thrust the

organization into a massive

reevaluation. And now an agenda
is under consideration that is so

broad, so costly, and so far

beyond the scope of human

experience to date that the risks

are extraordinary. It is only with

courage and humility that cost

estimates of these yet uncharted

courses can even be attempted,

as the potential for unpredicted
events is enormous.

In November 1989, NASA laid out

five approaches to going to the

Moon and Mars using techniques

and technologies the agency had

studied for years and sometimes

decades. Implementation would

take more than a quarter of a
century at a cost of $400 billion.

That is regarded by the current

Administration as simply too long

and too much (Hilts 1990b).

Eager to arrive at a realizable

agenda, the Bush Administration
has commissioned exhaustive

brainstorming to refocus and

redirect the U.S. space program,
under the guidance of the National

Space Council and its head, Vice

President Dan Quayle. How can
the "Bush vision" be molded into

a challenging, yet realizable,

program supported by adequate,

consistent funding? How can

NASA best prepare itself to bring
the Bush Administration's

redirection to fruition? This

paper assesses NASA from

organizational, strategic, and

financial perspectives to determine

if it is well positioned to meet the

challenges of space exploration

and development on into the next
millennium:

• Defining a worthy vision for

the NASA organization

• Scoping a strategically

significant mission agenda

• Sourcing-and sustaining--

optimum financing
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Section 1:

Defining a Worthy Vision

Leaders, through their visionary

grasp of the possible, energize
their followers and marshal them

toward fulfillment of the goal. A

vision _s an energizing view of
the future role or function of an

organization, including its distinctive

values, skills, and operating style.

As a coherent directive, a vision
statement provides focus: it

provides a context for evaluating

the appropriateness of potential

missions and objectives; it

suggests criteria for distinctive

performance; and it empowers

decision-makers throughout the

organization to raise issues, assess

options, and make choices. Always

articulating the value to be

delivered to those having a stake

in an organization, the vision

statement further provides a
standard against which to evaluate

external competitive positioning of

the organization over the long term.

The Bush Administration perceives
that there Js a cr_sss of vision.

Vice President Dan Quayle has

commented that "Despite our
continued scientific and

technological preeminence, our
Government has not done as well

as it could have in marshaling the

resources and the leadership

necessary to keep us ahead in
space. Our competitive advantage

in technology has disappeared"

(Hilts 1990b). Such a perceived
crisis of direction cannot be

tolerated for long, because NASA,

our spearhead of technological

innovation, has a responsibility of

critical strategic significance to our
nation. To ensure that NASA is

on a worthy course, a vision of

NASA's future greatness must be

clearly defined, the value to be

delivered by NASA must be fully

understood, and the skills and style
required to execute the vision must

be specifically identified.

Notions of Greatness

The directive to explore and

develop space is a boundless

undertaking that is not likely to

reach fruit=on in our hfetime (unless,

of course, our technolog=cal

breakthroughs advance at an

exponential rate, or unless we have

the good fortune to come to know

other intelligence _n the universe

that has already figured everything

out).

In contrast, the U.S. space program

appears to have undergone

short-term eras of leadership,

demarcated by changes _n

President. The U.S. space

program, framed by the President's

wsaon perhaps more than any

other program because of _ts

discretionary financing, _s

often planned in terms of
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accomplishmentsrealizableduring
thatPresident'sterminoffice. The
implementedprogramistheresult
ofan iterativeprocess:Thevision
setbythePresidentisconstrained
bythefinancialresourcesallocated
byCongress,delimitedbythe
technologicalcapabilitiesheldin
handbyNASA(andotherU.S.
academic,commercial,and
engineeringinstitutions),and
dependentonthewillingnessofthe
Americanpeopleto sustainsupport
overtheprojectlifetime. Thereis
anexpenseinvolvedin thisiterative
process:Eachchangeof vision
createsnewissues,alterspriorities,
andredefinesstandards.It is far
morecost-effectiveto developa
strategyforhumanexplorationof
thesolarsystemthatcanendure
forat least20 years, longer than

the term of any one President,

most members of Congress, or the

average NASA manager (Aaron et

al. 1989).

NASA has had at least three

distinct directives since its

inception in the 1960s, not counting

the redirection under way since the
Bush Administration took office

(see table 1). A brief review of

these "strategic eras"

demonstrates the impact of
Presidential vision on the

organization up to now and

suggests parameters for the most
effective vision statement for the

1990s and beyond.

The Kennedy Vision: Estabfish U.S.

technological supremacy in the
world.

President John F. Kennedy

launched the space program with
a bold vision and a determined

foresight that have not been

enjoyed since. Envisioning the

U.S. space program as the

establisher of U.S. technological

supremacy in the world, he chose

as the focused mission objective a

race to place a man on the Moon

and return him safely to the Earth
before the end of the decade. The

entire program was a masterful

demonstration of management

efficiency and control, as the

mission, relying on hundreds of
thousands of subcontractors, was

completed on time and on budget.

The Apollo Program achieved the

desired technology goals, as it
reawakened interest in science and

engineering, enhanced international
competitiveness, preserved high-

technology industrial skills, and

marshaled major advances in

computers and micro-miniaturization

(Sawyer 1989). The program was

awe-inspiring, enjoyed enormous

funding support, and established a

reputation for NASA that was to

endure until it blew up with the

Space Shuttle Challenger in

January 1986.
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TABLE 1. The U.S. Manned Space Program, 1960-2000:

Strategic Eras and Program Effectiveness

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s

Characteristics Kennedy Nixon Reagan Bush

Initiative Compromise Commercialization Redirection

V_s_on Estabhsh Prowde Foster a Estabhsh

U.S. economical pnvate-sector U.S. as

technological access to space _ndustry preeminent

supremacy space for spacefanng

m_litary & natwon
commercial

purposes

Missaon Place a man Create a Budd a Establish a

on the Moon reusable space station permanent

& return h_m transport to develop entity In

safely to the vehicle: commercial space; begin

Earth capture products sustained
75% of manned

commercaal exploration

payloads of solar

worldwide system

Budget $ bllhon/yr $ bdhon/yr $ bdhon/yr $ bllhon/yr
3.25 3.0 7.5 13 est.

(26/8) as of '74 (400/30)

Performance On t_me, Late, Late, Taking a

on budget over budget over budget, fresh new

(one-time (missed redefined several look

event) economic t_mes,

objective) uncertain

NASA Masterful Ineffective Confused Potential

management resu rgence

NASA bargaining Strong: Moderate: Weak: Potenttal

leverage generous constant constant _mprovement

support & renegot_at_on budget-

funding to _ncrease cutting &
funding rescopmg

Pubhc esteem H_gh, Neutral Senously Potential

_nspsred eroded renaissance

Sources. Banks 1988, Chandler 1989, Chandler and Mashek 1989, Sawyer 1989, Steacy 1989
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The Nixon Vision: Prowde

economical access to space for

mifitary and commercial purposes.

President Richard M. Nixon chose

a very specific vision which, if

successful, would have provided

important commercial benefits to
the United States and, if realized

during his term of office, would
have been a credit to his

administration. He envisioned

NASA as providing economical

access to space for military as well

as commercial purposes. The

mission, which was specifically
articulated, was to create a

reusable transport vehicle that

could capture 75 percent of the

commercial payloads worldwide.

While a reusable Space Shuttle has

been developed and put into

operation, it has never achieved the

economic objectives which were an

essential component of the vision.

The Shuttle will simply never be

able to provide the cheap, versatile,

and reliable access to space it

was supposed to, because it is a
complex and sophisticated

vehicle--a Ferrari, not a truck

(Budiansky 1987-88). Nevertheless,
the National Academy of Sciences

has noted that the Space Shuttle

engine was the only significant
development in space propulsion

technology in the past 20 years.

Lift.Off of STS-1,April 12, 1981
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The Reagan Vision: Foster a

private-sector space industry.

The directive to establish a

permanently manned space station

was a subsidiary mission in the

Reagan era, subordinate to his
vision of a Strategic Defense

Initiative (SDI). However, to be

worth $30 billion, the space
station should really serve some

worthwhile national purpose.

Commercial applications have

obviously been grossly overstated,

As companies have backed off

space manufacturing since

solutions have already been

developed on Earth. Furthermore,

such a mission had been rejected

in favor of the lunar mission by

President Kennedy in 1961, a

space station not being considered

bold enough for the 1960s (Del
Guidice 1989) (although Skylab

was built, flown, and manned three

times in the 1970s).

Concept of Space Station Freedom

Artist'. AI Chinchar
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The Bush Vision: Estabfish the

United States as the preeminent

spacefaring nation.

President George H. W. Bush's

tentative vision for the U.S. space

program is of "spacefarer, '°
suggesting a navigator, one who
sets or charts a course. His

priority missions are to establish a

permanent entity in space and

begin sustained manned exploration
of the solar system. At this writing,

the mission agenda of the Bush
Administration has not been

finalized. Vice President Quayle

has requested that the NASA

Administrator, Richard H. Truly,

ensure that our space exploration

program is benefiting from a broad

range of ideas about different

architectures, new system concepts,

and promising technologies, as well

as opportunities to cut costs through

expanding international cooperation.

He asked Truly to query the best
and most innovative minds in the

country--in universities, at Federal

research centers, within our

aerospace _ndustry, and elsewhere.
NASA will take the lead _n the

search and will be responsible for

evaluating ideas (Broad 1990a).

Concept of a Lunar Base, Featuring the
Radiator of Its Nuclear Power Plant
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Alternate: The Havel Vision:

Uncover the secrets of the

universe.

In a 1990 interview,* Vaclav Havel,

President of the Czechoslovak

Socialist Republic, stated that we

still have a long way to go in our

development, as we still have not

yet "uncovered the secrets of the

universe." It is interesting to select
such an idea as an alternate vision,

as a "control" to assess whether
President Bush's notion of

greatness goes far enough and is

sustainable over the long term.

Effectively, the difference between

"spacefaring" and "secret

uncovering" is that between the

means and the end, the journey
and the arrival.

Vaclav Havel, a former political

prisoner and a playwright, has

demonstrated a clarity and a

profundity in his political statements
at Czechoslovakia's helm that

are truly visionary and thought-

provoking. On the occasion of his

visit to the U.S. Congress in

February 1990, he articulated the

pace of change: "The human face

of the world is changing so rapidly

that none of the familiar political

speedometers are adequate. We

playwrights, who have to cram a
whole human life or an entire

historical era into a two-hour play,

can scarcely understand this

rapidity ourselves." And he

articulated h_s vision of the role of

intellectuals in shaping the new

Europe--which can be compared

to the role of space technology

and science in clearing the path

for the space age: "The salvation
of this human world lies nowhere

else than in the human heart, in

the human power to reflect, in
human meekness, and in human

responsibility. The only genuinE;

backbone of our actions--if they

are to be moral-is responsibility.

Responsibility to something higher

than my family, my country, my

firm, my success" (quoted by

Friedman 1990).

Recognizing that everything we

know of any importance about the
universe we've found out in the

last 50 years or so (Wilford 1990a),

_t would not be unrealistic to expect

great truths to be unfolded in the

50 years to come. Numerous

projects on NASA's drawing boards
today promise to unlock important
secrets in the near future. For

example, it is hard to imagine a

more exciting secret than whether

or not there is other intelligent life
in the universe. The Search for

Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI),

a proposed $100 million, 10-year

project, funded by NASA but

operated by an independent

nonprofit group, plans to build a

highly advanced radio receiver that

will simultaneously scan 14 million
channels of radio waves from

'_/V_thBarbara Waiters on the ABC telews_onprogram 20/20.
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Figure 3

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
and Opinions About NASA's Value

A leader of the humamstic psychology
movement, Abraham Maslow was
concerned primarily with the fullest
development of human potential; thus, his
burmng interest was the study of superior
people. His theory of human personality
has become probably the most influential
conceptual basis for employee motwat_on
to be found Jnmodern industry. The
needs occur m the order in which they
are presented, phystological first. Unbl
one level of need is fairly well satisfied,
the next h_gherneed does not even
emerge. Once a particular set of needs
is fulfilled, it no longer motivates.
Source: Rush 1976.

existing radio telescopes around

the world. The National Academy
of Sciences has stated that it is

hard to imagine a discovery that

would have greater impact on

human perceptions than the
detection of extraterrestrial

intelligence (Broad 1990b).

Expected Values

The vision statement conveys
standards of excellence: °'Be a

technology leader." "Provide

transportation economically."

"Be an explorer, a navigator, a

spacefarer." It determines which

values are given precedence, thus

providing a standard by which to

determine relative degrees of

excellence, usefulness, or worth

of tasks performed within the

organization. Each value to be

delivered targets a potential

competitive advantage or some
economic leverage to be derived
from realization of the vision.

The purpose of a commercial

organization is to create wealth

for its shareholders. As a

Government-sponsored institution,
NASA has a value to its

shareholders--the U.S. taxpayers--
that is much broader and more

complex.

A review of the literature reveals a

broad range of opinions held by the

public regarding what NASA's value

is. Probably the lively debate over

the efficacy of the space program
exists precisely because of this

wide disagreement. The composite
list of "values" that NASA "should"

be delivering, which follows, seems

remarkably similar to Maslow's

hierarchy of needs (fig. 3), from the

most basic physiological need for

survival (deriving economic "bread"

from commercial activities), through

safety, social, and esteem needs,

and finally to the peak experience

of creativity and self-actualization.

Maslow's theory postulates that the
most basic needs must be satisfied

before higher needs can be
addressed.

Maslow's /_ Opinions About /_

Hierarchy / \ NASA's Value /_ ,\
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Develop products and services

with clear economic advantages.

Many look to NASA as a

wellspring of new product and
service innovations that are

expected to keep the U.S.

economy competitive in the world.

This economic focus expects a

perfectly managed program (on
the order of the Apollo days) with

only outstanding economic results.
Any news about the difficulties of

engineering the highly complex
technologies of today is not

welcome. NASA is given causal

responsibility for ensuring U.S.

competitiveness in the world:

"Space leadership and

technological leadership are tied

together. Just as technological

leadership and American

competitiveness are tied together"

(Anderson 1988). Furthermore,

NASA is expected to fuel as well

as fully interact with the private
sector in their joint development
and spinoff efforts. "In the

vastness of technology, mutual

dependence between government

and the private sector nourishes

both"--Thomas G. Pownall,

Chairman, Martin Marietta

(Rappleye 1986).

Uncover facts through the
scientific method.

Others see NASA as a herald of

science: both putting scientific

knowledge to work in the

engineering feats of space

exploration and adding to our

scientific understanding of the

solar system. This view suggests

an approach to space exploration
that minimizes threats of loss of

life or health, a highly disciplined

approach grounded in the scientific

method. Indeed, with the exception

of the race to put the first man on

the Moon, NASA has approached

solar system exploration in a step-

by-step fashion. And remarkable

engineering and scientific

accomplishments have been made

by NASA's missions to the Moon

(Ranger, Surveyor, Apollo) and to

the planets (Mariner, Pioneer,

Viking, Voyager). Scientist

astronaut Sally Ride thinks NASA
should continue in this tradition.

She has stated that NASA should

avoid a spectacular "race to Mars."

and establish a lunar outpost as

part of a measured exploration of
the solar system. "We should
adopt a strategy to continue an

orderly expansion outward from the

Earth... a strategy of evolution

and natural progression" (quoted

by Broad 1989). Other space

experts would like NASA's scientific
focus to be inward toward the

Earth. "We'd better pursue the

things that work in space, like

surveying the Earth's resources,

weather patterns, climatic change--

things of direct and daily human

importance" (Brown 1989).
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Upfift mankind.

There are more emotionally
motivated constituents who value

NASA not for what it does

scientifically but for the social,

cultural, or political impact it has

on our collective consciousness,

whether national or global. The

success of the space program as

"a cultural evolution may open

many new options, including
opportunities to ease global

tensions, help the developing

world, and create a new culture

off our planet" (Lawler 1985). "The

U.S. will again lead the world in

developing space for the benefit of

its citizens and future generations

throughout the world" (Rockwell

1986). "Going to Mars is an
international endeavor. Political

benefits can be derived immediately--

not 30 years from now but every

year, through a joint project with
other countries, and the Soviet

Union in particular" (Del Guidice

1989). Perhaps the most shining

example of this ability of the space

program to uplift and unite is the

phenomenon of more than

600 million people who gathered
at their local television sets around

the world in July 1969 to witness

the U.S. landing on the Moon

241 500 miles away.

Estabfish and sustain U.S.

technological leadership.

Others view NASA as the

determinant of our technological

leadership in the world and
therefore a source of esteem. "It

_s humanity's destiny to strive,
to seek, to find... _t _s America's

destiny to lead" (Rosenthal 1989).

Essentially, "we must efther

reaffirm U.S. preeminence _n space
or permit other nations to catch

up or surpass us at the crucial

juncture" (Gorton 1986). Under

this value system, leadership can

be dangerously misconstrued to

mean "pay for everything." True

opportunities for differentiated,
competitive leadership need to be

understood and aggressively

pursued; however, the basis of

world esteem for our space

program should be authentic

technological achievement and

not simply financial daring.

Provide a rehgious or peak

experience.

Finally, there is a profoundly

fulfilling dimension to truly

marvelous achievements and truly

humbling failures. "There is

something almost religious about

man in space. The human

exploration of the solar system

appears quasi-religious, while
automated exploration is 'pure

science'" (Brown 1989).

Space exploration has a profound
moral dimension that cannot be

transgressed. The natural law,
when followed, leads on to

fulfillment of the mission but, when

violated, leads to difficulties and

even death. In these days of

avance and deception that seem to

escape the heavy hand of justice,
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thejoysandsorrowsof space
explorationaretiedto a morality
thatdoesnotplayfavorites•
ComparetheinfamousWallStreet
"junkbond"crisisor thesavings
andloandebacle,engineeredby
thosewhomadetheirownrules
andusedthesystemfor personal
gain,violatingall standardsof fair
play,to spaceexplorers,whoare
obligedto uncover"the" ruleand
advancestrictlywithinitslimits.
Inspiteof thewonderfulheroism
ofthesevenastronautswhorode
theChallenger to _ts demise, the

violation of the temperature limits

of the "O" rings led to immediate

ruin. It is the very discovery of the

rule--how things work--that

makes the quantum leap possible.
Effective communication of this

"truth" and "honor" of technological

and scientific exploration is sure to

shift prestige away from Wall Street
and draw career candidates into

engineering and science.

Space exploration will entail

extraordinary adventure and

discovery, but also enormous risk

and personal sacrifice. The deep

personal commitment that will be

required to depart on the long

journey replicates the religious
motif of death and resurrection:

I shall stretch out my hand

unhesitatingly towards the fiery
bread .... To take it is

•.. to surrender myself to

forces which will tear me away

painfully from myself in order to

drive me into danger, into

laborious undertakings, into a

constant renewal of ideas, into
an austere detachment.

(de Chardin 1972, p. 23)

One might wonder how a

Government-sponsored research

agency could possibly fulfill this

broad range of expectations• In fact,

excellent performance of the task

which NASA does best-advancing

technology and science--will provide

both practical and ennobling results.

• .. if some observer were to

come to us from one of the

stars what would he chiefly
notice?

Without question, two major

phenomena:

the first, that in the course of

half a century, technology has
advanced with incredible

rapidity, an advance not just of
scattered, localized technical
developments but of a real

geotechnology which spreads
out the close-woven network of

its interdependent enterprises
over the totality of the earth;

the second, that in the same

period, at the same pace and

on the same scale of planetary

cooperation and achievement
science has transformed in

every direction--from the
infinitesimal to the immense

and to the immensely
complex--our common vision
of the world and our common

power of action• (de Chardin

1972, p. 119)
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It is thealmostinstantaneous
globalizationoftechnological
innovationsandthetransformative
impactonqualityof lifeof scientific
breakthroughsthatcontnbutes,
daybyday,to theemergenceof a
visionofonec_tizenry,oneplanet.

If thissetof expectedvaluesis
heldupto theBushandHavel
visions,weseethattheBush
visionmayinfluencetechnology
developmentandrequirethe
advancementof scienceto steer
thecourse;theBushjourneymay
establishourleadershipposition--
if wearethefirstto makeit; the
journeymayrequirecourageand
thusbe inspiring.ButBush's
visiondoesnothavetheclosure
thatHavel'svisionhas. Ifwemake
thejourney_norderto uncoverthe
secretsoftheuniverseandif we
succeedin reahzingthatv_sion,
it _scertainthata peakexperience
filledwithaweandwonderwillbe
an_ntegralpartof "truth's"
unfolding.

Elementsof ExcellentExecution

A worthyvision,excellently
executed,reapsoutstanding
results.Skillsformthebridge
betweenstrategyandexecution.
Theexpectedvaluesdeterminethe
kindof skdlsneeded.American
taxpayerslooktotheirnational
spaceexplorationanddevelopment
programforhighlycompetitivenew
productsandservices,scientific
facts,anupliftingperspective,
preeminenttechnological

leadership,andethicalandmoral
fortitude.

Excellence,grace,skillinexecution
conveysanorganization'sessence
or style. ButNASAdoesmany
things.NASAis notasingle
businessunit,buta broad,rich
organizationwithactivitiesunder
wayonmanylevels.Whatdoes
NASAdo? NASAis aproblem-
solver,tryingto diagnosethe
startlingenwronmentalsymptoms
occurnngonPlanetEarth;
NASAisaninnovativeengineer
oftechnologicaladvances;
NASAis aconceiver,designer,
implementerof "bigscience"
experimentsandexploration
projects;NASAisthedeveloper
of theSpaceShuttleandSpace
StationFreedom and would like to

be the developer of colonies on
the Moon and Mars; and NASA is

the operator of the Space Shuttle,

although operations are clearly
not w_thin _ts charter. Each set

of functional tasks requires a

different set of skdls and styles of

management as well as distinctive

guidehnes and criteria for measuring

results and assessing whether

they are appropriately aligned with
the overall vtsion. It is the vision,

however, that pulls all of these

_ncongruous tasks together and
weaves their diverse contributions

into a single recognizable
achievement.

However, the vision must be decided

upon: Which wsion, "spacefarer" or
"secret uncoverer," best focuses
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theNASAorganizationon worthy

accomplishments over the next

20 to 30 years? My purpose here

is not to promote one visionary

concept over another but rather to
demonstrate the role and function

of a vision in coloring the entire

decision-making process within

an organization.

The Skilled Professional

Excellent performance of NASA's

multitude of tasks requires a rich

array of the very best skills

available in America today.

Nothing less than the very best

minds should be brought to bear

on this major potential to revitalize
our nation. The critical skills

essential to executing NASA's
numerous tasks include

• Visionary leadership

• Technical competence

• Entrepreneurial judgment
• Problem-solving ability

• Project management expertise

• The ability to innovate/

experiment/create

• Navigational skills

The notion of vision ranks these

critical skills and determnnes who will

implement the vision. If we want

to be the preeminent spacefarers,

then perhaps navigational skills

and entrepreneurial judgment

will be the critical skills required

by the organization. However, if

the pursuit is of truths about the

universe, then perhaps the ability

to solve problems and the ability to

innovate, experiment, create wiln be

the most critical skills required.

The skilled professional may be

homegrown or hired with the
appropriate experience or
contracted to fill a short-term

need. But we will apply different

evaluation criteria in searching for
a "spacefarer" than in searching
for a "secret uncoverer." To

realize the "spacefarer" vision, we
would look for the characteristics of

an explorer, an adventurer, a risk-

taker. To accomplish the "secret

uncoverer" vision, we would need

a more rigorous expertise based

on proven results in innovating,
discovering, inventing. The first

suggests a fortitude in facing the
unknown. The second suggests

facing the unknown, wrestling the

unknown to the ground, and rising

victorious with insnght anto ats parts

and how the parts relate to each
other to create the whole. The
cnteria for selection become

more rigorous; the measures of

successful performance, more
precise.

The only way to reduce the
timeframe and cost of research and

experimentatnon and maximize

effectiveness is to bring the best

rounds to bear on critical problems.

Even _f a premium must be paid

over 0ndustry rates to attract such

talent, the resulting maximization

of NASA's output with respect

to its vision would more than

compensate for the increased

investment in human capital.
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Tobeableto respondagilelyto
problemsandprojectsasthey
arise,NASAshouldbeexempt
fromcertainCivilService
regulationsandbegivenflexibility
inpersonnelhiring,advancement,
retirement,andtheassembling
anddisbandingof teams,aswell
astheresourcesto rewardtruly
significant,ground-breaking,
wealth-creatingcontributions.

The Pivotal Job

The pivotal jobs are those that

are critical to demonstrating the

vision. Those holding such jobs

are effectively the delegated vision

actualizers who, given sufficient

leeway, exercise their judgment,

intuition, and responsibility in
service of the vision.

Jobs are considered pivotal if they

are essential to convincing the

American taxpayer that NASA is

producing the desired result or

achieving the desired strategic

objective. They demonstrate that

the vision is becoming actualized.

Pivotal jobs might include

• The visionary leader, who
can see, smell, taste, feel

the fruition of the project

• The engineer, who ushers in

technological breakthroughs

• The entrepreneur, who spins
them off

• The scientist, who

methodically unfolds
discoveries

• The project manager, who

shepherds the contributions of

thousands of specialists within

the "real-world" parameters of

schedule and budget

• The communicator or

brainstormer, who constantly

stirs up, tears apart, refreshes,

revitalizes the organization

• The astronaut, who navigates

the spacecraft, who braves the
unknown, and who will explore,

develop, and inhabit space

beyond our Planet Earth

If we are to be a nation of

spacefarers, it is the astronaut

who holds the pivotal job of

demonstrating to the American

people that we are indeed venturing

out into space, navigating beyond
Planet Earth. However, if we are to

uncover the secrets of the universe,

the engineer, the scientist, the

brainstormer or communicator might

hold the pivotal job, as such tasks

embody the exhaustive search for

unnoticed relationships and their

significance.

The Focused Team

The projects on NASA's drawing

board are beyond the ability of any

single organization to implement,

let alone single individuals. So,

although it is critical that each

individual represent the very best

human potential our country has to
offer, each must also have the

uncanny ability to enrich, nourish,

and apply that expertise in pursuit
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ofa commongoal,throughhighly
focusedteamwork.Theend-
productparametersmustbeclearly
defined,andtheaccumulating
insightmustbecontinouslyshared
amongteammembers.

Anindividualprofessional'sskill
permitsreadyexecutionof atask
ata highlevelofcompetence.An
issueof concernis thepotential
dichotomybetweenthehighly
specializedprofessionalandthe
highlysynergisticteam. Each
specialisthashisownvisionof
qualityachievementandhisown
sphereof personalinterests.Only
throughanover-articulated,single
noblevisioncansufficientenergy
beunleashedto inspirealltoward
acommongoal. Suchapproaches
asestablishingbroadspheres
ofresponsibility,usingteams
extensively,andsearchingforjob
rotationopportunitiescontinuously
cannourishanabilityto see
connectionsand_mplicationsand
fostermoreefficient,decentralized
decision-making.

Asanexample,Ingersoll-Rand
collapsedthedesigncycleof a new
handtoolto 1year--one-thirdthe
normaldevelopmenttime--by
breakingdownthebarrierswithin
theentrepreneurialteamand
allowingsales,marketing,
engineering,andmanufacturing
to workinunison;i.e.,getting
everyoneto "playin thesame
sandbox."To avoidthe"not-
invented-here"syndrome,acore

teamrepresentingallfunctional
areasheldweeklymeetingsto
ensurethat,amongotherthings,
allmembershadastakeinevery
stepandit wasateamproject
(Kleinfield1990).

Stayingcenteredonthecreative
processandremainingalwaysfresh
andinnovativerequirestheability
to focus. TheBureaud'Economie
Theoriqueet Appliquee(BETA)
researchgroupbelievesthat
innovationis, aboveall,a process.
BETAhasconductedfourlarge
researchprogramsin thepast
10years,includinga studyof
thespaceprogramto illustrate
technologicallearningorchange
withinanindustrialnetwork.They
haveconcludedthatinnovationis
anevolutionaryphenomenon
ratherthanasuddenhappening
(Zuscovitch,Heraud,and
Cohendet1988).

A compromisingenvironmentmay
getthejourneyunderway,butJt
w_llnotleadto thefullnessof
"truth." Suchpressuresas
scoringachievementswithina
term-in-officetimeframe;restricting
a projectto certaincostlimits
dictatedbythenationaldebt;
establishingprematureinternational
collaborationsimplybecausewe
arebroke;stickingto knownand
establishedtechnologiesnomatter
howinapplicabletheymaybe;
readilyacceptingunproven
technologiesbecausethey're
supposedto becheaper--all
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thesepressuresconstrainthe
investigativeprocessandleadto
half-bakedresults. Ifwearegoing
to conductanexplorationprogram,
weshouldprovidethetimeand
moneyto do thejobright.

Wheredoesonebegin?Howto
achievechange,howto startthe
changeprocess,howto assess
whethermembersof the
organizationarepreparedfor
change,howto handleobstacles
to progress--theseareall issues
ofconcern,yettheyareall
surmountable.Theimportantpoint
to keepinmindis thatorganizations
changeallthetime. Change
readinesscanbeassessedatall
levelsof theorganization,jobscan
be redesigned,skillscanbebuilt,
andanyvision,eagerlyembraced,
canbebroughtto fruition.

The Coordination of Complexity

The most significant feature of the

NASA space program, as compared
to all the other programs on Earth

today, _s the enormous complexity

of each indiwdual project and the
cumulative complexity of the

program _n its entirety. The simple

experience of engaging our m_nds

in the mastery of such mega-scale

products, processes, and projects

creates an expertise that serves us

well in all aspects of our economic

endeavors and in our global

competitive positioning. In

other words, this managerial

experience--in itself--provides a

unique competitive advantage to
our nation.

The Bnlliant Achievement

What makes an achievement

stand out in our mind as brilliant

is colored by our vision. The

Apollo landing on the Moon is

an example of an impeccable

journey. The project was perfectly

timed, sequenced, and costed
out to run like clockwork. In

contrast, the Hubble Space

Telescope (fig. 4) has had a

sporadic history-on again, off

again--over a period of 40 years.

It was championed by one person,

Dr. Lyman Spitzer, from 1940 to

1950. Project Stratosphere, a

prototype 12-inch telescope

carned by balloon, was launched
in the 1950s. NASA took over in

the 1960s and successfully

launched two precursor

observation launches. Finally

completed and launched in April
1990 at the cost of $1.5 billion,

more than three times the original

projected cost of $435 million, the

Hubble telescope has been
riddled with difficulties, including

the d_scovery that one of the

mirrors was apparently ground to
the wrong curvature. Yet the
vision remained the same

throughout (Wilford 1990c).

Dr. Lyman Sp_tzer, now 75, wrote

in his first proposal for a space

telescope over 40 years ago that,
"The chief contribution of such a
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radicallynewandmorepowerful
instrumentwouldbe,notto
supplementourpresentideasof
theuniversewelivein,butrather
to uncovernewphenomenanotyet
imagined,andperhapsto modify
profoundlyourbasicconceptsof
spaceandtime"(Wilford1990c).

Underthevisionof spacefaring,
thisprojectmightberegardedas
a disaster,becausethespacefaring
visionfocusesonthequalityofthe
journey.Infact,thejourneywas

terrible.Theprojectwassubject
to numerouspostponements,
overruns,anddelays,andit still
(1990)hasseriousproblemseven
afterlaunch.Yetwhenthefirst
insightfulphotographreturnsfrom
thetelescope,if oneoftheanswers
to thethreekeyquestions--How
fastis theuniverseexpanding?
Howoldis theuniverse?Whatis
thefateof theuniverse?--is
disclosed,then,underthesecret-
uncoveringvision,thisprojectwill
havebeenatremendoussuccess.

Figure 4

The Hubble Space Telescope
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Section 2: Scoping a
Strategically Significant
Mission Agenda

The space program promises to

provide a chance to restore Planet

Earth to abundant health, a running

start on technology leaps beyond

our imagination, and access to
boundless resources.

The U.S. space program is

not the only dr=ver of U.S.

technology.., but [it] is a

direct and major driver of

those kinds of technologies
that will drive the world

market of the next century.

(Anderson 1988)

The Space Industry will be a

leading indicator of all other
industries in the future--

Yukiko Minato, Ministry of
International Trade and

Industry, Japan. (Buell 1987)

In the long term, a key to
humanity's continued
evolution will be the

penetration of space and
the economic and scientific

exploitation of the solar

system's inexhaustible

resources and unique physical

characteristics. (Glaser 1989)

The United States has been a

trailblazer in space development.

Since the heady days of Apollo,

the United States has enjoyed a

reputation for unprecedented

large-scale project management

expertise, long-lasting unmanned

planetary exploration, a deep

institutional experience base in

NASA, and unparalleled aerospace

leadership--all decisive competitive

advantages that have benefited

commercial, as well as public
endeavors.

However, 20 to 30 years ago,

space exploration and development
programs were narrowly focused.

The science and engineering

problems faced today, such as

alloys, fuels, distances, are much

more complex than those wrestled

with during the Apollo Program. A

strategy needs to be formulated

that effectively allocates finite

resources among carefully selected

objectives in a sequence that

maximizes results. Important

strategic insights can be dertved

from examining several potential
mission scenarios for NASA.

Remarkably, a close examination
of NASA demonstrates that the

agency has been active in

promoting and nurturing initiatives
across the board--in every

strategic space development

segment. President Bush seems
to want to continue a tradition of

independent, full-scale initiatives.
While the notion of international

participation was not entirely absent

from Bush's July 20, 1989, speech,

it was heavily overshadowed by a

nationalistic message: "What
Americans dream Americans
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cando." Weshouldpursuethese
goals"becauseit is America's
destinyto lead." Thisphrasing
suggeststhatAmericaisgoingto
paythefirst100percent,and,if
otherswanttoaddon topof that,
theycan(Chandler1989).Sucha
postureneedscarefulevaluation.

Thispaperreviewsthree
segmentationsof thespace
developmentarenato demonstrate
potentialareasof strategicleverage
for NASA,astheagencyseeksto
clarifyitsroleandfunctionwithin
theglobalspacedevelopment
industry:

1. Consumer-driven innovation:

The entrepreneurial traits of
customer-driven innovation

and incessant scrutiny of the

marketplace are essential

components of effective market-

focused strategy development.
The only real "consumers" of the
space program are the citizens of

Planet Earth. It is eminently wise

to focus on their needs as buyers-
their higher needs for a healthy

planet for their children and their

children's children. The ability to

scrutinize profoundly the resource
components of Planet Earth and to

begin to understand the interaction
of economic and natural variables

promises to provide a contribution
by NASA and other national space

agencies around the world that is

unprecedented.

2. Capability-driven innovation:

There are specific gaps in our

tools, products, and processes

that prevent prompt exploitation

of space. Nothing short of major

technological leaps must be

masterminded. The originators of

such technological breakthroughs

have typically seen them spin off:
into lucrative commercial

ventures.

3. Destination-driven

innovation: The prospect of

setting up colonies on such

forbidding planetary bodies as the

Moon and Mars makes sense only

when the colony is viewed as a base

from which to exploit resources. To
access the rich resources of our

neighboring planets, to capitalize

on manufacturing breakthroughs

achieved only in low-gravity

conditions, to test the possibility

of transferring some of our heavily

polluting industries off Planet Earth
(taking care not to pollute our

neighboring planets)--these tasks

require a supporting infrastructure
that includes the advancement

of megaproject management

expertise. The colonization of

the Moon and Mars effectively

requires the creat=on of entirely

new industry and tnfrastructure

sectors, whtch will invanably have

a profound impact on our hfestyle

and bus_ness approaches on
Earth.
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In 1988the NationalAcademy
of Sciencesrecommendedthat
theUnitedStatesundertakea
multibillion-dollarspacescience
initiativethatwouldredirectthe
U.S.spaceprogramintheearly
21st century.Theyrecommended
that

. An intense, continuous

program be established to
monitor Earth's climate,
resources, and numerous

other factors important to the

planet's health.

, A search for planets in distant

solar systems be given a high

priority.

, A number of sample-return

missions be sent to nearby

space bodies.

, Many new missions in space

biology and medicine be
undertaken.

The first recommendation supports

the Mission to Planet Earth, the

second and third support

exploration efforts which are

preliminary to selecting a
destination, and the fourth

recommendation encourages

regenerative life support

technology--a capability to be

developed. These proposals, in

the report "Space Science in the

21st Century--Imperatives for
Decades 1995-2015, '° would

require NASA's budget to grow

significantly (Covault 1988).

Consumer-Driven Innovation:

The Business of Protecting
Planet Earth

The "Planet Earth" consumer is

literally consuming the planet:

Consider the situation we

face on the eve of the 1990s:

We are generating waste,
both solid and hazardous,

at a rate far exceeding our
ability to dispose of it; global

temperatures are inching

upwards; our protective shield

of ozone is disappearing at
the same time as the

earthbound, harmful ozone

continues to exceed safe

levels in many of our cities;

acid rain is killing much of our

aquatic flora and fauna and

damaging many of our forests;

and the world population
has reached 5 billion and

continues to climb rapidly.

(Glass 1989)

More alarmingly, further growth is
essential: A fivefold to tenfold

increase in economic activity is

required over the next 50 years to

meet the needs and aspirations of

the world population and reduce

poverty. This will place a colossal

new burden on the ecosphere

(MacNeil 1989).

Space science has already proven

that it can contribute substantially
to our understanding of Earth's

problems: the greenhouse effect

on Venus and ozone depletion on
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Marsprovidedinsightsthatalerted
usto potentialdangersinourown
atmosphere.Imaginehowpotent
directfocusbytheinternational
spaceestablishmentonPlanet
Earthpromisesto be. TheApollo8
photoof ourplanetafloatinspace
showedusthat,asBuckminster
Fullerputit, wearepassengerson
SpaceshipEarth.TheEarthis all
we'vegot--at leastfornow.
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Allproductsbroughtto marketon
PlanetEarthfollowa similaractivity
flowfromanalyzingthemarketand
customerneed,throughdesigning
theproduct,purchasingor
sourcingtherawmaterials,and
manufacturing,to distributingand
sellingtheproduct(seetable2).
Therearethreecriticalrolesthat
NASAcouldplayin theUnited
States,othernationalspace
agenciescouldplayin their
respectivecountries,andallthese
agenciescouldplayjointlyon
PlanetEarthto alignbusiness
activitieswithecology-preserving
systems:

• Provide an information base

for delimiting constructive and
destructive use of resources

on Planet Earth.

• Provide technology design
initiatives that demonstrate

regard for ecological
limitations.

Participate in policy
formulation efforts intended

to promote global industrial

restructuring--including

cons,deration of transferring

the most polluting industrial

activities to off-planet
locations.

Market Research: Point the way to

save the planet

Growth must be structured in ways

that keep its enormous potential for
environmental transformation within

safe limits--limits which are yet to

be determined. Clearly defining the

parameters within which Planet
Earth can be restored to health can

provide powerful directives. For

example, one author states that to
stabilize concentrations of carbon

dioxide at present levels, an

zmmediate reduct,on ,n global

manmade emiss,ons-chiefly from

the burning of such fossil fuels as

coal and oil--by 60 to 80 percent

would be necessary (Shabecoff

1990a).

TABLE 2. The Business System for Bringing a Product to Market on Planet Earth

Define

Market "_
research

Design

Technical desJ_ Sourc_ng.l_

Deliver

Manufactur_RQ_! Distributa_

Customer

sales/serv_c_
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NASAhasa projectunderway
whichmayidentifyjustsuch
degreesof tolerance:The
Missionto PlanetEarthisa "global
habitabilitymission"(Brown1989)
involvingaverysubstantialpurely
scientificcomponentdirected
towardrealhumanproblems.It is
intendedto pointthewayto save
theplanet.Alsoreferredto as
EarthObservingSystem(EOS),
it isaninternationalinitiative
consistingof fivegiantorbiting
platforms[twofromNASA,two
fromtheEuropeanSpaceAgency
(ESA),andonefromtheNational
SpaceDevelopmentAgency
(NASDA)ofJapan],eachcarrying
thelargestandmostsophisticated
arrayof remote-sensinginstruments
everassembled.Themission
willbegina 15-yearperiodof
observationin themid-1990s.This
willbecomeoneof thelargestspace
scienceprojectsever,costingthe
UnitedStates$1billionperyear
(Cook1989).

Thelistofcriticalprocessesthat
impactPlanetEarth'secological
systemandmustbemonitoredis
extensive,includingchangesin
concentrationsof greenhouse
gasesandtheirimpacton
temperature;theeffectofocean
circulationonthetimingand
distributionof climaticchanges;the
roleofvegetationin regulatingthe
fluxof waterbetweenlandand
atmosphere;globalcirculationand
processingof majorchemical
elementssuchascarbon,oxygen,
nitrogen,phosphorus,andsulfur--

principalcomponentsof life--as
wellascarbondioxide,methane,
andnitrousoxide(Morethan
70000chemicalssynthesized
byhumansaffecttheglobal
environment.);andprocessesof
evaporationandprecipitation,runoff
andcirculation(Clark1989).

Theendproductofthis
internationalundertakingwillbean
informationbasefor decision-
making--thefindingsof scientific
researchandplanetarymonitoring.
It is hopedthattheenvironmental
impactof businessdecisionswillbe
demonstratedina fact-based
manner.Therealenvironmental
costsof humanactivitieshavenot
beenisolatedto date;thus,
calculationsofbusinessefficiencies
havebeenskewedinfavorofthe
convenient.Thedilemmainvolved
inchoosingprocesstechnologies,
governedastheyarenowby
private,generallyshort-term,profit-
maximizingresponsesto market
forcesratherthanlong-term
concernsaboutenvironmental
quality,couldmoreeffectivelybe
resolvedwiththedatabasethat
Missionto PlanetEarthpromises
to assemble.

PresidentBushhasexpressedhis
willingnessto preventcompromise
whileappreciatingtheneedto
redefinebusinessstandardsin the
marketplace:"To thosewho
suggestwe'reonlytryingto
balanceeconomicgrowthand
environmentalprotection,I saythey
missthepoint.Wearecallingfor
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anentirelynewwayofthinking,to
achievebothwhilecompromising
neither,byapplyingthepowerof
themarketplacein theserviceof
theenwronment"(Shabecoff
1990b).

Technical Design: Define

enwronmentally safe products

and processes

Technologies that can be utilized
on the scale necessary to support

sustainable economic development

must be resource-conserving,

pollution-preventing, and

environment-restoring, and

themselves economically

supportable. Sheer invention is

the only effective way out of our

major ecological problems, as the

very technological foundations of

our economy need to be totally
revised. What we need is an

economy that will not consume
scarce resources and w_ll not

generate pollution.

Begin with the environmental

constraints and then design the

product: NASA is initiating a

process that it believes may serve

as a model for government,

industry, and environmental

groups. Its cornerstone is getting

together before a technology is

developed to determine what

technological advances must be

made to render a product or

process environmentally and

economically acceptable. Looking

at the environmental issues ahead

of hardware issues, they have

even gone one step further:

they have resolved not to develop
the product or process if the

environment is compromised
(Leary 1990). In the case in

point--development of a high-

speed passenger plane--walking

away would be enormously difficult,

as competition stands in the wings:

Aerospatiale, the French aircraft
company, is studying the next-

generation supersonic transport

to replace the Concorde; the

Japanese government has begun
serious research; and the Soviet

Union has begun studies on a

transport plane that could fly at

5 times the speed of sound

(Leary 1990).

Preliminary studies commissioned

by NASA indicate that building such

an aircraft is possible. However,

current aircraft technology,

including the best materials and

engines, could not produce an

acceptable aircraft, according to

Boeing. The Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory concurs,
having calculated that a fleet of

500 supersonic airliners using

existing engine technology would

seriously deplete the ozone layer

by 15 to 20 percent, almost

3 times the damage from

chlorofluorocarbons. NASA plans

to spend $284 million over the next

5 years to find out whether the

required technological advances to
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developanenvironmentallysafe
high-speedplanecanbeachieved.
Theprogramwillcenterinitiallyon
airportnoise,sonicbooms,and
engineemissionsthatcould
reducetheatmosphere's
protectiveozonelayer(Leary
1990).

Experiment with new processes

that will protect the environment:

Ecologically safe life support

is being pioneered in the

Biosphere II Project, a

complete environment
contained under 3 acres of

glass (see fig. 5). Billed as

the most exciting scientific

experiment since the lunar

landing, the airtight structure

will contain 20 000 square
feet of farm, where all the

food will be grown. There

will also be a desert, ocean,

marsh, savannah, and
rainforest (with 3800 species

from ladybugs and shrimp to

fowl and deer), laboratory,

library, and apartments.

Eight scientists will spend

2 uninterrupted years inside

the project, which is designed

to simulate life in a space

colony, beginning in

September 1990 (Dawson

1989). Biosphere II is a

private, profit-oriented

project operated by Space

Biospheres Ventures. Most
of the $37 million for the

4-year-old enterprise has

been donated by Texas
multimillionaire Edward Bass

(Steacy 1988). The intent is

to restore environmentally
damaged areas on Planet
Earth as well as advance

NASA's exploratory

programs. Techniques

under development include

chemical-free farming, natural

pest-removers, crop rotation,

and new ways to recycle
nutrients through the soil

and purify both air and water.
The entrepreneurs believe

that an ecological industry
can turn a profit and that
working with the flow of
nature should cost less in the

long run. They expect to
market the new methods

and equipment they are

developing.
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Ocean, Savannah
_ _

Figure 5

Biosphere II

This huge terrarium was budt near Tucson

with private financing in 1989 and w_ll be

occupied by a collection of 3800 species

(including eight Homo sapiens) for an

uninterrupted 2-year period starting in

1990.

The 3-acre, a_rtlght, glass and frame

structure includes five wilderness b/omes.

From a mountam in the center of the

ramforest, a stream cascades down a

waterfall and across the forest floor. It

flows along a savannah, at the top of the

rock cliffs, through fresh- and saltwater

marshes to a 25-foot-deep ocean, which

encompasses a coral reef. A thornscrub

forest makes the transltion between the

savannah and a desert, the biome that

most nearly matches the external

environment.

Behmd the w_lderness blomes tn this wew

are the 24 O00-square-foot tntensive

agnculture blome and the s_x-story,

domed human habitat biome. The natural

processes in B_osphere II will be artihcially

assisted by two "lungs," to accommodate

warm air expansion, which would otherwise

blow out glass panes or break the seals,

and by air and water clrculabon systems,

because the unit is not large enough to

generate weather processes.

Its developers believe that not only is such

a controfled ecological life support system

applicable to future space colonies but

also the techmques developed such as

chemical-free farming may be useful _n

restoring to enwronmental health parts of

Biosphere I-- our Planet Earth.
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• Ecologically safe power

generation can be achieved

by generating power via
satellites for use on the

ground as well as in space.

The feasibility of new solar

power technologies to collect

and beam power between

objects in space and the
Earth needs to be tested. It

is not yet clear which orbits

and which portions of the

electromagnetic spectrum
would best be used to

transmit energy to Earth from

space (Glaser 1989).

• Ecologically safe waste
treatment can be achieved

through transfer of a NASA-

developed technology to

Planet Earth municipalities.

The NASA Technology
Utilization Office, which

encourages non-space

applications of technology

developed by NASA,
transferred the first Planet

Earth application of the

artificial marsh filtering system

(intended to treat wastewater

in space colonies--research

began in 1971) to a local

municipality in Haughton,
Louisiana, in 1986. An

11-acre lagoon and a 70- by

900-foot gravel bed with

rooted aquatic plants were

set up (see fig. 6). Highly

effective (bacterial levels

were far below permitted
limits), the process was also

found to be highly cost-

effective (only a fraction of
the cost of the conventional

approach). Presently 15 to

20 systems are on-line

or in the design phase

throughout the United

States (Dawson 1989).
Figure 6

Natural Wastewater Treatment

At Haughton, Loutsiana, town officials
installed a second-generation version of
NASA's natural wastewater treatment
system. The raw wastewater is pumped
_ntothe lagoon, where floabng water
hyacinths digest enormous amounts of
pollutants. Then the water flows over a
rock bed populated by m_crobes that
cleanse the water further. Aquatic plants
growing in the gravel bed-bulrushes _n
the foreground and canna hhes in the
background- absorb more poflutants and
help deodorize the sewage Although
water hyacinths are limited to warm
climates and fresh water, bulrushes and
canna lilies can tolerate both cold and
salt water.
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It is importantto notethatarashof
newproductinnovationscould
fostereconomicgrowthat levels
unseento date.

Sourcing�Manufacturing�

Distribution: Spearhead global

industrial restructuring

All of our actiwties have

environmental consequences,
and all of our activities must be

changed rapidly if our rendezvous
with disaster is to be halted.

The challenge facing humanity
in the '90s is to reverse the

environmental degradation of

the planet before it leads to

economic decline .... Meeting

this challenge requires more

than fine-tuning; it will take a

fundamental restructuring of

the global economy. (Brown

1990)

Any blueprint for an environmentally

sustainable global economy would

require the following.

Eliminate sources of pollution:

Some pollutants have been

successfully removed from the

atmosphere. In each case--lead,
DDT, PCBs, strontium 90-

substantial improvement was

achieved not by tacking a control

device onto the process that

generates the pollutant but by

eliminating the pollutant from the

production process itself

(Commoner 1990).

Replace environmentally assaulting

production technologies with

inherently pollution-free processes:
Ecologically and economically

sound technologies do exist.

If farmers would shift to

organic agriculture, the rising

tide of agricultural chemicals

that now pollute water

supplies would be reversed
and food would be free of

pesticide-derived carcinogens.

If automobiles were powered

by stratified-charge engines,

which sharply reduce nitrogen
oxide emissions, the urban

pall of photochemical smog

and ozone--which is triggered

by nitrogen oxides--would be
lifted.

If electricity were produced by

photovoltaic cells, directly

from sunlight, the air could be

freed of the noxious pollutants

generated by conventional

power plants.

If the use of plastics were

limited to those products for

which they are essential,

we could push back the

petrochemical industry's toxic
invasion of the enwronment.

(Commoner 1990)
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Consider transferring the ma/or

eroders of Planet Earth off planet:

The components of growth and

globalization of human activity that

have had the greatest impact on
the environment from 1850 to the

present are agriculture, the

dominant agent of global land

transformation--9 million square
kilometers of surface has been

converted to cropland; energy,

which has risen by a factor of 80;

manufacturing, which has
increased a hundredfold in

100 years; and basic metals,

which has experienced a long-

term growth greater than 3 percent

per year. Each of these could

conceivably be transferred off

Planet Earth: agriculture, using

biosphere or hydroponic

techniques; energy, using solar

power transmission to the Earth;

manufacturing, possibly using

robots on the Moon; and mining
of basic metals on the Moon,

asteroids, or Mars. What better

justification for going to the Moon
or Mars than to make life better for

the Planet Earth consumer!

Eliminate indifferent public policies:

Current public policies have been

found to actively encourage
deforestation, desertification,

destruction of habitat and species,

and decline of air and water quality

(Clark 1989). Mechanisms, both

national and international, need

to be developed to coordinate

managerial activities pertaining

to ecologically safe industrial

restructuring. Local development
actions have cumulative results on

the global environment that are
difficult to communicate, short of

demonstrating them from a

vantage point in low Earth orbit.

Science can help, but it is efforts

that go beyond science to

formulating adaptive policies that

encompass environmental

surprises which will ultimately
determine our effectiveness as

managers of Planet Earth.

Capability-Driven Innovation:

The Process of Engineering

Critical Technological
Advances

Science seemed at its birth to

be but superfluity and fantasy,

the product of an exuberant

overflow of inward activity
beyond the sphere of the
material necessities of life, the

fruit of the curiosity of dreamers

and idlers. Then, little by little,

it achieved an importance and
an effectiveness .... We who

live in a world which it

revolutionized acknowledge

its social significance and
sometimes even make it the

object of a cult. Nevertheless

we still leave it to grow as best

it can, hardly tending to it at all,

like those wild plants whose

fruits are plucked by primitive

peoples in their forests.

(de Chardin 1972, p. 129)
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Ourtechnologicalcapabilities
havenotyetreacheda levelthat
facilitatesrealizationof our
loftiestgoals. Andthelevelof
technologicalcapabilitydetermines
theeffectivenessof oureffortsand
theircostefficiencies.Wecannot
mobilizeaprogramto colonizethe
Moonor Marswithinthenext
3-5years,forexample,precisely
becauseourcurrenttechnology
makesit economicallyinfeasible.
Gettingmaterialsandpeopleinto
spacesimplycoststoomuch;we
don'tknowwhat'sthere--except
ona superficiallevel--orhowit can
beused;andwearenotsurethat
wecanremainalivefor any

extendedperiodoftime,letalone
returnto Earthwithouthavingbeen
debilitatedinsomeway. Themost
criticalimpedimentsto space
explorationarethelackofcost-
effectivemeansto leavethepullof
theEarth'sgravity,theavailability
of onlyarudimentarycontrolled
ecologicallifesupportsystem,and
theinabilityto conductresearchon
spacephenomenainenoughdepth
to developinnovativeproductsand
processes(table3). Theseare
effectivelythe independent
variables--ortheproblemswhose
resolutionwillfacilitatea broad
rangeof subsequentprojectsand
programs.

TABLE3. Priority Issues in a Space Technology Development Program

Independent variables Dependent variables

Getting _ntospace:
launch vehicle economics
(highly competitive)

L_wnghealthily _nspace:
sustainable hfesupport systems

Workangproducttvely _nspace'
fac_hty_nwhich to expenment
(ex., space station)

Vehicle s_ze
Cargo capacity
Fuel type

Length of stay _nspace
D_stancetravelable

Development of new products &
processes for commercial
manufactunng
Renewable power supply

Intervening variables (could s_gnificantly change the game rules)

D_scoveryof other hfe_nthe universe, perhaps more _ntelhgent(and therefore having many
capab_ht_esalready _nhand) or d_stant(thus changing our target destination)

Major breakthroughs_nspeed of travel, perhaps rendenng Mars less _nterest_ng(because we
can go farther) or more interesting (because we can get there faster)

Inabihty to sustain hfeon a long-term bas_soutside of Earth's atmosphere, or prohibitive
hardship _ndoing so
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TheNationalResearchCouncil,
anarmof thecongressionally
charteredNationalAcademyof
Sciences,believesthatit isvital
thatMoon-Marsmissionshave"the
capabilitytosendhumansinto
space,maintainthemina physical
conditionthatpermitsthemto work
productively,andreturnthemto
Earthingoodhealth." Ithasnot
beendemonstratedthatafterlong-
durationspaceflightindividualscan
readjustrapidlyto gravitywithout
seriousphysiologicalconsequences
("U.S.Panel"1990).

Onewaytoensurethattheeffortis
sustainedis to makesurethatthe
basicsareinplace:to focusfor a
timeontechnologydevelopment,
to reducetheoperationalcostsof
spacefaringandto establishthe
facilitiesandsystems--the
infrastructure-thata serious

programrequires(Sawyer1989).
To respondto existingtechnology
constraints,to beableto break
throughthecurrentquality/cost
parameters,weneedto developa
targeted,thoughtfultechnology
advancementprogram.A
segmentationbasedoncapabilities
inhand,andcapabilitiesrequired,
bringsto thesurfacethemajor
technologygapsto bebridged
(table4). Masteryof these
technologiesis mostlikelyto open
upspaceactivitiestothebroadest
possibleconstituency.When
thecostsofgettingintospace,
survivinginspace,andproducing
inspacearesufficientlyreduced,
aninfrastructurecanbebuiltto
nurturethewealth-generating
effortsof smallentrepreneurs
andindependentindividuals,as
wellasmajorcorporationsand
governmentalagencies.
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TABLE 4. U.S. Mission Scenarios: Capability-Driven Innovation

Capability Technological impediments Proposed projects/requirements

Space Econom0c access to space • Shuttle C unmanned cargo versaon

transpor- of Space Shuttle

tat_on • New generaton heavy hft rocket,
to lift 300 000 Ib +

• Aerospace plane--advanced

propulsion, honzontal take-off

• Cnvul Space Technology Institute

(CSTI), to increase operating

margins of propulsion hardware

Maneuverabdity nn orbit • Exploration Technologies

R&D Program, to develop

technology for operations

beyond Earth orb0t

• Develop two orbital vehJcles

• Develop un-space assembly

capabulnty

• Develop system for stonng

propellants _n Earth orbit for later use

• Develop small, reusable moonsh_p

that separates nnto lander and

orbrtlng module

• Develop accurate and safe

autonomous landnng, rendezvous,

and docking and sample retneval

Deep space travel • Develop a rocket powerful enough
to reach Mars

Advanced

technology

Sufficnent power supply • Construct energy forms to

beam power to Earth (NASA

Lewus/Harns solar concentrator)

• Develop space-based nuclear

reactors (JPL SP-100;

Westinghouse Multlmegawatt

Space Nuclear Power Supply)

• Mnne the Moon for alternatbve

energy sources

• Develop advanced chemical

propulsion

Automatuon and robotics

breakthroughs

Develop advanced "_ntelhgent

systems" technology to reduce

cost of unmanned probes

Advanced data and

computer system

breakthroughs

Develop advanced computer

technology to reduce

cost of unmanned probes
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TABLE 4 (concluded).

Capability Technological impediments Proposed projects/requirements

Life Substitute gravity • Modify the umpact of mncrograwty
sciences on human systems by exercise,

artificial gravity, autogemc feedback
traanlng, and nutntion (NASA Ames)

• Understand interdependence of
musculoskeletal, carduovascular, and
endocrine systems onlow and art_fnclal
gravuty (Space Station Freedom)

• Determine the effects of extended

weightlessness on humans

Sustannable food supply • Exper0ment with hydroponncs space
farm that uses nutrient-nch solutnons
unstead of soil

• Develop self-sustaining system from
growing fruits and vegetables _n
space

Closed water/waste

treatment system
• B_osphere II, a complete envuronment

under 3 acres of glass

• Controlled ecological life support
system (CELSS)

• Bioregeneratlve hfe support to

generate oxygen, supply fresh food,
remove excess carbon dnox_de

Shelter • Develop building materials and alloys
from lunar ore

• Test use of spherical _nflatable
housing structure made of Kevlar
(Lawrence Livermore Natl. Lab)

Oxygen • Extract oxygen from lunar materials
for use nnhfe support systems and as
propellant

Remote health care • Develop chn_cal health manntenance

facnhty

Sources: Berry 1989, Covault 1989d; "Gardens an Space," Los Angeles T/rues 4-2-89, Harford 1989, Henderson

1989, Sawyer 1989; West;nghouse 1989.
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The funding requirements to

achieve such technological
advances are difficult to estimate:

A dichotomy exists between the

cost to make the leap and the

cost savings achieved as a

result of the leap. Since the

breakthrough has not yet been

achieved, it is impossible to

predict how many false starts
must be surmounted in the

struggle up the learning curve
to success (table 5). Such

development does not necessarily
follow a straight line; it is often a

series of iterations, evolutionary in

its unfolding. Because these

"technological leap" projects

cannot even guarantee that

success will be attained, they are

by definition high-risk. However,

achievement of the breakthrough

provides enormous rewards to the

technology owner and permanently
redefines the competitive arena to

the advantage of the breakthrough
innovator. Because the efforts are

often very expensive, they are

increasingly undertaken on an
industry-wide basis; because the

results can be very lucrative, they
are often kept secret from other

nations--guarded like the national

treasures they are.

TABLE 5. The Life Cycle of a Technological Breakthrough

Phases

Engmeenng/ I

Developmental

Irfefva_,eod_

Operational

oC;22,ernC_a_

splnoffs ////
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Costexposurecanbereduced
throughpartnershipsamong
governmentagencies,industry,
academia,andentrepreneurs
fromthesamecountry--orvia
internationalpartnerships.When
a governmentparticipatesina
project,supportedbypublic
financing,theresultsof the
act_wtyaretypicallyinthe
publicdomain.Alternatively,
governmentagenciesmayfund
corporationsandentrepreneurial
companiesconductingresearch
anddevelopingproducts,often
w_ththeunderstandingthatwhat
theylearnin theprocesscanbe
privatelyheldandspunoff into
commercialproducts.

A revaewofthenationalspace
developmentstrategiesof
selectedcountriesrevealsthat

wh_letheUnitedStates_s
launchinginitiativesina broad
rangeof arenas(mannedand
unmanned),mostoftheother
majorparticipants,withthe
exceptionoftheSovietUnion,
haverestrictedtheirimmediate
goalsto profitablecommercial
applicationswhileseeking
independence in space as a

long-term objective (table 6).

This suggests that European,

Japanese, and other participants

are viewing space development

from a highly competitave,

commercial vantage poant. Wh_le

they are seeking full autonomy in

space, they are wdling to joint

venture in the short term (they say)

in order to catch up. Overall,

space is viewed as a terrain in

which major technological leads

can be developed and sustained..
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TABLE 6. National Space Development Strategies: A Comparison

Country/agency Focus Philosophy Strengths/weaknesses

U.S A./NASA Unmanned Massive Bush commitment to

explorabon technological take a fresh look
Manned leaps in R&D Continually changing

spacefaring objectives vision/funding

U.S.S.R. Put man on Gradual Management sharply
Mars within development criticized
next 25 years of space

capabd_bes

Europe/ESA Propulsion Full autonomy
technologies in space by

year 2000

Reluctant to commit

financing
Has technical ab_hty
to be a major space
power but seems to
lack pohtlcal will
required to achieve
most cost-effecbve
results

Japan/'
NASDA

($1.1 bdhon)
Institute of Space
& Astronautical
Sciences

($114 million)

Commercial- Good space
izatlon science doesn't

need to be

expensive

Heavily subsldazed by
Japanese private
companies
A late start because

no military expenditure,
but reshaping program
for 1990s

Canada/Canadian

Space Agency
($1 bilhon + )

Robotics Cooperate to
participate m
new technology
development

Robotics a Canadian

strength
Target strategic
technologies that
make possible the
m_ss_on-cnbcal mobile

serwc_ng system

India/Indian Commercial-

Space Research izatJon
Organlzabon
(ISRO)

Attract industry
through
dwesting
management &
technical

operabon of
selected
faciht_es to

industry

Guarantees 15% profit
margin on projects
Encourages honing
technical skills

Deemed "export,"
enbtles suppliers to

huge tax concessions

Sources Bennett 1987, De Cotret 1988, G0bson 1984, Kaput 1987, Lenorovttz 1988a, b, c, "Sowers Put

Craft," New York Times 1-30-89
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This focus on capability

development may appear low-key

to the general public when

compared to more visible Moon

or Mars projects, because it is

technology-centered and forces

repetitive iterations to uncover the

product or process dynamics in

enough depth to engineer a major
innovation. However, our success

in advancing our capabilities will

ensure the smooth implementation
of those more visible, destination-

focused projects.

Getting Into Space: Propulsion

The single most frustrating problem

related to space development is

the prohibitive cost of getting

vehicles, materials, and people

into space. Once out of Earth's

gravity field, there are additional

issues regarding maneuverability

and propulsion through deep space.

The pace of commercialization,

however, depends on the pace

of the launching business.

Concept for a Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle Derived from the Space
Shuttle

By replacing the Shuttle's manned orbiter
with a cargo carrier, the payload capacity
of the space transportation system can
be increased by 2-3 times over current
capacity per launch. Costs should also
be lower.
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Ftgure 7

Concept for the National Aerospace
Plane

Artist: Stan H. Stokes (NASA Art Program
Collection)

Technologies developed for the national
aerospace plane (and spmoffs from that
technology development) would greatly
_mprove the competitive poslbon of the
Umted States in the aerospace field. This
revolubonary class of vehicles would be
able to take off and land horizontally on
standard runways hke a conventional
airplane, cruise in the upper atmosphere
at hypersomc speed, or fly directly into
Earth orbit.

Its "scramlet" engtnes would burn a
m_xture of hydrogen and air, thus obviating
the need to carry liquid oxygen. Its
horizontal takeoff and landing (HOTOL)
capability would eliminate the need for
vertical launch facilities currently required
for the Space Shuttle and unmanned
boosters. These two capabilities should
allow the spaceplane to deliver payloads
to orbit at a fraction of today's cost.

The technologies are apphcable to
supersonic (above Mach 2, or 1300 mph)

military transports and hypersomc (above
4000 mph) civil planes that could fly
passengers from the United States to

Japan in 2 hours.

The phase of the joint Department of
Defense�NASA effort which began m 1986
involves development of key technologies
in propulsion, aerodynamics, advanced
structures, high-temperature materials,
and computational fluid dynamics.
Computer simulation is used to "fly"
mathematical models of the national

aerospace plane, which must attain
17 000 mph (Mach 25) to escape Earth's
grawty and reach orbit.

Experimental--skills b6 yond a

single organization: The most

impressive propulsion project

being developed today is the

national aerospace plane (see

fig. 7). Regarded as of profound

strategic urgency, it is expected to

have a major effect on the course

of U.S. space and aeronautics

development into the 21 st century

as well as a tremendous impact on

American competitiveness in the

aerospace field, which is our

number 1 export category. A direct

counter to similar efforts under way

by the Europeans, the Japanese,

and the Soviets, it is expected to

be completed by 1997 (3 to 5 years

ahead of the others).
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Particle Tracings Over the Space
Shuttle Imaged by NASA'sNumerical
Aerodynamic Simulator

The effect of hypersonic airflow upon
such vehicles cannot be tested in wind
tunnels, which go no h_gher than Mach 8.
NASA's Numerical Aerodynamic S_mulation
Facility, located at Ames Research Center,
is using Cray supercomputers to build to an
eventual capability of 10 b_llioncalculabons
per second. Such computational capaDility
will not only provide enormous impetus to
aerospace development but also permit
major advances in other structural design,
materials research, chemistry, and
meteorology.

A team of private _ndustry contractors
_ssharing development costs w_th
the Government and operating as a
noncompettttve consorbum to share
research data, keep costs down, and
quicken the pace of technology.

The national aerospace plane is

sure to be a major technological

leap if achieved, because never

before has an experimental aircraft
been designed to fly so much

faster and higher than any other

plane (Covault 1989a). Its design

parameters are to

• Achieve a speed of

17 000 mph to escape

Earth's gravitational pull
and reach orbit

• Circle the globe in
90 minutes

Withstand a temperature of
3000°F

Have engines designed to

gulp oxygen from the air

• Determine the effect of

hypersonic atmospheric

chemistry
(Lavin 1989)

Clear standards of cost-

effectiveness have been defined

for the national aerospace plane:

• Must be cheaper to operate

than the Shuttle and require

less manpower

• Must be able to use any

standard airport in the world

(Lavin 1989)
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Whatis remarkableaboutthis
programistheextentof national-
level,industry-widecollaboration
focusedonthiscritical
technologicalbreakthrough.
Trulythebestskillshavebeen
broughtto bearonthetask. The
projectteamincludesNASA,the
Pentagon,andfiveU.S.aerospace
companiesledbytheAirForce
(threeairframemanufacturersand
twoenginemanufacturers).In
effect,allofthemajorcompetitors
in theaerospaceindustryhave
beeninvitedto participateequally--
ona levelplayingfield. Takethe
developmentworkfor theheat-
resistantmaterial:Noneofthe
companiescouldaffordto doall
theresearchalone,soeachhas
specializedinonetypeof material,
sharingtheresultswithall
competitors.D_scussionsare

underwayregardingwaysto
collaborateinbuildingtheplane
itself(Lavin1989).

Whatisalarmingis thatour
leadershipinthisareais not
secured,andmajorcompetitors
havesettheirsightsonthesame
goals.TheEuropeanSpace
Agency,representing13European
countries,hasa three-pronged
spaceprogramthatincludesa fifth-
generationArianeheavylift rocket,
a moduleof SpaceStation
Freedom, and three versions of the

horizontal take-off and landing

aircraft (table 7). This horizontal

take-off technology is regarded as

so critical that the Europeans

cannot agree on who should lead

the project, where it should be

headquartered, or how it should be

engineered.
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TABLE7. European Space Agency: Three-Pronged Space Program*

Program Scope Participants Est. budget

Ariane V Liquid hydrogen & France 45% $3.5 billion
heavy lift oxygen fuel W. Germany 22%
rocket Max. load 100 000 kg Italy 15%

Will double launch Others 18%

capability

"HOTOL"

(Horizontal
Take-Off

& Landing)

(three
alternatives)

Hermes

piloted
spaceplane

U.K. alternative

Sanger
(W. German
alternative)

Target launch 1996-7

Upgraded version of
Concorde: horizontal

take-off, air-breathing
engines to boost to
near vertical trajectory,
horizontal return

A small reusable

spacecraft launched
from back of aircraft,
reaching orbit on own
power, then gliding
back to Earth

Avions Dassault-Breguet
(engineering)
Aerospatiale
(coordination)
(45% French funding)

British Aerospace

W. German

aerospace
companies

$4.4 billion

Columbus Part of U.S.A.-led

Space int. space station
Module project

13 member
states

$3.7 billion

"ESA _s reluctant to commit to all three key space projects.

Sources: Dickson 1986, 1987, Mordoff 1988.
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Developmental-- synergies and
interfaces: The United States is

ahead in low-cost rockets for small

payloads, thanks to Orbital and

other small entrepreneurial

organizations. Orbital Sciences

Corporation developed a 50-foot,

winged rocket, the Pegasus, and

launched it from a B-52 flying over

the Pacific Ocean. (See figure 8.)

Pegasus' winged desagn is a first

for unmanned rockets, giving the
vehicle the extra lift it needs to

head toward orbit most efficiently
from a horizontal a_rborne launch.

Developed to address the needs of

"microspace" (that is, smaller and
more affordable rockets and

satellites), it is intended to launch
"lightsats," a new class of satellites.

The objective of this highly focused

development strategy was to

provide space-oriented products

and services that appeal to a wider

group of governments, companies,

and entrepreneurial consumers.

This down-sizing effectively reduces

the cost per pound of payloads in
orbit, a critical factor in developing

a broader based commercial space

industry.

Figure 8

The Pegasus Rocket

Designed and built by Orbital Sciences

Corporatton and Hercules Aerospace

Company and sponsored by NASA and

DARPA (the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency), this 50-foot-long,

winged rocket is carried aloft by a B-52

before the first of its three motors is

ignited. Its down-sizing is _ntended to

offer much lower cost for the delivery to

orbit of hghtwelght satelhtes.
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Once Orbital's rocket is made

operational, the company expects
to sell commercial launches for

$6-7 million or $6000 per pound of

payload (versus $20 000 per pound

for small satellites carried by other

lightweight payload rockets, such

as the Scout rocket by LTV

Corporation). It is important to
observe the amount of Government

support required for such

entrepreneurial efforts: The

Pentagon's Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency

(DARPA) paid $6.5 million to Orbital

for the launching, making the

project economically feasible, and

NASA provided the B-52 for the

launch, effectively establishing the

credibility of the provider. NASA
and DARPA are considered to be

anchor customers--the largest and

most sophisticated consumers of

space products, consumers whose
needs create the demand for, and

define the parameters of, new
products and processes to be

developed (Stevenson 1990).

Operational--indicators of success:
The unmanned vertical rocket

launch business is an established

technology, in an established

industry, with heavy global

competition. A $2 billion worldwide

industry, the commercial launch of
satellites is forecast to continue to

grow through the 1990s. As
communications networks are

being privatized and deregulated

worldwide, even more activity can

be expected (Cook and Lewis

1988).

There have been two keys to

success in operating a launch
business:

• The right product

Europeans believed that unmanned
launchers such as Ariane would

continue to offer the better solution

for launching satellites that do not

require the presence of astronauts.

The primary goal of Arianespace

was to give Europe an independent

launch capability for its own

satellites (Dickson 1986), but the

result has been to provide a

competitive advantage in the

international marketplace

(Lenorovitz 1988a, b, c). Ariane of

Arianespace has averaged about

a 50-percent share of the global

launch market, also taking a share

from the Space Shuttle after the

Challenger disaster. Forty-three
satellites were launched between

the beginning of Ariane's
commercial program, in 1981, and
1990. More than 32 launches are

scheduled, as of February 1990, at
a value of $2.36 billion. Launches

have been suspended twice: once

in May 1986 and again in February
1990, both times to allow for

inquiries into explosions of rockets

in flight, destroying their satellite

cargoes ("Panel To Examine"

1990). Ariane must adhere to a

rapid and sustained launch rate if it

is to fulfill the orders currently on

its books and to compete for new
business.
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• Therightprice

TheSpaceShuttle,a manned
verticallaunchvehicle,was
expectedto command75percent
of thegloballaunchbusiness
whenenvisionedbyNixoninthe
1970s.Wewerefirst ina market
thatwaswideopen-butwiththe
wrongpriceparameters.The
lowerthe launchcost,thebroader
thecustomerbase.However,
wesomehowgot locked_ntoa
technologythatis notcost-
effective.Althoughit hasbeena
superbresearchvehicleandit has
taughtushowto designa reusable
reentryvehiclethatcouldbring
materialbackfromspace,the
overridingreasonit wasbuiltwasto
lowercosts. Reusable has turned

out to mean "uncorrectable." The

Shuttle's overhead cost is $3 billion

a year, excluding the hidden costs

in salaries (10 000 people are

required at Cape Kennedy to

launch it). At only eight or ten

flights a year, the cost is at least

$300 million per flight (Brown

1989). After the Challenger

accident, President Reagan

determined that private companies
would handle all commercial

launches (Peterson and Schares

1988).

Three U.S. companies (McDonnell

Douglas, Martin Marietta, and

General Dynamics) are going head

to head with companies abroad for

business (see table 8) and have

occasionally enjoyed a cost

advantage depending on the

changing value of the dollar.

Ariane is considered to be an equal

competitor with the United States in

heavy-launching capacity, and the

Japanese are catching up fast.

TABLE 8. Worldwide Commercial Launch Market, a $2 Billion Space Transportation Industry

Company Rocket Payload capacity, Cost/launch, Success rate,

Ib (kg) $ million %

McDonnell Douglas Delta II 4 000 (1800) 50

Martin Marietta Titan III 10 000 (4500) 110

General Dynamics Atlas-Centaur 5 200 (2400) 59

Ariane IV 9 200 (4200) 85

China Long March 3 4 000 (1800) 35

U.S.S.R. Proton 4 800 (2200) 36

Japan (Will begin competing in 1993)

98

96
95

80

Sources Cook and Lewis 1988, Feder 1900, Peterson and Schares 1988
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Pricecompetitionis stiff. For
example,Chinatypicallybeats
Ariane'ssatellitelaunchpriceby
severalmilliondollarsandusually
agreesto underwrite$30-60million
insuranceonthelaunchfora
premium15to20percentbelow
worldrates(PetersonandSchares
1988)asa wayof buyinga larger
shareofthemarket.

Living Healthily in Space: Full

functioning

Human spacefaring is only

worthwhile if it is a peak

experience--that is, if really

challenging and creative work can
be done in space. For humans to

be as productive in space as they
are on Earth, their life support

system must be totally integrated,

leaving individuals whole and
intact, so that their functions are

not in any way impaired.

Life Sciences received only
$124 million of NASA's

$13.3 billion budget for fiscal year

1990. Without understanding the

scope of research required to

resolve the critical issues, it is

difficult to say whether that is too

little or too much. At first glance,
however, it appears that life

support research is less advanced
than other areas of space

engineering and science.

Life support: To date, it has

been possible to send astronauts

into space with a full stock of

expendables such as air, water,

and food without regeneration
because of the short timeframes of

the missions undertaken. Since

resupply would be impossible at
a location like Mars, which is

2-3 years away from Earth,
resources would have to be

reclaimed and reused more and

more, or else mined, grown, or

otherwise produced onsite. Work

is under way on a partially closed

air and water system for the space

station, which may be sufficient for

initial trips to the Moon and Mars.

It may be desirable to extend the

system to a self-monitored and

self-controlled ecological life

support system that turns metabolic
and other waste into food, potable

water, and a breathable atmosphere
by integrating biological, physical,

and chemical processes (Aaron et

al. 1989).

A controlled ecological life support

system (CELSS) program was
_n_tiated by NASA _n the late

1970s. The long-term goal is to

devise a bioregenerat_ve support

system to generate oxygen, supply

fresh food, and remove excessive
carbon dioxide from the station.

By reducing the amount of

expendables that must be

carried into space, the system is

expected to lower operating costs.

Essentially, CELSS uses biological

systems to recycle air, water, and

waste products (Hubbard 1989). A

physical/chemical version of this

system is planned for Space

Station Freedom. This system will

recycle the water and air supply
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usingnonbiologicaltechnology.
A moreadvancedsystemwhich
incorporatesplantsandfood
productionis beingexploredfor
MoonandMarsmissions.

Initialcostintermsof masslifted
intoorbitwillbehigh;but,sinceit
is expectedtofunctionindefinitely
andsinceit willpayforitself(that
is,generatefoodandoxygen
equalinmassto themassof the
system)in5-7years,thesystemis
expectedto haveminimalcosts
overitslifetime.A benefitof a
bioregenerativesystemis itsability

to providepsychologicalcomfortas
wellassupplyfreshfoodto crews
whoareisolatedfromtheEarth for

a long time. Research continues

on recycling, system stability, and

food production (Hubbard 1989).

NASA has awarded grants to
universities and research centers

to experiment with growing such

crops as wheat, lettuce, white

potatoes, sweet potatoes,

soybeans, sugar beets, and
peanuts under weightless
conditions and under different

types of artificial light ("NASA

Seeks" 1988).

Lunar Greenhouse

Such a bloregeneratwe hfe support
system might provide psychological
comfort, as well as fresh food, water,
and a_r,to crews tsolated from the
Earth for a long time.

Courtesy of the artist: Robert McCall
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Gravity: Only one man, Yuri

Romanenko, a Soviet cosmonaut,
has ever been in orbit for close to a

year: He took a 326-day mission in

1987. His condition upon return

was quite alarming. He had

significant loss of skeletal bone; he

lost 15 percent of muscle volume in

his legs--enough to require him to

relearn to walk--despite exercise;
and there are serious concerns

about his heart.

Although the human body responds

to microgravity with neurovestibular

changes that can cause astronauts

to suffer temporary disorientation

and sickness during a mission,
there are more serious

musculoskeletal and cardiovascular

effects such as loss of muscle

mass, bone decalcification, and

blood pooling that can cause

problems in flight and after the

astronauts return to gravity.

Exposure to space produces

biochemical and physiological

changes in plants and animals from
the cellular level to the whole

organism.

Bone Densitometer

This total body bone densltometer

measures the total calctum tn the human

body. Loss of calclum has been seen _n

astronauts and cosmonauts who have

experienced wetghtlessness for more

than a few days Such a loss has also

been observed _n SUblects in bed rest

studies (the conditions of which may more

nearly resemble the reduced grawly of the

Moon). The Medical Sciences D_vis_on at

the Johnson Space Center is studying

ways to reduce the calcium loss in space

by glwng subleCts exercises to perform or

medtcatton or both.
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SpaceStationFreedom will have a

life science research facility that will

include a centrifuge system (1.8-

2.5 meters in diameter) that

produces an environment with

gravity levels of 0.01-2.0 g. This

is a first step in a program that
requires acceleration devices in

order to analyze the effects of

microgravity and varying levels
and exposure times of linear

acceleration on biological systems
(Hubbard 1989).

There are now serious doubts that

humans can work effectively or

efficiently in weightlessness for

longer than 4 to 5 months.
Humans cannot stay weightless in

space more than about 12 months

without risking permanent physical

damage (Banks 1989). Since

the shortest Mars trip will take
14-17 months, and the more

efficient trips will take 3 years,
advanced countermeasures are a

must. They will probably include

artificial gravity created by rotating

the entire vehicle or by using a

local centrifuge. Areas of further

study on artificial grawty include

temporary versus constant

exposure, radius and rates of

rotation, and the associated g

Ioadings, side effects, and

problems of transition between

nonrotating and rotating
environments (Aaron et al. 1989).

A goal of NASA's Ames Research
Center is to extend the presence of

humans in space. A growing body

of data reveals an interdependence

among the musculoskeletal,

cardiovascular, and endocrine

systems. There is an emerging

interdisciplinary approach at

Ames which recognizes the

interrelationship of physical forces,

gene expression, metabolic

processes, and hormonal activity.

Biomedical research, human

performance, and life support

systems form the core of the Ames
program. How the effect of
microgravity on human systems

can be modified by exercise,

artificial gravity, autogenic feedback

training, and nutrition is under

study (Hubbard 1989).

The space station's clinical health

maintenance facility includes basic

diagnostic and therapeutic

equipment both for use in near-

Earth orbit and for gauging the

more demanding medical

implications of exploration

missions (Aaron et al. 1989).

Shelter: Shielding systems must

be developed for flight as well as at

the destination points. Travelers to
Mars would face ionizing radiation,

mostly galactic cosmic rays in

interplanetary space, and might

experience severe proton flux from

occasional solar particle events.

Shielding must protect the crew in

flight, whereas burrowing or placing

bags of soil atop habitats will

probably protect explorers on the
martian or lunar surfaces (Aaron et

al. 1989).
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Dr. Lowell W. Wood and his group
at Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory suggest building

inflatable spacecraft for space

stations and a Mars probe instead

of the rigid metal variety now

planned. The use of inflatables

accounts for part of the cost

savings asserted by the LLNL

proposal. The drawback is that

these systems would be used

without testing in space and thus

the risks to the crew would be

much higher.

Producing in Space:

Commercialization

The U. S. Commerce Department

projects that space venture

Lunar Outpost

In this artist's concept of the lunar outpost
described in NASA's 90-Day Study, the

construction shack (foreground right) has
been used as the initial habitat whtle the
larger inflatable dome habitat was put into
place, mflated, outfitted, covered with
regohth for radiation shielding, and
provided with solar power. In the concept

proposed by Lowell Wood and his group at
Lawrence bvermore National Laboratory,
by contrast, the inflatable comes wlth all

its contents already inside. It inflates
automatically, and all the interior structure
simply unfolds to prowde rooms, plumbing,
electrical circuitry, and furmture.

Artist." John M_chael Stovall

1.

---_- ............... 2.
The inflatable habitat
The construction shack
Connecting tunnel
Continuous, co_led regohth bags for
rad_atJonprotection
Regohth bagging machine, coding bags
around the habitat wh_le bulldozer
scrapes loose regohth _nto _ts path
Thermal radiator for shack
Solar panel for shack
Expenmental s_x-legged walker
Solar power system for the outpost
Road to landing pad
Solar power system for the lunar
oxygen p_lot plant
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revenues will be about $3.3 billion

per year, with a real growth of

10 percent per year. Except
for communication satellites

and possibly launch vehicles,

commercial space development

is expected to be further down

the road. The Japanese project
a similar market size in the near

term; they believe that the market

for made-in-space semiconductors,

alloys, glass, ceramics, and

biomedicines will top $3.5 billion

per year. But they foresee

considerable growth by the year

2000, perhaps even hitting

$24 billion (Buell 1987).

It doesn't make sense to explore
space with manned missions
unless those missions hold an

ultimate possibility of becoming

wealth-creating. The space
industry, as an infant industry, is

extraordinarily high in risk and low
in short-term return. NASA has

taken important steps to nurture

commercial interest in the program.

This is essential to converting

technological insights into spinoff

products and processes, as well as

having the network in place to

support future development and

expansion.

Poficy formulation: NASA
introduced its Commercial Space

Policy (CSP) in 1982 to reduce the

risks of doing business in space
and to establish new links with the

private sector in order to increase

development. Concerns addressed

by the policy included rising

insurance costs, safety, and

competition from the commercial

interest of other space programs,

such as ESA's Ariane (Lamontague

1986).

The Reagan Administration

designated commercialization a

basic element of the U.S. space

program. A major administrative
concern was to create mechanisms

for ensuring fairness for companies,
users, and consumers who will be

entering the space business in the

future. To foster a new private-

sector space industry, such policy

approaches as privatization,

marketing of privately owned

technology currently used

exclusively by the Government,

private development of new

technology with major assistance

from the Government, and private

development of new products

and services without major

governmental assistance were
introduced (Levine 1985).

Entrepreneurial seeding: U.S.
business had been confined to the

role of Government contractor from

NASA's inception until 1984, when

the Office of Commercial Programs
was formed. Since then, more than

half of the 50 largest U.S. industrial

corporations have been participating

in NASA-sponsored commercial

space activities. NASA has also
established an enormous

technology transfer network and

developed numerous joint

contractual arrangements that offer

flight time for applied industrial
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researchanddevelopment(Switzer
andRae1989).Thisvitalrole
playedbyNASAinpartnershipwith
theprivatesectorhasenabledthe
U.S.programto keepahead.

TheNASACenterforAdvanced
SpacePropulsionattheUniversity
of TennesseeSpaceInstitutenear
Tullahomais oneof 16proposed
researchcentersto receive
$5millionperyearfromNASAfor
5 yearsasstartupcapital,after
whichthecentersareto be
financiallyself-sufficient.Initially
focusingon studying access to

space, the U.T. consortium
includes

• Auburn University

• Princeton University

• University of Alabama,
Huntsville

• Air Force's Arnold Engineering

Development Center

• Boeing Aerospace Co.
• Calspan Corp.

• Rocketdyne

• Saturn Corp.

• Symbolics, Inc.

• Technion, Inc.

The objective of these planned
consortia Js to boost the United

States into a compet_twe posture _n

the commercial use of space _n the

next century (Mordoff 1988). The

early years are expected to be

more research than manufacturing,

with new products and processes
needed for private ventures in

space expected to evolve from
these research efforts. To make

commercialization of space more

attractive, longer range projects

are also planned in areas that

businesses need, such as creating

vacuums and growing crystals

(Feder 1990).

The United States is not alone in

stimulating private participation:

The Europeans and the Japanese

are aggressively seeking

opportunities to develop and

provide products and processes
to the global space industry.

Intospace GMBH (Hanover, West

Germany), the most active and

important of European space

companies, is a consortium of
94 European industrial investors,

mainly German giants such as

Krupp, Hoechst, and Daimler-Benz.
This consortium has $3 billion

to spend on commercializing

m_crogravity research (Peterson
and Schares 1988). Intospace is

evaluating participation _n the

Cos_ma flights' protein crystal

growth m_ss_ons, as well as two
other research missions--

Suleika (space processsng of

superconductive matenals _n

mlcrogravity) and Caslmer (catalyst

materials) (Mordoff 1988).

Nippon Electric Company,

Mitsubishi Electnc, and Toshiba,

each a $15 billion plus company

and a vertically integrated maker

of microelectronics, computers,
telecommunications equipment,

and other high technology

products, previously relied on
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governmentcontractsandU.S.
technologyto expandtheirsatellite-
relatedbusiness.Nowtheyare
usingtheirowncapitalandforming
partnershipsto developtheirown
products(Davis1989).

Access: Although only in low Earth

orbit, a network of space stations

is emerging that will enable live

testing of experimental material and

technologies, hopefully enabling

definitive progress in the critical

technology areas blocking our

advancement in space. Space

Station Freedom, a $30 billion,

500-foot U.S. craft consisting of

nine pressurized modules and

requiring 31 shuttle flights to loft

modules, support structures, solar

panels, station equipment, and

supplies into orbit, will begin

assembly in 1995, with completion

expected in 1999. Five times the

length of the Soviet Mir station, it is

a spacecraft, a work station, and an

experimental prototype to research

products and processes. "It's the

first time anything of this magnitude

has been attempted by the human
race"--Dr. William F. Fisher,

astronaut (Broad 1990c). It will

house astronauts doing scientific

experiments (serving as a research

laboratory) and it is currently being

regarded as a way station for

voyages to the Moon and Mars

(serving as a transportation node).
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Space Stations

Skylab, launched May 14, 1973; occupied
three times during 1973 and 1974; fell
back into the atmosphere July 11, 1979

i"I;' _'_: ,,_,_,,;

Mir, with a Soyuz spacecraft docked
below it

Photo: Novosti Press Agency

Salyut, wlth a Soyuz spacecraft docked on _ts left
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The near-zero-gravity environment

aboard the Space Shuttle and at

the space station was expected

to lure producers of chemicals,

semiconductors, pharmaceuticals,

metals, and many other products

to sign up or begin negotiating

research agreements ("The

$30 Billion Potential" 1984). Such
basic research interests have not

materialized to date. However,

as the space industry in general

begins to evolve, economic
rationale for such basic research

might still develop.

The United States has gotten

leverage from the Space Shuttle

and the space station to date on

intergovernmental levels. For

example, the Japanese space

agency, NASDA, and NASA are

sharing the cost of equipment

and have agreed to share data
obtained from an International

Microgravity Lab (IML-1) to be
flown on the Space Shuttle

Columbia in early 1991. The series

of cooperative experiments includes

developing a new conductive

material and investigating potential
use of microgravity in making

new alloys, semiconductors, and

pharmaceutical products not
manufactured on Earth (see

table 9 for other examples).

The Soviet Mir space station, a

100-foot-long flying laboratory, is

nearing completion of the first

phase of construction of a 20-ton

module (Broad 1990). Mir has a

readily accessible lab, available

on a rental basis to foreign
astronauts and scientists as an

orbiting factory, observatory,

and observation post from which
Earth's changing enwronment
can be studied. The Soviets have

demonstrated the ability of humans
to live and work in orbit for up to
7 months. The Soviets have more

in-space experience than any other

nation (see table 10); however,

their program has some serious

coordination problems. The
Soviets have underestimated the

complexity of the job. On-orbit

assembly has been harder than

expected. Half of their instruments
are not yet operational and have

not been fully tested (Broad
1990c). Crews lose time on
repairs and technical work, and

Mir is too small, as it is stuffed with

equipment. Nevertheless, of all

participants in the space industry,
the Soviets share our vision of

moving beyond low Earth orbit

and have the stature, in terms of

in-hand technology, to do so.
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TABLE9. U.S. Leverage Derived From Infrastructure Development:

International Cooperative Efforts

Project/ Participants Scope Leverage for
launch U.S.A.

Int. Micro- NASA, U.S.A. Series of cooperative Share cost of
gravity Lab NASDA, Japan experiments to develop equipment,
(IML-1) new conductive material: share data
Early 1991 Investigate potential obtained

use of microgravity
in making new alloys,
semiconductors, &
pharmaceutical products
not manufactured on
Earth

Spacelab NASA, U.S.A. Use Spacelab Equipment
sharing ESA, Europe free of charge provided by others,

Australia Non-U.S. provide share data
Canada equipment for obtained
Israel experiments
(invited by NASA)

Japanese NASDA, Japan Largest joint U.S. technology
Satellite NASA, U.S.A. U.S./Japanese & facilities _n
Geotail space program, exchange for
Launch at 80% Japan, 20% U.S.A. Japanese
Kennedy To measure the Sun's financing
Space energy flow in the & assembly
Center Earth's magnetic field
(1992)

Space NASA, U.S.A. Build orbiting Build larger
Statfon ESA, Europe S.S. Freedom facdity than
Freedom Canadian possible

(1995) Space Agency independently,
NASDA, Japan share data

Sources Moosa 1989, NASA 1988
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TABLE10. Soviet Union Space Development Program:

Strengths and Weaknesses

Areas of strength: in-space experience

• The U.S.S.R. launches 90 to 100 spacecraft yearly, on a regular basis.

• 80% of the active satellites orbiting Earth belong to the U.S.S.R.

• Soviet cosmonauts have flown in space more than twice the hours of American

astronauts and hold the record for human endurance in space.

• Space Station Mir, while smaller than Space Station Freedom, is in orbit
already, and occupied. The U.S. space station will be functional in 8-10 years.

• The Soviets launched Energia, a new heavy lift vehicle, in May 1987, a
significant technological step. The Energia is capable of launching 100 tons
into Earth orbit--4 times the Space Shuttle payload and 5 times the U.S.

rocket payload.

• The U.S.S.R. launched 200 payloads into space between 1985 and 1987-
10 times the number of the U.S.A.

Areas of weakness: program coordination

• The 1990 mission with the Energia launcher has been cancelled, creating a
gap of more than 2 years between heavy lift vehicle flights. It has been
rescheduled for 1991.

• The aerospace industry is so decentralized that scientists and other space
mission planners are excluded from participation in critical spacecraft
development.

• The Soviet 1994 Mars lander-balloon mission is 5 years away from launch but

still has not been fully defined.

• Two Phobos Mars missions failed.

• Changes have to be made in the design, software, and quality control of the
dominant unmanned segment of the program to overcome the delays and
failures of the last 2 years.

• Shuttle development took expertise away from the rest of the program.

• The U.S.S.R. space program employs over one million scientists and

engineers, but there has been little substantial output. Risk taking is
discouraged; thus, there has been only gradual development of simple

systems and a lack of good instrumentation.

Sources: Anderson 1988, Budiansky 1987-88; Covault 1989a, DeAngelo and Borbely 1989; Lavone

1985, "Soviet Technology," Aviation Week 3-20-89.
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Accessto spacedoesnotbelong
exclusivelyto nationalgovernments
andtheirspaceagencies.Several
privatecompanieshavedeveloped
spacestationconceptsontheir
own,includingSpaceIndustries,
Boeing,andWestinghouse,which
aredesigninga$500million
IndustrialSpaceFacilityinWebster,
Texas,forcompletionintheearly
1990s,andGeneralElectric,which
isdesigninganunmanned,free-
flyingminilab.

TheJapanesehavebeenrather
reticentto dateregarding
participationin thespaceindustry;
however,theyinitiateda$43billion
spacedevelopmentprogramfor
theperiod1989-2006,which
iscomposedof aseriesof
commercialprojects,including

satelliteprograms,a robotic
program,anda spacefactoryfor
drugsandsemiconductors,and
infrastructuralprojects,including
theconstructionoffourplatforms,
anorbitalmaneuveringvehicle,
andan inter-orbittransportspace
vehicle,aswellasparticipation
in theU.S.spacestationand
constructionof theirowndedicated
Japanesespacestation(by2008).
Theseprojectsareinadditionto
theHOPEspaceplanedevelopment
project(seetable11). If allof
theseactivitiesarerealized,the
Japanesewillhavea significant
basefromwhichto develop
productsandprocessesto meet
theneedsof thespaceindustryas
it grows,aswellasto createnew
productconceptsfor PlanetEarth
consumers.
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TABLE11. Japanese Space Commercialization Program,
$43 Billion, 1989-2006

Proposed project Est. cost,
billions of

dollars

Timetable

Development of spaceplane "HOPE"
(H-2 Orbiting Plane), 15.86
with H-2 rocket booster

Participation in U.S. Space Station
Freedom (space-processing module) 2.23

Polar-orbit platform 1.24

Station common orbiting platform 3.31

Orbital maneuvering veh,cle 0.82

Inter-orbit transport space vehicle 6.21

Geosynchronous orbit platform 2.48

Manned platform 3.31

Dedicated Japanese station 7.31

Satellite programs (+ H-2 booster)
(incl. communications, broadcasting, 20.5
weather)

Robotic space research program 2.4

"ADEOS" (Advanced Earth Observation
Satellite) (precursor to participation

in int. Mission to Planet Earth) 1.2

Space factory for drugs
& semiconductors No budget yet

1989-2006

1987-1995

1988-2006

1989-2010"

1991-1995

1992-2000

1995-2008"

1996-2001

2001-2008"

1989-2004

Early 2000s*

1994+

Mid-2000s*

*Not included in the $43 billion commercial program.

Sources: Buell 1987; "Japanese Commission," Aviation Week 7-13-87.
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Destination-Driven Innovation:

The Evolution of Major Resource

Development Projects

•.. the empty fragility of even

the noblest theorizings as

compared with the definitive

plenitude of the smallest fact

grasped in its total, concrete

reality.

(de Chardin 1972, p. 62)

Colonizing the Moon or Mars
seems almost frivolous when

placed against the backdrop of

problems, concerns, crises near at
hand on Planet Earth. However,

there are realities taking shape

that may make such projects real

lifesavers: Our planet is simply

exploding with people; our

supplies of raw materials and

resources are being drained;

continued pollution of the

environment by manufacturing

plants and the burning of fossil

fuels is endangering the long-term

sustainability of our ecosystem.
And the relationships between

atmosphere and climate uncovered
in the examination of the

greenhouse effect on Planet

Earth, combined with further

examination of existing conditions

on Mars, might just reveal to us a

methodology for terraforming

Mars-delivering to us yet another

entire planet to inhabit.

We have a knowledge base

developed during the Apollo days

that can be readily applied to a
return mission to the Moon or to

new ventures outward in the solar

system to Mars. However, more

than 20 years have passed since

the landing of Apollo on the Moon,
markedly diminishing the pool of

experts with hands-on experience.

We are fast approaching a point

where it will become necessary to
reinvent the wheel.

More than the expertise to be lost

by not moving toward settlement of

a particular destination is the

expertise to be gained from the

synergy required to plan, develop,

and operate such a project. Solar

scientists and electrical engineers,

for example, tend to keep their own

company in planning, designing,
and prototyping solar energy

systems and equipment• However,

when the discussion changes to

establishing a colony on the Moon,

a whole range of very tangible

problems and issues become
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immediatelyrelevant:dealingwith
thelongdaysandnights;providing
energyfor residential,commercial,
andmanufacturingsupport;
providingsufficientbackupto
sustainlife inthefaceof anyand
allcalamities.Manyinsightswill
comefromtheinterfaceof
prospectivecorporateusers,
astronauts,scientists,and
engineers.

Finally,thetimingof sucha
magnificentlydifficultundertaking
iscritical.Thevitalcapabilities
mustbeinplacebeforesite
developmentplanningbegins.
It is simplynotpossibleto begin
to designan industrialcitythat
includestechnologiesthatarestill
beingdeveloped.Allsystems,
processes,technologiesusedmust
haveachievedclosure:theymust
befullydeveloped,tested,and

proven.It is simplynotfeasibleto
moveworkersoutto constructa
workcampwithanunprovenpower
sourceor oxygensupply.Thus,
destination-focusedinnovationis
subsequentto developmentof the
vitaltechnologicalcapabilities,but
thedestinationpeoplecanand
certainlyshouldhaveinputintothe
capabilitydevelopmentprocess.

Onceexplorationof potentialsites
is completed,a destinationis
selected,andcolonizationhasbeen
decidedon, themajorresource
developmentprojectbeginsto
evolve(seetable12),followinga
veryclearandwell-testedpath
fromconceptdevelopment,through
negotiationandcontractletting,to
constructionandfinallystartup(see
table13),eachof whichwillbe
examinedinoneof thefollowing
sections.
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TABLE 12. U.S. Mission Scenarios: Destination-Driven Innovation

Destination Proposed Scope Est. Est.

project(s) budget schedule

Moon As observatory

(proposed)

Sporadic m_ss_ons to
conduct sc_ent#Jc

experiments; or unmanned

astronomical observatory

As base colony

(no Mars)

Lwe off the land, free

of Ioglstfcal support
from Earth

As m_lestone to
Mars

Manned lunar outpost:

Multiple science

operations

Develop expenence

Staging area for Mars

expedition

$33
billion

/year

2019

on Mars

Mars Exploration

(proposed) Technologies
R&D

Explorat=on, operat=ons

humans-_n-space

vehicle technology

research to get to Mars

at a reasonable cost

Mars Rover

Sample Return
(MRSR)

10 unmanned precursor

samphng m_ss_ons to
photograph, return rock

& so_l samples,
meteorological data,

water content, m_neral

composition of sod

$40

bJlhon

10 years

Mars via Moon (see Moon)

Mars d_rect S_ngle expedition $36

bulhon

/year

(peak)

2019

Manned outpost/
no lunar base

Manned outpost prior
to lunar base

Moons of MarsPhobos &

Delmos

U nwerse 35 m_ssLons Extraordinary $18

(under way) planned cosmological bllhon

dtscovenes expected

that could revolutionize

major areas of science,

especially physJcs

(unmanned)

1990-95

Sources Broad 1989, 1990a, b, d, Cook 1989, Covault 1988, 1989b, c, d, Del Guldlce 1989, Lane 1989,
"Mars, the Morning After," Christian Sctence Monitor 7-27-89
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TABLE 13. Life Cycle of a Major Resource Development Project

Explorati_

Concept %

developmen_

Negotiation [_

& contract lett[_

F,
Construction _'N2

& startup V/

Development of a particular

destination in space is not free
from the need to innovate and

advance. We have no experience

in establishing large communities

that are completely dependent on
their infrastructure for oxygen.

We have not yet developed

construction techniques for

connecting materials that will

endure in space and provide

sufficient protection against

radiation. Our entire body of

materials, construction techniques,
logistical concerns, and supply

networks must be expenmented
with and established. Our notions

of project management must be

revised--perhaps even to include

"breakthrough" management-- so

that, as the project unfolds,

innovative solutions can be sighted,

experimented with, and efficiently

integrated.

We are not completely in the dark

in this regard. All of the very

largest scale development projects
installed on Earth have had some

ground-breaking technology

component. In most cases the

technology already existed and just

needed to be adapted to the

expanded scale. Many, however,
introduced completely new

technology. We may have already
zeroed in on the two or three best

materials for use in space, but it is

another issue altogether to produce

enough and work with it in the

amounts required to establish an
industrial cry.

Exploring Uncharted Courses

Before we can reach out to space,
master the abundance of its

resources, and make it truly ours,
we must understand what is there,

how it is laid out, and how the

various components interact. This

requires developing and operating
instruments to measure, define,

bring back samples, map,

photograph, and provide high-

resolution imaging.

Unmanned planetary probes have

proven to be efficient, exciting, and

scientifically rewarding. Voyager 2,

for example, was launched

12 years ago and is still functioning
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Figure 9

Voyager at Neptune

Th_s Voyager 2 picture of Neptune,
taken _n August 1989, is one of the best

full-disk wews of that planet. Neptune,
30 ooo miles in diameter, is the smallest
of the b_g gaseous outer planets. The
small white features are high clouds of
condensed methane, whtch cast shadows

on the top of the denser atmosphere
below. The two larger, dark features are
the Great Dark Spot and Small Dark Spot.

They are the upper expression of giant
storms tn the atmosphere of Neptune and
appear to be slmdar to the G_ant Red Spot
on Jupiter.

Th_s wew of Trtton _s a mosaic of a

number of close-up photographs taken
on August 25, 1989, during the closest
encounter of Voyager 2 w_th the satelhte of
Neptune. Triton has a complex surface,
w_th a few craters, probably made by
comets. Trtton probably has a s_licate
core about 1250 mtles /n dtameter covered

by a crust of water zce about 200 mdes
thick. A th_n layer of mtrogen _ce may
overlay part or all of the water _ce. Some
of the complex morphology _s caused by
the fracturing of these _cy mantles and the
outflowmg of liquid water at some bme _n
the past. The temperature at the surface
of Triton was measured by Voyager 2
at 38 K, making tt one of the coldest

surfaces _n the solar system. Methane
frost is also hkely present, and the reddish

color of some regions may be caused by
sunhght uv radlatton reacting with the
frozen methane.

flawlessly. In fact, we are the only

spacefaring nation that has had

the confidence and ability to send

machines on long, intricate

journeys to the giant outer planets

(see fig. 9). This is an exclusive

strategic niche in which we have

faced little competition to date--

perhaps because the payback from

such activities is not immediately

apparent.
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A balanced approach is a basic

tenet of NASA's current space

science strategic plan, which
includes a mix of moderate

and major missions totaling

six launches a year in the early

1990s (Smith 1989). A major new
science mission is planned every

year through the turn of the
century. Over the next 5 years,
the United States has a firm

schedule to put up 35 scientific
flights, a rate 6 times as great as

during the past decade and equal

to that of the 1960s (Cook 1989).

The task of developing an

instrument with which to explore

the universe is getting to be a

highly collaborative effort. "Big

science"--a term coined by Alvin
Weinberg in the 1960s when he

was director of the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory in Tennessee--
involves the collaboration of teams

of researchers, technicians,
Government officials, university

administrators, and industrial

contractors and large sums of

money to produce new instruments

to advance our understanding of

nature (Lederman 1990) (see

table 14, which accompanied a
New York Times article on the

Hubble Space Telescope). The

Hubble Space Telescope, the most

expensive unmanned scientific
spacecraft ever built by the United
States and the most difficult to

operate, was developed by
60 scientists from 38 institutions

selected by NASA and involved

nearly every sector of the space

agency. A $1.5 billion effort,

with an operating budget of

$200 million/year, it is a product

of such U.S. organizations as the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, which

developed the wide-field camera;

Lockheed Missiles and Space

Company, which built the

spacecraft; and Perkin-Elmer

Corporation, which devised the

electro-optical system. Critical

help was also provided by the

13-nation European Space Agency,

which provided 15 percent of the
funds and supplied some of

the equipment in return for an

equivalent amount of observing
time by its scientists (see table 15)

(Wilford 1990a, b).
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TABLE 14. The High Price of Future Scientific Progress

Federal science prelects to be carried out In the 1990's whose construction costs are $100 mllhon or more

Expected
Category Project CompletJon Life

ItI.[,%'Pt'HH;['_
1999 30

years

Space Station

An orbit=n0 outpost from whch astronauts are to conduct a

variety of scientific expenments and possibly set up a forward
base for the manned exploration of the Moon and Mars

.--- 1 oo51The largest basic biology proJect ever undertaken, seeking to
dehneate the entire human genetic code consisting of three

bJlhon subun_ls of DNA that mftuence human development

Cost
To Build

$30

billion

$3
billion

__ Earth Observation System 2000 15 $17

atmosphere

Orbiting satelhtes to obtain w_de array of data on enwron- years billion

mental changes

Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite 1991 3 $740

Sateqlte to gather oata on earth's ozone loss and other years million
chemical trends

Ocean Topography Experiment 1992 3 $480

SatelLite to map ocean circulation and its interaction with years million

mm.di i¢ , k,-z-

I//
m,', r.k N:4,1U L.1E._,,j1_ 1pj

Advanced X.Ray Astrophysics Laboratory

Satelflte to mveshgate black holes dark matter age of
unwerse

Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer

Satelhte to map sky in unusua_ region of electromagnehc

spectrum

Gravitational Wave Observatory

Two ground-based instruments to try to detect gravity waves

8-Meter Optical Telescopes

Two ground based instruments for general study of

stars and planets

1997

1991

1995

2000

I 15 $1 6
years billion

2 5 $200
years million

20 $190

years million

30 $170

years million

TOTAL

Superconducting Supercotllder 1999

54 mile instrument to study elementary particles and forces

Relativistic Heavy Ion Colllder 1997

2 5 mite atom smasher to probe structure of atomic nucleus

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator 1994

1 mde instrument to probe same structure in different way

Advanced Photon Source

Light-generating ring Io probe matter s structure i
i

High Magnetic Field Laboratory

Faclhty for study of magnetic phenomena and matenals

Advanced Light Source

Small light generahng ring to study atomic structure of mailer

30 $8

years billion

2O $400
years million

20 $265

years million

I
1997 I 30 $455

I years million

1995 I 30 $1t0
years million

1993 20 $100

years million

$64,8 B..UON

Taken from Wdham J Broad, lgg0d, "Heavy Costs of Major Prolects Pose a Threat to Basic Science," New York

Times, May 27, sec A, pp 1, 20 The Tqmes' sources NASA, Department of Energy, National Science

Foundation Illustrations by Seth Feaster
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TABLE 15. The Hubble Space Telescope

Vision:

Mission:

Scope:

Sponsors:

Operation:

Design/
development:

Equipment
development:

Development
budget:

Operational
budget:

Maintenance:

Planned
observations:

Revolutionize mankind's understanding of the universe

Determine

• How fast the universe is expanding
• How old the universe is
• What the fate of the universe is

Focus on visible and ultraviolet light from all classes
of heavenly bodies

Johns Hopkins University
Space Telescope Science Institute
NASA

Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy,
a consortium of 20 institutions

60 scientists from 38 institutions (selected by NASA)

• Wide-field camera-Jet Propulsion Laboratory
• Faint-object camera--European Space Agency
• Spacecraft--Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
• Electro-optical system-Perkin-Elmer Corp.
• Glass plates--Coming Glass Works

$1.5 billion, with a final cost of $2.1 billion including $600 million
in ground support facilities to test and operate the telescope and
process data from it

$200 million/year

Serviced by Shuttle astronauts every 2 years; returned to Earth
every 5 years for a complete overhaul

1500 astronomers in 30 countries submitted a total of

600 proposals for observations, in five categories:
• Planets in the solar system and search for planetary systems

around other stars

• Stars and stellar systems
• Areas between stars
• Galaxies
• Quasars

Source. Wilford 1990b
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Figure 10

Mars Rover Sample Return

Robotic collection and return to Earth of

martian geologic samples would greatly
increase our understanding of the history
of Mars and would help us make workable
plans for human exploration of Mars.
Analysts of the samples would help
estabhsh how recently volcanoes have
been active, what mlght have happened to
an earher, more Earth-hke atmosphere,
and whether surface condlbons were ever

hospitable to hwng organisms In addition
to high sclentlhc value in lts own right,
such knowledge would enable astronaut
crews to focus on the most _mportant
Iocabons and sctentthc tssues during their
later exploration of the Mars surface.

Sample return In advance of human
explorers would require either autonomous
or remotely operated vehicles that could
collect and package samples of rocks,
soil, and atmosphere and launch them from
the Mars surface to Mars orbit and on to

Earth. A roving vehicle (foreground) is one
attracbve opbon for collecting the desired
samples. Whether the rover moves on
wheels (as shown), tracks, or legs, it will

have to navigate around surface hazards
and dehver the samples to the statlonary
launch vehicle (background) Current
planning suggests that each such
rover/launcher combination would be

capable of returning about 5 Iqlograms
(11 pounds) of samples to Earth.

Artist: John Frassamto

Projects such as the proposed

Exploration Technologies (formerly

Pathfinder) R&D to develop

exploration, operations, and piloted

space vehicle technology to get to

Mars at a reasonable cost and the

Mars Rover Sample Return

(MRSR), a set of 10 unmanned

precursor sampling missions to

photograph, return rock and soil

samples, and gather meteorological

data in order to determine the

water and mineral content of the

soil (fig. 10) are just some of the

exploratory support systems

essential to determining whether

a particular destination is worth

developing.

The two major destinations under

serious discussion are Mars (6 to

12 months away) and the Moon

(3 days away). Many questions
must be answered before a

development location is targeted

and detailed planning can begin.
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Men on the Moon-the First and

Last (So Far)

Both Apollo 1 1 moonwalkers can be

seen m the photo above." Edwin "Buzz"

Aldrin is the subject of photographer

Nell Armstrong, who can be seen

reflected in Aldrm's wsor. Apoflo 17

photographer Gene Cernan was not so

lucky when he snapped the photo below,

his subleCt, geologist Harrison "Jack"

Schmltt, was concentrating on tal_ng a

sample of "House Rock."
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The following is one of a senes of 5-minute

radio programs. Entitled The Engines of

Our Ingenuity, the series is written by

mechamcal engineer John H. Uenhard and

presented by the UniversW of Houston's

College of Engineering.

Mining the Moon

For 20 years, I've wondered why we lost

mterest m the Moon so quickly after we

first walked on it. Maybe _t was because

we looked over the astronauts' shoulders

and saw only a great slag heap. Now

geologist Donald Burr* asks if it's only that

or more. Does the Moon hold riches, or _s

_t lust a scabrous wasteland?

We know a lot about the Moon today. It's

rich in aluminum, calcium, _ron, titamum,

and magnesium. There's also plenty of

oxygen on the Moon, but it's all bound up

in compounds that are hard to break down.

You can get at it, but _t'll take a lot of

processing. Maybe we can pull some

hydrogen and helium-3 out of the rocks as
well.

What's absolutely m_ssing on the Moon _s

anything volable. There's no water-no

loose gas or liquid of any I_nd. The

vacuum on the Moon is more perfect than

any we've ever created on Earth.

So can we go after minerals on the Moon?

Before we do, let's think about mining and

smelting on Earth. We use huge amounts

of water--huge amounts of power. We

consume oxygen and we put out great

clouds of gas. But there _s no water on the

Moon, nothmg to burn, and no power unttl

we put _t there.

Without water, the Moon hasn't been

shaped the way Earth has, w_th alluvtal

strata and deposits. Many of _ts riches

are all mtxed together in the surface

(continued)

For Mars, we need to know: Is

there any way to add significant

oxygen to the atmosphere and

make the planet livable? Was
there ever life there? Was there

running water? How can the

severe temperatures be withstood?
Are the moons of Mars similar to

our planet's Moon, or different?

For the Moon, we need to know:

Does water exist at the poles?
Can we manufacture Jt from lunar

resources? What kind of shelter

is required to protect against

radiation? Should we walk away

from development as it is just a

heap of stones, or would use of

such techniques as a glass

enclosure (Biosphere II) allow the

re-creation of Earth's atmosphere?

As exploration passes from just a

cursory look to indepth analysis
of resources available and

assessment of feasibility and costs

to exploit, the risks and stakes

become higher and the need to
share risks becomes essential.

NASA's role here should be to

develop the approaches and
techniques for getting to the

resource bases and to develop the

instruments to measure ore quality.

Having done so, the agency should

attract resource development

companies or entrepreneurs to

assume the responsibilities of

more detailed risk assessment,

extraction, and development.

Developing the Project Concept

Assuming that a location has been

identified which provides sufficient
resources to reduce or eliminate

dependence on supplies from

Planet Earth and does not appear to
be life-threatening, the next step is

to scope out a project concept.
This is a critical event requiring

enormous thought, as the format

decided on can prepare the way
for effective cooperation and

resourcefulness, or it can establish

an arena of intensive competition
and friction.

Lunar or martian communities could

be company-owned towns (like

mining towns in Australia), country-

owned towns (similar to the early

settlements in the United States),

or possibly international towns,
the heart of which would be an

internationally consistent

infrastructure provided by a

consortium of participating national

space agencies to foster and

facilitate residency and participation

by entrepreneurs, transient workers,

and a full melting pot of Earthlings
of all races, nationalities, and

backgrounds.

The critical decisions pertain to

allocating ownership and project

management responsibility among
the industrial and infrastructure

components of the development

project under each scenario.

*Donald M. Burt, 1989, Mining the Moon,
Amencan Sc=entlst, Nov-Dec., pp. 574-579.
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The company-owned spacetown:

A large resource development

company (such as an oil extraction

and hydrocarbon processing, a

metal mining and processing, or a

pulp and paper company on Earth)

usually decides to set up camp in a
remote location because there are

resources to be extracted and

processed and there is a clear
profit advantage to assuming the
risks associated with life in a

forbidding environment. If the
location is far from civilization, the

resource development company

takes responsibility not just to

supply the tools, techniques,

processes, and people to perform

the profit-generating task but also

to provide the life support

components usually supplied by

governmental agencies in more

civilized areas--such as water,

food, electricity, transportation

vehicles and networks, education,
and health care.

From our experience with company

towns on Earth, it is clear that they

are homogeneous (even if the

project sponsors are joint-venture
partners--everyone is working in

the same place). Problems faced

by resource developers responsible

for establishing a company town
are monumental, encompassing

issues far beyond business

management and profit generation.

Besides the logistical problems
common to all such mega-scale

undertakings, there is the problem

of transplanting a complete

communal system. The isolation,

the feelings of hardship, and the

social conflicts of workers operating
under such stressful conditions add

dimensions to the management task

that are perhaps the most complex.

It appears that technologically we

are capable of bringing enormous

resources to bear on a problem.

Risks and exposure can be reduced

to tolerable levels via joint ventures

and multicompany consortia. We

have expertise in managing in

remote locations and marshaling

the very best talent for a particular
task. The real block to smooth

performance has proven to be
the human element. Planners

frequently overlook the

environmental, social, and political

issues involved in creating a

company town here on Earth--

an oversight which may, in fact,

account for the most costly budget

overruns and schedule delays.

It should be noted that the cost

of these large infrastructure

components raises the break-even

point of the project, thereby

requiring that the productive

output be raised. Infrastructure

development also increases project

complexity, as responsibilities that

usually belong to local governments

fall to the project sponsors. And

the more complex the project, the

more difficult and dangerous the

management and coordination task.

Mining the Moon (concluded)

layer of dust. We'll probably begm by
surface mining for oxygen to sustain our
outposts _nspace. Metals will be useful
byproducts.

Pollubon would be a temble problem if we
mined the Moon the way we do Earth. The
Moon's near-perfect vacuum is going to
be useful in all kmds of processing. If we
dumped gases on the Moon, the way we
do on Earth, we'd ruin that perfection.

You see, most gas molecules move more
slowly than the lunar escape velocity.
Only the fastest ones get away. Now and
then, slower ones are sped up as they
collide with each other. Then they also
can escape. Over the years, the Moon
loses anygas released on _ts surface, but
not right away. So we have to invent
completely closed processes to take the
Moon's wealth. That way we'll protect one
of the Moon's greatest resources--tts
perfect vacuum.

The Moon _sa nch place, but we must put
our minds in a wholly d_fferent space to
claim _ts riches. The Moon will reclaim
our interest as we learn to see more than
a slag heap. The Moon has held our
imagination for millenma, but in a different
way each time our knowled_le of it has
changed. Today, our vision of the Moon _s
on the threshold of changlng yet again-
as we learn to look at it with a process
engineer's eyes.
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The country-owned spacetown:

We could go to the Moon or Mars,

plant our flag, and plot out our

territory (though we cannot claim

the territory; see Goldman's paper

on international law) much as the

early settlers did in America in the

1600s. We would create a rapport

within the town but m_ght recreate
the conflict and friction between

towns owned by different countries
which has occurred on Earth.

The governmental body, possibly

NASA, would have an important

role to play: There are certain

facilities which are funded, installed,

and managed by governmental
authorities in communities around

the world; these include power,

transportation systems, water

and waste treatment systems, and

medical, educabonal, athletic,

and other such facilities that

promote the general well-being

of the population. The scope of

space infrastructure will certainly

be larger than the King Abdulaziz

International Airport in Saudi Arabia

(fig. 11), the largest airport in the
world, which was built in the middle

of the desert at a cost of $4.5 billion

by 10 000 workers (at the peak of

construction). It is a self-contained
city that includes a desalination

plant to get dnnking water out

of sea water, a hospital, and its

own telephone system. It was

constructed to provide adequate

shelter, eating facilibes, and
restroom accommodations for

80 000 travelers expected during

the 36-hour period of the hajj, the

annual Mushm pdgnmage to Mecca.

Figure 11

South Terminal of the King Abdulaziz

International Airport in Saudi Arabia

Courtesy of the Information Office of the

Royal Embassy of Saudl Arabia
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Theadvantageofgovernmental
developmentandmanagementof
supportinginfrastructureis thatit
providesaccessto life-sustaining
facilitiesto smallaswellaslarge
enterprisesandto individualsof all
economiclevels,enablingthemto
undertakeentrepreneurialaswell
ascorporateeconomicactivities.

Governmentalinvolvementin these
sectorsencouragesthemost
broad-baseddevelopmentscenario.
Sincetheseprojectsdonot
necessarilygeneratea profit,the
go/no-godecisionis typicallybased
oncost/benefitanalysis:How
manypeoplewillbeservicedbya
particularinfrastructurefacilityand
howmucheconomicactivitycanbe
stimulatedin returnforthecosts
assumed?Governmentinitiationis
notintendedto createa welfare
statebutrathertofostereconomic
activity,supportdiversifiedgrowth,
andaboveallcreatetaxpayerswho
willpayoffthedebtincurredJn
establishingtheinfrastructure,
coveritsoperatingcosts,and
supportinfrastructureexpansion.
NASAcouldseedthegrowthof the
initialcommunityandthensellthe
infrastructureto thecommunity,
oncea sufficienteconomicbase
wascreated.

The international spacetown: The

opportunity exists to go beyond

community development as we

know it today and establish a
true international--or citizen of

Planet Earth--community. A
consortium of national space

agencies could jointly plan, design,
and install an infrastructure network

to support a broad diversity of

economic activity in space.

Technical, financial, and market

supply and demand benefits

could be derived from this global

cooperative effort. It is essential
that technological compatibility

and interchangeability be achieved

so that products and processes
will be transferable to and usable

by all. Standards for gravity,

oxygen, food quality, screw
sizes, shielding densities, and

maintenance requirements
need to be set. Space medical

standards and practices must
be established. The costs of

setting up life in such remote
locations will be enormous. It will

be wise to share fully the costs

of infrastructure development,

undertaken in cooperation. Again,

the goal _s to create a community

of economically productive

taxpayers, who wdl begin to

reimburse the national space

agencies for their design and

development efforts (funds which
could then be used to move to a

subsequent planet and begin the

same seeding process).
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Theultimateobjectiveof the
internationalspacetown,however,is
to createathrivingself-governing
metropolisthatis democraticand
full of opportunityfor individual
entrepreneursaswellaslarge,
establishedglobalcorporations.

Inanenvironmentwherethere
probablywillnotbecurtainsatthe
windowsandpaintingsonthewalls
for sometime,it is importantthat
individualcreativityandingenuity
behighlyrespectedandgiven
broadleewayto realizeitself.

Spacelab 1, an Example of

International Development

of Space Infrastructure
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Negotiating Risk Allocation

At the very largest, megaproject

scale of development, no single

organization has yet been able to

finance, provide the technology

for, or market the output of the

completed facilities alone. A

broad array of technologies, both
infrastructural and industrial, are

required in large volumes to attain

mega-scale project parameters.
In addition, abundant transfers of

proven technological processes
and secured market demand for

the output are required to attain

economic feasibility. The project

requirements define the extent and

nature of the inter-organizational

collaborations needed to bring the

project to fruition. See table 16.

TABLE 16. Project Requirements and Consortia Formation

Requirements and consortia contract types

Type of project Project requirements Capital sourcing Technology transfer Market access

Custom-tailored

Resource
development
project

Turnkey
manufacturing
facility

Infrastructure
development
project

Technology,

transfer/

sourcing X

a are"e \

CS

cs/

High risk

• Equity

• Loan and repayment

an output

• Suppliers' credats

Low risk

• Suppliers' crednts
tned to turnkey

contract

• Possably some equnty,

but not necessary

Low-high risk
(depending on type)

• Conoessaonary
financing

• Equity usually held
by governmental
ministries

• Constructnon

management

• Desugn/construct

• Consortium of
contractors

Off-the-shelf

• Turnkey contract

• Turnkey contractor's

consortium

Generally custom-
tailored

• Construction

management

• Des0gn/construct

• Consortuum of

contractors

Critical to
economic viability

• Buyers' consortuum

• Production shanng
• Long-term purchase

agreements
• Coproductlon (or

barter or payment

in kind)

Not critical

Cost/benefit calculation
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Figure 12

A Turnkey Factory on the Moon

Development of lunar resources may turn
Out tO be a commercial enterprise. In this
artist's fllustrabon, a hct_tious company, the
Extraterrestrial Development Corporation
(EDC), has _nstalled an oxygen plant on
the lunar surface and is operating it and
selling the oxygen produced to NASA and
possibly other customers. The flu_d_zed
bed reactor _nthe background uses
flmemte concentrated from lunar soft as

feedstock. Oxygen is extracted from this
ilmen_te by hot hydrogen gas, making
water vapor. The water is electrolyzed,
the oxygen _scaptured and stored as a
cryogemc liquid, and the hydrogen is
recycled back into the reactor. The power
for the plant comes from the large solar
collectors on etther stde of the reactor

Artist: Mark Dowman

Commercial resource development

projects are undertaken because of

a clearly visible opportunity to

make a profit in the face of clearly

high risks. The extraction and

processing of fuels and minerals,

and in certain cases the harnessing

of power sources, come under

this heading. In the developing

world, these projects are usually

sponsored by publicly owned

corporations or state-owned
enterprises and depend on private

equity capital in addition to any

public loans or grants the project

might be eligible for. Overruns

and delays during project

implementation can as frequently

be attributed to the partners
selected (too many, in conflict,

different goals for the project) as to

logistical and other difficulties

intrinsic to the project itself.

Some commercial projects are

"turnkey" projects, in which a

factory can literally be transplanted

to the site. These might be

manufacturing facilities, hydroponic

food farms, and other types of

processing plants that are

self-contained--perhaps even a
factory to extract liquid oxygen

from regolith on the Moon (fig. 12).

Turnkey projects are lower risk and

are typically supported by export

financing from the home country of

the technology process owner, in

addition to equity capital provided

by the plant owners.
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Thefinalclassof projectsis
infrastructuredevelopmentprojects,
whichprovidelife-sustainingneeds
to a community,enablingits
memberstocarryoutproductive,
wealth-generatingactivities.Such
a projectisoftenownedand
operatedbyagovernmentalagency
and,onceoperational,supported
bytaxesanduserfees. Theinitial
installationof theseinfrastructural
facilities,suchaswatersupply,
wastetreatment,powersupply,
publichousing,sportsand
recreationalfacilities,aswellas
transportationandcommunication
networksandpublicadministration
buildings,is typicallyfinancedby
loansprovidedbyinternational
developmentagencaesorcapital
raisedfromthepublicin theform
of bonds.A coreinfrastructural
networkcanbeestablishedatthe
startof humansettlementonother
planetsandexpandedasthe
humanbaseit supportsisextended.

Inmyexperienceof megaprojects
developedonPlanetEarth,in
particularin remotelocationsin
developingcountries(Murphy
1983),I haveseeneffective
multicompanyeffortsto stabdizethe
projectparametersthrough
consortianegotiationandinter-
organizationalcontracting.

What a consortium is: In general,

as the level of nsk increases,
so does the likelihood that a

consortium of companies will

be formed to insulate any one

participant from potentially

devastating financial consequences,

should the project fail. I am

consciously substituting the term

"consortium" for the expression

"joint venture," because it
suggests a more pragmatic basis

for collaboration and for sharing

risks, negotiating responsibilities,

and determining the split of profits,

if the project succeeds. The

parties involved in a consortium

contract among themselves to

specify the responsibilities of
each. The common features of a

consortium are that

It is task-based. Participants
are selected on the basis of

which project requirements

(capital sourcing, technology

transfer, or market access)

they are capable of satisfying,

rather than on who they are or

how large their organization is.

It involves risk-sharing. All
members assume some

measure of risk. Each

member's reward is tied to

the level of nsk assumed,

with the payback period being

clearly delimited.

There is some competitive

advantage. Typically, a
member is selected because

_t can offer to the combination

of participants one or more

competitive advantages.
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Thedecisiontoforma resource
consortiumappearsto bemore
relatedto the levelofprojectnsk
thanto thelevelof sophistication
ofthecapabilitiesof theplayers
involved,asthesecollaborative
arrangementscanbefound
throughoutthedevelopingworld
inall industrysectorsandhave
involvedmostof the leading
organizationsoftheworld.

How proiect needs are met: These

collaborative undertakings provide

an effective way to satisfy the

enormous capital sourcing,

technology transfer, and market

access requirements common to all

megaprojects by ensuring that the

cntical drivers of economic viability
are satisfied. However, the
contnbutions of such consortia to

enhanced effectweness may vary

by industry sector:

For metal m_ning projects,

consortia make _t possible to

increase the scale of a project

beyond the financial abdit_es

of a smgle company in order
to cover _nfrastructure

development costs

(sometimes up to 60 percent
of total _nvestment) and meet
economic critena. These

requirements have been more
intense of late, as most of the

Earth's remaining metal

reserves are _n relatively
_naccess_ble locations.

For metal and petrochemical

processing projects, consortia

enable companies to

eliminate the threat of pnce

fluctuations on the output

by establishing long-term

purchase agreements w_th
buyers, while at the same

time hedging their risks over

several projects by taking a
low equity share in each.

For liquefied natural gas

(LNG) projects, consortia are

formed to establish a long-

term purchase agreement

with a guaranteed buyer who
must also build a tailormade

receiving terminal to unload

the output. Unless th_s

crucial requirement is met,
the construction of the

production facdity--typ_cally

ranging from 500 mdhon to
several billion dollars--cannot

be justified.

Oil refinerfes, by comparison,

seem to have little problem

Jn finding buyers for thesr

products; thus, the need to
form a consortium to build

one has been less common.

Not only does the resource

consorttum prowde an _mportant

vehicle for controlhng some of the

external r_sks of a project which are

beyond the sponsor's abd_ty to

manage alone, but also, depending
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ontheexpertiseofthepartners,
theconsortiummaybringtogether
sponsorswhosetechnologyand
managerialassistancecan
enhancecontrolof theinternal
riskfactorsofthemegaproject
at thesametime. Ontheother
hand,if managerialexpertiseis
lacking,contractsforprojector
constructionmanagementcanbe
establishedwithorganizations
skilledintheweakareas.

How participant risks are minimized:

Capital funding and market access

are often secured for the project

through multi-organization

consortia, involving a share of the

project equity while minimizing

risk exposure for the respective

participants:

A multinational resource

development consortium

is typically composed of

shareholder corporations
from many countries,

each holding a very low

percentage of equity,

combined with long-term

purchase agreements for
access to the raw materials

output by the project. By

taking a low equity interest in

the project, each corporation

is able to syndicate its
investment risks over a large

number of projects and

thereby stabilize its raw

material supplies.

A national resource

development consortium is

composed entirely of

companies from the same

country; it is composed of all

companies in a particular

industry at a very low equity

share per company, with a

substantial portion of the

capital loaned to the project

by agencies of their

government. The net effect
of such a consortium is to

equalize the risks and

stabilize supply sources, as
well as the cost of those raw

materials, across an entire

industry within a country.

Thus, a country like Japan,

which depends on imports

for 90 percent of its raw
materials, can marshal

industry-wide support for any

raw material acquisition the

national government would
like to make. Furthermore,

it shifts competition between

companies from obtaining the

best price for raw materials to

such downstream advantages

as more efficient processing

or manufacturing facilities

and more focused marketing
or distribution networks.

It is becoming easier to put

together consortia, as the key

players have built up an
experience base with respect to

inter-organizational collaboration.
As industries have evolved over
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thelasttwodecades,theground
rulesforcollaborationamong
internationaldevelopershave
changedfromnationalisticto
globalstrategicperspectivesand
dimensions.Jointtechnology
andmarketingventuresamong
companiesthathavetraditionally
beencompetitorshavebecome
common.

Managing Project Construction and

Startup

As complex as construction and

startup are in the most remote of

locations on Earth, they will be

orders of magnitude more complex

on another planet. If handtools or

screws are forgotten, it will be a

long way back to get them;

replacement parts wdl not be

an airplane ride away; and Federal

Express or UPS will probably not

have offices in the closest city.

Several decisions can affect how

roughly or smoothly the construction

and startup will go.

Integrated or phased: Megaprojects,
whether resource or _nfrastructure

development, are brought to fruition

under management scenarios
that best meet the needs of the

participants, the capital constraints,

the level of technology in hand,

and the demand for the output.

Projects can be developed in an

integrated manner, installing all

components at the same time. An

example is the $20 billion AI Jubail

Industrial Complex in Saudi Arabia

(fig. 13). Expected to take 20 years

Figure 13

Seaport of AI Jubail Industrial Complex

in Saudi Arabia

Courtesy of the Information Office of the

Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia
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to develop,witha completiondate
setfor 1997,it includesthree
petrochemicalplants,anoil
refinery,steelandaluminumplants,
waterandwastetreatmentfacilities,
adesalinationplant,housing,a
trainingcenter,aseaport,andan
internationalairport--allofwhich
wereplannedanddevelopedunder
one,integratedprojectconcept.

Projectscanalsobedevelopedina
phasedmanner.Onefacilitycan
be installedwhichthenprovides
thebasefromwhichadditional
facilitiescanbebuilt.Anexample
is thedevelopmentof theBintula
areainMalaysia.Firsta $5billion
liquidnaturalgasfacilitywas
installed,supportedbya basic
workcampandinfrastructure.
A subsequentprojectis being
plannedto developtheentirearea

asa resort,includinga newcity,at
a costof $10-15billion.

Eachapproachhasbenefitsand
risks,whicharesummarizedin
table17. Anintegratedapproach
putsstresson theinternalaspects
oftheproject,makingprocurement,
logistics,andlabormanagement
morecomplex.However,thereare
externaladvantagesto coming
onstreamearlier,suchasa shorter
periodfor borrowingcapitalanda
quickerpayback.

Phaseddevelopmentstretchesout
thecompletiondateofthefully
integratedproject,thusallowing
competitiveinroads,butpermits
greatercontrolovereachsection.
Procurementisphased,thereare
fewerplayersinvolvedat onetime,
andadjustmentsaresmoother.

TABLE17. Economics and Project Sequencing

Approach Risks Benefits

Integrated development Overload (internal)

• More complex

• More procurement,
logistics problems

• Labor management
• Cultural conflicts

Online sooner (external)

• Shorter demand for capital
• Quicker return

Phased development Competitive threats/
inroads (external)

• Competitive moves
• Inflation in cost

• Other variances in

demand estimates

Able to test out one step before
moving on to another (internal)

• Simpler

• Phased procurement

• Fewer players at one time

• Smoother adjustments and
interface
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ForNASA,the issueiswhetherit
is betterto developa workcamp
ontheMoononly,orontheMoon
andonMars,orontheMoon
firstandthenonMars. Should
a smalloutpostbedeveloped,
oranentirecommunity?What
functionswillthebaseserve?Is it
anobservationpostfromwhichto
conductscience,or is it aresource
developmentbaseformineral
extraction,or is it an infrastructure
basefromwhichto exploreand
experimentinsearchof wealth-
generatingactivities?Theability
to answerthesequestionswillbe
determinedbythefindingsfrom
variousexploratorymissions.The
abilityto respondtothosefindings
willdependon theextentof
technologicalbreakthrough
achievedinourcapabilities.

Achieving synergy: The most

important opportunity for

capitalizing on cost-reduction

opportunities, not to mention

actively preventing overruns, lies

in maximizing efficiencies during

the construction phase; that is,

the period during which most of

the capital is spent. The ability to

recognize and take immediate

advantage of the tradeoffs
that must be made daily can

provide significant cost savings.

Megaprojects often entail several

kinds of construction by multiple

contractors simultaneously;

therefore managerial synergy is

critical: (1) from one stage to

another, (2) among processes

installed, and (3) between the goals
of the sponsors and the services of

the technology providers. Attention

must be paid as much to the

transition points of a megaproject

as to performance within each

component. Unbudgeted costs
have often been incurred at these

critical transition points, where
leadership responsibility has not

been clearly defined.

Unique megaproject management

expertise: Companies which have

been successful providers of

project management expertise in

the developing world have relied

on their strong reputations and

expertise from their home countries

as their entree into the megaproject

arena. Since companies are not

awarded contracts to experiment

with or diversify their services but

rather to deliver proven expertise,

U.S. firms have been the companies
of choice because of their track

record of fully implemented mega-

scale projects that have been

developed at home. All projects of

$1 billion or more in the developing

world requiring project management
capabilities (such as oil refineries,

gas processing facilities, and

transportation infrastructure) have

been awarded exclusively to U.S.

design/construction firms.
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Themostcomplexmegaprojects
havebeendesigned,engineered,
constructed,andmanagedbythe
U.S.design/constructorsBechtel,
Fluor,andRalphM.Parsons.
Thesethreecompaniesare
superiorin theirabilityto dealwith
complexitythroughsophisticated
projectmanagementsystemsand
worldwideprocurementnetworks.
ThissuggeststhatNASA's
continuedattentionto megaproject
managementinnovationwillensure
thatthisU.S.traditionof beingthe
preeminentprovidersofcomplex
projectmanagementservices
worldwide--a criticalnational
competitiveadvantage--willbe
sustained.

Theconsortiumisalsoacommon
approachusedbysmallor
medium-sizeddesign,engineering,
construction,ormanufacturing
companiesto achievethescale
requiredto bidononeof these
jobs. Consortiaandindependent
turnkeycontractsaregenerally
writtenona fixed-feebasis,with
thecontractorabsorbingmostof
therisksassociatedwithdelaysor
overruns.Therearenumerous
variablesthatgointodetermining
theoptimumcontractualformula.
Ingeneral,thepurposeof these
packagesis to takeriskawayfrom
thesponsors,whileatthesame
timeremovingday-to-day
managerialcontrolof construction
fromthesponsor.

Options for a project sponsor:

The project sponsor's objective

is to establish an organizational

framework that lets each participant

know what to expect from the

others; how to handle changes
in cost, schedule, or tradeoff

opportunities; how to reach

decisions; how to keep the project

moving. An effective network of

project intelligence and a spirit of

"mega-cooperation" must be

achieved. Decision-making must

be done swiftly and surely, giving

prime consideration to the status of

the project rather than to the status

of the person who sits across the
table.

A review of existing megaprojects
indicates that there are three

generic ways in which owners or

sponsors structure their projects.

A sponsor's level of involvement is
a function of that firm's in-house

project management competence.
A sponsor can

Actively manage. Manage the

project directly--either as an

independent owner or as a

partner in a joint venture.

Direct and control. Contract

out the project preparation

to consulting engineers
and the construction work

to contractors or both,

maintaining responsibility

for day-to-day coordination

and management.
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Reviewandapprove.
Contractoutthecomplete
jobto aprojectmanager,a
turnkeycontractor,ora
contractors'consortium.
Projectmanagement
contractsareusuallycost
plus,whileturnkeyprojects
(whichdelegatemanagerial
orsupervisorycontrolto the
contractor)arefixedfee,
therebytransferringriskto
thecontractor.Inthiscase,
a largecontingencyfeeis
commonlyaddedtotheprice
to coverpotentialrisks.

As NASAgetscloserto launching
themostcomplexmegaprojects
of alltime,it is importantto
recognizethatsufficientcapital,
technology,andmarketaccess
canbepooledfroma global
networkof corporationsand
financialinstitutionswithout
compromisingNASA'sroleas
theenergizingleaderwiththe
ennoblingvision.
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Section 3: Sourcing--
and Sustaining--
Optimum Financing

Thanks to our discoveries

and our methods of research,

something of enormous

import has been born in the

universe, something, lain
convinced, will never be

stopped. But while we

exhaust research and profit

from it, with.., what paltry

means, what disorderly

methods, do we still today

pursue our research.

(de Chardin 1972, p. 137)

In words President George Bush

quoted from a news magazine,

the Apollo Program was "the best
return on investment since

Leonardo da Vinci bought himself

a sketchpad" (Chandler 1989).

Admiral Richard Truly, NASA
Administrator, concurs. He

believes that no space program

on Earth today has the kind of

technology and capability that

ours does. Our space program

is an integral part of American
education, our competitiveness,

and the growth of U.S. technology.

Compared with other forms of
investment, the return is

outstanding: A payback of $7 or

8 for every $1 invested over a
period of a decade or so has been

calculated for the Apollo Program,

which at its peak accounted for a
mere 4 percent of the Federal

budget. It has been further
estimated that, because of the

potential for technology transfer

and spinoff industries, every $1

spent on basic research in space

today will generate $40 worth of

economic growth on Earth.

\

Spinoffs

Spinoffs from NASA's development of
space technology not only provide
products and services to the society but
also are a significant boon to the American
economy. Among the hundreds of
examples are thss sensor for measurlng
the power of a karate kick and this
thermoelectric assembly for a compact
refrigerator that can deliver precise
temperatures with very low power tnput.
Estimates of the return on investment/n the
space program range from $7 for every
$1 spent on the Apollo Program to $40 for
every $1 spent on space development
today.
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Thecriticalfactordriving
productivitygrowthis technology.
Thepercentageof ournational
incomethatweinvestin research
anddevelopmentis similarto the
percentagesinvestedbyEurope
andJapan;however,sinceour
economyis somuchbigger,the
absolutelevelofourresearchand
developmenteffort,measuredin
purchasingpoweror scientific
personnel,is fargreaterthan
Europe'sorJapan's(Passell
1990). Butourabilityto sustainan
appropriatelevelofinvestmentin
R&Dis beingthreatened.Weare

overwhelmedbyournationaldebt,
ourdecayinginfrastructure,and
thesavingsandloanbailout,which
aloneis expectedto costthe
Government$300-500billion,
possiblymore.Topaythese
debtswouldcosteachandevery
Americantaxpayerbetween$1000
and$5000,andthisis a payment
thatwillnotenhancenational
security,promoteeconomic
growth,or improvepublicwelfare
(Rosenbaum1990).Thisobligation
is ordersof magnitudegreaterthan
thecommitmentsU.S.citizens
havemadeto theirspaceprogram.

TABLE18. Expenditures per Year by U.S. Citizens,

Selected Examples

Expenditure item Amount per capIta

Space station funding, 1990 budget

Entire space program, 1990 budget

Apollo Program at peak

Beer

Legal gambling

$23.68

$55 (approx.)

$70.00 (1988 dollars)

$109.00

$800.00

Source Sawyer 1989
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Wehavea militarybudgetof
$300billion(comparedto
$200billionperyearspenton
legalgambling),yetwearetoo
broketo doanything(Baker1990).
Further,ourreturnoninvestment
in researchanddevelopmentisnot
aseffectiveas it oncewas. It is
possiblethatmilitaryspendingis
drainingcriticalresearchefforts;
it maybethattheAmerican
emphasisonbasicresearchhas
freedJapanesescientiststo skip
thegrittygroundworkandfocuson
commercialapplications;or is it
thatAmericancorporationsmaynot
begoodatturningresearchand
developmentintomarketable
products?(Passell1990).

Halfof allFederaltaxdollarsgo
to thePentagon.Theselarge
expenditureshavehurtthe
competitivepositionof theUnited
Statesandhavekeptthelevelof
investmentin thecivilianeconomy,
asashareof grossnational
product,lowerthaninEuropeor
Japan.Forexample,in1983,for
every$100wespentoncivilian
capitalformation,includingnew
factories,machines,andtools,we
spentanother$40onthemilitary.
InWestGermany,forevery$100
spentoncivilianinvestment,the
militaryreceivedonlyanadditional
$13. AndinJapan,for every$100
spentoncivilianinvestment,a
mere$3wasspentonthemilitary.
Militaryspendingis 6 percentof

GNP,butit paysfortheservices
of 25to 30percentof allofour
nation'sengineersandscientists
andaccountsfor70percentof all
Federalresearchanddevelopment
money,$41billionin 1988
(Melman1989).

A "peacedividend"is inprospect,
if Congresswillcutmilitary
spending.A peacedividendoffers
anopportunityfora politicalleader
to captureattentionandresources
anddogreatgood.Thetotal
dividendthroughtheyear2000
couldbeasmuchas$351.4billion
(Zelnick1990).Howthepeace
dividendshouldbespentcalls
intoplayone'svalues.Many
alternativesarementioned(the
savingsandloanbailout,for
instance),butNASAis never
mentionedasanoption.

Underthisscenarioof declining
technologicaledge,constrained
financialresources,anda
budgetingprocessthatsubjects
approvedfinancingto annual
revisionsandpotentialcuts,how
canNASAadequatelysource--and
sustain--optimumfinancing?

• Potentialsourcesof funds

• Opportunitiesforsustainable
collaboration

• Lifecycleof NASA'sfunding
responsibility
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Potential Sources of Funds

The traditional source of financing

for any nation's space program is

government financing of the

national space agency. But

government financing alone has

proven to be inconsistent and

unreliable in the long term, as

the space program is forced to

compete with other national

priorities. Furthermore, as the
scale and scope of space projects

increase, it becomes beyond the

capabilities of a single national

government to assume the risks

alone--it is effectively wagering

national wealth on projects of

varying levels of risk.

The stakeholders in the various

space development activities can

and JncreasJngly should be called

upon to participate in the financial

nsks and enormous potential
rewards of innovation that is dnven

by the "consumers" of Planet

Earth, our need for advanced

technological capabilities, and

our desire to develop livable

destinat=ons in space. These
stakeholders include

• The national space agencies

of leading industnalized

(and some other) countnes

around the world typfcally

have a space exploration

and development budget

representing about

1-6 percent of the=r GNP.

Major corporations and minor

entrepreneurial companies
have a new product or

process development
budget or an exploration

budget that is allocated for

high-risk, wealth-creating
innovative activities.

Private investors, whether

individuals or pension funds,

have a portion of their savings
portfolio dedicated to high-

risk, potentially high-return
investments in stocks--and

even some bonds (i.e., junk).

The users of catastrophic

pollution-causing products or

processes are recklessly

risking the health of our planet
in our lifetime--and we are

not sure that the damage _s
reversible. Such reckless

users could be assessed a

pollution surcharge to fund

breakthrough research on

nonpolluting new product and

processing technologies.

Natlonal/state/clty
infrastructure agencles and

_nternat_onal development

agencies receive funding to

prowde particular life support

basics, such as water, power,

waste d_sposal, and schools,
to their communities or

developing nations. A
well-honed, functional
infrastructure maximizes
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productivity,enablingthe
creationof wealthby its
residents.Elimination
of overlapof effortand
globalcoordinationcould
freeupmassiveamountsof
investmentmoneyto achieve
moreeffectiveresults.

If thesecapitalreserveswere
addedupperstakeholder
category,sourcesoffundsfor
PlanetEarthproblem-solvingand
spacedevelopmentcouldreadily
beuncoveredinabundance.

Opportunities for
Sustainable Collaboration

Examining how these capital

resources are allocated, we can

readily see that there are bilhons

of dollars being invested in
research, design, development,

and improvement efforts which
overlap and duplicate each other

among organizations in the United
States, as well as around the

world. Many efforts fail to achieve

any significant technological

advancement precisely because

funds are not adequate or scope

of authority is not sufficient to

make any significant change.

For example, if it were decided

that automobiles were too heavy,

causing the serious deterioration

of our nation's infrastructure, and

that our automobiles and roadways

should be redesigned to achieve a

major technological advancement,

such an agenda could not be

decided on by General Motors

alone or the U.S. Department of

Transportation alone. Technological

advancements of such scale, and

more importantly of such global
significance, need to be mounted

under leadership so engaging and

with a vision so encompassing
as to ensure that all the key

players involved make their capital

resources, technological expertise,
and access to market demand

available to the project.

To take the discussion of our

transportation networks one step
further, the facts make it clear

that the need for technological
innovation _s not hypothetical

but quite real:

• Our national transportation

infrastructure has gravely
deteriorated, requmng
$3-5 trillion to reconstruct.

• Our auto _ndustry has lost its

competitiveness--at home and

abroad, and we are struggling
to regain a reputation for

quality that remains elusive.
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Theoutlookfortransportation
vehicles'beingableto move
aboutourcitiesandsuburbs
atthe localspeedlimitis
dimming,asroadsare
becomingincreasingly
cloggedandoverburdened.
Suchapproachesas
computerizedtrafficcontrol
screenswithinvehiclesare
beingtested.

Thecarbonmonoxide
releasedfromcombustion
enginesinautosandtheir
petroleum-basedfuelsis
presentinga gravehazardto
theglobalecosphere.

Andnumerousprojectsare
onthedrawingboardsaround
theworldto breakthroughour
current_)ropuls_onbarriers,
prepanngthewayto travel
athigherratesof speed.

Thekeyplayersresponsiblefor
shepherdingsucheventsinclude
thenational,state,andc_ty
transportattonagencies,auto
manufacturers,o_1productionand
retailcompanies,propulsion-
focusedR&Dgroups,and
automobilebuyersanddnvers.
Theirdiversityofinterestand
scopeof responsibilityandthelack
of a s_nglesharedwsionbodes
poorlyfor formulatinganimperative
solutionto th_sglobalt_mebomb.

An_nter-organ_zat_onalconsortium
canbe formedto addresssuch

a problem,whetherpertaining
to eliminationof pollutionor
developmentof technology,
infrastructure,or resources.
Sharedriskandresponsibilitycan
beestablishedthroughnegotiation
andcross-contractingto define
thevision,poolcapital,share
technology,andcreatemarket
demandof sufficientmagnitude
to bringsuchmegaprojectsto
fruition.

Sinceall prospectiveplayersare
currentlycitizensof PlanetEarth,
thescopeof theirconsortium
collaborationcanbeinternational
aswellasnational.Thescope
isdeterminedbythescaleof
explanatorycausesto beuncovered
oreffectsto beachievedthrough
projectdevelopment.Consortiacan
beassembledto achievefive
possiblepurposes:

Planet Earth protection

consortium: A global R&D
fund could be established,

supported by taxes assessed

on users of pollution-causing

products or processes. The
funds could be used to

_dentffy causes of polluhon

(thereby further _ncreasang
the funding base) or to seed

technology _nnovation that

would provide the same
effect whde preserwng

the environment (i.e.,

government-sponsored

technological leaps).
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• Technology development
consortium: A mix of

designers, manufacturers,

and prospective users of a

technology should be

assembled early on to get

the design criteria correct.

Seed money could be a

mixture of government and

private capital. The intent
of this consortium would be

to involve the companies

which would be most likely to

develop the spinoff products

early, so that their design

requirements and insights are

fully considered and taken into

account. A spinoff surcharge
or tax could be assessed as a

means of funding the seeding

of subsequent generations of

research and development.

• Space exploration consortium:

Exploration is extremely costly

and high risk. In the oil
business, those who explore
and find oil then achieve

lucrative payback from either

extracting and selling the oil

themselves or selling rights to

the field. Exploratory

missions to neighboring

planets could _nvolve a
consortium of resource

development companies
who would be interested in

undertaking some of the

enormously high risks in

exchange for enormously

high potential paybacks.

Infrastructure development

consortium: It is important

that the water, food, power,

waste, oxygen, and

gravitational systems be

compatible in space--to allow

for maximum interchange and

cooperation among players
from diverse nations who

might be colonizing space.

Agreement on standards is

critical to interchangeability

of goods and services among

participants from different
nations. Once standards are

set, a vast array of players

can begin to develop and

market their products and
services.

Resource development
consortium: Consortia of

resource extraction,

processing, and manufacturing

companies; contractors;

builders; equipment suppliers;
_nsurers; and so forth would
need to be marshaled to

achieve the scale and scope

of people and resources

required to implement the
establishment of a resource-

based colony in space.

Agreements to fund the costs
of installation with loans

to be pa_d back by users or

residents of the facility would
off-load the burden from the

national space agencies to the

global business community.
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Life Cycle of NASA's

Funding Responsibility

The financing required to realize
the full array of missions currently

on NASA's plate is truly

monumental. The exploration
projects alone are expected to

require more than $60 billion, with
more than $100 billion required to

operate the various exploratory

instruments in space (see table 14)
(Broad 1990d).

If NASA's leadership role is to be

the exclusive herald of the vision,

if its financing role is limited to

research and development, and if

its charter is clearly defined as

syndicating involvement in space

exploration and development

activities with the private sector, a

more realizable long-term agenda

emerges (see fig. 14):

Phase I (1990-2000): Seed

multi-pronged mission

initiatives. This phase requires

the greatest amount of

_ndependent funding from

NASA, but it plants the seeds

for user fees and spinoff fees

to begin to return in phase I1.

During the next 10 years

Planet Earth monitoring

will be initiated; our basic

exploration projects will be

under way, including the

Hubble Space Telescope;

more sampling missions will

be targeted for the Moon and

Mars; heavy funding of the

national aerospace plane

and controlled ecological

life support systems will be

provided; and syndication of

ownership to enlarge the

sphere of producers in space

will be promoted.

Phase II (2000-2010):

Develop an infrastructure
support system and do

intensive planning. While
some of the initiatives

launched in phase I will

continue (e.g., Mars sampling
missions, capability-driven

research), closure on the

techniques to be used to

support life in space should
be achieved. Closure will

enable manufacturing
companies to begin to

produce and market products

needed to support humans
_n space. If these companies

were effectively integrated

into the early R&D, NASA

should begin to collect royalty

fees from spinoffs to finance

subsequent seed technologies

requiring Government-funded

nurturing.

Once the infrastructure

technologies and exploration

investigations reach closure,

mega-plann_ng can begin for
colonization of the Moon and
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Mars.Itwilltakeyearsto
developdetaileddesigns;
negotiatethesharingofrisk,
responsibility,andrewards;
andletcontracts.This
processmayrequireoversight
byNASA,butfeescanbe
chargedfor bidpackages
andotherservicesto allay
someofthecosts.

Phase III (2010-2020):
Estabfish colonies on other

planets. This phase should

be largely funded by

participants, with funds

flowing back to the owners

and providers of the

infrastructure--if it is not

an integral part of the project.

As colonization begins,

products and services--on

Earth and in space--should

be completely revolutionized,

leading to a planetary

wealth beyond our wildest

imagination: There will be
an abundance of resources

available from space, new

products developed to

exploit space, and an
abundance of demands that

can be met here on Earth as

a result of the expanded
resource base.

Figure 14

Life Cycle of NASA's Funding
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Westandat thebaseof a learning
curvethatextendstotheendof
time. Theexpertiseweholdin
handisequivalentto ourveryfirst
steps,andthetargetsof our
shufflingaremostundaring--our
closestneighboringplanets.
Ournotionsof "hightech"living
arebeingediteddaily,asour
planetarycivilizationrushestoward
itsrendezvouswithdestiny.

Thereis newexpertiseto be
honed,newproductsto be
invented,newprocessesto be
engineered.Therealityof
geotechnology,"whichspreads
outtheclose-wovennetworkof its
independententerprisesoverthe
totalityof theearth"(deChardin
1972,p. 119),suggeststhatthere
is notmuchpointto goingit alone--
technologyis meantto spreadhke
wddfire.

Thespecificm_ssionobjectives
sketchedout_nthispapermay
notendure;theobjectivesmay
change,or fromtheresulting
innovationsmaycomesmallsteps
thatleadto ah_gherinsight.
Advances_nourabd_tyto move
swiftlyandsurelyup thelearning
curveareascnbcalto ourfuture

successasourspecific
achievements.Howbusiness
systemscanbe redefinedto
protecttheplanet,how
technologiescanbepushedto
theirhighestperformancelevels,
hownewtechnologiescanbe
created,howsitescanbe
developedinamorehumane
fashion,howa massivemulti-
organizationalendeavorcanbe
coordinatedasif it werea single
body,thesearethemethodologies
weareinsearchof perfecting,
equalin importanceto thetruths
wearestrivingto uncover.

Lessthanmicroscopiccreatures
fromthevantagepointof the
Moon,totallydependentonour
1-poundbrainsandless-than-
1-poundheartsto nawgateus
towardtheunknownanddecipher
_tsmessages,wehumanEarthlings
havenomorepowerfulresourceat
handthanourabilityto visualize,
commit,lead,andactualize--truly
incredibleabilitiesthateffectively
createourfuture. Ourwdlingness
to centerourselvesin acommon
ws_on--asharednotionof
greatness--willabundantlyenergize
ustowardfulfillmentof evenour
mostelusivegoals.
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The Future of Management:
The NASA Paradigm

Philip R. Harris

Management Challenges

From a New Space Era

The prototypes of 21st century

management, particularly for large-

scale enterprises, may well be found

within the aerospace industry. The

space era inaugurated a number

of projects of such scope and

magnitude that another type of

management had to be created to
ensure successful achievement.

The pushing out of the space

frontier may prove to be a
powerful catalyst not only for the

development of new technologies

but also for the emergence of

macromanagement.

With further extension of human

presence into space during the

next 25 years, new opportunities
will be offered to those respons=ble

for such projects, whether in the

public or in the private sector.

Satellite expansion, a space station,

and possibly a lunar outpost will

require new technologies and

systems for more complex missions

that involve multiple locations and

greater numbers and varieties of

personnel. Whether in activities of
the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, the Department

of Defense or military branches,

the aerospace industry or new

commercial enterprises, there will

be a passage from the way space

operations have been managed

for the first quarter century of

development to the way they must
be led and administered in the

decades ahead.

The challenges will be not just

in terms of technology and its

management but also human and

cultural in dimension (see my paper

"The Influence of Culture on Space

Developments" in this volume). A

recent NASA study, Living Aloft,

begins to describe the human

requirements for extended space

flight involving diverse spacefarers

(Connors, Harrison, and Aklns 1985).

In an arhcle on extraterrestrial society
(1985), William MacDaniel, professor

emeritus, Niagara University, aptly
described the multiple challenges in

terms of just one undertaking of the

next decade--a space station:

Any way that we look at _t...
NASA will be confronted with

management problems that will

be totally unique. Space station

management is go=ng to be an
entirely new ball game, requanng

new and imaginative approaches

if senous problems are to be
resolved and conflict avoided.

MacDaniel, a sociologist and

cofounder of the Space Settlement

Studies Project (3SP) at his

university, then analyzed one

people management dimension
that results from the sociocultural

mix of internat=onal scientff=c and

engineering teams and onboard

space crews. The multicultural
inhabitants of the space station

wdl have to cope with many

practical aspects of their cultural
differences--differences that alter

their perceptions and ways of

functioning relative to everything
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fromcommunicationandproblem-
solvingto spatialneedsanddiet.
Whethertheorbitingof increased
numbersof peoplefor longer
periodsoftimeisdonebythe
U.S.A.or theU.S.S.R.,Japanor
Europe, project leaders wull have to

include managing cultural

differences and promoting synergy

among their priorities (Moran and
Harris 1982).

In any event, futurists, students of

management, and those concerned

with technological administration
would do well to review the

literature of emerging space

management for its wider

implications. NASA offers a

paradigm, or demonstrated model,
of future trends in the field of

management at large.

The Apollo Heritage in
Innovative Management

A transformation is under way from

industrial designs of organization

and styles of management to a new
work culture (Harris 1983 and

1985a). In an AT&T report on

emerging issues, the term
metaindustrial was used to

designate the new management

and the approach to human

systems that is evolving (Coleman

1980). One catalyst for this

transition may very well have been

the inauguration of the space

program by NASA around 1960.

NASA, in conjunction with its

partners in the aerospace business,
innovated in more than space

technology. Because of the very

complexity of the Apollo lunar
mission, NASA also invented new

ways of organizing and managang.

The Apollo project which
landed a team of American
astronauts on the Moon is

generally considered as one of

the greatest technological

endeavors in the history of
mankind. But in order to

achieve this, a managerial

effort, no less prodigious than

the technological one, was

required.

(Seamans and Ordway 1977)

It is my contention that much

of what is currently being
characterized as the "new

management" is partially the

heritage of that space effort,

a harbinger of tomorrow's

management. This idea is

especially pertinent to the building

of large-scale technological

projects, whether on this planet

or in space. Those engaged in

complex endeavors that involve

many systems, disciplines,
institutions, and even nations will

have to apply in even more creative

ways the legacy that the Apollo
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programgaveto management
(Levine1982).Investigations
shouldbedirectedto what
constitutesmacromanagement.

McFarland (1985) sees this term

as meaning "postindustrial

management," while I understand

it to refer to "the management of

macroprojects" (see fig. 15).

Figure 15

Macromanagement of Large.Scale

Enterprises

The management of long-term projects

costing $100 m#lion or more will have

many aspects. Examples of such

"macroprojects" are rebuilding

American infrastructure and buHdtng

a space infrastructure.
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In the inaugural issue of New

Management, the editor listed
10 orientations that lead to

organizational excellence today
(O'Toole 1983). An organization
can excel if it is oriented toward

1. Tomorrow--attuned to the

long-term future

2. People--developing human
resources

3. Product--committed to the

consumer market

4. Technology--employing the
most advanced tools

5. Quality--emphasizing

excellence, service, and

competence

6. External environment--

concerned for all

stakeholders

7. Free-market competition--

imbued with the spirit of
risk-taking capitalism

8. Continuing examination and

revision of organizational
values, compensation,

rewards, and incentives

9. Basic management

concerns--making and

selling products or providing
services

10. Innovation and openness to

new ideas--nurturing and

encouraging those who
question organizational

assumptions and propose

bold changes

Dr. O'Toole was later (1985) to
elaborate on this theme in a book

entitled Vanguard Management.

An examination of the history of

the Apollo Program indicates that
NASA leaders followed such

principles. A possible exception is

the third item, which does not quite

apply to a public agency, but

leaders among the aerospace
contractors must have had this

concern for the consumer (in this

case NASA itself) or the Moon
mission would not have been so

successful. NASA, over two

decades ago, anticipated the

emergence of metaindustrial

management. The very scope and
complexity of putting humans on
the lunar surface forced such

innovations.

Among the many management
innovations to come out of the

space program was the matrix
organization, with its emphasis on

team management. The

complexity of the Apollo

undertaking necessitated its
creation because traditional

management approaches proved

inadequate. Among the many

space contractors, TRW Systems

in Redondo Beach, California, was

a leader in this process, which was

eventually to become a chief

feature of the "new" management
two decades later. Their vice

president at the time, Sheldon

Davis, pioneered team building as

a means to help technical people
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worktogetherto reacha common
goal(Harris1985a).Other
contractorsusedtheproject
managementandteamstrategyas
a formof adhocorganizationfor
newstarts.GeneralDynamics,for
instance,couldquicklyassemble
experiencedteammembersfor
its Shuttle-Centaurprojectfrom
previousworkgroupsthathad
developedtheAtlas-Centaur
rocket.

A principalexponentofthematrix
asa wayof managingcomplex
spaceprojectswasHughes
Aircraft.Oneof its executives,
JackBaugh,dida doctoral
dissertationin 1981onhow
decision-makingis accomplished
througha matrixorganization.
Histhesiswasthatmatrnx
managementisessentialto
anaerospaceprojectwhen
simultaneousdecisionsareneeded
ina situationof greatuncertainty
generatedbyhighinformation-
processingrequnrements;when
financialandhumanresources
arestronglyconstrapned;when
thedecision-makingprocess
mustbespeededup;andwhen
thequantityofdata,products,
andserviceswouldotherwise
beoverwhelming.Obviously,
managersoutsidethespace
fraternityagreed,adoptingthe
method.

Todaya profileof a metaindustrial
organizationwouldincludethese
characteristics(Harris1983and
1985a):

• Useof state-of-the-art
technology,rangingfrom
microcomputersto robotics

• Flexibilityinmanagement
policies,procedures,and
priorities,continuously
adaptingto themarket--a
normof ultrastability(that_s,
buildingcontinuouschange
intothesystem)

• Autonomy and decentralization,

so that people have more
control over their own work

space and are responsable

for decisions yet work under

integrating controls

• Open, circular communicatnon

with emphasis on rapid
feedback, relevant information

exchange at all locations,

networking, and the use of
multimedia

• Participation and involvement

of personnel encouraged,

especially through team,

project, or matrix management

• Work relations that are

informal and interdependent,

cooperative and mutually

respectful, adaptive and
cross-functional
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Organizationalnormsthat
supportcompetence,high
performance,professionalism,
innovation,andrisk-taking,
evento makingallowancefor
failureoccasionally
A creativeworkenvironment
thatenergizespeopleand
enhancesthequalityof
worklife,sothatit is more
meaningful

A researchanddevelopment
orientationthatcontinually
seeksto identifythebest
people,processes,products,
markets,services,soasto
achievethemission

It is interestingthatmanyof
thesequalitieswereidentified
15yearsagoasessentialtothe
interdisciplinarycharacterof large-
scaleendeavors(Saylesand
Chandler1971).Thesewere
alsothecharacteristicspracticed,
toa greatextent,byNASA
managementintheApolloera
(Levine1982).Theyare
consideredessentialfor
organizationalexcellencenow
andinthefuture,particularly
forlarge-scaleprogramssuch
asrenewingtheAmerican
infrastructureor developinga
permanentpresenceinspace.

Becausethoseinthemanagement
of researchanddevelopment,
especiallythosecomingfrom
engineeringandtechnological
fields,mayhavesome
misconceptionsaboutthe
managementprocess,I have
includedfigure16. Thisparadigm
byR.AlecMackenzie(1969)
illustratesthecomprehensiveness
of managementactivity.The
conceptualmodelisa
multidimensionalapproachto the
artandscienceof managingboth
humanandmaterialresources
effectively.Ithighlights,amongits
centralfacets,themanagementof
changeanddifferences.This
paradigmst_llseemsrelevantfor
managinglarge-scaleundertakings,
whetheronEarthor inorbit. From
myviewpointasa management
psychologistwhohasservedasa
NASAconsultant,it wouldappear
thatthemaindifficultiesfacing
spacemanagementin thefuture
willbefoundontherightside,
in thepeopledimensions.
Unfortunately,thisopinionwas
confirmedbythePresidential
Commissionon theSpaceShuttle
ChallengerAccident,which
concludedthattherehadbeen
a humansystemsfailure
withinNASAanditscontractors,
particularlyin regardto information
flowanddecision-making.
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PEOPLE

Figure 16

The Management Process

From R. Alec Mackenzie, 1969, "The
Management Process m 3-D," Harvard

Business Rev=ew 47 (6--Nov.-Dec.): 80-87
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Perhaps the origins of many

21 st century management styles

may be traced someday to the

20th century management of

research and development
institutions. Mark and Levine

(1984) make a case for such a

thesis by pointing to the Federal
Government laboratories that

promoted the technology

development that resulted in

macroprograms like the Manhattan

Project, the Apollo missions, and

the Space Shuttle. They
document both technical and

managerial innovations produced

by bringing together advanced

R&D people in relatively small,

quasi-independent groups dubbed

"skunkworks." Such groups

produced some of the most
successful modern aircraft.

That form of management was

eventually popularized by Tom

Peters (1982, 1985) as a central

theme of the new management
leadership.

The Impact of

Organizational Culture

The work culture affects

organizational planning, decisions,

and behavior. MIT professor

Edgar Schein (1985) maintains
that the work culture is the

mechanism for conveying-

explicitly, ambiguously, or

implicitly--the values, norms, and

assumptions of the institution.

Organizational culture is embedded

and transmitted through

• Formal statements of

philosophy or mission,

charters, creeds, published
materials for recruitment or

personnel

• Design of physical spaces,

facades, buildings

• Leader role modeling,

training, coaching, or

assessing

• Explicit reward and status

system, promotion criteria

• Organizational fit-
recruitment, selection.

career development,
retirement, or

"excommunication"

• Stories, legends, myths,

parables about key people
and events

• Leader reactions to or coping

with organizational crises and
critical situations

• Design, structure, and

systems of the organization

• Policues, procedures, and

processes
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Inanotherpaperin thisvolume
("TheInfluenceof Cultureon
SpaceDevelopments"),I analyze
theeffectof theorganizational
cultureonNASAandthe
aerospaceindustry.Figure17isa
diagramof spaceorganizational
culture,whichillustratesthemany
dimensionsof a system's
expressionof identity.Since
researchindicatesthatexcellent

organizationsmanifeststrong
functionalcultures,NASAobviously
didthisduringitsApolloperiod.
Hasit beendoingsoin theSpace
Shuttlephaseof its development?
The1986setbacksandsubsequent
investigationswouldindicatea
negativeresponse.Oneoutcome
of currentreorganizationneedsto
bea strengthenedNASAculture.

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Communication/
language

Products, services,

trained personnel,
and pubhc information

Survival,
growth, and
development

Figure 17

Space Organizational Culture
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In1984,ourstudyteam
consideringspacemanagement
concludedthatasurveyand
analysisof NASAorganizational
culturefromits headquartersto the
fieldcenterswouldfacilitatechange
andrenewalasfurtherspace
developmentisplanned.Ifplans
fora lunarbaseareto be
effectivelyimplemented,thena
transformationinmanagement
attitudes,styles,strategies,and
operationsat NASAmayalsobe
necessary.Inthepost-Apolloera,
NASAanditscontractorsdrifted
backintoan industrial,more
bureaucraticstyle. Thework
culture,whetherof NASAasan
organizationalsystemorof its
aerospacecontractpartners,
mustshiftfromthis industrialor
bureaucraticmodebacktothe
modeof enterprisescharacterized
asmetaindustrial. Only then, it

seems to me, will the ma_n

actors in the space business be
positioned to take advantage of

the vast resources on the "high

frontier" (O'Neill 1977).

Management consultants see

organizations as energy exchange

systems. Institutional culture can

encourage use of the psychic and

physical energies of its people in

achieving organizational goals.

This is the lesson of the Apollo

Moon project. On the other hand,
institutional culture can undermine

or dissipate the efforts of its

people. In order for NASA and its

corporate aerospace partners to

develop space vigorously in the next

25 years, they must confront the

following cultural issues.

(1) The mind-set of the engineer

and technologist requires

expansion to include

generalist thinking. Too

often present approaches
exclude consideration

of human issues, and

the contribution of the

managerial and behavioral

sciences to planning and

decision-making are

downplayed.

(2) More synergistic relationships

in space endeavors should

replace obsolete competitive

postures by individual

companies. The tasks of

exploiting space resources

are so immense that global
space agencies need to

collaborate more effectively.

Inside NASA, the power

games between headquarters

and its centers must give

way to mutual cooperation.

Archaic antitrust regulations

must be gotten around to

permit aerospace companies

to work together to solve

common problems, be they

matters of quality control

on launch pads and space

vehicles or greater sharing of
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(3)

researchanddevelopment
knowledge.Thelarge
spacecorporationscando
moreforthenation'sspace
programbyjointventuring
andsharingthanby
competitiveduplication.
Furthermore,newwaysfor
synergisticinclusionof
universityandGovernment
researchlaboratories
shouldbeexplored--again
as in theApolloera(Levine
1982).Perhapsthemodel
currentlybeingdeveloped
bytheEuropeanSpace
Agencyisworthyof
emulationinNorthAmerica;
it involvescooperation
bothbetweennationsand
betweeninstitutions.

Asspaceendeavorsreach
out to includebusiness
participationbeyondthatof
theaerospacecompanies,
attitudestowardand
regulationsof contractors
deserverevision.Perhaps
theNASAtraditionof
partnershipwith_tssuppliers
is moreappropriatethanthe
Departmentof Defense
mentalityof seeing_ts
contractorsas"users."
Spaceenterpnseswould
benefitfrommarketplace
concernsforsatisfying
clientsandcustomers
(Webb1985).

(4) Technologydevelopment
timespanshavebeen
lengthened,ratherthan
shortened,becausethose
in thespacearenahave
becomemorebureaucratic,
lessentrepreneurialand
innovative.Fromgoal-
settingto implementation,
Apollo'smissionwas
accomplishedin lessthan
a decade.NowNASA
plannersusea 12-to-15-
yeartimeframefrom
inceptionto completion
of a newtechnology.
Meanwhile,thegrowing
hightechnologyindustry
(anindustrythatisa
directspinoffof space
technology)hasshortened
itsdevelopmenttimeframe.
W_thdueregardto spacefarer
safety,perhapsthetimehas
cometo reexaminethe
culturalassumptionsby
whichthepracticesof
redundancy,over-design,
over-preparation,over-study,
andexcessivetimidity
becomeembeddedhabits
andtraditions.Certainly,
suchculturalproclivitiesare
lessjustifiedinunmanned
missionsandnontechnacal
areas,likeconference
managementandreporting.
There_sreasonableand
acceptableriskin the
experimentalsituationof
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spaceflight.Whatseems
moreimportantis effective
managementof quality
controlonequipmentand
partsthatgointospace
transportationsystemsand
habitats.

(5) Organizational renewal

implies a continuing

process of clarification of

roles, relationships, and

missions. It requires

change from the ways

we always did it to the

adaptations and inventions

necessary to remain a

player in the emerging

21 st century "space
game." Perhaps the

habitat modules of space

stations and lunar outposts

would be better designed

by architects and hotel

chains than by traditional

aerospace vehicle
designers. Perhaps the

functions of such space
facilities should be

privatized, so that the
NASA centers can take a

role more supervisory than

operational, thus freeing

them for more basic space
research and development.

A case relative to cultural issue 2,

on synergistic relationships, is the

industry-university Consortium for

Space and Terrestrial Automation

and Robotics (C-STAR). Led by
David Criswell of the California

Space Institute and sponsored by

the NASA-related University Space

Research Association, business

and academic researchers applying
automation and robotics to the

space station and other ventures

on the high frontier have combined

their brain power and established a

joint data bank (see, for example,

C-STAR Study Group 1988).

The experience with the Shuttle
would seem to confirm that NASA

moved the project too quickly from

research and development into

operations. In the transition to

21 st century space management,

the private sector may dominate
the space transportation business

and commercial launches, leaving

NASA to pursue a technologica0
and scientific research role.

These are but a few of the issues

that deserve consideration by

management leaders in the space

community who would revitalize
their organizational cultures and

design a management strategy
attuned to future demands.

New Roles for Earth- and
Space-Based Managers

The five issues just listed are

basically cultural and point up the

need for planned changes. At our

summer study, resource speakers

provided numerous suggestions for

renewing the American space

program and bringing it to new
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levelsof achievement.Severalof
themoretellingcommentsrelate
to ourtopic.

WilliamE.Wright,Defense
AdvancedResearchProjects
Agency,saidthatthe
aerospaceindustrycultureis
extraordinarilyconservative.
Itsuffersfroma syndrome:
"If it hasn'tbeendonefor
the last20years,forgetit."
TheindustryandNASAare
notboldenoughin their
planningandrequestsfor
funding.A majorprogram
comesintobeingbecause
someonechampionsit (puts
hisreputationon thelineand
helpsbringit intobeing).

PeterVajk,SAI,andMichael
Simon,GeneralDynamics,
presenteda "stock
prospectus"forthe
establishmentof a fictional
corporation,"Consolidated
SpaceEnterprises."It
envisionedninecompanies
thatcouldprofitbyserving
customerneedsand
functionsonthespace
station.Fourwereproviders
of suchspaceservicesas
transport,repair,research,
andproducts;threewere
housekeepingcompanies
thatwouldprovidehotel,
power,andcommunication
services;twoweresupport
companiesprovidingspecial
spaceservicesandfuel.
Theconceptof commercial

operationsonthestation,
each"feeding"ontheother's
needs,is notonlystimulatingto
thoughtbutalsochangesthe
rolesandrelationshipsof public
andprivateparticipantsin
spaceundertakings.

PeterVajk,nowanindependent
space consultant, also cited

examples of new, more

sophisticated management
information systems that can

alter the role of space project

managers. New computer
tools, such as relational data

base management systems,

give managers a better

capability to search the
literature, while new software

like "Hypertext" from Xanadu

Corporation (Menlo Park, CA)

provides greater access to
documentation.

Ronald Maehl, RCA, pointed

out that management issues

related to a space station and

lunar base represent a

departure from traditional
NASA management practices.

First, there is the matter of

managing the development

of such projects and precursor
missions; then there is

the issue of operational

management of a space

facility when it is functioning.

There are precedents in the

experience of the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) and

commercial operators with
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meteorologicaland
communicationsatellites.
Therearenewchallenges
relativeto man/machine
interactions,operationalcost
containment,andprivate
participationinsuchspace
activities.

Thesefourinputsof experts
arebutindicationsof new
developmentsrelatedto the
managementof tomorrow'sspace
enterprises--developmentsthat
warrantmoreresearchandcall
forpolicychangesbyNASA
headquartersandits centers.
Organizationalenergyand
resourcesdirectedto suchissues,
particularlythatof thedifferences
betweendevelopmentaland
operationalmanagement,would
havegreaterpayoffthanthe
internalstrugglesof NASAcenters
to controlfutureprograms.

Analysismustbemadeof the
expertiseandskillsneededby
Earth-basedmanagersof projects
thatarehundredsor thousandsof
milesawayfromthem. Newspace
projectmanagershavemuchto
learnin thisregardfromprevious
projectmanagersof unmanned
probesbyspacecraft,suchas
VoyagerandViking,Pioneerand
Mariner.Thetasksrangefrom
limitedcontrolsto teleoperations,
or thecontrolonEarthbyan
operatorof a machinethatis
at aremotelocationsuchasin
space.Managementproblems
experiencedinclude"queuing

time"(signaldelaysbetween
operatorcommandandmachine
responseandbetweenmachine
responseandverificationorreceipt
of data).Themanagementof
automationandroboticsinspace
wasthesubjectof another
CaliforniaSpaceInstitutestudyfor
NASA(AutomationandRobotics
Panel1985).

Asmoremannedspaceoperations
occuratmorelocations,wewill
needanewinfrastructureonthis
planetto supportthem. Insteadof
a singlemissioncontrolcenter,
theremaybe regionalsupport
centers--someunderGovernment
ormilitaryauspicesandsomerun
byprivatecorporations.Forthe
next50years,wearelikelyto
experimentwitha varietyof Earth-
basedmanagementplansfor
spaceactivities,beginningwiththe
spacestationandalunarbase.

Evenmoreinterestingwillbe
managementinspaceof either
mannedorunmannedventures.
Peopleonsiteata lunaroutpost
willrequiremorefreedomfor
decision-makingandcreative
problem-solvingthanthe
astronautscurrentlyenjoywith
missioncontrolinHouston.
Decentralized,onsitespace
managementwillcomeinto
prominencewiththebuildingof the
spacestation.Nowisthetimeto
beginplanningforthepractical
mattersto befacedbystation
managers,especiallywhenthe
personnelandorganizational
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componentscomefromvarious
sourcesbeyondNASAitself. In
regardto anoperationallunar
base,researchis needednowon
suchmanagementconcernsas
communicationsandleadership
andhowthesefunctionsshould
bedividedbetweentheEarth
andtheMoon.

Mixedcrews(menandwomen,
militaryandcivilian,publicand
privatesectorworkers,Americans
andothernationalities,scientists
andotherprofessionals)will invoke
morecomplexmanagement
challengesandresponses.
Thepeoplewho,inincreasing
numbers,visita spacestationor
lunaroutpostby2025willinclude
morethanastronautsoreven
"astrotechn_cians."Theywill
_ncludea broadsegmentof Earth's
society,frompoliticiansto tourists.

Inpastcolonialexplorations,trading
companreswereformedto manage
operationsinnew,remoteenvirons.
Perhapsthisprevioussolution
couldbereplicatedinaSpace
TradingCompany.If theboldplan
forfuturespacedevelopments
outlinedbytheNationalCommission
onSpace(Paine1986)_sto be
implemented,thenmore_nnovat_ve
waysfor fundingandmanaging
spaceprojectsw_llhaveto be
invented.Whether_tis financinga
fourthorbiteror buildinga space
station, there are historical

precedents for national lotteries,

selling shares or bonds in space

technological venturing, and
other forms of public financial

participation beyond annual

congressional appropriations.

The commercialization of space

will be a profound force in

altering the management of

space projects (Webb 1985).

As the crews in tomorrow's space
habitations increase in size and

heterogeneity, as well as in length

of stay away from this planet,

planners must expect more stress

and strain and must provide space

inhabitants with more autonomy,

reminds Ben Finney, a University

of Hawaii anthropologist, later in
this volume. To maximize safe,

effective, congenial performance

by such pioneers, new programs
in behavioral science should be
instituted. Studies should be made

of team development and group

dynamics, new leadership training

and responsibilities, and even

wellness programs in space

communities. Such a program

should be part of a planned

"space deployment system" I am

proposing to facilitate acculturatton

in a strange, alien, sometimes

hostde space enwronment (Harris

1985b).

For multicultural crews to function

well in space, participants must

be able to deal with remoteness,

they must be self-sufficient and

multiskilled, and they must be
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sensitiveto otherpeopleand
respectthenormof competence.
Becausespacestationsinboth
lowandgeosynchronousEarth
orbitanda lunarora martianbase
aresuchcostly,risky,andlong-
termprograms,theywill require
newmanagementmechanisms
thatcanprovidecontinuityand
consistencyregardlessof
personnelchanges.

Another management concern to

be addressed more vigorously is

that of multipurpose missions,

such as one involving both civilian

and military payloads (Brooks

1983). Economies of scale and

piggybacking to contain costs are

arguments for combined missions.

Technical and management

complexity and the issues of

secrecy, fore=gn pohcy, and

international cooperation may

prove stronger cases for keeping
commercial and defense space
activities separate.

Space management would seem

an ideal subject on which the

Academy of Management and
other scholars should focus their

research and conferences.

Macromanagement
in Space

As has already been indicated,

large-scale and complex technical

programs require a new type of

macromanagement, whether to

rebuild this planet's infrastructure

or to create a space infrastructure.

Figure 15 offers an illustration of

the scope of such an undertaking

from a management perspective.

Long-term projects costing

$100 million or more require the

application of administrative skills

across a range of activities that

begins with strategic planning and

extends to global or interplanetary
management of material and
human resources.

Macro-engineering projects have

shaped our past and may well
shape our future (Davidson 1983).

Space programs, like Apollo and

the Shuttle, have advanced the

field and may be the force behind

growth in an allied discipline--

macromanagement. Most space

programs are macroscopic
because they share these
characteristics:

(1) They involve difficult,

complex engineering and

management problems
which must be resolved

before the program is

completed.

(2) They require significant

public and private sector
resources that must be

committed over long
t_meframes.
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(3) Theyincludescientificand
technicalproblemsof
unusualcomplexity,size,
orcircumstances,andthe
solutionsofteninvolve
previouslyunknown
technologiesorresources.

(4) Theyhaveprofoundimpacts
ontheenvironment,legal
andregulatorysituation,
economics,andpoliticsof
thesocietiesthatdevelop
them.

(Davidson,Meador,andSalkeld
1980)

Projectmanagementof large-
scaleenterpriseshasbenefited
fromsuchnewtoolsasthe
programevaluationandreview
technique(PERT),thecriticalpath
method(CPM),andproject
managementspacesystems
(PMSS)modeling.Developments
in thesupercomputer,software
packages,andmanagement
informationsystemshavemade
macroprojectsmorefeasibleand
manageable.Manyof these
managementinnovationsowetheir
originsandrefinementstothe
Departmentof DefenseandNASA.

Macromanagementof large-scale
enterprisesmayverywellbecome
a dominantthemein21stcentury
managementpractice(McFarland
1985).AsNASAseeksto
implementplansfor aspacestation
in the1990sanda lunaroutpost

by2010,it willnotonlyhaveto use
macromanagementstrategies,it
mayalsopioneerin theprocess.
As morecorporationsparticipatein
spaceventuresratherthanjust
thosein theaerospaceindustry,
NASAwillfacea newsetof
interfacechallengeswiththese
newstakeholders.Alreadyspace
entrepreneursexpectto launch
satellitesandavarietyofother
commercialspaceventuresthat
requirecreatingsynergywithNASA
(Webb1985).Someof these
spaceenterpriseswillnecessitate
theadoptionof macromanagement
methods.

Researchfundingshouldbe
directedintomattersof
macromanagementbyNASA,
globalcorporations,universities,
andothersbecauseit demandsa
newtypeof managementthinking,
style,andskills. Forexample,
macroprojects,whetheronEarth
or inspace,standinneedof
leadershipcapableof

Synergy-facilitating
cooperationandcollaboration
inbringingtogetherdiverse
elements,soasto produce
morethanthesumofthe
parts

Interculturalskill--overcoming
differencesbetweenpeoples,
groups,andnations,
particularlythrougheffective
cross-culturalcommunication
andnegotiation
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Politicalsavvy--gaining
agreementandsupportfor
projectgoalsfromthe
variouspoliticalor
governmentalentities,as
wellasfromthepublicif
theirsupportisessential

Financialcompetence--
understandingtheeconomic
realitiesofa long-term
projectandcapableof
puttingtogetherthe
necessaryfundingto
completetheundertaking,
whilecontainingexcessive
expenditures

Interfacemanagement--
takingtheleadinbringing
togetherontimethevarious
resources(human,
informational,technical,
material)requiredto achieve
projectgoals

Cosmopolitanism--sensitive
to globalandinterplanetary
issuesaffectingtheproject,
suchaslegal,ecological,
environmental,andhuman
concerns,andableto cope
withsuchissuesfroman
internationalratherthana
nationalperspective

Thesearebutasamplingof
thequalitiesthataredesirablein
thenewmacroprojectexecutive
or manager.Perhapsnoone
personpossessesallofthem,
buta managementteammay
exercisesuchcompetencies

together.Certainly,a traditionally
educatedengineerisnotlikely
to possessmanyof theseskills.
Researchontheeducationof
macro-engineershasbeenunder
wayat MITundertheconduct
of FrankDavidson,andit is
beginningattheUniversityof
Texas'Large-ScalePrograms
Instituteunderthedirectionof
GeorgeKozmetsky.Publications
suchasTechnology Review,

published by MIT Press, are

also addressing these concerns.

These efforts should be expanded

to include macromanagement

as a subject of study. Kozmetsky

(1985) calls for transformational

management strategies, thus

indicating that macromanagement

may be one of the central issues

of 21 st century management.

During our summer study, two

resource speakers pointed out

existing management models
worthy of further analysis by

space planners. To create the

necessary infrastructures for

tomorrow's space programs,
consultant Kathleen Murphy

(1983) proposed that we could
learn from large development

projects around the world.

(See her paper in this volume.)
Such major "greensite"

projects have already resolved

problems between owners

and contractors--developing

techniques of conflict resolution

and negotiation and making

reward and penalty provisions.

And they have tested financial
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arrangementsthatmightprove
feasibleforspacedevelopment--
includingnewfinancingmodels,
jointventures,consortia,R&D
sharedbetweenGovernmentand
industry,andnationalbank
syndicateinvestments.

Theotherinputcamefrom
consultingengineerPeterVajk,
whoobservedthatglobalprojects
concernedwithnewterrestrial
materialsmayofferinsights_nto
theexplorationforandexploitation
of spaceresources.LikeNASA
projects,theseprojectsarehigh-
riskandcapital-intensive.They
involveverylargecostsforresearch
anddevelopment,startup,and
operations.Theyarebeginningto
usea macromanagementapproach
inwhicha corporateheadquarters
sets general policy, negotiates major

contracts, and keeps accounting and

systems records, while subsidiary

facilities operate under distributed

or semiautonomous management.

Projects _n new terrestrial materfals,

being technology- and skill-_ntens_ve,

involve macro-engineering.

They own, lease, or h_re their

transportation. They operate
distnbution centers, retail outlets,

and sales offices. Their programs

are extended _n t_me and space

throughout the deployment and

operatron phases. Their actiwties
are transnat_onal. They use

sophisticated computer _nformat_on

networks anvolving h_gh-rate data
transfer. Vajk believes that

macroprojects to develop

nonterrestrial resources can

operate like these Earth-based

analogs: "Space is just a different

place to do the same kinds of

things we do on this planet."

But space is a place for large-scale

endeavors of a peaceful and

commercial nature. It opens

opportunities for human institutions

and governments to produce

synergy, not war. It requires not

only new mind-sets but new
management. Over a decade ago,

a classic work provided us w_th a

charter for that purpose. In

Managing Large Systems:
Organizations for the Future

(1971), Sayles and Chandler

reminded us that such enterprises

are interdisciplinary in character
and integrate an array of scientific,

technological, social, political, and

other personalities and resources.

This charter describes the large-

scale programs of NASA, as was

well understood by the key

administrators of the Apollo

Program.

In 1986 the National Commission

on Space, appointed by the

Presadent, issued a report,

Pioneenng the Space Frontier. It

recommends spending $700 billion

on the U.S. space program for
manned settlements on the Moon

w_th_n 30 years; a new generation

of spacecraft that could voyage to

the Moon, Mars. and beyond; and a
new space _nfrastructure for

_nterplanetary factories, spaceports,
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andcommunitiesto accommodate
eventuallyonemillionspace
travelersa day. Macroprojects,
suchaswillbeundertakeninspace
bytheturnofthiscentury,need
morethanboldvision;theyneed
asystemformanagingcontinuity
overlongperiods,despite
fluctuationsinpersonnel,policy,
governmentadministrations,
andfinances.Gaininga national
consensusto supportnewspace
venturesisaculturalproblem.
Implementingplansforthatpurpose
impliesinnovativeapproachesto
spacemanagement,suchashave
beendiscussedhere.

Forexistingspaceorganizations,
suchasNASAanditsaerospace
partners,reeducationof personnel
is inordertopreparefor thefuture
demandsof spacemanagementin
generalandmacromanagementin
particular.Newexecutiveand
managementdevelopment
programsshouldbedesignedto
dealwiththeseconsiderations.
TechnologyorR&Dmanagersneed
to becomemoregeneralintheir
outlook,moreopento newideas
outsidetheirownfieldsand
industries,morecompetentin
managementskills. Forthisto
happen,schoolsof engineering
andbusinesswillhavetodesign
jointcurricula,whilecorporate
specialistsinhumanresourcesand
developmentwillhavetocooperate
withR&Dprofessionalstocreate
moreappropriatein-housetraining.

Spacemanagementin thefuture
willnecessitatecrossingtraditional
academicdisciplinesandindustrial
fields,asthisquotationof Frank
Davidson(1983)sosuccinctly
implies:

Spacedevelopmentisa
criticalcase-in-point,because
it willtesttheabilityofour
diverse,ratherrelaxed
societyto setlong-range
goals,to hue[sic] theline
despitedisappointments
andsetbacks,andto devise
institutionalarrangements
thatwillassurecontinuity....
Low-costapproachesare
indispensable,becausean
increasinglyeducatedpublic
willrightlyinsiston [a] return
on investment.... Now_s
thehme, therefore, for the

aerospace community to

reach out to the m_n_ng

industry, the heavy
construction _ndustry, and

the ground transportation

industry, so that joint ventures
on land and sea, as well as

"up there" may set a pattern

of partnership and a network

of personal relationships

which will benefit all systems

engineenng programs that are

so necessary for the future

health, safety, and prosperity

of the Republic.
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Conclusions

Under the leadership of NASA,

plans are being made for space

developments in the next 25 years.

At a minimum, the program will

include space and lunar stations

that will be complicated to

construct and manage, require a

new generation of technology, and
cost billions of dollars. From these

bases in space, planners envision

mining the Moon, possibly mining
an asteroid, and eventually

launching manned missions to

Mars (maybe a joint mission with
the Soviets). Such developments

will require an organizational
transformation of the National

Aeronautics and Space

Administration. This may involve

structural changes that give the

agency more autonomy and

flexibility, especially long-term

financing. Certainly, it should

include planned organization
renewal so that NASA builds on the

technological and management

innovations of its Apollo heritage.

If the national decision is to go to

Mars jointly with the Soviets, then

the challenge will be the integration

of the two countries' space

management systems.

To become and remain fully

metaindustrial, NASA and its

aerospace partners will have to
create a new work culture. For that

purpose, I have proposed a survey
and assessment of their current

organizational culture, so as to

ascertain what changes are

necessary for future space

management. For NASA, the

management changes involve new

relationships with the military and

the private sector, as well as with

international space consortia and

possibly some new entities, such

as a global space agency.

Obviously, the next 25 years in

space will also alter the way we
manage enterprises in space.

Initially, we need more research

on issues of leadership for Earth-

based projects in space and space-

based programs with managers
there. The days of the traditional

"mission control" may be waning.

Second, we need to realize that

large-scale technical enterprises,

such as are undertaken in space,

require a new form of management.
Therefore, NASA and other

responsible agencies are urged

to study excellence in space

macromanagement, including the
necessary multidisciplinary skills.

Two recommended targets are

the application of general living
systems theory (Miller 1978; see

also his paper in this volume) and

macromanagement concepts

(McFarland 1985) for development

and operation of a space station

in the 1990s. Such management

models may supply the positive

orientation now needed in planning

America's aerospace future.
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Space Law and Space Resources
Nathan C. Goldman

Law is not immutable; it responds
to the needs of society. Since

World War II, humanity has moved

increasingly into outer space,

encountering new conditions and

new needs along the way. The

law of outer space has addressed

the new political, economic, and

technical needs that accompany

this transit of human society

into space. Space law has

been expressed in broad, vague

principles that have permitted

the maximum flexibility necessary

for exploratory space activities.

But, as exploration gives way to

settlement, this predominantly
international law lacks the

specificity and legal certainty

necessary for mature commercial

activity.

Space industrialization is

confronting space law with

problems that are changing old

and shaping new legal principles.

Manufacturing in space and

exploiting nonterrestrial resources

pose economic and political issues
that the nations must address.

Space exploration has been

conducted in the names of peace

and humanity; yet, the increasing

awareness of the value of space

exploration and space applications
dictates a new consideration of the

merits of international competition

and international cooperation in

space.

(a) (b)

Space Manufacturing

a. Latex beads produced in the

m_crogravlty of space

b. Latex beads produced in Earth's

gravity

In the micrograwty of low Earth orbit,

perfectly uniform spheres of latex can be

manufactured. Compare these produced

on the Space Shuttle (a) with those

produced on Earth (b). Note that the

products influenced by gravity are of

different sizes and sometimes deformed.
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Shipping Lunar Oxygen

In this concept, based on a mode/by
Hubert Daws of Eagle Engmeenng, a lunar
lighter is defivering oxygen produced on
the Moon to the LUNOXpropellant storage
depot in lunar orbit. A lunar freighter,
equipped with an aerobraking heat shield,
is leaving the storage depot carrying
oxygen to low Earth orbit for use as
propellant on outward bound lourneys.
On the other end of the storage depot are
two larger tanks of hydrogen for use _n
the manufacture and shlpment of lunar
oxygen. In orbit with the LUNOXplatform
_sa small space station providing support
to lunar astronauts.

Artist: Pat Rawhngs

It is given that nations must pursue
their national interests. The

policymakers in the United States

have not always considered well

the national interest in space. This

lack of policy sophistication

resulted in part from arrogance

over the American lead in space

and in part from ignorance of the

importance of space in the future

balance of power. Today, with

our dwindling lead and with the

growing importance of space, the

United States must negotiate its

international space agreements w_th
the same concern for national

priorities that it has in any other

international arena. Of course,

in any given situation, either

cooperation or competition may
better serve the national interest.

The Treaties

The U.N. Committee on the

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space

(UNCOPUOS) is responsible for

the major portion of international

space law. It has negotiated five
treaties. The first four, from 1967

to 1976, have been ratified by the
United States, the Soviet Union,

and many other nations, active and

inactive in space. The fifth treaty,

the Moon Treaty, was ratified by
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theU.N.in 1979buthasbeen
ratifiedbyonlysevennations,none
of whomhasanactivespace
program.

Thefirsttreaty,calledtheOuter
SpaceTreatyor PrinciplesTreaty,
hasbeenratifiedoraccededto
byalmost100nations.Itsbroad
principlesprovidethefoundation
andthephilosophyforactivitiesin
outerspace--thatis,acommitment

to explorespaceinpeaceand
forthebenefitofallhumanity.
Thesecond,1968treaty--
theAgreementontheRescue
of Astronauts,theReturnof
Astronauts,andtheReturnof
ObjectsLaunchedIntoOuter
Space-expandsonthe 1967
principlethatastronautsarethe
"envoys"ofhumanitywhoshould
behonoredandassistedinevery
respect(U.S.Senate1978).

Space Station Emergency Rescue

Vehicle

This design is one of several being

considered to provide a safe and rehable

emergency return from the space station.

The Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV)

would be based at the space stabon and

use de-orbtt engmes to return to Earth.

Rescue capabdity would be offered to

astronauts of any nabon, as in September

of 1988 the Umted States offered tracl_ng

and recovery help to the Soviets when

their cosmonauts, Russian pdot Lyakhov

and Afghant copdot Mohmand, had

difficulty returning from the Mir space

station in a Soyuz spacecraft.

Artist: Dawd Russell
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Skylab Is Falling!

Lou Pare, flight controller, marks an area
in the Atlantic Ocean, part of the final
"footprint" of Skylab, as Gene Kranz,
deputy director of fhght operations at
the Johnson Space Center, looks on.
Skylab, America's first space station, was
launched tn 1973 and served as home for

three crews, during 1-month, 2-month,
and 3-month stays _n 1973 and 7974. The
spacecraft (which was not designed to
be restocked) was turned off, its orbit
decayed, and it broke up as tt reentered
the atmosphere July 11, 1979. Most of its
pieces burned up in the atmosphere.
Of the p_eces that survived the heat of
reentry, most fell into the ocean. Only a
few fell on land (some were recovered in
Australia); none caused any damage.

Ratified in 1973, the Convention on

International Liability for Damage

Caused by Space Objects spells

out many of the liabilities and duties

of spacefarers and describes a

procedure to enforce these

obligations. The final major treaty,

the 1976 Convention on the

Registration of Objects Launched

Into Outer Space, expands on the

1967 principle that nations retain

jurisdiction over and responsibility

for their facilities and objects in

space. It mandates that a nation

register its launch with a U.N.

Registry, and thereby legitimate

that nation's jurisdiction over the

vessel or facility.
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The 1979 Moon Treaty builds on

another 1967 principle, space for
the benefit of mankind, to dictate

an international regime that will
be established at a future date

to regulate space resources

"in place," declared now the

"common heritage of mankind."
Neither the United States nor the

Soviet Union is likely to sign this

treaty. Nor is the treaty likely to

gain wide acceptance, authority,

or standing as law. Nevertheless,

the treaty does represent the most

complete international effort to

date to deal with the legal and

public questions of colonizing

and exploiting space.

This thumbnail sketch of space law

has been neither comprehensive

nor detailed, but it provides a

background suggesting serious

legal-political problems that will
confront the first efforts to mine

and use the resources of the
Moon and other celestial bodies

(Goldman 1988).

Treaty Issues

The utilization of space resources

will raise many issues that

diplomats and international

lawyers need to consider. This

section identifies only four of

these issues: (1) international

competition and cooperation,

(2) property rights and

nonterrestrial mining, (3)legal

liability and responsibility, and

(4) environmental impact.

International Cooperation

International cooperation is a

theme that pervades the legal

regime of space. According to the

1967 Outer Space Treaty, space
is to be used for "the benefit of

mankind" (Article I). Nations

cannot annex or appropriate outer

space or the celestial bodies

(Article II). The United States has

always balanced these more

altruistic principles against a
second theme: nation9 are

permitted by the treaty to "use"

and exploit space. As participant
in the negotiations and ever since,

the United States has always

argued that nations can mine and

claim resources "in place" even

under the 1979 Moon Treaty

(Christol 1982, pp. 293-296).
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Photo (just after the start of the run into the Cherokee Outlet, September 16, 1893):
L. D Hodges

Prowded by the courtesy of the Archwes & Manuscripts Division of the Oklahoma
Htstoncal Society

Oklahoma Land Rush

On April 22, 1889 (some a little sooner),
15 000 settlers from 32 states lined up to
make a run into the unassigned lands of
the Oklahoma Indian Territory and stake
clatms to homesteads. Within 5 days a
tent city had sprung up on the prame at
Guthrie. International law prohibits the
stal4ng of clalms to lunar territory, but
nations who can get there can use the
resources onsite. The Umted States has

always maintained that under the 1967

Outer Space Treaty, which it signed along
with almost 100 other nations, and even
under the 1979 Moon Treaty, which it has

not signed (nor has the Soviet Union),
lunar settlers would be able to mine and
claim the resources at a lunar base. Provided by the courtesy of the Western History Collections, University of Oklahoma.
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Of course, separate from the

legal issue, the United States will

need to make a political decision

whether to proceed alone or in

consortium with other nations.

Such cooperation may offset

opposition to its activities from

many governments, especially in

the Third World. Cooperation

spreads the risks and the cost of

the program; all partners gain

from the expertise of the others.

Then, the partners can share the

technical and financial riches of

so momentous an undertaking.

International Cooperation in space
Station Freedom

Cooperating w_th the United States in the
construction and use of Space Station
Freedom will be Canada, Japan, and the

nations of Europe. The U.S.A. wdl supply
the habitat module and one laboratory
module; the European Space Agency
(ESA) will supply a second laboratory
module; the Japanese, a third. Canada

will supply a mobile serwclng center,
which will include an improved version of
the remote manipulator arm currently in
use on the Space Shuttle. It will help
assemble the space station and wdl
prowde grapphng capability thereafter.
Such international cooperation spreads
both the costs and the benefits of space
development. All the partners gain from
the expertise of the others.

Artist: Paul Field
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Mining

According to present space law, all

mining in space--lunar, asteroidal,

or planetary--is treated alike. The

operative treaty provisions are

(1) that space is reserved for the

benefit and is the province of all

mankind; (2) that every nation shall

have equal access to outer space;

(3) that nations cannot appropriate

space under any claim of national

sovereignty; (4) nevertheless, that

nations are free to explore and

"use" outer space. The official

position of the United States,

clearly enunciated in the debates

of UNCOPUOS, interprets these

provisions to permit any nation or

corporation to mine and otherwise

use the resources of outer space.

Lunar Mining and Processing

Though international law prohibits the
annexation of any part of the Moon, _t
would allow the use of raw materials

mined at a lunar base. In th_s concept,
based on a model by Hubert Davis of
Eagle Engineering, bulk soil from a strip

mine _s delivered by front-end loaders to
an automated processing faclhty. The
oxygen won from the process is hquefied
and p_ped to the storage tanks on the
r_ght. One filled tank _s being loaded now,
perhaps to be used at the lunar base,
perhaps to be shtpped to orbit. The slag
is camed by conveyor belt to a dump _n
the background to the left. Near _t, a lunar
lighter can be seen landing. The tanks
stacked to the right of the burred habitat
module contain hydrogen for use in the
process and as propellant. Power hnes
stretch over the rtdge to a power station,
possibly a nuclear reactor.

Arttst: Pat Rawlings
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Even under the rather anticapitalist

Moon Treaty, the official position

of the U.S. negotiators in
UNCOPUOS has been that the

treaty permitted companies and
nations to mine the Moon. For

instance, light elements--hydrogen,

nitrogen, and carbon--exist in

limited quantities in the lunar soil,

and frozen water may exist in larger
amounts at the lunar poles. Under

the longstanding U.S. legal

interpretation, the nation finding
these resources will be able to

mine them. The nation will not own

the site, but its labor will attach

ownership to the ore (Christol

1982, pp. 39-43). American legal

and political planners need to
consider the scenario in which

spacefarers from another nation go

to the Moon and find a singular

deposit of volatiles.

American negotiators of the Moon
Treaty have argued that the treaty

language prohibiting ownership of
space resources "in place" means
that when the resources have been

removed from "in place," personal

labor attaches and the mining
concern would own the extracted

materials. The treaty also

envisions that the signatory nations
would "undertake" to establish an

international regime when utilization

of space resources becomes an

active possibility. By analogy to the

international regime described in

the Law of the Sea Treaty (which

transfers technology and proceeds

from the resource developer to

nonparticipants), the regime for

space has been vilified by many

writers and politicians, and this was

a major issue in the defeat of the

treaty. The interpretations of the

U.S. negotiators evoke alternative

regimes, including an international

investment organization which

nations could join if they desired.
Intelsat, the International
Telecommunications Satellite

Consortium, is such a model.

Although much of the world will

object, the legal bottom line on

mining nonterrestrial resources is
that the United States, the Soviet

Union, or any other nation that can

get there can mine the Moon and
other celestial bodies.

The case of the near-Earth

asteroids, however, raises a trickier

legal issue. Although a nation

cannot appropriate a celestial body,
it can use the resources. If space

mining basically consumes an
entire, small near-Earth asteroid,

has the "use," become an

"appropriation" of the celestial

body? This situation appears to

be another example in which the

technologies have rendered

the treaties obsolete. Perhaps

the diplomats need to amend
the treaties to redefine these

smaller asteroids as a different

class of celestial bodies.
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Should the Moon Remain Pristine?

"That's one small step for a man,
one giant leap for mankind," said
Nell Armstrong as he set foot on the
surface of the Moon July 20, 1969.
His footprints, those of fellow explorer
Buzz Aldrin, and the footprints of the
10 other Apollo astronauts to walk on
the Moon remain clear and sharp on th_s
windless satelhte, despffe the passage
of 20 years. In fact, the footprints of
these astronauts will likely last about
1 milhon years before they are eroded
away by micrometeorite _mpacts.
Development of such nonterrestrtal
s_teswdl create further disruptions.
Where should the line be drawn
between protecting the environment
and developing the resources?

Liability and Responsibility

According to the 1967 Treaty,

nations are responsible for the

space activities of their nationals

(Article IV). The Liability

Convention in 1973, moreover,

established an absolute liability

for damages on Earth caused by

space activities. Liability based on

fault is authorized for damage in

space (Article II). Therefore, if the
United States decides to take in

private industry as a partner in

transporting or mining, the U.S.
Government would have to

monitor these partners closely.

The Liability Convention also

provides that nations are jointly

and severally liable for damages

caused by their cooperative

space effort (Articles IV and V).
Although the memorandums of

understanding or treaties among

these national partners will

apportion liability and provide a
mechanism for settling disputes,
the bottom line remains that one

nation may be held liable for the
entire accident.

Environmental Impact

Two broad concerns for space
resources and environmental

impact raise treaty issues:

(1) back-contamination of Earth
and (2) environmental protection
of the celestial bodies. The Outer

Space Treaty requires consultation
about the environmental issues

(Article IX). The Moon was seen
as sterile, and the rules for back-

contamination were not as strict as

many scientists wanted. Mars and

other celestial bodies may require

a different set of regulations. The

unratified Moon Treaty suggests
that nonterrestrial sites of scientific

interest should remain pristine.
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Conclusions References

The return to the Moon, the next

logical step beyond the space

station, will establish a permanent

human presence there. Science

and engineering, manufacturing

and mining will involve the
astronauts in the settlement of the

solar system. These pioneers,

eventually from many nations, will

need a legal, political, and social
framework to structure their lives

and interactions. International and

even domestic space law are only

the beginning of this framework.

Dispute resolution and simple

experience will be needed in order

to develop, over time, a new social

system for the new regime of

space.
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Strategies for Broadening Public
Involvement in Space Developments

Philip R. Harris et al.

Rationale

There is widespread public interest

in and goodwill toward the space

program. For NASA's plans for the

next 25 years to be achieved, this

public reservoir of support needs to

be tapped and channeled. NASA
endeavors have to reach out

beyond the scientific, technological,

and aerospace communities to
foster wider participation in space

exploration and exploitation. To

broaden NASA support and spread

out the financing of space activities,
we offer these recommendations

for consideration.

Economic

For anticipated space missions to
be carried out, new sources of

income and financial participation

should be sought. NASA can no

longer operate merely on the basis

of annual Federal appropriations.
A national commission of financial

experts and venture capitalists
might be established to analyze

the alternatives, recommend to

the President and Congress
policies and procedures for the

public sector, and propose space

investments for the private sector.

These are a few of the options to

be analyzed:

(1) A national or international

lottery

(2) A national bond issue

(3)

(4)

(5)

A stock investment plan

Limited partnership

opportunities for space

technology

Joint ventures by NASA
with other national

space agencies or with

multinational corporations

Political

To create a national consensus and

ethos for space development in the

next 25 years, NASA should

exercise vigorous leadership on
behalf of its intended missions. For

this purpose, the following program
is recommended to educate

politicians, as well as the public, in

the scope, necessity, and value of

space plans.

NASA needs to decide among the

alternative scenarios for space

development up to 2010. A plan

with specific goals, time targets,

and estimated costs, including

locations in space and required

technology, should be summarized
in a case for investment, which is
then communicated to all NASA

constituencies through a variety
of modern media. Using the

journalistic who, what, when,

where, why, and how as a

framework, this case could be put

forth in publications, films, videos,

and public presentations. To carry

this message to the point where
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publicsupportis transformedinto
financialcontributions,we
recommendthatNASAfocuson
thespacestation,a lunarbase,
andunmannedexplorations,
especiallyof Mars,forthenext
quartercentury.Specialbriefing

workshopsmightbeheldforthe
membersoftheHouseandSenate
andtheirstaffs,themedia,and
businessleaders.Emphasis
shouldbeon thecommercial
promiseof space. Mars Rover Sample Return

Just as the Apollo lunar samples have

been the cornerstones of our knowledge

base for planmng human habitation and

exploitation of the Moon, so martian

samples should greatly enhance our

abihty to plan for exploration of Mars.

Analysts of martian rocks and soils would

help determine what chemical resources

(water-bearing minerals?) are available

and what scientific quesbons human

explorers should be prepared to

invesbgate. Plans are currently being

made to send robotic sample collectors

to several spots on Mars. In this concept,

a six-wheeled rover collects and

packages samples and delivers them to

the launch vehicle in the background

which will return them to Earth Each

rover/launcher combinabon could

probably provide about 5 kilograms

(11 pounds) of samples. Sample returns

from various sites on Mars could help

select the sites that could be explored

with the greatest benefit. In particular,

knowledge about martian rocks and soils

could help us prepare the tools and

techniques to search for evidence of past

life on Mars.

Artist: Ken Hodges
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Thefollowingmeansor sourcesof
assistanceshouldbeexamined:

(1) A White House conference

on space enterprise, called

by the President at the

request of Congress, to

consider how to implement
the 1986 recommendations

of the National Commission

on Space. The provisions of

the Space Settlements Act
(H.R. 4218) might be added

to the agenda for discussion.

The proceedtngs could be

televised by the Public

Broadcasting System and

later published in book form
for wider dissemination.

(2) A national convocation

by NASA of all space

organizations, associations,
and societies to enlist

(3)

their support for the
NASA plan and to obtain

recommendations for private

sector involvement in space

developments. In addition

to gathering their delegates

(for example, in conjunction

with a Shuttle launch), there

might be a teleconference to

include their memberships.

An artists' and writers' tour

of space opportunities.
Artists, dramatists, and film

and television producers

would be invited to visit key
NASA installations and

projects to examine the

possibilities for collaboration

on media projects about

space themes, especially
those dealing with human

migration and communities

on the high frontier.
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An Artists' and Writers' Tour of Space
Opportunities

Robert McCall, NASA-comm_ssloned artlst,

touches up the middle of a giant mural at
the Johnson Space Center's Teague
Auditorzum. That mural ts seen tn the

background as tourists consider the lunar
module test article. Perhaps other artists
and writers, including film and video
producers, could tour NASA installations

to get content for their visuahzations of hfe
on the "high frontier." Indeed, Dennis
Davidson, art d_rector for the LaJolla

summer study and this publication, has
made such a tour of the Johnson Space
Center with his colleagues m the
International Association of Astronomical

Artists.
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(4) A global space congress on
the future of humankind in

space, possibly under the

auspices of the United

Nations or an appropriate

international agency. The

International Space Year

1992 might be a good

opportunity to focus papers
and discussions on the kind

of space culture we wish to

create on the high frontier
and whether a global space

agency should be formed by

the end of this century.

We assume that the proceedings of
all the above events would be

recorded and published for wider
distribution, especially by satellite
video.

Institutional

In order to widen institutional

support beyond space scientists

and engineers, these steps

might be considered to enlist

professionals and academics in

the process of planning space
communities:

(1) A university presidents'

conference might be held
to announce new NASA

strategies to strengthen

the synergy between the

agency and the academic

community. For example,

(2)

as a replacement for the

summer study approach,

NASA might provide grants

for specific research it needs

to have undertaken on space

technology, management,
culture, health, and

community development.

The purpose of this new

grant or contract program
would be to involve more

academic disciplines, such
as behavioral and health

sciences, in space planning
and to foster doctoral level

studies and publications that

focus on space systems and
communities as well as on

space technology. Schools
of education and human

services, for example,

might be asked to analyze

curriculum changes related

to space age developments.

NASA should also reach out

to international and national

trade associations and

professaonal societies to

involve them in space

planning. They could be
encouraged to conduct

conferences, field trips,
and even action research

on the applications of their

fields to space development.

For example, medical

organizations could examine

space health technology
and needs.
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Similarly,architecturaland
constructionfirms,hotel
groups,andtravelagents
couldundertakestudiesof
spacetourism.Teachers'
organizationsmightfocus
onspacestudiesfor

elementaryandsecondary
schools.Withimagination,
wholenewconstituencies
couldbecreatedin this
manner,rangingfromlawto
dentistry.

Action Research on Space Health

Technology

Skylab astronaut Joseph P Kerwln, M D,

serves as a test subject for the Lower

Body Negative Pressure Experiment.
Astronaut Paul J. Welt-z, Skylab 2 pilot and

experiment momtor, assists with the

blood pressure cuff while Kerwin is in

the lower body negative pressure device.

The purpose of the experiment, which

measures blood pressure, heart rate,

the heart's electrical activity, body

temperature, leg volume changes, and

body weight as well as the pressure

produced by the dewce, is to determine

cardiovascular adaptabon during a

mlsston _n weightlessness, to predict the

degree of orthostat, c _ntolerance to be

expected upon return to Earth's gravity,
and to esbmate the ameliorative effect of

the device. Such action research is

supported by health experts and

technology producers on the ground.
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Artemis, a Senior Architectural Design
Project

The hub of a lunar settlement is la_d out _n

Shakespeare Crater. Vera Rodrlguez
designed th_s part of a 21st century

community for 3000 inhabitants• She and
five other students (Carol Haywood, Ruby

Macias, Jorge Maldonado, Larry Ratcliff,
and Kerry Steen) m the architecture
program at the Umvers_ty of Texas at
San Antomo researched, developed, and

designed the lunar community as a senior
design prolect under the direction of
Dr• Rtchard Tangum. They were assisted
in their research by NASA employees at
the Johnson Space Center•

Although designed for the well-being,
comfort, and enloyment of lunar
inhabitants, many facilities, such as the
observation tower, museum (featuring the
history of the lunar settlement), hbrary (in
the center of the school), and theater
would be of interest to visitors staying m
the lO0-room hotel, which is expected to

be one of the largest profit-making parts
of the lunar establishment.

Lunar gardens
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Space Studies

A teacher helps students try on space

helmets at an exhibit at the Johnson

Space Center. Teacher orgamzations

might be involved in the planning of

space communities, thereby enlarging

NASA's consbtuency beyond scientists

and engineers. Indeed, Pat Sums, a

teacher in the Gifted and Talented

Program of the San Diego Unified School

Dtstrict, involved herself in the 1984

summer study of space resources.
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International

To bu,ld on those results of the

foregoing efforts that have
international dimensions, NASA

should seek specific joint

endeavor agreements with

counterpart space agencies and

their governments in Japan,

Europe, the U.S.S.R., and such
Third World countries as China

and India. Regional economic
associations or multinational

corporations (some of which are

headquartered in the Third World)

might prove suitable for such

partnerships. To proceed with this

globalization of the space program

might require some changes
within NASA, such as

(1) Creating in NASA

headquarters a structure for

this purpose with

representation in all NASA
centers

(2) Recruiting and training

spec=alists with cross-

cultural negotiation and
communicatton skills who

can effectively manage

such international projects

(3) Identifying ventures _n

which the complexity of the

technology or financing
makes an international

partner desirable

Managerial

To meet the challenge of a

postindustrial society and work

culture, NASA needs to plan

change in its structure,

organizational models, and

management policies. We
recommend that a task force be

established to examine the matters

of organizational renewal and

development of a metaindustrial
work culture. Examples of the

issues that might be addressed by

this group, with the counsel of
external consultants, are

(1) Modernizing and

decentralizing operational
centers and mission control

(2) Developing a

macromanagement approach

to large-scale programs,

such as building a space
station or a lunar base

(3) Fostering a more

autonomous, innovative, and

entrepreneurial spirit or
culture within NASA

Thus can NASA and its

management transform =tselfi
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NI A

NASA Transformed

In 1975 the official symbol of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
changed from the insignia on the left to
the logo on the right. Though many NASA
employees feel affectton for the old
"meatball" and its symbolism (and the
official seal of the agency still bears a
resemblance to tt), even the most
conservative can recognize in the new
"worm" a poslbve change of image. The
serif type and boundedness of the old
circular symbol have changed to the
umform lines of the new, more open
symbol and the vertical thrust of its
uncrossed A's. This new image
represents a streamlined purposefulness
m NASA, an organization _n the vertical
business of launching space enterprises.

Many of the participants in the 1984
summer study at LaJolla advocated more
than symbolic renewal for NASA, to
energize the organizabon as it moves out
into the solar system.
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Space Migrations: Anthropology and
the Humanization of Space*

Ben R. Finney

Abstract

Because of its broad evolutionary perspective and its focus on both technology

and culture, anthropology offers a unique view of why we are going into space
and what leaving Earth will mean for humanity. In addition, anthropology could
help in the humanization of space through (1) overcoming sociocultural barriers
to working and living in space, (2) designing societies appropriate for permanent
space settlement, (3) promoting understanding among differentiated branches of
humankind scattered through space, (4) deciphering the cultural systems of any
extraterrestrial civilizations contacted.

Space is being humanized. We are

learning to live and work in orbit;
the era of the actual settlement of

the Moon, Mars, and other portions

of our solar system seems almost

at hand; and talk of eventually

m_grating to other star systems is

growing. My task here is to

consider what role the discipline of

anthropology might play in

understanding and in facilitating this

process of humanizing space.1

At first glance, anthropology might
not seem to have much to

contribute to such a highly

technical and futuristic enterprise

as expanding into space. For

example, a recent NASA

publication entitled Social Sciences

and Space Exploration includes
chapters on economics, history,

international relations and law,

philosophy, political science,
psychology, sociology, and future

studies, but not on anthropology
(Cheston, Chafer, and Chafer

1984). That omission is perhaps

understandable, because

anthropologists have typically

focused on the long past of

humanity rather than on its future

and, when they have studied living

peoples, they have usually worked

with small tribal or peasant groups

rather than with large industrial

societies. Yet, despite this

seeming fascination with the
archaic and the small-scale, the

perspective of anthropology applied

to space can help us comprehend

the human implications of leaving
Earth and can facilitate that

process.

* Th_s_sa rev=sedvers=onof a copynghted 1987 art=clew_thth=ssubt=tleas =tst_tlewhich
appeared tn Acta Astronaubca 15:189-194. Used w_thpermission.

1A separate paper could be devoted to how remote sensing from space _sbeing used by
anthropologtststo search for buried or otherwise obscured archaeological s=tes(see
"NASA..." 1985), to survey land use patternsof hwngpeoples, and even to track
reconstructed voyaging canoes as they are be=ngsailed over the Pac=f=cnavigated by
Polynesian non-instrument methods (Finney et al. 1986).
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An Anthropological Vision

First, and most important,

anthropology offers a perspective
on humankind that extends back

some five million years to the
appearance of the first hominids,
but it does not end with the

evolution of modern human beings
and the development of the current

high-technology society.

Anthropology can help us think

about where we are going as well
as where we have been. From the

perspective of anthropology, we

can view our species as an
exploring, colonizing animal which

has learned to develop the

technology to migrate to, and
flourish in, environments for which

we are not biologically adapted
(Finney and Jones 1985). This

process began when our distant

ancestors developed those first
tools for hunting and gathering (see

fig. 1), and there is no end in sight.
Settling the Moon, Mars, or even

more distant bodies represents
an extension of our terrestrial

behavior, not a departure from it.

The technology of space travel,
artificial biospheres, and the like

may be immensely more

complicated than anything

heretofore developed on Earth.

But, in voyaging into space and

attempting to live there, we are

doing what comes naturally to us
as an expansionary, technological

species.

(front) Finished tool (side)

Figure 1

The Beginnings of Technology

Through the development of technology,

our distant ancestors were able to spread

out of East Africa over the enbre globe

and to thrive in harsh enwronments for

which we, as basically hairless, tropical

animals, are not biologically adapted

The invention of the shaped chopping

tool some two million years ago was a

major benchmark in this process of

technological development. By hitting

one rock against another so as to chip off

a series of flakes, one can make a crude

tool to use in many tasks, such as sliotng

meat, working hides, and shaping wood

and bone into new tools.

Arbst: Blruta Akerbergs

Taken from Jolly and Plog 1986, p. 275

Reproduced with permission of McGraw-

Hill, Inc.
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Yet,settlinginspacewillbea
revolutionaryact,becauseleaving
Earth to colonize new worlds will

change humankind utterly and

irreversibly. Anthropologists focus

on technological revolutions and

their social consequences. The

original technological revolution,

that of tool-making, made us

human. The agricultural revolution

led to the development of villages,
cities, and civilization. The
industrial revolution and more

recent developments have fostered

the current global economy and

society. Now, this same

anthropological perspective tells us

that the space revolution _s

inevitably leading humanity into an

entirely new and uncharted social
realm.

Cultural Analysis

Speculation about revolutionary

developments is not, however,

immediately relevant to a most

pressing question about human

adaptation to space: How can

groups of people live and work
together w_thout psychological

_mpairment or the breakdown of

social order in the space stations,
lunar bases, and Mars expeditions

now being planned? Psychological

and social problems in space living
constitute, as both Sowet and

American space veterans attest

(Bluth 1981, Carr 1981), major

barriers to be overcome in the

humanization of space.

Coping with isolation from Earth,
famdy, and friends and with the

cramped confines of a space

module or station has been enough

of a challenge for carefully selected

and highly trained spacefarers of
the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. As

those cosmonauts who have been

"pushing the endurance envelope"
the farthest attest, staying longer

and longer in space provokes

severe psychological strain (Bluth

1981; Grigoriev, Kozerenko, and

Myasnikov 1985; Oberg 1985,

p. 21). Now life in space is

becoming even more complicated

as "guest cosmonauts" from many

nations join Soviet and American

crews; as women join men; and as

physicians, physicists, engineers,

and other specialists routinely work

alongside traditional cosmonauts

and astronauts of the "right stuff"

(see fig. 2). How will all these

different kinds of people get along

_n the space stations of the next
decade and the lunar bases and

martian outposts which are to
follow? What measures can

be taken which would reduce

stress and make it easier for

heterogeneous groups of people

to work efficiently and safely and

to hve together amacably for months

or even years in these space
habitats?
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Among social scientists it has

been primarily the psychologists

(Helmreich 1983), with a few

jurists, sociologists, and political

scientists joining in, who have

tried to address these problems

of space living. However,

inasmuch as among the diverse

lot of people who call themselves

anthropologists there are those

who are intensely interested in

interpersonal relations and small

group behavior, it should not be

surprising that anthropologists

might also be attracted to work in

this field. Interestingly, some

recent recruits come from

maritime anthropology, where they

have worked on the dynamics of

small-boat fishing crews.

Figure 2

Space Shuttle Mission 51D, Crewed by

K. J. "Bo" Bobko, Dave Griggs, Don
Williams, Charlie Walker, Rhea Seddon,
E. J. "Jake" Garn, and Jeff Hoffman

Space crews are becoming larger and

more heterogeneous. Where once space
was virtually the sole preserve of military
test pilots from just _vo of Earth's nations,
now women, "guest cosmonauts" from a

wide range of countries, and physlcians,
scientists, engineers, and other

specialists routinely join traditional
astronauts and cosmonauts in space
flight.

This trend can be seen in many of the
Space Shuttle crews. In this case,
Commander Karol J. "Bo" Bobko (Colonel,

USAF) and Pilot Don E. Wslhams (Captain,
USN) were iolned in their fhght, April 12-
19, 1985, by Mission Specialists S. David
Gnggs (another test pilot, with an M.S. in
administration), Jeffrey A. Hoffman (Ph.D.,

astrophysics), and M. Rhea Seddon (M.D.)
and Payload Specialists Charles D

Walker, representing McDonnell Douglas
Corporation, and E. J. "Jake" Garn,
representing the U.S. Senate

In the coming era of _nternatlonal space
stations, and one day on lunar bases and
missions to Mars, a malor challenge will
be how to structure crew relations so that

men and women of many nations, cultures,
and occupational specialties can live and
work together synergistically In space.
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Figure 3

American Station at the South Pole

This station provides one of the closest

analogs we have on Earth to a rudimentary

base on another planet, m terms of both

hvmg conditions and dependence on

supphes from outside. The station

consists of several bu/Idmgs-

laboratorles, service structures, and

habitation modules-within a geodesic

dome approximately 100 meters m

diameter. The South Pole stabon _s

contmuously tnhablted. Crewrnembers

arrive and depart by azr during the

summer, but during the long Antarctic

winter the dozen or so scienbsts and

support staff live completely isolated from

the rest of the world--almost as though

they actually were on the Moon.

While the occupants can venture outside

with protecbve clothing ("space suits")

during the winter, they are mostly

dependent on the shelter provided by the

geodesic dome and the buildings within

the dome, much as they would be at a

Moon or Mars base. Most of the supplies

must be brought in by air, but some use

ts made of local resources. Local ice is

used for water, and, of course, local

oxygen is used for breathing and as

an oxidizer for combustion, including

operation of internal combusbon engines.

Photo: Michael E. Zolensky

These and other anthropologists

interested in space can bring to

the field a degree of "hands-on"

experience _n working with "real"

small groups--be they fishing

crews, Antarctic scientists (see

fig. 3), or hunting and gathering

bands (see fig. 4). And they

bring a tradition of nonintrusive

ethnographic observation and

description, which might usefully

supplement the more clinical and

experimental approaches used by

psychologists and other social

science researchers. Beyond this,

moreover, anthropologists can

bring a needed cultural perspective

to this pioneering phase of space

living.
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It is throughtheconceptof
"culture"thatanthropologyhas
madeperhapsits greatest
contributionto theformal
understandingof humanlife. In
thiscontext,anthropologistsmean
by culture those patterns of beliefs,
practices, and institutions shared

by a particular ethnic population, a

profession, a religion, or another
grouping. This concept has

diffused beyond the social sciences
and, in the United States, has

become a common tool for thinking

about problems within our

multicultural society. It has even
crossed the threshold into big

business and government agencies

such as NASA. One can now read

books extolling the "culture" of this

or that successful corporation, and

I have heard NASA managers

explain differences between the

Johnson Space Center and other

NASA centers as being "cultural"

in nature. Here I wish to suggest

two specific areas in which this

cultural perspective of anthropology

could be useful: (1)in addressing

the problems of cross-cultural

relations among heterogeneous

space crews and societies and

(2) in the application of cultural

resources to develop models for

space living.

Figure 4

Agta Men Burning Hair and Dirt From

the Skin of a Wild Pig

Here, watched by helpers and chtldren

in front of a resldenbal lean-to at

Disabungan, Icabela, the Phlhppmes, an

Agta man performs the hrst step _n the

butchering of a wdd pig He burns the

hair and outer skin, which he will then

scrape off After this, the hunter w_ll cut

the pig into shares to be distributed

among the band members, and

somebmes offered for sale to loggers,

farmers, and fishermen who have moved
into the area.

Before the invention of agriculture, all of

our ancestors lived by gathenng wild plant

food, hunting wdd animals, and fishing.

The Agta are representabve of the few

hunter-gatherer groups still found in the

humid tropics of Southeast Asia, Central

Africa, and South America. The Agta live

in smafl bands of from 15 to 30 famdy

members along the coast and _n the

mountains of eastern Luzon Island in the

Phlhpptnes. They hunt wild pig, deer, and

monkey, and they also fish, gather w_ld

plant foods, and plant small gardens of

root crops, rice, or maize.

Photo: P. B_on Griffin
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Guest Astronauts and Cosmonauts

Foreign Payload Speclahsts on the Space

Shuttle

UIf Merbold, West Germany, Spacelab 1,

November 28-December 8, 1983

Marc Garneau, Canada, Canadian

Experiment (CANEX), October 5-13, 1984

Patrick Baudry, France, Echocardiograph

Expenment and Postural Experiment, and

Sultan Salman Abdelazize AI-Saud, Saudi

Arabia, Arabsat-A, June 17-24, 1985

Remhard Furrer and Ernst Messerschmid,

West Germany, and Wubbo Ockels, the

Netherlands, Spacelab 4, October 30-

November 6, 1985

Rodolfo Ned Vela, Mexico, Morelos

Experiments, November 26-December 3,

1985

Cosmonauts From Outside the Soviet

Union*

Vladlmir Remek, Czechoslovakia, 1978

MIroslaw Hermaszewski, Poland, 1978

Sigmund Jaehn, East Germany, 1978

Georgly Ivanov, Bulgaria, 1979

Bertalan Farkas, Hungary, 1980

Pham Tuan, North Vietnam, 1980

Arnaldo Tamayo, Cuba, 1980

Jugderdemldyan Gurragcha, Mongolia,

1981

Dumitru Prunadu, Romania, 1981

Jean-Loup Chretlen, France, 1982 and

1988

Rakesh Sharma, India, 198,1

Muhammed Fads, Syria, 1987

Aleksandr Aleksandrov, Bulgaria, 1988

Abdul Ahad Mohmand, Afghanistan, 1988

_st comp#ed by James E. Oberg, space
researcher and author.

Cross-Cultural Relations

First, consider the issue of cross-

cultural personal relations on

international space missions.

Space is no longer an arena for

just two nations. More and more

citizens from a growing number of

countries are joining their Soviet

and American colleagues in space

(see list). If this trend continues, it
would be easy to imagine a time

when crews aboard permanent

space stations or the inhabitants of
a lunar base would in effect form

miniature multicultural societies.

It could be argued that the highly

trained and motivated persons who

would participate in such future
missions would share a common

high-technology space culture that

would submerge local cultural

differences and any problems that

might arise from these. That might
describe some future situation

wherein crewmembers grow up in a

common space culture and thereby

share common experiences,

expectations, and values. However,

as long as crewmembers are born

and reared in diverse terrestrial

cultures, we cannot ignore cultural

differences and their potential for

generating problems during
international missions.

Cultural misunderstandings,

stemming from a difference in

interpretation of a command or
comment or from a clash in

behavioral styles, might be deemed
trivial and passed over in a

terrestrial setting. But they could

become greatly magnified on a

hazardous mission where people
must put up with one another in

cramped quarters (see fig. 5) for

months, or perhaps even years, at
a time. The Soviets, who have

had the most experience with

international spacefaring, have
admitted to cultural difficulties--

even though their guests may

speak Russian and share a

common _deology with their hosts.

As Vladimir Remek, a guest
cosmonaut from Czechoslovakia,

puts it, unique cultural "mental

features" can "disrupt the harmony

among crew members" (Bluth

1981, p. 34).
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Figure 5

Cramped Quarters

Cosmonauts Valeriy N. Kubasov and

Aleksey A. Leonov are seen _n the Soyuz

orbital module during the loint U. S A.-

U. S. S.R. Apollo-Soyuz Test Prolect

doclqng _n Earth orbit. This photograph

was taken by one of the three American

astrorauts on the m_ssion--Thomas P.

Stafford, crew commander; Donald K.

Slayton, doclqng module p_lot: or Vance

D. Brand, command module p_lot. The

Amertcan and Sovtet spacecraft were

Iotned together in space for 47 hours,

July 17-19, 1975.

The 47-hour ASTP rendezvous was a

success both technologically and

culturally, but the cramped quarters of the

Soyuz spacecraft [the Apollo spacecraft

was equally cramped (see the photo on

p. 12)/and the differences In national

styles demonstrate the potentml for

cultural clashes on longer mtss_ons w_th

m_xed crews.
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Oneprerequisiteforgroup
harmonyis goodinterpersonal
communication.Basicto that
communicationis whatthe
anthropologicallinguistEdward
Hallcallsthe"silentlanguage"
of facialexpression,gesture,
bodyposture,andinterpersonal
spacing(Hall1959).Members
of thesameculturetendnot
to perceivehowmuchis
communicatednonverbally,
becausetheirsharedwaysof
gesturingandmovingtheirbodies
maybesoculturallyingrainedas
to bevirtuallyunconscious.They
canthereforebegreatlytaken
abackwhenconfrontedwith
membersof anotherculturewho
gestureor usetheirbodies
differently.Americans,for
example,commonlyexperiencea
bewilderingsenseof discomfort
whenconversingw_thMiddle
Easterners,whohabituallystand
closerto theirconversational
partnerthantheAmericannorm.
Conversely,MiddleEasterners
mayinterpretAmericans'greater
conversationaldistanceasa sign
of coldnessordislike.Take
conversationaldistanceandallthe
otherelementsofthe"silent
language,"mixwellwithan
internationalcrewina crowded
spacehabitat(especiallyone
locatedinamtcrogravity

environment,wherefacial
expressionsaremadeeven
moredifficultto readbecause
of thepuffinessoftheface
fromfluidpoolingin thehead),
and you have a recipe for

cultural misunderstanding.2

Cultural Resources

Cultural factors should not,

however, be viewed solely in terms
of impediments to successful space

living, for they may also constitute
valuable human resources to be

tapped in adapting to space. In

addition to seeking to promote
cultural harmony among

heterogeneous space crews, we

might also seek out, from the
multitude of cultural traditions

among the Earth's societies, those

practices and institutions which
could best promote harmonious

and productive life in space.

As an example, consider

interpersonal problems in a space

habitat. J. Henry Glazer, an

attorney who has pioneered the

study of "astrolaw," warns against

exporting to space communities the

adversarial approach to dispute
resolution based on "medieval

systems of courtroom combat"

(Glazer 1985, p. 16). In small

space habitats, where people

2For another perspective on cross-cultural relations _nspace, see Tanner (1985).
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cannotescapefromoneanother
butmustworkoutwaysof
interactingpeacefullyand
productively,adversarial
proceedingswouldirritatean
alreadysensitivesocialfield. And
howcouldthewinnersandlosers
of bittercourtroombattlesliveand
workwitheachotherafterwards?

Oneobvioussuggestionis that
systemswhicharedesignedto
detectinterpersonalproblemsearly
andheadthemoff through
mediationshouldbeconsideredfor
spaceliving.Glazer,for example,
callsfora newkindof legal
specialist--notanadversarial
advocate,butsomeonewho
settlesdisputesonbehalfof the
interestsof allspacefarersona
mission.Hedrawshismodelfrom
theTabula de Amalfa, the maritime

code of the once powerful

Mediterranean naval power of

Amalfi. Their code provided for a
"consul" who sailed aboard each

merchant vessel with the power to

adjudicate differences between
master, crew, and others on board

(Glazer 1985, pp. 26-27; Twiss

1876, p. 11). In addition to looking

to this and perhaps other maritime

analogs, it is tempting to suggest

that, with an eye to the more

distant future of large space
settlements, we also examine

major contemporary societies in

which harmony and cooperation is

stressed. The example of Japan,
with its low crime rate and relative

paucity of lawyers, comes to

mind--although its utility as a

model for international efforts may

be limited in that Japan is such an

ethnically homogeneous society

(Krauss, Rohlen, and Steinhoff

1984; Vogel 1979).3

New Cultures, New
Societies

Once we have learned how to live

together amicably in space and to

work safely and efficiently there,

once we have developed ways of

avoiding the health problems of

ionizing radiation, microgravity, and
other hazards of nonterrestrial

environments, and once we have

learned how to grow food in space

and to produce air, water, and
other necessities there, then

humankind can actually settle

space, not just sojourn there. New
cultures and new societies will

then evolve as people seek to

adapt to a variety of space
environments.

3See Schwartz (1985) for a comprehensfve analys_sof the utility of various institutional
responses to colontzmgopportunities made by re=grantfarmers from a var=etyof world
cultures.
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Thisprocessof buildingnew
culturesandsocietieswill
undoubtedlycontainmany
surprises.Yet,alltheresultant
socioculturalsystemsmustprovide
thebasicprerequisitesfor human
existenceif theyareto be
successful.Hereiswherethe
seemingdisadvantageofthe
anthropologist'spenchantfor
studyingsmallcommunitiesmay
actuallyproveadvantageous.

Thesinequanonofanthropological
experienceisa longandintense
periodof fieldworkina small
community,duringwhichthe
investigatorattemptstoobtaina
holisticunderstandingof thegroup
(seefig. 6). Forexample,I once
spentayearlivingona smallisland
inthemiddleof thePacificwith
only200inhabitants,duringwhich

timeI learnedthelanguage,
becamewellacquaintedwithevery
individualandhisor herpositionin
thecommunity,andgathereddata
oneverythingfromfishingand
housebuildingto marriageand
religion.Becauseofthisholistic
experienceof studyingasmall,
relativelyself-sufficientcommunity
andtryingto figureoutall its parts
andhowtheyfit together,I find
most discussionsofspace
settlementcunouslyincomplete.
Typically,theygo to greatlengths
to explainhowhabitatswillbebuilt
ona planetarysurfaceor inspace,
howfoodwillbegrownin these
habitats,andhowthecommunity
willearnits waybyminingor
manufacturingsomevaluable
product;thentheyskiponto few
detailsaboutdomesticarchitecture,
localgovernment,andthelike.
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F_gure 6

a. Building a Canoe in Polynesia

Men of Anuta /s/and rough out the hull

of an outrtgger fishing canoe. This

Polynes#an commumty, located on a tiny

volcanic island off the eastern end of the

Solomon Islands, well away from regular

shlpp_ng routes, has a populabon of

less than 100 people. Its small size

and relattve zsolaflon makes Anuta an

intriguing commumty for thinking about

hfe in a small settlement on the Moon or

elsewhere _n our solar system

Photo: Richard Femberg

b. Thatching a Roof in Polynesia

A communal worlqng group thatches a

roof on the _sland of Nukurla, a Polynesian

atoll located m the Bismarck Archipelago

near New Guinea. In this atoll commumty

of some 200 tnhabitants, people work

cooperatively on such chores as roof

thatching, much as early American

farmers used to help each other out

with barn-buildmg "bees." The _solabon,

small size, and relative self-suffic_ency

of such island commumfles allows the

anthropologist studwng them to gain

a holistic perspective on all facets of

life from birth to death. Th_s hohst_c

perspectwe #n turn may enable

anthropologists to foresee critical human

elements m future space settlements that

planners who are _nexperienced in the

funcflomng of smafl, relabvely self-

contamecl communities may ignore.

Photo. Barbara Mo#r
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Amongthecrucialelementsof
humanlifeomitted,orglossedover,
in thesefuturisticprojectionsis the
mostbasiconeforthesurvivalof
anysociety:reproduction.How
mating,thecontrolof birth,and
thentherearingofchildrenare
to bearrangedis seldomeven
mentionedindiscussionsofspace
settlement.4 Yet,if ourventuresin
spacewerelimitedto communities
of nonreproducingadultswhose
numberwouldhaveto beconstantly
replenishedwithrecruitsfromEarth,
wecouldhardlyexpandveryfar
intospace.

Ofcourse,it couldbearguedthat
nogreatattentionwillbe required
in thssarea--thatpeoplewillcarry
_ntospacewhateverreproductive
practicesarecurrentin their
earths_desocieties.But,would
thatmeana highpercentageof
s_ngle-parenthouseholdsandlow
b_rthrates?A distinguished
demographer,whomEricJones
andI inwtedto a conferenceon
spacesettlement,explainedhis
lackof professionalinterest_nthe
subjectbysayingthathereallydid
notthinktherewouldbemuch
populationexpansionintospace.
Hearguedthatthenationsmost
likelyto estabhshspacesettlements
arethosewhichhavepassed

throughthedemographictransition
fromhightolowpopulationgrowth
andthat,furthermore,thehighly
educated,technology-oriented
peoplewhowouldbetheonesto
colonizespacearethoseinclined
to havethefewestchildren,
perhapsnotevenenoughfor
replacementofthepopulation.

A population'sdemographicpastis
notnecessarilya reliablepredictor
of itsfuture,however,asweshould
havelearnedafterthesurpriseof
thepost-WorldWarIIbabyboomin
theUnitedStates(Wachter1985,
pp.122-123).It seemsobvious
that,whenpeopleperceivethatit is
to theiradvantageto havemany
children,theywilldoso. For
example,8irdsell(1985)has
documentedhow,in threeseparate
casesof thecolonizationofwrg_n
islandsbysmallgroups,the
populationdoubledwithina single
generation.Figure7 (Birdsell
1957)graphsthepopulationgrowth
onPitcairnIslandfrom 1790to
1856.Unlessradiationhazards,
lowgravity,orsomeotheraspect
of thenonterrestrialenvironment
constitutesan insuperableobstacle
to ourbreedingin space,thereis
everyreasonforoptimismabout
thepossibilityof population
expansion_nspace.

4Butt_mesmaybechanging.NASApsychologistYvonneClearwater(1985,p.43)has
recentlyraisedtheissueofsexualintimacy_nspace,andlawprofessorJanCostello(1984)
has just pubhshedan _nqu_ry_ntothe _ssuesof family law _nspace.
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Nonetheless,theexportintospace
of somecurrentfeaturesof mature
industrialsocieties,suchasthe
highcostof educatingchildren,
thedesireof bothparentsto have
full-timeprofessionalcareers,and
thelackof institutionsto aidin
childrearing,wouldcertainlyact
to slowexpansion.Spacesettlers
interestedinexpandingtheir
populationsshouldstructure
communityvaluesandservices
insucha waythatpeoplewould
wantto havemorethanoneor
twochildrenandwouldbeableto
affordto in termsof bothtime
andmoney.Ananthropological
perspectivecouldaidspace
settlersinconstructinga
socioeconomicenvironmentfor
promotingpopulationgrowth;
first,byhelpingthemto break
outoftheassumptionthatthe
waythingsarecurrentlydone
inmatureindustrialsocieties
representstheapexof human
development;and,second,by
informingthemof thewide
rangeof reproductivepractices
employedbythemultitudes
ofhumansocieties,pastand
present.
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Figure 7

Population Growth on Pitcairn Island,

1790-1856

If physical conditions can be made
favorable for human existence on other
planets or in orbiting space habitats, the
experience of small groups of people
colomzing uninhabited islands suggests
that our spacefaring descendants may
expand rapidly--until checked by
resource lim_tattons. In 1790 s_xEnglish
mutineers from the H.M.S. Bounty, eight or
nine Tahitian women, and several Tahlban
men settled on the tiny, umnhab_ted _sland
of Pitcalrn. Desplte genocidal and
fratricidal quarrels among the Tah_ban
men and the mutineers, the population
more than doubled each generation,
reaching almost 200 m 1856,when lack of
food and water forced evacuation of the
island.

Adapted from Btrdsell 1957.
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Someof thepracticesfromour
remotepastmightevenbe relevant
to ourfutureinspace.Suppose,
forexample,thattheharshnessof
theairless,radiation-intensive
environmentsofspace,combined
withtheeconomicsof constructing
safehumanhabitats,dictatesthat
thefirstspace settlements would

have to be small, containing well

under a hundred people (Oberg

1985, p. 183). Pioneering space
colonies might therefore be in the

size range of the hunting and

gathering bands in which most of
our ancestors lived before the

discovery of agriculture and the

consequent rise of urbanization. If

so, space settlers might face some

of the same problems relating to

reproduction as did their distant

predecessors: the genetic dangers

of inbreeding, random imbalances
in the sex ratio of children born

into the group, and what might be
called the "kibbutz effect," wherein

children reared close together are

not markedly attracted to one

another upon coming of age (Spiro

1965, pp. 347-349).

Our predecessors could avoid

these problems with one simple
institution: the practice of

exogamy, whereby youths had to

marry someone from outside their

natal group, thus enlarging the

effective breeding community to

encompass hundreds of persons,

not just a few dozen. Of course, it

could be argued that sperm and

egg banks, in vitro fertilization, and

even in vitro gestation and genetic

engineering may be so advanced

by the era of space colonization
that there would be no need for

exogamy. Yet, marrying outside of

one's group can bring benefits that

may not be obtainable by other
than social means.

Exogamy can promote social

solidarity by binding together

otherwise separate and scattered
communities into a network of

units which, in effect, exchange

marriageable youths. Although the

Australian aborigines, for example,
lived scattered over their desert

continent in small bands averaging

25 men, women, and children, they

were linked together in tribes of

some 500 people (Birdsell 1979).

This larger tribal community was

more than a breeding unit. At

appointed times, the members of all

the bands would gather together to

arrange marriages, conduct rituals,

and enjoy the fellowship of friends
and relatives from other bands.

Just as this tribal community

provided the aborigines with a

needed wider social group, so

might a space age confederation of

intermarrying space colonies help

their pioneering inhabitants fight the
loneliness of space (Jones and

Finney 1983).
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Ofcourse,a spaceageexogamy
systemwouldprobablynot
replicateallthefeaturesof its
archaicpredecessors.Take,for
example,thecustomof female
brideexchange,wherebythe
marriageableyoungwomenwere
sentto othergroups,whichin turn
suppliedbridesfortheyoungmen
whoremainedat home.Spaceage
youngwomenwouldsurelyobject,
on thegroundsofgenderequality,
to anyrulethatrequiredthatthey
leavehometo marry,whiletheir
brotherscouldstay. Conversely,
adventuresomeyoungmenmight
notrelishtheideathattheymust
remainat homeandimporttheir
brides.Morethanlikely,if the
ethosof spacecommunitiesis
explicitlyexpansionistic,thenboth
malesandfemaleswillvieforthe
opportunitytoleavetheirnatal
communityand,takinga matefrom
anotherestablishedcommunity,go
offto founda newcolony.

Role of Anthropology

Assuming that someday it becomes

widely accepted that anthropologIcal

insights and findings could help us

understand human expansion into

space and aid in that process, the

question arises: How are those

insights and findings to be applied

and who applies them?

The suggestion that a corps of

anthropologists be recruited to
facilitate smooth cross-cultural

relations in international space

stations, to design appropriate

institutions for permanent space
communities, and to forecast the

biocultural impact of moving into

space might bring approval from

my space-oriented colleagues and

hope to many a new anthropology

graduate trying to find a job in

today's tight academic market.
However, I would not advocate that

anthropologists be elevated to the

status of elite experts in planning

human expansion into space.

Anthropology is not an exact
science in the sense that it can

make accurate and precise

predictions. Anthropological gurus

of space expansion would hardly

be infallible prophets or unerring

social engineers. Instead, I
foresee a more modest role for

anthropologists as students of

space expansion and advisors in

that process.

The _deal recipients of that advice
would not be some earthside

planners charged with designing

the social structure of space
stations, lunar bases, and even

more futuristic endeavors.

Ultimately, the people who should

receive the most appropriate

advice on anthropological matters
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arethosewhowillactuallylive
andworkinspace.Callit self-
design,homerule,orjustplain
independence,theunderlying
premiseis thesame:thosewho
willactuallyresideinspace
stations,planetaryoutposts,and
thefirsttruespacecoloniesshould
havea crucialrolein the initial
designof theirparticularcommunity
and,aboveall,in the inevitable
modificationsto thatdesignwhich
wouldarisethroughexperience.
Inthislight,theburdenof space
anthropologists--someof whom
mustdofieldworkinspaceif
theyareto liveupto theircalling--
wouldbeto comeupw_th
relevantinsights,findings,and
recommendationsderivedfrom
bothterrestrialsocietiesandgroups
inspaceandto communicatethese
to thespacefarersandcolonists.

Twocenturiesagoagroupof
gentlemenfarmers,lawyers,and
politicians,facedwiththetaskof
constructinga viablenationoutof a
disparatecollectionof ex-colonies,

cameupwitha remarkable
document,theConstitutionof the
UnitedStates,whichsetouta form
of democraticgovernmentthathas
sinceprovedmostsuccessful(see
fig.8). Thisdocument,andthe
resultantformof government,
wastheproductof aconcerted
designprocessbasedona
comparativestudyofformsof
governmentinstitutedat different
timesandplacesthroughhistory,a
studyundertakennotbyoutside
expertsbutbythosewhohadto
livein theresultantnation.I look
forwardto manysuchoccurrences
in spacewhenthespacesettlers
themselves--notearthsideplanners
or evenaspace-basedplanning
elite-sit down,siftthroughthe
accumulatedhumanexperience,
andcomeupw_thprinciplesforthe
designof newsocietiesadaptedto
theirneedsin space.Hereis
wheretheanthropologicalrecord--
frombothEarthandspace--and
theprinciplesdenvedtherefrom
couldmakea majorcontributionto
thehumantzationof space.
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Figure 8

Framing a Constitution for a New
Nation, Philadelphia 1787

In framing the Constitubon of the Umted
States, a group of gentleman farmers,
lawyers, and pohbcmns, representing a
tenuous umon of ex-colomes, drew upon
models of polittcal orgamzabon provided
by ancient Greece and Rome and other
earher states, as well as the writings of
Enlightenment philosophers, to construct
a totally new form of government suited to
the needs and aspirations of Europeans
transplanted to a New World

Some ttme _n the future, when and _f
spacefar_ng and spacedwelhng
technology is suff_ctently developed,
simdar scenes may be reenacted as
space settlers-drawtng on the
accumulated experience of terrestrml

polities and inspired by space age
philosophers-set out to devise new
forms of government adapted to the

needs and aspirations of developing
nations in space.

Artist: Howard Chandler Christy
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If We Are Not Alone

While the solar system appears to

be the sole province of humankind,
we do not know whether we are

alone in the galaxy. Should we

have company and should we or
our descendants make contact

with extraterrestrials, then

anthropology might have a new

role in space. The experience

of anthropologists in trying to
bridge cultural gulfs could be

applied to the immense task of

comprehending an extraterrestrial
civilization.

Ten years ago a group of

anthropologists and other social

scientists published a book

entitled Cultures Beyond Earth

(Maruyama and Harkins 1975)

exploring just such an

"extraterrestrial anthropology."

They assumed actual physical
contact, via interstellar

travel, between us and the

extraterrestrials. To scientists

engaged in the Search for

Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI),

however, the prospect of actually

making physical contact is

extremely remote. They argue that

the physical problems and great
cost of interstellar travel, as

opposed to the relative ease and

economy of radio communication,

plus the great value that advanced

civilizations would place on
information, as opposed to physLcal

experience, mean that contact will

be made via the electromagnetic

spectrum, not in person (Morrison,

Billingham, and Wolfe 1977).

Although the view that interstellar

travel will never occur is arguable,
a case can be made that, even if

physical contact eventually takes

place, speed-of-light radio

communication would precede it

(see fig. 9). Hence, the question is

"What role could anthropology play

in cultural analysis at a distance?"
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Figure 9

Radio Telescope at Arecibo, Puerto
Rico

The world's largest radio telescope
(305 meters in diameter), at Arecibo in
Puerto Rico, _s operated by the Nabonal
Astronomy and Ionosphere Center at
Cornell UniversW under contract to the
National Science Foundation. The

Arecibo telescope will soon be used by
NASA in a systematic search for radio
transmissions from other star systems
in the galaxy, transm_sslons that mtght
indicate the presence of extraterrestrial
intelligence.

The physics of the formation of the

universe suggest that in the m_flions
of galaxies with their billions of stars

planetary systems may be the rule rather
than the exception. The chemistry of the
development of life on Earth, together
with the descovery of orgamc molecules
even in the depths of interstellar space,
leads many scientists to consider the

development of life on other planets as
very likely.

The SETI program will search for life that
has achieved intelligence and developed
technology by looking in the quietest band

of the electromagnetic spectrum (1000 to
10o 0o0 MHz) for radto signals that may
have leaked or been beamed from such

highly developed civilizations on other
planets. NASA's Ames Research Center
will conduct a targeted search of stars
hke our Sun using the largest radio
telescopes, including the one at Arecibo.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory will

conduct a complementary survey of the
other 99 percent of the sky, using the
34-meter-diameter telescopes in NASA's

Deep Space Network. The SETI program
_s developing a spectrum analyzer that
will sample miflions of frequency
channels looking for narrowband
emess_ons that may be continuous or
pulsed signals. Should such dehberately

created s_gnals be found, anthropologists
will find ample work in interpreting the
s_gnaling culture to the receiving one and
vice versa
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With extraterrestrial contact

rephrased in terms of radio

communication only, it might seem
that anthropologists and their skills

would have little or no role to play

in this grand intellectual venture--at
least in terms of the common SETI

scenario. That scenario envisages

the reception of a purposefully

transmitted signal containing some

mathematical truth, physical
constant, or other noncultural

knowledge that would presumably

be universally shared among

intelligent species scientifically

advanced enough to engage in
radio communication. The next

step in this scenario would be to

build upon this universal knowledge

to develop a common logical code

or language--either through a

patient and clever tutelage directed

by the transmitting civilization or

through a lengthy dialog across the

gulf of however many light years

might be involved (Freudenthal

1960). Signal processing experts,

mathematicians, cognitive

scientists, and linguists would

seem the obvious specialists to

participate in this radio contact

process, not anthropologists.

However, it would be a mistake to
assume that once a common code

was shared, the rest of the task

would be easy. Philip Morrison,

whose joint paper with Giuseppe

Cocconi (Cocconi and Morrison

1959) stimulated the SETI effort,

wisely points out that a "complex

signal will contain not mainly
science and mathematics but

mostly what we would call art and

history" (Morrison 1973, p. 338).

To decode such a signal would

be difficult enough. To interpret
the cultural material would call
for an immense effort. Just think

of the scholarship involved in

deciphering the hieroglyphs and

in reconstructing ancient Egyptian

culture, even though the ancient

Egyptians are of the same species

as their modern investigators and

in part culturally ancestral to them

and even though they left the

Rosetta Stone! (See figure 10.)

Interpreting an extraterrestrial

culture would be a never-ending

task, which would generate a whole

new scholarly industry, calling for

the talents of specialists from all

disciplines, especially anthropology.

Anthropologists concerned about

the disappearance of independent
cultural entities on Earth should

be among SETI's most ardent

supporters. If the search is

successful, anthropologists will

have more than enough to do--for
millennia to come.
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Figure 10

The Rosetta Stone

A slab of black basalt, rescued from
demolition in A.D 1799 by a squad of
Napoleon's troops m an Egypban wllage
called Rosetta, and contammg a decree
passed by a council of priests m 196 B.C.,
prowded the key to the decipherment of
Egyptian hieroglyphics.

The officer m charge of the squad,
Lt. Pierre Fran_ols Xawer Bouchard, is
credited with having realized almost at
once that the three inscriptions on the
stone were versions of the same text.
The content of the decree was soon
known from a translation of the Greek
capital letters m the bottom inscnption.
But the nature of the other two scripts-
Egyptian hieroglyphics in the top portion
and the curswe Egyptian script called
demotic which appears in the m_ddle--
was not fully understood unbl 1822.
Neither form of Egyptian writing had
been used for 1,370 years.

A blocking misconception was the _dea
that, while hieroglyphics were merely
pictorial, demotic was strictly phonebc.
An English scientist turned hngu_st,
Thomas Young, broke through th_s block
and prowded the hnk that the two Egyptian
scripts were related through an
intermediary script called h_erattc His
translatton of the demotic and the work of
W. J. Bankes on the phonetic nature of
royal names led French scholar Jean
Franqols Champollion to the concluston
that both Egyptian scripts on the Rosetta
Stone contained symbohc and alphabetic
elements. His knowledge of Coptic, the
language of the Chnsban descendants of
the ancient Egyptians, whtch was written
m a sort of cross between Greek and
demobc, helped him to finally decipher
the Egyptian language m _ts most ancient
script- hieroglyphics.

And, of course, wlth knowledge of the
language came a great increase m
knowledge of the culture of the ancient
Egypbans.

Explanation taken from Carol Andrews,
1981, "The Rosetta Stone," pubhshed by
the British Museum.

Photograph reproduced by courtesy of
the Trustees of the British Museum.
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Even if we are the only intelligent

species in the galaxy, or at least

our corner of it, we might not

be alone for long. If our own

technology for settling space really
works and enables some of our

descendants to disperse throughout

the solar system, a dramatic
cultural rediversification of

humankind would occur as the

widely scattered colonies develop

(through cultural drift or conscious
choice) new ways of living. Then,
if adventurous citizens of the solar

system one day migrate to other

star systems, their separation into
small, self-contained breeding

communities light years from their

neighbors would virtually ensure

biological speciation (Finney and
Jones 1985). Earth-descended,

though increasingly disparate,

cultures and species would

then be faced with the problem

of understanding each other.

Within such a galaxy of

differentiating intelligent life

forms, "astroanthropology"
would be an essential tool for

comprehending and relating to

others beyond one's own cultural

and biological experience.
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The Influence of Culture on Space
Developments

Philip R. Harris

For a quarter of this 20th century,

humankind has been successfully

extending its presence into space.

The landing of men on the Moon in
1969 during the Apollo 11 mission

broke our perceptual blinders--we

were no longer earthbound as
our ancestors had thought for

centuries. Perhaps the real
home of the human species lies

on the high frontier. Just as the

application of fire and tools

changed our primitive forebears,

so space technology and its

accomplishments force modern

men and women to change their
image of our species. We now

are free to explore and use the

universe to improve the quality of
human existence. Our new self-

concept as "Earth people" may

energize global efforts toward

space development. The

technological achievements of

NASA and other national space

agencies, along with private-sector
space undertakings, contribute
mightily toward the actualization

of our human potential. The

exploration and exploitation of

space resources are altering our
human culture here on Earth.

Such vision is necessary to put

the endeavors of space scientists

and technologists into a larger

context. During the past 25 years,

the feats of people in the

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the allied

aerospace industry have
advanced human culture. The

next steps of space technology

into the 21 st century will
transform that culture.

Culture--A Coping
Strategy

Culture is a unique human

invention. Our species created

it to increase our ability to cope
with the environment, to facilitate

daily living. Thus, consciously and

unconsciously, groups transmit it to

following generations. The concept

of culture provides a useful tool for

understanding human behavior and

its relationship to a particular

physical environment.

Human beings created culture,
or their social environment, in

the form of practices, customs,
and traditions for survival and

development. Culture is the

lifestyle that a particular group

of people passes along to their
descendants. Often in the process,

awareness of the origin of
contributions to this fund of wisdom

is lost. Subsequent generations

are conditioned to accept these

"truths" about accepted behavior

in a society; norms, values, ethics,
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and taboos evolve. Culture is

communicable knowledge which is

both learned and unlearned,
which is both overt and covert in

practice, of which we may have
either conscious or unconscious

understanding. On this planet,
human culture has been remarkable

for its diversity, so that those who

would operate successfully in an
international arena have to learn

skills for dealing effectively with
cultural differences. The point is

that culture is a powerful influence

on human behavior as people adapt

to unusual circumstances (Harris

and Moran 1987).

The program manager for long-

range studies at NASA's Office of

Space Flight has listed some of the

unusual circumstances on the high

frontier that mIght influence the

creation of a space culture:

(1) weightlessness; (2) easy gravity

control; (3) absence of atmosphere

(unlimited high vacuum); (4) a

comprehensive overview of the

Earth's surface and atmosphere

(for communication, observation,

power transmission, etc.);

(5) isolation from the Earth's

biosphere (for hazardous

processes); (6) an infinite natural
reservoir for disposal of wastes

and safe storage of radioactive

products; (7) freely available light,

heat, and power; (8) super-cold

temperatures (infinite heat sink);

(9) open areas for storage and

structures; (10) a variety of non-

diffuse (directed) types of

radiation; (11) a magnetic field;

(12) nonterrestrial raw materials;

(13) absence of many Earth

hazards (storms, floods,

earthquakes, volcanoes, lightning,

unpredictable temperatures and

humidity, corrosion, pollution, etc.);

(14) a potentially enjoyable,

healthful, and stimulating

environment for humans (Von

Puttkamer 1985).

As the director of the California

Space Institute, James R. Arnold,

reminded us in a Los Angeles
Times editorial (November 17,

1983), "Space is out there waiting

for us to try out new ideas." In his

view, the space station and other

space bases to follow will give

humans the time and place to

learn, to experiment, to work, and

even to play. In fact, the Soviets

have already begun to do these

things on their Mir space station.

The formation of space culture has

been under way now for over

25 years, and it is progressing

rapidly.

Until now, only a handful of humans

have actually lived in space.
Whether Americans or Russians or

their allies, these space pioneers

were usually from a somewhat

homogeneous background. Until

the decade of the 80s, they came

from subcultures like test pilots or
the military and were mostly male.

But, ff we project to the next

25 years, it is obvious that the

population in space will be

increasingly multicultural and

heterogeneous. Both Soviet and
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Americanspaceflights,forexample
nowincluderepresentativesof
"allied"countries--cosmonautsor
astronautsfrom"foreign"cultures.
JustasonEarththerearehuman
experiencesthatcutacrossmost
cultures,it wouldappearthatliving
inspacewillbecomesucha
"culturaluniversal."

Asweslowlyextendourpresence
upthereandestablishhuman
spacecommunitiesinever
increasingnumbers,therewillbe
anurgentneedfor culturalsynergy,

be it on a space station or at a

lunar base. Such synergy

optimizes the differences between

people, fosters cooperation, and

directs energy toward goals and

problem-solving in collaboration

with others (Moran and Harris

1982). The very complexity of

transporting people into space has

stimulated the development of

matrix or team management in the
space program. Similarly, the

creation of space habitats and

colonies in a zero- or low-gravity

environment will require synergistic

strategies of leadership.

Current research in evolution

indicates that harsh environments

often result in innovation by

species. The pattern of the past
reveals that creatures are better

at inventing and surviving

when challenged by a difficult

environment than they are when

not challenged (Harrison and

Connors 1984). The big jumps in

species development seem to
occur under such circumstances.

Perhaps this will be true of the
human race as we shift our

attention from Earth-based to

space-based resources. As the
Apollo missions demonstrated, the

very size, scope, and complexity of

a space undertaking may be the

catalyst for unleashing our potential
and raising our culture to a new

level. This may be the first time in

human history that people can

consciously design the kind of

culture they wish to create in an
alien environment slated for

exploration and exploitation. The

movement of people from their

home planet to the "high ground"
will transform both our culture and

the human person. The editors

of Interstellar Migration and the

Human Experience remind us that

"Migration into space may be a

revolubonary step for humanity, but

it is one that represents a continuity
with our past" (Finney and Jones

1985).

Space planners can benefit

immensely by utilizing the data

base and insights of behavioral

scientists (Connors, Harrison,

and Akins 1985). Cultural

anthropologists, for instance, offer

a variety of approaches to cultural

analysis. One method is called a

systems analysis; here "systems"

refers to an ordered assemblage of

parts which form a whole. Thus,

in planning space communities,

one might utilize eight or more
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systems,suchasillustratedin
figure11. Thatis, thenewspace
culturecanbestudiedin termsof
systemsthatareusedto indicate
relationships--forassociation,or
socialgrouping;for economicand
politicalpurposes;for education
andtraining;forhealthand
recreation;forleadershipand
guidance(thislastbeingthe
transcendentor philosophical
systemaroundwhichthespace

communitymightbeorganized).
InLiving Systems (1978), James

Grier Miller has proposed a master

paradigm for integration of both

biological and social systems.

Dr. Miller is currently engaged in

research to apply his eight-level

conceptualization of twenty
subsystems to analysis of the

cultural needs of future space
communities (see his paper in this

volume).

Figure 11

Systems for Analysis of a New Space
Culture
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Anotherwayof preparingfora new
culturalexperienceisbyexamining
typicalcharacteristicsof culture.
Someof thesefora space
communitymightbethefollowing:

(1) Senseof self

(2) Communication

(3) Dress

(4) Food

(5) Timeconsciousness

(6) Relationships

(7) Values

(8) Beliefs

(9) Mentalprocesses

(10)Workhabits

Thesetenclassesoffera simple
modelnotonlyforassessingan
existingculturebutalsofor
planninga newone,suchasa
cultureinspace.Althoughthere
areothercharacteristicsforcultural
analysis(suchasrewards),analysis
ofthe listedcharacteristicswould
besufficientto preparefora startup
spacecommunity,suchasthatof
thecrewata spacestationora
lunaroutpost.

Becausecultureis somultifaceted
andpervasiveinhumanbehavior,
wecannotsimplyimposeone
formof Earthcultureona space
community.Norcanspace
technologistscontinueto ignore
theimplicationsof culture(Hall

1985).If thespacepopulationis
to beincreasedandbroadened,so
shouldthecompositionof space
plannersanddecision-makers
(ashappenedinminiaturewith
themultidisciplinarygroupof
participantsat the1984NASA
summerstudyattheCalifornia
SpaceInstitute.)

Organizational Culture in
NASA and the Aerospace
Industry

Culture has already unconsciously

affected our future in space

through the organizational cultures

of the chief developers of space

technology. A distinctive culture

has emerged in the past 25 years
w_thin NASA itself, and this in turn

has influenced the corporate

cultures of NASA's pnncipal
contractors. NASA has been an

atypical government agency that
has been innovative _n both

technology and management,
as well as in its relations with

contractors (Harris 1985).

When NASA was established as a

civilian Government entity in 1958,
_t inherited cultural biases from the

several organizations from which _t

was derived. It acquired many of
the traditional characteristics of

Federal public administration, being

subject to the constraints of Civil

Serwce regulations, annual budget

battles, congressional and lobby

pressures, and changing public
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opinion(Levine1982).Sinceit was
charteredto bemainlyaresearch
anddevelopmentorganization,
NASAwasdominatedbythe
subculturesof thescientific,
technological,andengineering
fields. Itsinterfacewiththemilitary
anditsastronautpersonnelfromthe
ArmedForcesprovidedanother
streamof culturalinfluence.The
introductionof theGermanrocket
specialistsunderWernhervon
Braunprovidedfurthercultural
input,ashavenumerousacademics
andtheiruniversities,beginning
withRobertGoddardof Clarke
Universityandcomingrightdown
to participantsin thelatestNASA
summerstudyonthecampusof the
Universityof California,SanD_ego.

Currently,theorganizational
cultureof NASAis beingaltered
byits mteractionsw_thother
nationalspace agencies, such as

those of Japan and Europe, and

even by _ts successful cooperation

with the Soviets _n the Apollo/

Soyuz mission. To broaden its

constituency further, NASA is

attempting to reach out to
nonaerospace business and

involve companies in space

industrialization; to expand _ts

cooperative efforts with other

Government departments, from

weather and transportation to

commerce and defense; to engage

in joint endeavors with national

academies and associations, such

as the American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics

(AIAA). The ongoing history of

NASA manifests continuing
alterations of its culture from

crises (e.g., the Challenger

disaster) and reactions (e.g.,

congressional investigations)

and new inputs from Presidential

commissions (e.g., the Rogers
Commission report, 1986).

Just as groups of people develop
national or macrocultures, so too

do human institutions develop

organizational or microcultures.

NASA as an organization is a
collection of humans who have

set for this system objectives,

missions, expectations, obligations,

and roles. It has a unique culture

which is influencing the course of

space development. The NASA

culture begins by setting

organizational boundaries and

powerfully affects the morale,

performance, and productivity of

its employees. Eventually, this

influence spreads to contractors

and suppliers. For example, as
NASA began to plan for _ts next

25 years, Administrator James

Beggs c_rculated a statement

of goals and objectives to
administrators and center directors.

Th_s statement from the first

item enunciated demonstrates a

future trend Jn NASA culture:
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GOAL:Provideourpeoplea
creativeenvironmentandthe
bestoffacilities,support
services,andmanagement
supportsotheycanperform
withexcellenceNASA's
research,development,
mission,andoperational
responsibilities.

(GovernmentExecutive,

October 1983, p. 5)

To analyze this NASA culture, one
can take the ten characteristics

listed in the previous section or

one can use a diagnostic

instrument (see "Organizational

Culture Survey Instrument,"

appendix A in Harris 1983).

Perhaps figure 12 best illustrates

the possible dimensions of this
NASA culture.

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Communication/
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Products, services,

trained personnel,
and public information

Survival,
growth, and
development

Decision-making/
problem-solving

INPUT
Work space/
fac=hhes

Control/

reporting

Needs, expectahons.
information, and
resources

PohcmS/
procedures

Norms/
standards

At t=tudes,/

prmclples

Values/
ethics

Structure/
technologies

Rules/
regulations

Roles/
relationships

Work appearance/
attendance

Compensahon/rewards

Personnel practices

Tools/equipment

OUTPUT

Figure 12

Aspects of NASA's Organizational

Culture
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The fact that NASA successfully

completed its Apollo lunar missions
would seem to indicate that its

organizational culture was adequate.

Since then, budget cuts, loss of

talented personnel, and the

Challenger accident have pointed

up the need for cultural renewal. In

1986, as a result of the report of
The Presidential Commission on

the Space Shuttle Challenger

Accident, reorganization got under
way following the appointment,

once again, of James C. Fletcher
as NASA Administrator.

The issue of concern now is

whether the agency's cultural focus

will enable NASA to provide global

leadership in the peaceful and

commercial development of

space. As NASA struggles with

"organization shock," external

forces demand that priority be

given to military and scientific

missions, leaving commercial

satellite launchings and

industrialization to the private
sector. Other _nternational space

agencies--_n Europe, Japan, and

even the Third World--compete
with NASA in launch capabdity.

Confusion reigns over replacement

of the fourth orbiter, development

of alternative launch capabihty, and

space station plans, so that NASA

_s an organization _n profound

transition, requmng transformational

leadership (Tichy and Devanna

1986). This is especially true if

NASA is to implement the vision

outlined by the National Commission

on Space (1986)in its bold report,

Pioneering the Space Frontier.

As an example of the way NASA

culture affects its space planning

and management, consider the
well-documented fact that the

agency is leery of the behavioral

sciences (Harrison 1986, Hall

1985, Douglas 1984). Since
the organization is dominated

by a technical mindset, it is
uncomfortable with social scientists

and their potential contnbutions.

And yet the agency culture

changes, as witnessed by the

publication of the June 1988 report

of the NASA Life Sciences Strategic

Planning Study Committee, entitled

Explonng the Living Universe: A

Strategy for Space Life Sciences,

and by requests for increased

spending on the behaworal

sciences in the FY89 budget.

As human presence _n space is
expanded w_th long-duration

missions, NASA planners will have

to confront _ssues of interpersonal
and group living which until recently

they avoided (Connors, Harrison,

and AkJns 1985). In interviews by

flight surgeon Douglas (1984) with

astronauts, the latter expressed

regrets that they and their famdies
did not benefit more from the

services of psychiatrists and

psychologists, particularly w_th
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referenceto groupdynamics
training.Oberg(1985)reveals
that,ontheotherhand,in the
cultureoftheirspaceprogram,the
Sovietsaremoreproneto utilize
suchspecialists.Infact,that
authorquotestheSovietheadof
spacebiomedicine,Dr.Oleg
Gazenko,asstatingthatthe
limitationsto humanlivingin
spacearenotphysicalbut
psychological(p.25);Obergalso
notesthatSvetlanaSavitskaya,
thesecondwomaninspace,
suggestedthata psychologistbe
includedon long-durationflightsto
observefirsthandtheindividual
stressandgroupdynamics(p.32).

Mypurposehereissimplyto bring
tothereader'sconsciousnessthe
realitythatNASAdoeshavea
cultureandthatthatculture
pervadesitsdecisions,plans,
operations,andactivities.One
mighteventakethechapter
headingsof thevolumeCorporate
Cultures and use them to assess

NASA's values, heroes, rites and

rituals, communications, and tribes

(Deal and Kennedy 1982).

As reported in a variety of

contemporary management books,

from the one just mentioned to
In Search of Excellence, research

supports the conclusion that

excellent organizations have

strong functional cultures. Since

its founding, NASA surely has

created its share of space leaders,

legends, myths, beliefs, symbols,

visions, and goals--the stuff of

meaningful organizational cultures.
But, as Peters and Waterman

reminded us,

In the very institutions in

which culture is so dominant,

the highest levels of true
autonomy occur. The

culture regulates rigorously
the few variables that do

count, and provides

meaning. But within those

qualitative values (and in

almost all other dimensions),

people are encouraged to
stick out, to innovate.

(Peters and Waterman 1982)

Thus, if NASA is to provide the

world with the technological

springboard into the 21st century,
these questions are in order:

(i) Does NASA now have the

necessary innovative and

entrepreneurial culture to

provide leadership for its
own renewal and the

enormous human

expansion into space?

Or is it trapped inside
both bureaucratic and

technical cultures that

_nhibit its contributions to

the next stage of space

development?
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(2) Has NASA adequately
redefined and projected

its present organizational

image and purpose to

its own personnel, the

Congress, and the public

at large? Or is _t suffering

again (as it did after three
astronauts were killed in

the Apollo capsule fire)

from an identity cnsis and

a dysfunctional culture?

As NASA moves beyond its

institutional beginnings into the

next stage of organizational

development, maturation would

seem to require transformation.

Perhaps the present structure is

no longer suitable for this growth

process and it needs to become a

more autonomous agency. (Does

the Tennessee Valley Authority

provide a model for this structural

change?) Perhaps it should be

part of a global space agency that

represents both public and private

space _nterests--first in the free-

enterprise nations and someday
even in the Communist bloc.

Perhaps NASA needs to enter _nto

new relationships and ventures

w_th contractors, whether _n the

aerospace _ndustry or _n other
multinational _ndustnes.

It was encouragfng to know that
the 1984 NASA administrator

advocated decentrahzat_on Jn the

organization, putting operational

responsibility at the center level.

However, in 1986 the trend was

being reversed with demand for

strong headquarters management

and inauguration of a new technical

management information system.

To meet the space challenges of

the future, NASA would do well to

consider planned changes in its

own organizational culture.

Technological, economic, political,

and social changes by 2010 will
demand such adjustments, and

many present organizational
structures, roles, operations,

and arrangements (such as a

centralized mission control) will
be obsolete.

Emergence of a New
Space Culture

The habitation of Skylab, Spacelab,

Salyut, and Mir by a few dozen

humans is the precedent not only

for space station life but also for

space culture. Whether astronauts

or cosmonauts, they were humans

learning to cope w_th a new

environment marked by a lack

of gravity. For most, Jt appears

to have been an enloyable

expenence, despite minor

_nconveniences caused by space
s_ckness or excesswe demands

from expenment controllers on the

ground. Whether Jns_de or outside

the space suits and capsules,

these people learned to adapt and

they proved that human life _n

space is possable, even practical.

These renovators s_mply

transported into space the
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macrocultureof thecountrythat
sponsoredtheirspacevoyage.
TheU.S.astronautsreflected
Americanculture,whiletheirSoviet
counterpartscarriedRussian
cultureintotheseprototypesof
futurespacecommunities.

Inthedecadeof the1990s,the
durationof missionsandthe
numberof humansinspacewdl
increaseasmorepermanenttypes
of spacestationsareconstructed
inorbitandexpandedinsize.
PerhapstheAmericanswillname
theseinitialspacecommunities
aftertheirspacepioneersand
heroes,likeGoddard,VonBraun,
andArmstrong;whiletheRussians
maynametheirsafterspace
luminarieslikeTsiolkovsky,
Korolev,andGagarin.Thenthe
realchallengeof creatinga new
spaceculturewillgetunderway.
A majorhumanactivityof the
21st centurywillbethebuilding
of spacecommunities.Already,
Rep.GeorgeBrown(D--Calif.)
hasa billpendingbeforetheU.S.
Congressthatwouldauthorize
NASAto provideleadershipin
spacesettlements.

Theissueforconsiderationnow
is whether this process will be

planned or unplanned. In the

United States, for example, there

exists a whole body of literature
and research in cultural

anthropology that could be most

useful in the design of a space

culture. Anthropologists are

beginning to probe this new reality
and to look for insights their field

can contribute (see Finney's paper
in this volume). Will NASA, for

example, use the nation's

anthropologists in the planning
of a lunar base? If the human

composition of that enterprise is to

be multicultural, as is likely, will the

agency call on international experts

in cross-cultural psychology and

anthropology? Perhaps NASA
should join with its colleagues in

the Japanese and European space

agencies in sponsoring a summer
study of behavioral scientists to
address matters related to the

emerging space culture.

Space gives us an opportunity to

establish a living laboratory to

promote peaceful international

relations. For example, suppose

the sponsors of a particular space
station or base were to have as

a goal the establishment of a

synergistic society on the high

frontier. Anthropologist Ruth

Benedict and psychologist Abraham

Maslow have already provided us

with a glimpse of human behavior
under such circumstances.

Imagine a space community in

which the cultural norms supported

collaboration and cooperation rather
than excessive individualism and

competition. Consider space
colonists who are selected because

they demonstrate high synergy-

that is, because they are
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nonaggressiveandseekwhatis
mutuallyadvantageous;they
encouragebothindividualand
groupdevelopment;theyoperate
onawin/winphilosophy,or aim
forgroupsuccess;theyshareand
worktogetherforthecommon
good. Suchconsiderationstake
onspecialrelevancein lightof
proposalsfora jointU.S.A./U.S.S.R.
missionto Mars. A spaceculture
thatespousessynergymighthave
a betterchancefor survivaland
developmentthanonethatdidnot.
Weshouldhavelearnedsomething
fromthedebacleof FortRaleighin
1594,thefirst"lostcolony"of our
Englishforebears.

Sincecultureformationseemingly
occursin responseto thephysical
environment,considerbneflythe
situationfacedbythoseseeking
to establishthefirstpermanent
communityontheMoon,a base
fromwhichwecanexploreother
planets_ntheuniverse.It is a
remote,alienenvironment.The
long-terminhabitantswouldhave
to adapttheircultureto copewith
isolation,fortheywouldbeaquarter
of a millionm,lesawayfromhome,
family,andfriendsonEarth.The
physicalrealitiesof lifeontheMoon
wouldforceitsinhabitantsto adapt
theirearthboundculture(Pitts
1985).Remember,theMoonlacks
atmosphere,thereisnoweather
there,andtherearevariouskinds
of radiationwhichrequireprotective
cover.

Backin 1969,astronautsArmstrong
andAldrinconfirmedthatthe lunar
surfacewasfirmandcouldsupport
massiveweight.Duringthelast
visitto theMoon,Apollo17,thefirst
professionalscientiston these
missions,Dr.HarrisonSchmitt,
conductedgeologicalstudies,so
wenowhavesomeideaof the
compositionofthisbody. Butthere
is muchwestilldonotknowabout
theMoon,suchasthenatureof its
polesandwhetheranyof its craters
wereformedvolcanically.

Beforetheturnof thiscentury,it
wouldseemadvisablefor NASAto
followa Sovietleadandundertake
automatedmissionsto gatherlunar
dataif weareto planadequately
forthenewspacecultureonthe
Moon'ssurface.At NASA's
JohnsonSpaceCenter,scientists
havea scheme for cultural

expansion which begins w_th

precursor exploration in a 1990-92

timeframe (Duke, Mendell, and

Roberts 1985). It would require

new technology development to

exploit lunar resources and define

the site for a research outpost and
lunar base. The first two phases of

site development would rely on

automated and cybernated systems.

In the third phase, permanent

human occupancy by a small group

of "astrotechn_cJans" is projected;

then, in the fourth phase, an

advanced base with more people

would result, possibly by the year
2010.
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Toillustratewhyserious
preparationsfor a Moonbase
shouldincludestudiesof space
culturebysocialscientists,letus
viewfigure13in thecontextof a
lunarbase.

Figure 13

Characteristics of Space Culture
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1. Sense of Self

Self-identity and self-acceptance

are manifested differently in
different cultures. The comfort we

feel w_th ourselves and others, the

physical or psychological space
we maintain between ourselves

and others--these are products
of culture. For an international

crew on a space station, as an

example, there would be differing
needs for privacy or personal

space. One can speculate as
to whether an international

community on the Moon should,

for the purpose of fostering such

comfort, be structured as an open

or a closed society. Personally,

I would recommend an open,

friendly, informal, and supportive

community, such as expatriates

often maintain among themselves

when far away from their mother

country. (Though the society of

expatriates may be seen as closed

to the surrounding society on

Earth, such a perspective would

be irrelevant in space where

humans are alone.)

The space culture to emerge will

validate individuals in new ways.
First, there are the realities of no

atmosphere and 1/6 gravity--

certain to lead to interesting

adaptations. With so much

space and so few people, rugged

individuals may develop (like

the mountain men on the early

Western frontier) or humans

may learn to become more

interdependent. Just as the
American Great Plains affected the

perspective of its inhabitants, so
will the vast views of the universe

affect lunar dwellers. Considering

the confined quarters in the early

stages, will the first colonists be
ambivalent in behavior because of

the difference between their sense

of interior space and that of exterior

space? Also, what happens to

lunar colonists when they return to
Earth after several years on that

other sphere? Having been

accustomed to Moon weight, they
will on return to Earth feel heavier

than lead, and their whole sense

of self will require profound

readjustment.

2. Communication

Much of our terminology may

be inappropriate for the lunar

experience. In space, we will need

a new vocabulary to replace "up

and down" and "day and night."

Back in 1957, when German space

science professor Hermann Oberth

wrote his classic Man Into Space,
he reminded us that we would

have to change our ideas about

construction, because "other laws

prevail in space and there is no

reason why the old architectural

rules should be followed." By

extension and analogy, our

language about construction and

indeed most other subjects will

have to change in a drastically
different environment.
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Willtherebeoneofficiallanguage
orseveralinuse? If thefirstcrews
andsettlersareinternationalin
makeup,is Englishto bepreferred
orshouldallbefluentin two
languages?(IfAmericanswereto
undertakeajointmissionto Mars
withtheSoviets,forinstance,
thenbothEnglishandRussian
wouldprobablyberequired.)

Certainly,wecanexpectextensive
useofcomputersandsatellitesfor
communication,butwhatwillbe
theproceduresandthepattern
of interactionsbetweenhumans
ontheEarthandontheMoon,
andhowwillthemeansof
communicationaffectthecultural
expansion?

3. Dress

Culture is also expressed in

garments and adornments. We
may or may not want uniforms
with mission patches, but lunar

conditions will dictate certain types
of clothing or space suits. They will

have to be designed to serve a

variety of purposes from protection

to comfort. In 1984, for example,
the first female to walk in space,

cosmonaut Svetlana Savitskaya,
commented that her space suit was

not elastic enough and that she had

to expend too much energy for

each movement (Oberg 1981).

Some scientists have described the

Moon as an impossible environment

for humans, but so was the Earth

for the first living things there--

they coped by staying in the sea

for the first two billion years!

Humans will adapt to lunar

conditions which require them to

wear life support systems when

they leave their protective habitats.
That necessity will be incorporated

into the new culture, and it will
alter behavior from that on Earth.

Dr. David Criswell, director of

the Consortium for Space and
Terrestrial Automation and

Robotics (C-STAR), believes that

astronauts in space suits are like

disabled or handicapped persons,

and that space planners could
learn much from the field of

rehabilitative medicine (1988).

Twenty-first century clothing styles

on the home planet may be very

much influenced by styles that

develop for the lunar surface or for

interstellar travel. Explorers and
scientists in the Antarctic have

tended to grow beards and longer
hair. We wonder what lunar

dwellers will do. Perhaps they'll

shave off all their hair to keep from

having to tuck it into their space

suits every time they don them.

4. Food

The diet and eating procedures of

a group of people set it apart from

other groups. We are all aware

of NASA's pioneenng in food

technologies and compositions, so
that even our own intake here on

Earth has been altered by the
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astronautexperience.However,
becauseoftransportationcosts,
wewillhaveto cutbackon the
amountandtypeof foodcargo
fromEarthanddependonnew
closedbiologicalsystemsto
providehumansustenance.
Hydroponicfarming,featuring
plantssuspended_nnetsabove
circulatingliquidsthatprovide
nutrients,mayprovea boon.With
traditionalfoodstuffsata premium,
thenewculturemayfocuson
high-qualityandhigh-energy
nourishment,therebyaffectingthe
breedof bothhumansandother
animalsinspace.

Althoughthelunarcuisinemaynot
beas pleasantasthatofthemining
campsin theOldWest,its
preparation,presentation,and
eatingwillsurelyaltertheculture.
Onecertaintyis thatfoodpackages
wdlnotbedisposablebutrather
recyclable.Letushopehabitat
plannersmakeupsomewhatfor
therationsandregimenby
providinga viewof theEarthin the
dininganddnnkJngarea. Orwill
therebeanyv_ewsfromthese
modulesburiedin lunarregolithfor
protectionfromradiation?

5. Time Consciousness

The sense of time differs by
culture, and yet lunar inhabitants

will have to keep in touch with
m_ssion control. Will the 24-hour

time system prevail on the high
frontier? Or wdl the exact sense of

time gradually be replaced by a

relative one, like that of traditional

farmers who go by sunrise and

sunset and seasonal changes?

That particular time sense would of

course have a different expression
on the lunar surface, where the

"day" lasts for 2 weeks and so
does the "night." Because the axis
of the Moon does not tilt as does

the axis of the Earth, the Moon

lacks seasons. Will the long
periods of darkness and _solation
incline the first Moon colonists

toward suicide, as NATO has found

its soldiers posted in northern

countnes to be? Will they suffer

w=th manic behavior, as some
Swedes do after their annual dark

periods? If one needed change,
one could move around the Moon

from areas of darkness to areas of

light. But what will happen to the

whole concept of day and year,

so much a part of the human

heritage?

6. Relationships

Cultures fix human and

organizational relationships by

age, sex, and degree of k_nship,

as well as by wealth, power, and
w_sdom. The first lunar inhabrtants

are likely to establish relationships

on the bas_s of profess_onahsm or

their respective disciplines. They

wdl be scientists and technicians,

civilian and military. Theirs wdl

be primanly work or organizatfonal

relationships, even if they are of
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differentnationalities.Becausethe
firstcolonistswillbeknowledge
workers(thatis,peoplewhowork
withinformationandideas),thereis
likelyto becomparativesocial
equalityamongthem. Eventually,
thefounderswillgainspecialstatus
in thecommunity.

Thefirstelementto alterthe
arrangementwillbemale-female
relations.Eventually,thiswilllead
to thefirstpregnancyonthelunar
surface.Asmoreandmorepeople
go totheMoon,therewillbe legal
andillegalliaisonsandeventually
childrenwillbebornon theMoon,
andsomedayonMars. Dr.Angel
Colonof GeorgetownUniversity
MedicalSchoolhasalready
anticipatedthesituationwithhis
researchonspacepediatrics.*The
pointis thatspacewillbea whole
newballgamein termsof human
relationshipsanda culturewillgrow
in responseto suchnewrealities.

Newfamilialarrangementswill
emerge(ObergandOberg1986).
It remainstobeseenwhether
monogamy,polygamy,or
polyandrywillbecomethenorm
in21stcenturyspacecommunities.
If thefirstlunarcolonistsare
onlymales,homosexualitymay
becomeprevalent;whereas,if
mixedgroupsaresent,then
heterosexualitywillbethebasis
formanyrelationships.Astronaut
MichaelCollins(1988)proposes

thatsixmarriedcouplesbe
selectedfor anymannedmission
to Mars.

Shouldthemakeupofthefirstcrew
bepurelycivilian,thenwecould
expectonelifestyle;whereas,if
militarypeopleareincluded,then
wewouldexpectanotherlifestyle
includingrankandprotocol.The
issueofsuchrelationshipswill
affectgovernance,housing
assignments,andsociallife.

Anotheruniquefeatureof space
culturewillbehuman-machine
relationships.Automationwill
dominatenotonlythetransportation
systembutalsotheexploration
andlifesupportprocesses(Freitas
andGilbreath1980,Automation
andRoboticsPanel1985).Humans
mayformnewattachmentsto
theirhelpers,especiallyas
designersprogrammorehumanlike
capabilitiesandfeaturesinto
theseextensionsof ourselves.
Inventiveapplicationsof artificial
intelhgenceon theMoonmaynot
onlyfacilitatefunctionsin lunar
communitiesbutalsoserveas
testsofexpertsystems,whichmay
thenbetransferredto Earth.
Knowledgeengineeringwill
accelerateasa resultof space
development,andspaceculture
willfeatureteleknowledge
(informationdevelopedby
technicaltransmission)and
telepresence.

*Personalcommunication.
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7. Values

The need system of the space

culture will be unique, and out of

it will evolve special priorities to

ensure survival and development.

In time, these priorities will form
the value system of the lunar base.

As the colonists move up on the

hierarchy of needs, their values

will change. The resulting value

system will in turn influence the
norms or standards of the lunar

community--that is, acceptable
behavior in that situation. It is

these mutual premises that will
determine whether the colonists are

pleased, annoyed, or embarrassed

by the conduct of their fellows.

Eventually, this process will

produce conventions that are

passed along to each new group
of lunar settlers, so that the

preferred practices of privacy,

deference, etiquette, and gift-

giving will be established.

For example, it is conceivable that

these lunar pioneers may ban all

talk of Earth accomplishments,

happenings, or experience and

focus only on what is done on the

Moon or in space. They may learn

to value the people on the space

station, who supply them, more

than remote people on the home

planet, even when they represent
the government. Because of their
unusual view of the cosmos and

the light/dark situation on the

Moon, they may value artists more

highly than technicians, for their

capacity to express the pioneers'

feelings and Iongings.

At the 1974 Princeton Conference

on Space Colonization, Richard

Falk examined "New Options for

Self-Government in Space

Habitats." He proposed four
shared commitments that would

enhance space living: (1) to the

minimization of violence, (2) to

economic well-being for all settlers
in the habitat, (3) to a guaranteed

level of social and political justice,

and (4) to the maintenance and

improvement of ecological quality

(1977). Falk's premise is that this
sort of value consensus before

settlement would influence

recruitment and selection of space

personnel, as well as provide an

ethical orientation for their training.

8. Beliefs

People's lives, attitudes, and
behavior are motivated by spiritual

themes and patterns which may

take the form of philosophy,

religion, or transcendental

convictions. If the population of a

lunar community is international,

the space culture emerging on the

Moon might include beliefs from the

Earth's religious traditions--

primarily Judaism, Christianity,

Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and

even Confucianism. However,

since such belief systems are also

reflections of new stages in human

development, space dwellers may

create their own unique form of
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"cosmicconsciousness"that
raisesthehumanraceto a new
levelof beingandperceivesthe
onenessofthehumanfamily.For
example,supposea spacecolony
weredevelopedon thebasisof a
beliefin synergy;themembers
wouldthenbededicatedto
creatingasynergisticsociety
throughcooperation.

9. Mental Processes

The way people think and learn

varies by culture because of

different emphasis on brain

development and education.

Space culture, for instance, may

offer humanity a rare opportunity

to focus on whole, not split, brain

_3evelopment. Obviously, modern

communication technology and

satellites wdl have a primary

position in information sharing

and knowledge development.
For education and training, the
first lunar colonists wdl rely on

computers and a data bank, as

well as on a variety of modern
media alternatives. Self-

instructional systems wdl be

widely employed, and all in the

group will be expected to share

their expertise and competencies
with each other as c_rcumstances

require.

Assuming that a multicultural

community develops, a synergy

may emerge between Eastern and
Western cultural orientations to

learn,ng, so that an integration of

logic, conceptualization, abstract

thinking, and intuition may evolve.

We can anticipate a new reasoning

process being created in space,

especially with wider applications

of artificial intelligence. With the

removal of many ground-based

blinders and binders, the creative

process may be unleashed and

human potential actualized.

10. Work Habits

One way of analyzing a culture

ss to examine how the society

produces its goods and services
and conducts its economic affair.,;.

The work culture in space wdl be
metaindustrial and will feature

the use of high technology. In

the beginning, the work will be

performed outside using

cumbersome space su=ts to

provide life support. Or it will

be done by robots, operating
automat,cally or under the manual
guidance of humans, who may

remain _n a protected habitat.
On the surface of the Moon, for

instance, this work may involve

the mining, transportation and

distnbution, and processing of
lunar materials.

Human vocational activity will

,nclude the operation and repair

of communication satellites, the

creation of solar power stations,

and the convers=on of solar power
into microwaves for transmission

to Earth and subsequent

reconversion to electricity. The
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firstspacestations,aswellas
basesontheMoon,and
subsequentlyonMars,willinvolve
muchconstruction--usingnew
spacematerialsanddesignsto
buildhabitatsandfactories,
communicationand storage

facilities, and other necessary
structures.

The early space workers will
focus on the transformation of
nonterrestrial resources into useful

supplies, such as oxygen, water,
and cement. The nonterrestrial

workers will use zero or low gravity

to facilitate their labor, and they will

take advantage of the vacuum. All

of this work will require extensive

use of computers and automation,
and the "tin collar worker," or

robot, will be a principal ally.

Such unusual work activities wdl

influence the direction of the

culture. The roles of knowledge
workers and technical workers will

probably be enhanced. Since

those who get _nto the first space

communities are likely to be h_ghly

selected, competence in one's field

of expertise and multisk_llfulness

are norms that will probably

emerge. The space culture w_ll

reflect these worklife changes _n
art and artifacts as well as _n

technology.

The new space enterprises and the
culture thus created are a fruitful

arena for social science research.

Furthermore, these developments

will have enormous impact on

Earth-based work cultures. Large

American corporations, from

Fairchild and McDonnell Douglas

to General Dynamics and

Rockwell, are already gearing up

for construction of the $8 billion

space station, the staging area for

exploration of the rest of the solar

system. It may very well develop
as a multinational facility for

spacefaring peoples--a foretaste
of 21st century life and culture.

Space Personnel
Deployment System

The movement of large numbers
of people from their native country

to a foreign one has spurred

increasing interest, especially

on the part of transnat_onal

corporations, _n the phenomena

of culture shock and reentry
shock. When people are rapidly

transported from their home culture

to a strange environment abroad,

they may experience severe
disorientation, confusion, and

anxiety. Their sense of identity is

threatened when they are removed
from the comfortable and familiar

and thrust into the uncertain and

unknown. Such expatriates,

particularly overseas managers and

technicians who may be away from

home for many months or years,

go through a transitional experience

that may include such phases as

growing awareness of differences,

rage, introspection, and integration.
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Manymultinationalbusinesses
haverelocationserveces,aswell
ascross-culturalonentalonand
trainingprograms,to facilitate
acculturationof personneltothe
newenvironmentwithits changes
andchallenges.Ina previous
publication,I haveproposed
thatvariousaspectsof foreign

deploymentsupportservicesbe
systemalzed(HarnsandMoran
1987).Suchanapproachcouldbe
adaptedfor Earthpeoplegoinginto
spaceto establishfirstconstruction
basesandthenplanned
communlles.Figure14depictsmy
conceplonof a spacepersonnel
deploymentsystem.
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spacefarers

Space Shuttle
Frgure 14

A Space Personnel Deployment System
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At themoment,it isunlikelythat
spacefarerswillhaveto dealwith
extraterrestrial"foreigners"--
buttheywillhavetocopewithall
theotheraspectsofadaptation
to a newculturalenvironment.
Researchby Harrisonand
Connors(1984)ongroupsin
exotic environments is relevant.

Their "exotic environments"

include polar camps, submarines,

offshore oil rigs, space capsules--
any isolated and remote living

situation. Such experiences can

assist in planning life in space
stations and settlements.

We can thus prevent or limit the

psychological "shock" of isolation,

loneliness, and strangeness that

humans may experience when

living on the high frontier for many

months or even years. The

following outline of a system for

intercultural preparation and

evaluation is proposed for further

research by NASA. It could

avoid or reduce the depression,

withdrawal, hostility, paranoia, and

other mental health problems that

may afflict space travelers, and
thus it could contribute to mission

success.

1. Assessment

In the next decades of space

development, sponsoring

organizations should take care in

the selection of space settlers,

workers, and travelers. Whether

the group is a national space

agency, an aerospace contractor,

a commercial enterprise, a

government department, a media

company, or a tourist firm, it should

be responsible for the spacefarer's

well-being, as well as the impact

of that person on the space

community. Better to screen out

potential misfits than to attempt to
provide care and rehabilitation in

space. The rigorous and defined

selection and training used for

NASA astronauts may not be the

basis for future space deployment;

these guidelines would seem

advisable as a more diverse space

populatson evolves:

WHAT--Ascertain the abdity

of each space candidate to

adapt to and deal effectively
with the new environment,

evaluate both the physiological

and the psychological

capability of the individual to
deal with the difficulties and

differences of long space

travel and of life in space

under constrained conditions,

identify proneness to space
culture shock and areas

for retraining to improve

adjustment to space
conditions, ascertain needs
for skills in human relations

and coping.
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• WHO--Applysuchscreening
ofspacetravelersandsettlers
to allwhowould utilize

Government transportation,

whether NASA personnel,

contract workers, visiting

professionals, members of the

Armed Forces or Congress,

visiting dignitaries from any

source, representatives of the
media, tourists, or the families

who accompany any of these

people to a space station or
base.

• HOW--Use a variety of

means to evaluate suitability

for space living, such as

psychological interviews,

questionnaires, tests,

simulations, and group

meetings.

• WHY--Seek not only to

determine suitability but also

to identify those requiring
preventive counseling
because of their likelihood to

experience space culture
shock. The aim is to eliminate

from space communities, at

least in their founding stages,
those who would want to

return to Earth prematurely,

those who would be disruptive

influences in a space colony,

and those who would simply

not be satisfactory for their

space assignments. Initially,

the cost of transporting people

to and from space will demand

a careful selection policy and

program.

NASA should consider establishing

an organizational data bank on
human factors to be used in the

selection and preparation of

spacefarers. Such a data bank

might include information from

research on personnel living in
such exotic environments as

submarines or the scientific bases

in Antarctica. It might contain

information on space habitat

conditions and lifestyle, including

data on food, medical conditions,

responses to weightlessness, and

skills required. Eventually, as

experience in space living

increases, the data bank might

include specific cultural information

for space stations in orbit, lunar

bases, martian bases, and similar

locations in space. Space

"expatriates" while onsite or upon
return to Earth would be asked to

contribute insights to this fund of

knowledge about life in zero or low

gravity. Eventually, such input
could be classified by the orbit in

which the experience was

garnered.

In time, this data bank about space

life may become the basis of policy
and guidelines for space travel

which would be formulated by

government agencies, corporations,

or other organizational sponsors of
people in space. It may someday

contribute to practical decisions

about such interplanetary matters
as laws and insurance, passports

and visas, financial compensation

and allowances, taxes, security,

training, and suitable dress.
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Inselectingthefirstspace
workersfor atourof dutyof
12monthsor less,practicality
maygivepreferenceto those
healthyandwell-balanced
personswho(a)havealready
hadastronauttraining,(b)come
asa happilymarriedcouplewith
complementarycompetencies,
and(c)arecommittedto long-
termlivinginspace.

Undoubtedly,NASAhasalready
assembleda widerangeof data
abouttheperformanceandneeds
of astronautsinspaceduringthe
past25years. Inthenextquarter
century,weexpectthata more
heterogeneouspopulationwill
begoingintospace.Research
shouldbe fundedonthe
dimensionsforsuccessfulspace
adaptation.Eventually,a profile,
usefulforassessment,couldbe
developedofrequirements_n
spacefortechnicalcompetence,
resourcefulness,creatw_ty,
productivity,adaptability,
emotionalstability,mottvatton,
risk-taking,interpersonaland
communicationskills,leadership
andgrowthpotential,cultural
empathy,andotherpsychological,
aswellasphysical,attributes.

Weshouldtakeadvantageof
thisperiodbeforethetime
of masstravelintospaceto
conductresearchonanddevelop
meansof copingwiththatalien,
sometimeshostile,zero- or

reduced-gravity environment. The

pioneers who experience space life

_n the next 25 years can provide

insight into the new culture and

information on adjusting to it. Their

Earth-based sponsors should do

everything possible to enhance

their well-being and success in

space, while learning from them

about their experiences aloft.

2. Orientation

The second component in a

space deployment system is a
combination of self-instruction and

training to prepare personnel

for life beyond this planet.
Oberg (1985) has described the

astronauts' training, which offers

a basis in this regard. However,

with a more diverse population

going into space, more generalized

training would be needed. The

curriculum would depend on the

orbit, length of stay, and mission.

Some of the training would be

designed to develop skdls _n one's

area of expertise, such as space

technology or administration.

Some of it might be to develop

a secondary role to fulfill in the

space community, such as food

provider or paramedic. All

would be expected to complete

a basic course in space living
that would deal with zero-

and low-gravity compensation,
life support systems, physical

care and exercise, mental health

services, and human relations.

All would be given orientation

to the cultural challenges of
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spacecommunitiesandspecific
informationaboutthecultures
of theirfellowcrewmembers.

Thelearningprogramwould
includehumanbehaviorissueslike
communication,motivation,team-
buildingandsynergy,leadership,
conflictmanagementand
negotiation,andfamilyrelations,
bothwiththoseinspaceandwith
thoseleftbehindonEarth.
Presumablytherewouldbea need
for allto learnsomethingabout
spacesafety,theroboticand
computersystemsto beusedat
thespacestationorbase,andthe
basicequipmentthateverybody
wouldbeexpectedto operate,
suchasanairlockor arover.
Possiblycoursesinastronomy,
spacemigration,andspace
communitydevelopmentand
systems,aswellas inspace
recreationandconstructiveuseof
leisuretime,mightbeamongthe
innovativelearningopportunities.

Instructionmightincludevideo
casestudies,simulations,
programmedorcomputerized
learning,andquestionnaires.
Thecontentwoulddrawheavily
oninformationgatheredabout
lifeinspacebybothAmerican
andSovietspacescientists.
Instructorspresentingliveor
mediatrainingshouldinclude
thosewithexperienceinspace.

Theremightbeinternational,
national,or regionalspace
academiesestablishedbytheturn

of thecenturyfor sucheducational
preparation.(Themilitaryacademy
modelmightbeadaptedforthese
newpeaceacademies.)NASA,for
example,mightconsidera location
adjacentto theEast-WestCenter
neartheUniversityof Hawaii,
whereampleresourceswouldbe
available.(Sucha PacificBasin
siteforaninternationalspace
universitywasproposedin1985by
TetsuoKondo,a memberofthe
JapaneseDiet,andbyU.S.
SenatorSparkMatsunaga,andin
1986bypeopleaddressingthe
NationalCommissiononSpace.)
Thefacultyofa spaceacademy
shouldrangefromastrophysicists
andastrochemiststo behavioral
scientistsandastronauts.The
programobjectiveswouldbe
to preparespacefarersfor
effectivenessandexcellencein
theirspaceculturalexperience.

Inadditionto theexampleof
theNASAtrainingprogramfor
membersof theU.S.astronaut
corps,prototypespaceorientation
programscanalsobefoundin the
educationalofferingsoftheU.S.
SpaceCampandtheInternational
SpaceUniversityfoundedin 1987.

3. Onsite Support and

Monitoring

An effective space deployment

system should include a third

component of support services

and monitoring by Earth-based

sponsoring organizations.
One dimension of this support
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wouldincludeallthefood,supplies,
equipment,facilities,communication,
andtransportnecessaryto maintain
acommunityof humansinspace.
Ifwedesignatethisas"physical
support,"theotherdimensionto
beconcernedwithis "psychological
support."Thatis,a programonsite
at a spacestationor lunarbase
whichwillfacilitateintegrationinto
thehostenvironmentandculture.

Uponarrival at the space location,
the newcomer should benefit from

an acculturation program, which

may include being paired off with

a seasoned "buddy," receiving

indoctrination briefings, and being

presented with media programs

that will familiarize the person with

the local scene, its dangers and its

opportunaties. Communication
links have to be established so

_ndividuals can keep in touch with

family and friends at home on
Earth. New forms of video/audio

recordings may be transmitted by

satellite which will keep spacefarers

informed of events in their families,

hometowns, and organizations. To

counteract alienation while boosting
morale, Earth-based sponsors might

have an information exchange wtth

their representatives in space; it

could range from organizational

news bulletins to shopping services

and training updates.

NASA today physically monitors the

vital functions and well-being of its
astronauts. Dr. James Grier Miller

is planning a computer monitoring

system for those on a space station.

It is conceivable that organizational

sponsors of space expatriates might

wish to have a "space wellness

program." This could be a more

comprehensive approach that
furthers the mental or holistic health

of the space dwellers. It m_ght
include needs adjustment surveys,

performance data analysis and

reporting, and individual or group

counseling. As individual and group

data is amassed in an organization's

computers, insights will be gained

with which to improve the whole

deployment system. Special

attention should be paid to high-

performing spacefarers (Harris

1988). Written records and

videotapes of such top performers

in space can be helpful in prepanng

others for the challenge of space

living.

Such data will influence on-the-job

training, design of space habitats

and equipment, programming of
recreational and other leisure

time, work scheduling, procedures

for making assignments and

scheduling leave, and devising

salary and benefit plans, especially
for more hazardous service.
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Inthestartupstagesof aspace
operation,onlyemergencymedical
assistancemaybeavailableto
spacedwellers.But,asthehuman
spacecommunitygrowsandwe
movebeyondfrontierliving
conditions,moreextensivephysical
andpsychologicalassistance
shouldbemadeavailableto
spacefarerswhoneedit. Problems
mayarisefromthedisruptionof
anindividual'scircadianrhythm,
theeffectsofthegravity-free
environment,thestressoflackof
privacy,andtheeffectsof lengthy
spacestays.Therearemany
humanfactorsrelatedto space
livingthatwillhaveto beaddressed
bythoseresponsiblefordeploying
peopleinspace,nottheleastof
whichishowto developa viable
senseofcommunitywithrelevant
psychological,social,political,and
economicideas.

A wholenewinfrastructureneeds
to bebuiltonEarthto support
space-basedactivitiesproperly,
includingregionalbasesonthis
planetthataredirectlylinkedto
aparticularspaceenterprise.
Simdarly,antnfrastructurehasto
becreatedatthespacefacility
wherehumansw_lldwell,one
thatwilldealw_ththeneeds
andaspirations,weaknessesand
failingsofthespecies.

4. Reintegration

Until now human missions in space
have been counted in minutes,

days, weeks, and months. Present

planning for the space station by

NASA, for instance, calls for six to

eight people working a 90-day
shift. Current research indicates

that humans can stay in space

without unacceptable physical

deterioration for up to 12 months

before being rotated. Obviously, if

human space migration is to take

place, we must move beyond
these constraints. Some have

proposed that the first space
settlers should be volunteers

who commit to space either

permanently or for a long time.

They argue that the first colonists

to the New World came to stay,

not to be rotated back to Europe.

Others point to the length of sheer

travel t_me for interplanetary
missions, such as 2-1/2 years to
Mars and back, and discourage

any plans for too-quick rotation

of space colonists. Visionaries

speculate that the human body will

eventually adapt to the differences

Jn space life, that a new gene pool

and even a new breed may evolve

over generations.

Starting with the construction
crews and astronauts on the first
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NASAspacestation,wecan
assumethatguidelineswillbeset
forsafelengthsof stay. Inthe
_nitialstagesofspacebase
development,wecanexpect
regularreentryofspaceworkers
to theEarth'senvironment.Ifwe
areto avoid"reentryshock,"the
processof preparingpeopleforthat
transitionshouldbeginonthehigh
frontier.Perhapsastronautswho
havebeentotheMoonandback
wouldmakethebestconsultants
fordesigningsuchprograms.
Spacepeoplewillhaveto readjust
bothphysicallyandpsychologically
to thehomeplanet.Their
sponsoringorganizationsshould
havea planforfacilitatingtheir
reintegrationintoEarth'slifestyle
andtempo. Reentrycounseling
mayrangefromreassignmentto
occupationalactivitieson this
planetto preparationsfor return
to thehighfrontier.Somew_ll
expenence"you-can't-go-home-
again"syndrome,wholeotherswill
complainofa varfetyof traumas
andcrisesupontheirreturnand
mayevenrequireoutplacement
fromspaceservicesorassistance
w_tha divorce.Theinterplanetary
experiencemayproveto bemore
profoundthancross-cultural
experienceshereonEarth.

Toclosethespacedeployment
loop,weshouldgatherand
analyze_nformatuonfromreturning
expatriates.Datagathered

throughquestionnaires,interviews,
orgroupmeetingsshouldbe
computerized.Thisdatashould
beanalyzedto improvethe
futurerecruitment,selection,
andtrainingofspacefarersand
to improvethequalityof life_n
spacecommunities.

SanDiegoStateUniversity
professorArthurEllishasbegun
to examinetheroleofsocialwork
_nthespaceage.*Aslargespace
coloniesareplanned,hebelieves
thatthehumanservicesfieldcan
contributeto establishingpolicies,
services,andethicsthatwillprotect
andenhancesociety'shuman
resourcesinspace.Ellisenvisions
theapplicationof socialwork
methodologyto thestressand
depressionexperiencedwhen
_nd_wdualsareseparatedfromthetr
famd_esbyspacemissionsor when
theymustendurelongperiods
togetherina spacecommunity.
Thehazardsof beinghuman_n
analienenvironmentmay
demandthatsomeformof space
psychotherapybeavailable
bothon thehighfrontierandon
returnto SpaceshipEarth.

Conclusion

The human race is =n transition

from an Earth-based to a space-

based culture, and the process of

thts "passover" may take centunes.

*Personal communication
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WeHomo sapiens are by
nature wanderers, the inheritors

of an exploring and colonizing

bent that is deep.., in our

evolutionary past .... Whereas

technology gives us the

capacity to leave Earth, it is the

explorer's bent, embedded

deep in our biocultural nature,

that is leading us to the stars.

(Finney and Jones 1985)

Anthropologist Finney and

astrophysicist Jones remind us
that it is the species called

"wise" -- Homo sapiens-- which

evolved biologically and adapted

culturally so as to populate and
make a home of this planet.
These same inclinations and

capacities propel humanity into

the solar system and may be the
catalyst for interstellar migrations.

Finney and Jones speculate on an

explosive speciation of intelligent
life as far as technology, or the

limits placed by any competing life

forms originating elsewhere, will
allow.

The humanization of space, in any

event, implies the extension of
Earth cultures, both national and

organizational, into the universe.

It means creating not just new
space technologies, methods of

transportation, and habitats but a

wholly new lifestyle and way of
thinking that evolves appropriate

societal and economic structures,

legal and political systems, art and

recreation, as well as suitable

life support. Early in the next

century our extraterrestrial

pioneers may produce the first

space-born generation that is not

psychologically dependent upon

Earth. In time, these high frontier

dwellers may raise a different

type of human.

The "creeping" begins with the
Shuttle that takes us 300 miles or

so to a space station, a platform

for assembling the world's best

scientists and engineers in low

Earth orbit. The "walking"

begins when we can regularly,

economically, and safely extend

our presence 23 000 miles
above the Earth's surface to

geosynchronous Earth orbit.
There or at bases on the Moon

and Mars we will mature and

step into the universe and a

new state of being.
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Future Space Development Scenarios:
Environmental Considerations

Richard Tangum

Introduction

Human presence in space has

expanded dramatically since the

first Sputnik of October 1957.
Between 1959 and 1976,

40 spacecraft were launched
into lunar orbit or to the surface

of the Moon.

Spaceflights That Provided Lunar Data

Apollo missions
Luna series

Surveyor

Ranger
Zond

Lunar Orbiter

Explorer 35

(1968-1972)

(1959-1976)

(1966-1968)

(1964-1965)

(1965-1970)

(1966-1967)

(1967)

9 manned flights

13 Russian probes

5 unmanned landings

3 preimpact photography flights

4 unmanned flybys

5 orbital photography flights

1 orbital flight

Sputnik I

The "beep beep" of SputnikI m October
of 1957 changed the world's perception
of _tse/f. This fu//-sca/e mode/of z'he
basketba//-size sate/rite was on di:_p/ayat
the SovietPaw/ion at the Paris Air Show.
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Likewise,thelaunchingof satellites
intolowEarthorbit(LEO)and
geosynchronousEarthorbit(GEO)
hascontinuedunabated.This
presenceinspace--toinclude
thelunarsurface,asteroids,and
Mars-will increasedramaticallyin
scaleandscopewithinthenext
quartercentury.NASA'splansfor
aspacestationinLEOarealready
underway.

TheNationalCommissionon
SpaceappointedbyPresident
Reagancallsforhumanoutposts
on theMoonby2005andon
Marsby2115. TheCommission
believesthatanaggressiveplan
shouldbeadopted

Toleadtheexplorationand
developmentof thespace
frontier,advancingscience,
technology,andenterprise,
andbuildinginstitutionsand
systemsthatmakeaccessible
vastnewresourcesand
supporthumansettlements
beyondEarthorbit,fromthe
highlandsoftheMoonto the
plainsof Mars.

TheCommissionfurtherstatesthat
a majorthrustshouldbeexploring,
prospecting,andsettlingthesolar

system.Furthermore,space
enterprisesshouldbeencouraged
to benefitpeopleonEarth.
PresidentGeorgeBush,inhis
speechattheAirandSpace
Museumonthe20thanniversary
of theApollo11landing,both
echoedanApollo11astronaut
andreinforcedtheCommission's
goalsbystating

MikeCollinssaidit best:
"TheMoonis nota
destination;it's adirection."
Andspaceis the inescapable
challengetoalltheadvanced
nationsofthe Earth.And
there'slittlequestionthat,in
the21st century,humanswill
againleavetheirhomeplanet
forvoyagesof discoveryand
exploration.Whatwasonce
improbableis nowinevitable.
Thetimehascometo look
beyondbriefencounters.We
mustcommitourselvesanew
to a sustainedprogramof
mannedexplorationof the
solarsystem,and,yes,the
permanentsettlementof
space.Wemustcommit
ourselvesto a futurewhere
Americansandcitizensof all
nationswill liveandworkin
space.
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Lunar Colony, as Conceived in

February 1969

This painting and its caption, published

5 months before the Eagle of Apollo 11

touched down on the Moon and brought

back the first lunar samples, _s remarkable

not for its mistakes In detail, which analysis

by hundreds of sclenbsts of the nearl'_,

400 k_lograms (841 pounds) of lunar rocks

collected by the Apollo astronauts has

subsequently revealed, but rather for the

accuracy of its general idea of facd_t_es

and actiwt_es that now, "a generation"

later, we are planning to build and caJ'ry

out on the Moon:

"Frontiersmen of the Space Age,

engineers and technicians colonize the

moon. Drawing on the most advanced

thtnl_ng of experts, artist Davis Meltzer

portrays a lunar outpost that m_ght be

possible in a generation. A survey team

drills core samples and maps the surface

as an attendant monitors the oxygen

supply. Aluminum habitation modules he

almost buried for protection against

m_crometeorttes and temperatures that

fluctuate 500°F. between noon and night.

In a laboratory module, foreground,

biologists observe animals and

experiment with ralsmg vegetables in

fertthzed water. A multi-level mare module

encloses dressing rooms for entering and

leaving, medical dispensary, dormitory,

I_tchen, and dining and recreation areas.

Pressurized tunnel leads to a smelter,

where lunar rock quarried on the surface

Is processed for the water chemically

locked within it. The water not only fills the

station's swimming pool, but also yields

oxygen for breathing and hydrogen for

fuel for a flying vehlcle, far left. A

fencehke radio telescope probes deep

space, and an optical scope _n a small

observatory studies the heavens,

undimmed by earth's atmosphere. Beside

a hangar pit, a commuter rocket poises

for return to the blue planet earth."

Artist." Daws Meltzer

Illustrabon and caption taken from Kenneth

F. Weaver, 1969, "The Moon, Man's First

Goal tn Space," NatLonal Geographic 135

(2--Feb.): 206-230

© NGS
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Apollo 16 Lift.Off From the Moon

The confetti-colored sparkles of the lunar

module hft-off for each of the last three

Apollo rn_sslons were seen by mflhons of

people, thanks to a TV camera mounted

on the lunar rover We were glad to see

our astronauts lifted safely from that

far-off surface to lore their fellows m the

orbiting command and service modules

and come home to Earth But, as we

contemplate going back to the Moon, to

estabhsh a permanent base, we must be

concerned about the effect that our built

enwronment w_ll have on the natural

environment there

Studies of the potential use of
nonterrestrial materials could have

far-reaching implications for the
environments of low Earth orbit and

the lunar surface, in terms of both

use and the prevention of possible

contamination. A need is clearly

emerging for some form of
environmental assessment and

management to determine what to

use space or planetary surfaces for

and how to do it; what changes to
tolerate and what standards to

impose; and how to meet these
standards.

The term environment in space
can be used in three different

senses: first, the natural

environment of soils, gases, and

organisms that may be present;
second, the built environment,

including manned satellites and
the areas humans build to live

and work in; third, the social

environment--culture, law, and
economics. Of immediate

concern is the effect of the built

environment on the natural

environment in space.
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Ftgure 15

Potential Research

Many of the initial activities
potentially associated with the
establishment of a lunar base will
involve research. A lunar base
setting with low gravity and a
vacuum environment makes it
possible to conduct unique
experiments that are not possible
on Earth. These factors, plus
added seismic stability, make
the Moon a perfect observatory
platform. The far side of the Moon
is especially suited for radio
astronomy because its pristine
environment, shielded from radio

frequencies, allows measurements
over a wide range of wavelengths
(see fig. 15). Solar wind studies
are easier on the Moon because of

the lack of an atmosphere and also
the lack of a large magnetic field.
Furthermore, the Moon acts as an
absorbing surface to the charged
solar plasma. Geological studies
can answer questions about the
Moon's history, its evolution,
structure, composition, and state.
Practical resource development
questions will arise about where
large quantities of various ores can
be found and how to mine them

economically.

Radio Telescope on the Far Side
of the Moon

In this artist's concept, a radio telescope
has been placed in a meteorite crater on
the far side of the Moon. The parat3ohc
grid tn the crater reflects the s_gnal to the
steerable collector suspended by cables.
The lunar far s_de may prove to be an
ideal Iocatton for radio telescopes
because nearly all radio frequency norse
generated by human acbvlty on Earth will
be blocked out by the Moon itself. In the
concept shown here, the radio telescope
is human-tended but is operated by'
remote control most of the time.
Informatton from the telescope _s beamed
to a lunar communications satelhte which

relays the data back to Earth. Other radio
telescope designs have also been

proposed, mcludtng large-area phased
arrays which do not require parabolic
reflectors. Wh_le early lunar base
installattons will likely be on the near side
of the Moon, far side sites for radio

telescopes will likely follow because =,of
the clear advantage of such a location.
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An Illustration of the
Problem

Mining of the lunar surface is an

area of potential environmental

concern. This issue was voiced by

the Lunar Base Working Group,

meeting at Los Alamos National

Laboratory in 1984:

Most lunar scientific activities

require that the unique lunar

environment be preserved.
Lunar base operations might
affect this environment in

adverse ways, especially if
industrial operations expand.

Specific potential environmental
impacts were cited: increased

atmospheric pressure, which could

change atmospheric composition

and compromise astronomical

observations, and increased very

low radio frequency background
through satellite communication
networks, which could affect the
use of the far side of the Moon for

radio telescopes.

Unprotected by any atmosphere,
the Moon will accumulate scars

of impacts by humans at an

increasing rate. In contrast, the
Earth will exhibit a more youthful

appearance, since it is constantly

rejuvenated by geological

processes such as erosion by
wind and water. On the Moon,

micrometeoritic action turns over

the top 3 mm of the lunar surface

every 1 000 000 years (Gault et al.

1975). In this time span, the lunar

surface is destroyed, recreated,

and shaped.

Extensive mining efforts on the

Moon, however, could scar its

surface irreversibly. Numerous

components of mining on the

Moon must be environmentally
assessed: the scale of the

mining operation, its associated

development, and its technological

features. Factors affecting the
scale of mining include

• Ore quality
• Size of ore body

• Availability of energy

• Cost of operation

• Type of operation

Strip mining would probably be
the most efficient method for

producing ore (see fig. 16). There
could remain the desolation of

steep piles of discarded regolith,

alternating with the trenches from

which the regolith is removed.
The Moon, in time, could become
a visual and scientific wasteland.

Laws requiring backfilling of the
trenches and recontouring of the

ground surface to some semblance

of its original state would be
needed.
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Developmentandtechnological
featuresaffectingtheenvironmental
_mpactinclude

• S_zeof mininginstallation
(landrequired)

• Volumeof spoilgenerated
• Natureof energysourceused
• Natureof transportation

system used
• Nature and volume of

pollution released
• Use of explosives

• Drilling processes

Ox_dic minerals will probably be
the first resource mined on the

Moon for life support and rocket

propellant. Although projected ore

volume for initial production of

oxygen would be low (82 cubic

meters of unconcentrated fines per

day), eventual development of

larger settlements would require a
vast mining operation to sustain

them. Approximately 100 000 tons

of regolith (10-percent usable

_lmenite content) are needed to

produce 1000 tons of oxygen in a

carbothermal oxygen production
plant (Cutler and Krag 1985). This

translates tnto a mining operation
that extracts 50 000 cubic meters

of regolith for each 1000 tons of

oxygen produced.

Selenopolis, a fully developed lunar

settlement envisioned by Krafft

Ehricke (1985), could require vast

quantities of oxygen per year for its

inhabitants' use for life support and

rocket propellant. Annually to

produce 500 000 tons of oxygen,

an area 7.07 kilometers square and

5 meters deep would have to be
mined.

Ftgure 16

Three-Drum Slusher

This lunar mmmg system is called a

"three-drum slusher." It is simtlar to a

slmple two-drum draghne, m whlct_ a

bucket ts pulled by cables to scrape up

surface material and dump it into ,a wa_ting

truck. The third drum allows the bucket

to be moved from side to side to enlarge

the mining pit. Surface mining of

unconsohdated lunar regohth, using

verstons of draghnes or front-end loaders,

will probably be done at a lunar base

imttally, although deeper "bedrock" mining

Is also a posslbdity and underground

mmmg may even be attracbve if

appropnate resources are located.
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AlthoughtheMoondoesnothave
anatmosphereassuch,it does
haveanexosphereinwhich
individualparticlesarecapturedby
itsgravitationalfield. Eachone
of theApollomissionsbetween
1969and1972addedmorethan
10tonsof exhaustgasesto the
exosphere.Overthe3-year
period,morethan60tonsof
gaseswerereleasedonthe
lunarsurface.AndthefiveLuna
missionsthatreturnedsamples
fromtheMoonbetween1970and
1976probablyaddeda similar
amount.Althoughsubsequent
measurementsfailedto detect
theirpresence,thesegaseshad
a sufficientlyhighmolecular
weightthattheirdispersalfrom

thegravitationalfieldof theMoon
wouldoccuronlythrougha very
slowprocess.Whathappenedto
thesegases?A likelyanswer
suggestedbyZdenekKopal
(1979)is thatthegaseswere
rapidlyabsorbedbythelunar
crustandboundina solidstate.
Theimplicationsof thereleaseof
largequantitiesof gasesof
differenttypesis unknown.

Wemustrememberthatthe
Moon,in its pristinecondition,
servesasan important,well-
preservedfossilofthesolar
system.Muchremainsto be
discoveredabouttheevolutionof
theEarthandthesolarsystem.
Verylittlegeologicalevidencehas

"Moon,2000"

Would-be developers may find this image
of the Moon overly optimistic, at least by
the year 2000. But enwronmentahsts like
Rick Tangum may view the image, by wsual
futurist Syd Mead, more pessimistically.
Tangum _sconcerned about the scale of
a mimng operation necessary to support
a large lunar settlement. Unmanaged
development of the Moon could destroy
its potential to reveal scsentific information
about the early history of the solar system.

Artist: Syd Mead
©Oblagon, Inc.
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beendiscoveredaboutthefirst
billionyearsof Earth's4-1/2billion
yearhistory.Geological
discoveriesontheMoonwill

continueto clarifyMoon-Earthand
solarsystemhistory(seebox).
Unmanageddevelopmentofthe
Mooncoulddestroythispotential.

What We've Learned About the Earth by Studying the Moon

• The Earth formed during the same planetary accretionary period as did the
Moon--about 4.5 billion years ago. Much older rocks are found on the dry,
airless, rapidly cooled Moon, whose crust has not been eroded and
subducted like the Earth's has.

• The Earth, like the Moon, continued to be bombarded by planetesimals

from its formation down to about 3.9 billion years ago. This record, too,
_s preserved on the relatively inactive Moon.

• The most likely story of the origin of the Moon explains why the Moon is
less dense than the Earth: A planetesimal the s_ze of Mars collided with
the Earth and splashed some of the Earth's mantle, along with the silicate
mantle of the impactor, into orbit around the Earth, where the debris
accreted to Iorm the Moon. The metallic core of the impactor, on the other
hand, accreted to the Earth. This collision tilted the Earth 23 ° from the

plane of the ecliptic and gave it its spin.
• The Earth was once completely molten, allowing its differentiation, the

heavier elements sinking toward its still molten core, the lighter elements
r_sing to eventually form its granitic continental crust. Traces of such
chemical separations, occurring while the Moon was covered by a
"magma ocean," are stdl preserved in its rocks.

• Even after the period of heaviest bombardment (4.5 to 3.8 billion years
ago), impacts by asteroids, meteorites, and comets have continued to be
significant, albeit random, events in geological history, though the evidence
has been mostly erased on Earth. One such catastrophic impact has been
found to be coincident weth the extinction of the dinosaurs.

• The eruption of basalts, derived by the partial melting of the mantle,
has been common on the solid planets and their satelhtes and on some

asteroids. This igneous process is seen _n the dark lava flows that filled
the lunar basins we call "maria" (or "seas"), more of them on the near than
on the far s_de of the Moon.

And an unanswered question:

Why does the Moon lack a magnetic field while the Earth has a relatively
strong one? Is it because the Moon has only a small, if any metal core? If
so, then why is a "fossil" magnetism preserved in lunar rocks?

Compiled from _nformataonprovtded by M_chaelB Duke, S. Ross Taylor, John A. Wood, and
the Solar System ExplorationD_ws_onat NASA Headquarters.
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Conclusion

The formation of positive attitudes

and values concerning the

environment of space, as the basis

for assuming a wise stewardship

role, is becoming increasingly

important as many nations begin

their journeys into space. A strong

emphasis should be placed on

fostering an international space
environmental ethics.

mining activity can be safely

undertaken and what quantity of

exhaust gases can be released

over a given period of time. Only
then will humans be most able to

evaluate the likely consequences of

ventures into space and be able to

best preserve the newest frontier

for posterity.
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Applications of Living Systems Theory
to Life in Space*

James Grier Miller

Introduction

Earth, so far as we know, is the

only planet in our solar system on

which living systems have ever
existed. Since Earth's primeval

atmosphere lacked free oxygen
and therefore had no ozone layer

to protect primitive cells and

organisms from the Sun's killing
radiation, life evolved in the sea for

the first two billion years. The

biological activity of primitive algae

is considered a major factor in

creating our oxygen atmosphere,

making it possible to colonize land.

Now the human species is

contemplating a second great

migration, this time into space.

Human settlements, first on space
stations in orbit and then on bases

on the Moon, Mars, and other

planetary bodies, are in the

planning stage.

Planning for nonterrestrial living

requires a reorientation of the long-

range strategic purposes and short-

range tactical goals and objectives

of contemporary space programs.

The primary focus must be on the
human beings who are to inhabit

the projected settlements. This

implies a shift in thinking by space
scientists and administrators so that

a satisfactory quality of human life

becomes as important as safety

during space travel and residence.

Planners are challenged not only to

provide transportation, energy,
food, and habitats but also to

develop social and ecological
systems that enhance human life.

Making people the dominant
consideration does not diminish

the need to attend to technologies

for taking spacefarers to their

new homes and providing an
infrastructure to sustain and

support them in what will almost

certainly be a harsh and stressful

setting (Connors, Harrison, and

Akins 1985).

As clear a vision as possible of

human organizations and

settlements in space and on
nonterrestrial bodies in the

21 st century should be gained

now. A beginning was made by

the National Commission on Space
(1986) in depicting the human

future on the space frontier.

Behavioral scientists, particularly

those with a general systems

orientation, can contribute uniquely

to this process. They can do

research to improve strategic and

programmatic planning focused on
human needs and behavior. The

results should prove to be the

drivers of the mechanical, physical,

and biological engineering required

to create the space infrastructure.

*Presented at the NASA-NSF conference The Human Experience _nAntarctica: Apphcat_onsto
Life anSpace, held _nSunnyvale, CA, August 17, 1987.
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Whenweenvisionnonterrestrial
staysof longduration,wemust
planfor quitedifferentsocial
phenomenathanwehaveseen
inspacemissionsupto now.
Astronautshavelivedonspace
stationsfor periodsof afew
weeksor monthsat most. The
greatmajorityof missionshave
beenrelativelybrief. Such
missionshaverequiredthedaring
andinitiativeofcarefullyselected
andh_ghlytrainedastronauts
equippedto accomplishlimited
goals. Ifpeopleareto remain

permanentlyinsettlementsfarfrom
Earth,however,theycannotendure
theinconvenient,uncomfortable,
anddifficultworkingandliving
conditionsthathavebeenthelotof
thehighlytrainedandmotivated
professionalswhohavegoneinto
spaceoverthepast30years.
Monthsandyearsina space
environmentareanentirely
differentmatter.Motivation
diminishesovertimeandlong-
continueddiscomfortsarehardto
bear.

Spacelab I

As techmcians examine the Spacelab

module, a physictan exammes a

prospectwe occupant. As we

contemplate long journeys to other

planets and lengthy stays m space, we

must plan not only for the safe

transportabon and life support of

spacefarers but also for their comfort

and well-being. The h_gh mobvat_on that

has characterized astronauts and

cosmonauts in space flights so far

cannot be expected to endure

avoidable d_fficulties throughout long

misstons.

Artist: Charles Schmidt (NASA Art

Program Collection)
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Ifmen,women,andperhaps
evenchildrenlivetogetherin
nonterrestriallocationswhich,even
withexcellentcommunicationsto
Earth,areinevitablyisolating,their
behaviorwillundoubtedlybe
differentfromanythathassofar
beenobservedinspace.A new
spaceculturemaywellarise(see
Harris'spaperonspaceculturein
thisvolume).ThisJsparticularly
likelyinaninternationalprogram
thatincludespeoplefromdifferent
nationsanddiversecultures.It is
nottooearlyto beginsystematically
totry to understandwhatsuch
settlementswillbelikeinorder
to planwiselyforthem.

NoplaceonEarthclosely
resemblestheconditionsinspace,
on theMoon,or onotherplanetary
bodies.Theharshenwronmental
stressesandtheisolationthat
mustbefacedbypeoplewho
winteroverinAntarctica.however,
aresimIlarinmanyways. If the

logisticalproblemsofdoing
researchthereandtheattendant
costscanbecopedwith,perhaps
Antarcticais thebestplacewithin
theEarth'sgravityfieldto analyze
theproblemsof lifeinspaceand
evento puta spacestation
simulatoror to modela lunar
outpost.Alsoit isagoodplace
to developplansforcontinuous
monitoringof humanbehavior
underrigorousconditions,by
proceduressuchasthosebased
on livingsystemstheory,whichis
outlinedbelow. If thatkindof
Antarcticresearchis infeasibleor
undulycostly,wecanconsider
doingspacestationresearchat
otherlocations,suchastheSpace
Biospheresat Oracle,Arizona,or
onspacestationsimulatorsat
MarshallSpaceFlightCenterin
Huntswlle,Alabama;at McDonnell
DouglasCorporationinHuntington
Beach,California;orat Ames
ResearchCenter at Moffett Field,
California.
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Researcher notes condition of insect-

growing area at Biosphere II

Biosphere II Test Module

On November 2, 1989, botanist Lmda

Lelgh stepped inside an alrlock and

entered an ecosystem separate from the

b_osphere of the Earth. For the next

21 days, the air she breathed, the water

she drank, and the food she ate were

generated by the ecosystem w_th_n the

17 O00-cublc-foot a_rbght glass and steel

Test Module of Space Btospheres

Ventures m Oracle, Artzona. Le_gh

harvested fruits, vegetables, herbs, and

hsh grown _n the module and prepared

them tn the module's human habitat

sectton, which _ncludes an efficiency

k_tchen, a bathroom w_th a shower, a bed,

and a study area w_th a desk. She

commumcated w_th colleagues and

observed air and water quahty data, by

computer momtor In thts, as m the

prevtous two tests, all envtronmental quahty

mdtcators rematned well wlthm safely

hm_ts and the human _nhab_tant remained

tn excellent health and sprats. James

Grief Miller suggests the apphcat_on of

measures based on hwng systems theory

to human behavtor tn such a s_mulat_on of

hfe on a space statton
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Synopsis of Living
Systems Theory

Living systems theory (LST)

provides one possible basis for
such research. This is an

integrated conceptual approach to

the study of biological and social

living systems, the technologies

associated with them, and the

ecological systems of which they

are all parts. It offers a method of

analyzing systems--living systems

process analysis--which has been

used in basic and applied research

on a variety of different kinds of

systems.

Since 1984 my colleagues and I

have been examining how LST can
contribute to the effectiveness of

space planning and management.

At the NASA summer study in

LaJolla, we focused on strategic

planning for a lunar base. Since
then a team of behavioral and

other scientists has explored ways

in which a living systems analysis

could be employed by NASA to

enhance the livability of the Space

Shuttle and eventually of the space
station.

The LST approach to research

and theoretical writing differs

significantly from that commonly

Space Station Trainer

This accurate physical mockup of a

space stabon module/s used to train

prospective crewmembers /n the use of

equipment. The Johnson Space Center

also has simulators, which, although they

do not look from the outside as the actual

hardware will look, do give crewmembers

the feeling of being in space. It is not

possible to make a trainer/simulator that

both looks and feels hke the real thing.

NASA planners also look at analog

situations, like the/solated environment

at the South Pole, to study how people

function under such rigorous conditions.
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followedinempiricalscience.
Onereasonforthisdifferenceis
thatLSTwasdevelopedbyan
interdisciplinarygroupof scientists
ratherthanrepresentativesof one
discipline.Manymembersofthe
groupwereseniorprofessors
withnationalandinternational
recognition_ntheirownspecialties.
Allmembershadadvancedtraining
inat leastonediscipline.Butthey
agreedontheimportanceof
achieving unmty in science, working

toward the goal of its ultimate

integration by developing general
theories. Research concerned with

living systems is designed w_th this

goal in mind. It focuses on the

following concerns.

1. Compartmentalization of
Science

Modern science suffers from

structural problems that have the=r

roots in conceptual tssues. The

organization of universities by

departments, and the structure of

science generally, emphasizes the

separate disciplines. The rewards

of academic life are given for

becoming expert in a specialty or

subspecialty. It is important,

however, that, although the major

work of science must be done by

specialists, they should all realize

that they are contnbuting to a
mosaic and that their work fits, like

a piece of a ]_gsaw puzzle, into an

overall picture.

In the real world of daily affairs,

whether one is dealing with

computers and information

processing or with housing,

finance, legislation, or industrial

production, the problems are always

interdisciplinary. The problems

that face space enterprises are

also interdisciplinary. Each

major project needs the skills of

engineers, lawyers, economists,

computer scientists, biologists,
and social scientists in dtfferent

combinations.

2. Inductive General Theory

There are two major stages in

the scientific process: first, the

inductive stage, and, second, the

deductive stage. The inductive

stage is logically prior. Scientists

begin the first stage by obserwng

some class of phenomena and

identifying certain similarities

among these phenomena.

Then they consider alternative

explanations for these similarities
and generate hypotheses to

determine which explanation
is correct.

A goal of science that has been

recognized for centuries is the

development of both special

theories of limited scope and

general theories that unify or

integrate special theories and cover

broader spheres of knowledge. It

is usually necessary to start with
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specialtheoriesthatdealwitha
limitedsetof phenomena.Middle-
rangetheoriesconcernedwitha
greaternumberof phenomena
comelater. Ultimatelya bodyof
researchbasedon these leads to

general theories that include a

major segment of the total subject
matter of a field or of several

fields.

The desirability and usefulness of

general theory is more widely

acknowledged in some disciplines,
like mathematics and physics,

than in others. Unfortunately

many students of science and
even senior scientists have not

been taught about this goal and
are unaware of it. Of course

scientists, under the principles of
the First Amendment and of

academic freedom, may generate

their hypotheses any way they

please. Then they can test or
evaluate them by collecting data
and e_ther confirm or d_sprove

them. The findings resulting

from such a procedure, however,

may not have any discoverable

relationship to the findings of any
other research in the same field.

Voluntary scientific self-discipline
in the mature sciences leads

researchers to prefer to carry out

studies which test hypotheses

that distinguish critically between

alternative special theories,

middle-range theories, and
ultimately general theories. The

goal of research on LST is to
collect data to make deductive

tests of hypotheses derived from

inductive, integrative theory.

3. Common Dimensions

If scientists or engineers from
different fields are to work

together, it is desirable that the
dimensions and measurements

they use be compatible.

Experimenters in physical and

biological sciences ordinarily

make their measurements using
dimensions identical to those used

by other scientists in those fields,
or other units that have known

transformations to them.

It should eventually be possible to

write transformation equations to

reduce dimensions of any of the

disciplines of physical, biological,
or social science into common

dimensions that are compatible
with the meter-kilogram-second

system of measurement so that

specialists _n different fields

can communicate precisely.

Investigators studying LST attempt
to use such dimensions whenever

it is possable.

If some phenomena of living

systems cannot be measured

along such d_mensions, one or

more others may have to be used.

If this is done, however, an exphcit

statement should always be made

that those particular dimensions
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areincommensurablew_ththe
establisheddimensionsof natural
science.Furthermore,resolute
effortsshouldbemadeto discover
transformationequationsthat
relatethemtotheestablished

dimensions. Our experience

indicates that in many cases
this can be done. The use of

transformation equations is

advocated rather than an attempt

to go directly to some system of
common dimensions because

people in different disciphnes often
feel that the measures to which

they are accustomed are preferable
in their own fields. Transformation

equations are a reasonable first

step to common dimensions.

Comparable dimensions for living

and nonliving systems are

increasingly useful as matter-

energy and information processing

technologies become more

sophisticated and are more widely

employed throughout the world.

The design of person/machine

interfaces, for example, is more

precise and efficient when both

sides are measured comparably.

Engineers and behavioral scientists

are able to cooperate in Ioint

projects much more effectively than

they ordinarily have in the past.

Such cooperation greatly facilitates

space science. Such comparability
of dimensions is a main theme of

the program projected in this

proposal.

4. Coexistence of Structure and

Process

It is _mportant not to separate

functional (that _s, process)
science from structural science.

Psychology and physiology are

process sciences at the level of

the organism, and sociology

and political science are process

sciences at the level of the society.

Gross anatomy and neuroanatomy
are structural sciences at the level

of the organism, and physical

geography is a structural science
at the level of the society.

A psychologist or neurophysiologist,

however, is inevitably limited if

she or he cannot identify the
anatomical structure that mediates

an observed process, and an

anatomist can have only a partial

understanding of a structure

without comprehending its function.

Consequently, whenever a process
has been identified but the structure

that carries it out _s not known, it

should be an insistent goal of

science to identify the structure.

The opposite is also true: It should

be an insistent goal of science to

_dentify the process or processes
that a structure carries out. Often

this is disregarded because it is

not thought to be urgent. The

main reason for this appears

to be that, _n the academic world,

process or functional sciences are

administratively separate from,
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andinpoorcommunicationwith,
theirrelevantstructuralsciences
(e.g.,grossanatomyat thelevelof
theorganismorphysicalgeography
atthelevelofthesociety).

5. Biosocial Evolution

Living systems are open systems
that take from the environment

substances of lower entropy and

higher information content (food,

energy, information) than they put
back into the environment (waste,

heat, noise). This thermodynamically

improbable increase of internal
information (negative entropy),

which does not occur in nonliving

systems, makes it possible for them

to grow, do work, make products,

and carry on other life functions.

On the basis of a mass of

supporting scientific evidence,
LST asserts that over the last

approximately 3.8 billion years a
continuous biosoc_al evolution has

occurred, in the overall direction of

increased complexity. It has so far

resulted in eight levels of liwng

systems: cells, organs, organisms,

groups, organizations, communities,

societies, and supranational systems.

Th_s evolution came about by a

process of fray-out (see fig. 1) sn

which the larger, higher-level

systems evolved with more (and

more complex) components in each

subsystem than those below them

in the hierarchy of living systems.

Fray-out can be likened to the

unraveling of a ship's cable. The

cable is a single unit but it can

separate into the several ropes

that compose it. These can unravel

further into finer strands, strings,
and threads.

Systems at each succeeding level
are composed principally of systems
at the level below. Cells have

nonliving molecular components,

organs are composed of cells,

organisms of organs, groups are
composed of organisms, and so

on. Systems at higher levels are

suprasystems of their component,

lower-level systems, which are

organized into subsystems, each

of which performs one of the

activities essential to all living

systems.

Our _dentificatlon of these

subsystems was under way by

1955. By 1965 we had identified
19 of them. A 20th, the timer,

was identified only recently (Miller

1990). It is _nteresting that a

group of researchers at Lockheed

Corporation in 1985, apparently

w_thout any underlying conceptual

theory or any knowledge of our

previous work, identified a set of
elements and subelements of the

liwng and nonliving aspects of a

space station with significant

s_milar_ties to our subsystems.

They were not wholly comparable,

however. One incompatibility is that
the Lockheed researchers listed as

elements or subelements not only

what we call "subsystems" but also
what we call "levels" and "flows."
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Ftgure 1

Fray.Out

We can wsuahze the relationship
among the levels of hving systems by
companng a cell to a ship's cable. As
the more complex levels "fray-out" from
their cellular form, they grow and thus

produce the larger forms. Each of these
levels, small or large, is composed of
the same 20 subsystems, however.

Level

Supranational
system

Society

Community

Organization

Group

Organism

Organ

Cell

/ ,'

/

//,

Filament

Fiber

Thread

String

Strand

Cord

Rope

Hawser
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6. Emergents

The fact that systems at each

level have systems at the level

next below as their principal

components doesn't mean that

it is possible to understand any

system as just an accumulation of

lower-level systems. A cell cannot

be described by summing the
chemical properties of the

molecules that compose it, nor can

an organism be described by even
a detailed account of the structure

and processes of its organs. LST

gives no support to reductionism.

At each higher level of living

systems there are important
similarities to the lower levels, but

there are also differences. Higher-

level systems have emergent

structures and processes that are

not present at lower levels.

Emergents are novel processes,

made possible because higher-level

systems have a greater number of
components with more complicated

relationships among them. It is this

increased complexity that makes

the whole system greater than the

simple sum of its parts, and gives

it more capability. Higher-level

systems are larger, on average,

and more complex than those

below them in the hierarchy of

living systems. They can adapt to

a greater range of environmental

variation, withstand more stress,

and exploit environments not

available to less complex systems.

7. The Subsystems of Living

Systems

Because of the evolutionary

relationship among them, all

living systems have similar

requirements for matter and

energy, without which they cannot

survive. They must secure food,

fuel, or raw materials. They must

process their inputs in various

ways to maintain their structure,

reproduce, make products, and

carry out other essential activities.
The metabolism of matter and

energy is the energetics of living

systems.

Input, processing, and output of

information is also essential in living

systems. This is the "metabolism"
of information.

LST identifies 20 essential

processes which, together with one

or more components, constitute the
20 subsystems of living systems

(see table 1). With the exception

of the 2 subsystems of the learning

process, which seem to have

evolved with animal organisms,

all 20 processes appear to be

present at each of the eight levels,

although they may not be present

in all types of systems at a given

level. Bacteria, which are cells,

for example, have no motor

subsystems but many other types

of cells have motor components
and can move about in the
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environmentor movepartsof the
environmentwithrelationto them.
Similarly,somegroupsand
organizationsprocesslittleorno
matter-energy.Somesystems
clearlyhavecomponentsfor
certainprocessesbutthese

componentshavenotbeen
identified.Thisis largelytruefor
organismassociating.Eventhe
simplestanimalshavesomeform
of learningbutthecomponentsare
notcertainlyknown.

TABLE1. The Subsystems of Living Systems

Subsystems which process both matter-energy and information

1 Reproducer, the subsystem whch carries out the instructions _n the genetic information or charter of a system and mobilizes matter, energy, and
information to produce one or more similar systems

2 Boundary, the subsystem at the pertmeter of a system that holds together the components whtch make up the system, protects them from

environmental stresses, and excludes or permits entry to vanous sorts of matter-energy and mformat_on

Subsystems which process matter-energy Subsystems which process information

3 Ingestor, the subsystem which brmgs matter-energy across 11 Input transducer, the sensory subsystem whtch bnngs markers bearing

the system boundary from the enwronment information into the system, changmg them to other matter-energy forms

4 Distributor, the subsystem which carries mputs from outside

the system or outputs from _ts subsystems around the

system to each component

Converter, the subsystem whtch changes certain mputs to

the system into forms more useful for the special processes

of that particular system

Producer, the subsystem which forms stable assoc_ahons

that endure for significant periods among matter-energy

inputs to the system or outputs from _ts converter, the

materials synthesized being for growth, damage repair, or

replacement of components of the system, or for prowding

energy for mowng or constttutmg the system's outputs of

products or tnformatfon markers to _ts suprasystem

Matter-energy storage, the subsystem which places matter

or energy at some Iocatton m the system, retains tt over hme,
and retneves _t

suitable for transmission wIthin tt

12 Internal transducer, the sensory subsystem which receives, from subsystems

or components w_thm the system, markers beanng mformat_on about

significant alterations Jn those subsystems or components, changing them to

other matter-energy forms of a sort which can be transmitted w_thm it

13 Channel and net, the subsystem composed of a single route in physical

space or multuple interconnected routes over which markers bearing

tnformahon are transmitted to all parts of the system

14 Timer, the subsystem which transmits to the decider reformation about time-

related states of' the enwronment or of components of the system Th_s

mformat_on stgnals the dectder of the system or deciders of subsystems to

start, stop, alter the rate, or advance or delay the phase of one or more of the

system's processes, thus coordinating them _n ttme

15 Decoder, the subsystem which alters the code of mformahon input to tt

through the input transducer or internal transducer _nto a "private" code that

can be used internally by the system

16 Assoclator, the subsystem which carries out the first stage of the learning
process, forming endunng assoc_attons among _tems of mformahon _n the

system

8 Extruder the subsystem whtch transmats matter-energy out

of the system m the forms of products or wastes

9 Motor, the subsystem which moves the system or parts of it

m relation to part or all of _ts env0ronment or moves

components of tts enwronment _n relatDon to each other

10 Supporter, the subsystem whtch maintains the proper spatial

relat_onshtps among components of the system, so that they

can interact wtthout weighting each other down or crowding
each other

17 Memory, the subsystem which carnes out the second stage of the learning

process, stonng reformation m the system for different periods of hme, and

then retrieving _t

18 Deczder, the executive subsystem which receives mformat_on inputs from all

other subsystems and transmits to them outputs for gutdance, coordmatton,

and control of the system

19 Encoder. the subsystem whtch alters the code of reformation input to 0t from

other mformat_on processing subsystems, from a "pnvate" code used

_nternally by the system into a "pubhc" code whtch can be interpreted by

other systems _n _ts environment

20 Output transducer, the subsystem which puts out markers beanng

mformat_on from the system, changing markers w_thin the system into other

matter-energy forms which can be transmitted over channels m the system's

environment
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A setof symbols,showninfigure2,
havebeendesignedto represent
the levels,subsystems,andmajor
flowsin livingsystems.Theyare
intendedfor useinsimulationsand

diagramsandarecompatiblewith
thestandardsymbolsofelectrical
engineeringandcomputerscience.
Theycanalsobeusedingraphics
andflowcharts.

Levels
1 Cell 50rganJzahon

2 Organ 6 Community

30rganBm 7 Society

4 Group 8. Supranahonal

system

System wlth=n
ds Suprasystem

Example A group in
an organlzahon

Subsystem m itS
System

Example A decoder
subsystem m a group

System w=thall
=is Subsystems

Example A group

Subsystem

Example A group wh=ch . _,,_
is a reproducer ina Yzl
h=gher-levelsystem

Subsystems

Matter-Energy &
Information

A
Reproducer

Boundary

Matter-Energy Information

,ngestor _. _ Inputtransducer

D=stnbutor !_

Converter

Producer

Matter-energy 8storage

"_ Internaltransducer

Channeland net

G T_mer

G Decoder

Assoclator

_ Memory

O Decider -------,

Extruder

Motor

Supporter

ncoerOutput

_'# transducer

Stages of Dec_dlng

Purposes

Goals

e Purposesand goals

AnalysB

SynthesB

Implementing

Transmissions

Matter Energy

>
Information

> mmmmmO L >
People Money

(Matter Energy Information) (Subclass of information)

Nonliving Subsystems

A dot =Sadded to the center of a symbol
to Indicate a nonhvmg subsystem

Converter 0 Producer D Ingestor _I_:_P"

Figure 2

Living Systems Theory Symbols
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Ifasystemlackscomponentsfor
a givensubsystemorpartof it,
it maydisperse the process to a

system at the same or another

level. Symbiosis and parasitism

are examples. The essential part

of the associator subsystem in

organizations is downwardly

dispersed to human brains, since

an organization makes associations

only when human subcomponents

have done so. An organization

may, however, have some

components, hke a training

department, that are involved in
the process. It is also possible for

TABLE 2. Selected Major Components of Each of the 20 Critical Subsystems
at Each of the Eight Levels of Lwmg Systems"

Subsyslem Reproducer Boundary Ingesloi Dlstrlbulor Converler Producer Mailer-energy Extruder Motor Supporler

Level storage

Cell DNA and Matter energy Transport Endoplasmrc Enzyme in Chloroplast Adenosine Contraclde Cilia, flagellae, Cyloskelelon

RNA and information molecules retlculum mllochondrlon In green Irlphosphale vacuoles pseudopodla

molecules Outer membrane plant

Organ Upwardly Matter-energy Input arlery Intercellular Parenchymal Islets of Central Oulpul Smooth muscle, Stroma

dispersed to and reformation Ilutd cell Langerhans lumen of vein cardiac muscle

organism Capsule or el pancreas glands

ouler layer

Organism Tesles. Matter energy Mouth, Vascular Upper Organs Ihat Fally Sweal Skelelal Skelelon

ovaries, end information nose. skin, system el gastrointestinal synthesize tissues glands el muscle el

uterus. Skin or In some higher animals tract materials to, animal skm higher animals

genitalia other outer species melabohsm

covering and repair

Group

Organlzahon

Communlly

Society

Supranational

syslem

NASA olhcer

who selects

aslronauls for

crew

Dispersed

upward Io

socmty thai

creales space

agency

Spa( e agen( y

thai establishes

space slatlon

Constllullonal

convenllon Ihal

writes national

conslttuhon

United

Nallons when

it creates new

_,npr alia llonal

agency

Ma#er-eoergy

Inspeclors o|

covering el

spacecraft

It#ormahon

Crew radio

operator

Matter energy

NASA

mspectors of

conl,acled

equipment

Informahon

NASA guards

who arrest

Inlruders

Metier-energy

Dispersed to

budders el

habitat

hltormahon

Operalors

O| downhnk

Io Eallh

Matter-energy

Customs service

hrformahoo

Security agency

Matter-energy

Troops at

Berhn Wall

Inlormahon

NATO securJly

personnel

Astronauts

who bring

damaged

salelhte into

spacecralt

Receiving

deparlment

of NASA

cooler

Receiver s of

malerlals

from

Shuffle

Immigration

service

Leglslal ire

body that

admlts

nallons

Crewmember

who dlshibules

Iood

Conveyer

bell m

faclory Ihal

makes paris

for space

habltal

Food servers

m dlmng

facdlty

Operators ol

national

railroads

Personnel

who operale

supranational

power grids

DIspersed to

maker of

packaged

rahons

Workers who

slamp out

pail _, for

space

vehicle

Organlzallon

lhaI mines

Moon

Nuclear

mduslry

EURATOM,

CERN,

IAEA

Crewmembers

who repair

damaged

equipment •

Doctors who

examlne

aslronauls

Medical

organization

in Space

coinmunlty

All farmers

and laclory

workers of a

country

World

Heallh

Organlzallon

Crewmember

who slows

sclenllhc

instruments

Wolkers

who store

supphes on

space vehicle

Workers

who put supphes

inlo storage

areas

Soldiers

in Army

barracks

Inlernallonal

storage

(Jams and

reservoirs

Crew Ihal

elects salefllle

11110 orbll

Janllors

m NASA

buddmgs

Mine

orgamzatton

lhal sends

minerals

Io Earth

Exporl

organlzahons

ol a country

Downwardly

dispersed 1o

societies

Downwardly

dispersed to

Individual

members

Driver of

gardry

crane

Drivers

el Moon

surlace

vehicles

Aerospace

Induslry

thai bmlds

spacecraft

Operators of

Unlled

Nations

motor pool

Crewmembers

who mamtam

spacecralt

Janitors in

launch site

buddmgs

Maintenance

crew el

habllat

buildings

Olbclals who

operate natlonal

pubhc buldlngs

and lands

People who

mamtaln

inlernatlonal

headquarters

butldmgs
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systemsthatlacka givenprocess
to useanalternativeprocess
to accomplisha similareffect.
Individualbacteriacannotadaptto
theenvironmentby learning,since
theylackassociatorandmemory
subsystems,butbacterialcolonies
doadaptbyalteringtheexpression
of genes.Componentsof the

20subsystemsateachlevelof
liwngsystemsarelistedin table2.

Similarvariablescanbemeasured
ineachsubsystemat all levels.
Thesearesuchthingsasquantity,
quality,rate,andlagin flowsof
matter,energy,or information.

TABLE2 (concluded).

Subsystem

Level

Cell

Organ

Organism

Group

OrgalnZdtlon

Community

Society

Supranational

system

Input

Iransducer

Receptor sites

on membrane

Ior activation of

cyclic AMP

Receptor

cell ol

sense

organ

Sense organs

Crewmember

who receives

messages horn

ground control

NASA

seclet ar te_,

who take

incoming calls

Operators of

downlmk to

Earth

Foreign news

services

UN Assembly

hearmg

speaker from

nonmember

territory

Internal

t ransduce,

Repressor

molecules

Specialized

cell of slnoatrlal

node of heart

ProprioCeplors

Crewmember

who reports

crew's reacllons

Io life in capsule

Representative

ot employees

who reports

In executive

Commumcalor

over downlmk

In Earth

Public opmlon

polhrrg

organlzahons,

voters

Speaker from

member

country In

supranational

meeting

Channel

and net

Pathways of

mRNA, second

messengers

Nerve net of

organ

Hormonal

pathways,

central and

peripheral

nerve nets

Astronauls who

commulncate

person In person

Users of NASA

mtelnat phone

network

Psychologists

who report

on morale of

spacelarers

Telephone and

Cornmenlcal ions

organlzaltons

INTELSAT

Timer

Fluctuatmg ATP

and NADP

Heart

pacemaker

Supraoplnc

nuclei ol

thalamus

Dispersed Io

all members

who hear

lime slgnal_

Olflce

responsible

for scheduhng

lhghfs

Caretakers ol

clocks In

commufuly

Legislators

who decide on

lime and zone

changes

Personnel ol

Greenwich

observatory

Decoder

Molecular

binding slles

Second echelon

cell olsense

organ

Sensory nuclei

Member who

explains coded

Iliessdge

Experts who

expl_lt_ specs

In contractors

Users ol

commumcallon

syslem m

space slallon

Cryptographers

Translalors In,

supranallonal

meetings

A_soclotor

None found,

upwardly

dispersed to

organism

Unknown

neural

cofnponelltS

Dispersed to all

members who

learn new

lechnlques

People who

t, am new

employees

Engineers

who interpret

budding

blueprmts

All teachmg

institutions ol a

country

FAO unats that

teach larmmg

methods m Third

World nations

Memory

,,.

Unknown

None Iound,

upwardly

dispersed In

organism

Unknown

neural

components

D0spersed

to all

crewmembers

Sclenlisfs

who do

resedrchm

space

Keepers ol

national

archives

Librarians of

UN hbrar=es

Decider

Regulator genes

Sympathetic

tiber of

smoalrlal node

of heart

Compolrenls at

several echelons

of nervous

sy-%tem

Captain ol crew

m capsule

NASA

execut tve_,

department

heads, nilddle

managers

Central

cornpnter

ef space

commumly

Voters and

ofhclals of

national

government

Naflonal

represenlallves

to mternatlonal

space

conlerences

Encoder

Structure thai

synthesizes

hormones

Presynaptlc

,eg0on ol

output

neuron

Temporoparletal

area at

dolnlndnl

hen'llspher e ol

hufnan cortex

Members who

wrote reporls

ol _pace

experience

Pubhc relatlo.s

Matt

Commanding

ofhcel and

sial,

Drafters OI

treaties

UN Olhce of

Pubhc

Information

Outpul

transducer

Presynapl0c

membrane

of neuron

Presynapllc

region of

outpuf

neuron,

Larynx, other

components

thai output

signals

Members

who report

tO MISSIOn

Conlrol

Admlmslralor

who makes

policy

television

speech

Olhcer who

wrlles report

IO Earth

station
,,

National

representatives

fo internallonal

meetings

Olflc0al who

announces

decisions ol

supranational

body

*Note The componerfts hsled an table 2 are examples selected from many possible structures of each subsystem arid at each level At the organusm level,

an0rnals are chosen m prelerence to plants, although rnany components of plants are comparable In general, examples are from human rather than an0mal

gr()ups, although s0mnlar structures exist tn rnany other species Only human beangs form systems above the group Table 2 places special emphasis on hvmg

syslerns involved on space exploration and habitation At each level the examples of subsystem components are from dlflerent types of systems This chonce

makes 0l clear that the analysts apphes to various sorts of systems AI the level of the group and above, components 0nvolved m commumcatlons rather than

monetary flows are used as examples on mlormat0on process0ng subsystems This ts done because monetary llows, whole obvuously amportant, are found only

or, hurnarf systems and are currently not very stgmhcant In space habitations
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8. Adjustment Processes

Living systems of all kinds exist in
an uncertain environment to which

they must adapt. Excesses or

deficits of necessary matter-energy

or information inputs can stress
them and threaten their continued

well-being or even their existence.

In the midst of flux, they must

maintain steady states of their
innumerable variables.

Each system has a hierarchy
of values that determines its

preference for one internal steady
state rather than another; that is,

it has purposes. These are

comparison values that _t matches

to information inputs or internal
transductions to determine how

far any varrable has been forced

from _ts usual steady state. A

system may also have external

goals, such as finding and

killing prey or reaching a target

in space.

All hving systems have adlustment

processes, sometimes called

"coping mechanisms," that they
can use to return vanables to

their usual steady states. These
are alterations zn the rates or

other aspects of the flows of

matter, energy, and information.

Subsystems also match the state

of each variable they control w_th

a comparison signal and use

adjustment processes to correct

deviations from it. In general,

more adjustment processes are

available to higher level systems
than to those at lower levels.

Countless small adjustments take

place continually as a liwng system

goes about its essential activities.
Minor deviations can often be

corrected by a single component

of one subsystem. More serious

threats are countered by a greater

number of subsystems or all of
them. Severe deviations from

steady state constitute pathology
that a system may not be able to
correct.

The six classes of adjustment

processes vary the input, internal,

and output processing of matter

and energy (matter-energy) and
information.

All adjustment processes are

used at some cost to the system.

Ordinarily a system that surwves

chooses the least costly of _ts
alternatives.

9. Cross-Level Research

Because of the s_m_larities that exist

across all levels of life, empirical

cross-level compartsons are

possible and are the sort of basic
research that is most characteristic

of living systems science. S_nce
the evolution of the levels has

occurred in physical space-time,

their comparable subsystems

and varaables can ultimately be

measured _n meter-kilogram-second

or compatible untts.
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Researchto testcross-level
hypothesesbeganinthe 1950s
andcontinuesto thepresent
(Miller1986a).Suchresearchcan
provideaccurateanddependable
fundamentalknowledgeaboutthe
natureof lifethatcanbethebasis
fora widerangeof applications.

LST research strategy: The

following strategy is used to

analyze systems at any level. It

has been applied to systems as

different as psychiatric patients

and organizations.

1. Identify and make a two- or

three-dimensional map of

the structures that carry out

the 20 critical subsystem

processes in the system

being studied (see table 2).

. Identify a set of variables

in each subsystem that

describe its basic processes.
At levels of group and below,

these represent aspects of

the flows of matter, energy,
and information. At levels

of organization and above it

has proved useful to measure
five instead of three flows:

MATFLOW, materials;

ENFLOW, energy;

COMFLOW, person-to-

person, person-to-machine,
and machine-to-machine

communications information;

PERSFLOW, individual and

group personnel (who are

composed of matter and

energy and also store

and process information);

and MONFLOW, money,

money equivalents, account

entries, prices, and costs-a

special class of information.

. Determine the normal values

of relevant variables of every

subsystem and of the system
as a whole and measure them

over time, using appropriate
indicators.

The normal values of innumerable

variables have been established for

human organisms. A physician can
make use of reliable tests and

measurements and accepted

therapeutic procedures to discover

and correct pathology in a patient.
Similar information is not available

to the specialist who seeks to

improve the cost-effectiveness of
an organization. Studies that make

it possible to generalize among

organizations are few, with the
result that the usual values of most

variables are unknown at

organization and higher levels.
This lack makes it difficult to

determine to what extent an

organization's processes dewate

from "normal" for systems of its

type. Pathology _nan organization

may become apparent only

when deviation _s so great that

acceptance of the organization's

products or services declines or

bankruptcy threatens.
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. Take action to correct

dysfunctional aspects of the

system and make it healthier

or more cost-effective, by,

for example, removing a

psychiatric patient from an
unfavorable environment,

altering the structure or

process of a work group, or

introducing nonliving artifacts

(like computers or faster

transport equipment) into an
organization.

Our proposed study would apply

the above strategy to evaluating
the cost-effectiveness of the

operations of a crew of a space

station, tracking the five categories

of flows through its 20 subsystems,

identifying its strengths and

dysfunctions, and recommending

ways to improve its operations.

Later a similar approach could be

applied to a mission to Mars, a

lunar settlement, and perhaps other

human communities in space. It
could also be used at Antarctic

bases.

Vafidation of LST: LST arises

from the integration of a large
number of observations and

experiments on systems of a

variety of types that represent

all eight levels. As with other

scientific theories, however, its

assertions cannot be accepted
without validation.

How have some of the well-known

theories been validated? Consider,

for example, Mendeleyev's periodic

table of the elements, first

published in the mid-19th century.

In its original form, it was based on

a hypothesis that the elements

could be arranged according to

their atomic weights and that their

physical properties were related to

their place in the table. Revisions

by Mendeleyev and others over

succeeding years led to discovery

of errors in the assigned atomic

weights of 17 elements and
included new elements as they

were discovered, but the properties

of some required that several pairs
of elements be reversed. In the

early 1920s, after the discovery

of atomic numbers, a hypothesis

by van den Brock that the table
would be correct if atomic number

rather than atomic weight were

used as its basis was confirmed by

H. G. J. Moseley's measurement

of spectral lines. The present form

of the table places all known
elements in correct order and has

made it possible to predict the
characteristics of elements to be

discovered in nuclear reactions.

Confirmation of Mendeleyev's

theory required testing of a

succession of hypotheses based

on _t. No theory can be considered
valid until such observation and

research have shown that its

predictions about the real systems
with which it is concerned are

accurate.

If LST is to have validity and

usefulness, confirmation of

hypotheses related to it is
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essential.Thefirsttestof an
LSThypothesiswasa cross-level
studyof informationinputoverload
atfivelevelsoflivingsystems,
carriedout inthe1950s(Miller
1978,pp.121-202).It confirmed
thehypothesisthatcomparable
informationinput-outputcurves
andadjustmentprocessestoan
increasein rateof informationinput
wouldoccurinsystemsat thelevel
of cell,organ,organism,group,
andorganization.Numerousother
quantitativeexperimentshave
beendoneonsystemsatvarious
levelstotestandconfirmcross-
levelhypothesesbasedon living
systemstheory(e.g.,Rapoportand
Horvath1961,Lewis1981).Such
testssupportthevalidityof living
systemstheory.

Applications of Living

Systems Theory

Living systems theory has been

applied to physical and mental

diagnostic examinations of individual

patients and groups (Kluger 1969,
Bolman 1970, Kolouch 1970) and to

psychotherapy of individual patients
and groups (Miller and Miller 1983).

An early application of LST at

organism, group, and organization

levels was a study by Hearn in the
social service field (1958).

An application of living systems

concepts to families described
the structure, processes, and

pathologies of each subsystem
as well as feedbacks and other

adjustment processes (Miller and

Miller 1980). A subsystem review

of a real family* was carried out in a

videotaped interview that followed a

schedule designed to discover what
members were included in each of

several subsystems, how the family

decided who would carry out each
process, how much time was spent

in each, and what problems the

family perceived in each process.

Research at the level of

organizations includes a study of
some large industrial corporations

(Duncan 1972); general analyses

of organizations (Lichtman and
Hunt 1971, Reese 1972, Noell

1974, Alderfer 1976, Berrien

1976, Rogers and Rogers 1976,
and Merker 1982, 1985); an

explanation of certain pathologies

in organizations (Cummings and

DeCotiis 1973); and studies of
accounting (Swanson and Miller

1989), management accounting

(Weekes 1983), and marketing
(Reidenbach and Oliva 1981).
Other studies deal with assessment

of the effectiveness of a hospital

(Merker 1987) and of a metropolitan

transportation utility (Bryant 1987).

*Personalcommunication(videotapeand scnpt) from R. A. Bell, 1986.
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Thelargestapphcat_onof LSThas
beena studyof theperformance
of 41U.S.Armybattalions
(Ruscoeetal. 1985).It revealed
importantrelationshipsbetween
characteristicsof matter-energy
andinformationprocessingand
battalioneffectiveness.

A researchstudyis being
conductedincooperationw_thIBM,
applyinglivingsystemsprocess
analysisto theflowsofmaterials,
energy,communications,money,
andpersonnelinacorporation,
inordertodetermineitscost-
effectivenessandproductivity.
Discussionsofpossibleuseof
livingsystemsprocessanalysis
to evaluatecost-effectivenessin
Governmentagenciesareunder
waywiththeGeneralAccounting
Officeof theUnitedStates.

Severalresearchers(Bolman
1967;BakerandO'Brien1971;
Newbrough1972;Pierce1972;
Burgess,Nelson,andWallhaus
1974)haveusedLSTasa
frameworkformodeling,analysis,
andevaluationofcommunity
mentalhealthactivitiesandhealth
deliverysystems.LSThasalso
providedatheoreticalbasisfor
assessingprogrameffectiveness
incommunitylife(Weissand
Rein1970).

Aftera pretestof comparable
methodsofevaluation,a studyof

publicschoolsin theSanFrancisco
areawascarriedout(Banathyand
Mills1985).A moreextensive
studyofschoolsin thatareais now
inprocessunderagrantfromthe
NationalScienceFoundation.

TheInternationalJointCommission
of CanadaandtheUnitedStates
hasbeenusinglivingsystems
theoryasa conceptualframework
forexploringthecreationof a
supranationalelectronicnetworkto
monitortheregionsurroundingthe
borderseparatingthosetwo
countries(Miller1986b).

Otherappliedresearchstudiesare
inplanningstages,andproposals
arebeingpreparedforsome
of them. Theseincludean
investigattonof howto combine
bibhographicalinformationon living
systemsatthecell,organ,and
organismlevelsbytheuseof
computersoftwareemployingliving
systemsconcepts;ananalysisof
insectbehaviorinanantnest;
anda studyof organizational
behaviorandorganizational
pathologyinhospitals.

Theconceptualframeworkof
LSTanditsimplicationsfor the
generalizationof knowledgefrom
oned_sciplineto anotherhavebeen
discussedbymanyauthors(see
Miller1978andSocial Science

Citation Index 1979 ft.).
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It is tooearlyto makeadefinitive
evaluationof thevalidityof living
systemstheory.Notenough
stud=eshavebeencarriedout
andnotenoughdatahavebeen
collected.It is possibleto say,
however,thatthetheoryhas
provedusefulin conceptualizing
andworkingwithrealsystemsat
sevenof theeightlevels.Studies
at theeighthlevel,theorgan,have
notsofar beencarriedoutbut
thesewillbeundertakenin the
future. Inaddition,thegeneral
consensusof publishedarticles
aboutthetheoryhasbeen
supportive.

A Proposed LST Space

Research Project

It appears probable that the space

station that is now in the planning
stage at NASA will become a reality

in the next few years. It would be
a prototype for future nonterrestrial
communities--on the Moon and on

Mars.

The crew of such a station would

include not only astronauts but also

technicians and other personnel.
They would spend a much longer

t_me in the space environment

than crews of space vehicles on
previous missions had spent.

Our research method would use

LST process analysis to study the

space station crew, identify its

strengths and dysfunctions,

evaluate the performance of

personnel, and recommend ways to
improve the cost-effectiveness of its

operations.

Until the space station is in

operation, we would study human
activities on modules of a simulated

space station. The method used in

this phase could later be applied to
the space station and eventually to
settlements on the Moon or on

Mars.

The basic strategy of LST process

analysis of organizations is to track

the five flows--matter, energy,

personnel, communication, and

monetary information--through

the 20 subsystems and observe and
measure variables related to each.

Since money flows would probably

be unimportant in the early stages of
a space station, only the first four are

relevant to the first phase of
this research. A larger and more
permanent space settlement might

well have a money economy.

We would measure such variables

as rate of flow of essential materials;

lags, error rates, and distortion in

information transmissions; timeliness

of completing assigned tasks; and
time and resource costs of various

activities.

Data Collection

We plan to collect both subjective

and objective data.
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Subjectivedatawouldconsistof
responsesbypersonnelto
questionsabouttheiractivities
relatedto thevariablesunder
study. Questionswouldbe
presentedandansweredon
computerterminals.Responses
wouldbecollectedina centralized
knowledgebaseforanalysisbya
computerizedexpertsystem.

Inadditiontothesesubjective
reports,ourresearchdesign
includestheuseof objective
indicatorsor sensorsto monitor
flowsinall subsystemsand
componentsandmeasurethem
ona real-timebas_s.A time
seriesof dataaboutthemwould
betransmittedor telemeteredto
theknowledgebase_nthe
computer.

Inadditionto standardmeasures
of unitsof energy,quantitiesof
material,bitsof information,and
theusualpersonnelrecords,we
planto makeuseof anovel
technicalinnovationto monitorthe
movementsof personneland
materials.Itconsistsof badges
similarto theordinaryIDbadges
wornbypersonnelinmany
organizations.Eachbadge
containsaninfraredtransponder
in theformof a microchipthat,
onreceiptof an infraredsignal

from another transponder on

the wall, transmits a stream of
14 characters that identifies the

person or object to which the

badge is attached. With th_s
equipment _t is poss=ble to locate

in 0.7 sec any one of up to

65 000 persons or materials such
as equipment, furniture, weapons,

ammunition, or food. If desired,

the phone nearest to a person's
present location can be rung in
another 0.3 sec.

In this way many aspects of

processes such as the response
time of personnel to questions or

commands, the average time spent

in various activities, the patterns of

interactions among people, and the

movement of equipment to different

parts of the space station can be

measured w_thout unduly disrupting

the day-to-day activities of the

system.

All the data on the five major flows

from questionnaires and objective
indicators would be stored in a

single computer. Such data could

help NASA officials evaluate the

effects on space station operations

of changes in policy or procedure.

In addition, measurements of
variables over time make _t

possible to determine norms for

them and to identify deviations

that may show either special
strengths or dysfunctions. With

such information, a computerized

expert system can analyze the

relationships among the different

variables of the five major flows

and suggest ways to improve the

space station's effectiveness.
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Figure3 is adiagramof thespace
stationshowinghowthefiveflows,
MATFLOW,ENFLOW,COMFLOW,
PERSFLOW,andMONFLOW,
mightgothroughits subsystems.
Thesubsystemsareidentifiedby

thesymbolsshownin figure2.
Evenwhenonlytheprimaryflows
of eachsortinthespacestation
aresuperimposedinadiagramlike
figure3,theyforma verycomplex
pattern.

),.-B
Solar arrays

(Ingestor)

l
Radiator

(Extruder)

Science

laboratories

(Assoclator)

RMS

(Motor)

1

(D
8

Command/ Habitat

Control (Supporter)

(Decider)

I"!
Main transverse'

boom (Supporter)

Galley D

(Converter)

Experiment

pallets

(Assoctator)

÷

Materials

processing

(Conver_er/Producer)

Logistics

(Matter-energy

storage)

Mobile servicing

center (Motor)

ce

Docking port

(Ingestor/Extruder)

_V

Environmental Station-keeping

control rockets

(Ingestor/Converter/ (Motor)

ProduceftE'xtruder) _lp_

Living Systems Theory

Space Station m Matter
Energy

Communications

Ill ==== People

Money

Figure 3

The Five Flows in the Subsystems of
the Space Station
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Ina realspacesituation,useof
monitoringwouldbeof valuein
manyways. Itcouldidentifyand
reporttechnologicalor human
problemsastheyoccurred.
Badgeswouldmakeit easyfor
eachspacefarerto befoundatall
times. Theofficerofthewatch
wouldbeableto seeinstantly
ona screenthelocationof all
crewmembersw_thactivebadges.
Inaddition,thecomputercouldbe
programmedto presentpossible
solutionsto problemsandevento
initiatenecessarystepsto assure
continuationof missionsafetyand
effectivenessin theeventof in-
flightemergenciesor breakdowns.

Analyzingsuchflowsinsubsystems
of thespacestationwouldprovide
experiencewithanovelsystem
formonitoringbothlivingand
nonlivingcomponentsoffuture
spacehabitations.Thisexperience
couldwellleadto useofsimilar
methodsonmannedmissionsto
theMoonor to Mars.

Forinstance,sometimeinthe
nextcenturysuchprocedures
couldbeappliedto a lunaroutpost,
a communitythatwouldinclude
men,women,andchildren.A wide
rangeof professionalinterests,
expertise,abdit_es,andperhaps
culturesm_ghtbe representedin

Monitoring the Movement of People
and Equipment at a Space Base

Identification badges containing tiny
transponders could track the movements
of the woman playing tennis m th_sspace
base or the man runmng on the track.
Similarly, properly tags with such
mlcrochips could report the up-to-the-
second Iocatton of the monorail train and
guard the artwork and plants against theft.
Communication of the microchlp
transponders with transponders mounted
on walls would contmually report the
movements of both personnel and
materials to a computerized expert
system. If the man servicing the monorail
tram on the lower level were to get hurt,
such automatic monitoring could summon
aid _n1 second. And analys_s by hwng
systems theory methods could determine
whether the _nteraction between the two
men on the walkway is an tns_gnificant
waste of time, an important social
encounter, or a vital part of an informal
communications network.
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the lunarcommunity.Residents
wouldlivefor longtimesunder
at least6feetof earthorother
shielding,whichwouldprovide
protectionfromsolarradiation,
solarflares,andotherlunarhazards.

Figure4 showssuchalunar
outpostwithdesignatedareasfora
commandcenter,habitation,solar
powercollection,asmallnuclear
powerplant,lunarmines,asolar
furnaceto usethedirectraysot=

F_gure4

The Five Flows in the Subsystems of a
Lunar Outpost
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theSunfor smeltingoreand
heatingthestation,afactory,a
slagheap,afarm,recycling
oxygenandhydrogen,waste
disposal,andlunarroversto
transportmaterialsandpeopleon
thesurfaceof theMoonfromone
partof thecommunityto others,
aswellasfortraveloutsidethe
immediatearea.Thefiveflows
throughthe20subsystemsofthis
communityarediagramedaswere
thoseof thespacestation shown
in figure 3.

Conclusion

The conceptual system and

methology of living systems

theory appear to be of value to
research on life in isolated

environments. A space station,

which must provide suitable
conditions for human life in a

stressful environment that meets

none of the basic needs of life, is

an extreme example of such
isolation.

A space station would include living

systems at levels of individual

human beings, groups of people

engaged in a variety of activities,
and the entire crew as an

organization. It could also carry
liwng systems of other species,

such as other animals and plants.

Using the subsystem analysis of

living systems theory, planners of
a station, either in space or on a

celestial body, would make sure

that all the requirements for survival
at all these levels had been

considered. Attention would be

given not only to the necessary

matter and energy (including

artifacts such as machinery and

implements) but also the equally
essential information flows that

integrate and control living

systems. Many variables for each

subsystem could be monitored and

kept in steady states.

Use of living systems process

analysis of the five flows of matter-

energy and information would
assure that all members of the

crew received what they needed,
that distribution and communication

were timely and efficient, and that
the command centers within the

station and on Earth were fully
_nformed of the location and

activities of personnel, particularly

during an emergency.
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Life Support and Self-Sufficiency
in Space Communities

Karl R. Johansson

17th.Century Vision of Life on the Moon

In this fanciful picture of life on the Moon

by a 17th-century artist, none of the

constraints we now know of are/n

ewdence. The atmospheric pressure

appears to be lust right for bird flight

Water _s plentiful. The cloud of smoke

testtftes to the presence of carbon and

oxygen. The hydrogen and mtrogen

needed to sustain plant and ammal hfe

are apparent _n the lush growth, includ_ng

the pumpkm-hke abodes for the human

_nhabltants and the cloth flags (or _s tt

the wash?) hung out on poles and hmbs

These mhabttants seem to need no

heavy clothtng to protect them against

hazardous rad_atton or temperature

extremes. Though there may be a long

mght ahead, this scene seems set in the

middle of a long, lazy day. And grawty,

though not strong enough to pull a

" pumpl_n" off a tree, _s sufficlent to hold

the people to the floor of their barge,

bridge, or balcony.

Arbst" Fihppo Morghen

Source of _llustrat/on: Library of

Congress, Rare Book D/v/s/on

Taken from Daws Thomas, ed., 1970,

Moon: Man's Greatest Adventure

(New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc ),

p. 69

The development of a controlled

ecological life support system

(CELSS) is necessary to enable

the extended presence of humans

in space, as on the Moon or on

another planetary body. Over a

long period, the provision of

oxygen, water, and food, and

protection from such inimical

agents as radiation and

temperature extremes, while

maintaining the psychological
health of the subjects, becomes

prohibitively expensive if all

supplies must be brought from
Earth. Thus, some kind of a

regenerative life support system
within an enclosure or habitat

must be established, thereby

cutting the umbilicus to Mother

Earth, but not irreversibly. Th_s

protective enclosure w_ll enable

the surwval and growth of an

assemblage of terrestrial species
of microorganisms, plants, and
animals. I envision that the

nonterrestrial ecosystem will

evolve through the sequential
introduction of terrestrial and

local materials, together with

the appropriate living forms.

Lunar Characteristics

The principal constraints on life on

the Moon are (1) a hard vacuum;

(2) apparent lack of water;

(3) lack of free oxygen, (4) paucity

of hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen;

(5) intense radiation, periodically

augmented by solar flares;

(6) wide temperature fluctuations
at extremes harmful to life;

(7) a 2-week diurnal rhythm; and

(8) grawty only 1/6 that on Earth.

77'_7
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Chemistry and Nutrition

Lunar regolith as a cover for the

habitat would shield the ecosystem

from radiation and from both high

and low temperatures. The
enclosure would need to be

airtight to contain a life-sustaining

atmosphere of 02, CO2, N2, and

H20 vapor. Presumably oxygen

would be provided through the

reductive processing of oxide

ores. From a hydrogen reduction

process, the product water could
be used. With the establishment

in the enclosure of photosynthesis

by eucaryotes (algae and higher

plants), reliance on ore processing

for life-support oxygen would

diminish, although that capacity

should remain in place as a

backup. Additional water, as
needed, would continue to be

provided externally, although
the amounts would be small

because, in a properly functioning
CELSS, all water is recycled and

appropriately treated to render _t

potable (free of infectious or toxic

agents).

The lunar regolith could also

provide elements implanted

there by the solar wind. These

elements include hydrogen and
carbon, which could be used to
manufacture water and carbon

dioxide, and gaseous nitrogen

(see box). However, the levels
of these elements are low

(100-150 ppm), and thus

their recovery may prove to be

uneconomical. In that case, they

would have to be transported from
Earth until the CELSS matured.

Even then, more oxygen, carbon,

and nitrogen would need to be

introduced into the system

periodically as the human and

domestic animal population
of the habitat increased or as

the recycling process became

imbalanced. As with oxygen,

tanks of compressed carbon

dioxide and nitrogen should be

on hand to cope w_th such

perturbations. Both air and water

would need to be biologically and

chemically monitored.

The Moon contains all of the

"trace elements" known to be

necessary for life; e.g., magnesium,

manganese, cobalt, tin, iron,
selenaum, zinc, vanadium, and

tungsten. The trace elements are

absolutely critical to all species of

life, largely as cofactors or catalysts
in the enzymatic machinery. Whde
their diminution would slow down

the ecosystem, a sudden flush of
certain trace elements known to be

toxic above certain concentrations
would be detrimental to some of

the component species. I hope that
the microbial flora which becomes

established in the ecosystem will
be able to minimize the extent of

fluctuatwon of the trace elements

through _ts collective adsorptive
and metabolic functions. This issue

will need to be considered in the

selection of the microbial species for
introduction _nto the CELSS.
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Lunar Lunch

The Moon has been underrated as a

source of hydrogen, carbon, mtrogen,

and other elements essential to support

hfe. Each cubic meter of typical lunar soil

contains the chemical equtvalent of lunch

for two--two large cheese sandwtches, two

12-oz sodas (sweetened with sugar), and

two plums, w_th substanbal carbon and

mtrogen left over.

Although no free water has been found

on the Moon. _ts elemental conshtuents

are abundant there One constttuent,

oxygen, _s the most abundant element

on the Moon; some 45 percent of the

mass of lunar surface rocks and so_ls

_s oxygen. The other consbtuent,

hydrogen, is so scarce m the lunar

_ntenor that we cannot clalm to have

measured any tn erupted lavas.

Nevertheless, thanks to _mplantabon of

_ons from the solar w_nd tnto the grains

of so_l on the lunar surface, there _s

enough hydrogen _n a cubic meter of

typical lunar regohth to yield more than

1-1/2 ptnts of water

S_m_larly, carbon and nttrogen have also

been _mplanted from the solar w_nd The

amount of mtrogen tn a cubic meter of

lunar regohth is stmtlar to the amount of

hydrogen--about 100 grams, or 3 percent

of the nttrogen in a human body. The

amount of carbon Js twice thaC the carbon

beneath each square meter of the lunar

surface _s some 35 percent of the amount

found bed up _n hwng orgamsms per

square meter of the Earth's surface.

All of these elements except oxygen can

be extracted from the lunar soll s_mply by

heating tt to a h_gh temperature (> 1200°C

for carbon and mtrogen), and some oxygen

comes off w_th the hydrogen Thus, the

problem of accesslbJhty of hydrogen,

carbon, and mtrogen reduces to one of the

economics of heabng substantial quantities

of lunar so_l, captunng the evolved gases,

and separating the d_fferent gaseous

components from each other Although

water could no doubt be extracted from

martian so_l at a much lower temperature

and orgamc compounds could probably be

extracted at a somewhat lower temperature

from an asteroid that proved to be of

carbonaceous chondr_te compos/tton, the

Moon ts much closer than Mars and its

composition _s much better known than that

of any asteroid

Collecbon of even a small fraction of the

Moon's budget of hFdrogen, carbon

mtrogen, phosphorus, sulfur and other

elements essenbal to hfe tnto a suitable

enwronment on the Moon would support

a substantial b_osphere.

Taken from Larry A. Haskm, 1990, Water

and Cheese From the Lunar Desert."

Abundances and Accesslbthty of H, C,

and N on the Moon, _n The 2nd Conference

on Lunar Bases and Space Actawtles of the

21st Century (_n press), ed. W. W. Mendell

(Houston. Lunar & Planetary Inst.).
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Radiation

The surface of the Moon receives

from the Sun lethal levels of high-

energy electromagnetic radiation,

frequently exacerbated by solar
flares of varying duration. Without

appropriate protection, no living
creature, from microbe to man,

could survive the onslaught of this
radiation. It has been estimated

that approximately 2 meters of

regolith will absorb this radiation,
thereby protecting the human and

nonhuman occupants.

Just how much radiation will

penetrate various protective shields
still needs to be determined.

Undoubtedly, radiation-induced
mutations will occur; some will be

lethal; others may be incapacitating;

and still others may result in mutants

better able to cope w=th the lunar

environment than the parental

organisms. Of particular concern is
the likelihood of mutation among

many of the microorganisms

constituting the ecosystem,

thereby endangering the cycling
of the critical elements in the lunar

CELSS.

Temperature

With proper attire, humans can

withstand, at least for short periods,

temperature extremes as high as
50°C and as low as -90 ° C. The

extremes on the Moon exceed

these limits by a wide margin.

Moreover, other species within the
CELSS module would be either

killed or suppressed by such

extreme temperatures. Obviously,

the temperature of a CELSS must
be maintained within a moderate

range, such as 15 to 45° C, to

enable the growth and reproduction

of living forms. While many types

of psychrophilic and thermophilic

microorganisms abound on Earth,
their introduction into the CELSS

would be useless because neither

the food crops to be grown therein

nor the human beings harvesting

those crops can withstand the

temperatures they require.

Regulation of the temperature
within a CELSS must take into

account radiant energy from the

Sun and the release of energy

from b_ological and mechanical

actiwty within the confines of
the habitat. The former can be

m_n_m_zed by the protective blanket

of regolith required for radiation

protection. Efflux of heat from the

Interior of the habitat may require

prows_on of active or radiative

cooling.
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Energy for Life

All living forms require an adequate

food supply and a source of energy.

Among animals and humans, energy
is derived from the metabolism of

various organic constituents of the

diet; e.g., carbohydrates, lipids,

proteins, and other nutrients. While

many microorganisms gain energy

(and carbon) from the oxidation

of organic compounds, including
methane, many also derive energy
from the oxidation of reduced

inorganic compounds; e.g.,

sulfides, ammonia, nitrites, Fe ÷*,

and hydrogen. Photosynthetic
forms of life (some bacteria, the

algae, and the higher plants) can

convert photons of energy into
chemical bond energy with the

photolysis of water and the

evolution of molecular oxygen.

The energy thus realized _s used

Jn the synthes_s of carbohydrate

(from carbon dioxide and water),

which the plants can further
metabolize to meet their needs or

which can be eaten by animals and

humans to supply their energy
needs.

It is clear that the requirements for

food and energy are interrelated
and that the various metabolic

processes in the complex food

chain affect the availability of

nutrients to all the species. Light is

a particularly important source of

energy because the process of

photosynthesis must go on in order

for molecular oxygen, required by
all but the anaerobic forms of

life (principally bacteria), to be
regenerated from water, tt will

probably be necessary, however,

to regulate the light synchrony if

crop production is to be successful,
because 2 weeks of dark and 2 of

light will not enable normal plant

growth, though special strains

might be developed. At the poles,
perpetual sunlight could probably
be obtained on selected mountains,

thus enabling an Earth-like

photocycle to be created by

periodic blocking of the sunlight

(see fig. 5). Elsewhere, artificial

light will have to be used to break

up the 2-week night.
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Figure 5

a. Lunar Polar Illumination

The Moon's diurnal cycle of 14 Earth days

of sunhght followed by 14 Earth days of

darkness could be a problem for siting a

lunar base dependent on solar energy or

cryogenic storage. A s_te that might

obviate thls problem would be at one of

the lunar poles. At a pole, high points,

such as mountam tops or crater rims, are

almost always m the sunhght and low

areas, such as valleys or crater floors,

are almost always _n the shade. The Sun

as seen by an observer at the pole would

not set but stmply move slowly around the

horizon. Thus, a lunar base at a polar

Iocabon could obtain solar energy

continuously by using mirrors or collectors

that slowly rotated to follow the Sun And

cryogens, such as liquid oxygen, could be

stored/n shaded areas w_th thetr constant

cold temperatures.

_ Airlock

b. Polar Lunar Base Module

_ght could be prowded to a lunar base

module located at the north (or south)

pole by means of rotating mirrors

mounted on top of light wells. As the

mirrors tracked the Sun, they would reflect

sunhght down the hght wells _nto the living

quarters, workshops, and agncultural

areas. Mirrors at the bottom of the light
wells could be used to redirect the

sunlight or turn it off.
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Figure 6

Gravity

Investigations of the effects of

reduced gravity (0.167 g on the

Moon) on human physiology and

performance and on fundamental

life processes in general are being

supported and conducted by NASA.

Astronauts from the Apollo and

other short-term space missions
have experienced the well-known,

and reversible, vestibular effect

(motion sickness) and cephalic shift

of body fluids (facial puffiness,

head congestion, orthostatic

intolerance, and diminution of leg

girth). (See figure 6.) Longer-term

weightlessness, as experienced by

the Skylab astronauts and the

Salyut cosmonauts, is more

complex, resulting in cardiovascular

tmpa_rment, atrophy of muscle,

reduction in bone mass through

osteoporosis (loss of calcium),

hematologic changes (leading

to immunosuppression and

diminished red blood cell mass),

neuroendocrine perturbations,

and other pathophysiological

changes. Some of these effects

may be minimized by routine

exercise, and apparently all are

reversible, in time, upon return to

1 g. The response of plants,

microorganisms, and "lower forms"
of animal life to micro- or zero

gravity has been investigated on

Skylab, on Space Shuttle missions

(see fig. 7), and in simulations on

Earth, during parabolic flight of
aircraft or in a "clinostat." Unless

humans and other life forms can

adapt to zero g, or to low g as on

the Moon or Mars, it may be

necessary to provide rotating
habitats to achieve the desired

gravitational force, as many

authorities have long proposed.

Lower Body Negative Pressure Device

Principal/nvest_gator John Charles tries
out the lower body negative pressure
dewce on a parabolic flightof the KC-135,

wh_/e_tsdesigner, Barry Levitan,lookson
from behind him, with pro/ect engineer
Pat Hite on the side. This accordion-like
collapsible version of a dewce used on
Skylab creates a vacuum that pulls the
sublect's blood into the lower half of the
body, lust as if the person had suddenly
stood up. Its purpose ts to prepare the
astronaut for return from weightlessness
to Earth's grawty and keep that person
from blacking out. M_ss_onSpec_afists
Bonnie Dunbar and David Low tested the
lower body negative pressure device,
which was fabricated at the Johnson
Space Center, on Space Shuttle flight 32,
January 9-20, 1990.
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Selection of Species for an
Ecosystem

The greatest challenge in the
ultimate establishment of a true

space habitat is the creation of a

functioning, reliable ecosystem,

free, insofar as possible, of
pathogens, noxious plants,
venomous insects, etc. More-

over, the integrity of a working

ecosystem would need to be

preserved and its functions

monitored regularly.

While it is easy to propose the

inclusion of particular species of

bacteria, fungi, algae, and higher

plants, each of which performs a

particular biochemical function in

the recycling of nutrients, no

rationale exists by which one can

predict which particular combination

of species would be compatible
under the conditions extant in the

7

lunar environment. Considerably
more research must be done

on closed and semi-closed

ecosystems before the organisms
for a lunar CELSS are selected

(see fig. 8). Conceivably, any

number of combinations of species

may be found to work well. One
point must be stressed: More than

one species of organism must be

selected to carry out each part=cular

function. Thus, several species of

photosynthetic, nitrogen-fixing,

nitrifying, or sulfur-oxidizing
bacteria must be included.

Likewise, a number of species

of algae and higher plants, each
with the common characteristic of

being photosynthetic, must be

introduced into the community.

Such redundancy, which exists to a

vast degree on Earth, provides a
kind of buffer in case some of the

species lose their niches in the

ecosystem and die.

Figure 7

Seedlings Grown on Spacelab 1

These seedhngs of Hehanthusannuus
(dwarf sunflowers) were planted by
Payload Specialist UIf Merbold for Heflex,
the Helianthus Flight Experiment,
conducted in Spacelab 1. Upon being
removed from the gravity-inducing
centrifuge on which they had sprouted
and being placed in mlcrograwty, these
seedlings continued to clrcumnutate, thus
proving that Charles Darwin was rtght _n
thtnking that this spiral growth process is
mtnns_c to plants, not a response to
gravity. The curvature of the seedlings is
their response to grawty upon return to
Earth at the end of Space Shuttle flight 9,
November 28-December 8, 1983

Heflex is part of an ongoing study of plant
response, which will continue in IML-1,
the International Micrograwty Lab, to be
flown on the Space Shuttle _n1991. In
two experiments in the part of IML-1
called the Grawtational Plant Physiology
Faclhty, scientists w_fltry to determine the
threshold at which oat seedlings can
detect gravity and the threshold at which
wheat seedlings respond to blue hght tn
the absence of grawty.

Photo: David K. Chapman, Co-Investigator
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Figure 8

Zeoponics Plant Growth Chamber at
NASA'sJohnson Space Center

In this step toward a controlled ecologtcal
hfe support system (CELSS) for a lunar
base, plants are being grown in varying
mixtures of zeolite and quartz sand
(Zeolite ts an alumtnoslhcate mmeral that
is able to freely exchange constituent ions
with other tons/n solubon w_thoutany
apparent change _nits m_neral structure.)
Wheat plants (soft red wlnter wheat,
Coker 68-15) have shown the most
favorable response in zeopomcs systems
consisting of 25 to 75 percent zeohte
compared to other zeohte treatments and
a commercial potting soll. Th_sresearch
Is being conducted by Doug Airingand
Don Henmnger.

Some Special Aspects of
Life in the CELSS

In the first place, the smaller the

CELSS, the more magnified

becomes any b_ological, chemical,

or physical aberration. No doubt

human occupants of the first CELSS

module would need more help from

the outside at the beginning than

they would later on, when numerous

connected modules were in place.

The dieback of some support

species may well occur from time
to time. This would need to be

monitored, so that appropriate
measures could be taken to

reintroduce another strain of the lost

species or to introduce an entirely

different species w_th comparable

biochemical properties. Reasons

for loss of a species in an artificial

ecosystem include (1) mutation,

(2) temporary t_e-up of a critical

nutrient, (3) a flush of toxic ions or

compounds, (4) malfunction of the

temperature control system, (5) a

sudden shift in the synchrony of

food cycling, and (6)infection or

toxemia. The last reason may be

particularly troublesome s_nce it

w_ll not be possible to assure the
exclusion of infectious or toxic

m_croorgan_sms from the habitat.

Many members of the body's normal

m_croflora are opportunistic and can,
under certain circumstances, cause

d_sease. Also, plant diseases may

emerge if care is not exercised in

the initial entry of seeds or of other

materials which may contain plant

pathogens.
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Anyanimals(e.g.,chickens,
goats,dwarfpigs)ultimately
selectedforthespacehabitat
shouldhavebeenraisedina
pathogen-freeenvironmenton
Earthandtestedthoroughlyfor
thepresenceof anymicrobial
pathogensbeforetheirintroduction.
Gnotobiotic("germ-free,"devoid
of a microflora)animals,however,
shouldnotbeconsideredbecause
uponexposureto thenonsterile
environmentof theCELSS
theywouldundoubtedlydieof
overwhelminginfections;such
animalshaveveryimmature
immunesystems.

Humanschosento occupythe
CELSSshouldbeprotected
againstcertaininfectiousdiseases
(e.g.,poliomyelitis,measles,
whoopingcough,andtyphoid
fever)andbacterialtoxemias(e.g.,
tetanus,diphtheria,andperhaps
botulism)bytheadministrationof
appropriatevaccinesandtoxo_ds.
Whileit wouldnotbepossibleto
assurethetotallackof serious
pathogenicmicroorganisms
in thehumaninhabitants,all
candidatesshouldbechecked
microbiologicallyto assesstheir
carrierstate.

Theverypotenttoolof genetic
engineeringnodoubtwillbe
usefulinestablishingstrainsof
microorganismsorplantswith

specialproperties,makingit
possibleto introduce(1)better
foodcrops,(2)organismswith
specialmetabolicfunctions,and
(3)disease-resistantplants.

Whilethistreatiseisdirectedata
lunarecologicalsystem,it isworth
notingthata laboratoryin low
Earthorbitoroneina modified
externaltankplacedinorbitby
a SpaceShuttleofferscertain
advantagesoverthelunar
environmentasa placeto
establishandstudyspace
ecosystemsfor application
elsewhere,asonMars,where
waterandcarbondioxideexist
_nrelativeabundance.
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Human Safety in the Lunar
Environment

Robert H. Lewis

Any attempt to establish a

continuously staffed base or

permanent settlement on the

Moon must safely meet the
challenges posed by the
Moon's surface environment.

This environment is drastically
different from the Earth's, and
radiation and meteoroids are

significant hazards to human

safety. These dangers may be

mitigated through the use of
underground habitats, the piling

up of lunar material as shielding,

and the use of teleoperated

devices for surface operations.

The Lunar Environment

The Moon is less dense than the

Earth and considerably smaller. Its

density _ndicates that the Moon's

bulk composition is also somewhat

different from Earth's, although it is

still a terrestrial (rocky) body. The

Moon's surface gravity is only
one-sixth the Earth's. And, with

its consequently lower escape

velocity, the Moon cannot maintain

a significant atmosphere. Thus,

the surface is directly exposed to

the vacuum of space. Lacking an

atmospheric buffer, the Moon has
a surface temperature that varies

over several hundred degrees

Celsius during the course of a
lunar day/night cycle. A complete

lunar day, one full rotation about

its axis, requires approximately

27-1/3 terrestrial days.

Compared to the Earth, the Moon

is geologically inactive. Volcanism

and internally generated seismic

activity are almost nonexistent.
Furthermore, water and

atmospheric processes are
unknown on the Moon. Other

than igneous differentiation,

which occurred early in lunar

history, the main geological

process that has acted on the

Moon is impact cratering.

The Moon was heavily bombarded

by meteoroids throughout much of

its early existence. Evidence from

the Apollo expeditions suggests
that the bombardment decreased

significantly about 3.8 billion years

ago. This early bombardment and

subsequent impacts during the past

3.8 bdlion years have pulverized
the lunar surface into dust and

small fragments of rock, a layer

referred to as the lunar "regolith."

The majority of the Moon's surface

is made up of heavily cratered
terrain, rich in the mineral

plagioclase feldspar and known

as the lunar "highlands." The

uncompacted, upper portion of

the highlands' regolith is 10 to

20 meters deep in most places. A

smaller portion of the lunar surface,

mostly on the Earth-facing side,
consists of basaltic lava flows and

_s known as the lunar "maria." The

maria are geologically younger than

the highlands and thus have been

cratered far less than the highlands

have. The depth of uncompacted
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regolithin themariais roughly4 to
5meters.

Thebulkdensityof lunarregolith
increaseswithdepth. Itsupper
surfaceis believedto have45-
percentporosity(Taylor1982,
p. 119).Theporousupper
20cmof theregolithresultsfrom
repeatedmeteoroidimpacts,which
stiruptheexposedsurfaceand
occasionallyformlargecraters.
Thesemeteoroidsrepresent
potentialhazardsto bothmanned
andunmannedactivities.The
meteoroidhazardonthelunar
surfacemaybegreaterthan
thatin freespace(Mansfield1971,
p. 1-4-14).Inadditionto thefree-
spacefluxof meteoroids,there
isalsoejectafromtheimpacts.
Somefragmentsof ejectacould
havelargermassesandslower
velocitiesthanthefree-space
populationof meteoroids.

TheMoon'ssurfaceisexposedto
threetypesof hazardous_onizmg
radiation.Thefirsttwo,thesolar
windandsolarflares,areproduced
bytheSun. Thethirdtypehasits
originoutsidethesolarsystemand
isknownasgalacticcosmicrays.

Thesolarwindisan isotropically
distributed,neutralplasma
travellingatanaveragevelocityof
400km/sec.In Earth/Moonspace,
it hasanaveragedensityof about
10particlespercubiccentimeter
(Taylor1982,p. 155).Thisplasma
is composedof a relativelyconstant
fluxof chargedparticles,mainly
electronsandprotons,plusionsof
variouselements.

A solarflareis similarincomposition
to thesolarwind,but itsindividual
particlespossesshigherenergies.
A solarflaremaybeconsidered
a transientperturbationin the
solarwind. Exacttimingof the
occurrenceof aflareisdifficultto
predict,butthefrequencyof flares
maybe relatedto the11-yearsolar
cycle. Mostflarescanbeobserved
at theSun'ssurfacesometime
beforea largeincreaseinthesolar
wind'shigherenergyparticlesis
detectedin thevicinityofthe
Moon.Notallsolarflaresy_eld
particlesthatreachtheEarth/Moon
v_c_nity,but,ofthosewhichdo, this
fluxreachesapeakwithinhours
andthendecreasesoverseveral
daysto theprevioussolarw_nd
level.
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Galacticcosmicraysareapparently
isotropicallyproducedoutsidethe
solarsystem.Theaveragecosmic
rayfluxhasbeenalmostconstant
overthepast50millionyears
(Taylor1982,p. 159). Cosmicrays
aremadeupof veryhighenergy
particlesconsistingmostlyof
protonsandelectrons,plussome
heavynuclei(iron,for example),
positrons,andgammarays.
BoththeEarthandtheMoon
areexposedto thesecosmicrays,
buttheMoon'ssurfacereceivesa
h_gherintensityof cosmicrays
thandoestheEarth'ssurface.

TheEarth'smagneticfieldand
atmosphereprovidesignificant
protection,lackingontheMoon.
Thecosmicrayfluxpersquare
centimeterof lunarsurfaceper
year(duringminimumsolaractivity)
contains1.29x 108protonsplus
1.24x 107heliumnucleiplus
1.39x 106heavierionsfora total
of 1.4279x 108particlespercm2
peryear.*Fortunately,asthe
energyof theradiationincreases
fromsolarwindto cosmicrays,the
frequencyof encounteringthat
radiationdecreases.

"CountJngonlypartJcleswJthavelocztygreaterthan10MeVpernucleon.Informationfrom
D.StuartNachtwey,MedicalSciencesD_vls_on,LyndonB.JohnsonSpaceCenter,Houston.
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Lunar Public Works

The dry, barren Moon might not seem hke a

promising land for settlement. But, with the

eyes of a chemtst, a ptoneer settler may see

lunar conditions as advantages and lunar

sod as a bountiful resource

Lunar Water Works ,L,-_ J_

The first concern of a lunar pioneer must be

water. There may or may not be water, as

trapped ice, at the lunar poles, but there

certainly is an abundance of its chemical

components, oxygen and hydrogen.

Oxygen is the most abundant chemical

element (45% by wetght) in 'the lunar sods,

from which it may be extracted by various

processes. In contrast, the concentration

of hydrogen m lunar soft _s very low, but the

total quantity available is nevertheless

great. The lunar surface has been bathed

for billions of years m the solar wind, a flux

of _onized atoms from the exterior of the

Sun. These tons embed themselves in

the surface of grams of lunar topsotl.

Furthermore, meteorites, ummpeded by an

atmosphere, continually plow under the old

solar-wmd-r_ch grams and expose new

grams. In th_s way, large amounts of

hydrogen have become burred m the sod,

enough to produce (if combined with lunar

oxygen) about 1 mdhon gallons (3.8 m_llion

hters) of water per square mile (2.6 km2) of

soft to a depth of 2 yards (1.8 m). Th_s

hydrogen can be extracted by heating the

sod to about 700°C Supplying the Lunar

Water Works _s a matter of technology and

economics, but not a matter of ava_lab_hty of

oxygen and hydrogen on the Moon.

Lunar Community Farm _'_

The next concern of a lunar pioneer wtll be

food. Luke hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen

are available in large quantlties from the

lunar soil, although they are present _n very

low concentrations, hawng been placed

there, hke hydrogen, by the solar wind. All

the other nutrients necessary to hfe are

likewise present in the soil. Pioneer settlers

should be able to obtain these elements

by heating the sod. Once people have

prowded them with lunar water, carbon

dioxide, oxygen, and mtrogen, plants

should be able to extract nutrients directly

from the lunar sod.

Lunar F_lhng Station

The lunar covered wagon will be a chemical

rocket, its horsepower hydrogen and

oxygen. Haufing these propellants from

Earth wifl be expensive. It may prove

cheaper to prowde them from the lunar soft.

Forty tonnes of hydrogen, a reasonable

estimate of the amount needed for all

transportabon from low Earth orbit for a

year, could be obtained from just 0.3 krn 2 of

sod mined to a depth of 1 m. Alternatively,

lunar transport vehicles might burn a metal

such as iron, alummum, or stlicon, even

though these are less efficient rocket

fuels than hydrogen. All three are malor

constituents of lunar soils, in chemical

combmabon with oxygen, from which they

can be extracted. In fact, each _s a

byproduct of one or more processes for

producing oxygen. [Several techmques

for extracting oxygen from lunar soils are

proposed in the Materials volume of th_s

Space Resources report.]

Lunar Lumberyard

Better than burmng the _ron, alummum, and

sdlcon produced as byproducts of oxygen

extraction from lunar soils m_ght be to use

them to construct lunar shelters. Iron and

aluminum can be fabricated into beams.

The boards of space constructton may well

be made of glass. Molten lunar soft can be

cast into sd_cate sheets or spun into

fiberglass. These may have greater

strength than s_mdar products on Earth

because of the lack of water to interfere with

thelr polymer bonds. Partially distilled in a

solar furnace, soil residue may take on the

composition of a good cement, which when

combined with locally produced water and

the abundance of aggregate would become

concrete. [These manufacturing processes

are also discussed in the accompanying

Matenals volume,] The unprocessed soil

_tself can serve as shielding agamst the

diurnal temperature fluctuabons and,

more importantly, against the hazards of

radiation unscreened by an atmosphere

and undeflected by a magnetic field, as

discussed by Rob Lewis in this paper.

\ I//

Lunar Light and Power _. _)_

The Sun shines on the Moon plentifully and

predictably, but only half the time. Storing

solar energy over the 2-week-long lunar

mght seems difficult and may have to be

done tn the form of hydrogen, metals, and

oxygen whose extraction was powered by

energy from the Sun. Thus, initially, lunar

power _s likely to come from an _mported

nuclear power plant. But electrical power

derived from the Sun is a likely lunar product

and may even be the first major export to

the Earth from the Moon (once the souvemr

market has been satisfied). Eventually,

the solar cells will probably be derived

from lunar sdtcon, a byproduct of oxygen

extractton, or from lunar dmemte, recently

shown to be photovolta_c. Conversion need

not be efficient if a local matertal, simply

obtained. _s used as the photovoltatc. More

futuristically lunar helium-3 has been

proposed for use as a fuslon fuel superior to

tritium _n that _t _s not radtoactwe, does not

have to be made tn nuclear fission reactors,

and ytelds a f3roton instead of a more

destructtve neutron when/t fuses wtth

deuterium.

Lunar so_l contatns _n abundance the

materials required for hfe support,

transportation, constructton, and power.

With proper understanding and new _deas,

lunar p_oneers should be able to turn the

lunar enwronment to thetr advantage.

Taken from Larry A. Haskm and Russell O.

Colson, 1990, Lunar Resources--Toward

Living Off the Lunar Land, in Proc.

I st Symp. NASA/Univ. of Arizona Space

Engineering Research Center (in press),

ed Terry Tnffet (Tucson).
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The Human Factor

In order to develop permanent

human settlements on the Moon,

we must understand how the local

environment influences the settlers'

safety and health. The lack of

atmosphere and the extreme

temperature range mandate the

use of sealed and thermally

insulated enclosures. These

enclosures--the colonists' first

line of defense--will range from

individual space suits to buildings.

The next line of defense must

protect the colonists from both

meteoroids and radiation.

Meteoroid impacts may have

effects ranging from long-term
erosion of the surface materials of

pressure vessels and space suits

all the way to penetration and

subsequent loss of pressure and

injury to personnel (see fig. 9).

More serious impacts could result

in destruction of equipment and
loss of life.

Figure 9

Crisis at the Lunar Base

A prolectde has penetrated the roof of
one of the lunar base modules and the air

Is rapidly escaping. Three workers are
trying to get into an emergency safe room,
which can be independently pressurized
with air. Two people in an ad/omlng room
prepare to rescue their fellow workers.
The remains of the prolectile can be seen
on the floor of the room. Thzs prolectlle

_s probably a lunar rock elected by a
meteorite impact several kilometers from
the base. A primary meteorite would likely
be completely melted or vaporized by its
hlgh-velocW Impact into the module, but a
secondary lunar projectile would hkely be
going slowly enough that some of it would
remain intact after penetrating the roof
Detailed safety studies are necessary to
determine whether such a meteorite strike

(or hardware failure or human error) Is
likely to create a loss-of-pressure
emergency that must be allowed for In
lunar base design.

Artist" Pamela Lee
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In 1971, the Rockwell Lunar Base

Synthesis Study investigated

several strategies for dealing with

the meteoroid hazard. They took

a probabilistic approach to the

problem of safety and examined

several options. Rockwell was

interested in providing portable

shielding for short-term surface
activities as well as more permanent

fixed shielding. The shielding might

be needed many times during an
expedition covering large distances.

On Earth, mobile expeditions which

require temporary environmental

protection that is lightweight and

easy to redeploy often use tents.

The Rockwell study examined the
use of a tent-like structure which

could be erected over an inhabited

pressure vessel. The tent could

be constructed of a lightweight
material such as aluminum foil or

nylon. The Rockwell investigators

anticipated that such a structure

would act as an extra outer layer

of protection against meteoroid

impact. For their calculations, the
tent had an area of 46 m2 and the

insulated wall of the pressure vessel

had a density of approximately

8 kg/m3. A small gap between the

tent and pressure wall was initially

considered. This arrangement

could provide a 0.9999 probability
of no penetrations in 100 days if

only a free-space meteoroid flux

was assumed. However, assuming

also the secondary ejecta hazard,

they found that the tent system

had only a 0.1 probability of not

being penetrated within 100 days.

A logical next step would be to

add more layers of material to the

tent. This, of course, increases

the weight of the tent and its

associated transportation costs.

The next option that Rockwell
considered was identical to that

just described but with an

additional layer of material filling

the gap. In theory, the tent would
serve to fragment a meteoroid and
the underlying material would

impede and absorb the fragments

before they reached the pressure
vessel. On the basis of their

surface meteoroid flux model,

the gap filler would need to have

a density of 16 kg/m3 to provide

a 0.9999 probability of no

penetration within 100 days. A

design of this type may prove to

be practical as portable meteoroid

shielding for short-term surface
activities.

However, these measures would

be completely inadequate for any

long-duration habitat (for a stay

of over 100 days), so the addition

of shielding material seemed

desirable. If lunar regolith were

used as a gap filler, significant

protection could be added without

increasing transport costs from
Earth. Rockwell concluded that

a gap of approximately 15.2 cm

(6 inches), filled with lunar regolith,

would reduce the penetration risk
to less than one chance in 10 000

over a 2- to 5-year stay.
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Althoughmeteoroidimpactsmay
bea seriousproblemonan
infrequentbasis,theeffectof
ionizingradiationonhumanhealth
iscontinuousandcumulativeover
anindividual'slifetime.A brief
discussionof radiationdosimetry
is nowinorder.Thefundamental
unitof radiationtransferis therad;

1 rad represents the deposition of

100 ergs of energy in 1 gram of
mass. The characteristics of the

deposition mechanisms vary and
additional factors must be

considered. One conversion

factor is the quality factor, Q,

which is conservatively based on

the experimentally determined

relative biological effectiveness,

RBE. When Q is multiplied by the

rad exposure, the result is a unit

of dosage corrected for the type

of radiation; this resulting dosage
is measured in a unit known as

the rem.

Individual responses to radiation

exposure vary somewhat and there

is controversy over safe limits for

long-term, low-level exposures.

Currently, the maximum permissible

whole-body dose for radiation

workers is 5 rem/year and for the

general public 0.5 rem/year (CRC

Handbook of Tables for Applied

Engineering Science 1980,

p. 753). Both of these doses are

larger than the dose of background
radiation at sea level that humans

are normally exposed to. Just as

radiation workers must accept a

greater risk than do members of the
general public, so astronauts are

prepared to accept a greater risk
than radiation workers. Table 3,

provided by Stu Nachtwey, lists
the doses and health risks that the

Medical Sciences Division at the

Johnson Space Center estimates
an astronaut on a Mars or lunar base

mission would be exposed to during
a period of minimum solar activity.
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TABLE3. Approximate Radiation Doses and Health Risks for an Astronaut

on a Mars or Lunar Base Mission During Minimum Solar Activity

[From D. Stuart Nachtwey, Johnson Space Center]

Radiation source Representative Skin dose
shielding equivalent

Deep organ (5 cm)
dose equivalent

Excess lifetime

cancer incidence in

a 35-year-old male*

Chronic exposure

Trapped belts
(one-way transit)
Free space
On lunar surface
On martian surface

Acute exposure to
large (e.g., Aug. '72)
solar particle event

2 g/cm 2 AI < 2 rem < 2 rein

4 g/cm2 AI 75 rem/yr 53 rem/yr
4 g/cm 2 AI 38 rem/yr 27 rem/yr

16 g/cm 2 CO2 (atm) 13.2 rem/yr 12 rem/yr

Free space 2 g/cm 2 AI 1900 rem 254 rem
On lunar surface 4 g/cm2 AI 440 rem 80 rem
+ shielding 15 g/cm2 AI 19 rem 9 rein
On martian surface 16 g/cm 2 CO2 (atm) 9 rein 4.6 rein
+ shielding 60 g/cm 2 AI < 1 rem < 1 rem

< 0.1%

--- 1.2%/yr of exposure
O.6%/yr of exposure

--" 0 3%/yr of exposure

57%
18%
02%
01%

< 0 03%

*Theexcesscancerincidencefor a 35-year-oldfemale_sroughlytwice that for a 35-year-oldmale
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Therateof irradiationperunittime
andtheageandsexofthe
individualatirradiationarealso
important.Youngerpeopleare
more sensitive to the cancer-

inducing effects of radiation than

older people, and females are more
sensitive than males because of

cancer induction to the breast and

thyroid. Other serious radiation
effects include cataracts, genetic

damage, and death. Radiation

exposure is considered cumulative
over an individual's lifetime.

Solar flares and cosmic rays are the

most dangerous radiation events

that lunar pioneers will be

exposed to. The cosmic ray

dosage at the lunar surface is
about 30 rem/year and, over an

11-year solar cycle, solar flare

particles with energies greater than
30 MeV can deliver 1000 rem

(Silberberg et al. 1985). Solar

flares deliver most of their energy
periodically during only a few days

out of an 11-year cycle; whereas,
the cosmic ray flux Js constant.

Although the lunar surface radiatfon

flux is too high to spend much time

in, it is definitely possible to alleviate

the radiation danger with shielding.
When colonists are removed from

continuous exposure to surface

radiation, long-term settlement

becomes possible. As in the case

of meteoroid protection, the

simplest solution is to use locally

available regolith for bulk shielding
of habitats.

Silberberg et al. (1985) have

suggested that a compacted

layer of lunar regolith at least
2 meters thick should be placed

over permanent habitats. With
shielding of this thickness, the

colonists' yearly exposure could be
held to 5 rem per year if they spent

no more than 20 percent of each
Earth month on the surface. In

order to provide an overall level of

protection of no more than 5 rem

per year even in the event of an
extreme solar flare, such as

occurred in February 1956, the

depth of shielding would have to
be doubled.

For the sake of completeness, it

should be pointed out that some
lunar regoliths contain a naturally

radioactive component material
known as KREEP. KREEP,

probably a product of volcanism,

contains radioactive potassium,
uranium, and thorium. Material
containing a high concentration
of KREEP should not be used for

shielding, and care should be
taken to avoid concentrating it

as shielding is prepared. The
concentration of KREEP in most

regolith material would add an

amount of radioactivity no more

than that in the granite used in

buildings here on Earth. If the

small contribution by KREEP to
radiation dose is considered

when exposures are calculated,

it should not pose any significant

health problem by itself.
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It is awell-knownfactthatcosmic
raysproducesecondaryparticles,
suchasneutrons,uponcollision
withmatter.Thesebyproductscan
addto theradiationexposureif the
shieldingis not"thick" enoughto
absorbthesecondaryneutronsas
well. It turnsout thatthe15.2-cm-
thicklayerof compactedregolith
proposedearlierfora meteoroid
shieldisnotoptimum.Obviously,
if "thin"shieldingis to beused,its
utilitymustbeexaminedin light
of itsdisadvantages.

It seemslikelythatthe initiallunar
basewillbeconstructedof
modifiedspacestationmodules,
SpaceShuttleexternaltanks,
or similarpressurevessels.These
pressurevesselswillbetransported

to the lunarsurfaceandplacedin
excavations.Oncethemodulesare
inplace,theywillbecoveredwith
thepreviouslyexcavatedregolith
to provideshielding(seefig. 10).
Land(1985)describesvarious
approachesandconsequencesto
providingsupportfortheshielding
abovethepressurizedenclosures.
Logisticallyandstructurallytheuse
of bulkregolithis aconvenient
solution.Itsusereducestheneed
to transportmassoutoftheEarth's
gravitywellandfavorsthetransport
of sophisticatedvalue-added
massinstead.Eventually,asthe
settlementbeginsto growand
developindustrialcapability,locally
availablemetals,glass,andbulk
regolithcanbefabricatedintonew
facilities.
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Figure 10

Lunar Base Modular Configuration

Inibal base components could be made
up of modified space statton modules.
The frontlsp_ece shows how such

modules m_ght look m the panorama
of a lunar base.

The advantage of uslng modified space
station modules _s that they wtll already
have been designed, tested, and
fabricated for use in space. The
disadvantage is that a module designed
for zero gravity and free space exposure
might require major changes to ht the
lunar environment with 1/6 g, ubiquitous
dust, and the weight of pded-on regohth
shleldmg.

Because of the nature of the lunar

environment, much of the pioneers'

time will be spent underground
within their habitat modules. For

safety and convenience, these

modules will be linked together

with tunnels (see fig. 11). While

this underground environment w_ll

be different from Earth's standard,

it need not be unpleasant or

confining. By the time the base

is under construction, manned

operations on the space station

will have provided a lot of useful

experience in human factors

engineering. Laboratories,

factories, farms, and entertainment

facilities will all be integrated into

the underground installations on

the Moon (see fig. 12). Some

types of storage will also be

underground, but a number of

facilities will remain above ground.
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Figure 11

Shielded Tunnels

The modules of a lunar base would be

connected by tunnels, naturally shielded
from surface hazards. The tunnels could

be made airtight for use but would likely
also be provided with airlocks for safety
in case of depressunzatton.

Figure 12

An Agricultural Zone in Krafft

Ehricke's Selenopolis

Although the initial lunar outpost would
no doubt be quite spartan, the expanding
lunar base could be modified to make hfe

under the lunar surface qu_te Earthlike
and pleasant.
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Transportation facilities such as

hangars, landing pads, and

refueling stations will be located on

the lunar surface (see fig. 13).

Power plants and communications

superstructure will be surface

installations as well. Some storage

will be in surface warehouses (see

fig. 14).

Figure 13

Lunar Hangars

Mobtle surface equipment wtll need to

be stored in protectwe hangars. Such

hangars would prowde shade against the

Sun's heat during the 2-week-long lunar

day and hghtmg for work during the equally

long lunar mght.

Arbst: Pat Rawhngs

...... ! ,

Figure 14

Lunar Surface Activities

Actlwties such as mining, transport, and

processing will almost by n.ecesslty be
conducted on the surface. While

automatton and teleoperat_on wtll be

used extenswely, some mmtmum amount

of human tending wtll always be required.

In this parttcular concept (from NASDA,

the Japanese space agency), a processing

plant produces oxygen and metals and an

electromagnetic mass driver shoots these

products into lunar orbit, where they can

be used to support Earth-Moon space

acttvities.
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Strategies for Surface
Operations

Although space suits appropriate
to the lunar environment were

successfully used during the

Apollo missions, they are not the

only means of conducting
surface activities. Moon suits

have several disadvantages, one

problem being their limited duty

cycle. Consumables, recycling
systems, and operator fatigue are
the most obvious limitations to

how long a "moon walk" can last.

The Apollo 14 astronauts walked

everywhere and averaged about

4-1/2 hours per moon walk. By
contrast, the Apollo 17 astronauts'

surface activities, augmented by

their use of the lunar roving vehicle

(see fig. 15), averaged about
8 hours. Another constraint due

to moon suit use is the time it takes

to dress and undress (see fig. 16)

and repair and refurbish the suits.

Plenty of spare parts will probably

be required. However, these

difficulties are minor annoyances.
The most serious problem with

exclusive use of moon suits for
surface activities is their insufficient

meteoroid and radiation protection.

Figure 15

Lunar Rover

The use of the Apollo lunar Rover

greatly increased the lunar explorers'

effectiveness. Moblhty will also be

very destrable in lunar base operations

and will be especially important for

sc/entfftc exploration.
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Figure 16

Suiting Up

Much time is consumed donning or

doffing a space suit.
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Therefore, the development of

pressurized surface vehicles

equipped with external tools and

manipulators is desirable (see

fig. 17). These vehicles would

be analogous to the specialized

submarines used for exploration,

research, and repair in the Earth's

oceans. Such devices provide

their operators with a safe

environment and permit access

to a more hazardous one.

Figure 17

Vehicles for Operations in Hostile
Environments

"Alvin" deep-diving research submarines
protect their crews from the hostrle
ocean environment wh_le permttting
mobJlity and interaction wffhm it.
Cameras, floodhghts, and portholes
enhance the crew's wsual access to
their surroundtngs, and spec_ahzed

mampulators and end effectors allow
physical interaction. Inside the
submarine, the crew Js maintained/n a
shirt-sleeve enwronment, It seems

highly hkely that pressurized surface
vehicles equipped with external tools w_ll
be developed to meet similar needs on
the lunar surface.
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If vehicles of this type were

developed for use on the Moon,

they would definitely have to
provide meteoroid protection and

the radiation protection necessary

to keep the occupants' exposure
well within the 50 rem/year limit

[to the blood-forming organs
(NCRP Report No. 98, July 31,

1989, p. 164)]. A thick layer of

compacted regolith built into the

hull may serve this purpose.

Another way to reduce radiation

exposure problems might be to

permit only older personnel

(volunteers over 35 and people

who have already had children)

to spend much time on the

surface and keep the younger

personnel underground. This

idea is based on the premise that

delayed reactions to irradiation,

like cancer, take long enough to

develop that older people who

are exposed may die of natural
causes before the reaction occurs.

However, this seems to be a

solution of minimal merit. Every

colonist will require an individual

radiation dosimetry record and a

"weather" forecast concerning the
solar flare hazard whenever he or

she leaves the habitat.

A truly satisfactory solution

appears possible. Taking the

manned vehicle concept one step

further reveals another type of

device, the teleoperated robot,
which is well suited to the lunar

environment. A teleoperated

robot is a remotely controlled

device which may be used to

provide a human presence in a

hazardous environment. Typically,

the human operator directly controls
the activities of the robot and

receives feedback from it, so it is
an electronic and mechanical

extension of the person, essentially

a surrogate body. Teleoperated
robots have been used in the

nuclear industry for years; they are

finding applications in underwater
work at great depths; and they have

seen limited application in space.

Lunar teleoperators, like the ones

shown in figure 18, could be

operated in one of two modes:
directly from the lunar habitat, as

in figure 19, or indirectly from a
space station or a facility on Earth.

Each mode has _ts unique
characteristics. Operation from
Earth would be slower because of

the several-second, round-trip
radio s_gnal delay. In this case,

the teleoperated device may

require built-in reflexes to protect
itself, _f the most recent command
from Earth is in conflict with

current local conditions. An

example of this would be hawng

the teleoperated device stop

before walking or drJvang over

the edge of a cliff which has just

appeared on the operator's TV

screen on Earth. In the early

1970s, the Russians successfully
demonstrated the usefulness of

their Lunokhod teleoperated roving

vehicles on the Moon (see fig. 20).
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It hasbeencommonlythought
thatthemainproblemfacedby
Earth-basedoperatorswho
"commute"to workon theMoon
byradiowouldbeseverefatigue
andfrustrationdueto thetimelag.
To evaluatethispossibility,I
conductedaseriesof lunar-time-
delaymanipulationandmobility
experimentsusinga mobilerobot
equippedwitha4-degree-of-

freedommanipulatorarm(see
fig.21). Myresults(1989)indicate
thatthe3-secdelayinherentin
round-tripcommunicationbetween
theEarthandthe Moonisnota
significantbarrierto teleoperated
manipulationandmobility.With
propersystemdesign,thismode
of operationwill,at worst,require
patientpeopleandpredictive
positioningaids.

Figure 18

Teleoperated Robot

Teleoperated robots w_llbe designed to
provide a human presence on the lunar
surface. This robot's arms have the same
freedom of movement as human arms:

three degrees at the shoulder, one at the
elbow, and three at the wrist. Its hands
are modeled on human hands but requtre
only three fingers and a thumb. The
robot's head can turn up and down, right
and left. It has two TVcameras for stereo
vision (with glare shades, which are
movable on hinges).
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Figure 19

Teleoperations Control Center

Underground at the Lunar Base

Surface actiwties could easily be directed

from comfortable underground facilities.
Such control centers would provide safe
environments for lunar workers who would
otherwise be required to do routine iobs
tn a hazardous enwronment. Each

operator could supervise the actiwties of
many semi-autonomous robots or directly
control one telerobot to apply more

specialized skills to the task at hand.
Although the two human operators shown
are controlling and monitoring telerobotic

equipment at two different locations, they
could just as easily be coordinating their
teleoperations. Such a team effort could
even be assisted by additional controllers
located at other s_tes on the Moon or

elsewhere, as long as there were enough
telerobots at the work site and sufficient

communications channels. Keep in mind
that the controllers would always have
the option to shut down thelr telerobots
temporanly so that they could take a
personal break or attend _mmedlately to
another matter within the base without

Iostng travel or space sutt removal bme or
wastmg hmlted excurston supphes like
oxygen.

Figure 20

Lunokhod

Automated vehicles rowng over another
planetary body were hrst used m the early
1970s by the Soviets on their Lunokhod
missions. These lunokhods were capable
of travehng tens of kilometers at speeds
up to 2 kin�hr. They were run from a
Soviet control center by a crew of five-
commander, driver, nawgator, operator,

and onboard-systems engineer. The crew
used slow-scan television images and
systems readouts to drive and operate the
vehicles.
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F_gure21

SSl Teleoperations Simulation
Chamber

The Space Studies Institute in Princeton,
NJ, has been involved in a continuing
experiment to evaluate the usefulness of
time-delayed teleoperatlon under lunar
conditions. Here the designers, Rob
Lewis and David Brody, demonstrate a
telerobotics facility to Jean-Loup Chretien,
who has been a guest cosmonaut. The
facility consists of an operator control
console and a slrnulated lunar
enwronment chamber (with its side cover
removed to reveal the interior). On the far
right, a mobile robot equtpped w_tha
4-degree-of-freedom manipulator can be
seen interacting with a workstation wh_le
under the time-delayed control of the
operator. Although the operator receives
video from inside the chamber, d_rect
vtsual access into it ts not possible durtng
experiment runs. The chamber has been
optimized to wsually rephcate lunar
cond_ttons when wewed wtth wdeo
cameras.

Photo: Barbara Faughnan

Local use of teleoperated devices

would not be hampered by t_me

delays, but it would require

additional relay stations, such as
comsats or mountaintop repeaters,
to overcome the obstacles to line-

of-sight radio propagation on the

lunar surface. It seems likely

that teleoperated robots will be
controlled from Earth, from the

Moon, and from points in between.

Teleoperated robots will not replace

people; rather they will enhance

a person's capabilities. As mentioned

earlier, the teleoperated robot may
be controlled in a master-slave

mode, given sufficient feedback to

allow the human operator to sense
and react to the robot's environment

as if the person were there. Another

control approach uses "supervised

autonomy." Supervised autonomy

involves a working partnership

between a human, who sets goals

and supervises their implementation,

and a more fully automated robot,

which is responsible for carrying out

specific tasks. Much less feedback

would be necessary using this

strategy.

Sending a number of teleoperated

machines to the Moon to prepare

the way for later colonists may be
warranted. This would have the

twin advantages of maximizing

safety and limiting the cost of the

initial missions, as local materials

could be used to prepare a base
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andsuppliesbeforethepeople
movedin. Oncethesettlement
wasoccupied,teleoperators
controlledfromEarthwouldactas
"forcemultipliers."Theycouldbe
runbyseveralshiftsof operators
onEartheachday(including
weekends).Thus,eachmachine
coulddotheworkof threeor more
lunarcolonists,withoutthecosts
ofbringingthosecoloniststo the
Moonandprovidinglifesupportfor
them. Inaddition,teleoperated
devicescouldpotentiallypermit
expertsfromEarthto providetimely
servicesotherwiseunavailable
locally.

Teleoperatedmachinesusedin
conjunctionwitha mannedbase
couldberegularlyrepairedand
rebuiltbythe lunarstaffasrequired
bychangingneeds.Weshould
rememberthatteleoperated
machinesarefarlesssensitiveto
radiationthanpeopleandcanbe
optimizedfortheirenwronment
andtasks. Ifa teleoperatoris hit
bya meteoroid,it maypossibly
berepairedorsalvaged.If not,it
certainlyismoreexpendablethana
person.Thus,thedevelopmentof
teleoperatorsforlunarsurfaceuse
isdefinitelyworthfurther
investigation.

TheMoonis anideal"large"space
stationandoffersmanyadvantages

overothernear-Earthlocations,
suchasnaturalgravityanduseful
resources.Extensivehuman
activitieson theMoonwillbe
constrainedinitiallybythelunar
environmentbecauseit is so
differentfromtheEarth's.Means
to easetheseconstraintsare
possibleandshouldbepursued.
Thereismuchto begainedfroma
permanenthumanpresenceonthe
Moon.
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Summer Study Postscript:
A 1986 Perspective

Philip R. Harris et al.

Now that the National Commission

on Space has set out bold goals

and strategies for the American

space program in the next

50 years, how can we turn such
visions into realities? Since the

Challenger tragedy and other

space failures have brought about

a crisis of confidence in NASA,

what innovations are necessary

to rebuild public consensus and

support? What initiatives can the

private sector take to promote

the peaceful use of space by its

exploration and industrialization?

The faculty fellows from the

1984 summer study propose

three possibilities for action by

NASA and supporters of the

space program.

A National Lottery for

Space Enterprises

Public lotteries to support
exploration and civilizing
ventures on new frontiers are

part of the Nation's tradition.

They were used by the English

to support the Jamestown

colonization and to open the

western frontier. They have

become popular again in this

century as a means of raising

money for state governments.

Such a lottery could alleviate the

national tax burden imposed by the

plans of the National Commission

on Space, which they estimate to
cost $700 billion.

As a step to providing the vigorous

leadership on the space frontier

called for by these commissioners,

either the Congress or a private
consortium or a combination of

public and private leaders might

launch this national lottery. The

first target would be to obtain

funding for a fourth orbiter, to be

devoted exclusively to scientific,

commercial, and international use.

Named "Challenger I1," it would be

a public memorial and expression

of appreciation to the seven
crewmembers who lost their lives

in the first shuttle of that name.

Once the Shuttle fleet was back to

full capacity, the next objective

might be funding for more

advanced aerospace planes. Just

as the Conestoga wagons and the

railroad opened up new resources

in the West, so w_ll these _nitial

vehicles on the space "highway."
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A Fourth Orbiter

The Endeavour,expected to bring NASA's
Shuttle fleet to four again, is seen under
construction at Rockwell's manufacturing
facility in Cahforma.

Continued fundraising of this type

would be designated to help

underwrite the space infrastructure

that will enable us to tap space

resources (e.g., the construction

of the space station and lunar or

martian bases of operation).

How? As the National Commission

on Space gathered its input,

hundreds of individuals in 15 public
forums contributed their ideas.

Such people, along with the space

advocacy groups, could provide the

momentum for this National Lottery

for Space Enterprises. At the

present time, there are 50 groups

advocating the development of

space. They have a collective

membership of 300 000 and an

aggregate annual budget of
$30.5 million. All these, together

with other space business leaders

and entrepreneurs, could provide

the thrust to translate the lottery

proposal into dollars for space

enterprtse. Readers of such

magazines as Aviation Week &

Space Technology and Commercial

Space could be enlisted in such a

campaign. Gradually, beginning

with Canada, the lottery could be
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extendedinternationally.We
suggestLeelacoccaandhis
leadershipof thecampaignto
restoretheStatueof Libertyas
anexampleofthetypeof citizen
andstrategyneededin thisnext
nationalendeavor."Wethepeople
of theUnitedStatesofAmerica"
canimplementthegoalssetforth
bytheNationalCommissionon
Space.

A White House Conference

on Space Enterprise

Another step to encourage civilian

leadership in the American space

program would be a White House

conference. Space planners and

advocates should urge their

congressional representatives to

introduce a bill supporting such a

convocation and calling upon the
Administration to issue invitations

and set an agenda. The primary

purpose of the conference would

be to examine ways to implement
the recommendations of the

National Commission on Space,

thereby opening up the space

frontier and improving the quality of

life here on Earth. The secondary

purpose would be to develop a

national consensus on the peaceful

and commercial exploration and

utilization of space resources.

A White House Conference

The faculty fellows in this NASA summer
study group urge that a White House
conference be called to find ways and
means to implement the recommendations
of the National Commission on Space,
thereby opening up the space frontier and
improving the quality of hfe here on Earth.

Photo: Joyce C. Naltchayan
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A callbythePresidenttocarryout
thespacecommission'sgoals*
wouldboostAmericanmorale,turn
ourenergiesoutward,andensure
thecountry'sspaceleadershipinto
the21st century.Torechargethe
nationalenthusiasmfor space,
distinguishedAmericansandother
guestswouldbeinvitedto this
conferenceto proposeimmediate
andpragmaticmeansfor reaching
thecommission'stargets.The
plannersm_ghtinvitecorporations
_nthespacebusinesstojo_nthe
Governmentinsponsoringthe
event.Theparticipantswould
includenotonlyspaceprofessionals
butalsopeopleof competenceand
distinctioninpositionsto influence
thecitizenry_ntheirsupportof
spaceactivities.Wesuggest
WalterCronkiteasthetypeof
personcapableof communicating
themessagefromsuchaWhite
Houseconferenceandenlisting
publicsupport.Theaimwouldbe
to obtainmassivemediaattention
notonlyto theconferencebutalso
to itsresults.

TheproposedWhiteHouse
conferencemightbestructured
onathemesetforthbytheNational
Commission:"Stimulatingspace

enterprisesforthedirectbenefitof
thepeopleonEarth." Thesessions
mightbeorganizedaroundthefour
partsofthecommission'sreport--
civilianspacegoalsfor 21st century
America,low-costaccessto thesolar
system,openingthespacefrontier
in thenext20years,American
leadershiponthespacefrontier
in thenext50years.

Reorganization of the

National Aeronautics and

Space Administration

If the goals and recommendations

set forth by the National Commission

on Space are to be achieved, then
NASA needs to be renewed and

reorganized. The internal renewal

of its organizational culture and

management is already under way

as a result of the findings of the
Presidential Commission on the

Space Shuttle Challenger Accident.

But reorganization in the charter

and structure of the agency might
enable it to become more free of the

Federal bureaucracy, annual budget

battles, and political pressures that

undermine its ability to make strides

in space.

*Such a call was issued by President George Bush tn h=sJuly20, 1989, speech on the steps
of the SmJthson_anA=rand Space Museum. Specifically, he proposed commitment to three of
the Commission's twelve technological milestones _nspace: Space Stat=onFreedom, a
permanent lunar outpost, and human explorat=onof Mars.
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In 1984,thefacultyfellowsof
theNASAsummerstudy
recommendedthatlegislationbe
passedto strengthenNASAby
makingit moreautonomous.
(Modelsexistin theU.S.Postal
Service,theTennesseeValley
Authority,andtheNewYorkPort
Authority.)Bycreatinga National
AeronauticsandSpaceAuthority
asa semiautonomouscorporation,
ourNation'sleaderswouldallow
theNASAbudgetto besetfor
long-termprojectdevelopment.
Thefundingfor researchand
developmentcouldbeseparated
fromthatforoperations.Such
legislativechangesmightenable
NASAto enterintojointventures
withtheprivatesectorin the

UnitedStatesandabroad,as
wellaswithothernationalspace
entities,soasto supplementits
incomebeyondGovernment
appropriations.Then,creative
financingof spaceventures
mightbediscoveredthroughthe
issuanceof bondsor thesaleof
stockin limitedR&Dpartnerships
or inspacetradingcompanies.
(Shadesof theDutchEastIndia
Company!)Becauseof the
scopeandcomplexityof space
development,NASAneedsto be
empoweredto giveleadershipin
promotingthecooperativeefforts
of Government,universities,and
industryin thefurtheranceof
humanenterpriseinspace.

Sh 3s of Ex oloration

Nifla , 1492

st century

Trans-Mars IMn2;2tiEo21211;2Vehicle_ Mars Tr_ansfer Vehicle

Ships of Exploration

"From the voyages of Columbus to the

Oregon Trail to the lourney to the Moon

itself, history proves that we have never

lost by pressing the limits of our frontters,"

said President George Bush on the

20th anmversary of the Apollo 11 landmg

on the Moon. The President urged that

we press the limits of our frontters on to

another planet and make a Iourney to Mars

Our N_r_a (and Pinta and Santa Mana) might

look hke thts A trans-Mars mlecbon stage,

essentmlly large propellant tanks wlth

rocket motors attached (Columbus' shtps

dtdn't have to carry their propellant), to

propel the ship from Earth to Mars. A Mars

excurston vehtcle, wtth _ts aerobrake to

slow the descent into Mars orbit (we, too,

will make use of the "wind") and _ts martmn

lander And a Mars transfer vehtcle, also

equipped wtth an aerobrake and much

smaller rocket motors, to enter Mars orbit

and bnng the crew home.
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Addendum: Participants

The managers of the 1984 summer study were

Dawd S. McKay, Summer Study Co-D_rector and Workshop Manager
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Stewart Nozette, Summer Study Co-D_rector
Cal=forn=a Space Institute

James Arnold, D=rector
of the Cahforn=a Space Institute

Stanley R. Sadln, Summer Study Sponsor
for the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
NASA Headquarters

Those who participated in the 10-week summer study as

faculty fellows were the following:

James D. Burke
James L. Carter
David R. Cnswell
Carolyn Dry
Rocco Fazzolare
Tom W. Fogwell
M_chael J. Gaffey
Nathan C. Goldman
Phlhp R. Hams
Karl R. Johansson
EIbert A. K_ng
Jesa Kre_ner
John S. Lew;s
Robert H. Lew_s
WJlham Lewis
James Gner M_ller
Sankar Sastn
M=chele Small

Jet Propuls=on Laboratory
Unwers_ty of Texas, Dallas
Caldorn_a Space Instatute
V_rg_nJaPolytechn=c Institute
Unwers_ty of Anzona
Texas A & M University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Unwers_ty of Texas, Aust=n
Cal#orn_a Space Institute
North Texas State Unwerslty
Unwerslty of Houston, Unwerslty Park
California State Unwers_ty, Fullerton
Unwers_ty of Armzona
Washington Unwerslty, St. Lou=s
Clemson UnwersJty
University of Cahforn_a, Los Angeles
New York City Technical College
Cahforn_a Space Institute
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Participantsin the1-weekworkshopsincludedthefollowing"
ConstanceF.Acton
W_lham N. Agosto
A. Edward Bence
Edward Bock
Davtd F. Bowersox
Henry W. Brandhorst, Jr.
David Buden
Edmund J. Conway
Gene Corley
Hubert Daws
Michael B. Duke
Charles H. Eldred
Greg Fawkes
Ben R. Finney
Phlhp W. Gamson
R_chard E. Gertsch
Mark G_ampapa
Charles E. Glass
Charles L. Gould
Joel S. Greenberg
Larry A. Haskm
Abe Hertzberg
Walter J. Hzckel
Chnstian W. Knudsen
Eugene Konecc_
George Kozmetsky
John Land_s
T. D. LJn
John M. Logsdon
Ronald Maehl
Thomas T. Meek
Wendell W. Mendell
George Mueller
Kathleen J. Murphy
Barney B. Roberts
Sanders D. Rosenberg
Robert Salkeld
Donald R. Saxton
James M. Shoji
M_chael C. Simon
Wwlham R. Snow
Robert L. Staehle
Frank W. Stephenson, Jr.
Wolfgang Steurer
Richard Tangum
Mead Treadwell
Terry Tnffet
J. Peter Vajk
Jesco von Puttkamer
Scott Webster
Gordon R. Woodcock

Bechtel Power Corp.
Lunar Industries, Inc.
Exxon Mineral Company
General Dynamics
Los Alamos National Laboratory
NASA Lew_s Research Center
NASA Headquarters
NASA Langley Research Center
Portland Cement Association
Eagle Eng_neenng
NASA Johnson Space Center
NASA Langley Research Center
Pegasus Software
University of Hawa,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Colorado School of Mines
University of Anzona
Unlverszty of Arizona
Rockwell International
Pnnceton Synerget_cs, Inc.
Washington University, St. Loufs
University of Washington
Yukon Pacific
Carbotek, Inc.
Un_versatyof Texas, Austin
Unlversaty of Texas, Austin
Stone & Webster Englneenng Corp.
Construction Technology Laboratories
George Washington University
RCA Astro-Electron_cs
Los Alamos National Laboratory
NASA Johnson Space Center
Consultant
Consultant
NASA Johnson Space Center
Aerojet TechSystems Company
Consultant

NASA Marshall Space Fhght Center
Rockwell International
General Dynamics
Electromagnetic Launch Research, Inc.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NASA Headquarters
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of Texas, San Antonio
Yukon Pacific
University of Anzona
Consultant
NASA Headquarters
Orbital Systems Company
Boeing Aerospace Company
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The following people participated in the summer study as

guest speakers and consultants:

Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrln

Rudt Belchel

David G. Brln

Joseph A. Carroll
Manuel I. Cruz

Andrew H. Cutler

Chnstopher England
Edward A. Gabns

Peter Hammerlmg
Eleanor F. Hehn

N_cholas Johnson

Joseph P. Kerw_n

Joseph P. Loftus
Budd Love

John J. Martin

John Meson

Tom Meyer
John C. NJehoff

Tadahlko Okumura

Thomas O. Patne

W_lham L. Qua_de

Nam_ka Raby
Donald G. Rea

Gene Roddenberry
Harrison H. "Jack" Schm_tt

R_chard Schubert

Ehe Shneour

Martsn Spence

James B. Stephens
Pat Sum1

Robert Waldron

Samon P. Worden

W_lham Wnght

Research & Engmeenng Consultants

Aerojet TechSystems Company

Cahforn_a Space Institute

Cahfornla Space Institute

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Cahforn_a Space Institute

EngJneenng Research Group

NASA Headquarters
LaJolla Institute

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Teledyne Brown Eng_neenng

NASA Johnson Space Center

NASA Johnson Space Center
Consultant

NASA Headquarters

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

Boulder Center for Science and Policy

Science Apphcat_ons International

Shtm_zu Construction Company
Consultant

NASA Headquarters

University of Cahfornla, San D_ego

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Writer

Consultant

NASA Headquarters

B_osystems Associates, Ltd.

Sh_m_zu Constructfon Company

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

San Dtego Un_fied School D_str_ct
Rockwell International

Department of Defense

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
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